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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

Although the subject of lubrication aud lubricants is by no

means unrepresented in our technical literature, we are not

acquainted with any one work in which it is adequately treated,

in the light of our present knowledge, from the point of view

of the engineer and also of the chemist. Nevertheless, it

was not without considerable hesitation that we accepted

the invitation of the publishers to write a treatise on the

subject.

So much still remains to be learned, relating to the chemical

constitution and physical properties of lubricants, and also

regarding the manner in which they act, under certain circum-

stances, in reducing friction, that we cannot claim to have

produced a complete treatise. We trust, however, that our

work, though necessarily incomplete in many respects, will

prove of value to the engineer, the chemist, and the manu-

facturer.

Being the joint production of a chemist and an engineer, the

responsibility for the chemical and mechanical sections of the

work must necessarily rest mainly upon one or other of the

authors ; the purely physical sections are, however, to a large

extent of joint authorship. Our object has been to, as far as

possible, make each section complete in itself. In the first four



chapters, frictiou, tlie viscosity of liquids, aucl lubrication are

treated mainly from a theoretical point of view ; in the five suc-

ceeding chapters, the nature, properties, and testing of lubricants

are dealt with ; and the two final chapters are devoted to a

description and discussion of the practical application of lubri-

cants to machinery for the purpose of reducing friction and

wear. In the last chapter, which has been written chiefly for

engineers in charge of machinery, many points are again briefly

discussed which have already been more fully treated in earlier

portions of the work.

The descriptions of oil-testing machines in the chapter on the

mechanical testing of lubricants are based almost entirely on

published information ; but, in the instructions for their

manipulation, an endeavour has been made to state the con-

ditions under which tests may be made for "oiliness" or for

viscosity, much that has been written on the subject being

unsound, owing to a want of knowledge concerning the con-

ditions under which these two properties of lubricants are of

active value.

For the theory of viscous lubrication we are indebted, firstly

to the experimental work carried out for the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers by Mr. Beauchamp Tower, and secondly,

to the theoretical explanation of Mr. Tower's results communi-

cated to the Eoyal Society by Professor Osborne Eeynolds, F.RS.

Without losing sight of the valuable work done by other investi-

gators, amongst whom should be mentioned Professors Thurston

and Goodman, also Mr. Veitch Wilson, who, as a manufacturer,

has laboured for so many years to spread a correct knowledge of

the nature and properties of lubricants among users, it is not

too much to say that the work done by Mr. Keauchamp Tower

and Professor Osborne Reynolds has been mainly instrumental

in loading to the adoption of scientific methods of lubrication,

and has enabled the part played by the viscosity of the lubricant

to be clearly stated. An equally complete treatment of the



theory of oiliness or greasiness is at present impossible : but the

bearing upon this important branch of the subject of the in-

vestigations on the stability and thickness of liquid films carried

out by Professors Reinold and Eiicker has been called attention

to. Lord Eayleigh's contributions to the theory of superficial

forces have also enabled us to show tlie important part played

by superficial tension.

The adoption of more correct ideas concerning the theory of

lubrication, and the demand for machines of greater efficiency

and power, have led to very rapid improvements in the designs

of bearings and in the methods of applying lubricants. Since

we undertook to write this work, great progress has been made

in this direction. Every endeavour has been made to give the

latest practical information, and we trust that, in giving pro-

minence to new designs, we shall not be regarded as having

passed over with undue haste older methods and principles

which still commend themselves to many practical engineers.

Owing to the advances made during recent years in the manu-

facture and refining, as well as in the methods of application and

testing of lubricants, it is too much to expect that the information

which we have sought to convey is, in all respects, up to date.

We shall, therefore, gratefully welcome any suggestions on the

part of our readers which may enable us in a future edition to

remedy defects and supply omissions.

References are given throughout the text to the chief literary

sources whence we have derived information. In the case of

chemical and physical papers appearing in foreign periodicals,

we have referred chiefly to the valuable abstracts published

by the Society of Chemical Industry and the Society of Public

Analysts. The tables of chemical and physical constants of oils,

etc., have been compiled mainly from the data collected by Dr.

Lewkowitsch for his standard treatise on the analysis of oils,

partly from results accumulated in our own experience. The

EiKjincer has also been freely quoted.



Our Lest thanks are due to Mr. C. E. Wolff, B.Sc. , for assist-

ance in some of the mathematical portions of the work ; to Mr.

T. H. Adams for assisting in the experimental work ; and to

Messrs H. E. Haigh, J. F. Ingleby, H. Jessop, Colin E. Strong,

E. Weatherburn, and others, to whom we are indebted for in-

formation, suggestions, or assistance in other ways.

L. AECHBUTT.
E. M. DEELEY.

Dkrby, September 1899.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

We very much regret the delay which has occurred in the issue

of this second edition of our work, but we hope that the

thorough revision which the book lias undergone, the rearrange-

ment of some of the subject-matter, the addition of nearly

seventy-five pages of new matter, and the enlargement and im-

provement of the index, will atone for the inconvenience caused

by the book being out of print for so long a time. We have been

much gratified by the favourable reception accorded to the first

edition, of which a French translation has been issued ; and

the numerous inquiries for the second edition which we have

received prove that the book has met a want.

The volume has been revised throughout, but the chief

additions have been made to the last three chapters.

In Chapter IV. a brief account of Lasche's experiments on

the friction and lubrication of motor bearings at high speeds is

given. Doolittle's Torsion Viscometer is described in Chapter

VI., and some errors in the table for converting hydrometer

degrees into specific gravities have been corrected. In Chapter

IX. a full description will be found of Thurston's Oil-testing

Machine as modified by us, together with a description of the

method of using the machine which we have found most

advantageous, and the results of a number of tests which



we have made. Experience has taught us that to obtain

results of value from this machine, and doubtless also from

others of similar type, much patience and careful observation

are required. Descriptions will also be found in this chapter

of several machines which were not included in the first

edition, or which have been more recently designed; also an

account of rrofessor Kingsbury's experiments on the friction

of screws.

The subject of bronze bearings and auti-friction alloys has

been treated at length in Chapter X., and an account is given

of the most important researches. The tables giving the

composition of these alloys have been entirely re-written, and

the authorities added. Where no authority is mentioned, the

composition stated is mostly based upon our own analyses.

Fresh measurements of the thickness of lubricating films by

Professor Kingsbury are given on p. 397- Our best thanks are

due to Mr. H. Fowler for kindly revising the pages on Ijall and

roller bearings. The descriptions of modern methods of lubrica-

tion and lubricators have been largely added to, and we have

pleasure in acknowledging our indebtedness to several firms

whose names are mentioned in the text, for the loan of blocks.

In the last chapter, under the heading " Lubrication of

Miscellaneous Machines," we have given particulars of the oils

which are suitable for the lubrication of the principal types of

machinery and engines, and we trust this information will prove

useful. Mr. J. Veitch Wilson and other experts whom we

have consulted have been kind enough to give us the benefit of

their experience in regard to many machines which are outside

the range of our own special experience. To these gentlemen,

and to Sir Boverton Kedwood who has kindly revised the pages

on Mineral Oils in Chapter V., we tender our acknowledgments

and sincere thanks. We also wish to thank the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Teunsylvauia Eailroad

Company, and the Proprietors of L'ligiiucriny for ^lermissiou



to quote from their publications; also Dr. Henry Letl'mann,

Mr. H. F. Moore, Professor Goodman, and several other corre-

spondents and friends whose names are mentioned in the text, for

suggestions and information very kindly communicated.

L. AKCHBUTT.
E. M. DEELEY.

Januarij 1907.
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LUBRICATION AND LUBRICANTS.

CHAPTER I.

FKICTION OF SOLIDS.

Introductory.—The object of mechanism of all kinds is the control

or utilization of energy for the purpose of doing useful work. Owing,
however, to the necessary imperfections of our methods, a large part

of the energy applied is wasted in various ways ; mainly, in over-

coming the resistance to relative motion offered by the opposing

surfaces of the machines themselves.

The least force properly applied to a perfect machine at rest should

set it in motion, and, owing to the inertia of its parts, such a machine
once set in motion, but not doing work, should continue to move
with uniform velocity : but there are causes which operate to arrest

motion, firstly, the inertia and frictional resistance of the air ; secondly,

the friction between the rubbing surfaces of the machine ; and thirdly,

induced electrical currents. The frictional resistance of the air may
be reduced by shaping the moving surfaces of the machine so as to

oppose the least surface to its action ; with the electrical resistances

we are not here concerned. The most serious resistance to the

motion of heavy machinery is the friction between the opposing

surfaces, and it is in order to reduce this friction to a miuimimi that

lubrication is resorted to.

In some cases the frictional resistance between opposing surfaces

is utilized as a means of transmitting motion from one portion of a

machine to another, or from machine to machine. Friction clutches

and belt or rope gearing may be instanced as cases in point. Here
the object is to make the frictional resistance as great as possible, so

that the opposing surfaces may not slip. Such devices are, however,

beyond the scope of this work, for, although friction sin-faces are often

lubricated to a certain extent, the lubricant is applied to prevent the

surfaces from seizing, and not to reduce friction. There are also

instances in which lubrication is resorted to chiefly in order to

1
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reduce the wear of the Motion surfaces, and this may be of such

importance that the loss of energ}^ by friction becomes quite a

secondary consideration.

Lubrication is effected by interposing between the friction surfaces

films of liquid or soft solid substances which decrease the friction.

Such substances are called lubricants. The physical properties upon
which their lubricating powers depend will be considered at a later

stage ; for the present we shall confine our remarks to a discussion

of the nature and laws of so-called solid friction, i.e. the friction

between clean solid surfaces. Such surfaces are seldom chemically

clean ; but the contaminating films do not affect the laws of solid

friction, they only determine the degree of resistance.

Friction is not merely a resistance to the relative motion of solid

surfaces. The changes of shape undergone by solids when imder
stress, as well as the movements of liquids, are opposed by internal

friction, which, in these cases, is of quite a different nature and
obeys different laws to the friction between opposed surfaces. Other
chapters will, therefore, be devoted to the consideration of liquid

friction, whilst in the present one the phenomena presented by the

friction between solid surfaces only will be discussed.

Natiu-e of Friction.—When two solid surfaces are pressed firmly

together, they cannot be moved relatively to each other without the

exercise of considerable force ; and when, by a sufficient effort, the

surfaces have commenced sliding against each other, the resistance to

be overcome in order to keep them in relative motion, though it may
be either greater or less than was required to start them from a state

of rest, has at all speeds a considerable retarding effect, and is called

the friction between the surfaces. The frictional resistance varies

greatly between different surfaces and materials, being least between
hard and polished, and greatest between soft and rough surfaces.

Between leather and coarse sandstone, for example, its value is

very considerable, and it is owing to this fact that we are enabled

to stand and walk in such perfect secin-ity on ordinary groinid.

Between leather and ice there is very much less friction. Walking
on ice is, consequently, less secure than walking on the ground, and
progression is more safely and eii-sily effected by skating or sliding.

In the sliding or rolling of solids against each other, friction owes
its existence almost entirely to the roughness or unevenness of the

surfaces in contact. Even apparently smooth siu-faces are not free

from minute elevations and depressions which interlock when such
surfaces are pressed together. Motion can then only result either by
the jwssage of one set of inequalities over the other, or by the forcible

breaking off of projecting parts. \\'hen this takes place, the surfaces

may be continuously abraded, for it does not follow that they will be

rubbed smooth by the friction.

Friction between surfaces of unequal hardness results in the more
or less rapid abrasion of the softer surface, the harder surface suffer-

ing very slightly, unless particles removed from it, or derived from
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extraneous sources, become embedded in the softer surface and act as
gi'aviug tools. This is what occurs in the process known to mechanics
as ' lapping,' in which emery or some other very hard substance is

pressed into tiie surface of a soft metal, such as lead, which merely
acts as a holder for the cutting material.

Friction may be greatly diminished by making the contact surfaces

very smooth, and of exceedingly hard materials. Absolutely smooth
surfaces cannot be produced, even the most perfectly polished surfaces

being more or less uneven.

Rolling friction is of much the same nature as sliding friction.

Upon perfectly plane surfaces the friction of rolling would be nil,

but, as has just been pointed out, such surfaces cannot be produced,

and inequalities remain which interlock and form obstacles to free

motion, iloreover, pressure causes more or less deformation, both of

the plane surface and of the face of the roller, so that contact takes

place, not upon a line, but upon a more or less broad strip, and as the

roller moves along, fresh portions of the surfaces become distorted

and some sliding friction occurs. Nevertheless, for the same load,

much less resistance is oft'ered to motion by rolling friction than bv
sliding friction. A block of stone which would require the exertion

of great force to push or drag it over the ground, can be moved with
comparative ease upon wooden rollers. Vehicles are, for the same
reason, provided witii wheels; and, of late yeare, the substitution of

rolling for sliding friction has been extensively applied in the roller

and ball bearings of electro-motors, tram-care, cycles, clnn-ns, clocks,

astronomical telescopes, and many other machines and instruments
where the pressure upon the surfaces is comparatively light. With
this kind of friction, substances such as indiarubber, in the form of

wheel tyres, for example, may be used to roll over comparatively
rough surfaces without much loss of energj', the elasticity of the one
surface enabling it to change its form to suit the inequalities of the

ground.

Circumstances which Influence Friction.— Cohesion.—A cause of

friction remains to be considered which is aggravated rather than
diminished by our efforts to produce smooth surfaces. The more
perfect the surfaces, the more closely will they be brought into con-

tact, and at very small distances molecular forces come into play
which cause very true surfaces to adhere strongly and thereby resist

sliding impulses. Two pieces of plate-glass, for instance, carefully

cleaned from dust, may, if placed upon one another and pressed

together with a sliding motion, be caused to adhere ' so strongly that

one may be lifted and even held in a vertical position by means of a
handle of sealing-wax attached to the other ; indeed, a skilled work-

man can render the surfaces so nearly true that they cannot again be
separated without breaking the glass, the points of contact having
become practically trelded together. In like manner pieces of marble,

' A distinction is sometimes drawn between ' adhesion ' and ' cohesion ' which is

not warranted by the facts. See Tail ; Properties of Matter, 3rd edition, p. 241.
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upon wliicli true surfaces have been worked with great care, adhere

when pressed together, and even in vacuo their cohesion may be so

great that comparatively large masses may remain suspended in

virtue of their nuitiial molecular attractions. Clean, true surfaces

of copper adhere wlien pressed together ; and Barton, early in the

last century, showed that a dozen small cubes of this metal, whose
sides he had made very true, when piled one on another adhered when
the upper one was lifted. Whitworth showed, more recently, that

other substances may be caused to exhibit similar attractive forces.

In such instances as have been adduced, the materials may gener-

ally be parted again without injury ; but two surfaces of lead which

have been freshh' scraped, if pi-essed together with a screwing motion,

will adhere almost as firmly as if they formed one mass. In other

words, such surfaces when rubbed together 'seize,' i.e. the materials

composing them undergo a process of cold welding. Prof. Walthere

Spr'ing has shown that the dust of most metals, if subjected to suffi-

cient pressure, may be made to unite into solid blocks, and even alloys

of two or more different metals may be thus produced.' The pressure

required is very much greater with a hard metal, such as aluminium,

than with a soft metal like lead, but all the metals e.xperimented upon
were found to weld at ordinary temperatiu-es, if sufficiently com-
pressed. Of course, the pressures used in these experiments were

far greater than are brought to bear upon ordinary bearings : but,

as shown above, cohesion commences between very smooth surfaces

under very moderate pressures, and the increased friction thus set

up rapidly causes the bearings to become heated. Tiiis reduces the

pressure at which welding takes place, and as soon as the welding

pressure coincides with that to which the bearing is subjected, the

metallic surfaces seize or abrade each other.

Spring has, in fact, shown more recently -' that by raising metals

to temperatm-es far below their melting points, welding can be

caused to gradually take place under quite moderate pressures,

and that even alloys of dissimilar metals can be formed in this way.

The metals experimented upon were turned into cylinders, with ends

as perfectly plane as possible, and these were tiruily pressed together

by means of a screw. After heating for several houi-s at 200° - 400°

('., the cylinders of most similar metals became so firmly welded

together that, if broken in a vice, the fracture did not take place

along the original surface of separation. Dissimilar metals, treated in

the same way, became alloyed at the junction.

In tliesc experiments, tlie welding and alloying effects were caused

bv the surface molecules actually dift'using into each other. The
late Sir William ('. Koberts-Austcn, who published several investiga-

tions on the rate of diffusion of metiils into each other, wrote, in 1S97 :*

" The continuation of these experiments has led to the recognition of

• Bull. Aead. Behj., 1880 (2), xlix., 323.
- Zeil. /ihysikal. Chem.. 1894. iv., 65.
•• F„ii>i/i B,j>orl to th( Aliens B,Aa,rli CommilUe, p. 58.
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the remarkable fact that diffusion of metals can readily Vie measured
nut only in molten but in solid metals. It is certainly remarkable

that gold—placed at the bottom of a cylinder of lead 3 inches

high, and heated to only 200° C. or 400° F., which is far below its

melting point, and while it is to all appearance solid—will have
diffused to the top in notable quantities by the end of three days. . . .

The experiments summarized have already led to the recognition

of the undoubted fact that it is possible actually to observe and
measure the migration of the constituent atoms in a metal or alloy

at the ordinary temperature."

Surface Containiiiaiion.—All exposed surfaces are liable to undergo
change, owing to the chemical action of gases and vapours contained

in the atmosphere, and to other causes ; and the films of oxide, sulphide,

grease, oil, dust, dirt, etc., produced in this way modify the effects of

cohesion. Thus, in the experiment with lead described above, unless

the metallic surfaces are perfectly bright and untarnished, though
they will cohere strongly, they will not weld in the cold. Conta-

mination films, however, except when the pressures are small and the

rate of motion slow, are soon rubbed out. Under all circumstances,

therefore, where the heat due to friction can accumulate, that is,

where it is not produced so slowly or in such small amount as to be
conducted away as rapidly as formed, a solid or fluid lubricant must
be interposed between the adjacent surfaces, if only to keep them
sufficiently apart to prevent friction due to cohesion.

Although the chemically clean and true surfaces of such metals as

lead, tin, or wrought-iron will not slide upon each other without seiz-

ing, east-iron may with impunity move in contact with wrought-iron

and steel, even when the surfaces are clean and the pressures moder-
ately great ; indeed, dissimilar metals always work better and with

greater ease upon each other than do similar ones. The foregoing

statement may seem to conflict with results which have been obtained

in measuring the frictional resistance between similar metals. In

every case, however, when this has been done between ' tough ' metals,

there is reason to suppose that the surfaces were not chemically clean

;

for, although experiments have been made both with and without

lubricants, in most cases the condition of the unlubricated surfaces

has been described as 'unctuous.'

The friction between most so-called ' unlubricated ' metallic surfaces

is, therefore, not a case of true friction between pure metals, but

between surfaces contaminated by atmospheric agencies, by grease,

etc., derived from the material with which the surfaces were wiped,

or by chemically formed films, such as oxides, sulphides, etc. ; in

other words, the surfaces are partially lubricated. Under moderate
pressiu-os such films prevent the actual adhesion of nietal to metal,

if the rate of motion be not too high and the action not too prolonged.

This must be clearly borne in mind, otherwise what is known as
' solid friction ' will not appear in its true light. However, so far as

is at present known, the laws of friction between contaminated sur-
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faces, and such clean surfaces as will run torjefliei; are identical. A
" contaminated surface " is not to be regarded as one that is neces-

sarily defiled, but merely one that has foreign matter ou it.

The following experiment will illustrate the effect of a slight con-

tamination film upon a metallic surface :

—

A smooth tile passed over the freshly prepared, clean surface, will

be found to cut well, even when gently pressed against the metal,

but if the hand be passed over the metallic surface, the film of grease

thereby deposited will so lubricate it that considerably greater

pressure on the file is now needed to cause it to cut. If it were not

for the presence of this contamination film, soft or tough metals,

such as tin, wrought-iron, brass, etc., would at once seize if rubbed
together, even at low speeds. Even with moderate loads, inequalities

of the sui'faces may project through the film and largely increase the

frictional resistances. Until this takes place, the value of the friction-

coefiicieut seems to depend as much upon the smoothness of the sui--

faces and the nature of the foreign substances interposed as it does

upon the nature of the materials in contact.

CoeflBcient of Friction.—The relationship borne by the frictional

residance to the hicul or force pressing the surfaces together has been

the subject of much speculation and discussion, and although

numerous experimental researches have been carried out, such as

those of Amontons, Coulomb, Vince, Rennie, Morin, Kimball, and
others, there has always been much conflict of opinion. From what
has been stated concerning the action which solid surfaces in close

contact have upon each other, it will be clear that, although it may
be possible to formulate somewhat general laws of solid friction,

such laws cannot be expected to hold good under exti'emes of pressure

or speed ; and they will be affected to some extent by the nature of

the materials in contact and the sui'face conditions.

The apparatus used by Morin for measuring the friction between

surfaces consisted of a loaded box or slider, resting on a horizontal

slide. A cord, fastened to the slider, passed over a pulley and carried

a smaller suspended box, which could be loaded with any desired

weight. Both slider and slide could, after each set of experiments,

be replaced by othei-s of different material. By placing weights in

the suspended box (the slider being loaded) force was applied in a

direction parallel to the sliding surfaces, and when the slider b^an
to move, the weight of the small box was a measiu'e of the frictional

resistance.

In a particular experiment, the weight of the slider being one ton

("2240 lbs.), a force of 'M^Q lbs. was re(iuired to cause it to move.

I hen, ___=0-lob = /^,

wiiich is called the coeftirirnt of fricfinn, wiiile

:^50 lbs. = F

is known as the total frictional resistance.
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The coejficient uf friction may be defined as that value which, when
multiplied by the pressure normal to the surfaces in contact, gives the

measure of the maximum frirtional resistance to motion.

Making W the weight normal to the surfaces :

—

Frictional resistance F r< ^ j. r ^ ^-—
:j^^

^ = t;^ = /"i
= Loethcieut of friction.

Jsormal weight u

Static and Kinetic Coefficients.—In some cases it has been found that

the force F required to keep a body in motion differs from that required to

move it from a state of rest. Obviously there must be two coefficients of

friction, of which the static (ji) may diifer from the kinetic (uj). As a rule

the kinetic coefficient, or coefficient of friction of motion, is alone of import-

ance in machine work, for owing to the freedom or elasticity of the moving
parts, or the vibrations generated at starting, the static coefficient does not
make itself seriously felt. Hence the terra " coefficient of friction " means
" coefficient of kinetic friction," unless otherwise stated.

The excess of the static coefficient over the kinetic is most marked in the

case of substances such as timber, whose surfaces may be sensibly indented by
pressure. AVhen such surfaces have remained for some time in contact under
pressure, and at rest relatively to each other, considerable force steadily

applied is required to cause them to slide. A similar effect on the resistance

to motion is shown in the process of starting a heavy goods train. With all

the couplings tight, and the train at rest, the engine is unable to set the

wagons in motion. The driver, therefore, reverses Ms engine until a suffi-

cient proportion of the buffers are in contact and the couplings slack ; he is

then enabled to set the wagons in motion one at a time, and so deal with the

static or low-speed friction in detail.

Solid Friction

—

Rennie's Experimeids.—Reniiie i made a number
of experiments on the coefficient of friction between certain metals

at moderate speeds. From the smallness of the coefficient of friction

with light loads it would appear that he experimented with contami-

nated surfaces. The following table gives some of the results lie

obtained :
—

Table I.

—

Coefficients of Friction between Metal Suefaces.

Brass.
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are, however, much greater than those given by certain antifriction

alloys when working upon iron or steel. K. H. Smith, who has

submitted the alloy known as ' Magnolia metal '
^ to a variety of tests,

gives the following figures, the bearing running dry :

—

S'ominal pressure
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Kimball considered that the results he obtained reconcile the

apparently conflicting statements of Moriu, Bochin, Hirn, Coulomb,

and othei-s, for these investigators experimented under very different

conditions of velocity, pressure, etc.

Moriu experimented under conditions which gave him a coefficient

approaching the maximum, and thus his results were approximateh^

constant for all the speeds tried. Bochin experimented with railway

trains ; his conditions were high speeds, hard contact surfaces, and

great intensity of pressure. These circumstances, under some condi-

tions of lubrication, favour a coefficient decreasing as the velocity

increases. Hirn, on the other hand, employed very light pressures,

less than two pounds on the square inch, and kept his contact sui"-

faces so thoroughly lubricated that the friction was rather between oil

and oil than between two metallic surfaces. These conditions, at

ordinary speeds, favour a coefficient increasing as the velocity in-

creases. For the effects of speed to be ascertained, either the

metals in contact must be such that they will not seize as they

become heated, or one or both of the contact surfaces must be con-

tinually changing. Both these conditions are fulfilled by railway

brakes. When the wheel is revolving and rubbing against the brake

block, the contamination of both surfaces is practically rubbed away,

and the metals come into close contact. Dissimilar metals are, there-

fore, used—generally cast-iron blocks on steel or wrought-iron tj'res.

The clean tyre as it revolves is stationary with regard to the rails, and

the coefficient there is practically the static. In the following table

will be found the results obtained by Galton and Westinghouse ^ for

cast-iron blocks upon steel tyres. The coefficient decreases greatly

as the speed increases, and also as the blocks become heated after

prolonged contact.

Table III. —Friction of Br.\kes.

Average Speed.
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Table IV.

—

Friction of Wheel on Rail.

Average Speed.
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the laws of friction between clean or slightly contaminated surfaces

may be more correctly stated as follows :

—

1. The frictional resistance is approximately proportional to the

load on the rubbing surfaces.

2. The frictional resistance is slightly greater for large areas and
small pressures than for small areas and great pressures.

3. The frictional resistance, except at very low speeds, decreases

as the velocity increases.

The truth of the first law is easily demonstrated by a machine such

as !Morin's.

With a slider of cast-iron on a slide of the same metal :

—

A weight of 56 lbs. rcipiires S lbs. to draw it along.

28 „ 4

1-1 „ 2

For the coethcient of friction of cast-iron upon cast-iron we liave,

therefore,

Kennie obtained "163 for this coethcient. The value of /ij is,

therefore, according to these figures, approximately independent of

the area of the surfaces and the load, provided al)rasion does not

take place, but it varies with the condition of such surfaces.

Theori/ of Sulid Frirtion.—Hele Shaw ' has attempted to account

for the laws of solid friction in the following manner. Suppos-

ing the surfaces to be smooth and worn to their normal condition,

there are even then only a certain very limited number of points in

contact, and fvu-ther wear merely removes groups of particles, lea\ing

other hollows, or, if no wear is taking place, merely displaces tiie pro-

jecting particles. Any increase of pressure brings a larger lunuber of

particles into contact, and so increases, to a proportional extent, the

friction, or amount of rubbing and consequent heat produced. Hence
the friction varies with the press\ire. For low velocities, the constant

resistance simply depends on the number of particles in conflict, and,

as this at any point is the same, the friction is not altered : when,

however, the velocity is very high, it may be that the surfaces are

slightly separated, and the friction is thereby reduced : and it may
also be that prominences on one surface periodically displaced, but

not permanently removed, may not regain their position with suf-

ficient ra]nility to make contact with as many particles on tlie other

surfai-e as tln-y otherwise would.
Eolhiig Friction.—When a roller passes over an elastic surface

the contact is not line contact ; both the roller and the surface upon
which it rests are, according to Osborne Reynolds,'- deformed by the

])ressure.

' Cantor Lectures on Frielioit, 1886, \>. 13.

' Phil. Trans., 1876, p. !55.
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In fig. 2 an iron roller is represented moving over a surface of

rubber. The rubber is distorted by the weight of the roller, and
slides or rubs against it at points near C and D. For some distance

on each side of the centre, P, there is no slipping, and this area of no
slip increases with the friction be-

tween the surfaces. When both the

roller and the surface upon which

it rests are distorted, the conditions

are similar.

It is conceivable that the use of

an unguent for ball or roller bear- Jig. 2.

ings may so increase the area over

which slipping takes place that the resistance to rolling may be

actually increased. The lubricant, however, in some measure, pre-

vents the wear of the surfaces. In the case of rubber tyres, rolling

over rough, uneven ground, such slipping is not large, and the

resistance to rolling is correspondingly small.

The laws of rolling friction would appear to be identical with those

of sliding friction, with the ^ron'so that the resistance varies invei-sely as

the radius of the rolling body. The law may be expressed as follows ;

—

R = ^,^ .... (2)

where /Xj = the coefficient of friction, W = the load on the roller, r =
the radius of the rolling body, and E = the frictional resistance.

The rate of slipping at the contact surfaces is so slow that the

coefficient of friction, although it probably decreases as the speed

increases, does so very slowly.

Cause of Heating.—The energy which is expended in overcoming

the frictional resistance of two rubbing surfaces and in keeping them
in motion is converted into heat, and raises the temperature of the

masses in contact above that of surrounding objects. AMien the

amount of friction is small, the rise of temperature is also small, Init

should the frictional resistance become large from any cause, the

heating of the materials in contact may become so great that the

opposing surfaces either become brittle, melt, or even weld together.

It is clear that some relationship exists between the work done and

the heat produced. The significance of this relationship was fii'st

grasped by our countryman, James Prescott Jo'ule, who experimentally

demonstrated that a given amoimt of work, however expended, always

produces a fixed quantity of heat. In such cases as the lifting of

a weight or the bending of a spring, energy is rendered potential,

but this stored energy can likewise produce its proper equivalent of

heat.

Before the relationship between work, energy, and heat can be

formulated accurately, we must be able to measure both work and
heat in some exact maimer. The unit of heat used in this country

is the quantity which will raise one pound of water, at its maximum
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density, on& degree F. in temperature. When the C.G.S. or metric

system is used, it is the quantity of heat which will raise one gramme
of water from 1° C. to 5° C. Work, on the other hand, is measured
by the product of the average resistance and displacement. Thus,

in the case of a sliding surface, if the force required to maintain the

surfaces in relative motion be one pound, and the distance travelled

be 779 ' feet in each second of time, then the work done each second

is 779 foot-pounds. Tiiis amount of work has been proved to be

just suthcient to raise one pound of water, when at its maximum
density, one degree in temperatui-e. 779 foot-pounds is called the

mechanical equivalent of heat, and the constancy of its value under
all conditions has established on a firm basis the law of the conserva-

tion of energy. To the engineer this is one of the most important

genei-alizations ever arrived at, as it affords a ready means of answer-

ing many problems which would otherwise be difficult to solve.

Making W = tlie total pressure in lbs. on the rubbing surfaces :

—

;Ui = the coefficient of friction.

(• = the speed of rubbing surface in feet per minute.

Then, W/Xj = the frietional resisUmce.

W/ijC = the foot-pounds of work done per min.

Wu, r—^ = the thermal units generated per min.
( (9

We thus see that the heat liberated by any bearing surface is

proportional to the friction. In some oil-testing machines the rise of

temperature which occui-s is measured and is biken as an indication

of the resistance to motion which the surfaces offer. The actual rise

of temperature depends, of course, not only upon the rate at which

heat is liberated, but also upon the conductivity of the heated

surfaces. The frictional resistance cannot, therefore, be proportional

to the rise of temperature.

Solid lubricants are all substances, such as graphite, soapstone,

etc., which, although they may often be welded into more or less

solid masses by pressure, oppose comparatively small resistance to

'shear,' or to the movement of smooth surfaces in contact with them.

They differ in their action fn^m fats and greases, inasmuch as the

latter melt and form oils at comparatively low temperat\ires, whilst

the solids referred to maintain their condition unaltered between the

svu'faces, and prevent seizing or tearing even when the frictional

resistances raise the temperature of the bearings very considerably.

The coefficient of friction of such lubricants is, Ijowever, high, and
when economy of power is of consequence, liquid lubricants and a

sufficiently large bearing surface should be used, wherever practicable.

' Phil. Tnins., 1S76, p. 155.



CHAPTER II.

IXTERXAL FRICTION OR VISCOSITY OF LIQUIDS.

PLASTIC FRICTION.

Introductory.—Before mineral oils were introduced as lubricants,

engineers had little reason to study the theory of viscosity, or to

specify the particular fluidity of the oils they wished to make use

of, for the number of animal and vegetable oils available for lubri-

cation is limited, and the degree of viscosity they exhibit does not

vary much in different samples, a little experience being usually

sufficient to determine the most suitable description of oil for the

purpose in view. But since the introduction of mineral lubricating

oils, which can be prepared of any desired viscosity, the measurement
of this property and the study of its influence upon lubrication have
assumed great practical importance.

In this chapter we purpose discussing the nature of viscosity and
viscous flow, including the theory of the viscometer. The bearing of

viscosity on lubrication will be discussed in Chapter IV. on "The
Theory of Lubrication "

; and practical viscometry, or the method of

measuring the viscosity of lubricating oils, will be reserved for

Chapter VI. on " Phj'sical Properties and Methods of E.xamination

of Lubricants.'

Nature of Viscosity.—All liquids exhibit viscosity, although in

varying degree. Thus, if a vessel of water be tilted and then
quickly brought back to its original position, so as to set the water

in oscillatory motion, it will be found that with each swing the

amplitude of the oscillation diminishes, and that in a very short

time the movement dies away or becomes imperceptible, and the

surface of the liquid comes to rest in an exactly horizontal position.

If a similar experiment be made with sperm oil, a much greater

resistance to movement will be observed ; the oscillations produced
will not only be much slower, but will also be fewer in number.
Very viscous oils, such as castor, and viscid liquids like glycerine

and treacle, will not even oscillate ; such liquids merely flow steadily

until their free surfaces are again horizontal. In all cases the move-
ment ceases sooner or later, and it is the internal friction or viscosity

of the liquid which arrests the motion.

15
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Cohesion and Viscosity.—Some writers have assumed a relation-

ship between viscosity and cohesion, but no connection has yet been

proved to exist. Considerations such as the following will show that

thei'e is no necessary relation between them.

A sphere of soft iron may be slowly rotated around the pole of a

powerful magnet with very little difficulty, although considerable

force is required to draw the ball and magnet apart. Similarly, the

molecules of water move about each other with great freedom, and

the liquid has a very low viscosity in consequence ; yet, according to

the calculations of Voung and Dupre, the force required to tear the

molecules apart is equal to a pressure of about 25,000 atmospheres.

Viscous Flow and Lubrication.—As the value of an oil for

lubricating depends very largely upon its viscosity, the laws of

viscous flow will be considered at some length. We will endeavour

to state the mathematics of the subject in as simple a manner as

possible, illustrating by means of diagrams those conditions of flow

a fairly complete explanation of which is necessary in order to obtain

a proper undei-stauding of the part viscosity plays in lubrication.

Tlie conditions of motion of a fluid film enclosed between two

i-elatively moving surfaces differ somewhat from the flow of the s;\me

liquid through a capillary tulie. In the one instance, we have the

conditions obtaining between lubricated surfaces, and in the other,

the conditions of flow under which viscosity is most readily and

accuratelv measured.

Viscous Flow between Parallel Horizontal Planes having

Differential Tangential Motion.— When a fluid lubricant is inter-

posed between two solid surfaces, one of which is in tangential motion

and the other at rest, that

portion of the fluid which is

in contact with and adherent

to the moving surface is con-

strained to move with it,

while that jwrtion which is

adherent to the surface which

is at rest remains motionless.

Between the two surfaces the

fluid may be regarded as con-

sisting of a series of super-

posed layei-s, each moving at a speed proportional to its distance

from the solid fixed surface. Tins, the simplest form of viscous flow,

is illustrated in fig. ."1

A stratum of a viscous medium is enclosed between two pjirallel

planes, XX and YY, the upper of which is supposed to he moving

with uniform vp'ocity in the direction of tlie arrow, whilst the lower

remains fixecv. The motion of the fluid must be considered as

having reachei' a steady state, the force producing the motion being

supposed to ac.. solely along the plane XX in the direction of

the arrow.

A-
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The liquid medium may be regarded as made up of a series of

infinitely thin superposed planes (a coarse illustration being a pack of

cards), the topmost and lowest of which are held by cohesion in

immediate contact with the solid surfaces. The topmost plane of

liquid is, therefore, carried along by the moving surface XX, and the

lowest plane is held stationary by the fixed surface YY. The inter-

mediate planes of the liquid derive their motion solely from that of

the plane XX, the force acting upon which is propagated downwards
from stratum to stratum by the internal friction or viscosity of the

fluid. As the frictional resistance is absolutely uniform throughout

the fluid, each liquid plane must move over the one immediately

below it exactly the same distance in the same time ; and, therefore,

any row of points in contiguous planes, forming at one moment the

vertical straight line C(Bj, will have moved, after a certain interval,

into positions on the inclined straight line A^Cj. If the length of

the line AjBj be taken to represent the velocity with which the upper
plane is moving, then the length of the line PN will represent the

velocity of the fluid at any point in the plane passing througli N.
In such a case, which is virtually that presented by a properly lubri-

cated bearing, there is no friction between the two solid surfaces, for

tliey do not touch, and yet force, continuously applied, is required to

keep the surfaces in relative motion. The frictional resistance, as

already pointed out, is wholly due to the sliding of the liquid layers

one over the other, i.e. to the resistance offered by the liquid to

shear. It has been necessary to deal with this subject in some detail,

for the action of a lubricant is sometimes stated to result from the

roUinij of the molecules of the lubricant over each other, and over the

solid surfaces between whicli they pass. Such a view, however,

cannot be justified by an appeal to experiment.

The force required to maintain continuous relative motion between
opposing plane surfaces, such motion being of the nature of a shearing
stress, is measured by the stress per unit area of either of the planes. Thus
we may write

F=/A (1)

where F is the total force, / the force per unit area, and A the area of the
planes over which the stress acts.

Since no stresses other than those transmitted by shear act on the mass of

liquid abrfi, any section through it parallel to the two boimding planes is

exposed to the same stress per imit of area as is the liquid in contact with
the planes. If A,Ci becomes the position after the lapse of one second of a
normal line of section, such as B[C'i, then the inclination of the line A[PCi
will be the same throughout its length, and it must be a straight line. Also
the length BjAj represents the velocity of the upper plane, and the length
NP the velocity at a distance BjN from XX.

Hence, since ^-^ = '„' we mav write — =J-, where r is the velocity
NC, BjCi

^
K r„

'

^

at a distance x from YY, and i\ and r^ are their values at the surface XX.

The stress/ is, therefore, proportional to -, which we may call the rate
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of distortion, and we may make

^="1 (^)

where tj is a constant which varies with the temperature for any liquid, and
is known as the coeflicient of viscosity of that lic|md.

Further,

(5)F=fA=fab . . (3);
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Althoiigli neither in the measurement of the viscons constants of

lubricants, nor under the conditions obtaining when lubricants are

applied, do we meet with quite the conditions of flow which obtaui

between stationary parallel planes of infinite width, it is advisable to

consider this particular case ; for it serves to bridge over the gap

between the conditions under which a

lubricant really works, and those under

which its viscosity is measured.

In fig. 3 the rate of shear, which is the

same at all points, is indicated by the slope

of the straight line AjCj : but when the

rate of shear varies regularly across the

section the line becomes curved, as is shown

in fig. i, when the viscous liquid is sup-

posed to be flowing between two veiiical

parallel plane surfaces XX and XX, under
the influence of uniform pressure acting

on the surfaces r^b, on each side of YY.
Here, in place of a force /", acting on unit

area of YY, parallel to the direction of

motion, we have a pressure p, acting on

unit area of the surface 6r„, normal to the

direction of flow. This force may result

either from the pressure of a liquid column,

or it may be regarded as the effect of

gravity acting with an equal force on each

particle of the liijuid. In either case the

nature of the flow is the same, but it is more convenient to treat

it as being due to a pressure p, acting on a surface normal to the

direction of flow.

If we take a length a at either bounding plane XX, tlien the whole

pressure on the section 6r„ there tends to shear the liquid, the total pressure

on half the cross section being 2>b''m

and from (8) the rate of shear at the boundary

_pK^P^o (12)

We also find that at anv distance r from YY the rate of shear='^' . (13)

and we see that the rate of shear is directly proportional to the distance r

from the plane YY. That is to say, at any point C (fig. 5) in the liquid the

rate of shear is proportional to BC. Now —- is the rate of shear, CA being
BC

tangential to the curve at C. Draw CD perpendicular to CA, to cut the

^° ^^ But ?^ is proportional to^centre line in D. Then we have gg=—.

(see above). Therefore
g-=f is proportional to g-^i,

or BD is constant.
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But BD is the subnormal of tlie curve C'lEjC,, wliicli can easily be shomi
to be a parabola, and therefore the volume of fluid passed on each side of

YT, in unit time, is half the volume of a parabolic prism CiEjC, of length 6.

Now, since the curve is a parabola,

and, from eiiuation 1:^,

therefore,

and

B,E, = AB,A,

BiAi^j')-,,.

B,C, r,a
'

B.A, =*"-»'

1JO

X
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Viscous Flow through Capillary Tubes.—As will be seen wheu
the tlieory of hibricatiou comes to be discussed, the conditions of

viscous flow obtaining between plane surfaces are all important. Still

such conditions are not those under which the coefficient of viscosity

?; is most accurately and easily measured. The most concordant
values have been obtained by measuring the rate of flow through
capillary tubes in which, as between plane surfaces where the flow

results from the pressure of a given head of liquid, the rate of shear is

greatest at the bounding surface.

Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically the conditions of flow obtaining in a

capillary tube, at a point some distance from the end at which the liquid

enter.s, the flow having reached a state of equililjrium ; for at the inlet end
the effects of inertia manifest themselves.

In a portion of tube of length a, the whole pressure on the cross section

CjC tends to shear the liquid at the bounding surface, and the area over

which this pressure acts is equal to iirr^a. Now, the area of the cross section

of the tube = irrD-. Therefore, tlie total pressure over the cross section

= ?'Tr.,'", and from (8) the rate of shear at the boundary= -^ 5

—

which resolves itself into V^ (If)

In the case of a small cylinder of li(piid concentric with the tube and of

radius r, the rate of shear at its boimdary= -H_ (19)

Therefore, the rate of shear is directly proportional to the distance from
the centre line of the tube, and the curve indicating the rate of distortion is,

as in the case of the parallel planes, a parabola ; and the vohune passed in

imit of time is the volume of a paraboloid of revolution, having a base of

radius )•(, and a height= BjEi = |BiAj (fig. 5).

From (18) we have

^i^^PH f20)
BiCi 2m ^ '

Therefore, B,A.=?^' (21

and B,E,=iB,A,=?^' (22)
47;(J

Now the volume of a paraboloid of revolution = i the area of the Ijase x

the perpendicidar height. Therefore, the volume passed in unit time

= ixTr„2x?^' (23)

or ".?-"* (24)
8 rja

And the volume V passed in any given time = - . -1—2- . . . (25)

We may And an expression for the viscosity of the hquid from the above,
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by substituting for p its equivalent in terms of tlie head and density of

liquid, and tbe force of gravity, i.e.,

' -'#?-' ^^«)

Poiseuille was the first to demonstrate experimentally that the volume of

liquid passed by a capillary tube is directly proportional to the pressure

urging it along, and to the fourth power of the radius of the tube, and in-

versely as its length. On tliLs account the above is known as Poisetiille's

formula, and may be used, after making a small correction for h, for the

purpose of calculating nhmlute viscosities.

Physical and Mechanical Viscosity.—As 0,sbonie Kejiiolds has

pointed out,^ it by no uteans follows that for each particular liquid

a fixed value of j; need necessarily exist, such that / calculated by
equation (2) agrees with the values of / determined \>\ experiment

for all values of v and r^. As a matter of fact experiment shows

that liquids have apparently two viscosities ; for, as is well known to

engineers, in large pipes the resistance to flow varies as the square of

the velocity, and not directly as the velocity. When such is the

case, -Tj is not constant in value.

Carefully conducted experiments by Coulomb, Poiseuille, and
others, on the rate of flow through long capillary tubes, have proved

conclusively that the resistance under certain conditions is pro-

portional to the velocity, and that -q has then a constant value.

Poiseuille's experiments also proved that the volume passed varies as

the fourth power of the radius of the tube. Such being the case, we
may safely regard the flow of liquids through tubes of very small

bore as being controlled by the physical viscosit}' of the liquid, and
use equation 26 as a means of calculating the value of ly when the

other values have been determined experimentally. But the fact

must not be lust sight of, that to obtain a correct result, the size of

the tube, the intensity of the pressure producing the flow, and the

viscosity of the liquid, must bear certain relations to each other.

The reasons for this have been successfully worked out by Osborne

Reynolds, who demonstrated that the two viscosities, physical and
mechanical, result from a change in the character of the flow from

that of direct parallel to that of sinuous or eddying motion.

To show this change in the nature of the flow when the velocity

reaches a certain value, a long, bell-mouthed glass tube was innnersed

horizontally in a tank of water. One end of the tube passed through

the side of the tank and was bent vertically downwards for several

feet, being terminated by a stop-cock. By partially opening or

closing this cock, the water coidd be made to flow through the tube

at any desired speed. Terminating opposite the bell-nioutlied tube,

and immersed in the water, was fixed a mudi smaller tube tiirough

which a highly coloured stream of water was discharged. When the

speed of flow was small, the coloured steam passed through the

whole length of the bell-mouthed tube as a perfectly straight line

' "Theory of Lubricatiou," Phil. Tra<is., 1886, p. 165.
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(tig. 7). ^Vhen, however, by opening the cock, the speed reached
a certain value, the band of colour suddenly broke up and discoloured
the whole of the liquid. By the intermittent light of an electric

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

spark, the mass of colour resolved itself into a series of more oi less

distinct curls, showing eddies, as in fig. 8.

A series of experiments made it clear that so long as the flow

remained direct and steady, the resistance varied directly as the

velocity, but as soon as the critical speed was reached the resistance

became proportional to the square of the speed, or tliereabouts, and
sinuous motion was set up. The critical speed was found to varj^

directly as the viscosity, and inversely as the diameter of the tube
and the density of the liquid.

Although it is an experimentally ascertained fact that tliere is a

certain critical speed for each size of tube and each liquid, below
which the resistance varies directly as the velocity, and above which
the resistance is proportional to the square of the velocity, the

reason for the change in the nature of the flow has yet to be
satisfactorilj' explained.

We have thus two essentially distinct viscosities ; the one a

mechanical viscosity, arising from the irregular motion of the fluid,

and the other a true physical property of the fluid depending in

some way upon its structural peculiarities. Although the value of

the physical viscosity determines in some measure which of the

viscosities shall control the flow of the fluid, when the flow is once in

accordance with the mechanical viscosity the physical viscosity does

not in any direct w'ay show itself. Thus, when in a particular tube

the velocity of oil or treacle is sufficient for the resistance to vary
as the square of the velocity {i.e. for the liquid to flow with sinuous

motion) the resistance is practically the same as it would be with

water at the same velocity, although the physical viscosity of water

may be more than a hundred times less than that of the oil.'

The critical velocitj' is rarely if ever reached by lubricating films,

and when the lubrication is perfect, the resistance to relative motion
is due to the physical viscosity of the lubricant.

The possibility of slipping at the boundaries, or of internal disrup-

tion, must not be lost sight of. So far, no indication of this has

been perceived, either in water or liquid lubricants, even when the

tangential stresses to which they have been subjected in narrow

channels have been as high as 702 lb. per square inch.

Determinations of viscosity made by measuring the resistance

offered to the motion of discs or cylinders immersed in liquids are,

for the most part, unsatisfactory. In such cases turbulent motion

' Osborne Reynolds, Phil. Trans., 1895, p. 153.
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is locally, if not generally, set up, and the results are misleading.

For this reason such methods of measuring, or attempting to measure,

the viscosity need not be referred to here.

Effects of Temperature and Pressure.— With rise of temperature

the viscosity of liquids decreases—sometimes very rapidly. In this

respect liquid lubricants differ greatly from each other. Oils of

animal and vegetable origin retain their viscosities better than those

of mineral origin, but they all become very mobile with rise of tem-

perature, and lose, in a great measure, their luln-icating value. Not
only is it necessary, therefore, to keep a liquid, whilst testing it, at a

very uniform temperature, but the effect of varying temperature must
be carefully observed.

Viscosity varies also with pressure, water having its viscosity

decreased by this means. On the other hand, concentrated solutions

of common salt have their viscosities increased by pressure, as has

also oil of turpentine. No experiments, however, seem to have been
made to ascertain the changes of viscosity which lubricating oils

undergo when under great and varying pressures. Such information

would be valuable, since lubricating films are frequently subjected to

very considerable loads.

Conditions determining Steady Flow.—The formulw obtained for

the flow of liquids through capillary tubes only hold good, as we have

seen, so long as the flow is direct and not sinuous. When high pressures

and comparatively short tubes of large bore are employed, the liquid,

if not very viscous, ceases to flow steadily in paths parallel with the

bounding walls ; the motion becomes sinuous, and the resistance

offered to the flow of the liquid ceases to be directly proportional to

the velocity. The length and diameter of the capillary tube, and the

pressure with which a liquid (of given viscosity and density) is forced

through it, must therefore be properly proportioned to each other, or

the physical viscosity cannot be even approximately determmed.

Osborne Reynolds ' has found that for the flow to be steady the product of

the mean velocity v, the radius of the tube )„, and the density of the liquid p,

divided by the viscosity v, must—in the case of a round tube— be less than
a certain constant c

';»^<700 (27)
V

This constant (700) is the same whatever system of weight* and nieasvire-s

be adopted, for tlie divisor and dividend each involve the same powers of

length, mass, and time.

When the value of c is less than 700, the volume of liquid passetl is, as

aheadv deiuonstrateil, — .

^•'' "

8 T|a

1 .1 1 f n - ^ '^ A«/'V*
and llie mean speed ot How i'=

—

^= -5" \,'
-rr^-t 8 »|Oirr(-t

=^ (28)

' Phil. Trans., 1895, p. 149.
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Substituting in equation (27) tlie value of v in equation (28) we have

'JLhfy<-oo (29)

and ^f!iL<56005: (30)

Unless the proportions of the viscometer, and the ph3'sical properties of

the liquids used in it, be in accordance with the requirements of this

equation, the flow will be luisteady, and the true viscosity cannot be

calculated. When absolute viscosities are desired, the viscometer should be

designed so as to make the value of c as small as possible.

But sinuous motion, even when c is very much gi-eater than 700, does not

set in, as will be seen from fig. 8, immediately the fluid enters the tube.

With tubes having trumpet-shaped orifices the disturbances appear and the

flow becomes sinuous at about thirty diameters from the end ; but when the

end is flat the disturbances approach the inlet end more closely. The flow of

liquids in very short tubes is, therefore, free from eddies, even though the

viscosity of the liquid, the diameter of the tube, and the rate of flow may be

such as" to make c greater than 700. In such cases, although the flow is

steady throughout the tube for some distance from the inlet, the velocities are

not such that the rate of distortion is proportional to the distance from the

centre. Such short tubes may, therefore, be used to obtain comparative, but

not absolute, viscosities, even with very mobile liquids. The conditions

which determine whether the flow shall be steady or unsteady are often

very complex, for the stream Imes may be parallel, as in tubes or between
parallel surfaces ; convergent, as in a conical mouthpiece ; or divergent,

as in the latter case when the motion is reversed.

The circumstances which conduce to a direct steady motion are

—

(a) high viscosity or fluid friction
;

(b) a free surface, as in a fountain

jet
;

((.•) solid converging boimdaries ; and (rf) curvature, with the

velocity greatest outside. ^

The circumstances which conduce to sinuous motion are—(a)

particular variation of velocity across a stream, as when a stream

flows through still water : (b) solid bounding walls
;

(c) solid diverg-

ing boundaries : and (</) curvature, with the velocity greatest inside.

Energy of Flow tlu'ough Capillary Tubes.—When the coefl5cient

of viscosity is calculated from Poiseuille's formula (26), it is assumed
that the character of the motion is the same at all sections of the

tube, and that all the energy supplied to the liquid is converted

into heat within the tube. But the coefficient so obtained is only

approximately correct, for not only is there some resistance to the flow

of the liquid outside the tube, but the steady condition of flow within

the tube is not reached until the liquid has travelled some distance

from the orifice. The liquid, when it approaches the critical speed,

often possesses consideraljle velocity, and an appreciable amomit of

energy then exists as kinetic energy in the issuing fluid. As this energy

results from the pressure due to the head of liquid, a deduction on

this account should be made if accuracy is aimed at.

We have, consequently, four sources of error to consider and, if

1 Proc. Royal Institution, 28th March 18S4.
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possible, to allow for— («) external viscous resistance iu the liquid at

the ends of the tube
; (6) abnormal conditions of flow at inlet end of

tube
;

(c) surface tension effects at discharge orifice ; and (d) energy

of flow at point of discharge. No corrections have yet been devised

for a and b. They are small and become practically negligible when
the tube is long ; but when the tubes, compared with their diameters,

are so short that sinuous motion is not set up, even when the value of

c is much greater than 700, the necessary correction often becomes so

large that the true viscosity cannot be calculated even approximately.

Neither can an allowance for d be made, for a state of equilibrium

is not reached even at the end of the tube, and the energy of flow

cannot be found.

The third source of error (c), however, is of some importauce, aud is

sometimes met by so designing the viscometer that the discharge end
of the capillary tube is always immersed in the liquid. An allowance

on this head is difficult to make when the liquid flows directly into

the air from the orifice, for its value depends upon the curvature of the

liquid surface as well as upon the actual tension of the sxirface, i.e.

upon the dimensions of the drops, or upon the form of the liquid

stream and the surface tension of the lii]uid.

The fourth (d) is important, and can be accurately determined when
the tube is long and a steady condition of flow is set >ip, for there is

no reason to suppose that any change takes place in the distribution

of energy as the discharge orifice is approached.

Correction for Energy of Flow.—That a correction for the energy of

Sow is necessary was pointed out by Hagenbach,' and his method of

measuring it has been very generally followed. Lately, however, Wilber-
force- has demonstrated that the correction suggested by Hagenbach is too

small, and that the true correction is furnished by deducting from the mean

head, /t, a quantity =— , where f is the mean velocitv of flow through the
9

tube. A geometrical method of demonstrating this is shown in fig. 6, in

which the ordinates of the parabolic curve C,E, give the velocities of flow

at any distance from the centre line. If they be regarded as representing

the successive values of—, where r, is the maxinumr velocitv, then B,E, i<

equal to unity on this scale.

The curve CEj is plotted on the same scale to represent the corresponding

values of ( — 1 ; aud finally the ordinates of the curve B,AC are made

proportional to ( — j iirr. The ordinates of B,D are equal on the same

scale to ( — 1 2irr.
\ r, /

Now, if we consider a thin cylinder of liquid of radius r, length n, and
thickness t, its energy is

2irraTt!^

' I'ogg. Ann., I860., cix. ' PAH. Mwj., May 1S91.
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and is, therefore, proportional to the area of the part of the curve BjAC
included between the corresponding ordinates.

Hence, the total area of the curve B,AC is proportional to the energy of

flow, and in the same way it can be shown that BjCiD would be pro-

portional to the energy of flow if the velocity were constant across the

section. If the areas BiAC, BiDCj, be now measured up with a planimeter,

BjAC will be found to be equal to just twice B,DCj. Hence, the true

energy of flow is equal to twice that obtained on the assumption that the

velocity is uniform all over the section.

In this latter case, the correction would evidentlv be - — . Hence the

true correction is - — , as shown liv Wilberforce and otliers.

9
Wlien all the values required for calculating the viscosity by Poiseuille's

formula (26) are known, the deduction necessary in the value oi his easily

obtained, for

V
f =A (31)

Substituting this value for v we obtain

as an expression for the required correction.

Viscometer Proportions.—In order to obtain the value of tj with accuracy,

it is necessary that the correction for energy shall be small— say one or two

per cent. A formula for calculating this percentage is obtained as follows -.

The energy correction being equal to—

/( : — : : 100 : %
9

Therefore, = /„

Substituting for v- the value from (28)

100gy-h%*^ U)Ogp^hr„*^ 1 -oeS^-?^= 7
din'-a'hg 64i,%- rj^a^ '°"

Inlet End Eesistance.—This disturbing factor has not yel received any-

thing like complete experimental treatment.

Fig. 9 shows the inlet end of a capillary tube into which a liquid is

flowing. The speed of flow everywhere decreases as we leave

the centre line, and increases as the orifice is approached. The
liquid is consequently undergoing shear, both inside the tube

and outside near its ends, and the resulting resistance must be

added to that in the tube if we are to obtain the true viscosity.

This resistance, and that due to the abnormal conditions of

flow just inside the tube, we may allow for by somewhat
increasing the length of a. Some experiments, the results of

which we shall give when we come to deal with practical

viscometry, and which were made for the purpose of calibrating

viscometers having short capillary tubes, show that when the Fio. 9.

rate of flow is so slow that the energy correction is negligible,

the viscosity, calculated by Poiseuille's formula, is somewhat greater than
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experiment with very long tubes proves it to be. The value we obtained

for water at 20° C, using a viscometer with a long and narrow bore, is

about 2 per cent, greater than that obtained by Thorpe and Rodger.'

Plastic Friction.—Plastic svibstances, such as tallow, lard, moist

cliina-clay, etc., differ from viscous fluids inasmuch as they require

that the shearing stress shall reach a certain value before coutiuuous

shear takes place. They can, therefore, permanently retain their

shapes when the stresses are unequal in different directions : i.e. they

can transmit stresses without undergoing continuous shear. Some-
times the plastic yield-point is very low, and the substance behaves

much as does a viscous liquid. A layer of lard, for example, placed

between two smooth surfaces, which are prevented thereby from
touching, requires the exercise of a definite stress to cause tangential

motion : but when once relative motion is set up by the action of a

suthciently powerful force, the resistance increases with each increase

in the rate of shear. In the case of plastic friction, therefore, we
have something corresponding to the static friction of solid surfaces

in contact ; but whether the plastic yield-point varies with the

pressure normal to the direction of flow (shear), or whether the

resistance is proportional to the rate of shear, is uncertain.

The distinction between plastic or soft solids and viscous ones was

clearly recognizfed by Maxwell.- He says :
" When continuous altera-

tion of form is only produced by stresses exceeding a certain value,

the substance is called a soft solid, however soft it may be. . . . Thus,

a tallow candle is much softer than a stick of sealing-wax ; but if the

candle and the stick of sealing-wax are laid horizontally between tw^o

supports in summer, the sealing-wax will, in a few weeks, bend with

its own weight, while the candle remains straight. The candle is,

therefore, a soft solid, and the sealing-wax a very viscous fluid."

It is evident that the same substance, for instance, lard or tallow,

may act wlien in use either as a plastic lubricant or a viscous one, for

at moderately liigh temperatures these substances melt, and may
become viscous lubricants, i.e. true oils.

At first sight it would seem that the resistance to shear offered by
a plastic substance would be so great that it would be altogether

unsuitable for lubricating purposes. But such is by no means the

case : indeed, at very low speeds the resistance to motion of a film of

plastic grease is often smaller than that of an oil film, for the grease

film is much thicker, and the rate of distortion is less.

^Vhen two surfaces are forced together between which there is a

plastic siibstance, the pressure or stress is transmitted from point to

point, shear takes place, and tlie intervening lubricant is expelled. A
viscous liquid inider such conditions is expelled until the bearing

siu'faces come into contact, or tlic surface forces prevent further escape.

Such, however, is not the case if the intervening lubricant be plastic,

' Phil. Trans., vol. clxx.^cv. A., p. 397.
-' TKeary of Heat, p. 303 (1894 edition).
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for tlie nearer the surfaces approach, the less the shearing stresses

become, and long before the surfaces can touch they reach the plastic

yield point, and further flow ceases.

In fig. 10 are shown the experimentally ascertained curves of shear

for plastic clay. Here the surfaces AB and CD are approaching'each

other without tangential motion. The curves showing the conditions

of distortion will be seen to dift'er remarkably from those of a viscous

fluid, which take the form of parabolas (fig. 28, p. 67).

Unfortunately, there is very little experimental data to guide us

Fig. 10.

here, except such as is furnished by the actual working of vehicles

lubricated by greases. This aspect of the question can be more satis-

factorily discussed when we come to deal with the theory of lubrica-

tion, for, as we have pointed out, the actual resistance to motion offered

by oil and grease films depends upon their thickness, area, and the

temperature produced by the friction, as well as upon the absolute

\'iscosity or plasticity.

Many of the greases used for lubricating purposes are mixtures of

soft solids and viscous oils or soaps. On standing, the oils sometimes
separate out from the solids as minute globules, suspended in a solid

matrix. When kneaded, howevei', the oil is spread out and forms

continuous films, which much i-educe the resistance to shear.



CHAPTER III.

SUPERFICIAL TENSION.

Lubrication and Superficial Tension.— Introductory.—Although
Osborne Reynolds ^ has proved that the results obtained by
Beauchamp Tower - with perfeetl_v lubricated joiu-nals were entirely

due to the viscosity of the oils employed, it has become clearly recog-

nized by engineers that when the supply of oil is insufficient for

perfect lubrication, and when the rate of friction is very slow, or the

load excessive, lubrication depends upon other less generally luiderstood

and somewhat obscure properties. As a matter of fact, a liquid may
have the required viscosity and yet not be a lubricant. J. Veitch

Wilson states that body or viscosity is not the only property by
which the antifrietional value of an oil is determined. The diflfer-

entiating principle must, he urges, be attributed to some other

property. Thurston states that a liquid, to act as a lubricant, must
possess " enough ' body ' or combined capillarity and viscosity to

keep the surfaces between which it is interposed from coming in

contact. ..." Although he does not substantiate this statement

in detail, there is every reason for regarding it as true, if not taken

too literally.

To be lubricants, liquids and soft solids should feel oily or greasy.

As capillarity, oiliness, greasiness, wetting, emulsification, etc., are

either wholly or in part phenomena resulting from superticial tension,

this property will be dealt with at some length, so far as it seems to

throw light upon lubrication prol)lems ; for the phenomena resulting

from superficial tension are among the most interesting and important

that can engage the attention of either the chemist or the engineer,

and they manifest tliemsclves in a great variety of ways. I'nfortu-

nately, the values of many of the physical consti\nts a knowledge of

which is required—such as the thickness of various liquid films when
spread over or between solid surfaces—have not in many cases been

measui'ed.

Lubricating Films.—When a glass surface is rubbed by a wet

' Phil. Trans., 1886, p. 157.
- Proc. InsU Mtch. Eng., 1884.
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finger, care having been taken to remove all grease, the friction

between the skin and the glass is very considerable. If the surface

be the edge of a wine glass, the alternate seizing and freeing of the

contact surfaces causes the glass to vibrate and produce a musical

note. Even such a thick liquid as glycerine, when the rubbing move-

ment is slow, fails to keep the surfaces apart and prevent the glass

from feeling harsh. A little grease, fat, or good lubricating oil will,

on the other hand, remain as a fairly thick film between the surfaces,

and enable them to slip freely over each other, even at low speeds.

We may, therefore, take it that a film of pure water between two

solid surfaces is so thin that it fails entirely to keep their asperities

from interlocking ; whereas lubricating oils form films on such surfaces

which succeed, more or less, in preventing the surfaces from seizing,

and so greatly reduce the friction between them.

In many I'espects, the property which some liquid films possess of

powerfully resisting all attempts to reduce their thicknesses below

certain fixed values, and even, as we shall see, of preventing bubbles

from bui-stiug, is a most valuable one. It is evidently in no direct

way dependent on viscosity, for many very viscous liquids fail entirely

to form lubricating films. Nor is it measured by the superficial

tension of the liquid. All we have a right to say is ' tliat when the

superficial tension of the lubricant is less than that of the solid, the

liquid spreads itself over the surface of the latter, and when it has

so covered the surface, its lubricating value depends upon the thick-

ness of the layer it forms, and the extent to which it resists efforts

made to expel or extrude it.

Soaj] {Bubble) Films.—If the looped end of a piece of wire be dipped

into a solution of soap and water and then removed, there will be
seen stretched across the loop a thin diaphragm of liqiiid. Such a

film possesses considerable elasticity and strength, as may be proved

by placing upon it a small moistened wire ring, which it supports

without lireaking. In other words, the film resembles a sheet of

indiarubber, some force being required to stretch or distort it.

Vernon Boys - has described a number of very beautiful experiments,

illustrating the tension properties of such liquid films. He used for

this purpose a mixture of 1 part, by weight, of sodium oleate, dis-

solved in 40 parts of distilled water. When solution was complete,

one-third of its volume of glj-cerine was added to the liquid, and the

whole was allowed to settle. The liquid was then siphoned oft' from

the impurities which had risen to the surface, and was clarified by
the addition of a few drops of ammonia. Films made of this mixture

last a verj' long time, and very instructive studies of superficial

tension phenomena may be made by their means. Such films consist

of two surface layers which have closed together by the withdrawal

of the water from between them, and each layer is under the same
degree of stress. The surfaces of all liquids exhibit allied phenomena.

Wetting of Solid Surfaces.—A slip of clean glass dipped into a

' See p. 37. - Phil. Mag., May 1888, p. 409.
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vessel of water, and then withdrawn, will be found to have a thin

film of water adhering to it. The film so formed consists of two

surface layers, one iu contact with the air and the other in contact

with the glass. In this case, the mass of glass plays the same part

as the air iu a bubble. If the plate be held vertically and partially

immereed in a vessel of clean water, the external surface laj-er of the

^,^ film on the glass becomes continuous

with the surface layer of the water,

and it will be observed that the water

surface, where it meets the solid, is

distorted, as shown, exaggerated, in

fig. 11.

Here the surface layer of the liquid

in the vessel is in a state of tension,

j'iG. 11. the external surface layer on the raised

glass plate is in a similar state of

tension, and the two stresses are acting at right angles to each other.

To balance these tensions a small quantity of water, shaded in the

figure, is lifted above the general level, and the free surface becomes
curved. The weight of the water or other liquid raised is proportional

to the superficial tension of the vertical surface layer or film, which
covers the glass and is in contact with the air, just as the load on
a spring-balance is proportional to the stress on the spring.

The superficial tensions of different liquid surface films vary very

considerably, that of mercury being greater than that of water, whilst

the superficial tension of the latter is greater than that of oils.

Sfahi/ity of Liquid Films.—Very little is known concerning the

thickness or viscous properties of liquid films, other than can be

gathered from friction phenomena. For example, the experiments

of Thurston i on the static friction of surfaces lubricated with lard

oil and sperm oil would seem to prove that although the former

is nearly twice as viscous as the latter, the lard oil gives the smallest

coefficient of friction, and therefore must form the thickest lubricating

film.

A ditference has also been noticed in the relative stability of

Inibbles blown with diflerent liquids. Pure water, for example, will

not form permanent bubbles—the film rapidly gets thin iu places and
bursts, owing to the superior tension of the surrounding parts. On
the other hand, when soap is added to the water the film refuses to be

rediiced to a thickness of less than twelve millionths of a millimetre,

for with decreasing thickness its strength increases. This minimum
thickness of a soap film is sufiicient to prevent polished surfaces

separated by it from touching eacli other except at a few points and,

therefore, constitutes it a lubricant.

Reinold and lUicker- have studied the properties of soap films

with great care. When first formed, the surfaces enclose a con-

' Friction and Lost Work; third edition, p. 316.
- Phil. Trans., 1883, p. 645, and 18S6, p. 6'J7.
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siderable volume of liquid which does not in any way affect the

tension of the surface layer, and when this portion of the liquid has

drained away, the film remains at a constant thickness of about

twelve millionths of a millimetre. At this figure the surfaces may be

considered to have closed together, and the films look black all over,

for they reflect very little light and have ceased to show Newton's

rings. The stability and uniform thickness of these thin films indi-

cate that, when a certain minimum thickness has been reached, the

tensile strength increases and prevents rupture.

The majority of even very viscous mineral oils arc deficient in

oiliness, for they do not form films sufficiently thick to keep the

static friction as low as can be obtained by using animal or vegetable

lubricants. This has led to the manufacture of ' blended ' and soap-

thickened oils. The former are mixtures of mineral with animal and
vegetable oils. The latter contain metallic soaps, wliich are supposed

to act by increasing the viscosity, but which may have the same

effect upon mineral oils as on water, i.e. they may cause them to

form thick lubricating films instead of thin ones.

Experiment onl}' can determine whether the latter mixtures are

really useful ; the substances added are not always adulterants, but

rather ingredients added for the purpose of confei'ring upon the

lubricants properties in which they are deficient.

Theory of Superficial Tension.— i/(.7e<-»te)- Attraction.—Some
reasons have already been adduced in support of the view that the mole-

cules of solids powerfulh' attract each other when brought into close

juxtaposition. This is equally true of the molecules of liquids, which,

in spite of their fluidity, require the expenditure of a considerable

amount of energy to separate their molecules completely. At sensible

distances the attractive forces between molecules are inappreciable,

but when the distances separating them become infinitesimal the

forces become extremely powerful. It has been computed that such

attractions become perceptible when the distances separating the

molecules are reduced to
j-^l^^u

millimetre (Quincke).

Berthelot found that water could sustain a tension of about 50

atmospheres, applied directly, and the phenomenon of retarded ebulli-

tion, described by Dufonr, helps to confirm this view. In a vessel

containing a mixture of linseed oil and oil of cloves, the latter observer

immereed drops of water, which were still seen to be swimming about

after the temperature had been raised to 3.56° F. The pressure of

aqueous vapour is, at this temperature, nearly ten atmospheres, or

about 147 lljs. per square inch. Hence, the cohesion of the water must

be able to support a tension of at least 132 lbs. per square inch. In

these experiments, the water was carefully freed from dissolved air, etc.

Intepsity of Mohcular Stresses.—Evaporation or boiling may be

regarded as a process in which the cohesive forces of the molecules of

the liquid have been completely overcome, the heat rendered latent

being a measure of these forces. This view Lord Rayleigh ' regards as

' Phil. Mng., Oct. 1890, i). 280.
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substantially sound, and he calculates that, on this hypothesis, the

cohesive force of water is 25,000 atmospheres.

Lord Kelvin has pointed out^ that the experimentally ascertained

attractive forces are millions of times greater than would follow from

the law of gravitation, on the supposition that matter is perfectly

homogeneous ; but as we know that matter is not perfectly homo-
geneous, by postulating sufficient heterogeneity, the attractive forces

may be accounted for without assuming any attractive force other

than that in accordance with Newton's law.

It is admitted that, as there is every reason to believe that the

atoms and molecules never come into actual contact, this attractive

force, which is operative over a limited range, must be balanced by
a repulsive force of suitable intensity, operative over a different

range ; consequently, the molecules approach each other until their

attractive and repulsive forces are in equilibrium.

CoiKlition of Surface Molerules.—It is clear that the molecules in

the interior of a liquid are attracted by other molecules on all sides.

On the other hand, the molecules at or very near the surface are differ-

ently situated, for the attractive forces are then by no means equal

in all directions. In other words, the molecules at or very near the

surface have their attractive forces only partially satisfied, and the

unbalanced stresses are constantlj' tending to reduce their number
and, therefore, to decrease the surface area. Any increase of the

surface area involves an increase in the number of molecules whose
attractions are not satisfied, and to attect this, force must be exerted.

We thus have all liquid surfaces tending with considerable force to

contract their areas, and exhibiting the phenomenon of superficial

tension. The resultant effect of the mutual attractions between

different portions of a fluid really gives the same result as would be

obtained if the liquid were "absolutely deprived of the attractive

forces of its molecules, and its whole surface were coated over with

an infinitely contractile film, possessing a uniform contractile force." -

This is a convenient way of explaining the fact that a mass of liquid,

left entirely to the action of cohesive forces, assumes a spherical

figure, but it is important not to lose sight of the fact that the

spherical form is the result of an endeavour of the particles to get

as near to each other as possible.

Liquid Interfaces.—But even when we have the surfaces of two
ditfereut liquids iu contact, tiie molecular stresses may not be com-
pletely satisfied, for the ranges and intensities of the attractive and
repulsive forces of the two kinds of molecules may be very different.

There, consequently, remain unbalanced forces, and the interface is

in a condition of strain.

Lord Kelvin, who carried out a number of experiments on the

behaviour of dissimilar liq)iids when in contact, found it convenient

to eniploj' carbon disulphide and a solution of zinc sulphate, as no

' Popular Lectures and AiMresses, vol. i. p. 59.
- Kelviii, Popular Lectures and Addresses, vol. i., 1891, p. 16.
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immediate chemical or physical action results on bringing such
liquids together. Additional advantages arose from the fact that

carbon disulphide assumes an intense violet coloration with iodine,

which enabled observations to be more readily noted; while the

zinc sulphate solution could be adjusted to any required density.

When both liquids were of the same density, it was found that

globules of either suspended within the other assumed a spherical

condition, as the result of the tension developed at their surfaces

of contact.

Miscihility af Liquids.—At present, our knowledge of the condi-

tions which determine whether two given liquids will diffuse into

each other, or remain apart, is very limited ; indeed, a knowledge
of their comparative surface tensions affords us little or no heljs in

this direction. Two drops of mercury, for instance, have the same
surface tension. The tension, however, of the junction surface

between two drops of clean mercury is zero, and they unite to form
one drop. Many dissimilar liquids, on the other hand, which have
very different surface tensions, will also diffuse into each other and
mix in all proportions.

Marangoni states that in all cases in which liquids do not mix,

that possessing the smallest surface tension will spread over the
one which has the greatest. At one time

water and mercury were supposed to be ex- 7-,

ceptions, but it has been shown that water

will readily spread over a mercury surface, if j _^

the latter be chemically clean. This subject

has engaged the attention of Lord Rayleigh,'

who concludes that the interfacial tension Fic 12.

between any two bodies is proportional to

the squai-e of the difference of certain values, peculiar to them,

analogous to density in the theory of gravitation.

Thus, suppose we have three fluids, the interfaces of which meet along
a line perpendicular to the paper (see fig. 12). Making Tj, T,, and T3 the

interfacial tensions, and denoting the property analogous to density by o-„

o-j, and 0-3, then, according to Lord Rayleigh,

T!,OZ{a,-^^f (1)

T,oc(o-.,-<r,)2 (2)

T3OC (o-^-o-,)^ (3)

It will be found that whatever the three respective values of a- in the
above expressions, the interfacial tension Tj between the liquids of greatest

and least ' density ' will always exceed the combined tensions T„ and T3 of

the other interfaces, and that, consequently, the liquid of intermediate tension
will always be drawn in between those of greatest and least surface tension.

This theory has an important bearing upon diffusion phenomena,
for when two miscible liquids are brought into contact the interface

immediately disappears, and there is substituted for it a thick layer,

' "Theory of Surface Forces," Phil. Mag., Dec. 1890, p. 463.
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across whicli the value o- changes gradually froui tliat of one liquid to

that of the other. According to this, the whole force due to the

surface tension of any two uiisciblo liquids in contact may be con-

sidered as distributed over the space iu which diffusion is taking

place, and, as the number of contiguous layers may be regarded as

infinite, the force between each layer becomes infinitely small, and
it has been shown that the sum of the forces must be zero.

Surface Tension of Solu/g.—It was not until the surface tension

phenomena of solids were recognized that the theory' assumed its

present form, for it will at once be seen that the above applies to the

surface molecules of solids as well as liquids, and also to the molecules

at the bounding surfaces of solids and liquids, even when in contact

with gases.

In solids, as in liquids, the molecules attract each other powerfully,

and the surface molecules are in the peculiar condition of having the

stresses arranged differently in directions parallel to and normal to

the surfaces. The surfaces of solids must, therefore, be in a sLate of

tension ; but, in their case, the stresses are not sufficiently powerful

to produce readily perceptible deformation of the mass. Very viscous

liquids, such as pitch, do show the reality of the stress, even when the

liquids are so viscous that they act very much as solids do ; for, in

the course of time, they round ofi' their sharp coruei-s and show all

the peculiar surface tension phenomena of mobile liquids. A piece of

glass, having sharp cutting edges, when heated rounds off its corners.

It would scarcely be logical to argue that superficial tension only

comes into existence the moment the solid is softened by the heat.

Rather must we consider that the surface was iu a condition of stress

before the glass was heated, l)ut that the tension only showed itself

when the mass ceased to be rigid.

Beilb}',! by microscopical methods, has demonstrated the existence

of surface tension in solids. He found that when a surface of even

such a brittle substance as speculum metal was rubbed with fine

emery cloth, the ridges and grooves so formed all had rounded edges,

and that by polishing with leather the material forming the ridges

was easily caused to flow into the hollows, producing an optically

good surface. From the manner in which liquids spread over solid

surfaces it is clear tliat the surface tensions of the former are much
less than those of the latter. Taking a surface film of water as

having a thickness of six millionths of a millimetre and a tension of

73 dj-nes per centimetre, the stress of such a water film amounts to

about OS ton per square inch. It is j)robable that in the case of

a solid the tension is so great that the surface is caused to flow at

all edges and cornei-s, and that therefore, as Beilby found, an edge
comparable with molecular dimensions is an impossiliility.

Contact lietween Liqui(ts ami Solids.—The behaviour of liquids and
gases in contact with solids is really in accordance with theory. A
particular liquid does not, for instance, act towards all solids in the

' "Tlie Surface Structure of Solids," yunr. Soc. Cliem. Iiul., 1903, 1166.
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same way. Water will wet and spread over a clean sheet of glass,

but when a drop of water is jilaced upon a sheet of solid paraffin wax
it draws itself up into a bead. Mercury will not wet any known
solid with which it does not amalgamate. From this we conclude
that mercury has a greater surface tension than glass, and that water
has a surface tension greater than that of paraffin wax, but less than
that of glass. All lubricants have surface tensions much smaller
than those of the metallic surfaces to which they are applied : they
consequently spread over them and wet them.

Although, according to Marangoni and Laplace, three fluids cannot
rest in contact, j'et if two liquids and a solid be brought together, the
latter being a body of intermediate surface tension, neither of the
liquids can spread completelj' over the solid, for the tension at the
interface between the solid and any one of the liquids can never
exceed that at the other two.

Fig. 13 illustrates this. Here the solid o-., has a flat surface, and

7r

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

against it rest the liquids o-, and o-j, the former having a smaller and
the latter a greater tension than that of the solid. So long as the

magnitudes of the surface tensions are thus distributed, then Tj (the

interfacial tension between the liquids of greatest and least ' density ')

is greater than the sum of T^ and Tj, and the point of meeting is

drawn along the surface of the solid until Tj assumes such an angle

with the solid surface that the forces are in equilibrium. It will be

noticed that the tension Tj is tending to wrinkle the solid surface and
draw it between the two liquids, so as to arrange the three bodies in

the order of their surface tensions.

When a liquid of high surface tension, such as mercury, is resting

upon a solid of lower surface tension, such as glass, although the liquid

does not spread over the solid and wet it, there is really a close union
of the two masses, which can only be parted by the exercise of force

or the interposition of a liquid of intermediate surface tension.

Indeed, so close is the contact of mercuiy and glass that tlie vacuum
in a barometer remains unaffected for years.

Fig. 14 illustrates the conditions obtaining in a tuljc immer.sed in
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mercury. Here T„ is so much more powerful than Tj that the

mercury surface is depressed until Tj makes such an angle with the

surface of the solid that Tj and Tj together balance T.,.

When oils and water are brought into contact with metals, the

liquid of least surface tension is not of necessity easily displaced by the

liquid liaving the greatest surface tension, for everytiiiug depends
upon which liquid touches the metal fii-st. Thus, if the metal be

made perfectly clean, and then dipped into oil, water cannot penetrate

between the solid and the lubricant, for the metallic surface has become
so contaminated by the oil that it behaves as though it were a solid

surface of smaller surface tension than water. On the other hand, if the

clean metal be first wetted with water, the oil, being the liquid of least

surface tension, cannot displace the water, imless aided by mechanical

action. This reasoning accords well with what is kno\ra concerning

the action of water in steam cylinders, for when copious condensation

takes place, and the water cannot get away freely, efficient lubrication

is almost an impossibility. This, of coui-se, does not apply to cloudy

steam impinging upon rubbing surfaces. In such a case each minute
drop of water may be covered by a pellicle of the lubricant, which
necessarily reaches the metallic surface first and lubricates it.

The readiness, however, with which solid surfaces become con-

taminated by many substances, and the difficulty experienced in

cleaning them again, is satisfactorily explained by assuming that the

surface molecules exert a very considerable attractive force on sur-

rounding matter. Indeed, freshly formed solid surfaces at once

attach to themselves from the air an exceedingly thin coating of

moisture, which is in a few hours replaced or supplemented by a

layer of grease. Such contamination films are probably not always

continuous sheets covering the surfaces and separated by an abrupt
line of demarcation from the solid, but mixtures of liquid or gaseous

molecules with the surface molecules of the solid.

Although Lord Rayleighs theory concerning the comparative

intensities of the surface tensions of liquids and solids serves to

explain very clearly some of the most striking surface tension

phenomena, it must not, as he says, be followed too far : for there

still remain ninnerous phenomena which it fails to explain, or is even
in apparent conflict with. However, even if the hypothesis is too

narrow to accord with all the facts, it illustrates clearly the main
points witli which wi' liavc to deal.

Ciiciunstances wliich modify Sm-face Tension.

—

Temperature.—
If a thin film of oil be spread over the upper surface of a mctiil

plate, and a hot iron be cjiused to touch the underside, the oil will

shrink away from the heated spot and leave it almost dean. This

is caused by a decrease in the tension of the heatoil oil surface,

and the consequent drawing away of the oil by the cooler surround-

ing film.

It appeai-s that with rise of temperature the surface film tensions

of all liquids diminish, and less energy is reiiuired to scpijrate their
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molecules. Thus, in converting water into steam at 212° F., 965'7

units of heat per lb. are required, whereas at 374° F. 6490 suffice.

Owing to this reduction of surface tension by heat, the oil film on

a heated bearing is di'awn away from the rubbing surfaces by the

greater superficial tension of the film on the surrounding cool parts,

and the lubrication becomes more and more defective as the bearing

gets hotter, owing to the creeping away of the oil, as well as to its

lessened viscosity.

Soluhiiity.—We have hitherto referred to the contact surfaces of

dissimilar liquids, gases, and solids as though they really were sharp

surfaces of demarcation between the opposing molecules of the media

in contact. Such, however, is not the case, for many liquids are

imrtiaUy, if not wholl}', soluble in each other. Ether, for instance,

dissolves in water, but when more than one part of ether is added

to ten parts of water the excess of ether remains separate from and

insoluble in the aqueous liquid. Similarl)', ether dissolves about three

per cent, of water. The interfacial surface between mixtures of these

liquids does not, therefore, separate ether from water, but rather

abruptly separates mixtures of the two liquids from each other.

Contamination of Liquid Surfaces.—Lord Rayleigh and Miss Agnes

Pockels ' have shown the remarkable effects that even traces of

foreign substances exert upon the surface tension of water. It is, in

some measure, this marked action of traces of impurity which makes

experimental work on surface tension phenomena so difficult, and

which places such obstacles in the way of the practical application

of our present knowledge. Miss Pockels used a rectangular trough

70 cm. long, 5 cm. wide, and 2 cm. deep, filled with water to the

brim. A strip of tin, about H cm. wide, was laid across it at

right angles to its length, so that the underside of the strip was in

contact with the surface of the water and divided it into two

portions. By moving this partition, the surface area coidd be varied

to any desired degree. The surface tension was measured by the

force necessary to separate a small disc from the surface. A per-

fectly clean surface was obtained by placing the tin partition at one

end of the trough and drawing it across the surface, thereby sweeping

off the contamination. Such a surface retains an approximately

uniform contractile force, however much the partition may be moved
and the area varied. On the other hand, a strongly contaminated

surface was found to have a variable surface tension.

The effects of contamination films may be shown by sprinkling

upon a dean surface of water lycopodium grains or other suitable

powder. The water surface, if touched by a needle which lias been

dipped in oil, will at once become contaminated, and the effect

produced by the spreading of the oil over the surface is as though

a hole had been pricked in the film, for the dust-covered surface

draws rapidly away from the oiled centre and crowds the dust

particles towai-ds the edge of the vessel. A drop of alcohol allowed

1 Nature, vol. xliv. (1891), p. 437.
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to closoly approach or touch the water surface weakeus the tension

of the film in a similar manner.
To show how greatly the surface tension of water is altered by

a trace of oil, a light rubber ring may be floated upon a clean

water surface. The tensions of the surface film being the same
inside and outside, the ring, by its elasticity, assumes a circular form.

On bringing a little oil into contact with that portion of the water

surface outside the ring, the surface tension is diminished, and the

superior tension of the internal film then distorts the ring or even

causes it to collapse completely.

Solvent Power of Surface Films.—There is reason to believe that

the solubility of liquids, and also of gases in liquids, follows different

laws in surface films, where the molecules are in peculiar conditions

of strain, than it does in the interior of liquids.

This may be shown in many ways. For instance, a thin disc of

camphor so placed that it is half immersed in clean water will, in

the course of a few hours, be cut through by the superior solvent

action of the surface film. In some cases the action is reversed, and
the mass of the liquid displays a greater solvent power than the

surface layer.

The superior solvent power of a water film over the mass of the

liquid has been shown by Dupre and Eayleigh, who fomid that, at

the first moment of their formation, surfaces of soapy water have

hardly less tension than pure water, but that the molecules of the

dissolved soap gradually collect in the film and greatly modify its

properties.

This concentration of the dissolved substance in the surface film

also takes place when the interface is one separating a solid from a

liquid, for it has long been known that vinegar can be partially

depi'ived of its acid by filtration through pure quartz sjind.^ Potato

spirit, if filtered through clean sand, passes water first, then alcohol,

and finally alcohol plus fusel oil.

Gore - made a number of interesting experiments on the behaviour

of various aqueous solutions in contact with finely divided silica.

He found that, on agitating dilute solutions of acids, alkalies, and
salts with this powder, and allowing it to subside, the solid in many
cases abstracted as much as 80 per cent, of the dissolved compound.

This concentration of a dissolved substance on the contact surfjice

of the liquid with the solid enables a lubricant to be applied with

ease, and without serious waste, to the friction surfaces of hydraulic

machinery. The more or less soluble lubricant, usually soft saip, is

added to the water before it enters the pipes, and then, by con-

centrating upon the rubbing surfaces, lubricates them and greatly

reduces tlio friction and wear.

Surface Energy.

—

Proportional to Surface Area.—As any increjise

in the area of a surface involves the expenditure of work, and jus

' GmeVm's ffamllHXik- 0/ Chemistry, vol. i. \\ 114.
-' Clum. Xcips, vol. Ixix. p. '22.
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either increase or decrease in the vahie of tlie tension of a ;5urface jjro-

duced by its closing upon another surface, or coming into contact with

a contaminating substance, alters the work such a surface is capable of

doing^ each unit of area of such surface represents so much available

energy. Indeed it acts like a stretched sheet of rubber, which can do

work by contracting. We must, therefore, regard the total energy

of a body as not being solely due to its temperature and its volume,

but as also depending to a certain extent upon the area of its surface.

The separation of a drop of any liquid into two or more parts

can onl}- be accomplished by the exjsenditure of work, for the

volume of a sphere is proportional to the cube of its radius, whereas

its superficial area is only proportional to the square of the radius.

Thus, the finer the state of division of the liquid, the greater the

superficial area in proportion to the volume. The total energy of a

liquid is therefore increased by breaking it up into separate drops,

and the total energy of the mass must include this energj' as well as

that due to its temperature and volume. A given weight of steam,

which is water broken up into separate molecules, has therefore more
potential energy than the same weight of water in its liquid state and
at the same temperature.

E7nulsiom<.—Emulsions are generally composed of gelatinous or

oily liquids suspended in the form of exceedingly small drops in

other liquids into which they neither diffuse nor dissolve. Generally

speaking, the individual globules may be clearly distinguished mider

the microscope, as in the case of milk. In some instances, each liquid

particle is surrounded by a film separating it from the liquid in which

it floats.

In other cases, wdien emulsificatiou takes place, the liquid forming

the matrix has had its surface tension so altered by the introduction

of a third substance, or is naturally of such a nature, that its film

resists rupture and prevents the coalescence of the drops of oil.

Cause of Wettinii.—Gore showed that when finely divided silica is

introduced into water, or into an aqueous solution of any salt, a rise

of temperature results. In this experiment, a surface between air

and silica is exchanged for one between the liquid and silica. As
water spreads over silica and wets it, the surface tension of silica

must be greater than that of water, and that of the interface between

these must have some intermediate value ; consequently, when the

water replaces air, a liberation of energy takes place and the tempera-

ture rises. Other effects, resulting in a liberation of heat, may of

course be produced as well.

We thus see that the reason why lubricants may be spread over

solids and caused to icet the whole of their surfaces is that the

liquids have lower superficial tensions than the solids, and the xcet

condition is the one of least potential energy.

A clean glass rod dipped into mercury, water, and oil gives

very different results. The relative surface tensions of the liquid

and solid are not such as to enable the mercury to adhere to the
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glass permanently. As pointed out previoush', the mercury and
glass do adhere, but the mercury is drawn ott' bj' its weight and
strength of film. It is otherwise with water, the smaller superficial

tension of which causes it to spread over the glass, which remains

wetted when removed from the liquid. When the dry glass rod is

immersed in oil and is then removed, the oil, like the water, remains

on the glass, but as a thick instead of a thin film. The reason why a

larger volume of oil than of water adheres to the rod is that the

viscosity of water is small, whereas the oil is very viscous and flows

much more slowlj'. Sufficient time being allowed, both oil and water

run oft" and leave very thin films on the glass.

Capillarity.

—

Capillary Rise in Tuhee.—Although this is merely a

striking manifestation of superficial tension, it is commonly known
as 'capillary attraction,' having in the first instance been studied in

connection with capillary tubes.

When experimenting on capillary phenomena, care should be tiiken

that all the tubes, etc., employed are quite clean. If the surfaces be
chemically clean, and the liquid experimented on possesses a smaller

superficial tension than the solid, the liquid will at the moment of

contact with the solid rise and wet the whole of its surface. As,

however, a clean tube may quickly become soiled, it is better, after

cleaning the tulie, to at once moisten it all over with the liquid to be

experimented on, and thus to ensure that the effects shall not be

interfered with by atmospheric impurities.

When a tube which has thus been cleaned and moistened is dipped
into a beaker of water, the liquid rises rapidly in the bore and may
reach a heiglit of an incli or more. When this takes place in a

moist atmosphere, the whole of the surface of the tube, both internally

and externally, is covered by a film of water which is continuous

with the water in the beaker. On the outside of the tube the vertical

stress of the film raises a small ring-shaped mass of water above the

general surface level, the weight of which just balances the tension

of the film. On the inside of the tube the tension of the film cover-

ing the walls of the bore draws up a long column of water, which
also balances the tension of the internal surface film and is a

measure of its pull. Hence, the height to which the liquid is drawn
up in the tube varies inversely as the radius of its bore.

But in order to secure the rise of a liquid column above the

general surface, it is by no means essential that a tube should be

used. A few parallel lengths of wire lield so as to enclose a small

space will also produce the same ettect.

Fig. 15 is an enlarged section of four paniUcl wires whicli dip

vertically into the liquid. Between these wires superficial tension

surfaces form, and furnish walls which act much as the walls of a

rubber tube would, converting tlie bmuUe of wiix-s into a tube xip

which the liquid rises.

Flov throuijh W'irlig.— .\ woi-sted thread or a lamp wick is really

a siujilar contrivance, and, as the strands are very fine and close
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together, tlie liquid often rises several inches. So long as the surface

tension of the fliiid is less than that of the material of which the wick

is made, and therefore wets it all over, the liquid column rises to a

height proportional to the surface tension of the fluid. When such

a partly immersed wick hangs down outside the vessel containing

the liquid, if the lip of the vessel be not too high, then the wick

constitutes practically a number of small siphons, through which the

fluid flows. In such capillary passages the flow is steady, and

the volume passed is directly proportional to the head and inversely

proportional to the length of the wick and the viscosity of the fluid.

Fig. 16 shows such a case. Here the height /( of the column

producing the flow is measured from the surface of the vessel to the

end of the wick, whilst the length a of the wick gives the length of

the capillar^' passages.

From Poiseuille's formula for the flow of liquids through capillary

tubes (see p. 22) we find that the volume passed in t seconds is

V = C,
gpht

qa

the value of C varying with changes in the size and texture of the

wick.

It must be remembered that in the case of siphon wicks the walls

of the passages along which the liquid flows, consist partly of liquid

surfaces. Consequentl}', as soon as the suction at the top of the

siphon becomes too great for the surface tension to Ijalance it,

owing to the fall of the surface in the reservoir, the licjuid walls

collapse, air is drawn between the strands, and siphoning ceases rather

suddenly. On this account, the above formula does not hold if the

long ' leg ' of the wick should fall so low that the weight of liquid

in it can of itself distort and rupture the external film. Strands of

worsted consist of rather coarse fibres, and can only be depended upon
to raise the liquid over a lip rising about 1 \ inches above the liquid
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surface. When more powerful lifting action is reijuired, as in lamp
wicks and the strands vised to supply lubricants to railway axle pads,

cotton pleated very finely is used instead of worsted.

All such wicks, pads, strands of worsted, etc., wheu exposed to the

air, absorb moisture and other substances. Oil will not, therefore,

flow freely through them until they have been well dried and then

wetted with the liquid in wliich they are to work. The volume of

lubricant such wicks will supply' depends, as we have seen, not only

upon the superficial tension or capillarity of the liquid, but also upon
its viscosity. The heiglit to which it rises increases with the super-

ficial tension and the fineness of the external mesh of the wick.

Measurement of Surface Tension — The Force to be Measured.— We
have seen that the surfaces separating solid, lifpiid, and gaseous substances

from each other are in a state of tension, and that the magnitude of ihi.s

tension varies with the nature of the substance or substances in cont;ict, or,

when the surfaces are not clean, with the nature and extent of the conta-

mination. Such surfaces act like stretched slieets of indiarubber, but the

tension is always the same in all directions, and when not contaminated, has

the same value however much the film may be extended.

In fig. 17, let ABCD be a stilf wire frame upon which the cross wire PQ
slides freely. In the area enclosed by the wire is a liquid film, a measure of

the tension of wliich is recjuired. This film, it will l>e rnnenibered, consists

of two tension surfaces which pass round and
giasp the wire frame and slider on all sides.

The two surfaces are separated from each other

and from the surface in contact with the wire
by an inactive liquid layer of variable thickness.

The active liquid surl'ace layer which produces
the tension effects has a thickness of about six

*
'^ ° niillionths of a millimetre : the water layer

Fill. 17. enclosed may be a hundred or more times
thicker than this. To prevent the elasticity of

ihe film from drawing tlie cross wire PQ towards BC, a force F nnisi be
maintained, acting in the direciou of the arrow. If T be the superficial

f.ension and b the distance apart of the wires BA and CD, then, as there
are two surfaces to the fibu, separated by liquid,

F = 2T/..

Capillanj Tube MethoiJ —The methoil which has usually l)ecn

adopted for measuring the superficial tension of liquids is by ascer-

taining the height to which they rise in capillary tubes. The degree

of accuracy obtainable is limited by {a) the narmwness of the tube,

{b) irregularities in the bore, (<•) the shortness of the elevated liijuid

column, ((/) the difiicidtj- of measuring the mean height of the liquid,

and (e) the dilficulty of securing a clean surface. The method is

quite accui-ate enougli, however, for all pnvetioal purpases.

Fig. 18 .shows the conditions of ei|uilibrium of a liquid which li.is a

.smaller tension tlian that of the material of wliich the tulv is made. A film

of the liqtiid is drawn over the whole ot the surl'ace of the Kire, and liy its

tension the licpiid is drawn uji until it just Kilances the weight of the
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cobimii. A very simjile calculation gives the superficial tension of the

liquid. If )(, be tlie radius of the tube, p the density of the liquid, g the force

of gravity, and h the mean height attained in the capillary tube, the vertical

force (W) =2,rroT (6)

This supports a weight of liquid (W) = ir)-Q-/ip,9 (7)

Consequently, 2T?-„T= -rro2/ipgi (8) ; and T = (9)

This method only holds true when the liquid has a smaller super-

ficial tension than the solid, and spreads over it. But there are cases,

such as mercury in contact with glass, where the liquid has in all

probability a greater surface tension than the solid. In such an

instance, although the liquid adheres with some force to the solid, it

cannot spread over it, and the solid on account of its rigidity cannot

spread over the licjuid ; consequently, the combined effects of three

'l9><iP-\

tensions have to be dealt with, as shown in fig. 14. The vertical

component in this case may act downwards, and the tension of the

surface of the meniscus where it touches the glass acts at an angle.

But no known lubricants have greater superficial tensions than has

glass, and consequently, although such cases are interesting to

physical students, they have little if any practical importance.

Measurement by Film Tendon.—A direct method of measuring the

strength of the tension has been employed by I'roctor Hall ^ at the

suggestion of Prof, llichelson.

A glass frame, fig. 19, is suspended from one arm of a delicate

balance, so that it is partly immersed in the liquid. The weight is first

taken when a film of the liquid is extended between the bar AB and

the liquid. The lower bar is completely submerged, and serves merely

to stiffen the end portions which dip into the liquid. After breaking

the film another reading is made, care being taken that the frame

> Phil. Mag., Nov. 1893.
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remains immersed in the liquid to exactly the same depth as before.

Such a filai consists of two surfaces which have closed together and
looped round the bars of the frame. The surface tension is the

difference between the two weighings, divided by twice the width

of the frame. When ver>j exact determinations are required, a

small correction has to be made for the width of the frame, as the

film distorts the capillary rise of the liquid on the inside of the

vertical bars AC, BD. The amount of this correction is found by
taking the tension of the same liquid with two or more frames of the

same thickness, but of different widths.

Fig. 20 shows in section the conditions when there is a film in the

frame. The tension that may exist on the face separating the liquid

from the frame has no effect whatever on the balance, for the surface

where the air and the liquid meet encloses the upper bar and closes

together to form a film beneath it. This film it is which supports the

mass of liquid which is shaded in the figure and which acts upon the

balance.

Measurement by Wetted Plate.—The films of some liquids, such as

alcohol, ether, and chloroform, break almost immediately they are

/)ir
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Hanson have found them unsatisfactory for mineral lubricating oil, and
liave obtained better results by the capillary tube method.'

Instead of a plate, a vertical tube may he slung from a specific gravity

balance, the vessel containing the liquid resting upon a table which can be

raised and lowered by a rack. Making W the weight on the balance, r^ the

inside and r,> the outside radius of the tube, then

W= T(27rri+ 27rr,) (11)

andT= — (1-2)

In other words, the weight divided by the inside circumference plus the

outside circumference gives the surface tension.

For a description of this and other methods of measuring superficial

tension the paper by Proctor Hall - should be consulted.

In all cases, the surface tension of the liquid to be measured must
be less than that of the solid plate or frame, or the former will not

spread over the latter and form a film acting in a direction parallel

with the solid surface. A little grease or oil on the plate will so

reduce the superficial tension of the solid that water will not spread

over it. In all cases, the solid should be well washed with caustic

soda solution, well rinsed in clean water, and then heated in a Bunsen
flame.

Cohesion Figures.—Although in the practical testing of oils the

observation of the curious forms assumed by the spreading of oil

drops on clean water surfaces has not yet been found to be of much
practical value, cohesion figures are of great interest, and may yet be

found of service.

When a drop of oil is allowed to fall on water, although it quickly

contaminates the whole of the water surface, the greater portion

remains as a lenticular mass, which spreads with greater or less

rapidity, becomes perforated with holes, forms beautiful lacelike

figures, and finally separates into numerous lenticular discs. Difterent

oils produce in most cases different figures, and these figures are altered

by the presence of adulterants. The thickness of the contamination

film surrounding the oil discs is exceedingly small—about two
millionths of a millimetre—and the tension of this attenuated film

would seem to be about as great as that of the combined pull of

the oil-air and oil-water surfaces enclosing the lenticular masses
of superfluous oil. This tendency of the two surfaces of a film to

close together and force the excess of fluid to collect in separate

masses resembles closely the phenomena observed in soap bubbles by
Reinold and Riicker, who noticed that the thin black film was often

surrounded by one having a thickness 250 times as great.

It is clear, however, that before the significance of the action of the

surface forces of liquids and solids upon some of the more obscure

phenomena of lubrication can be satisfactorily ascertained, further

research upon surface tension phenomena will be rei]uired.

Jour. Soc. Cheiii. Ind., .xxiv. (1905), 315. '- /'/(//. .!/«;/., Nov. 1893.



CHAPTER IV.

THE THEORY OF LUBRICATION.

Lubrication and Friction.

—

Lubrication of Stirface^.—In Chapter I.

the subject of solid friction was dealt with in detail, and it was
pointed out that unless solid surfaces be contaminated by lubricating

substances they generally seize and abrade each other, even luider

very small loads. Such contaminated surfaces cannot properly V)e

called lubricated surfaces, for the particles of the lubricant are

merely entangled in the minor surface irregularities of the solid,

while still leaving it rough. The laws of solid friction appear to be

unaffected hj the presence of contamination films, which only serve

to reduce the coefficient of friction and enable metals which would

otherwise seize to work together at moderate pressures.

On the other hand, when a surface is properly lubricated it is

flooded with the viscous or plastic lubricant, and the coefficient of

friction depends chieflj- upon the nature of this lubricant and tiie

form of the surfaces. At high speeds, and often at comparatively

low speeds also, such well lubricated surfaces are wholly separated

from each other, and the friction then depends upon the thickness of

the lubricating film, the area of the sin-faces in contact, their relative

velocities, and the viscosity of the lubricant.

Although the difference between a contaminated and a lubricated

s(n-face is only one of degree, it is convenient to consider surfaces

which have been wiped clean as conUiminated, and surfaces which

are Wff with the lubricants as lubricated.

Ofijrcts of Luhrication.—In the design of machinery, the engineer

seldom has to deal with inilubricated rubbing surfaces. His object

is the transference of energy, and its utilization at some particular

place, with as little loss as possible. In eftecting this, the relatively

moving surfaces are often pressed togetlier with considerable foive

and caused to slide over each other at high velocities. Unless such

surfaces be kept apart by the interposition of a lubricant, the

frictional losses will be great, and the wear and tear of the surfaces,

in most instances, proportionately serious. Indeed, were it not for

the properties certain liquids and soft solids possess of keeping the

48
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relatively moving surfaces apart, and thereby reducing the frictional

resistances between them, it would be impossible to carry on many
most important manufacturing processes, or to move vehicles at

anj'thing like railway speed.

Frirfional Losses.—It has been estimated ^ that the total horse-

power of all the steam engines at work in the United Kingdom at

the present time is not less than ten millions, and that consider-

ably more than half this enormous amount is consumed in over-

coming friction. Prof. Charnock says :
" It is truly remarkable that

of the many details in connection with maclnnery, none receives less

attention than the reduction of friction and the proper lubrication of

bearings. With a constant striving after the reduction of steam
consumption per indicated horse-power, little thought is bestowed on
the relation of indicated horse-power to the useful work done. Taking
a good engine working at full power, from 6 to 8 per cent., and at

quarter power from 24 to 32 per cent., of the total power developed,

is wasted in friction of the main bearings. In many mills fitted

with first-class arrangements for transmitting power, to drive the

shafting alone requires from 20 to 30 per cent, of the useful work
done by the engine, and no doubt in many cases this is greatly

exceeded. Very little indeed is known of the power required to

overcome the friction of various classes of machinery used in mills

and factories, but it is safe to say that the work usefully expended

in the actual operations which the machinery is intended to perform
must be an exceedingly minute fraction of the power developed by
the steam engine in the first place. It is evident that there is

much room for progress in the direction of the reduction of avoid-

able sources of loss by more careful attention to the laws of friction,

and to more scientific methods of lubrication.'

In this connection Prof. J. Goodman - has also remarked that

"out of every ton of fuel consumed for engine purposes, some 400
to 800 lbs. are wasted in overcoming the friction of the working
parts of the motor, and further, every machine driven by a motor
also wastes a large percentage of the remaining power by its own
friction. One would not be far short of the mark in saying that

from 40 to 80 per cent, of the fuel is consumed in overcoming

friction. This extremely wasteful state of affairs is most unsatis-

factory, and happily can be greatly improved by a due observance

of the laws of friction and lubrication."

The full benefit derivable from efficient lubrication could seldom

be taken advantage of luitil recently, for bearings as formerly con-

structed could not be perfectl}' lubricated without involving a great

waste of oil. But now that the mechanical problems to be solved

have become better known, such defects can be, and have been to a

great extent, remedied in modern machines.

' Lectures given before the Bradford Engineering Society by Prof. G. F.

Charnock, Nov. and Dec. 1905, y. 1.

•^ Paper read before the Manchester Association of Engineers, March 1890.

4
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Theory of Lubrication.—Until recently, the engineer had to be

guided almost wholly by experience in the design of bearing surfaices

and the methods of their lubrication ; the theory of hibrication, or

of the action of viscous or plastic substances in diminishing friction

between relatively moving solids, having received little attention.

Not that experimental investigations had been neglected ; as a

matter of fact a vast amount of experimental data had been collected,

but the results not only failed to agree with each other, but they

also failed to agree with the general experience of engineers con-

cerning the frictional resistances of machinery. The experiments of*

Beauchamp Tower, however, undertaken at the instance of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers,^ have helped to explain the

reason of most of these discrepancies. He proved that a great deal

depends upon the way in which the lubricant is applied to the

bearing, the friction varying with the quantity and miiformity of

distribution of the oil, as well as with the form of the bearing, the

speed, etc. Most of his recorded experiments were made in such
a manner that tlie lubrication was ' perfect

'
; i.e. the bearing was

flooded with oil. The results were comparable with each other,

agreed better than previous experiments with the frictional resistances

met with in such complex machines as steam engines, and were in

close agreement with hydro-dynamical theory. Taken in connection

with other experimental results, they have, thanks mainly to the

work of Osborne Reynolds, enabled us to frame a fairly complete

theory of high speed lubrication.

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of our knowledge of the

static or low speed friction of lubricated surfaces. On this subject we
can only point out tliose conditions which seem to be of importance,

and give such experimental data as are available.

The theory of high speed lubrication is based upon the supposition

that a lubricant acts iu virtue of its viscosity and density, pliysical

properties which cause the fluid lubricant to insinuate itself between
the relatively moving surfaces and force tliem apart. Such lubri-

cants, however, offer considerable resistance to shear, and at high

speeds it is this resistance which mainly occasions the friction of

the bearing. The value of this resistance depends upon tlie viscosity

of the lubricant, the relative speed of the surfaces, their area and
inclination to each other, and also upon the thickness of the

lubricating film at each point. When these conditions are known,
the resistance offered to their relative motion can, very approximately,

be calculated. That these really arc the conditions whieli determine
the friction will be seen when we come to consider bearings of

diflferent kinds and compare the experimental results with thase

deduced from theory.

Dii'ision of the Siil]jecf.—Bearing surfaces are of various sliapes,

the most common form being cylindrical ; often, however, they are

true planes ; but wliether cylindrical or flat, the opposing surfaces,

' Froc. /««/. MfcJi. Eng., 1883, 1S85, 1888, 1891.
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when working, are seldom quite parallel to each other. In discussing

the theory of lubrication, the subject will be treated under the

following heads :

—

1. Static Lubrication.

2. Low Speed Lubrication.

3. High Speed Lubrication.

This order of treatment is convenient, as, altliough at high speeds

tlie friction depends ver_v greatly upon the shape of the surfaces and
the free supply of the lubricant, such is not the case at low speeds,

for the surfaces then act as though they were approximately parallel,

and the lubricating films very thin in palaces.

Static Lubiication.

—

Influence of the Thickness of Lubricating

Films.—Wlien two surfaces between which there is a viscous lubri-

cating fluid are pressed firmlj^ together, the lubricant is slowly

expelled, the faces eventually approach one another very closely, and
in order to cause them to commence sliding over each other, con-

siderable force has sometimes to be exerted. It is evident that if the

solid surfaces were perfectly smooth, and the film had an appreciable

thickness, any force, however small, would cause relative motion : for,

in the case of a viscous fluid film (see p. 18 (5)),

"^ .... (1)F = r?^

the resistance F being proportional to the speed i\, so that when
v^ = 0, F = 0.

But bearing surfaces never are perfectly smooth, and, as in the

case of so-called solid friction, the projecting particles interlock

somewhat, even though they may be prevented from actually touch-

ing each other by the presence of the intervening lubricant. It is to

this interlocking that the static friction must be mainly attributed ;

consequently, the extent to which the film of any particular liquid

can be reduced in thickness by the pressure in-ging the faces together

is a very important consideration.

Static Coejficient of Friction.—Our knowledge of the static coefficient

of friction of well lubricated surfaces is by no means complete. Thurs-
ton,i however, has described some experiments which he considers, on
the whole, to have been reliable. He found that with difterent oils

the variation undergone by the static coefficient with increasing load

is very similar for each liquid, although the value of their frictional

resistances may differ considerably.

Fig. 22 exhibits graphically the results obtained by Thureton with

Iiis oil-testing machine, when sperm oil and lard oil were used. With
sperm oil (A) the static coefficient rose very rapidly until a pressure

of about 70 lbs. per square inch was reached. It then increased less

rapidly to 500 lbs., and more rapidly again to 7oO lbs., whilst at the

' Friction and Lost IVori:, p. 315.
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last observation, 1000 lbs., a further falling off was experienced.
Lard oil (B), although having about twice the viscosity of sperm oil,

gave a much lower coefficient of friction, but it behaved similarlv, the

Kilos, per sq. cm.
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depressed. Heavy lubricating petroleum behaved very much like

sperm oil.

Lard oil must, therefore, remain, in spite of the load on the liearing,

as a much thicker film between the surfaces than sperm oil, and must
keep the irregularities from interlocking to a greater extent. Here
the smaller coefficient of friction is given by the liquid having the
greater viscosity. The higher pressures stated are much greater than
it has been found possible to employ in practice when the load is not
intermittent.

Plastic Friction.—When the lubricating film is a plastic substance,

such as axle-grease, the conditions are different, for such a film cannot
be wholly expelled by pressure, and under ordinary working condi-

tions may remain so thick that the metallic surfaces never actually

touch, nor do the projections interlock.

That the film cannot be wholly expelled will be seen from fig. 10,

p. 29. The two surfaces AB and CD are supposed to be approach-
ing without tangential (sliding) motion, and the plastic lubricant is

being expelled from between them by the pressure set up. The load

urging the surfaces together remaining the same, the thickness of

the film decreases until those portions of the lubricant the stresses

upon which are sufficient to cause shear have been expelled. Further
approach is then arrested.

Such a film offers, however, a measurable static resistance to shear.

From experiments made with plastic lubricants (see p. 63) it would
appear that under such loads as are used in practice, and when the
surfaces are relatively at rest, the film is so thick that the static co-

efficient is much less than that given by even good viscous lubricants,

and also that the coefficient of friction, when the speed is small,

decreases steadily with decreasing speed until the static coefficient

is approximated.

Effects of Superficial Tension.—Even when liquid lubricants alone

are used, if the pressures forcing the surfaces together are not too

great, the liquid film is only partially expelled, and the irregularities

of metallic surfaces are, to some extent, prevented from interlocking

and from cutting or abrading each other when set in motion.
Different lubricants form films of very different degrees of thickness.

The property does not seem to be in any direct way related to

viscosity, for equally mobile liquids vary greatly in their power of

forming thick stable films and reducing friction. Although this

subject has been already dealt with at some length in Chapter III.,

we will again refer to a few of the main points which seem to have a
bearing upon the static coefficient of friction.

Mineral, unlike animal and vegetable, oils, seem for the most part
deficient in this property of forming thick, permanent films. When
used for bearings which have to carry comparatively heavy loads on
small rubbing surfaces, mineral lubricants are, therefore, often mixed
with animal or vegetaljle oils, fats, greases, etc. The power which a
liquid film possesses of resisting complete expulsion from between two
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metallic surfaces may Ije regarded as due to two causes. In the first

place, there is the interfacial action which causes oils to spread

themselves over metallic surfaces. Raj-leigh has shown that when
several liquids are brought into contact with a solid whose surface

tension is greater than that of either of them, the conditions of

equilibrium or of minimum potential energy are satisfied when
the liquid of greatest surface tension is in contact with the solid,

and the other liquids assume the order of their relative surface

tensions.

Water, however, although it has a greater surface tension, cannot,

as a rule, displace oils, fats, greases, etc., from the surfaces of solids,

for such substances are insoluble in water and insinuate themselves

among the surface particles of the solid, from which the}' are not

easily separated. When the temperature is high, and the surfaces

abrade each other, water is apt to displace the lubricant and seri-

ously increase the friction coefficient. Thus, water arising from
condensation in steam pipes, etc., interferes seriously with the proper

lubrication of valves, piston rings, etc., upon which it is apt to

be deposited.

All lubricants have smaller surface tensions than the solids be-

tween which they are used, consequently they readily spread over

and wet such surfaces. Were it not for this action, it would be

impossible to apply the lubricant in many of the ways now commonly
employed.

But in addition to this power of spreading over, or wetting, metallic

surfaces, note must be taken of the power certain films possess of

resisting disruption. For instance, a film of pure water ruptures

almost immediately it forms. Such a film consists of two surfaces,

in each of which the molecules are in a peculiar condition of stress.

When the marginal molecules of the two surfaces meet, the film

becomes locally weak and ruptures. The addition of a little soap,

although it reduces the surface tension of the film by nejirly one
half, causes it to persist and strongly resist rupture at points where

it has become thin.

Dupre and Rayleigh proved that, at the moment of their formation,

surfaces of soapy water have hardly loss surface tension than pure

water. The soap in the film is slowly concentrated from the interior,

and not only alters its tension and prevents it from rupturing, but

also increases its viscosity. Clean water supplied to hydniulic

machinery has little or no UiV)ricating eft'ect upon the bearing sur-

faces of valves and other moving parts, which, when unlubricated,

abrade each other very rapidly. A little soiip added to the water

makes all the difference. Tiie film rexigl.'' niptur'\ feels 'soapy'

between the fingei's, becomes more viscous, and keeps the metallic

surfaces from abrading each other.

Owing to the concentration of the soap in the surface film, only

a very small quantity is required to secure the proper lubrication of

hydraulic valves, etc.
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The result produced by the varying thicknesses of the permanent
greasy films of different lubricants has already been seen, as regards

sperm oil and lard oil, in the case of the static friction coefficient.

But as its value in lubricating problems is most marked when the

speed is low and the loads high, detailed reference to it is convenient

at this juncture.

Low Speed Lubrication.

—

lnjiuence of the Nature and Cmidition of
the Friction Surfaces.—At high speeds we shall find that with suitably

designed bearings the lubricant becomes trapped in relatively consider-

able volume between the moving surfaces, and as it cannot escape

freely again, the surfaces remain completely separated by a viscous

film (see p. 64). At very low speeds, however, this is not the case,

and if the load be too great, or the rubbing surfaces are of unsuitable

materials, there is danger of so cutting and tearing the bearings that

they will run hot. Static friction and low speed friction effects are,

indeed, of great importance in almost all cases, for machines have

generally to be started from rest with considerable loads on the

bearings. This is especially the case with the axles of railway vehicles,

the journals of which require very careful lubrication ; endurance and
a low coefficient of friction being of paramount importance. The
friction of turntable centres, of the motion pins of slowly moving
engines, etc., and indeed of the rubbing surfaces of all kinds of slowly

moving machinery, is largely dependent upon the nature of such
surfaces, and upon the greasiuess or oiliness of the lubricant used, its

viscosity, and the rate at which the viscosity decreases with rise of

temperature.

The irregularities of even smooth rubbing surfaces, although they

may be separated over considerable areas by continuous films of the

lubricant, often actually engage each other at numerous points. At
such places abrasion occurs, often without serious results, for the

liberated heat can, in most cases, pass freely away, and the lubricating

film is not permanently broken. Should, however, the materials

forming the bearing surfaces be such that when forced into contact

thej' readily weld together, large areas of the surfaces may eventually

seize. Therefore, although at all ordinary running speeds the friction

depends almost wholly upon the action of the lubricant, and very

little, if at all, upon the nature of the surfaces in contact, it cannot

be too clearly understood that, at low speeds and with heavy loads,

this is by no means the case, and that so much injury may be done at

starting that even if the surfaces do not seize, they may be made so

uneven that the liquid film cannot be properly formed Ijetween them
at high running speeds, and the friction, owing to the formation of a

thin film of irregular thickness, may become so great that undue
heating will result.

The effects at low speeds are practically the same whether the

surfaces be plain, cylindrical, or of double curvature. In this respect

again the laws of low speed friction differ from those obtaining

at high speeds, for at high speeds the magnitude of the coefficient
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depends upun the shape of the surfaces as well as upon the nature of

tlie lubricant, etc.

The great frictional resistance met with at low speeds is well

known to all who have noticed heavy machinery running slowly, or

who have seen hydraulic pumping engines start from rest. In the

latter case, from the moment the engine commences to move, it has

to deal with the full load on all its bearings. In consequence of

this all the faces are firmly pressed together, and the lubricating film,

especially if it be a mineral oil, is not sutiiciently thick to prevent

even the minute irregularities of the surfaces from interlocking

somewhat, and the bearings often ' groan ' and the parts move by
jerks. But as the speed increases this jerky motion decreases, the

machinery ' groans ' less and less, and finally moves easily and
noiselessly. At the lower speed the lubrication is imperfect, but by
the time the relative speeds of the rubbing surfaces have reached

10 or 20 feet per minute, comparatively thick films of oil have

been thrust by the motion of the shafts, etc., between them and
their bearings, and the load is carried by oil films only. When
these comparatively thick films have formed, and the faces either

wholly or over the greater part of their surfaces have sej)arated, the

lubrication is said to be 'perfect.'

Influence of the Viscosity awl Oiliness of the Luhrirant.—At low

speeds, especially under heavy loads, and in all cases where a
complete oil film cannot form between the friction surfaces, the

viscosity and the oiliness {luhricitii, unctuositi/) of the lubricant

are of great importance. These properties, though distinct, are

related in some way, for it will generally be found, with oils of

the same class, that the friction-reducing power at low speeds is

in the same order as the viscosity, though in comparing mineral

oils with animal and vegetable oils of the same viscosity the latter

will be found to have the greater friction-reducing power, owing
to their greater oiliness.* Some experimental results illustrating

these facts are recorded in Tables XCI. c and n (p. 345).

Everything depends, however, upon tlie speed and the load : for,

from the moment the surfaces commence to move relatively to

each other, the oil tends to be forced between them and, there-

fore, as the speed increases and the film becomes thicker and more
complete, so the reduction of friction becomes more and more de-

pendent upon the viscosity and less upon the oiliness of the lubricant

employed.

Infuenre of the Methoit of LuliricatioH.—The friction is much leas

dependent upon the method of lubrication at low speeds than at

higher speeds : indeed, with a short chord of bearing surface, and
therefore with heavy lojids per square inch, the friction is approx-

imately the same whether the pad, oil-bath, or other system of

' Some autlioi-s use the term ' body ' to signify the jiroperty of oiliness, but
by others this term has been employed to mean viscosity, combined capillarity and
viscosity, etc
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lubrication be adopted. With less heavy loads the friction is more

variable.

The following results were obtained by Goodman ^ :

—

Table V.

—

Frictional Resistances at a Speed of 7'8 Fekt

PER Minute.

System of Lubrication.
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The two following tables give the results obtained :
—

Table VI.

Feet per Minute.
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in contact changes the value of the maximum coefficient, and makes it

correspond to a smaller velocity. The more j'ieldiug the materials

between which the friction occurs, the higher is the velocity at which

the maximum coefficient is found. Heating the bearings changes the

position of the maximum coefficient to a higher velocity. In the

vicinity of the maximum coefficient, the friction generally remains

sensibly constant for a considerable range of velocities. With speeds

above one centimetre per second, or thereabouts, a viscous lubricant

being used, the friction of journals falls rapidly until a velocity of

about five centimetres per second ( = about 10 feet per minute) is

reached, and then increases very slowly to the highest speeds at a

rate depending upon the method of lubrication employed. This

change of the coefficient of friction with increasing speed is shown on

the diagram, fig. 24. From a to 6 the curve rises, indicating that

at the lowest speeds, below one centimetre per second, the coefficient

of friction increases with increas-

ing speed. With further increase

of speed, the coefficient of friction

rapidly decreases and reaches a

minimum (at c), if the lubrication

is good, at a speed of about five

centimetres per second ; it then

slowly increases again. With
imperfect lubrication, or with

'easing Speed. plastic lubricants, the coefficient

p,(. 24. of friction falls less rapidly from
h ; indeed, the speed may reach

100 feet per minute Viefore the lowest point e of the curve is

reached.

At one time it was supposed that there was always a sudden change

in the value of the coefticieut of friction wlien the surfaces in contact

came relatively to rest. This was sliowu to be erroneous by Jenkiu

and Ewing, who found that although the frictions of rest and of motion

have often very different values, in no instance was there a sudden
or abrupt change in value, the kinetic coefficient gradually cliangiug

as the speed decreased initil the static coefficient was reached. Their

experiments were made at extremely low velocities, as stated on p. 57,

and from the i-esults obtained we may safely conclude that the

coefficient gradually changes when the velocity becomes small, so as

to pass without discontinuity into the friction of rest.

Subsequent experiment has amply confirmed this view. Still our

knowledge of the variations which the kinetic friction undergoes

with change of speed is by no means complete, few experiments

having been carried out at very low velocities.

In Table IX. (p. 70), which will be fully described later, the value

of a certain constant, C, leads to tiie belief that, as in the case of

cylindrical surfaces, the lubrication of plane surfaces is also imperfect

at low speeds and with heavy loads. When the value of C ceases to
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vary, the pressure film has, there is every reason to believe, established

itself.

At a mean speed of about 60 feet per minute, and with greater

loads than 60 lbs. per square inch, the pressure film is partly criis/ied

out and the friction becomes abnormally great, as shown by the large

and increasing value of C. At 90 feet per minute, even 160 lbs. per

square inch is satisfactorily carried, but at speeds below 13 feet per

minute, even with 20 lbs. per scjuare inch, the pressure film is not

properly formed and the friction is high.

T.\BLE VIII.'

—

Changes in Value of the Coefficient of
Friction with Increasing Speed.

Spekd.

Feet per Minute.
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correct for certain conditions, the effects produced by changes in the

viscosity and other properties of the hibricaut, the method of its

application, and the form and condition of the rubbing surfaces, are

only imperfectly known. Neither has the action of a lubricant in

decreasing friction, when the speeds of rubbing are small, been sub-

jected, nor does it appear to be amenable, to mathematical treatment.

However, the conditions obtaining under such circumstances can be

given approximately.

Theonj of Low Speed Lubrication.—We have already pointed out

that if the irregularities of the surfaces did not interlock, the friction

would be much smaller than it really is at very low speeds ; indeed

the friction at rest, if the viscous lubricating film were sufficiently

thick to prevent interlocking, would be nil. We may, therefore,

assume that the surface irregularities are large as compared with the

thickness of such a lubricating film, and that as the speed increases

the film becomes thicker.

The action will be understood from fig. 25, which shows a highly

magnified section of two imaginary surfaces in slow relative motion,

prevented from touching by a viscous lubricating film. As the

surfaces move over each other the

elevated portions alternately ap-

proach and recede, and the greater

the relative speed the more rapid

is this action. Each time two

Fin. 25. such elevated points as A and B
approach, the liquid is expelled

from between them, and then drawn in again as they recede from
each other. But the viscosity and oiliness of the lubricant resist

this alternate squeezing out and drawing in of the film more and
more powerfully as the speed of rubbing increases.

The more rapid the relative movement, the smaller is the volume
of lubricant forced from between the asperities, and the thicker the

film becomes. Even at very low speeds this thickening of the film

is assisted by the lubricant which is trajipe'l at the front edge of the

bearing. This point will be dealt with at a later stage, as to it must
mainly be ascribed the low friction of even flat surfaces at high

speeds. The thickening action occasioned by the asperities pa.ssing

over each other can only occur to a very limited extent, and would
seem to prevent tlie kinetic friction at ivri/ low speeds from exceeding

the static friction by so much as it otherwise would.

The resistance due to the viscosity of the film is proportional to

the speed of rubbing, and inversely proportional to the thickness

of the film. Up to speeds somewhat below one centimetre per

second we must, therefore, assume that the lubricating film does not

thicken with sufficient rapidity to prevent the speed from increasing

tlie frictional resistivnce. At greater speeds, however, the film

thickens so rapidly, as compared with the increase in speed, that the

coefficient soon falls to a small fraction of its original value.
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Within certain limits, the smoother the surfaces the smaller the

static coefficient : but at veiy low speeds such surfaces give com-

paratively higii frietional resistances, for the films are then esceediugh'

thin, and are not increased in thickness much by the action above

described.

Lubrication with Plastic Solids.—For a number of years greases

were almost exclusively used for railway axles. They are generally

emulsions of fat or oil, soap and water. Such axle greases are plastic

rather than viscous mixtures, and require the exertion of a certain

definite pressure to cause them to flow. Owing to this fact, they

cannot be completely squeezed out from between the journal and
its bearing. They are, on the other hand, readily forced in at the

higher velocities. Although ottering much more resistance to motion

at high speeds than does a lubricant of low viscosity, the much
greater thickness of the plastic film, when the speed is low, makes
the static friction less than is given by most, if not by all, truly

viscous fluids. On this account, although the friction of a rapidly

moving train lubricated by oil may be much less than when plastic

greases are used, a much greater force is required to set the coaches

in motion. Greases have consequently maintained their position as

lubricants for low speed goods trains on most lines.

T. G. Clayton ' made a series of experiments to ascertain the

friction of coaches belonging to various railway companies with a

view to measuring the static friction when using oil and grease,

respectively, as lubricants. He found that, on the average, a tractive

force of 12-62 lbs. per ton was required to move a coach when
lubricated with grease, whilst a force of 18 '54 lbs. per ton was

required when oil was used.

To keep the rubbing surfaces of bearings from coming into contact,

owing to the expulsion of the lubricant by the load when their

relative velocities are small, oils, fats and greases containing solid

lubricants, such as graphite, are much more extensivel}' used than

are such solids alone. As a rule, the viscous or plastic matrix acts

as a carrier for the solid lubricant, and enables it to be more readilj'

applied to the rubbing surface. It is placed in such a position, with

regard to the bearing, that should the liquid lubricant be rubbed

out, the heat arising from the increased friction melts the matrix,

and the mixture, containing the solid in suspension, immediately runs

on to the dry surface.

Such mixtures are mostly suitable for heavy pressures and low

speeds. At high speeds their frietional coefficient is very great, and
the heating and loss of power which they cause is projiortiouately

serious. Their use is, therefore, almost entii-ely restricted to bearings

which are only in motion occasionally, or to such as the journals of

tip wagons, or the axles and spindles of hauling machinery.- The

^ Lubrication and Traction relating to Kailicay Carriages (pamphlet). William
Clowes & Sons, 1892.

- Fui'ther iuformation on the use of grease for locomotive axles is given on p. 467.
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solid portion of the lubricant finds its way into the surface irregu-

larities and fills them up, thus increasing their smoothness. It also

prevents the metals from welding to each other at points where they

are forced into contact by excessive pressure. Solid luliricauts are

often mixed with liquid ones and used for rubbing surfaces which

have not properly worn themselves true, for although the coefficient

of friction may be high, and the bearings become heated, the solid

lubricant prevents the injury that would otherwise result from the

decreased viscosity of the liquid. Thus graphite, soapstone, and
paraffin wax melted together and worked, while hot, into a plaited

rope of cotton, jute or hemp, constitute an excellent packing for

piston-rod and other glands. The wax keeps the packing soft and
pliable, the soapstone and graphite serve to make it durable, whilst

the fibrous material binds the whole together and gives it a form
convenient for the user.

High Speed Lubrication.

—

The Prtgmri' Film.— At a speed depend-

ing greatly upon the load and the nature of the lubricant, the rubbing

surfaces commence to separate, and a comparatively thick pressure

film forms between them and carries the load. The extent to which

the thickness of this film increases with the speed varies not only

according to the load, the viscosity of the lubricant, the area of the

bearing, and the speed, but also according to the shape of the

surfaces and the relative positions they assume. As illustrations of

the conditions under which pressure films are produced, and those which

determine their thickness, it will be convenient first to consider the

case of parallel plane surfaces, then of plane surfaces inclined to each

other, and finally of cylindrical surfaces such as those of journals.

Luhricntion of Parallel Plane Surfares}—Although neither a very

common form of bearing nor one that will carry very great loads, the

conditions which obtain when parallel plane surfaces are pressed

together, and caused to slide over each other, are of considerable

interest, for the laws which govern the frictional resistance in such

cases serve to illustrate very clearly the mode in which viscous

substances reduce the friction between relatively moving bodies.

The subject was one that engaged the close attention of

Beauchamp Tower. Indeed, had it not been for his experimental

work, to which reference has already been made, we should have been

without the data upon which to found a hydro-dynamical theory.

Of the experiments made by Tower, those on pivot friction have most
bearing upon the svibject in hand.

In these experiments, faces which were free to move to or from

each other were maintained parallel. The pivot experimented with

was made of steel, had a perfectly flat end 3 inches in diameter, and
was pressed against a manganese bnmze bearing in such a manner
that the faces, although they covdd separate, were always parallel to

one another. The exact form of bearing and the details of the

machine employed are given on pp. 367-8. The lubricant was supplied

' Deeley ami Wolff, The Engineer, lOtli January 189t>, p. 25.
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through a hole in the centre of the bearing, and was distributed by
two radial grooves extending from the centre hole to within a Jj- of

an inch of the periphery of the bearing surface. In this way the

bearing was always kept flooded with oil, which remained clean and
bright during the experiments, indicating that no abrasive action

was taking place. In other words, the lubrication was 'perfect
'

; i.e.

there was a comparatively thick film of oil maintained under pressure

between the surfaces, which were thus prevented from touching each

other. To the viscous action of this oil film the friction was wholly

due, being smaller the thicker the film, and greater the higher the

speed. However, with each change of speed or load a corresponding

change in the thickness of the film, and therefore of the frictional

resistance, took place.

Fig. 26 illustrates the action of such a film. It shows two

parallel planes of unlimited length and breadth separated by a viscous

film of thickness r^. The upper plane CD is supposed to be fixeil.

Fig. 26. Fig.

while the lower plane AB moves in the direction of the arrow with a

velocity Vy By the definition of viscosity (p. 18) there will be a

tangential resistance to motion

r = -n- (2)

r) being the viscosity of the liquid.

the total resistance to motion
When one plane has an area A,

i^jA
(3)

The tangential motion varies uniformly from v^ at AB to nil at

CD. Thus, if the length FG be taken to represent i\, then the

length of the line PN will represent the velocity at P.

When first the planes are set in motion, the inertia of the viscous

liquid prevents it from at once assuming this condition of flow, but in

a comparatively short period all irregularities of motion .subside, and
the velocity of the liquid at any plane is strictly proportional to its

distance from CD.
Inertia effects also show themselves when one plane is of finite

extent. They tend to throw the surfaces apart, and maintain a film

of the liquid between them. In fig. 27 the surface CD is supposed to

be of limited length, both parallel with and in a direction perpen-
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dicular to the paper. AB is flooded with oil, which when approaching,

but at some distance from D, is moving at the speed t\ of the plane

AB. Just before reaching D, a relative motion or distortion of the

fluid is produced. At D the oil in actual contact with the fixed plane

is at rest, and the remainder, instead of passing along between the

surfaces in such a manner that the rate of distortion is everywhere

the same, as in fig. 26, is caused by its own inertia to enter the space

between the planes, and to flow in such a way that— as shown in

fig. 27—the rate of distortion becomes much greater near the plane

CD than near the plane AB ; whilst, at the end C, the rate of distor-

tion of the lubricant, in virtue of its viscosity, may have become
approximately the same at all planes. Under these conditions, there-

fore, the lines EG are curved, the rate of distortion is greater near

CD than near AB, and the volumes passed at each section are pro-

portional to the areas enclosed by EFG. It will be noticed that

these areas are larger at the entrance D than at the exit C, part of

the excess of liquid escaping laterally, owing to the comparatively

small width of the plane CD in a direction perpendicular to the

surface of the paper. When the velocity with which the lower plane

moves is very small, the volume carried iu between the surfaces

EF.GF
is nearly proportional to ^

, and at the opposite end of the

plane the same volume is carried out ; but as the speed increases,

the volume introduced may exceed the volume carried out at C by
EF GF

an amount almost proportional to EF . GF - — '—

EF . GF

at which the excess remains unaltered, however much the speed may
be increased.

When the planes are of considerable area, and are close together,

the viscosity of the oil powerfully resists its escape at all points, and at

the same time, by tending to make the rates of distortion everywhere
equal, causes it to accumulate and force the planes apart until the

forces are in equilibrium. This action is going on at all points between
the surfaces when their length, measured in the direction of motion,

is not very great. The force tending to throw the planes apart is,

therefore, distributed over them much as is the force resisting the

approach of two surfaces separated by a viscous medium.
In this way, when the opposing surfaces are kept parallel, a

pressure film is maintained between them, and a considerable load

may be supported by CD, so long as AB is in rapid motion. The
resistance to the motion of the lower plane is then due wholly to

the viscosity of the liquid film. It is, however, somewhat in excess

of the value obtained by the formula F = 7;-L!-, for owing to the
'"o

excess of oil introduced at D, the conditions of motion are not exactly
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tliose shown in fig. 26. No correction for this small difference will

bo attempted.

We will in the first place deal with the conditions determining the

volume V, introduced throiigh the relative motion of the surfaces and
the density of the liquid. The viscous liquid resting upon AB at

points distant from the surface CD, is moving with a velocity i\.

At the point D, when the velocity is considerable, the liquid is thrown
against the opening between the surfaces, much in the same way as

water from the combining cone of an injector is thrown against the

orifice of the delivery cone. Its power of entering the opening may
be regarded as proportional to the density of the liquid and to the

square of the velocity. It is almost independent of the viscosity ; for

the entrance of the liquid is as much opposed by its adherence to CD
as it is assisted by its adherence to AB.
No doubt, at low speeds, as the load urging the faces together is

increased, the volume entering decreases more rapidly than does the
distance separating the rubbing surfaces, until finally the marginal
pressure of the imprisoned film prevents the liquid from entering at

all, and the faces close together ; but when the speed is great and the

load is increased, there is reason to suppose that the liquid fails quite

suddenly to get between the surfaces, which thereupon 'seize.' We
may therefoi'e assume that, except at low speeds, the volume, V, enter-

ing is approximately proportional to Vi>\fi, where ;„ is the distance

between the surfaces and // the length of the orifice at D.
In the case of a rectangular bearing, the viscous liquid is introduced

along one side and escapes along the margin of the other three, and
the larger the volume introduced, the more the bearing surfaces part

in order to allow it to escape.

The conditions attending the escape of the fluid may, therefore, be
well illustrated by taking the case of parallel surfaces approaching
each other without tangential

motion (fig. 28).i The fluid has

to be squeezed out from between

the surfaces, and since there is

no motion of the fluid in contact

with the surfaces, the horizontal

velocity will be greatest half-way

between them, nothing at (the

middle of CD), and greatest at

the ends. This is for planes of

infinite length in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of the paper. If in a certain state of

motion—shown by the dotted lines in fig. 28—the space between

AB and CD be divided into ten equal parts by vertical lines, and

if those lines be supposed to move with the fluid, they will shortly

after assume the positions on the curved lines, in which the areas

included between each pair of curved lines is the same as in the

1 Osborne Reynolds, Fhil. Trans., 1886, p. 173.
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dotted figure. If it were not for the inertia of the fluid, the lines

would be absolute, instead of approximate, parabolas. It can be at

once seen that the curved lines indicate the rates of distortion at

different points, and, as force is required to maintain the rate of

distortion at each plane constant, a vertical pressure, W, must be

applied to force the liquid out. The pressure will be greatest at 0,

and will fall off towards the ends C and D.

In the case of an ellipse of semi-axes a and 6, it follows from Osborne
Reynolds' equations that the velocity of normal approach is proper-

tionalto'VW+fe-).

Therefore, the escaping volume may be written

y r„3W(a-^+ 6-^)

We thus obtain expressions for the volume, V, of the viscous liquid intro-

duced by the motion of the bearing, and also for the motion, V,, of the

liquid pressed out by the weight on the brass. In order that the conditions

of flow may remain constant, these two values must be equal, consequently,

V = V, (5)

= .,,-„A =/.7-^^^^«^ .... (6)
a-o-j)

1 ; r„-W(a-+b-) ,-v
and

'''i
=h --„^—' {')

a-b^ri

Therefore,
vj^f^ ^ j.v^W(a^+b^ .... (8)

The left-hand term of this equation gives us the value of F- required
to maintain the plates in steady motion, since F (eq\iation 1) is inversely
proportional to r^ and directly proportional to v^na.

. p^ /i;yV(a^ + b')v .... (9)

which, in the case of a circle, when b= a, resolves it«elf into

Foe J^^^v (10)

and, as the coefficient of friction (^i) is equal to the resistance F divided
by the total load,

''.=W=V# (1')

The values of F and the coeflicient of friction will, therefore, vary
with the shape of the surface boundary, but will be constant for

surfaces of similar shapes. Hence, in the case of the ciix;le, ellipse,

and rectangle, we see that, the proportions being unaltered, and
the premises correct, the friction varies as the fourth root of the area

of the surfaces.

Experiment appeai-s to bear out tliis statement, for it has been
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found that the coefficient of friction of a pivot or plane surface is

affected much less by the size of the bearing than by the velocity at

which it runs or by the load which it carries, the pressure film being

unbroken.

Although in Tower's experiments every care was taken to

measure the friction between the surfaces, and to keep them in good
condition, no attempt was made to ascertain the rise of temperature

produced b}' different speeds and loads, or the value of the viscosity

of the oil used. Some resistance to motion must also have been

offered by the oil film surrounding the cylindrical portion of the

footstep, but as the clearance is not given, and we do not know the

viscosity of the oil, its magnitude cannot be calculated.

We are consequently unable to compare one experimental result

quite satisfactorily with another.

Assuming that the oil did not vary very much during the trials,

and that the cylindrical footstep was a moderately loose fit in the

brass, we may write from (11)

... (12)Www
N being the number of revolutions of the footstep, and C a constant.

In Table IX. are given the values of C, calculated from Tower's

experimental results, the mean speeds of the footstep, the loads,

and the frictional resistances. At low speeds, C has a high value,

which increases steadily as the load increases, showing that the

volume of oil entering is not proportional to EF . GF, and is not

keeping the surfaces properly apart. At higher speeds, however, C
actually decreases somewhat, until the heaviest loads are reached.

Ttie decrease is probably brought about by the heating effect of the

friction decreasing the viscosity of the lubricant, or by the fact that

the force measured in the experiments was partly due to the viscous

resistance of the oil film surrounding the cylindrical portion of the

footstep. In all cases, the highest loads cause a small increase in

the value of C, in spite of the fact that the viscosity of the lubricant

must have been lowered by the heat generated by friction. Under
these conditions the film would be thin, and the volume of liquid

introduced by its inertia somewhat less than when r^^ is large.

Lubrication of Inclined Plane Surfaces.—As a rule, even when the

rubbing surfaces are plane, the opposing surfaces are free to adjust

themselves according to the position of the load they carry and the

distribution of pressure in the film keeping them apart. The
conditions under which the lubricant then acts diSer somewhat
from the case of parallel plane surfaces. In the latter case, it is

to the inertia and viscositij of the luljricant that we must attribute

the presence of the pressure film ; but when the faces are able to

become inclined, the liquid wedges itself between them and forces

them apart. The conditions then obtaining have been carefully

considered by Osborne Reynolds, and merit close attention, as it is
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FlO. 29.

to this action that he ascribes the great carrying power of cylindrical

bearings.

As to the frictional resistance and carrying power of plane
surfaces, such as engine slide blocks, which become slightly inclined

to each of the faces they run upon, no experimental results have yet
been obtained which can be compared as regards accuracy with
Beauchamp Tower's tests of

pivot bearings.

In fig. 29, AB is a plane

surface, of unlimited length

and breadth, moving in the

direction of the arrow beneath

the inclined surface CD, which
is of limited length and of

very limited breadth, in a
direction perpendicular to the

paper. Omitting the effects

which would be produced by
the inertia of the liquid, the conditions of flow are as follow :

—

At the lower edge of D, where the liquid enters between the

surfaces, the volume introduced is proportional to ^
.

However, owing to the inclination of the surfaces, the volume

passed out at the edge C is only proportional to ' '
'—!—J.

When the surface CD is of considerable area, and the planes are very

close together, the excess of oil or other lubricating fluid introduced

at the edge D must escape ; but this is opposed at all points by the

viscosity of the liquid. The oil, therefore, tends to accumulate, and
a pressure is set up which forces the surfaces apart until the load is

sufficient to prevent further recession. In this respect, the action is

similar to that we have already described as resulting from the inertia

of the entering fluid.

According to O.sborne Reynolds, the effect reaches a maximum for

bearings of such dimensions as are used in pi-actice when EF = 2'2

EjFj, and owing to the greater freedom with which the lubricant

can escape at the end D and the sides near it, the point of

maximum pressure p is somewhat nearer C than D. The curve

at the top of the figure indicates, approximately, the pressure at

different points of such a film, tending to force the surfaces apart.

The direction in which the load acts, normal to AB, does not

necessarily coincide with |?, but with the centre of the area enclosed

by the curve and base line of the pressure ordinates.

The pressure exerted by the film must alwaj's be equal to the

resultant external force which, neglecting the obliquity of CD, is

perpendicular to AB, and tends to force the surfaces together. When
the surfaces are free to assume any position, the pressure of the film,

inclination of sui'faces, etc., adjust themselves to suit the load and
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its point of application, and the nearer the surfaces are caused to

approach each other, the greater is the friction and consequent

pressure for the same velocity.

The relations obtaining between the load, pressure, etc., under

these circumstances, have been determined by Osborne Reynolds.

In the case of a surface CD of infinite width in a direction perpendicular

to the paper he makes

'=^'^ ^'-'^

and the force recjuired to keep them in relative motion

'

F= i,'"'^'i ..... (14)

Therefore,
v.hj^ ^ vv^

^jj^
'V "

and Foe x/"^ (^®>

Lubrication of Cylindrical Surfaces.—The c\dindrical is by far

the most common form of bearing surface, and is the one with

which most of the experiments recorded have been made. Until

Beauchamp Tower's results were published, little was really known
concerning the effects produced by varying the method of applying

the lubricant. He showed that many of the methods in use were
very imperfect, the oil holes and oil ways often cutting across those

portions of the surfaces where the pressure of the film should be at its

greatest, and allowing the lubricant to escape. With properly-shaped

brasses resting upon well lubricated journals, he succeeded in

obtaining results which were proved by Osborne Reynolds to be in

accordance with hydro-dynamical theory. The method of applying
the lubricant, and the machine with which he experimented, are

described in Chapter IX.

A brass which has Iseen running for some time upon a lubricated

cylindrical journal wears in such a way that the radius is always
slightly greater than that of the journal. AVhen forced into contact,

therefore, the brass and journal do not touch over the whole of their

surfaces. On the other hand, when the journal is in rapid motion,

' It must be clearly borne in mind that the load carried may be nnxlitied very
largely by varying the direction in which it acts, for the inclination of the
surfaces varies according to tlie distribution of the pressure, etc. Both in the
case of inclined and parallel surfaces inertia effects, previously considered, must
show themselves. The wedging and the inertia actions, however, as will be seen
from equations (l.'i) and (16), have similar effects upon the relationships lietweon

the coetTicieut of friction, the speed, the load, and the viscosity : but the
relationships between these values and the area and shape of the bearing do not
appear to be quite similar. Still it is clear that, as is the case with contaminated
and clean surfaces, the coefficient of friction of parallel plane surfaces is only
slightly affected by variations in the area of the surfaces in contact.
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if the weight on the brass is not too great, the surfaces are separated

from each other by a continuous oil film. Fig. 30 represents, in an

exaggerated manner, a section through such a brass and journal,

the latter being supposed to rotate in the direction shown by the

arrow.

The curved surfaces AB and CD have their centres at I and J, a

line drawn through which indicates the position of nearest approach

EjF,. Between EF and EjFj the distance separating the surfaces

decreases, the triangle EjFjGj is consequent!}- smaller than EFG, and

therefore the lubricant which is brouglit up by the rotation of the

journal and forced into the narrow space between the journal and

the Ijrass becomes compressed in its passage forward and tends to

force the surfaces apart. On the other hand, as we go from EjFjGj

Fig. 31.

towards C the faces recede, and were it not for the flow of oil from
the portion where the liquid undergoes compression, the pressure

might be, and, indeed, sometimes does become, negative.^

When there is no load, the conditions are as illustrated in fig. 31.

Here the vertical pressures are shown by the curved lines on the

top of the figure. On the right-hand or ' on ' side the pressure is

positive, whilst on the left-hand or 'off' side it is negative, and the

vertical components of these pressures balance each other. On the

other hand, the horizontal component of the pressures to the left

and right, indicated by the curves at the sides, will both act on the

brass to the right, and as these will increase as the surfaces approach,

the distance corresponding to JI (fig. 30) must be exactly such that

these components balance the resultant friction.

The thickness of the film at difi'erent points, and the variations of

' In the American Machinist for Sept. iO, 1903, H. F. Moore states that in

conjunction with G. A. Morgan lie constnicted a small dynamo, in which the

bearings entirely surrounded the journal. By simply leading a )iipe from a

reservoir of oil to that part of the bearing where the pressure would be negative,

if anywhere, it was found that the bearing would suck in oil from a reservoir

six inches below, and thus lubricate itself.
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the position of EjFj with different loads, have been worked out

mathematically by Osborne Reynolds, whose exact equations give

results which agree very closely with the experimentally ascertained

facts. For the full treatment of the subject the original papers

should be consulted, as the results only can be given here.

I7ijtuence of Load and Speed.—In the case of plane surfaces,

whether parallel or inclined, the frirtionul reifistance is pruportiijiial

to the square root of the load. Cylindrical surfaces, however, owing
to their curvature, cannot separate sufficiently,, whilst still sustaining

a load, to give this result, for when the load is increased E,Fj

decreases, tlie lubricant is prevented from escaping on all sides as

freely as before, and EF, i.e. the disbmce between the brass and
journal on the 'on' side, increases. Consequently, as the load is

increased, the positive vertical component to the right (fig. 31)

increases and overbalances the negative component to the left, which

decreases, and EjE^, the point of nearest approacii, moves to the left

until the load reaches a particular value ; above this load the point

of nearest approach moves back towards 0. During this change in

the position of EjF„ the thickness of the film at different points alters

in such a way that the viscous resistance which it offers to the

motion of the journal remains nearly constant : and the friction of
journals is, therefore, practically independent of the load when the

speed is sufficient to maintain a pressure film beticeen the two surfaces.

According to this reasoning, the friction at high speeds and with

perfect lubrication appears to be, cete^-is paribus, approximately

proportional to the area of the contact surfaces, the speed of the

journal, and the viscosity of the lubricant, and nearly independent

of the load.

Before the jouraal commences to rotate, the lubricant being a

viscous one, the load will have brought the brass mto contact with

the former at (fig. 31) : but at the ends it will be separated by an
appreciable space from the journal. At starting, and at v-ry lofc

speeds, the surfaces being in contact, there is friction of solid upon
solid, the coefficient offriction is large, and the surfaces undergo some
abrasion : but as the velocity of the journal increases, the surfaces

gradualh' become separated by an oil film, more particularly if there

be a plentiful supply of lubricant. Thickening of the film, as we
have seen, can only take place to a limited extent, owing to the

curvature of the surfaces, so that irith increasimj speed the resistance

becomes more nearly proportional to the speed and less affected by the

load. At the outset, as teifh plane surfaces, tphen the oil film has

scarcely established itself, the friction, ceteris paribus, vai-ies with

changes of load. However, owing to the curvatiu'e of the surfaces,

the film very quickly reaches a maximum thickness.

TaV)le X. gives the results obtivined by Beauchamp Tower with

bath lubrication.
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Table X.

—

Bath of Olive Oil. Temperature 90° F.

Journal, 4 in. wide x 6 in. long. Chord of Arc of contact=392 in.
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At the speeds printed in heavy type in this table the friction is

high, owing to the pressure fihn not having been properly formed. At
higher speeds, however, as found by Osborne Eeyuolds, the frictional

coefficient is approximately proportional to the square root of the speed.

Ccmparison. cf-Frtcbicrv Coeffijcient^ cfJciLrnxxLs, frorrv

the tests of "Thurston. "Totver. & 'AEG."
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square inch, ileasurements of the friction were made under varying

conditions of load, speed, temperature, fit of bearings, and method of

applying the lubricant, the results generally confirming those obtained

by Tower and Thurston. Measurements were also made of the work
expended in overcoming friction, and of the dissipation of heat from
bearings by conduction, radiation, and by the flow of oil between the

friction surfaces.

As regards the influence of speed on tlae coefficient of friction,

Lasche shows that the results obtained by Tower, Thurston, and in

the above experiments, which were carried out for the Allgemeine

Elektricitiits-Gesellschaft of Berlin, are in agreement with Stribeck,

who found that above very low speeds and up to speeds of 2-5 metres

per second (492 feet per minute) the frictional coefficient increases as

the square root of the speed, as shown by Tower. From 2-5 metres

to 4'0 metres per second {788 feet per minute), liowever, the rate of

increase was found to approach the fifth root of the speed, as found
hy Thurston, and at still higher speeds the influence of velocitij was
observed to cjradualhj disappear, and above speeils of about 10 metres

per second {1970 feet per minute), the friction coefficient became

practicaUi/ independent of the velocity. The diagram (fig. 32) by
Lasche graphically compares the results obtained by Tower, Thurston,

and himself in so far as they cover the same experimental ground.

Osborne Reynolds concluded from his theoretical investigation of

the friction of lubricated journals that if the viscosity of the lubricant

remained constant the friction would increase proportionally to the

speed. Owing, howevei', to the fact that the heat resulting from the

viscous friction of the lubricant raises the temperature of the whole

of the bearing above that of the atmosphere, and also locally raises

the temperature of the oil film very considerably, the viscosity of

the lubricant decreases with increasing speed, and consequently the

friction increases at a less

rapid rate than the speed.

The extent to which the

viscosity of any particular

lubricant decreases with

increase of temperature

depends, of course, upon
the nature of the oil, the

rate at which it is supplied

to the bearing, and the

rate at which the bearing

loses heat by radiation

and conduction. Hence
different observers, ex-

perimenting with difterent

oils and different machines, have obtained results which have not

agreed absolutely. But the results given above no doubt express

the facts approximately.

lvo/!x OF fhictio:: heduced to v- im pessec.

f/l« aSTERMiNea Br friction baunce.
{Zi o DFTERMIHED BY CALORIMETER.
(3) • DETERMINED WITH MOTOR

(ShaFt carefully balanced).

4-~
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Diagram fig. .33, due to Lasehe, shows the work required to over-

come friction in relation to tlie bearing temperature. It is seen that

the friction diminished with rise of temperature of the bearing and
oil up to about 11.5° C, and that bej-ond this the friction increased

again rapidly. The oil, in fact, became so thin that it ceased to

lubricate.

Prestiure of the Oil Film.—By means of a pressure gauge and of

holes drilled in the brasses. Tower was able to measure the pressure
of the oil film at various points of the surface.

Fig. 34 shows the exact curve of pressure calculated by Osborne
Reynolds under conditions corresponding very sloselv with those in
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will obviously prevent the pressure of the oil film from reaching
its full height, except at considerable distances from the ends of the

brass, and will cause it to fall to zero at the extreme ends.

The lubricant does not, therefore, all flow in a direction parallel

with the direction of motion, except at the centre, but follows

paths curved from the centre of the brass, some reaching the sides

and escaping.

Tower measured the pressure at several points along the brass in a

line through (fig. 31), and found it to follow the curves of pressure

shown in fig. 3-5, which correspond to those which might be exjjected

to result from an escape of oil at the free ends.

lujiueiice of Viscositij.—Just as, owing to the fact that the lubricating

film can only thicken to an extent depending upon the difference

between the radius of the brass and that of the journal, the frictional

resistance is practically independent of the load, so the friction of a
cylindrical journal should he proportional to the dscosity of the

lubricant.

The effects of viscosity have been experimentally determined by
Beauchamp Tower for various speeds above that at which the pressure

film is fully formed. The lubricant used was lard oil, the viscosity

of which was varied by heating the journal and brass. The viscosity

of the lard oil used was not specified, but Goodman gives its probable

comparative values at the temperatiu-es stated.

Table XII. is taken from Tower's paper, with the addition

of a column giving the comparative viscosities. The experimental

results will be seen to be entirely in agreement with theory, the

friction at each speed and temperature being as nearly proportional

to the viscosity as can be expected when the experimental difficulties

to be overcome are borne in mind. With increasing speed, however,

the temperature of the oil film is raised more and more above that of

the metallic surfaces, and the friction ceases to be proportional to the

speed.

In the experiments on the pivot bearing it was pointed out that

the slight disagreement between experiment and theory might be

accounted for \>y the heating of the film. With parallel surfaces the

friction varies only as the square root of the viscosity. No very

marked eftcct was therefore to be anticipated from this heating,

especially as the speeds were comparatively low. But in the case of

a journal where the friction is proportional to the viscosity, the effect

might be very marked. Indeed, there arc grounds for believing that,

as Osborne Reynolds contends, the reason why the resistance does

not, in the case of a journal, increase at a rate proportional to the

speed is that the rapid distortion which the oil suffci-s, lieat.s it and
lowers its viscosity.

Change of viscosity also has a considerable effect upon the caiTving

power. Table XIII., by Goodman, sliows the effect which a change

in the viscosity, brought about by rise of temporatme, has upon the

frictional resistance and carrying power of a journal, the speed being

7 '8 feet per minute.
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Table XIII.

—

Oil-bath Lubrication.

Speed, 7 '8 feet per minute.

Temperature 10°
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Ho*
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Table XIV., giving the results of some experiments by Goodman,
brings this out very clearly. The frictional resistance at different

loads does not vary very much. On the other hand, the long narrow

brass offers a very much smaller resistance to the motion of the

journal than does the brass having a chord of contact measuring

2 inches. The area of the surfaces is in all cases proportional to the

length of the arc of contact which is given for each size of brass. If

the film were of even thickness throughout the length of the arc, the

friction would be simply proportional to its length. The film, how-
ever, is much thicker on the 'on ' side, where the lubricant enters,

than it is nearer the centre of the brass. The resistance offered to

the motion of the journal by those portions of the brass respectively

near the ' on ' and ' off ' sides are, therefore, less than the friction near

the middle of the bearing, and, as the brass is cut away at the sides, the

thickness of the film is also very slightly reduced. The reduction of

the resistance is, therefore, not quite proportional to the reduction

of the area, as will be seen by comparing the lengths of the arcs

with the mean frictional resistances. A closer approximation of

the obtained results with theory cannot be expected, as everything

depends upon the curvature of the surfaces remaining unaltered

during the experiments.

Influence of the Method of Lubrication.—As stated on p. 56 the

method of lubrication has a much greater influence on the friction at

high than at low speeds. The results given in Table XV. by Goodman
illustrate this.

Table XV.

—

Influence of Method of Lubrication and Contact
Area upon Frictioxal Resistance.

Length of Bearing, 4 Inches ; Speed, 122 Feet per Min.

Method of Lubrication.
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Pad lubrication is obtained by pressing a woollen or felt pad
soaked with the lubricant against the journal. A\'hen the pad rests

in a bath of the lubricant and is kept thoroughly soaked, the results

obtained are not greatly inferior to those given by the bath. When,
however, the supply of oil to the pad is deficient, the diiTerence is

marked, as will be seen from the results given in the table.

Altenmtinr/ Pressweg.—In some cases the loads upon bearings are

by no means constant, for the faces often alternately approach and
recede from each other. When this is the case, and the alterna-

tion is very rapid, the bearing will carry a very great weight, for at

each alternation the pressure is completely relieved, and the oil

' trapped ' cannot be expelled during the short time the load rests on
the bearing. The large ends of connecting rods may be instanced as

cases in point. Here, although the pin is rapidly rotating in the

brasses, the load frequently reaches several tons per square inch. On
the small end brasses the load may be even greater, for the angular

movement of the brass on the pin is only small. The reason why the

lubricant cannot escape whilst the pressure lasts is doubtless that the

volume of oil which can be ' squeezed ' out by any particular load is

proportional to the cube of the thickness of the film.

Wear of Cyliiidi-ical Bearing Brasses.—To obtain a low coefficient

of friction when the licaring surfaces are cylindrical in form, the

radius of the journal must be rather smaller than that of the brass,

so as to leave space for a film of the lubricant to insinuate itself

between the surfaces. AVhen the bearings have been newly and
accurately fitted together, the friction is generally high, but after

tliey have been at work for some time, the resistance is found to

have largely decreased. This results mainly from the altered shape

of the brasses consequent on wear. The e.xact nature of the wear

which takes place in rubbing surfaces is, therefore, of the utmost
importance, for upon it depends very largely the frictional resistance

of the bearing. Unfortunately, this aspect of the question has only

received a very small amount of attention. Indeed, until more
evidence is forthcoming concerning the results of wear, we have no
guarantee that the friction is really independent of the load ; for

there is every reason to believe that upon the load largely depends
the shape the surfaces assume from wear. Thus, although when
tiie surfaces have arrived at a certain shape, rapid changes of load do
not alter the frictional resistance, it is not unlikely that for each

load, if it act for any length of time, there is a different curve of

lirass, and therefore a difTerent frictional resistance.

As at high speeds the oil film is practically continuous and keeps

the surfaces ([uite apart, such wear as then occui-s must result from

the intrusion of solid particles rather larger in diameter than the

thickness of the lubricating film. But, doubtless, the chief wear

takes place at low speeds when the surfaces are in contact. Actual

abrasion then occurs.

When moving very slowly, the brass actually touches the journal
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at EjF (fig. 30), or even on the 'on' side of (fig. 31), but at

ordinary speeds the liquid is icedged between the surfaces and keeps

them apart on this side. Thus the wear is almost wholly on the

'off' side, where, except at considerable speeds, the surfaces touch,

and the brasses when not very narrow are worn to a larger radius

than that of the journal. When the journal is not in motion, the

point of contact will be at ; consequently, as the speed changes, the

position of abrasion will also change. The action is the same whether

tiie brass be lubricated by a siphon supplying oil to the crown of the

bearing, or by a pad beneath the journal. However, when the chord

of the arc covered by the brass is small, the wear tends to become
more evenly distributed over the whole bearing surface. Even then

tlie wear tends to make the radius of the brass larger than that of

the journal, and thus renders efficieut lubrication possible.

In the case of railway journals and brasses, the wear is sometimes
on one side of the brass and sometimes on the other, according as

the direction of motion of the vehicle changes ; but when the shaft

or journal always rotates in the same direction, the wear is always

on the same side. This one-sided wear often disturbs the adjustment

of mechanical oil-testing machines, and effects arising from this

cause should always be looked for.

Air as a Lubricant.—The action of a lubricant in a journal

bearing has been ingeniously illustrated in a machine designed by
Prof. A. Kingsbury.^ The following description is taken from the

Gliemical Trade Journal, vol. xxvi. p. 232 :

—

The machine consists of a steel piston or short shaft to be rotated,

and a cast-iron ring or cylinder which acts as a bearing for the shaft,

the whole being supported on rollers mounted on a suitable frame.

The shaft weighs 50^ lbs., is 6J inches long and 6 inches in diameter,

and its weiglit constitutes the total downward pressure on the

bearing. The diameter of the cylinder is slightly less than ouVu "^^^^

larger than the shaft—a fairly loose fit. Both cylinder and shaft are

ground exactly parallel.

The cylinder is set horizontally, the shaft inserted (both being

perfectly clean and dry), and rotated with the hand by the handle

at the end. It can be turned with difficidty at first, and tlie harsh,

grating sound of metal rubbing on metal will be heard. With an
increase of speed, however, this grating ceases and the force required

to turn the shaft is materially decreased until, after a few revolutions,

the shaft becomes entirely free from the cylinder and rotates on the

film of air between. Set rotating at, say, 500 i-evolutions per minute,

it will continue to rotate four or five minutes. If allowed to run, the

speed gradually decreases from the start until, suddenly, the piston

breaks through the intervening layer of air, and a few more revolu-

tions suffice to bring it to a sudden stop. If a more conclusive proof

is required that the shaft is entirely separated from the cylinder, an
electric bell may be included in a circuit of which the shaft is made

' Juur. Amer. Hoc. Nai-al Engineers, 1897.
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one terminal and the cylinder the other, when it will be found that

the bell is silent so long as the shaft rotates at any considerable speed.

It is interesting to note that with this machine Kingsbury found the

minimum coefficient of friction of the journal lubricated by air to

be 0-00075, which is nearly the same minimum coefficient as he

observed with oil as a lubricant when the lubricating film was perfect

(see p. 364).

Ball and Roller Bearings.—Of late years ball and roller bearings

have come into very extensive use, having been found very suitable

for slow stopping trains, motor-cars, cycles, dynamos, and other

machines the bearings of which have to carry moderate loads.

One of the early forms of ball-bearing known as the ' Kudge ' was
experimented upon by Goodman. The results of his experiments are

given in Tables XVI. and XVII. The results with the white ' neutral

'

Table XVT.—Rudge Ball Bearing. White ' Neutral ' Oil.

Spe
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moderate loads ; the frictioual resistance, therefore, varies almost
directly as the load.

To ascertain the effects of viscosity, the bearing was heated by a
Bunsen gas-burner from 20° to 60° C, but no difference could be

detected in the friction. The experiment was repeated with different

lubricants, loads, and velocities, with the same negative results. In

the case of ball bearings, a lubricant only alters the area in contact

over which slip takes place, and although it does not decrease the

friction it prevents undue wear, and prolongs the life of the bearing.

Table XVII.—Rudge Ball Bearing. Pale American Oil.

Load,
Lbs.
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been tried and have given very favourable results on electric railways,

trams, and motor-cars.

Bailey Marshall ^ states that on railway vehicles the starting

effort is, in many cases, as low as 3 lbs. per ton, a figure which com-

pares favourably with the frictional resistances of ordinary bearings

at high speeds when well lubricated : but it seems doubtful whether

roller bearings will, when iised for such high speeds, give better

results than brasses of the ordinary design.

In the case of ball bearings the design should be such that the

lubricant used can escape readily on each side of the balls as they roll

in their races ; with rollers, however, the lubricant must be pushed
along in front of them. On this account, the viscosity of the lubricant

used must have an appreciable effect upon the friction in the latter case.

In a paper read before the Tramways and Light Railways Associa-

tion in October 1905, by Thomas W. How, the author deals with the

requirements of a satisfactory roller bearing for heavy and light

loads, the efficiency of which largely depends upon true parallelism,

proper spacing, and proportionate diameter, length, and hardness of

the rollers. He gives examples of various contrivances for spacing

the rollers, regarding the ' Empire ' floating cage as the most
satisfactory, owing to its simplicity and easy adjustment : and he

advocates the employment of solid rollers of special steel rather than
of spiral or hollow ones, or rollers threaded on spindles. The want
of success of earlier experiments made with roller bearings is attri-

buted to causes now well understood and avoided, such as excessive

rigidity and improper load adjustment, these being now obviated by
means of swivel seatings, so that the alignment of the load is evenh'

distributed, and several examples are given of the successful applica-

tion of roller bearings to railway and tramway stock.

The relative friction of ball, roller, and plain bearings wa.s in-

vestigated some years ago in Germany by Stribeck, a summary of

whose chief results is given in the paper by H. Hess referred to in

Chapter X., p. 426, where further information on the subject of

ball and roller bearings will be found.

' Roller Bearinijs {\mm]>\\\et). London, 1897.



CHAPTER V.

LUBRICANTS.

THEIR SOURCES, PREPARATION, AND CHIEF PROPERTIES.

LuBRiCAXTs: are, with few exceptions, lluid or semi-fluid substances,

capable of forming and maintaining between friction surfaces films of

sufficient thickness to keep the surfaces apart, thus abolishing the

solid friction and substituting for it the much less considerable

friction of the fluid itself. The substances which possess in the

highest degree the necessary properties belong to the class of bodies

known as fixed oils and fats. Until the latter half of the present

centurj- lubricating oils were almost exclusively derived from the

auimal and vegetable kingdoms, though cart-grease had been prepared

from petroleum in Galicia from a very early period (Redicood), while

early in the present century the advantages of petroleum as a lubri-

cant free from 'gumming' properties were sufficiently well known to

lead to its more general use in places where it could be obtained.

The rise and development of the modern petroleum and shale oil

industries, stimulated by the increased demand for lubricants due to

the introduction of railway's and the extended use of machinery, has

led to the production of immense quantities of lubricating oils, which,

besides largely augmenting the general supply, have, owing to their

cheapness and other advantages, displaced to a great extent the older

lubricants. We shall, therefore, commence with a description of this

class of oils, which, being derived from mineral sources, have received

the name of

A.—MINERAL OILS.

I. Somxes.

(rt) Petroleum.—Crude petroleum is a highly complex liquid

product which is found very abundantly in various parts of the world,

either issuing naturalh* from the ground or reached by boring. Its

occurrence is not limited to any particular country, continent, or

69
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geological formatiou, but by far the greater volume is obtained in

the United States of America and in the neighbourhood of Baku in

the Caucasus (Russia).

The following tabular statement prepared by Redwood and East-

lake gives the world's production of crude petroleum in imperial

gallons for the year 1904 :

—

World's Production of PEiROLEOiM for 1904, in Imperial Gallons.

Country.
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World's Pkoduction of Petroleum for 1904, in Imperial Gallons-
continued.

Country.
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Crude American petroleum varies very much iu character in

different districts, ranging in coloui' from pale amber to dark greenish-

or brownish-black, and in specific gravity from about 0-78 to 0-94

(Uofer). Some oils are highly limpid, and are composed for the

most part of the lighter hydrocarbons suitable for burning in lamps ;

others contain a large proportion of lubricating hydrocarbons.

X few crude oils can be used for lubricating almost without treat-

ment (see ' Natural Oils '). Jlost of the crude petroleum obtained

in the United States is distilled for illuminating oil and naphtha,

only the still residues ('residuum') being worked up into lubricating

oils and paraffin wax ; but there are some heavy oils which, being chiefly

valuable for the manufacture of lubricating oil, are treated separately,

licsearches too numerous to mention have shown that American
petroleum is composed mainly of hydrocarbons of the paraffin series,

C„H.,„+o, with smaller quantities of naphthenes, and of benzene and
its derivatives. Traces of sulphur are met with in most petroleum,

also oxygenated bodies of acid and phenolic character, and variable

traces of mineral matter.

Canadian petroleum resembles the oil of Lima (Ohio) in having

an offensive odour and containing a notable proportion of sulphur.

The production is comparatively small, and the oil is refined for

home consumption.

Crude Caucasian petroleum is, in many respects, specially interest-

ing : in the antiquity of historical references to it ; in the compai-a-

tively small area within which the supply is obtained ; in the extra-

ordinary productiveness of the wells, and iu the peculiar character

of the hydrocarbons of which the oil is mainh* composed. According

to the researches of !Markownikoff and Ogloblin, and othere, at least

80 per cent, of crude Baku petroleum consists of hydrocarbons of the

naphthene series, CnH„,„ isomeric with tlie defines, but differing from

them in not combining directly with bromine. Naphthenes are

closed-chain hydrocarbons, also known as polymethylenes, one of the

most important being hexamethylene or hexhydrobenzene, C^;Hj.,,

which lias been obtained in large quantity from Russian and iu

small quantitj' from American petroleum.' Russian petroleum

also contains paraffins and a considei-able quantity of aromatic

hydrocarbons.

Caucasian petroleum is more miiform in composition than the

American product. It usually ranges in specific gravity from 0'850

to O'87o ; yields a larger proportion of lubricating oil, less illuminat-

ing oil and less naphtha than American petroleum, but no paratfiu

wax. Owing to the almost entire absence of solid hydrocarbons,

Russian lubricating oils will bear exposure to a much lower temperature

than American oils without solidifying.

Cfalician petroleum is stated by Redwood to have been collected

in a primitive fashion and used as a cart-grease from very early times.

The Galician oilfields are very extensive, and pi-oduce oils of very

' Yiiung, Jour. Chcin. Hoc, 1898, Transactious, p. 905.
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varied character, both light and heavy. Crude Gaheian petroleum

is composed chiefly of hydrocarbons of the paratfin series. According

to Dr. Young, it contains more uaplithenes and aromatic hydro-

carbons than American, but probably less than Russian petroleum.

It yields 55 to 65 per cent, of lamp oil, and from .SO to 40 per cent,

of residiumi from which lubricating oils are obtained.^

From the tabular statement already referred to it will be seen

that the Eastern Archipelago now occupies an important position

among the sources of the world's supplies of petroleum. Much of

the crude oil of Sumatra contains an unusually large proportion

of the more volatile hydrocarbons, which are separated by fractional

distillation as petroleum spirit, whilst that of Java is characterized

by the presence of solid hydrocarbons (paraffin) in large quantity.

The crude petroleum of Borneo has in the past been looked upon as

a heavy oil, chiefly suited for use as fuel, but recently a large

production has been obtained at Kotei of oils yielding the usual

commercial products, and the oil from some of the wells contains

much solid paraffin.

The petrole\nu of Upper Burma has long had a high reputation as

a source of lubricating oil, ' Rangoon oil ' having been originally

made from it. The petroleum industry of Burma has for some time

past exhibited rapid growth, and the markets of India are largely

supplied with the products. The crude oil yields only a moderate
quantity of illuminating oil, the lubricating oils and solid paraffin

being important products.

The production of Roumania also exhibits rapid progression, and
will no doubt assume still greater importance, in view of the character

of the oil-bearing territory and its geographical position.

{h) Shale.—Although by far the greater proportion of the lubricat-

ing oil of commerce is now obtained from petroleum, it is of interest

to remember that shale oils were the fii-st to be produced on a large

scale even in America. Prior to the boring of Drake's well in 1859,

which was the commencement of the United States petroleum

industry', a number of works were established in that country for

the production of oil from coal and shale, and Boghead cannel was
even imported from Scotland for the purpose ; these factories, which
worked under licence from Dr. James Young, the founder of the

Scottish Shale Oil Industry, were subsequently converted into

petroleum refineries (Redwooil). Y^oung's first patent for obtaining

paraffin oil from bituminous coal was taken out in 1850, and the

mineral which he used was Boghead cannel, a rich bituminous mineral

yielding by distillation from 1 20 to 1 30 gallons of oil per ton. The
supply of this mineral soon became exhausted, and since then the

Scotch oil has been produced from the bituminous shales of the coal

measures. The manufacture of parafliin oil from shale at the works of

' For an interesting and very complete account of the Galician petroleum

and ozokerite industries, see a paper bj- Redwood, Jour. Soc. Chem. Iiid., 1?92,

pp. 93-119.
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the Broxburn Oil Company has been described by D. R. Steuart

{Jour. Soc. Cliem. Lid., 1889, pp. 100-109). The shale is a dark

grey or black mineral with a laminated or horny fracture. The
greater proportion (73 to 80 per cent.) consists of mineral matter : the

remainder (27 to 20 per cent.) is bitumen, composed chiefly of carbon

and hydrogen, with some nitrogen and sulphur. When the shale is

heated to a very low red heat in retorts, this bitumen undergoes

destructive distillation, splitting up into water, ammonia, gas, and
oil. Each ton of shale distilled at Broxburn yields on an average

30 gallons of crude oil, 6-5 gallons of ammoniacal water, and nearly

2000 cubic feet of permanent gas, which is used for lighting the works

and for fuel.

(c) Crude Shale Oil is dark green in colour, has a specific gravity of

0'860 to 0'890, and is semi-solid at ordinary temperatures owing to

the large quantity of solid paraffins ('paraffin wax') contained in it.

When warmed to 90° or 100° F., the oil becomes quite fluid.

Chemically, it is composed chiefly of hydrocarbons of the paraffin and
olefiue series, the latter predominating in the fractions used as lubri-

cating oil. Naphthenes and aromatic hydrocarbons are also present

in large quantity (Heusler, Jour. Chem. Soc, 1898, Abstracts, Part I.

p. 101).

II. Manufacture.

The manufacture of lubricating oils from crude petroleum and
shale oil is a branch of a very extensive industrj-. The great

variety of lij-drocarbons of which the crude oils are composed
attbrds material for the manufacture of numerous products. The
lightest and most volatile hydrocarbons compose Crude Naphtha,
from which rhigolene, gasoline, benzoliue, petrol, motor spirit, and
similar products are obtained. These liquids, which are devoid of all

lubricating property, form highly volatile and inflammable 'spirits,'

used for freezing, driving motors, making air gas, carburetting coal

gas, and for solvent and other purposes. Hydrocarbons of higher

boiling-point and specific gravity, which are still too fluid and volatile

to be used for lubricating, compose the Illiuiiinating Oils of commerce
known as kerosene, petroleum, paraffin oil. etc. The heaviest and
least volatile hydrocarbons are alone used for the manufacture of

Lubricating Oils, Paraffin Wax, and Vaseline. The refiner's business

is to separate the various products from the crude oil and purify them
for use, and this he does by distillation and chemical treatment.

The value of distillation depends upon the fact that the different

constituents of tlie crude oil boil and volatilise at diflerent tempera-

tures, the naphtha coming over fii'st, then the illuminating oils, then
some ' intermediate ' oils used for gas-making, or destructively distille<l

so as to increase the quantity of illuminating oil (see below), leaving

the heaviest hj'drocarbons, miless the distillation is continued to

dryness, as a residue or Residuum in the still. By separate frac-
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tional distillation, the naphtha is subsequently split up into gasoline,

benzoline, etc., the crude illuminating oil into products of different

specific gravities and flashing-points, and the residuum into lubricating

oils of various grades and paraffin wax.

In practice, however, the distillation, especially of the heavier

fractions, is never a simple process of separation, as is proved b\' the

fact that products are found in the distillates which do not exist in

the original liquid. During the distillation the heavier hj-drocarbon

vapoin's partly condense on tlie upper and cooler part of the still and
fall back into the boiling liquid, while, in distilling the heavy oil,

the boiling has to be ver\' vigorous to keep up the stream of vapour

issuing from the retort, which necessitates a strong fire and a high

temperature at the bottom and sides of the retort.' The prolonged

and excessive heating to which the heavier hydrocarbons are thus

subjected gradually splits them up, partly into permanent gases

(marsh gas and hydrogen), partly into liquid hydrocarbons of lower

boiling-point and viscosity, wliicli distil over, and partly into tarry

products which remain in the still. It has been found, in fact,

that by setting the still so that the upper part is kept cool,

and conducting the distillation slowly in order to promote con-

densation, or by distilling under increased pressure and so raising

the boiling temperature of the liquid, the destructive distillation

or ' cracking ' of the heavier hydrocarbons may be promoted
to such an extent as to largely increase the natural yield of

illuminating oil at the expense of the heavier fractions. Large

quantities of crude petroleum, in which the residuum is not of

special value for the preparation of lubricants, are distilled in this

way in the United States, the illuminating distillate being increased

from a normal proportion of about 50 per cent, to as much as 70

or 75 per cent., and the residuum reduced to as little as 6 per

cent. According to Steuart, the hydrocarbons of petroleum are more
readily split up than those of shale oil, and in Scotland cracking

for the production of ilhmiinating oil is not practised. A certain

amount of destructive distillation is, however, necessary for the

production of the paraffin wax which is such an important product

of the shale oil industry. The quantity of crystalline wax obtainable

from crude shale oil by direct freezing is much less than is obtained

by freezing the distillates resulting from the distillation of the oil in

such a way as to cause partiall}' destructive changes.

Destructive distillation which is so valuable in increasing the yield

of illuminating oil and in the production of paraffin wax has been
found to be most detrimental to the quality of the lubricating oil,

reducing the viscosity, lowering the boiling- and flashing-points, and

' Steuart (Jour. Soc. Cltcni. Iitd., viii. 106) lias pointed out tliat whilst

water in being converted into steam increases in volume 1700 times, burning oil

increases less than '200 times, and heavy oil less than 100 times. In distilling the
heavy oil a great deal has, therefore, to be converted into vapour before enougli is

formed to reach the point of exit from the still, and as the specific heat of the
vapour is low, it is easily condensed and falls back into the boiling liquid.
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tending generally to the production of an inferior product. 'When,

therefore, the priruary object of the distillation is to obtain the lubri-

cating oil with its viscosity, chemical stability, and other valuable

qualities unimpaired, every care is taken to reduce the amount of

ilestmHire distillation to a minimum. With this object the Steam
Refilling Process was introduced about 1870. In this process, which
is largely used in the manufacture of lubricating oils from crude

petroleum and petroleum residuum, a current of steam superheated to

the required temperature (varying from 150° to 300° C.) is blown
through the oil during the distillation, by which means the hydro-

carbon vapours, instead of remaining in the still and undergoing
decomposition, are swept rapidly forward into the condensing worm.
Further improvements have been effected, especially in the distillation

of the heavier hydrocarbons, such as form vaseline and cylinder oils,

by conducting the distillation in a partial vacuum, maintained by
means of an exhaust ejector or other appliance connected to the end
of the condensing worm. The boiling temperatures of the hydi'o-

carbons are thus lowered, and the rapidity of the distillation is much
increased.

In addition to these modifications in the process of distillation, the

plant has also been improved. The thick-walled cast-iron stills at

first employed, in which the proper regulation of the temperature was
impossible, have given place to stills of wrought iron or steel ; the

vertical form of still has been abandoned in favour of the horizontal,

so as to increase the evaporating surface, and the stills are provided

with low domes or short goose necks in order to still further diminish

the distance traversed by the heated vapours. The result of all these

improvements in the plant and processes has been a great improve-

ment in the quality of mineral lubricating oils, to which must be

attributed the rapid manner in which their use has extended during

recent years.

The lubricating oils manufactured from crude petroleum in the

United States are of three kinds, viz. :

—

natural, re-lucdl, and dis-

tiUetl oils.

(a) Natural OUs.—A limited quantity of crude petroleum is found

in the liiitocl States in which the proportion of lubricating hydro-

carbons is so large that the crude oil only needs purification from

suspended and tarry impurities by settling, straining, or filtering

through charcoal, in order to render it fit for use. Lubricating oils

obtained in this way are known as ' natural oils,' but very little oil

of this description is now produced.

{h) Reduced Oils.—Crude petroleum rich in lubricating oil, but too

fluid for use as a lubricant without treatment, is carefully distilled

with steam or in raruo, so as to avoid cracking, until the lighter

hydrocarbons have been driven oft". The distillation is then stopped,

and the dark-coloured oil remaining in the still, reduced in volume

but increased in viscosity, is known as 'reduced oil.' Such oils have

considerable lubricating value, and are largely used on railways and
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for heavy machinery. The chief objection to them is the tarry

matter which they contain, which stains the machinery and paint,

and interferes with the free siphoning of the oil. In the manufacture
of cyliiuler oil, suitable descriptions of petroleum are carefully reduced

at as low a temperature as possible, in vacuo ; and for filtered cylinder

oil the highly viscous residues thus obtained are repeatedly filtered

through animal charcoal kept sufficiently warm to maintain the oil

fluid, until the required degree of transparency is obtained. The
reducing process is not alwaj's carried out m stills ; the lighter hydro-

carbons are sometimes evaporated by exposing the oil to the rays of

the sun in shallow tanks containing water warmed by steam coils, the

oil floating on and depositing its suspended impurities in the water.

This process is known as 'sunning,' and the product as 'sunned oil.''

((•) Distilled Oils.—These oils are obtained from residuum. Those
produced from American petroleum usually contain paraffin wax, and
are known as ' paraffin oils.' The Russian oils contain little or no
paraffin. Distilled oils usually undergo treatment with acid and
alkali by which they are partially decolorized and made transparent

;

in this way the 'pale oils' are produced.

Residuum, as already described, is the tarry residue remaining in

the crude-oil stills after the naphtha and illuminating oils have been

distilled over with more or less cracking. As a rule, the distillation

of the crude oil is stopped at this stage, the residuum is withdrawn
from the still and, after standing for some time to allow the fine

particles of coke contained in it to settle out, is transferred to special

stills called 'tar-stills,' in which the distillation for lubricating oils is

conducted with superheated steam, or in vacuo, generally in separate

factories devoted to the manufacture of lubricating oil. The residuum

obtained in the United States is very different, both in quantity and
in quality, from the Russian product. By cracking, the yield of

residuum from Pennsylvanian petroleum is reduced to as little as

5 to 10 per cent., whilst from the crude oil distilled at Baku at least

60 per cent, of residuum is obtained. This difference in the yield is

not entirely due to the difterent character of the crude oil. Crude
Pennsylvanian oil distilled without cracking will give from 20 to 30

per cent, of lubricating oil, and correspondingly less illuminating oil.

At Baku, the residuum called by the Russians 'ostaiki,' and by the

Ta.rtars ' inazut,' is in great demand for fuel, and there is not the same
inducement to reduce the yield by cracking as in the United States.

American residuum contains a variable proportion of solid hydro-

carbons, and varies accordingly both in consistency and in specific

gravity ; it is the source of all the paraffin wax obtained in the

United States. On the other hand, the Russian ostatki produced at

Baku is a more fluid oil having a imiform specific gravity of 0-90 to

0'91, and containing so little solid hydrocarbons as to yield practi-

cally no paraffin wax.- Lubricating oil of a kind has been made in

' A sunning process is also used in the manufacture of ' blooniless ' oil (see p. 98).
"- Engler. Jour. Soc. CJiem. Ind., 1886, p. 477.
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the United States by simply filtering the residuum through steam-

heated filters, but the unstable character of the product and the

accompanying tarry matters unfit it for any but the roughest

purposes. Russian residuum is similarly employed, after separation

of water and treatment with sulphuric acid. But the usual method
is to refine the oil by distillation with superheated steam. In the

United States the distillation is carried to dryness. The first 20 to

25 per cent, of the distillate is a very fluid oil of about 0'834 sp. gr.,

which is either returned to the crude oil tank or is I'efined as a

special high flash-point burning oil. The oil that follows is lubricat-

ing oil, and contains the paraffin wax ; it is either collected all

together or in separate fractions. Just at the end of the process,

when the bottom of the still is red hot, a thick resinous product of

light yellow colour and nearly solid consistency distils over, which

is used as a lubricant for the necks of rolls,^ or, according to Sadtler,

is added to paraffin oils to increase the density and lower the cold-

test. About 12 per cent, of coke remains in the retort, which is

used for the manufacture of electric light carbons. The paraffin oil,

if collected all together, is washed first with acid and then with

alkali and is then reduced in temperature, which causes the paraffin

to crystallize. The semi-solid mass is pumped into filter-presses,

and the solid portion afterwards subjected to hydraulic pressure,

the solid crystalline cake which remains being converted into refined

paraffin wax. The fluid oil which drains from the presses is carefully

redistilled and collected in separate fractions, yielding a variety of

lubricating oils ranging in density and viscosity from the lightest

and thinnest spindle oil to heavj' machine oil and even cylinder oil,

though cylinder oils are not usually made from residuum. If the

paraffin oil, instead of being collected all together, is fractionated at

the first distillation, then those fractions which contain the wax are

separately treated for its recovery. Thus, according to Redwood,
the second fraction following the oil of 0'834 sp. gr. (see above) may
be collected so as to have a sp. gr. of 0'860-OS70, and may amount
to 25 per cent, of the original residuum. This fraction may be sub-

divided by redistillation, or may be made into ' Xeiitral ' or ' Bloomlegs
'

oil by cooling to separate the paraffin, filtering through bone-black

to remove colour and odour, and exposing to the siui and air in

shallow tanks, or treating with nitric acid or nitro-naphthalene or in

other ways to remove fluorescence or 'bloom.' 'Neutral oil' h;is a

very low viscosity, and is largely used for the adulteration of animal
and vegetable oils, for which reason it is debloomed so as to remove
the fluorescence which would betray its presence. The distillate

following the neutral oil is the ' stock ' for engine oil, and the per-

centage is determined (with a corresponding invei-se variation in the

proportion of the second fraction) by the use to wliich tlie pi-oduct

is to be put. For heavy machine oil the proportion is reduced,

so that a distillate of sp. gr. 0"928 to 0-933 may be obtained, and
' Jour. Soe. Chem. Iiid., 1882, p. 142.
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aftei' the paraffin has been separated the viscosity is sometimes
still further increased by distilling off some of the more volatile

constituents by means of superheated steam and filtering the
' reduced ' oil through charcoal.

Previous to the chemical treatment of the lubricating oil distillates,

they are freed from mochanieallv mixed water by settling, and the

last traces of moisture are got rid of by heating the oil in tanks

fitted with steam coils. The dried oil is then thoroughly agitated

with concentrated sulphuric acid, the proportion of acid varying

from 4 to 12 per cent., according to the strength of the acid and
the amount of impurity in the oil. After thorough settling, the

clear oil is drawn ofT, agitated with a solution of caustic soda, and
again allowed to settle ; it is then well washed with warm water,

allowed to rest until clear, and finally dried by being heated in shallow

pans provided with steam coils until the oil is bright. Sometimes the

oil after being treated with acid is pumped into a still containing a

solution of caustic soda amounting to from 2 to 4 per cent, of the

oil, and is redistilled from the soda, by which process free acid and
sulphonates are more perfectly removed and the oil is improved in

colour. The treatment with sulphuric acid removes tarry matters,

as well as some of the more easily acted on hydrocarbons,^ and the

soda neutralizes the remaining traces of sulphuric acid as well as

organic acids contained in the oil or resulting from treatment. Tlie

chemical changes which take place are by no means fully undei-stood.

Secondary reactions occur, certain of the hydrocarbons being very

liable to undergo oxidation with formation of acid products,

especially during the alkaline treatment. Great care and attention

are, therefore, needed to produce the most highly refined oil, whicli is

clear and bright, contains neither acid nor alkali, and does not

become turbid on standing.

('/) Russian Oils.—The manufacture of lubricating oils from ostatki

was commenced b}' V. I. Ragosine in 1876, and two years later the

Russian oils were first introduced into England.- Up to that time

naphtha and illuminating oil were the only products manufactured
from the crude Caucasian petroleum, and the ostatki was either

burned as fuel or entirely wasted. Even now the greater propor-

tion is used as fuel, and only a comparatively small proportion,

about 10 per cent, according to Redwood, is manufactured into

lubricating oils ; but, considering the enormous quantity of ostatki

produced, even this small proportion amounts to a considerable

volume.

The ostatki,^ which is stored in large tanks sunk in the ground,* is

' It is said that some valuable lubricating hydrocarbons are withdrawn by tlie

action of sulphuric acid.
2 Jour. Soc. Chem. Ltd., 188", p. 631.
' See Jour. Soe. Chem Ind., 1885, \\ 111 ; and 1886, p. 382.
* Redwood states that Messrs. Nobel have a cylindrical tank of this descrip-

tion holding eleven million gallons.
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first pumped into raised tanks in which it is heated bv steam coils to

facilitate the settling of water and other impurities likely to cause

frothing and explosive ebullition. The clarified oil flows by gravita-

tion into the stills, which are horizontal wrought-iron vessels of

circular or elliptical section, waste oil being the fuel used for heat-

ing them. When the temperature has risen to 130° or 140° C.

(266°-284° F.) a fairly regular ebullition sets in, and distillation

commences at about 150°-160° C. (302°-320° F.). Superheated steam
is then admitted through perforated pipes placed very near the

bottom of the retort, and the distillate is collected in separate

fractions as the temperature rises, xmtil the oil coming over has

a density of 0915 to 0920, when the fire is extinguished. The
injection of steam is, however, continued until oil ceases to come
over. The still is then left to cool, and the residue, called gowiron or

deggut, is run off while still hot into tanks placed outside the building.

The fractions collected by this process present the characteristics

given in Table XVIII.
' Solar Oil ' is too fluid for lubrication, and is used either as a

heavy illuminating oil or for making oil-gas. ' Mixing Oils ' are

also prepared from solar oil, the chief use of which is for purposes

of adulteration (Redwdod).
' Goudron ' when cold is almost solid. It is used as fuel and

for other purposes. Sometimes a lubricating grease is made from

it, of the nature of vaseline, by mixing it with about one-third solar

oil and very gradually heating the mixture in a still to 180°-200° C.

Distillation is then started by passing in superheated steam. At
first a fluid oil comes over, but soon the distillate begins to partially

solidify on cooling, the proportion of solid gradually increasing until

the whole solidifies. This distillate is collected sepai-ately, until

about three-fourths of the contents of the still have come over.

Table XVIII.

—

Fr.\ctioxal Distillates from
Russian Residutm.

Fraction.
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All the lubricating oil distillates have a dark colour and a strong

odour. Paler coloured, odourless oils are produced from them by
chemical treatment followed by redistillation, as in the case of the

American oils, but as the Russian oils contam no paraffin was the

refrigerating process is, of course, omitted.

The various forms of plant used for the distillation of lubricating

oils from petroleum and shale, though differing in detail, merelj-

represent different methods of carrying out tlie general principles

referred to on pp. 9-1-96, and the yield and characters of the separate

fractions obtained in different factories vary according to the nature

of the raw material and the demands which the manufacturer has

to meet.

(e) Shale Oils.—Crude shale oil yields on distillation the same
products as crude petroleum, viz. :—naphtha, illuminating oil, gas oil,

lubricating oil, and paraffin wax. The methods of separating these

products and obtaining them in a pure state are the same in principle,

viz. :—fractional distillation, followed by chemical treatment of the

distillates ; but the process is more complicated. Shale oil is

subjected to a large number of separate distillations and treatments

in order to facilitate the separation of the paraffin wax, of which the

crude oil yields about 1 2 per cent., whilst American petroleum yields

only about "2 per cent., and Caucasian petroleum none. The lubricat-

ing oils from shale are of low viscosity (spindle oils), and are all

dvstilled oils, there being no products corresponding to the natural

and reduced oils prepared from American petroleum.

For further information regarding the manufacture of mineral

lubricating oils, drawings of the plant, etc., the reader is refeiTed to

the standard treatise on the subject by Redwood.

III. Properties and Composition of Mineral Lubricating Oils.

Minei'al lubricating oils are classed commercially as ' pale ' and
'dark.' The pale oils are more or less transparent, and present a

variety of shades of yellow and red. The dark oils are opaque, and
are either greenish- or brownish-black. ilost mineral oils, unless

they have been ' debloomed ' by chemical treatment, are (in distinc-

tion to animal and vegetable oils) fluorescent. The smell and taste,

although usually slight, are also characteristic.

The specific gravity usually ranges from about 0-860 to O'9-IO,

though oils of higher sp. gr. ai'e occasionally met with. The boiling-

point is high, usually above 600° F. (315'5° C.) in the case of refined

distilled oils. The flashing-point ranges, with few exceptions, from
300° to 600° F. The cold-test or setting point varies, and depends
partly upon the proportion of solid hydrocarbons present. Russian

oils have the lowest setting-point, sometimes below 0° F. ; most
American oils do not remain fluid below 25° F. ; Scotch oils set at

about 32° F.

The lubricating oils obtained from petrolevnn present a much
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greater range of viscosity than the fixed oils. The tliinnest are more
tiuid thau sperm oil ; the thickest are more viscous thau castor oil.

Scotch shale oils are only met with among the oils of low viscosity.

Reference to the tables ou pp. 162-166 will show how slight is the

connection between specific gravity and viscosity. Among oils of a

given specific gravity, natural and reduced oils are more viscous thau

refined oils ; and among the latter Russian oils, at low and moderate
temperatures, are more viscous than American. Mineral oOs lose

viscosity with rise of temperature more rapidly than the fixed oils : but
if the curves of absolute viscosity on pp. 1 68 and 169 be studied, it will

be seen that this difference becomes much less marked at temperatures

above 100° F. (or 1-50° F. in the case of cylinder oils). The loss of

viscosity is greater the more viscous the oil ; and the higher the

temperature above the normal, the more nearly do all oils approximate

to one another in viscosity. It is not entirely owing to the greater

influence of temperature on the viscosity of mineral oils that they are

less perfect lubricants thau the fixed oils, but partly owing to the

fact that they are deficient in the property of ' oiliness,' the nature

and cause oi which are somewhat obscure.

Although the chemical composition of petroleum has been the

subject of an immense amount of research, attention has chiefly been

directed to the naphtha and illuminating oil fractious, whilst those of

higher boiling-point, from which lubricating oils are prepared, have

been comparatively little studied. Allen states that the lubricating

oils obtained from American petroleum and from shale consist largely

of olefines : paraffins are present in considerably larger proportion

in the petroleum product than in the shale product, and the latter

also contains small amounts of polymerized acetylenes, and possibly

also terpeues. Zaloziecki has confirmed the presence of terpeues iu

the higher fractions from petroleum. i Aisinmann - states that the

American lubricating oils consist chiefly of paraffins, and that those

from Baku are composed mainly of naphthenes and olefines. More
recenth', Engler and Jezioranski ^ have come to the conclusion that

these differences do not exist. By making analyses of petroleums

from different sources, and also of the various fractions obtained

by their distillation, they have found that the ratio of carbon to

hydrogen increases with the boiling-point, and that in all cases the

highest fractions contain, in considerable quantity, hydrocarlwus

which are poorer in hydrogen than those of the ethylene series.

From these analyses, and from a compjirison of the amoinit of each

fraction absorbed by sul])huric acid, they conclude that the fractions

boiling above 200° C, of American as well as of Russian and Galician

oils, consist mainly of unsaturated hydrocarbons. Kraemer and
Spilker^ have prepared syntlietiavl hydrocarbons, resembling in their

' Jour. Chcm. Soc., 1894, Abs., i. 611.
- Jviir. Sof. Chetn. Ind., 1895, p. 283.
' Jour. Chem. Soc, 1S96, Abs., i. p. 1.

* Jour. Chem. Soc, 1S91. Abs.. p. 1462.
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phj'sical and cliemicai characters mineral lubricating oils, by the con-

densation of methylbeuzenes with cinnamene or with allyl alcohol in

the presence of sulphuric acid. The product formed from pseudo-
cumene and allyl alcohol had the composition C2iH,g, and was probably
dimethyldicumylmethane ; it boiled above 300° C , and in the

viscometer gave, at 15° C, the value 775 (water =1), whilst the

best Russian lubricating oil gave, in the same apparatus, the value 40.

Kraemer and Spilker regard these bodies as the ' viscosity carriers

'

of mineral lubricating oils, and have proved that their viscosity

increases rapidly with the number of methyl groups in the molecule.

Mills states that the normal paraffins are not lubricants, and that the

lubricating properties belong to one or more series of isoparaffins.i

Besides the fluid hydrocarbons, American and Scotch oils contain

solid hydi-ocarbons (paraffin), and in the dark 'reduced' oils

variable quantities of asphaltic and tarry bodies exist.

Mineral lubricating oils are iinsaponifiable, which enables them to

be easily separated from the fixed oils. In Hiibl's process they absorb
from 7 to 23 per cent, of iodine, according to their origin. Owing to

the almost entire absence of any tendency to oxidize or develop acid,

they do not as a rule gum or corrode bearings, and, if carefully

refined, so as to be free from volatile hydrocarbons, they undergo but
little change by use. Therefore, pure mineral lubricating oils, if

occasionally filtered to remove suspended impurities, can be used over

and over again, which is not the case with any of the fixed oils.

Mineral oils, owing to their non-oxidizable character, are also incapable

of igniting spontaneously, and when mixed in sufficient proportion

with animal and vegetable oils, thev reduce the risk of fire.

B.—FIXED OILS AND FATS.

Somces, Compositiou, and General Properties.

' Fixed ' oils, so called because they are not volatile without

decomposition, are found ready formed in certain tissues of animals

and plants. They differ from the mineral oils in containing oxygen
as an essential constituent, the proportion ranging from 9 '4 to 12 "5

per cent. The distinction between fixed oils and fats is only a matter

of temperature. All fixed oils become fats at low temperatures,

and all fats become oils at 150° F.

The fat of terrestrial animals is found in the cells of the adipose

tissue, and in the case of marine animals in the blubber, from which

it is melted out or ' rendered ' by simple heat, or by boiling with

water. The oils of plants occur mostly in the seeds or fruit, and
are obtained either by expression, or by means of solvents

such as petroleum ether ; oils so obtained are frequently subjected

to a process of refining, in order to remove the albuminous and
' Destructive Distillation, fourth edition, p. 34.
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mucilaginous matter which is expressed or dissolved out with the oil.

Each of the different oil-yielding plants and animals furnishes its owu
peculiar oil ; hence a considerable variety of fixed oils and fats exists.

Animal oils are usually either colourless or yellow ; vegetable oils

are of various shades of yellow and green, the green colour being due
to the presence of chloropJiyll, which is characteristic of this class of

oils. Each kind of oil has usually a distinctive odour by which
it can be identified. Fixed oils very rarely present a fluorescent

appearance, unless adulterated with mineral oil.

In specific gravity they range from about 0-S79 to 0'968 at 60° F.

Sperm oil is the least viscous, castor oil the most, but each kind of

oil has its owu peculiar viscosity, which varies but little. They
cannot be distilled without decomposition, the so-called ' boiling ' of

fixed oils being due to the escape of gases produced bj' destructive

distillation. The solidifying points of fixed oils, and the melting-

points of fats, vary considerably (see pp. 199 and 204).

A fundamental difference between fixed oils and mineral oils

exists in their behaviour towards atmospheric oxygen. Mineral oils

are almost indifterent to oxj-gen, but all the fixed oils combine with
it,^ and most of them undergo, as a result of the oxidation, changes
which convert them sooner or later into solid elastic varnishes. The
oils which behave in this manner are called 'drying oils,' and a few
which oxidize and dry most rapidly (notably linseed oil) are used as

vehicles for paint. Lubricants are selected from the 'non-drying'

or less strongly drying oils, the chief of which are olive, rape, and
castor among vegetable oils, and tallow, lard, neatsfoot, and sperm
among animal oils.

All fixed oils are composed of fatty estere, formed by the miion of

alcohol radicles with fatty acid radicles. The alcohol radicle occur-

ring in the vegetable oils and in most of the animal oils is the trivalent

radich glijcei-y/, CgHj, the radicle of glycerol or glycerin (C^.H:^((.)H),.),

and its esters, known as glycerides, maj' be represented by the formiila

C3H5R3, in which E represents the fatty acid radicle. Usually
several esters occur together. Those most frequently met with
are triglyceryl stearate or tristearin C.,H^(O.C,jH3,,0)3, triglycervl

palmitate or tripalmitin C3Hj(O.C]gH3,0)3, and triglyceryl oleate or
triolein C3H-(O.CjgH330)g. Stearin and palmitin predominate in the
solid fats, olein in the fluid oils. Olein is the chief constituent of

many of the best known lubricants, such as lard, tallow, neatsfoot, and
olive oils. Until recently, natural oils and fats were believed to be
mixtures, exclusively, of simple triglycerides such as the above, in

which all the acid radicles contained in the molecule are alike ; but
recent researches have proved that mixed triglycerides also occur,

such as stearo-dipalmitin, palmito-distearin, oleo-palmito-steariu, etc.

Allied to the fats are the waxes, which are estere of mono- and

' In consequence of this property, cotton waste and similar fibrous mat«rial
when saturated with many of the fixed oils, especially those of the drying class,

are liable to heat and undergo spontaneous ignition (see p. 278).
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di-hydric alcohols. Thus, cetyl palmitate or cetin, CjjjHjj.O.CjgHj^O,

derived from cetyl alcohol (CjuHg^O), is the chief constituent of

spermaceti, and myricyl palmitate or myriciu, CgfiHuj.O.CjgHjjO,

from myricyl alcohol (C^QHg.jO), is the chief ingredient of beeswax.

Spei'm and bottlenose oils belong to this group, and are therefore

known as liquid waxes, since the esters composing them are not

glycerides, but are derived from mono-hydric alcohols.

All fatty esters, by hj'drolysis, are split up into alcohols and fatty

acids. The change can be effected in several ways : by heating with

water under pressure, by heating with sulphuric acid, or by heating

with alkalis; but however produced it is known as ' sapoinjication.'

In saponification by heating with water under pressure, both the

alcohol and the fatty acid are liberated in the free state. Thus, in

the case of olein, the complete change is represented by the follow-

ing equation :

—

(;3H,(C,,H330.,),+3H.,0= C3H,(OH)3+3C„H3,0,.
olein +water= glycerol + oleic acid.

This change takes place in steam cylinders when fatty oils are used
as lubricants, with the result that the fatty acids set free corrode

the metal and form metallic soaps which choke the steam passages.

When saponification is effected by means of an alkali, such as

potash or soda, the alcohol alone is set free ; the fatty acid combines
with the alkali or base, forming a ^oap. Thus, when olein is heated
with a solution of potash the following change takes place, in the

definite proportions stated :

—

CsHjCCisHjjO,,),-^ 3K0H = C3Hj(OH)3 + 3K.C1SH33O,.
olein

\ f potash \ _ / glycerol
} j jiotaMium oleate

884-84 pts. j
"*"

\ 168-44 pts. j
^

\ 92-06 pts.
J
+ \ 961-22 pts.

This reaction enables us to at once distinguish between a mineral

oil and a fixed oil, and to separate the mineral oil from a mixture of

the two. For, on boiling with potash, the hydrocarbons composing
the mineral oil luidergo no change, but the esters composing the fatty

oil undergo saponification, forming soaps and glycerol, both of which

can be washed away by water, leaving the mineral oil in the free

state.

In the case of a wax like sperm oil or wool fat a complication

arises, since the wax alcohols are not soluble in water, and, therefore,

contaminate the mineral oil. The mixture can, however, be auah'sed

by the method described on p. 245.

Soaps are easily decomposed by mineral acids, and the fatty acids

are set free. Thus, in the case of potassium oleate and hydrochloric

acid :

—

K.C1SH33O0 + HCl = KCl + C'l^Hj^O.,.

potassium oleate+ hydrochloric acid= potassium chloride+ oleic acid.

Most fatty acids, when melted, are oily liquids, which float as an

insoluble oily layer on the surface of water ; but a few, such as the
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valeric acid of porpoise jaw oil, are soluble in water, and evaporate

with the steam when the water is boiled. The fatty acids obtained

by saponifying the natural oils are almost invariably mixtures,

and by examining the mixed fatty acids it is frequently possible to

determine the nature of the fatty oil from which they have been
derived.

The chief fatty acids which are known to occur in lubricating oils

are given in Table XIX.

Table XIX.

—

Fatty Acids occcrrisg ix Lubricating Oils

Series.
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lard oil must tiret be mixed with the ca.stor oil. Coconut oil is said

to be used in India on light-running machinery, and in this country

for the preparation of mixed spindle and loom oils, but the commercial

oil seems quite unsuitable for such purposes, owing to the large

amount of free fatty acid which it frequently contains (see p. 116).

Maize oil (corn oil) has been described as a non-drying oil and a good

lubricant, but it dries as readily as cottonseed oil.' Palm oil is some-

times used in making the yellow grease employed for the lubrication

of railway wagon axles. Hazel-nut oil and ben oil are used for the

lubrication of watches and delicate mechanism.
The animal oils chiefly employed for lubrication are tallow, tallow

oil, lard oil, neatsfoot oil, sperm oil, and porpoise jaw oil. Tallow

is used for grease making, and the three following oils are chiefly

employed for mixing with mineral oils. Sperm oil is used, both

mixed and unmixed with mineral oil, for light machinery and
spindles. Porpoise jaw oil is used for the lubrication of watches and
delicate mechanism, for which a thoroughly non-drying and fairly

limpid oil is required.

Rape (Colza) Oil.—Commercial rape or colza oil is obtained from
the seeds of several cultivated varieties of Brassica Cami^stris, Linn.,

the navew or wild turnip, a plant belonging to the natural order

Cruci/erae, cultivated very extensively in France, Germany, Austria-

Hungary, Roumania, and Southern Russia : also in India and China.

The principal source of European rape oil (German, rapsol) is rape

seed or cole seed, from B. Camjiestrig var. Najjut. B. Campestrix

proper, cultivated in France and Belgium under the name ' colza,'

yields colza oil (German, kohlsaatcil), and B. Campcstris var. Rapa
\B. Rapa oleifen-a, Linn.), grown in South Germany, yields the oil

known as ' rubsen ' (German, riibcil or riibsenbl). These three oils,

colza, rape, and rubsen, though botanically quite distinct, are similar

in their chief physical and chemical characters, and are not dis-

tinguished commercially, being all sold as rape oil.

The rape seed which is so largely imported into Europe from India

for the manufacture of rape oil is the product of chiefly B. Campestris

var. Glnuca. Indian rape seed varies very much in size and appear-

ance, according to the district in which it has been grown, the finest

commercial varieties being known as yellow Guzerat and yellow

Cawnpore, less esteemed kinds as Madras, brown Calcutta, brown
Cawnpore, Ferozepore, etc. A seed known as Jamba rape,- which is

said to yield a good oil, is occasionally exported from Kurrachi.

Indian rape has some of the characters of mustard (possibly owing to

the common practice of sowing the seeds together), in consequence

of which the cake cannot be safely used for feeding cattle.'* The
resemblance between some kinds of Indian rape seed and white

mustard seed has led to frequent mistakes and even lawsuits. Thus

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xviii. (1899), p. 346.
- For its characters see Lewkowitsch, Analysis of Oils, tliird edition, p. 578.
= Kev: Bulletin, 1894, p. 96.
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the seed known as ' Guzerat ' resembles a mixture of ordinary rape

with white mustard. The careful examination of Dr. Wittmack, of

the Berlin Agricultural Museum, however, has shown conclusively

that the structural characters of the seeds are those of rape and not

of white mustard, and there is reason to suppose that the white as

well as the dark seeds are all the produce of the same plant.^

Watts - mentions two other varieties of Indian rape, viz. :

—

B. Cam-
pestris var. Dichofoma and B. Campestris var. Toria ; the oil from
the former he terms Indian colza, and says it is chiefly used for

anointing the body, that from the latter is probably mixed with the

oil from the var. Glauca. The following i-esults may be of interest

as showing the characters of Indian rape oil extracted from the seed

by ether in the laboratory ;

—

Table XX.

Physical aud Cheuiical Characters

Sp. gr. at 60" F., .

Saponification value, per cent.,

Iodine value, per cent., .

Oxidation test (see p. 265),

0-9133 0-9146 0-9140
17-50 17-42 17-45

97-8 102-7
I 99-6

1 gnu. of the oil did not dry or become
unduly thickened in 16 hours at 212" F.

A more complete investigation of the constants of Indian rape

oils expressed fi-om different varieties of pure seeds has been
published by Crossley and Le Sueur, Jour. Soc. Cliem. Jnd., xvii.

(1898), p. 989.

Rape seed, from B. Campestris var. Chinensis (Chinese Cabbage),
is cultivated extensively in China, and another variety, B. Campestris
var. Cernua, in Japan. The oil of the hedge or wild radish,

Raphamis Baphanistruin, sometimes called hedge mustard, is said to

be mixed with aud even substituted for rape oil in Hiuigar^-.

Itape oil is obtained from the seed either by expression or by
extraction with solvents. In either case the seed is first thoroughly
crushed in roller mills. In the process of expression the crushed
seed is first subjected to very moderate pressure in the cold, by
which a considerable quantity of oil is obtained : the cakes are again

passed through the mill, and the meal is then heated and damped in

a jacketed steam-pan called a 'kettle,' which process, by rendering

the remaining oil more fluid, facilitates its expression, and at the

same time coagulates some of the albuminous matter of the seed and
prevents it from being expressed with the oil. The heated seed-meal

is then rapidly moulded into cakes and subjected to hydraulic pres-

' AVir Bulletin, 1877, p. 34 ; aud 1894, \i. 9(5.

'' Diet, of the Eeonomie Products of Iiuiia, vol. i. jip. 52-2-.S28
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sure. In the process of extraction witli a solvent, by which means
the larger proportion of the rape oil of commerce is now obtained,

the crushed dry seed is placed in the extraction apparatus and
exhausted with petroleum spirit or carbon disulphide, and the oil is

obtained by distilling off the solvent.^

Crude rape oil is dark in colour, and contains albiuninous impuri-

ties which cause turbidity and set up fermentation, resulting in the

partial decomposition of the glycerides with liberation of free fatty

acids. In order to remove these impurities, it is usual to refine the

oil by agitating it, whilst warm, with a strictly limited proportion

(O'O to 1'5 per cent.) of sulphuric acid (Thenard's process) sufficient

to attack and char the impurities, which are more easily acted upon
than the glycerides, without causing serious hydrolysis of tlie latter.

After thoroughly agitating the oil with the acid for about | to 1 hour,

sometimes longer, according to the quantity and quality of the oil

treated, the mixture is allowed to rest, and the suspended acid and
impurities gradually settle out as a dark coloured magma (' foots '),

leaving the oil bright and clear. The latter is then drawn off,

washed by agitation with steam and hot water, again racked off and
boiled with water a second time, allowed to settle, and ' l)aled ' until

bright.

The following results are of interest as showing the effect of the

acid refining process upon the aciditj' and other characters of rape

oil. For the samples the authors are indebted to Mr. John F.

Hutcheson of Glasgow, who kindly obtained them specially from

Stettin.

Table XXI.

—

Effect of Eefining Eape Oil by Thenard's Method.

Physical jiiul Cliemical Characters.
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solution of caustic soda, has been applied to rape oil. One difficulty

in the practical working of such processes is the tendency of the oil

and alkaline liquor to form emulsions which are troublesome to

separate, and to avoid this it has been proposed to use a liquid

formed by melting soda crystals in their water of crystallization

{Hagrman), which is said not to emulsify. Milk of lime and calcined

magnesia have also been suggested.

Rape oil has been found to contain the glycerides of rapic and
erucic acids, but the high iodine value of the oil points to the

presence also of an acid or acids of the linolic or linolenic seines.

Glycerides of saturated fatty acids occur in very small proportion

in rape oil and include arachidio and, probably, lignoceric acids.

Ponzio ' found 0'4 per cent, of arachidio acid in one sample. Alen-
found arachidic acid in the oil from Guzerat seed, but not in that

from the European varieties. Archbutt' found 1'43 per cent, of

arachidic (and lignoceric) acids in rape oil extracted by means of

ether from Guzerat seed, and 1'14 per cent, in commercial (Stettin)

rape oil expressed from rape and rubsen seed. Of 51 samples of

commercial rape oil which were specially examined by Renard's

process, about two-thirds were found to contain arachidic acid.

Indian rape oil from B. glauca seems to contain more of this acid

than the European oil, and the extracted oil more than the expressed

oil ; of the latter, the cold-pressed oil probably contains less than the

liot-pressed. Arachidic and lignoceric acids are also contained in

mustard oil.

Rape oil is by no means a non-drying oil, and as diiierent samples

vary considerably in oxidizing property, it is necessary to make a

careful selection of the oil intended for lubricating. Rape oil is not

suitable for delicate machinery.

According to Schaedler, rape oil sets or solidifies at - 2° to - 10°

C. ; but Holde states that all rape oils sooner or later solidify at 0° C.

(32° F.). The following experiment was made by one of the authors.

Some genuine refined rape oil was placed in a glass tube, immersed
in melting ice for three hours without stirring, and then for three

hours longer, stirring at intervals. It remained clear and fluid. Some
of the same oil, previously frozen, having been added, the oil was kept

in ice for three hours longer, with occasional stirring, but the frozen

oil slowly melted. The temperature was then gradually reduced to
14" -16' F. (-10° to -9° C), and the oil became very turbid,

but after remaining for two houi-s at this temperature, with stirring, it

did not lose its fluidity. After still further reducing the temperature

to 11° F. (-ir6° C), and stirring, the oil solidified in about half

an hour.

Black Sea Rape Oil. Bavison Oil.—Oil expressed from the seed

of the Black Sea district, known as ravison oil, is inferior in quality

' J.jlir pr. C/iftn., xlviii. (1893), p. 487.
= Siienfk. Kemisl- Ticbkrifl, 18i'3, p. 179.
' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xvii. (1898), p. 1009.
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to, and cheaper than, ordinary rape oil ; it has a higher sp. gr.,

higher saponification and iodine vahies, and more strongly dr^-ing

properties than ordinaiy rape oil, and is usually of inferior ipialitv for

lubricating. The unacknowledged admixture of this oil with rape

oil must therefore be regarded as adulteration. The chief properties

of the oil are shown by the results in Table XXII. The samples of

Black Sea oil and seed were kindly supplied by Messrs. Seaton & Co.,

of Hull.

Table XXII.—PRorERTiES of Black Sea Rape Oil.

Physical ami
Chemical Uat:i.
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Olive Oil.—Olive oil is obtained from the fruit of the cultivated

olive tree, Olea Europma Sativa, the numerous varieties of which are

grown chiefly in the countries bordering the Mediterranean, also in

California and other countries where the climate is suitable. The
fruit is very rich in oil, which is contained chiefly in the fleshy

mesocarp, but also in the kernel and shell (endocarp).

The finest olive oil is obtained^ by hand picking the olives before

they become too ripe, gently pressing them by hand in cloths,

and collecting the oil which exudes. The limited quantity of ' virgin

oil ' thus obtained appears to be used as salad oil, and some of it

as a lubricant by watchmakers; it is purified by agitation with

water, allowing the mucilaginous matter to subside, and skimming
off the clear oil from the surface. Oil nearly as fine is obtained

on the large scale by crushing the ripe olives under millstones

or between iron rolls, usually, though not always, without

breaking up the kernels, and pressing the pulp, without heating

it, in bags or mats of esparto grass under very moderate pressure.

After purifying by agitation with water and settling, this cold-

pressed oil is called 'superfine oil,' or frequently 'virgin oil,' a.nd is

used chiefly as a salad oil. The once-pressed marc is broken up by
bending the mats back and forth by hand, moistened with hot water,

and again pressed, more strongl}' than before, yielding 'ordinary oil,'

or 'oil of the second pressing,' which is said to be but slightlv

inferior to the virgin oil. The twice-pressed marc, after being stored

for a time and allowed to ferment (which facilitates the extraction of

the oil), is reground so as to crush the olive stones, and after being

stirred up with boiling water, is subjected to the heaviest pressure

obtainable with the appliances used ; oil of inferior quality, called

'pyrene oil' or 'bagasses oil,' is thus obtained. The residual marc
still contains some oil, which is extracted by means of wirbon
disulphide or petroleum spirit, and is known as ' sulphocarbon oil.'

The last two kinds of oil are dark green or brown in colour (due
to the presence of chlorophyll), consist largely of decomposition

products, are very acid, and are fit only for soapmaking or dyeing.

Some of the dark-coloured oils, even when nearly neutral, are of

inferior quality for lubricating, owing to their tendency to thicken

and 'gum' on the bearings. Oils known as ' Iniile tournanlf'

and ' huile it'en/er '
- are much decomposed and highly acid olive

oils recovered from the watery residues of the oil pressing, and,

though in demand for dyeing Turkey red, are quite unfit for

lubricating.

In the refining of the crude olive oil, it is sometimes allowed merely

to rest in large tanks until the ' mucilage ' has deposited, undergoing

during the time more or less decomposition, and often becoming
spoiled for lubricating. Sometimes the oil is refined by washing with

' See Alder Wright, Oils, FaU, U'axts. etc., second edition, p. 420.
- ' Enfer ' is the name given to the stone or tile cistern in which the water is

left for the oil to rise.
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water alone, and sometimes it is washed with caustic soda. In

France it is usual to filter the oil through cotton or paper.'

Olive-kernel Oil was formerly believed to be quite different in

properties from ordinary olive oil (the oil of the mesocarp), having

a sharp and bitter taste, a dark green or brown colour, and being

readily soluble in alcohol, owing to the presence of much free fatty

acid ; but it has been shown by Klein - that the characteristics

hitherto assigned to olive-kernel oil are really those of pi/rene oil

or bagasses oil, the dark coloured and more or less decomposed oil

expressed from the stones and refuse of the first and second pressing

of the olives. Pure olive-kernel oil, prepared both by cold and by
warm expression from the kernels alone, without any admixture of

the pulp, was found to have the following characters, as compared
with a sample of ' bagasses ' oil :

—

Olive-hernel Oil. 'Bagasses' Oil.

Sp. gr. at 60° F., . . . 0-9186 to 0-9191 0-928

Saponification value, per cent., 18-23 „ 18-38 19-05

Iodine value,.... 87-0 „ 87-8 71-6

Free fatty acids, per cent., . 1-00 „ 1-78 7ri2

From these results it appears that pure olive-kernel oil is somewhat
higher in specific gravity and iodine value, and lower in saponification

value, than ordinary olive oil, but it does not naturally contain an
excess of free fatty acids. The characters of commercial olive oil

must evidently depend to some extent upon whether the process of

extraction has or has not been such as to include the kernel oil.

Olive oil has been stated to contain about 28 per cent, palmitin,

67 per cent, olein, and 5 per cent, linolein (Hazura). Later re-

searches, however, have shown that the proportion of glycerides of

solid fatty acids in different olive oils is extremely variable, and
usually very much less than the above (To/man and Munson).

Stearin is absent {Hehner and Mitchell). According to Holde, the

solid fatty acids are partly present as mixed glycerides. Traces only

of arachin have been found in genuine olive oil, and Klein states that

in olive-kernel oil he could find none.

For the characters of genuine olive oil and the detection of adul-

teration, see p. 316.

Castor Oil.—Castor oil is obtained from the seeds of the castor oil

plant, Ricinuf: communis, Linn., of which there are numerous
varieties. The plant is indigenous to India, but is also cultivated

extensively in the United States, France, Italy, Algeria, etc. It

grows wild in Formosa,^ and the oil is for the most part wasted ; but
in Java the plant is cultivated, and the export of castor oil is likely

to become an important industry.^ Two varieties of the plant are

' A good description of the olive oil manufacture iu France, by U.S. Consul-

General Skinner, was published in the Chem. Traih Journal, xxxi. (190-2), p. 5.

2 Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xvii. (1898), p. 1055 ; Analyst, sxiii. (1898), p. 284.
^ Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.. xii. (1893), p. 769.
* Ibid., xiv. (1895), p. 321.
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recognized by Indian cultivators, one small-seeded and the other

large-seeded. The oil from the former is the most highly esteemed,

and is chiefly used for medicinal purposes ; it is expressed from the

crushed seed without the aid of heat {'cold-drawn '), and after careful

refining by heating with water is sti-aw-yellow to greenish-3-ellow in

colour, and nearly odourless. The oil for lubricating and burning is

mostly got from the lai'ge-seeded kind, and is expressed partly cold

and partly hot. The crude oil is refined by boiling it with water ;

soluble matters (stai'ch, gum, etc.) are dissolved, and albumen is

coagulated ; the oil is then clarified by filtering or settling. In India

an ancient process, which still survives, consists of fii-st roasting the

seeds to coagulate albuminous mattei-s and facilitate the extraction

of the oil, subsequently crushing, boiling with water, and skimming
off the oil which rises to the surface. Oil thus obtained is often

very dark in colour, and odorous. It is sometimes exported in this

condition, at others it is bleached by exposure to the sun, treated

with charcoal, and filtered through flannel or paper.^

Castor oil consists mainly of tririciuolein, the glyceride of two
isomeric hydroxylated acids, ricinoleic and isoriciuoleic (CjgHg^Oj).

Small quantities of tristearin and of the glyceride of dihydroxystearic

acid (CjgHjijO^) are also present, but palmitin and olein are absent.

Castor oil, in very cold weather, is liable to deposit a solid fat, but
it congeals only at very low temperatures. It does not readily dry

on exposure to the air, but turns rancid by oxidation.

Owing to its peculiar composition, castor oil differs remarkably in

solubility from most fixed oils. Thus, it is easily soluble in alcohol

(other oils being but sparingly soluble), and it is almost insoluble in

petroleum spirit and in mineral burning and lubricating oils (in which

other fixed oils are easily soluble). The ready solubility of castor oil

in alcohol has lieen made the basis of a valuable test for the presence

of adulterants in this oil (see p. 319).

The limited extent to which castor oil and mineral oils are mutually
soluble is of importance in the preparation of mixed lubricants

containing the former. At 59° F. (15° C.) castor oil is practically

insoluble in jjctroleimi spirit and in burning oil. In ' 865 ' Scotch

shale oil, at the same temperature, it dissolves to the extent of

about I-H per cent. ;
' S90 ' shale oil dissolves about 2-21 per cent,

of it; and '907 12' American mineral oil dissolves rather more.

Therefore, at the ordinary temperature, castor oil is very sparingly

soluble in mineral oils ; tlie solubility is greater the more dense and
viscous the mineral oil : it increases with rise of temperature and
diminishes as the temperature falls.-

On the other hand, castor oil is able to dissolve mineml spirit and
mineral oils in proportions which decrease as the sp. gr. of the

' Jour. Soe. Chem. Ind., xii. (1S93), p. 770.
- By heating castor oil in an autoclave to 260°-800° C. under a pressure of four

to six atmospheres, for about ten hours, it is said to become miscible with mineral
oil in any proportion. Eug. Pat. 2-1935 of 1905.
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mineral oil increases. The following table shows the maximum
volumes which were found to give a clear solution at 59° F. (15° C.)

with 10 c.c. of pure castor oil.

Table XXIII.

Mineral Oil Employed.
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actei-s it closely resemhles coconut oil, having an exceptionally high

saponification value (24-S-25-0 per cent.) and a very low iodine value

(10-17-5 per cent.). It does not appear to be used as a lubricant.

Coconut Oil.—Coconut oil is obtained from the white pulp of the

common coconut, the seed of the coconut palm Cocog nwifera,

which flourishes abundantly in the tropical I'acific islands, the West
Indies, tropical America, etc. The oil is obtained either by expression

from the more or less decomposed pidp (native method), or by
expression and extraction with a solvent from the dried pulp (' copra ')

which is im|X)i-ted into Europe for the purpose. The chief use of

the oil is for candle and soap-making, but, according to Hurst, it is

used as a lubricant for light-running machinery in India, and in this

country neutral coconut oleine is employed in admixture with mineral

oil as a lubricant for spindles, looms and other machinery. A brief

description of the oil is therefore necessary.

Commercial coconut oil is at ordinary temperatures in this country

a soft white fat, melting to a limpid oil at 6S°-82° F. It easily turns

rancid, and usually contains a more or less considerable quantity of

free fatty acids, mngiug from .5 per cent, to as much as 25 per cent.,

according to Lewkowitsch. It does not, therefore, possess the

properties of a desirable lubricant. Coconut oil has a complex and
unusual composition, consisting largely of the glycerides of lauric and
myristic acids, with some palmitic and oleic, and a notable proportion

of volatile acids, caproic, caprylic, and capric : consequently, it difters

remarkably from all oils and fats except palm-nut oil, which it very

closely resembles.

Ben Oil.'—Ben or behen oil is expressed from the seeds or nuts of

Miringa pteri/go!>perma awl M. apfera. trees which are natives of

Eg^"|3t, Arabia, Syria, and the East Indies, and which have been
cultivated for many yeare in tropical America. The first-pressed oil is

white or pale yellow in colour, odourless, and has a sweetish flavour.

By stronger pressing, a darker coloured oil is obtained, havuig a bitter

and somewhat sharp taste. Ben oil is said not to become rancid by
long exposure to the air. It is fluid at 20° C, somewhat viscid at
15° C, begins to deposit a solid fat at 7° C, and solidifies at 0* C. It

contains the glycerides of stearic, palmitic, behenic and oleic acids.

That portion of the oil which remains fluid at 7° C. is used for the

lubrication of delicate mechanism, inchiding watches.

Hazel-nut Oil'—This oil is obtained from the seeds or nuts of

Cori/his AriJhiiia^ the common hazel. The nuts are known as filberts,

cobs, Barcelona nuts, etc. They contain 50 to 60 per cent, of a golden-

yellow coloured oil, which is used to some extent as a lubricant for

delicate mechanism. The oil has a characteristic odour, and accord-

ing to Hauus (ZeiU.f. Untersiich. JVo/ir. i/. GetiUAtmUlel, 1899, ii. (8),

617) it is composed of the glycerides of oleic, ptalmitic, and stearic

acids.

TaUow. —Tallow is the fat of certain ruminant animals, sejMirated

' See ScUaedler, Tcchiwloi^ie der FiUt und Cklt.
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from the enveloping membrane of the tissue by the process of

melting or 'rendering.' Beef tallow is obtained from oxen, mutton
tallow from rams, ewes, bucks, and she-goats.

The rendering of the fat on a small scale is effected by heating the
tissue, either alone or with the addition of water, in an open pan over
a fire, continually stirring to prevent biu'ning, until the membrane
has shrunk together and can be strained off

;
preferably, the pan is

heated by means of a steam-jacket, which admits of more perfect

control of the temperature. On a larger scale, a more complete
separation of the fat from the tissue is effected by heating the latter

in strong closed digesters, into which live steam under a pressui-e of

50-70 lbs. per square inch is admitted, and the liberated oil which
I'ises to the surface of the condensed water is drawn off through a

cock. Another method consists in boiling the fatty tissue in open
vessels with water containing sulphuric acid or caustic soda, by
either of which the nitrogenous membrane of the cell walls is chemi-
cally broken down and the fat liberated. The use of sulphuric acid

would be objectionable in rendering tallow intended for lubricating,

because it causes partial hydrolysis of the glycerides and increases

the proportion of free fatty acids ; but the employment of caustic

soda, which neutralizes and dissolves the fatty acids, would be
advantageous. In i-endering tallow for lubrication, the main points

to be attended to are to use only fresh fat, which has not had time
to undergo decomposition, and to remove, by settling and stj'aining,

all water and fragments of membrane which, by subsequent decom-
position, might cause the resulting tallow to develop acidity.

Neutral tallow was, until recently, believed to consist almost
exclusively of the simple glycerides stearin, palmitiu, and olein, and
to be softer in proportion to the amount of olein contained in it. The
presence of several mixed glycerides has, however, now been proved,
and traces of linolic and linolenic acids are said to have been detected.

The relative proportions of stearin, palmitin, and olein in tallow-

vary according to the nature of the animal, its sex, breed, age, food,

and the part of the body from which the fat is taken. The fat from
the male is usually harder than that from the female, and mutton
tallow is, as a rule, harder than beef tallow : but, taking the average,

the proportion of olein in tallow is about -16 per cent., and the
remainder consists chiefly of stearin and palmitin in about equal
proportions.

Of the various descriptions of tallow (Kussian, North American
beef, South American beef, Australian beef, Australian mutton,
home refined, etc.), average South American beef is usually tiie least

aeid (see p. 212) and, therefore, the best adapted for lubrication
and for general application to metal ; but there is no reason why
preference should be given to any particular brand, if the results of

chemical and physical tests prove the tallow to be genuine and
of good quality.

Tallow Oil.—Tallow at the ordinal^ temperature of, say, 60°-80°
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F. is a mechanical mixture of solid and fluid fats, in which the former

predominate to a sufficient extent to give the appearance of solidity

to the whole. If subjected to pressure, the fluid portion can he

squeezed out, and is known as ' tallow oil ' or ' tallow oleine ' ; the

solid press-cake forms 'tallow stearine,' and is used in the candle

manufacture. The separation is facilitated by allowing the melted
tallow to cool very slowly, without disturbance, in large tubs at a

temperature of 70°-80° F. ; the crystallization of the solid portion

then takes place in small granular particles resembling seeds, whence
the process is known technically as ' seeding.' Some of the fluid

portion drains through coarse flannel cloth placed upon perforated

diaphragms near the bottoms of the tubs, the remainder is obtained

by subjecting the semi-solid residue to pressure in canvas bags, as in

the manufacture of lard oil ((/.('.).

Tallow oil differs, therefore, from tallow chiefly in the proportion of

oleiu which it contains, and this proportion, and therefore the setting-

point and some other characters, such as the iodine value, must vary

according to the temperature at which the oil has been expressed.

Tallow oil, as a lubricant, is used chiefly for mixing with mineral

oils.

Lard Oil.—Lard oil, expressed from rendered pig's fat or lard, is

prepared in a similar manner to tallow oil. The more or less chilled

lard is placed in close-textured woollen bags between wickerwork,

and is subjected to moderate but long-continued hydraulic pressure

(about 10 cwts. per square inch for eighteen houra). As in the case of

tallow oil, the solidifying-point and other charactei-s of the oil depend
upon the temperature at which it has been expressed, winter-pressed

lard oil containing less of the solid constituents of the lard than that

expressed in warmer weather.

Prime lard oil is a nearly coloiu'less, pale yellow or greenish

coloured oil, highly' esteemed as a lubricant, and consisting of olein

with variable proportions of stearin and palmitin. The viscosity is

the same as that of olive oil. The setting-point may vary from
about 40° F. (4 '4° C.) to several degrees below the freezing-point of

water.

Neatsfoot Oil.—Neatsfoot oil is obtained by boiling the feet and
hocks of oxen with water. The feet are flret skinned > and slit

longitudinally with a knife, which is passed between the sections of

the hoof and continued between the long bones. A small mass of fat

found near the hoof is scooped out with the knife and set apart for

the preparation of the best (juality of oil (see below). The hoofs

are washed in cold water, and then boiled witli water in open pans

over a fire ; the oil which rises to the surface of the water is skimmed
oft', and forms an inferior grade of neatsfoot oil. After about three

hovns' boiling, the tissues between the horny hoof and the last digit

bone ai'c sufficiently softened to allow of the latter being easily scooped

out of the hoof with a knife. Tliese 'cores," consisting of bone,

' Spou's £ncyc!opasdia, vol. iv. p. 1368.
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gelatinous matter, and fat, together with the small mass of fat fouud

near the hoof referred to above as being separated before boiling, are

put into a separate pan of fresh water and boiled together for the

extraction of the best kind of neatsfoot oil. Ten neat's feet yield

from 2 to 2i pints of a pale yellow, nearly odourless oil, which, on

standing in a cold place, deposits a solid fat. The portion which

remains fluid at a low temperature is used as a lubricant for clocks.

Neatsfoot oil was formerly much esteemed and largely employed as

a lubricant for engines and heavy machinery ; it is now used, like

lard and tallow oils, chiefly for mixing with mineral lubricating oils.

The extensive demand for neatsfoot oil in the leather trade has

probably diminished its employment as a lubricant.

Whale Oil.—Whale oil proper is obtained from the blubber of the

Greenland or Arctic ' right ' whale, Balcena mijsticetus ; but com-

mercial whale oil includes the oil from the Southern right whale,

Balmna Austral is, and various other species of Balcena and Balcerioptera

(fin-backed whales) belonging to the tribe of Baloenoidea or whale-

bone-yielding whales.

The oil which naturally exudes from the blubber of these animals,

and which is also obtained by heating it with water, is mainly

glyceridic in character, and may be distinguished at once from the

sperm oils by its high specific gravity (above 0-919), and by yielding

less than 4 per cent, of unsapouifiable matter. Whale oil even of the

best quality has marked drying properties, and is not fit for use as a

lubricant : it is said to be used to some extent for mixing with

mineral lubricating oil.

Sperm Oil. Arctic Sperm (Bottlenose) Oil.—These oils, obtained

from two difterent kinds (genera) of whale belonging to the family

Physeterida>. (toothed whales possessing no functional teeth in the

upper jaw) are so similar in composition and general characters

that they may conveniently be described together. True sperm or
' Southern sperm ' oil is obtained from the head-cavities and blubber

of the Cachalot or great Sperm whale, Physeter macrocephalus

(sub-family, Physetmnoi), formerly found in all seas up to 70°

northern and southern latitudes, but now more scarce, and con-

fined chiefly to the Pacific and Indian oceans. Arctic sperm or

bottlenose oil is obtained from the much smaller Bottlenose whale,

Hyperoodon rosfndus (sub-family, Rhynchoceti), which is caught

principally in the Arctic seas between Iceland and Spitzbergen.

Both crude oils contain spermaceti—sperm oil much more than

bottle-nose—which crystallizes out on cooling ; it is separated by
straining the oil through bags, and is used for the manufacture of

sperm candles. Sperm oil is, therefore, liable to deposit spermaceti

unless it has been bagged at a very low temperature. Allen states

that practically the whole of the spermaceti is deposited by cooling

the oil to 4° C. (39-2° F.).

Neither sperm nor bottlenose oils contain glycerides ; they consist

entirely of the esters of mono-hydric alcohols, and are, therefore,
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chemically classed as fluid waxes. According to Lewkowitsch,^ the

nature both of the alcohols and of the fatty acids is at present

unknown.
Sperm oil is pale yellow in colour, and when of good quality has

only a faint odour. Unrefined Arctic sperm oil is usually darker in

colour than Southern sperm oil, and has a more or less unplea.saut

odour and flavour, but the deodorized Arctic sperm oil of commerce

closely resembles Southern sperm oil.

The low viscosity of the sperm oils at 60° F. distinguishes them

from many other fixed oils. With rise of temperature both oils

maintain their viscosity better than other fixed lubricating oils ; this

is shown by the following series of ratios, which have been calculated

from the results in Table XXXIV. (pp. 162-165).

Table XXIV.

—

Ratios of Viscosity of Sperm, Olive, axd
Rape Oils.

Oil.
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taken from the liead of the dolpliin, reaching from the spout-hole to

the end of the nose, and from the top of the head to the upper jaw.

When taken oft' in one piece it has the shape of a half water-melon,

weighs about 25 pounds, and yields about 6 quarts of oil.

Specimens of these oils, and of the crude oils from which they are

obtained, have been examined by Moore,' with the following results:

—

Table XXV.

—

Properties of Porpoise and Dolphin Jaw Oils.

1

2

3

4

5
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cylindrical iron vessel, is first raised to a temperature of about
170° F. by a steam-coil. Air is then blown through it in streams of

bubbles, at first cautiously, to avoid too rapid a rise of temperature

and frothing over of the contents of the vessel, afterwards more
vigorously until the required viscosity is attained. Steam is shut
off before commencing to blow air, as, by the process of oxidation,

sufficient heat is evolved not only to maintain but to raise the tempera-

ture of the oil, and, in order to avoid too great a rise of temperature,

provision should be made for passing, if necessary, a current of

cold water through the steam-coil. Veitch Wilson states * that the

tempei'ature is usually allowed to rise to from 200' F. to 2.50° F.,

according to whether the quality of the product or the time occupied

in the process is of the greater importance ; the time may thus vary

from eighteen to forty-eight hours. Very irritating vapours, con-

taining acetic and acrylic acids, are given off^ diu-ing the process, and
are conveyed away by a pipe in the cover of the vessel.

Oils thus treated increase in density as well as in viscosity, and the

blowing is continued until the desired specific gravity is attained.

According to Veitch Wilson, the blown oils produced commercially

for lubrication range in specific gravity from 0'955 to 0-985 at 60°

F., and their viscosity at 180° F. ranges from that of castor oil at
60° F. to about four or five times that of castor oil. Jenkins states

that blown oil of sp. gr. 0"975 at 60° F., which is largely used, has at

140° F. about double the viscosity of rape oil at 60° F., and about
ten times that of rape oil at 140° F.

Blown oils have a characteristic nauseous odour. Though sparingly

soluble in alcohol, they are somewhat more soluble than the untreated

oils, and they readily dissolve in petroleum spirit. They do not mix
with mineral lubricating oils in all proportions, a certain minimum
amount (usuallv 20-30 per cent.) of blown oil l)cing necessary to

give a clear solution ; this minimum is greater the lower the

temperature, so that a mixture which is clear when warm may
separate on cooling, and it varies according to the specific gravity and
origin both of the mineral oil and of the blown oil.

The nature of the chemical changes wliich occin- during the

blowing process has been studied bj' Fox and Baynes,- Thomson and
Ballantyne,^ and Lewkowitsch,^ but is still imperfectly undei-stood.

Hydroxylated compounds arc formed, the acetyl value of the oil

largely increases, and the iodine value diminishes. Ulyceridcs of

insoluble fatty acids become largely converted into glycerides of

soluble, chiefly non-volatile acids, and tiie saponification value of the oil

is increased. Tliere is an increase of H to 2 per cent, in the free fatty

acids, but the percentiige of unsaponifiable mattei-s is not much
changed. The evolution of heat in Maumene's test is also much
increased. The mixed fatty acids from blown oils are largely oxidized

' Cari)enter and Leask, Soap, Candles, Lubricants, etc., pp. 268-272.
- Anah/st, xii. (IS87), p. 33. « Juitr. Soc. Chcm. Ind., xi. (1892), p. 506.
• Analyst, xxiv. (1899), p. 323 j xxvii. (1902), p. 139.
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acids insoluble in petroleum ether, and are also found to contain

lactones. Jenkins finds that the melting-point of the mi.xed fatty acids

generally remains sutficiently near that of the acids from the original

oil to indicate the nature of the latter. The results in Table XXVI.
were obtained by Thomson and Ballantyne, and those in Table

XXVIa. by Lewkowitsch.

Table XXVI.

—

Chemical Changes produced by Blowing.
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Table XXVI a.— Characters of Cojimerlial Blown Oils.

Descripliou of Blown
Oil.
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A residue remains in the still, consisting of either pitch or coke,

according to the stage at wliich the distillation is arrested.

Crude rosin oil is a viscid liquid of more or less dark brown colour,

with a strong, usually lalue or violet, fluorescence. It always con-

tains a considerable proportion of rosin acids which have distilled over

unchanged. By heating to a temperature of 150° C. (302° F.) for three

or four hours, the last traces of spirit are removed, the oil loses from 1

to 5 per cent, in weight, and accjuires a green fluorescence. B\' well

boiling with water to expel acetic acid, and redistilling once or twice

from caustic soda, refined rosin oils are obtained, which are pale in

colour. The fluorescence or bloom is destroyed by exposing the oil to

the air and sunlight in shallow vessels, or by treatment with hydrogen
peroxide, nitro-naphthalene, etc.

Commercial rosin oils visually range in specific gi'avity, according to

Lewkowitsch, from about 096 to 0'99, but oils are met with having
a specific gravity as high as I'd. Rosin oils are strongly dextro-

rotator}-, the rotation varying from 30 to 40 degrees or more in a

100 mm. tube. These properties, their ready solubility in acetone,

and certain colour reactions, are made use of to distinguish rosin

oils from mineral oils (see p. 295).

Rosin oils, when titrated with alcoholic potash, neutralize an amount
of alkali which varies according to the quantity of rosin acids they
contain. According to Leeds,^ the crude oils neutralize from 2 '8 to

4-4r per cent, of potash (KOH), but by careful distillation or refining

they can be obtained almost neutral. Esters or anhydrides are also

present, which do not neutralize alkali in the cold, but can be saponi-

fied by boiling with potash, as in determining the saponification value

(p. 221). Tlie rosin acids can be obtained from the soap solution,

gravimetrically, by acidifying and shaking with ether, after removing
the neutral rosin oil as described in Chapter VIL, p. 224. Owing to

the presence of rosin acids, commercial rosin oil has the property of

combining with calcium hydroxide and other bases, forming peculiar

greasy bodies. This property is utilized in the manufacture of rosin

(jrease (see p. 129).

The chemical composition of rosin oil is not fully known. Accord-

ing to Renard,- the neutral oil, purified from acid substances by wash-
ing with caustic soda solution, consists to the extent of about 80 per

cent, of (Uterehenthiil {C„jfi.j) boiling at 343°-346° C. (649°-655° F.)

;

about 10 per cent, is diterebenthyUne (C.jqH.,j.), and about 10 per

cent, didecfne (C^Hj,.}. The hydrocarbon CqHjq obtained by Renard,

when exposed to the air in thin layers for five days, absorbed about

one-tenth of its weight of oxygen, and dried to a varnish.

Rosin oil is used as a lubricant for batching jute. It is not suitable

for the lubrication of machinery, but is used to adulterate mineral and
other lubricating oils. The methods for its detection are given in the

chapters following.

' Junr. So,: Chem. Ind. xi. (1892), ]>• 308.
- Juur. Chem. Soc., 1888, Abs., p. 161.
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E.—LUBRICANTS CONTAINING SOAP. GREASES.

Soap-thickened Oils.—Mineral oils are sometimes artificially

thickened by dissolving soap in them. Aluminium soap is usually

employed for this pui-pose. It is prepared by saponifying whale,

cottonseed, or lard oil, or by neutralizing commercial oleic acid, with

caustic soda, and pouring the solution of soda soap, gradually, into a

solution of common alum, stirring all the time. Crude aluminiiuu

oleate separates out as an insoluble, gummy precipitate, which is

pressed free from water and heated with about four times its weight of

mineral oil until dissolved. The gelatinous material thus produced

is sold for thickening oils under the names 'viscom,' 'oil-puJp' or

^ thirkener,' 'fjelatin,' etc. A comparatively small quantity melted

into a mineral oil will considerably increase its apparent viscosity.

^Mineral oils thickened in this way can easily be recognized by the

tendency to form threads when the oily cork is removed from the

bottle, and by their peculiar non-homogeneous appearance, resembling

a mixture of oil and jelly. The spurious viscosity rapidly diminishes

when the oil is heated. Schweitzer regards this addition to mineral

oils as pure adulteration, and states that experience has shown that

in contact with water and steam the aluminium soap is precipitated

and clogs the machinery. On the other hand, Bloede states that by

the presence of aluminium soap the adherence of the lubricant to

metal surfaces is much increased.

Aluminium soap is not the only soap used as a thickener. A
sample of thickened oil analysed by one of the authors had the

following composition :

—

Russian mineral oil (0-909) 97-08

Neutral fixed oil, '58

Fatty acids as soap, etc., . .
1'97

Ash, chiefly CaCOj, . ... •12

99-75

In this case, about 2 per cent, of lime soap was the thickener used.

The Russian oil, freed from soap by washing with hydrochloric acid,

had a viscosity at 60° F., about three times that of refined rape oil.

The 2 per cent, of soap made it so viscid at 60° F. that it would not

flow through the viscometer. The sample had the appearance of a

non-homogeneous mixture of jelly and oil, and formed threads in

dropping.

Soap-thickened Greases.—Under this name may be included the

various greases which consist of mineral oil thickened with sufficient

soap to form, at oi-dinary temperatui-es, a consistent grease. The soaps

usualU' employed for this purpose are lime, soda, or lead soaf)s, made

with various fats and oils. I. J. Redwood ' has described in detail a

' Lubricaiils, Oils, ami ffrai«es,(Spou).
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process of maniifacturing a grease of this kind from mineral oil, horse

fat, and lime, from which the following is abbreviated.

The fat is melted in a steam-jacketed kettle provided with a

mechanical stirrer, and is raised to a temperature of about 180° F.

Cream of lime is then added in sufficient quantity to saponify the fat,

the cover is put on, and the whole is boiled and stirred until

saponification is complete and a little of the soap rubbed down in

the palm of the hand exudes only a few minute drops of water. A
portion of the mineral oil, at a temperature of about 190° F., is then

slowly sprayed on to the soap in the kettle, and is thoroughly incor-

porated with it by continual stirring ; a further quantity of mineral

oil is then sprayed in cold, until the desired consistency is reached.

After continuing to stir for aljout half an hour longer, the still hot

contents of the kettle are run off through a cooling pipe into a

grinding mill, in which all lumps are reduced and the grease is made
of a uniform smooth consisteuc}'. It is then packed in casks.

Redwood states that ' riip ' greases are usually thickened with a

soap made from either horse fat, cottonseed oil, or rape oil, saponified

with lime as above described. ' Engine ' greases are thickened with

a soap made from tallow oil or lard oil and caustic soda, and often

contain neatsfoot oil, Japan wax, beeswax, etc., in addition. The
latter greases are paler in colour and firmer in consistency than those

made with lime soap. They frequently contain excess of caustic soda,

which becomes converted into carbonate of soda and is liable to cut

the bearings. All these greases may be scented with nitro benzene,

which is added when the grease is in the mill, for the purpose of

disguising the fat used in making the grease ; it serves no useful

purpose, but is rather detrimental than otherwise. These greases may
also contain solid lubricants, such as graphite, talc, etc., or mere
filling materials, such as barytes and chalk. The following are a few

analyses of greases of this kind :

—

Table XXVII.—a. Lime Soap Greases. (Axle Greases.)

Mineral oil (0-88.5-0-912), .

Fixed oil or fat.

Fatty anhydrides, .

Lime,
Water, by difference,
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h. Soda Soap Greases.

Mineral oil (0-886-0-899), .

Fixed oil or fat,
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The soda ciystals (sodium carbonate) in the above formuUc would
have the eftect of neutralizing and forming a more or less perfect

soap with the free fatty acids contained in the palm oil and tallow,

but it would probably be better, instead of adding a fixed weight of

sodium carbonate, to add sufficient caustic soda to neutralize the

free acid actually present in the fat used.

Sometimes a manufactured soap made from palm oil is used ;

thus, the grease used on the Midland Railway was formerly made by
dissolving 6 cwt. of palm soap in twice its weight of water, and
adding to the soap solution 6 cwt. of tallow and 2 cwt. of palm oil.

The well-stirred mixture was run into shallow iron pans, in which it

was stirred with wooden paddles until set. The palm oil is now
replaced by a dark mineral oil, the process of manufacture remaining
in other respects the same. The following is the percentage com-
position of this grease, allowing 2| per cent, for loss by evaporation

of water during manufacture :

—

Tallow, 23-3

Palm oil or mineral oil, ..... 7"8

Dry soap, 163
Water, 52-6

100-0

In an experiment made on the Great Western Railway in 1865,
under the direction of Mr. Clayton, late Carriage and Wagon Super-

intendent of the Midland Railway, a train of passenger carriages

lubricated with axle-grease ran 4999 miles in four weeks without
replenishing the axle-boxes, and at the end of that time about
66 lbs. of grease had been used. This quantity was equivalent to

21 ounces of grease per 100 miles for the whole train, or SJ ounces
for each carriage, or less than 1 ounce of grease per axle-box per
100 train miles.

A good wagon-axle grease should melt at 100°-110° F., without
separating. Cup greases which melt at higher temperatures, and
from which the mineral oil separates and leaves the soap, are

unsuitable for railway wagons.

Wagon grease is sometimes adulterated with china clay. A sample
examined by one of the authors contained

Fatty matter and soap, ..... 20'8

China clay, 19-3

Water, 59-9

100-0

Besides being a poor lubricant, this grease caused trouble through
the china clay accumulating in the boxes.

Kosiii Grease.—Rosin grease is made by stirring together rosin

oil and slaked lime. One method of preparation consists in stirring

the rosin oil with about three-fourths of its weight of slaked lime

made into a cream with water. The mixture rapidly solidifies, ex-

9
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pelling the superfluous water, which is run oflF, and the grease is

then dihited by gradually stirring in a further quantity of oil, until

the desired consistency is attained. The oil used for diluting may
be rosin oil, petroleum, or neutral coal-tar oil ('grease oil '). Grease

is also made by mixing dry slaked lime with rosin oil, without water,

also by mixing the lime with mineral or coal-tar oil, and adding the

rosin oil afterwards. Barytes, gypsum, whiting, and other filling

materials are also sometimes added.

I. J. Redwood describes the following method of making a 'set' or

axle-grease from rosin oil and mineral oil :—Dry sifted slaked lime

and twice its weight of mineral oil ai'e thoroughly stirred together

for several hours, until a perfectly uniform mixtm-e is produced. A
certain quantity of this prepared liquid, called the 'lime part,' is run

into a barrel or other receptacle, and, whilst lieing vigorously stirred

by means of a perforated metal disc attached to a handle, which is

worked up and down in the barrel, the rosin oil or ' set ' is quickly

run in, and the whole is stirred for a few seconds and then allowed

to remain at perfect rest until thoroughly set, which will take place

in from five to fifteen minutes.

The formation of rosin grease has been attributed to a supposed

property possessed by the luisaturated hydrocarbons contained in

rosin oil of combining directly with lime and other bases. This,

however, is not the true explanation. Crude rosin oil invariably

contains a considerable peixentage of rosin acids (undecomposed
colophony), which have distilled over with the hydrocarbons, and it

is the combination of these acids with the lime, forming a soap when
the rosin oil and the lime are stirred together, which is the real cause

of the formation of rosin grease. Retined rosin oil, which has been
freed from rosin acids, is incapable of forming a grease with lime :

on the other hand, the larger the percentage of rosin acids contained

in the crude rosin oil, the stiffer the grease which can be formed.'

Rosin greases are used to lubricate the iron axles of colliery trucks

and ordinary road vehicles. They are not suitable for brass bearings,

on account of the rapidity with which the grease acetifies under the

influence of heat and friction.- The composition of rosin grease is

shown by the following analyses :

—

Hydrocarbon oil (0-954), 87-7

Rosin, :V7

Slaked lime (Ca(OH),,\ . . G-4

Water, by difference, 2-2

UIQ-O

Hydrocarbon oil (0-962) 86-6

Rosin, 7-0

Slaked hme (Ca(OH)j), 4-5

Water, etc., . .

"
. .1-9

1000

' Archbutt, Jour. Soc. Chfin. /mi., xx. (1901), p. 1193.
'' Mills, Destructive Distillation, p. 98.
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Even rosin grease is adulterated. One of the authors once
examined a grease of this kind, sold for lubricating colliery trams,

which contained nearly 50 per cent, of calcium sulphate and 25 per
cent, of water.

Screwing and Drilling Liquids.—The liquid used for lubricating

cutting- tools is usually a solution in water of soft soap and soda.

The liquid used at one works is made by boiling in 100 gallons of

water 18'5 pounds of soda and 15'5 pounds of soft soap. Another
lubricant of this kind was found by analysis to be a solution of rosin

soap in rosin oil. It had the following composition :

—

Rosin oil, ...... 749
Rosin acids, ....... 23'5

Soda(Xn.O), 1-5

Oxide of iron and lime, .....•!

Another liquid, wliich readily formed an emulsion with water, was
composed of

Mineral oil, ....... 5-1

Fixed oil, 1

Free fatty acids, 16
Soda and ammonia soaps, . .11
Water, ........ 16

Hot-neck Greases.—These greases are fre(iuently made from still

residues, such as stearine pitch, wool pitch, Diineral pitch from the
distillation of American crude petroleum, Russian mineral pitch or

goudron, either alone or mixed with heavj- mineral lubricating oils,

and thickened with rosin grease, soap, etc. Coal-tar pitch and
Trinidad pitch are also used. Some of the best hot-neck greases are

composed of heavy mineral lubricating oils thickened with soap.



CHAPTER VI.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND METHODS OF EXAMINATION OF
LUBRICANTS.

A.—VISCOSITY AND VISCOMETRY.

The meaning of Tiscosity having been explained and the subject

discussed generally in Chapter II., the methods of measuring the

viscosities of oils and other liquids (' viscometry') will alone be

considered here. Various methods have been proposed, based upon
such observations as the rate of ascent of air-bubbles or hollow glass

spheres in the liquid ; ^ the torsional vibration of a disc in its own
plane when suspended by a wire and immersed in the liquid :

- the

speed of rotation of paddle wheels, eylindei-s, etc., immersed in the

liquid and kept in motion by a falling weight,^ etc., etc. The most
accurate, and the most generally employed method for exact work, is

that of Poiseuille, in which the rate of flow of the liquid through a

capillary tube under known conditions of temperature and pressure

is measured. For commercial purposes the comparative viscosities of

lubricating oils are usually ascertained by measm-ing and comparing
the rates of discharge ('efflux velocities') of the oil and of some
standard liquid from a small orifice or jet : in the Unite<l States,

however, Doolittle's Torsion Viscometer is a good deal used.

We shall commence with a description of the method of Poiseuille
;

for although that method has not come into general use for com-
mercial p\irposes, it has occasionally been thus employed, and we
have used it for determining the viscosities of mixtures of glycerol

and water from which the table on pp. 140-143 was constructed.

Absolute Viscometry.

Determination of Visrofiiij in Almohit'' Mea.<iirs.^—Poiseuille"s

method of viscometry depends upon the following facts, which he

proved experimentally:—(1), that the rate of flow of liquid through

^ Mills. See Redwood, PclroUiim, first edition, vol. ii. p. 619.
- DooUttle, your. Amei: Chfin. Soc., iv. (1893), i>

178; and ^our. Soe, Chem.
Ind., xii. (1893), p. 709.

' Napier and Cockrell. See Redwood, PclroUum, first edition, vol. ii. p. 619.
* See p. 18.

182
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a capillary tube of suitable dimensions is proportional to the pressure,

and inversely proportional to the length of the tube ; and (2), that the

rate of flow through a capillary tube of cylindrical bore is proportional

to the fourth power of the radius of the bore. Prof. Osborne Reynolds

has shown ^ that to ensure these conditions of steady viscous flow the

proportions of the tube must be such that -5— is less than 700, where
V

r^ is the radius of the bore, v the mean velocity of the fluid, d the

density of the fluid, and rj its viscosity. The viscosity of the fluid

in absolute measure is then given, approximately, by Poiseuille's

formula,

in which g is the acceleration due to gravity, d the density of the

fluid, /) the mean head, f the time, V the volume of liquid discharged,

and a the length of the tube.

To obtain the true viscosity, corrections must be made : (a) for the

viscous resistance to the flow of the liquid at the ends of the tube ;

(/3) for the abnormal flow of the liquid on first entering the tube
; (y)

for the kinetic energy with which the liquid leaves the tube ; and

(8) for the resistance due to surface tension eftects at the discharge

orifice. Corrections a and fi have never yet been devised, but errors

due to these effects may be reduced to very small proportions by
making the tube long. Correction y is made by deducting from the

mean head a quantity =— ; this correction may be made very small

by using a tube so narrow and so long that the movement of the

liquid is very slow. The error due to surface tension eftects, which

may be serious, is so variable that the correction 8 is best eliminated

altogether by immei'sing the discharge orifice in the liquid and making
a suitable deduction from the head.

Description of an Absolute Viscometer.—Tlie apparatus employed by
the authors is illustrated in fig. 37. The capillary tube A was carefully

selected and calibrated from end to end, and was found to be of practically

uniform bore. Viewed through a lens magnifying 20 diameters, the Iwre

appeared to be perfectly cylindrical in section. The diameter, calculated

from the weight of mercury required to fill the tube, was 0'6180 mm., and
the length of the tube, measured by a Whitworth machine, was 2r991 cm.
Thus, the length was about 350 times the diameter, and, as we estimate from
experiments made with Redwood's viscometer that the magnitude of the

correction a (see above) is about equal to the friction of a length of capillary

tube equal to the diameter of the bore, our results from this cause cannot be
more than about 0'28 ]ier cent, too high. The kinetic energy correction, y,

also became very small, owing to the narrowness of the bore, amounting to

only 0'5 per cent, of the head in the case of water (viscosity = 0"01), and
being quite negligible in the case of all the glycerol solutions except the

thinnest (7)= 0'0379), and in that making a difference of only 0'05 per cent.,

or 2 in the fifth decimal place.

' See p. 24.
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The capillary tube was
ground into the neck of the

reservoir B,and was connected

at its lower end, through the

wide glass tube C, with the

measuring tube D. The glass

water-jacket E for maiutain-

ing the temperature constant

contained a stirrer of brass

wire H and a thermometer K,

indicating tenths of a degree

Centigrade. By drawing oflF

a little water through the

tube M, and adding either

warmer or colder water

through the funnel tube O,

and vigorously stirring, the

slightest alteration in the

temperature of the bath could

be corrected at once. This

is a most important point,

for the viscosity even of water

undergoes a remarkably rapid

alteration with change of

temperature. Thus, the vis-

cosity of water, which is about

0013 at 10° C, falls to 0-010

at 20° C, or an average

diminution of 23 per cent*

per degree. The viscosity of

oils, especially mineral oils,

and of many other liquids,

changes at a much greater

rate. Bearing in mind the

great importance of keeinng
the temperature of the liquid

constant,the india-rubl)er disc

P, closing the lower neck of

the water-jacket, was made
only about A inch thick, and
was pushed high \!p into the

neck in order that the pro-

jecting end of the cajiillary

tube below the water-line

should be as short as possible

and well .screened from cur-

rents of ccK)lcr or warmer air.

The tulies C and 1"), which
wore not ^lart of the original

design of the apjvualus, wciv

added in consequence of the

erratic i-esults obtained with

water, owing to the varying

tension of the free surface

of the liquid (correction 5),
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when the end of the capillary tube was open to the air. D was (ira\vTi

out to a point at the upper end, in order to prevent, or reduce to a
minimum, evaporation of, or absorption of, moisture from the air by the
liquid in the tube. D was not jacketed ; but, as all our experiments with
this apparatus were made at 20° C, which was very nearly the temperature
of the laboratory, any error due to the very slight difl'erence in the tem-
perature, and therefore in the density, of the fluid in D as compared with
that in B, must have been quite negligible. The tube D was carefully

calibrated, and the capacity in c.c. per millimetre, from the zero mark b'

upwards, was accurately ascertained. The reservoir B was also calibrated,

from the zero mark h downwards. The vertical distance between the two
zero marks, measTired by a cathetometer, was 25"50 cm. The shaded
portions of the figure represent indiarubber connections.

Method of Experiment.—The tube C was first of all disconnected from tubes
A and D, and each was thoroughly well washed with water, then rinsed
with alcohol and ether, and dried by aspirating air through it. Having
filled B, A, and C, and moistened the inner surface of D with the liquid to

be tested, C was again fixed in position, taking care that no air bubbles were
entrapped, and that the ends of the tube were pushed into close contact with
the ends of A and D. The height of D was then adjusted in the clamp
holding it, so that the zero mark b' was exactly level with a fixed mark on
the capillary tube A. The upper end of the capillary tube was closed,

meanwhile, by a valve made of a small cork fixed on the end of a platinum
wire. The liquid was allowed to remain at rest until the temperature had
settled do^%-n to exactly 20° C, and during this time the free surfaces of the

liquid in B and D were accurately adjusted to the zero marks. All being
read}', and the liquid perfectly motionless, the cork valve was raised and
the liquid allowed to flow ; the time was then measured which the meniscus
in D took to rise between two points, the heights of which above V were
successively measured by a cathetometer. In experimenting with a thLn
liquid like water, the fluid rose in D with comparative rapidity, and after

each experiment the valve was closed and the liquid readjusted to the zero

marks ; but with the glycerin solutions the rise took place so slowly that

several successive observations could be taken without stopping the flow of

liquid. The excess of tension of the meniscus in the narrow tube D over
that in the wide tube B was ascertained separately for each liquid by con-

necting D with a tube of the same diameter as B, without the intermediate

capUlary tube, and measuring with the cathetometer the dift'erence in height
of the liquid columns which balanced each other in the two tubes ; this

difference was added to the mea-ured head.

The apparatus, as shown in fig. 37, was found to give very good results

with liquids whose viscosity did not exceed that of rape oil (about l-ll at

60° F.). With more viscous fluids, the movement was so sluggi-sh that it

was found necessary to increase the pressure by lowering the tubes C and D
and inserting a connecting tube between C and A . In these experiments, the

head was measured by the cathetometer on a millimetre scale suspended
vertically by the side of the apparatus.

Experimental Determination of tht Viscosity of Water at 20° C.—This
determination was made to test the capabilities of the apparatus and
method of working. The distilled water used was well boiled in a
silver flask to expel dissolved gases, cooled to 20° C, and immediately
introduced into the viscometer.

t, the mean time of flow, was measured by a stop-watch, which was started

and stopped as the meniscus in D passed two points, 2155 cm. and
10'83 cm. respectively, above zero (6"). Five experiments were made.
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and the times recorded were 136-2, 136-3, 135-8, 135-9, and 135-8

seconds ; hence the mean time was 1S6'0 seconds.

V, the volume of water flowing through the capillary tuhe in t seconds,

was the capacity of D between the two points above referred to, and
amounted to Jf-00756 c.c.

h, the mean head of water, was calculated by subtracting from the vertical

distance hV the initial and final distances of the liquid surfaces below
h and above V, one centimetre of tube D being equal in capacity to

0-032 centimetre of B. Thus :—
Centimetres.

Initial head = 25-50- 2-1.55-( 2155x0-032)= 23-28

Final head =25-50-10-83 -(1083 xO-032)= 14-32

Mean = 18-80

Add excess tension of meniscus in D "28

Mean head {h) = 19-08

Subtract for kinetic energy of efflux {h})

— , where v= — (Wilberforce)
~

Corrected mean head (ft - h^) = 18-982 cm.

d, tlie density of water at~ C, = 0-998259

r„, the radius of the capillary lube, = 0-0309 cm.
a, the length of the capillary tube, = 21-991 cm.

g, the acceleration due to gravity, =980-51 cm. seconds.

= 314159

Then, by the formula {PoisexdlU- Wilberforce)

Tr„V(A-/ii)^Q.(jj

8Va
Therefore, the absolute viscosity of water in C.G.S. units at 20° C. deter-

mined by this apparatus is 0-01028 dyne per sq. cm.'

Viscosities at 20° C. of Mixtures of Glycerol and Water.—The
glycerin used for these determiuatious was purchased as pure from

20° ,

Messrs. Hopkin it Williams. The specific gravity at TfTf'^-
^''^

1-2568, corresponding to 98 per cent, of glycerol and 2 per cent, of

water, according to Gerlacli's table. The viscosity of this was care-

fully determined, without dilution. It was then mixed with distilled

water. Six different mixtures were prepared, having a suitable riinge

of viscosities, and the specific gravity and viscosity of each mixture
were carefully determined. The data and results obtAined are given
in the following tables.

' .Magnus Maclean {I'hyskal Units, 1896) gives the value O-Oln-J, lased \i\>^<\\

results obtained by Sjirung (1876), Meyer (1877), and Slotte (1883\ Thoriie
and Rodger (Phil. Tram., vol. clxixv. A, p. 397) obtained the value 0-010015, and
have recalculated the values obtained by previous observere with the followin.c

results:— Poiseuille, 0-01008 ; Sprung, 0-01008 ; Slotte, O'OIOOS.
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Table XXIX.

—

Viscosities in Dynes per sq. cm. of Mixtures
OF Glycerol and Water.

Glycerin No. 1.—Specific gravity at
2^
90°

" 4°

'

Glycerol = 40-0 % {Gerluch).

Number of
Experiment.
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Table XXIX.

—

continued.

20°
Glycerin No. 4.—Siiecific gravity at —-, 1-2155

1 D . 20°'

Glycerol = 82-41 % {Qerlach).

Number of
ExperiiDent.
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Table XXIX.

—

contimied.

Glycerin No. 7.—Specific gravity at
~

20°

21)°

" " 1^'

Glycerol = 98-0 % {Gerlack).

1-2568

1-2546

Xumber of

Experiment.
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systematic correction was, therefore, made which, while not altering

the values of the logs, beyond the possible errors of experiment, made
the increment a regular one. The corrected logs, thus obtained are

given in Table XXX., with the corresponding viscosities to four

figures. 1

Table XXX. -Viscosities, in Dtxes per sq. cm., of Mixtures
OF Glycerol and Water.

Sp. Gr.

atP'c.

1-000

1-001

1-002

1-003

1-004

1-005

1-006

1-007

1-008

1-009

1-010

1011
1-012

1-013

1-014

1015
1-016

1017
1-018

1-019

1-020

1-021

1-022

1-023

1-024

1-025

1-026

1-027

1-028

1-029

1-030

1-031

Viscosity
at 20" C.

Log. of
Viscosity.

-01028

-01040

-01053

•01065

•01078
-01091

•01104

-01118

-01131

•01145

-01159
-01173

•01187

•01201

•01216

•01231

•01246

•01261

•01276

01292
•01307

•01323

•01339

•01356
•01372

•01389

-01406
•014-24

•01441

-01459

-01477

-01495

2-01183
2-01703

2^02223
2^02744

203265
2^03786

204307
2-04829

2-05351

2 05873
206395
206918
2^07441

207964

2-09012

2 09536
210061
2^10586

2-1U12
2^1 1638
212165
2^12692

2-13220

213748
2^14277
2^14806
2^15336
2^15866
216397
2-16928

2-174C0

520
520
521
521
521

521
522
522
522
522
523
523
523
524
524
524
525
525
526
526
527
527
528
528
529
529
530
530
531
531

532

1-032

1033
1034
1-035

1-036

1-037

1-038

1-039

1-040

1-041

1042
1043
1^044

1045
1046
1047
1048
1^049

1050
r051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1^056

1057
1-058

1-059

1-060

1061
1062
1063

Viscosity
at 20* C.

(1).

•01513

•01532

•01551

•01570

•01590
•01609

•01629

•01650

-01670

-01691

•01712

01734
•01756

•01778

•01800

•01823

-01846
-01870

-01893

•01917

•01942

01967
-01992

-02018
-02044

-02070

-02097

•02124

•02151

-02179

02207
•02231!

217992
2^18525

2-19058

2-19592
2201-27

2-20663

221200
221738
222277
222817
223358
2-23900
2-24443

2 24987
2-25532

2-26078
2-26625

2-27173
2-27722

2-28272

2 28823
2 29375
^•29928

230482
2-31037

231593
232150
232708
233267
233827
234389
2-3 JSiriS

532
533
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541

542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551

552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
562
564

' Scliottnor {SilsKiiy.iherichtf der Kai.i>^lir/irii Akadcmi, lier ii'i.ss, n.-riiaucii

Jf'i'oi, vol. Ix.wii. (1878), p. 68-J ; and vol. IxxLx. (1S71>), fouud the visctisity of

pure glycerol at 20° C. = 8^304, but as ho states the sj>eciKc graWty at 20* C. =
1^25H) the correctness of his result is ojieu t« question. Scnottuer's figures for

dilute glycerin do not fall on any i-egular curve, and we have been unable to

make any use of them.
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Table XXX.

—

Viscosities, in Dynes per sq. cm., of Mixtures
OF Glycerol and Water—continued.

Viscosity
at 20° C.

1-064

1-065

1-066

1-067

1-068

1-069

1-070

1-071

1-072

1-073

1-074

1-075

1-076

1-077

1-078

1079
1-080

1-081

1-082

1-083

1-084

1-085

1-086

1-087

1-088

1-089

1-090

1091
1092
1-093

1-094

1095
1-096

1-097

1-098

1-099

1-100

1-101

1-102

1-103

1-104

1-105

1-106

1-107

1-108

02266
-02296

-02326

-02357

•02388

-02420

-02452

•02485

-02519

-02553

-02588

-02623

-02659

•02695

•02732

-02770

-02809

-02848

-02887

-02928

-U2969
-03011

•03053

-03097

03141
-03186

-03232

•03279

-03327

•03376

-03426

-03476

-03528

-03581

-03635

-03689

-03745

•03802

-03860

-03920

-03980

-04042

-04105

-04169

-04235

2-35519

•36087

•36657

37229
-37803

-38379

-38957

-39537

40119
•40703

•41289

41877
•42467

•43059

2-43653
2-44249

2-44847
2-45447

2-46049

|-46653

247259
2-47867

2-48478

2-49092

2-49709

2-50329

2-50952

2-51578

2207
252839
2-53474

2-54112

2-54753
2-55397
2-56044
2-56694

257347
258003
2^58662

259324
2-59989

2-60657

2-61329
2-62005

2-62685

566
568
570
572
574
576
578
580
582
584
586
588
590
592
594
596
598
600
602
604
606
608
611
614
617
620
623
626

I

629
632 I

635
638
641
644
647
650
653
656
659
662
665
668
672
676
680

-109

-110

-111

112
•113

•114

•115

116
117
•118

119
120
121
•122

123
124
125
126
•127

•128

•129

•130

•131

•132

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
•141

•142

•143

•144

•145

•146

•147

•148

•149

•150

•151

•152

•153

IiTc'',,I-S.of
, , ! \iscosity.

•04302

•04371

•04441

•04513

•04586

•04662

•04738

•04817

•04898

•04980

•05065

•05152

•05240

•05331

•05425

•05520

•05619

•05719

•05823

05929
06038
•06150

06265
06384
•06506

•06631

06760
•06892

•07029

•07169

•07314

•07463

07617
07775
•07939
•08107

•08281

•08460
•08645

•08836

•09033
09237
•09448

•09665

•09890

2^63369

§•64057
2^64749

265445
§•66146
2^66852

2^67563

§•68279
2-69000

269726
§•70457

§•71193
2-71935

§-72683
2-73437

§-74197

2-74963

§-75735
§•76513
2-77298

§-78090
§•78889
2-79695

§-80508
2-81328

§-82156
§-82992
2-83836

§-85548

§-86416
2-87292
2-88177

§-89071

§-89974
§•90886
§•91807
§•92737

2 93676
§•94625
2-95584

§•96553
§•97532
§•98521
2^99520

684
688
692
696
701

706
711
716
721

726
731

736
742
748
754
760

785
792

799
806
813
820
828
836
844
852
860
868
876
885
894
903
912
921
930
939
949
959
969
979
989
999
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Table XXX.

—

Viscosities, in Dyn'es per sq. cm., of Mixtures
OF Glycerol and Water—continued.

Sp. Gr.

at?2:c.
20-
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Table XXX.

—

Viscosities, in Uynes per sq. cm., of Mixtures
OF Glycerol and Water—concluded.

Sp. Gr.

at?2:c.
20°
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1 -2220 grammes and 1-2214 grammes. The capillary tubes used have
the following dimensions, viz.:

—

, (ro= 0-83502 mm. 1 , , „„ ^
^- [l =386-9 „ I

for
'
= 15 C.

(ro= 0-55322 ,, 1, , ,„„» ^
^- \i =401-7 ,,

r°r*=ioo c-

The head is read off by means of a cathetometer. The following

results show the accuracy attainable in duplicate experiments, the
head varying in each experiment :

—

American
Description ol Oil. Mineral Oil

(-9165).
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millimetres in length, and very nearly 1'7 millimetres in diameter. Slight

unavoidable variations in the jets of different instruments, causing a few
seconds' difference in the rate of flow, are corrected by slightly varying the

height of the pointed stud B, which determines the initial head of the oil.

A small brass ball-valve fixed to a wire V, when resting in the hemispherical

cavity in the agate jet, closes the orifice ; when raised so as to allow the oil

to flow out, it is .suspended, by a small hook, from the stud S. The cylinder

A is fixed, by means of a screw thread and leather wa.sher, in the centre of

Fig. 38.

the brazed copper vessel C, which is furnished with a tap, D, and a copper

heating tube E, projecting at an angle of 45° from the side, close to the

bottom. This ves.sel contains water or oil, by means of which the tempera-

ture of the oil in A is maintained constant, and is provided with a stirring

apparatus consisting of four light metal vanes, H, fixed to a thin copper tube
which revolves smoothly round the cylinder A, the tube having a broad curved

flange at the top to prevent any of the liquid in C from being splashed into

the oil in A. The stirrer is rotated to and fro by means of the handle K,
and carries with it the thermometer T, which registers the temperature of

the fluid bath. Another thermometer, Tj, held by a spring clamp which

10
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slides on the rod R, is immersed in the oil undergoing test. The instrument

is supported on a tripod stand furnished with levelling screws.

Method of Experiment.—The interior of the cylinder A and the orifice of

the jet are first inspected. They must be perfectly clean, dry, and free from
any loose particles which might obstruct the free flow of the oil. In
examining the jet, a small mirror held below is useful. After inspection,

the instrument is levelled. The outer vei«el, C, is then filled with water or

heavy mineral oil, according to the temperature at wliich the viscosity is to

be determined, water being used for all temperatures up to about 200° Fahr.

The height of the liquid in C should be slightly above that of the oU in A.
The temperature of the water-bath, having been adjusted, is maintained
constant during the test by continual stirring, the thermometer being
closely watched, and any tendency of the mercury to rise or fall corrected

by additions of colder or warmer water, the excess of water being drawn off

through the tap D. Temperatures much above the normal are maintained
by heating the tube E, by means of a gas or spirit flame. The oil to be
tested, if quite clear and bright, is next poured into A until the point of

the stud B is just covered, the jet being first closed by the valve ; if the oil

be not clear, or if it be a dark-coloured oil, it must first of all be strained

through fine wire gauze or miLsliu. Thick oils may be warmed before

straining, but they must not be heated more than a few degrees above
the temperature at which the test is to be made. The oil should be
brought to nearly the required temperature before being poured into the

viscometer, because the adjustment afterwards takes place slowly. The
thermometer Tj is immersed in the oil to such a depth that the bulb does
not become imcovered during the test, and it is not afterwards moved. A
narrow-necked flask, holding 50 c.c. to a mark on the neck, is placed below
the jet to receive the oil. If the test is to be made at a temperature more
than a few degrees above or below that of the air of the room, the flask

must be immersed in a bath of liquid heated to the testing temperature, or
the body of the flask may be surrounded by a tliick layer of cotton-wool
contained in a beaker, the neck and graduation-mark being left exposed to

view. As there is generally a slight leakage from the valve, V, the flask

should not be placed in position until the last moment.
When both thermometers register the desired temperature, the height of

the oil in A is finally adjusted so that the point of the stud B lies exactly
in the surface, and the measuring flask is placed under the jet. The valve V
is then raised, a stop-watch being started at the same moment, and the
number of seconds occi'.pied in filling the flask up to the 50 c.c. mark is

ascertained. Tliis completes the test. In important cases, and always if

the operator be inexperienced, the oil should be poured back into A, a little

more being adchxl to bring it up to the mark, and the test repeated, the
measuring flask lieing first rinsed out with ether and drieil. Duplicate tests

otight not to ditt'er more than about 1 per cent.
;
greater differences will

probably lie due to neglecting to maintain a constant tennierature.

Method of St(iiidurdi:.ing.—This instrument is standardized with refined

rape oil ; but, as ilifl'erent .simples of genuine ra})e oil vary in viscosity,

Reilwood has propo.sed the adoption of the arbitrary number 535, which is

the average number of seconds reciuired by 50 c.c. of rape oil to flow out of his

viscometer at tJO° F. The relative viscosity at x' F. of any oil, compared
with the viscosity at 60° F. of rape oil of density 0'9142,' which is taken as

100, is then found by the following formula :
—

Relative viscosity (rape oil at 60° F. = 100) = ***
^^

535x0-9142'

' =Sp. gr. 0-915 at?5°F.
60
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where t is the number of seconds required for the outflow of 50 c.c. of the

oil at x° F., and d is the density of the oil at the same temperature.

It will he observed that Redwood compares oils at all temperatures ^vith

rape oil at 60° F. ; some prefer to make the comparison with both oils at

the same temperature.

The Coleman-Archbutt Viscometer.'—This instrument, tig. 39, is an
improved form of the well-lino^^^l jacketed glass viscometer first used by
Coleman about 1869.- It consists of a glass burette contained in an outer

jacket, with a fimnel for pouring in hot or cold water, a tube for running

off water, and a stirrer for thoroughly mixing the water in the jacket.

Being made of glass it is fragile ; but, with reasonable care an instrument

may last for many years. It may be standardized with glycerin (see p. 156)

so as to give results in absolute measure, and it has the advantage of being

very convenient to work with. Thu-s, the temperature of the oil can be

readily adjusted in the efflux-tube itself, by stirring with a thermometer and
raising or lowering the temperature of the water in the outer jacket ; there

is no need for a separate measuring vessel, the volume of oil which flows out

lieing measured by marks on tlie efflux-tube ; a test can be made with as

little as 25 c.c. of oil ; and after the test has been made the tube is empty
and ready for the next test. Oils can lie tested in this apparatus at the

temperature of Imiling water, which is high enough for most purposes.

CoHstnidion.—The efflux-tube A is about 15 inches in length. The upper
12 inches is made of thin-walled glass tubing, about 1 inch in internal

diameter ; it then narrows to a diameter of about j% inch for 2 inches, and
terminates in a thick-waUed jet, about 1 inch long and of such internal

diameter (about I'Q mm.) that 100 c.c. of refined rape oil at 60° F. take

about ten minutes to run out. If the oil runs too quickly, the orifice of the

jet may be slightly closed by fusing the edges in the flame ; if too slowly,

the jet may be shortened a little. Four circumferential marks are etched

upon the tube. The lowest or zero mark is rather above the middle of the

narrow portion ; the other three marks are on the wide portion, and divide

the tube above the zero mark into capacities of 25 c.c, 50 c.c. and 100 c.c.

The volume of oil used for a test may, therefore, be varied, according to the

viscosity and the quantity of oil available. Of fairly fluid oils, e.g., rape or

machinery oils at 60° F., and all oils at 212° F., 100 c.c. are u.sed ; of more
\-iscous oils, e.g. cylinder oils at 60° F. and 100° F., 25 c.c. is a Buitable

quantity. The tube must be separately standardized from each mark, as

the times of efflux of the different volumes bear no simple relation to each
other.

The outer jacket, J, is about SJ? inches in external diameter, and has a

short narrow neck at the bottom and another at the side. The tube. A, is

fixed in the jacket by means of a thick indiarubber bung at the top and a
thin disc of rubber, not more than ,-^- inch thick, at the bottom, through
which the jet projects not more than ^'^ inch. Thus, the oil in the tube is

surrounded by the water in the jacket until it has reached nearly to the end
of the jet, and the temperature is maintained constant until the oil has passed

out of the tube. The jet is protected from change of temperature, as well

as from fracture, by being contained entirely within the neck of the jacket.

The large bung at the top is perforated by four small holes. One, which
is lined with a short piece of glass tube, is for the brass stirring-wire S

;

another is for the glass funnel F, which fits rather loosely, and is replaced

by a tube L, conveying steam from the lioiler B,^ for determinations at

' JIade bv .Messrs. Baird & Tatlock.
- Jour. S'oc. Chem. Ind., v. 0886), \i 359.
^ In the figure this tube is shown in dotted hues.
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> J\

\ f

Fig. 39.—The Colenmii-ArchbHtt Viscometer.
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212° F. ; a tliird hole is for the bent tube C, for the escape of steam, and the
fourth is for the thermometer T.

In putting the apparatus together, the tube A is first wetted and passed
through the central hole of the bung, far enough for the jet to reach nearly
to the end of the lower neck when the bung is fixed in the jacket ; the brass

stirring-wire, S, which terminates in a brazed ring at the lower end, is then
passed through its hole and bent over at the top to form the handle

;

the bung is then carefully inserted into the jacket, and the jet is pushed
through the disc of rubber at the lower end. Final Ij', the tube C is inserted

in the bung.
Method of Experiment.—The tube A and jet are first carefully cleaned and

dried ; the jet is then closed by means of a small peg of soft wood. Water
at the proper temperature is next poured into the jacket, and the oil,

preAiously strained, if necessary, and brought to the same temperature, is

poured into the efflux-tube up to about half an inch above the mark it is

intended to run it from. The oil is stirred with the thermometer, avoiding
the formation of air-bubbles, until the temperature is exactly correct, the
final adjustment being easily made by slightly raising or lowering the
temperature of the water-bath. The thermometer is then taken out of the
oil, which is allowed to rest until perfectly quiescent. The wood peg is then
withdrawn, and the time taken by the oil to flow down to the zero mark is

measured by a stop-watch, which is started as the surface of the oil passes

the upper mark. During the experiment, the temperature is maintained
constant by pouring hot or cold water into the jacket, through the funnel, and
running otf the excess through the side tube as often as required, using the
stirrer frequently. The temperature of the water in the outer jacket is

indicated by the thermometer, T, which is not removed. The open end of

the efflux-tube is covered by the inverted beaker, K, to prevent'water from
being splashed in by the stirrer.

In making an experiment at 212° F., the cold water in the jacket is first

raised gradually to about 180" F., by pouring in hot water, and then the
funnel is replaced by the steam tube, L, and steam is blown in from the
boiler. When the water boils, the level is lowered sufficiently to prevent
splashing, and a brisk ebullition is kept up throughout the test The oil,

previously healed to 212° F., should be poured in just before the water
begins to boil, and the tube A covered by its cap.

Method of Standardizing,—If the relative viscosity of an oil be required,
compared with, say, refined rape oil as the standard, the number of seconds
occupied by the oil in flowing out is divided by the number of seconds
occupied by the same volume of rape oil in flowing out at the same tem-
perature, a correction being made for the ditterence in densitv of the oils

Thus,

Relative viscosity=— x 100,

where t and t^ are the respective times of flow, and d, </, are the respective
densities of the oOs referred to water at 4° C.

For the method of standardizing this viscometer so as to convert the times
of efflux into absolute viscosity values, see p. 156.

Saybolt's Viscometer.

—

Construction.—This instrument, fig. 40, is con-
structed entirely of metal, and in common with many viscometers the amotmt
of oil which runs out during the experiment is meastired in a separate vessel.

The efflux-tube consists of a wide cylindrical upper portion. A, surrounded
at the top by a fixed gallery, B, into which the .superfluous oil overflows and
from which it is withdrawn by a pipette. The tube A terminates at the
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lower end in a metal jet. The jet of an instrument kindly lent to the

authors by Mr. Colin Strong of ihe Anglo-American Oil Co. measured about
17 mm. in length and about TG mm. in internal diameter. Tlie tempera-
ture of the liquid, usually water, in the outer bath, C, is raised, when
necessary, by means of a ring burner, D. Xo stirrer is provided, neither is

there any means of running off the liquid from the bath C. The oil flowing

from the jet is received in a measuring flask, F, which has a mark on the

neck at 60 c.c.

Fig. 40.—Saybolt's Visconictrr. (Section of Pipette.)

Method of Ejj^trimtitt.—The outer bath is tilled with a suitable liquid,

and the temperature is adjusted by the addition of cold liquid or by heating,

as may be necessary. The tube K, which encloses the jet, is closed by a

cork, L, which is inserted just far enough to be air-tight, and not nearly

far enough to touch the jet. The oil, previously strained into a tin cup

and heated to about the required temperature, is poured into the tul>e A
imtil it overflows and tills B above the level of the upper end of A ; it is

then stirred with a thermometer until the temperature is e.xactly adjusted.

The thermometer is withdrawn, and the surplus oil is removed from the
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gallery B by a pipette. The cork, L, is tlien withdrawn, and the time
occupied in filling the flask to the 60 c.c. mark is noted by a stop-watch and
recorded as the viscosity.

In the instrument lent to the authors the time required for 60 c.c. of

water at 70° F. to run out was 295 seconds ; 50 c.c. of water from Redwood's
instrument, at the same temperature, required 25'7 sees.

Engler's Standard Viscometer.

—

Construction. —This instrument is shown
in fig. 41. The inner oil vessel, A, is made of brass, gilt inside, and has a lid

A', which carries the thermometer t. In the centre of the concave bottom
is the jet a, 20 mm. long, 2'9 mm. in diameter at the upper end, tapering to
2-8 mm. at the lower end ; it is made of platinum for standard work, but
for ordinary work brass is used. The plug valve 6, of hard wood, which
closes the jet, passes through a tube
fixed in the lid, and can be raised

without removing the cover. Three
pointed studs, C, fixed at equal dis-

tances above the bottom of the vessel,

indicate the proper height of the oil,

and at the same time serve for levelling

the instrument ; they mark a volume
of 240 c.c. The outer bath, B, is filled

with water when working at temjjera-

tures not exceeding 50° C. ; above
that temperature, a heavy mineral oil

is used, which can be heated by means
of the ring burner d. The oil flowing
from the jet is received in the measur-
ing flask, C, which has a mark at 200
c.c. and another at 240 c.c.

Method of Standardizivg.—This is

done with water at 20° C. The vessel

A is first thoroughly rinsed out
successively with ether, alcohol, and
water, the jet being cleaned by means
of a feather or a roll uf paper. After
the water has drained out, the jet is closed by the valve. The measuring

flask is filled to the 240 c.c. mark with water at 20° C, which is then poured
into the oil cup A, and should fill it exactly to the level of the studs after

the flask has been well drained. The outer bath should be previou.sly filled

with water at 20° C. Having adjusted the surface level, if necessary, by
taking out or adding a few drops of water, the temperature of the water

both inside and outside the cup is brought exactly to 20° C. and then, after

allowing time for the water in A to become perfectly still, the plug valve is

raised and the water allowed to flow from A into the dry measuring flask.

The time of efflux will be from 50 to 53 seconds, if the instrument has been

made of the standard dimensions given in the figure. The test must be

repeated, and the mean of three experiments which do not difler by more
than 0-5 second is the efflux time of water at 20° C. The nearest whole

number is taken as the imit.

Method of Experiment.—In testing oils, the vessel A and the jet are first

thoroughly rmsed with alcohol,then with ether, and dried. I'he oil, previously

strained or filtered to remove suspended matter and water, is poured into

A up to the level of the studs, and is stirred by the thermometer imtil the

desired temperature has been reached. The liquid in B is adjusted to the

same temperature. After allowing the oil in A to become perfectly still,
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the plug is raised, and tlie time required for the outflow of 2l)0 c.c. of oU is

noted. Supposing the efflux time of water at 20° has been found to be
54 seconds, and the sample of oil required 360 seconds at 50° and 90 seconds
at 150°, then the

^cific visco.silv (Knale.A at .50" 0.=
54

90

^Tiat Eugler calls the 'specific viscosity ' is, of course, a purely arbitrary

number, obtainable by his instrument alone, and only by such of these as

are constructed of the proper dimensions. Instruments recognized by
Engler as reliable may be obtained from C. Desaga of Heidelberg, and bear
the official mark of the Karlsruhe Chemisch-Technische Versuchsanstalt
or the Charlottenburg Technische Anstalt. Englefs viscometer has been
adopted by the Committee of the German State Railways.

Holde ' finds that in testing thick oils time may be saved by collecting

50 c.c. or 100 ex. instead of 200 c.c, the results when multiplied by 5 or

2-35, respectively, being concordant with those obtained in the ordinary way.
He also suggests that the oil-bath should be covered, and a reflux condenser
attached so as to condense and return the vapour ; liquids of fixed boiling-

point, such as aniline (1^4° C.) and naphthalene (217° C), might then be
used for high tciii]iriature experiments.

The Engler-Kimkler Viscometer.

—

Construction.—Bugler's viscometer has
the defect of containing no stirrer, and, when making tests at high tempera-
tures, it is found that the temperature of the oil varies sensibly during efflux.

Engler and Kunkler have accordingly designed a modified instrument in

which the viscometer and measuring flask are enclosed in a double-walled
octagonal air-liath made of stout brass plate, 35 cm. high and 20 cm. wide,
figs. 43 and 44. It stands upon four triangular feet, a, the outer sloping
sides of which rest on the inside edge of the ring of a tripod-stand, so that,

by shifting the apparatus about, the oil in the cup can be easily levelled.

The oven is heated by the flame of a Bunsen burner placed under the
copper bottom plate, b, which has a deep concavity in the centre and is

screwed to the bottom flange with an asbestos ring between. Supported above
this on the stand c, and shielded from direct radiation by the double asbestos

disc/, is the measuring flask e. The viscometer stands ujxm four legs on the
plate g, which rests upon a projecting rim ; this plate has a hole in the
centre for the oil to pass through, and four oval tubes, /, reaching above the
rim of the oil-vessel, through which and the central hole the heated air from
below circulates and maintains a uniform temperatui-e. Glass windows
II and mm in opposite sides of the casing, and another in the lid, illuminate
the interior and enable the necessary observations to be made. Passing
through the centre of the cover there is a stirring apparatus, consisting of
a tubular axis carrying three blades at the lower end, and furnished with
a knob at the upper end by which it is rotated to and fro : stops on tlie lid

prevent it revolving more than one-third of a turn, and also prevent the
blades from coming into contact with the bulb of the thernumieter .«. The plug-
valve, (, passes through the axis of tlie stirrer, which can be lift<.-d out of the
oil and suspended by a j)rojecting stud before the \-alve is raised. Tlie
stirrer is made in two ]>arts, which can be ejusily separated for cleaning.

The oil is poured into the cup through the tube r, having previously beeii

' Jour. Sm. Chcm. /«</., xv. (ISSiei, It 13S.
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healed to the required temperature in the double-walled can, fig. 42, which

is also provided with thermometer and stirrer.

Method of Experiment.—The flask is first placed upon the stand c ; then

the plate g and viscometer are put in their places and the cover is firmly

fixed on, taking care that the marks on the plate, viscometer, and cover are

opposite to the mark on the side of the oven. The outer thermometer, (6, is

placed with its bulb next to the viscometer, and the thermometer s, which
registers the temperature of the oil, is pushed down until its bulb nearly

reaches to the bottom of the cup. The tube v is inserted, the stirrer is

lowered into the viscometer, and the jet is closed by means of the valve t.

Having levelled the apparatus by means of the plumb-line at the side, heat

is at first applied strongly, until about four-fifths of the desired rise of

temperature has taken place, and then the flame is gradually lowered until

the temperature is reached and remains constant. The outer thermometer,
V,, must alone be observed at this stage, as a layer of somewhat cooler air lies

at the bottom of the oil-cup. Meanwhile, the can ,f, having been filled with
oil nearly up to the mark, is heated to the required temperature whilst the

stirrer is rotated in the direction of the arrow-mark on the lid, and then the

surface of the oil is adjusted to the mark exactly. When the temperature of

the air in the oven is constant, and that of the oil in the can is from 0"25°

to 0"o° higher, the oil is quickly poured down the tube i\ the can being well

drained, and the tube is then stoppered. Having made certain that the

surface of the oil is level with all the studs on the viscometer, the stirrer is

worked whUst the valve-rod is held firmly in position, and the temperature
of the oil is finally adjusted. The stirrer is then lifted out of the oil and
suspended by its stud, the valve rod is withdrawn, the hole being closed with
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a cork, and the number of seconds required to fill the flask up to the 200 c.c.

mark is exactly noted.

Mcthni! nf Stundiirili-iinij —Thi.s instrument i.-* standardized in the same
nianm-r as the Enylcr visroineter.

DooUttle's Torsion Viscometer.'—This instrimient, which is much used in

American lalioratuiie.s, was devised by O. S. Doolittle for use in the labora-

tory of the Pennsylvania and Reading Railroad
Company. It has been in constant use there

for over eleven year?, and has given very
satisfactory residts.

The apparatus (fig. 45) consists of a steel

wire, suspended from a firm support, and
fastened to a stem which passes through a
graduated horizontal disc, by means of which
the torsion of the wire may be measured.
The disc is adjusted so that the index points
to zero when there is no torsion in the wire.

A cylinder, 2 inches long by H inches in

diameter, having a slender stem by which to

suspend it, is then immersed in the oil to be
tested and fastened by a thumb-screw. The
oil is surrounded by a bath of water or paraffin,

according to the temperature at which the

experiment is to be made. The temperature
being adjusted whilst the disc re.sts upon its

.-•upports, the wire is twisted 360° by means
of the knob at the top. The disc being
released, the cylinder rotates in the oil, owing
to the torsion of the wire. If there were no
resistance to the movement, the momentum
acqiured by the cylinder and disc in revolving

back to zero would carry them to 360° in the

opposite direction ; but the resistance of the

oil causes the revolution to fall short of 360°,

and this resistance is stated to be directly

proportional to the viscosity of the oil.

The simplest way in which the resist-

;, ance may be mesisured is by observing
the number of degrees of retardation

between the first and second complete
arcs traversed by the disc. Supposing,
for example, that the wire be twist^
360° and the disc relea.*ed. The first

reading is taken at the end of the first swing ; say 355-6° to the right. The
disc is allowed to swing back to the left and no reading is taken, but the

second reading is made at the end of the next swing to the right ; say
338-2°. We thus have :—

Right, 355-6°

Left

RiL'ht, . . 33S-2°

Fig. ih. — DoolittK's Torsion

Viseoiiieti-r.

Retardation,

.

17-4

' Jour. Amer. Cliem. A'«-., xv. (1893), 173, 454; Allen, Comml. Vry. Anal.,
vol. ii. psrtii. ]>. 125.
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To avoid error, two tests are made, one by rotating the milled head to

tlie left and the other to the right. If the instrument be in correct adjust-

ment, the two results will be the same ; but if it be slightly out of adjust-

ment, the mean of the two will be the correct reading.

In order to overcome the variations in different instruments, each is

standardized against pure cane-sugar solutions, and the viscosities of oils

are expressed in terms of the number of grammes of pure cane sugar which,
contained in 100 c.c. of the syrup at 60° F., will at 80° F. give the same
retardation as the oil. Readings are obtained by making a number of

solutions containing known amounts of pure cane sugar, and determining
the retardation of each. A curve is then marked out on squared paper, the
number of grammes of sugar in 100 c.c. of the different syrups being taken
as abscis.sa3 and the degrees of retardation as ordinates. From this curve the

value of each degree of retardation in terms of cane sugar is interpolated, and
the values, arranged in the form of a table, are furnished with each instnunent.

One advantage of the torsion viscometer is that the observations are quite

independent of the specific gravity of the liquid. Observations at high
temperatures can be readily made, and a moderate amount of suspended
matter in the oil does not affect the readings. It might be supposed that

inertia eft'ects would vitiate the results and become proportionally greater

the less viscous the oil. In regard to this, E. Job writes :
• " We have spent

a good deal of time in experimenting on the matter, and have found that

the error due to this source is hardly measurable, owing to the fact that the

wire is over 20 inches long and the cylinder head weighs over five pounds,
while the cylinder itself is only 2 inches high and H inches in diameter.

Thus, we have comparatively slow movement with considerable momentum,
so that the reading is practically unaffected by the slight movement of the

solution." Job also states that after allowing the weight to remain
suspended for a short time, no further stretching of the wire takes place.

The Expression of Viscosity Values.

Although viscosity is a definite physical property of liquids, which

can be accurately ascertained experimentally and expressed in absolute

measure, it has been the custom commercially, ever since the intro-

duction of mineral lubricating oils, to select either rape, olive, or some
other fixed oil as a standard and to compare the fluidities of mineral

oils with it. From a practical point of view this method is recom-

mended by its simplicity, and provided the viscosities of the oils which
it is desired to compare do not fall below a certain limit, which in the

case of Redwood's viscometer is about the viscosity of sperm oil at
60° F., the relative efflux times of the oils are very nearly propor-

tional to their relative fluidities. It has, however, been objected that

owing to the natural variation in viscosity of different samples of tlie

same kind of oil, even when pure, and the much greater differences

\vhich may be caused by the use of an adulterated sample as a

standard, a fixed oil is not a suitable standard to employ. To meet
this objection. Redwood has designed his standard viscometer, the

principal dimensions of which are fixed, and each instrument adjusted

so as to deliver average rape oil at the same velocity. Engler's

viscometer, used in (jermany, is also of fixed dimensions, and there

' Private communication.
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water is the standard of comparison ; but the so-called ' specific

viscosities,' obtained by dividing the times of efBus of oils with that

of water, are purely arbitrary numbers, and the same is true of

Kuukler's viscosity-numbers, which are referred to a standard mixture

of glycerol and water of low viscosity, and of Doolittle's viscosity

values, which are referred to cane sugar solutions of known strength.

Such arbitrary niunbers may, nevertheless, be sufficient for specifica-

tion pm'poses, provided the means of measuring them accurately, and
with the certainty of common agreement, exists.

Notwithstanding the efforts which have been made to bring about

uniformity in the measurement and expression of viscosity values,

much difterence of practice still prevails. Numbei-s of viscometers

are in use differing from each other in pattern and dimensions, and
yielding results which have no meaning to anyone except the possessor

of the particular instrument. Results are frequently expressed in

seconds, without any information as to the exact significance of the

numbers. Thus, although a knowledge of the viscosity of a lubricat-

ing oil is one of the most important factoi-s in judging of its suitability

for a particular purpose, no generally intelligible method hitherto

proposed of expressing the viscosity has met with more than a limited

acceptance. The univei-sal adoption of any particular standard

instrument giving arbitrary numbers is probably too much to expect.

What is wanted is a system of standardizing, which will enable the

viscosity of an oil in absolute measure to be deduced from the time of

efSux measured in the ordinary way in any well-designed commercial
viscometer. Such a system of standardizing we proceed to explain.

The Standardizing of Commercial Efflux Viscometers.

-Mixtures of glycerol and water are prepared ranging in viscosity

from about 0-05 to about O'O,

viscometer being the following :

a suitable series for the Redwood

Table XXXI.
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20°
fluid at j^„ C. is then carefully determined as directed on p. 174,

and each fluid is run from the viscometer in succession at 20° C.,'

the experiments being made in duplicate and the mean time taken.

Care must be taken to prevent the absorption of water by the stronger

glycerins. Finally, pure water is run from the viscometer at 20° C.

Of each fluid we now know

—

1. The nsrosify {/)), in dynes per sq. cm. at 20° C, which is ascer-

tained from the table on pp. 140-143.

2. The time (t), in seconds, required for the outflow of the standard

volume (50 c.c. in the case of Redwood's viscometer) at 20° C.

3. The density (d), which is calculated by multiplying the sp. gr.

at =^^ C. by 0-998259, the density of water at 20° C.

If the viscometer w-ere perfect, the corrected time {td) would be

proportional to the viscosity ; i.e.,

lid = ,,

k being a constant the value of which could be ascertained liy nnining

a single fluid of known density and viscosity from the viscometer.

But it will be found that the value of k deduced from each of the

ditterent fluids (including water) varies, greatly in the case of the

thinner fluids, but only slightly with fluids above a certain viscosity,

and by plotting the results a eui-ve can be drawn from which the

value of k for a fluid of any viscosity can be ascertained. Having
constructed such a diagram for any viscometer, a multiplier is

obtained by which the 'Ai'of any oil, i.e. the time of efilux x the

density at the temperature of efflux, may be converted into the viscosity

of the oils in dynes per sq. cm. at the temperature of experiment.

T.^Bi.E XXXII.

—

The Redwood Viscometer.

Number and
Description
of Fluid.
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We give the results obtained bv standardizing in this manner two

commercial viscometers (really four ; since the Coleman-Archbutt

viscometer may be regarded as three instruments of different capacities

having a common jet). See Tables XXXII. (p. 157) and XXXIIl.

T.\BLE XXXIIl.

—

The Colem.as-Archbdtt Viscometer.
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such, e.g., as rape oil at 150° F. (-i] = 0'l!<) or cylinder oils at 212° F.

(rj -= 016 to 0-36), the results have beeu plotted on diagrams. Fig. 46

gives the complete curves for all liquids. Fig. 47 gives, on an enlarged

scale, the first part of each curve for thin liquids.'

T
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liquids of not lower viscosity than 0-4. With thinner li(iiiids unsteady

motion may occur, and the tendency to form eddies will be greater,

ceteris par'iliiis!, the higher the density of the liijuid and the lower its
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viscosity. That is to say, the coraparatively heavy glycerol solutions

used for standardizing will be more likely to set up eddies than the

lighter oils, and consequently the latter may flow more rapidly than
glycerol solutions of equal viscosity. With both the viscometers

tested by us this has been found to be the case, and the value of k
corresponding to the id of thin oils is too small to give the true

viscosity. If, however, the value of k corresponding to If fd be
taken, practically correct results are obtained, even with oils as thin

as water. We, therefore, applj' this correction to all thin oils. The
following rules contain a summary of the method.

RULES FOR DETERMINING BY MEANS OF A STANDARDIZED
VISCOMETER THE VISCOSITY OF A LUBRICATING OIL IN
ABSOLUTE MEASURE AT ANY DESIRED TEMPERATURE.

A. For Oils of Viscosity 0-4 and upwards.

Isi. Detprmine the time of efflux (f) of the standard volume in

seconds.

2nd. Determine the density (d) of the oil at the same temperature.

3rd. Fiiid the value of k corresponding to td.

ith. Multiply td liy k ; the product is the absolute viscosity.

B. For Oils of Lower Viscosity than 4.

1st and '2nd. As ahove.

3rd.. Find the value of k corresponding to — .

4</i. Multiply td hy k ; the product is the absolute viscosity.

The following results show the accuracy of which the method is

capable. Oils of low viscosity were selected for experiment, as with

these the error is likely to be greatest.

Description of Oil.

Mixture of shale oil and
petroleum, .

Shale oil,

Sperm oil,

0-8653

0-8783

Absolute "Viscosity at 20' C,
determined by means of the

0-124

0-377

0-040

0-123

0-377

0-122

0-378

Tables XXXIV. and XXXV. contain the complete results obtained

by testing in this manner a number of lubricating oils. Table XXXVI,
is a summary. The curves in figs. 48, 49, 50, 51 show the relation

between absolute viscosity and temperature in the case of mineral
lubricating oils, as compared with typical animal and vegetable oils.

11
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Table XXXIV.

—

Viscosities of Oils in Dtnes per sq. cm. deter-
mined BY THE CoLEMAN-ARCHBUTT VISCOMETER.

Description of Oil.
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Table XXXIV.

—

continued.

Description of Oil.
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Table XXXIV.

—

continued.

Description of Oil.
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Table XXXlV.—conchtded.

Description of Oi].
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Table XXXV.

—

Viscosities of Oils in Dynes per sq. cm. deter-
mined BY the Redwood Viscometer.

Description of Oil.
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Table XXXVI.

—

Absolute Viscosities of Oils (Summart).

Description of Oil, etc.
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Fig. 48.—Spindle Oils.

/. Sperm Oil

2 Pale American Oil "335"

3. American Spindle Oil B60l

4. Scotch Shale Oil "890"

ISO'

Temperature ° F.

Fig. 49.—Light Machinery Oils.

I.Olive Oil

2.Pale American Oil SOOh

3.Pale Russian Oil 835/900

too' 150°

Temperature ° F.
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Fig. 50.—Heavy Machinery Oils.

Vv

A^

/ . Rape Oil

2. American Solar Red Engine Oil

S.American Bayonne Engine Oil

4.American DarA Med" Mac/if Oil

5. Pale Russian Oil 305/y

100' ISO'

Temperature °F.

Fig. 51.—CyliiulerOiLs

\ /. Castor Oil

Ji 2. American DarA'fJ Cylin Oil

\ 3. do: do. "A do

Valvolme do:
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Apparatus for Determining the Consistence of Solid Fats
and Greases.

frfP

Fig. 52.—Kissling's

Apparatus
Greases.

Kissling's Apparatus, sliown in fig. 52, is constructed and used as follows :

—

A rod, 30 cm. long and 8 to 10 mm. in diameter, passes loosely through a

hole in the plate /. The lower end of the rod is pointed, and to the upper
end is fixed a weight P. The fat or grease is contained

in a beaker, 8 cm. wide and 10 cm. high, which is

placed in such a positii^n that when the point of the

rod rests upon the surface of the fat, the point of the

stud S is exactly 10 cm. above the plate /. The rod
is then allowed to sink into the fat, and the time
which elapses before the stud touches the plate is

measured. The number of seconds expresses the rela-

tive consistence of the fat. All experiments with this

apparatus are made at 20° C.

According to the consistence of the fat, either a

brass rod of 150 grammes total weight, or a zinc rod

of 100 grammes weight, or a glass rod of 50 grammes
for weight, is used, and the fat must have remained

undisturbed for twenty-four hours before the test is

made. If a sufficiently large quantity of the fat is

available, the container may be a thin brass cylinder with a loose bottom,
which is filled by pressing it down into the fat ; in this way the fat is not
subjected to mechanical disturbance in filling the vessel. If the repeated
testing of the same fat does not give concordant results, the fact must be
attributed less to a defect in the apparatus than to the sensitiveness of fats

to mechanical disturbance and change ol temperature, and to the fact that

their consistence is not always uniform in different parts (Kunkler).

Kunkler's Apparatus is shown in fig. 53. It is made of sheet brass, and
tlie temperature of testing is 50° C. In tlie water bath a, the temperature
of which is maintained by applying heat to the vessel g, and registered by
means of the thermometer/, the vertical tube b is fixed, terminating in the

jet d, 6 mm. wide and 15 mm. long. The tube c, 30 mm. wide and 150 mm.
long, which contains the fat or grease, slides witliin the tube 6, and the

grease is forced out of this tube, through the jet d, by means of the piston c,

75 mm. in length, consisting of two discs, 29 mm. in diameter, and a

connecting piece.

The tube o, forming an upward continuation of the piston, is kept in

position by a projecting strip which slides in the groove )i, on the inside of

the tube c. A cap h, the movement of which is restricted by the pin t,

working in the slot );i, fits over the \ipper end of the tube c, and acts as a
stop for the brackets k and /, by which the movement of the jiiston is arrested.

The brackets k, which rest upon the cap before the experiment is commeuced,
are set free by turning the cap to the right ; the piston then commences to

descend, and continues to fall until the second pair of brackets, /, rests upon
the cap, when the experiment is at an end and the time is noted. The
distance between the two pairs of brackets is 55 mm. The piston is loaded

with the whole or a portion of the lead weights ;, three of 200 grammes, one
of 100 grammes, and one of 50 grammes, acconling to the consistence of the

grease. The weights are kept in position by the rod and disc p. The weight
of the piston and rod is 170 grammes.

In using tliis apparatus, the tube c is filled with the grease to be tested
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by first inserting the piston e and spreading the grease \vith a broad knife

upon the disc 6, and, whUst spreading more and more grease, gradually with-

drawing the piston until the upper disc reaches the open end of the tube.

Great care must be taken that no air-bubbles are included. After pressing
down the grease with the rod and disc s, the piston may be withdrawn and
another tube flUed, as, owing to the extent to which the consistency of grease
is aifected by working it about, the tube after filling must remain for at least

twenty-four hours at a temperature of about 20° C. before the test is made.
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The water-batli is then filled nearly fiill of water at 55° C, and this tem-
perature is maintained constant during the test. The tube of grease having
been inserted into the fixed tube b, the piston is put in and pressed down
until the stop, k, rests upon the cap. After the lapse of twenty minutes, the

suitably loaded piston is liberated by turning the cap, and the time which
elapses before its movement is arrested by the stops, I, measures the consistency

of the grease.

This apparatus is intended for comparing the consistency of one sample
of grease with another, or of several samples with a standard, and the load

put upon the piston must depend upon the consistency of the grease. It

should be so proportioned tliat the time of experiment with the stifTest

sample is about ten minutes. It is obvious that the load must be the same
for all samples compared, as the results of tests made with different loads do
not admit of comparison.

B.—SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND DENSITY.

The specific gravity of a solid or liquid substance is the weight

compared with that of an equal volume of water taken as unity.

Unless otherwise stated, the comparison is made with water at the

same temperature as the substance, but such an expression as ' sp. gr.

20°
at -p-,' means the weight of the substance at 20° compared with water

at 4° taken as unity. In the C.G.S. system of units, the specific

20°
gravity at—„ C. is identical with the deimty of the substance at 20° C*

The specific gravities of the vegetable and animal oils and fluid

waxes at 60° F. (15'5° C.) range from about 0-879 in the case of

sperm oil, to about 096S in that of castor oil, and although

individual specimens of each description of oil are liable to vary

somewhat in specific gravity, the limits of variation for each of the

principal kinds of oil arc not wide and arc prettj- well known.
Hence, a knowledge of the specific gravity of an animal or vegetable

oil is valuable, both as a means of identification and also in judging of

the purity of a particular specimen.

Mineral lubricating oils may also be classified according to their

specific gravities (see p. 185), though this property is of secondary

importance in relation to their lubricating value. It is, however, of

great importance in distinguisliing between mineral oils, on the one
hand, and rosin and coal-tar oils on the other.

Determination of Specific Gravity.—Practically three methods arc

in use for dotormining the s|)ocitic gravity of liquids, viz. :— 1. By
]\i/knometers. 2. Ihi the fj^t-ijic ijravUy balance. 3. By hydrometers.

The firet method is applicable to all liquids, however viscous, and is,

therefore, the most suitable for lubricating oils. The two last methods
are adapted only for liquids of very moderate viscosity, and their

applicability to lubricating oils is, therefore, limited.

' See Tait, rn>i>eiiica of Mutter, third edition,
i«.

30.
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The term ' pyknometer ' includes any vessel in which an accurately

measured volume of a liquid can be weighed ; the kinds in common
use are the various forms of specific gravity bottle and the Sprengel

tube. Of the former, the plain form, with an accurately ground,

finely perforated stopper, is most useful for determining the specific

gravities of lubricating oils at ordinary temperatures ; for higher

temperatures, and for limited quantities of material, the Sprengel tube

is more convenient and accurate.

Bottle Method.—The specific gravity bottle with perforated stopper is

shown in fig. 54. It can be obtained of various size.«, but the most suitable

for our purpose holds, nominally, 25 granunes of water at

60° F. The capacity marked on the bottle must not be

accepted without verification, but the bottle must be calibrated

by ascertaining its weight, when empty, and when filled with

recently boiled distilled water at 6(i° F.

To calibrate the bottle.—The bottle before being weighed
must first be thoroughly cleaned, rinsed with water, alcohol,

and ether in succession, then warmed, and dried by aspirating

a current of air to displace the ether vapoiu'. The bottle

should not be strongly heated. The stopper, also cleaned and
dried, is inserted ; the bottle is allowed to stand in a cool place Fig. 54.

for ten or fifteen minutes, then wiped with a clean soft rag and
immediately weighed. Some pure distilled water is next boiled vigorou.sly

for about five minutes in a platinum or silver vessel, rapidly cooled to 60° F.,

and carefully poured into the bottle, avoiding the introduction of air bubbles.

The bottle is immediately immersed up to the neck in a capacious basin of

water at exactly 60° F., and is allowed to stand at this temperature for

a few minutes, the water in the basin being frequently stirred with the

thermometer and maintained constant in temperature. The stopper is then

inserted in the bottle, well bedded into its seat, and the surplus water which
has exuded through the perforation wiped off. If, now, the temperature of

the water is the same inside and outside the bottle, the capillary in the

stopper will remain exactly full, and there will be neither contraction nor

exudation of water. When this is the case, the bottle is lifted out of the water

in the basin, and slowly immersed ' in water several degrees colder, which
will cause the water in the bottle to contract and empty the capillary ; the out-

side of the bottle can now be wiped quite dry and weighed before the water

has time to expand and exude from the stopper. Duplicate w'eighings, if

carefully made in the manner directed, will not difter by more than two or

three tenths of a milligramme. At least two weighings should be made.

The bottle is then dried and again weighed empty. The weight -should not

differ from the previous weight of the empty bottle by more than 0'5

milligramme. The difference between the mean weight of the bottle when
full and empty is the water capacity of the bottle at 60° F. This seldom

needs to be redetermined ; but the empty bottle shoidd be frequently

reweighed, as it may become scratched or chipped in use.

To determine the specific gravity of oil at GU° F.—About 5() c.c. of the oil

are poured into a small lipped beaker, stirred with a thermometer, most
carefully avoiding the introduction of air bubbles, and brought to exactly

60° F. by immersing the beaker in water 2 or 3 degrees above or below that

temperature. The bottle is then filled quite full of the oil, without intro-

' Rapid immersion, by causing the bottle to contract first, expels some liquid

from the stopper.
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ducing any air bubbles, immersed up to the neck in water at 60° F., the

stopper loosely inserted, causing the excess of oil to overflow into the basin,

and then, after waiting about five minutes, bedded firmly into its place,

the excess of oil being wiped off the top of the stopper. Having ascertained

that the temperature is correct, and that the oil is neither expanding nor

contracting, the bottle is cooled, wiped clean and dry, and weighed, exactly

as in calibrating the bottle with water. By subtracting from the total

weight the tare of the empty bottle, and then dividing the difference by the

water capacity of the bottle, the specific gravity of the oil at 60° F. is

obtained. The thermometer used must be verified by comparison with a

standard instrument.

Glycerin and very viscous liquids which cannot be poured into the narrow
neck of the bottle may be manipulated as follows :—The jet is cut off a

30 c.c. pipette, making the delivery nozzle the full bore of the tube, and the

dry pipette is filled with the liquid. The nuzzle of the pipette having
been wiped outside, is then inserted into the specific gravity bottle nearly to

the bottom, and the liquid is allowed to quietly flow out. In this way, the

bottle may be e;isil_y filled without the introduction of a single air bubble.

The bottle, whilst being filled, is held down in water at the required tempera-

ture, and, when full, the stopper is inserted, and the bottle is allowed to stand

in the water at constant temperature until expansion or contraction has

ceased. The excess of fluid is then removed from the stopper, the bottle is

cooled, wiped clean and dry, and weighed.

Sprengel Tube Method.—Sprengel's very useful pyknometer has the form
of an elongated U, the arms of which terminate in two
capillary tulies which are bent at right angles in opposite

directions. One of the capillary tubes has a very fine bore

and is drawn down to a point, the other has a wider bore,

about 0'5 mm. in diameter, and is not drawn down.
In filling the tube, a small glass bulb, with a piece of

narrow rubber tubing attached to it, is fixed on to the

narrower capillary by means of a perforated rubber stopper,

and the wider capillary is dipped into the oil, which is

then drawn into the tube by suction applied to the rublier

tube, the glass bulb serving as a vacumn chamber. This
is the method described by Sprengel,' but with liquids of

moderate viscosity the glass bulb may be dispensed with,

and viscous liquids can usually be reduced in viscosity by
warming, so as to be easily drawn into the tube. When
full, the tube is detached from the bulb and suspended in

a l)eaker of water, as shown in fig. 65, and the temperature
of the water is maintained constant, with frequent stirring,

until the liquid has ceased to expand or contract. It is

most convenient to arrange the temperature of the liquid

in the tube so that it shall exjiand, and the liquid isabsorbed

by a strip of filter paper until it ceases to exude from the

cajnllary orifice. The tube is then lifted out of the water
by means of a small brass wire hook, and immersed for a
short time in colder water, so as to contract the liquid and
empty the capillaries. It is then wiped and weighed.

'I'he movement of the liquid in expanding or contracting

takes place, as a rule, entirely through the wider capillary,

where there is least resistance. The narrower cjipillary, when full, generally

remains so, and no liquid is expelled from it unless expansion occurs very

' Jour. Chem. Sm., 1S78, p 577.

Fio. 5.5.
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rapidly. If it is necessary to introduce liquid into the pyknometer, owing

to contraction having occurred, a drop in the end of a glass tube applied to

the point of the narrow capillary will be drawn in.

The water capacity of this pyknometer is determined as in the case of the

bottle, and having been done with great care need seldom be redetermined,

but the emptv tube should be reweighed occasionally.

At 212° i^. ( = 100° C).—For determining the sp. gr. of oils at the boiling-

point of water, which for all practical purposes may be assumed to be

212° F., the neck of a 40-oz. flask is cut down as shown in fig. 56, and two

opposite nicks are filed in the neck to receive the arms of the Sprengel tube.

The flask is filled tn the depth of about two inches with hot water, a few

fragments of pumice are thrown in, and the water is made to boil vigorously.

The tilled Sprengel tube is then suspended in the steam, and the open neck

of the flask is covered by a watch glass. As soon as oil is no longer expelled

from the tube, the ends' of the capillary arms are wiped with filter paper

and the tube is lifted out of the steam, cooled by immersion in cold

water, wiped and weighed. This is the most convenient method of

determining the specific gravities of fatty acids and fats which are solid at

the ordinary temperature.

Sprengel tubes may be made to hold as little as 1 c.c, and, with care, the

results obtained with a delicate balance are surprisingly accurate. Such
small tubes are sometimes useftil for determining the specific gravity of the

small quantities of fatty acids obtained by saponifying mixed oils in the

process of analysis. Sprengel pyknometers are specially adapted for work
with hot liquids, as they need not, like bottles, be handled, and their shape

causes the temperature of the contained liquid to become quickly adjusted.

The movement of the liquid in the delicate capillary tubes indicates the

slightest variation of temperature. The onlj' drawback is the tedious

nature of the filling and emptying operations with viscou.s liquids, but
this may be largely overcome by warming the liquid so as to reduce the

viscosity.

Westphal Balance Method.—The Westphal specific gravity balance (fig.

57) is an instrument of the steelyard type constructed to indicate the

specific gravity of a liquid by the relative loss of weight of a plummet of

known displacement when suspended in the liquid. The complete instru-

ment consists of the balance proper, the glass thermometer-plummet, the
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immersion cylinder, and two exactly similar sets of four rider weights, the

largest rider of each set having the same weight as the water which the

plummet displaces at 60° F., the next rider ha^^ng one-tenth of this weight,

the third one-hundredth, and the fourth one-thousandth. The beam is

divided by notches into ten exactly equal parts, the notches being points of

suspension for tlie riders and numbered consecutively from 1 to 9.

The balance is set up in a place free from draughts, and is adjusted by
means of the levelling screw in the foot, so that when the beam is oscillating

with the plummet suspended in air the index iinger at the short end of the

beam will come to rest exactly opposite to the fixed point. If the plummet
be now suspended in water at 60° F., assuming that the instrument is

intended for use at that temperature, equilibriiun will be exactly restored

by suspending one of the largest riders from the same hook as the plummet,
indicating a sjiecific gravity of 1 0. But if the liquid be of specific gravity

0'90, equilibrium will be restored by suspending the same rider from notch
No. 9 ; if the specific gravity be 0'92, the next largest rider also must be
suspended trora notch No. 2 ; if the specific gravity be 0'922, the third rider

must be hung from the second ; and if the specific gravity be 0'9225, the

smallest rider must be hung from notch No. 5. Thus, the specific gravity

of any liquid is shown at a glance to four decimal places by the positions of

the riders on the beam, the largest rider giving the first decimal place and
the other riders the remaining places in order.

Every instrument purchased must, before use, be verified by measuring
carefully the distances between the fixed points along the beam, which
should not vary moie than one-thousandth part. The plummet must also

be weighed in air and in water at 60° F., on a good ordinary balance indicat-

ing 01 milligramme, and the water displaced by the plummet must weigh
the same as the largest rider of each set, the other riders varying in decimal
proportion. The following table by Stock shows the variations met with
in the riders of a Westphal balance by a g(X)d maker, the numbers in the
third column showing that the maximum deviation from unity did not
exceed 1 unit in the fourth decimal place, which is a satisfactorj' agreement.

Table XXXVII.

—

Showing Variations is Rider.s.

Rider Xumber.
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to tlie movement of the plummet that the probable error becomes much
greater. At sufficiently elevated temperatures the viscosities of oils become
so much reduced that the Westphal balance may be used for both oils and
fats, provided proper allowance be made for the expansion of the plummet.

To determine the sp. gr. of a melted fat at „ C, for example, with an

instrument constructed for use at some other temperature, we may proceed

in the following manner :—First determine by means of the balance the

apparentsp.gr. of water at 100° C.,=.'c, and then the apparent sp. gr. of

the oil at 100° C., = y ; then—, with the appropriate correction for vacuo
X

added on (p. 180), is the true sp. gr. of the oil at 100° C. This result x

095866 (the density of water at 100° C.) is the density of the oil at
100°

C.

Fig. 58 shows Carl«r Bell's method of using the balance for determinations

at 100° C, D being a glass tube containing the oil or melted fat, C a bath

of paraffin wax, and B the water-jacket. The tube for the escape of steam
should be prolonged upwards, well above the beam of the balance. A
special plummet may be required, as the thermometer of the ordinary

plummet has only a limited range.

Hydrometer Method.—Of all methods for ascertaining the specific gravities

of liquids this is the most rapid, and provided the instrument used is

correctly graduated, or its error exactly known, very accurate results may
be obtained by it with liquids of low viscosity. But no hydrometer can be

depended upon unless it has been tested by floating it in two or more
liquids of which the specific gravities have been determined by means of
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the pyknometer. From the differences (if any) between the true and
observed values, a table of errors may be constructed for any fairly good
instrument, by which the readings may be corrected. When the vi.scosity of

the liquid is great enough to seriously impede the free movement of the

hydrometer, as is the case with most lubricating oils at ordinary tempera-

tures, the probable error of the method is greatly increased, and in such

cases the hydrometer should only be used where speed is of chief importance
and accuracy a secondary matter.

Hydrometers may be divided into two classes, viz., those giving specific

gravities directly, and those graduated with arbitrary scales. Hydrometers
of the former class may be purchased of almost any size and range, and all

hydrometers must be used at the temperature for which they have been
constructed.

A large number of instruments having arbitrary scales are in use. One
of the most common is Lefebre's oleometer. It is intended for use at 15° C.

The stem is graduated in degrees, numbered from 1 to 38, and opposite

some of them are the names of certain oils. If immersed in rape oil, it

will sink to the 15th degree, against which the name rape oil appears ; in

linseed oil it \n\l sink to the 35th degree ; and so on. These numbers,
increased by 900, are the specific gravities of the oil compared with water
= 1000. Table XXXVIII. contains a list of hydrometers, the temperature
at which each is intended to be used, and the formula for converting the
degrees into specific gravities.'

Alcohol Method.—The foregoing methods are not directly applicable to

solid fats and waxes, but with the aid of a device first suggested by Presenilis

and Schulze, tliej- maybe made so. This consists in preparing a mixture of

alcohol and water in which the solid substance neither sinks nor floats, and
taking the specific gravity of the liquid. The same method is obviously

applicable to liquid oils, and is often conveniently emjiloyed for iiscertaining

the specific gravity of the small quantities of hydrocarbon oil isolated in the
process of analysis.

If a solid substance is being experimented with, it may be prepared for

the test in the manner recommended by Allen and Chattaway. The fat or

wax is melted at the lowest possible temperature and allowed to solidify

spontaneously, without artificial chilling, in a flat-bottomed capsule or watch
glass. Smooth fragments are then cut from it with a knife or cork borer.

In the case of some fats which contract greatly on solidification, such as palm-
nut and coconut oils, it is absolutely essential to allow the substance to

solidify by standing over night before taking the specific gravity. One of

the fragments thus obtained is held under the surface of dilute alcohol, by
means of forcejis, and carefully freed from adliering air-biibblos by means of

a camel-hair brush. The specific gravity of the alcohol is then adjusted
by adding either stronger or we;iker alcohol (not water, because of the air-

bubbles formed on mixing) until the fragment remains suspended anywhere
in the liquid. The specific gravity of the diluted alcohol is then determined
bv the liydroiiietcr or the Westphal bjilance. Of course, the final adjustment
of the alcohol must be made exactly at the temperature at which the specific

gravity of the substance is required to be known.

Reduction to the Vacuum.—The appariMit weight of a Ixidy in air

is les.s than tlic true weiglit bv an amount equal to tlie weight of air

displaced by the body. As tliis is true of the weights as well as of

' See Dittmar, Chemical Ai-ithmdic. part i. p 78 : also Scliaedler, Techm'lo<fi( tier

Fette und OeU, p. 78.
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Table XXXVIII.—Fokmdl* for Coxvehting Hydrometer
Degrees to Specific Gravities.

Beaume I., .

Beaume II.,

BeanniH III.,

Beck, .

Brix, .

Cartier,

Fischer,

Gay-Lussac,

E. r4. Greiner,

Stoppani.

Twaddle, .

For Liquids
heavier than

Water.

17-5° C.

V2-a° C.

15° C.

17-5° C.

12-5° C.

I
15-625° C. (

12-5° 0.

( 12-5° R.
I

} 15-625° C. S

4°C.

12-5° R.
(

( 12-5°

\15-6S625° C. i

12-5° R. /

15-625° C. (

60° F.

C= Centigrade.
F= Fahrenheit
R= Reaumur.

s=
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the body weighed, if these happen to be the same iu specific gravity,

and, tlierefore, equal in vohuue, the error ou one side of the scale

balances that on the otlier. But, when the body weighed is water and
the weights are of brass, about S-5 times heavier than water, the

volumes are nearly as 17:2, and, therefore, the apparent weight of the

water is less than the true weight by an amount equal to about |-fths

of the weight of air displaced by the water, and the apparent weight

of any other liquid equal in volume to the water is short of the true

weight by a like amount. Therefore, if W and ir he the apparent

weights of the water and the liquid respectively, and if W + .? be the

true weight of the water, then w + x is the true weight of the liquid,

and the real specific gravitv of the liquid is not—r but ;— } x is
' ° *

^ W W + a;

always very small, and when W and w are nearly the same, i.e. when
the specific gravity is near unity, as in the case of most lubricating oils,

the error amounts to only one or two points iu the fourth decimal

place, and may be neglected. But, in determining the specific gravity

of a mixture of glycerol and water for the p\n-pose of ascertaining the

viscosity by means of the tables on pp. 140-143, the correctioxi

must be applied. As the weight of air varies with the temperature
and pressure, the correction is not always exactly the same, but
unless an error of ± -00005 is too great (which is not the case here),

the following table - will give the necessary correction without

calculation :

—

Table XXXIX. -Correction for Reduction of Specific

Gravity to a V.acuum.

Sp. gr. found.
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is necessary is to multiply the specific gravity at t° by the density of

water at f which is given in Table XL.^

Table XL,—Densities op Water at 4° C. (39-2° F.) to 100° C.

(212° F.). (Eosetti.)

4
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20*
Example.—The sp. gr. of a mixture of glycerol and water at _—— C. was

20°
found to be ri848; therefore, the sp. gr. at -^-C., i.e. the density of the

liquid, is 1-1848 x 0-99826 = l-1828.

Alteration iii the Densities of Lubricating Oils produced by
Change of Temperature.—In order to determine the viscosity of a

lul)ricating oil at any temperature, it is necessary to know the density

of the oil at that temperature. At either 60° F. (15'5' C.) or

212° F. (100° C.) it is easy to determine the density, but at inter-

mediate temperatures it is not always easy. The density may,
however, be calculated nearly enough, when the densities at 60° F.

and 212° F. are known.

In Table XLI. are given the densities at 60° F. and 212° F. of a number
of lubricating oils, with the average differences for 1° F. and 1° C. It

will be noticed that these differences are very nearly the same for all oils,

and it is possible, without much error, to calculate the density of an oil at

any given temperature between 60° F. and 212° F., if we know the density

at 60° F., by means of the following formula :

—

V) = d-kl
Where, <i= the densitv of the oil at 60° F.

(•0-000368 for a fixed oil.

I
0-000367 for a Scotch mineral oil.

0000345 for a Russian mineral oil.

10000350 for an American mineral oil

i = the number of degrees above 60° F.

D = the required density.

The following examples show the degree of accuracy thus attainable :

—

1. Rape Oil.

Density at 60° F. (determined) =0 9151

Densitv at 10o° F. (calculated)= 0-9151 -0-000368x40=0-9004
Density at 100° F. (determined) =0901^2

Densitv at 150° F. (calculated)= 0-9151 -0000368 x 90 = 0-8820

Density at 150° F. (detern\ined) =0-8818

2. American Cylinder Uil.

Density at 60= F. (determined) = 08858

Density at 100° F. (calculated) = 08858 -0-000350x40 = 0-87 18
Density at 100° F. (determined) =0-8720
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Table XLl.

—

Table showing the Alteration in Density of
Lubricating Oils caused by Rise of Temperature (ArchhUt).

Description of Oil.

Anhiuil and Vegetable Oils.

Sperm oil,

Olive oil,

Rape oil,

Tallow

Castor oil

Neutral wool tat,

Scotch Mineral OH
'86o,'

S9i,'

Galician Mineral Oilt

Light (pale) machinery oil,

Heavy (pale) machinery oil,

0-87828

0-91o8o
0-91506
0-87840

at 150° F.
0-96-240

0-91370

0-86826
0-89054

0-82290
0-85962
0-85948
0-85572

0-90500
0-89092

0-81160
0-83560

Average

Russian Mineral Oils.

Light machinery and spindle oil,

.Mediuni (pale) machinery oil,

Heavy (pale) engine and machinei

Heavy (dark) a.xle oil.

Extra heavy (pale) engine

machinery oil.

yoil,

American Mineral Oils.

Spindle oil {' Pale 8S5'), .

„ ,, ('Pale 860/70 ),

Light machinery oil (-900/7 ') .

•Globe' oil (dark), .

Liglit machinery oil (- 905/10 '),

' Solar red ' engine oil,

' Bayonne ' engine oil,

' Special reil ' engine oil, .

Medinm (dark) machinery oil, .

'Galena' axle oil,

Heavy (pale) machinery oil,

Filtered cylinder oil (' Valvoline ')

,, ,. ('F.F.F.'),

Dark cylinder oil ('A'), .

„ „ „ ('N'), . .

,, ,, ,. ('Locomotive ),

Dark Kltered cylinder oil (' N '),

0-88854
0-89610

0-83388
0-84322

0-89782
0-90960
0-90850
0-90930

0-90852

0-884.36

0-86766
0-90082
0-88019
0-90540
0-916-20

0-91132

93493
0-88391)

0-90790
0-90124
0-88915
0-88982
0-89908
0-89832
0-89974
0-90942

0-84420
0-85684
0-85682
0-85692

0-85682

Average

0-82978
0-81384
0-84694
-82726

0-85258
0-86-242

(1-85790

88172
0-8-2910

0-8.=;5.i2

0-84930
0-83769
0-83932
0-84414

84440
84732

0-85556

Average

Difference per One
Degree.

0-000364
0-000370
0-000365
0-000366

0-000378
0-000367

0-000656
000666

0-000659
0-000680

0-000659
000660

0000373 0-000671
0-000361 000651

0-000359
0-000348

000353
0-000347
0-000340

000344

0-000340

0-000359
0-000354

000354
0-000348

000347
0-000354

0-00U351
0003.''0

0-000361
0-000345
0-000342
000338
000332

0-000361
000361

0-000345
0-000354

0-000350

0-000646
000626

0-000635
0-000625

000612
0-000619

0-000612

000647
0-000638
0-000638
0-000627
0-000626
0-000337
0-000633

000630
000649

0-000621
0-000616

000609
000598

0-000651
O-000H50
0-000621
0-000637

0000631
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Table XLIL—Specific Gravities at 60' F. (15-5° C.) of some Fixed
Oils, Fats, Waxes, etc.

Class.
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100°

io(r

Acids (Archbutt).

Table XLIII.—Specific Gravities at '^^ C. of some Mixed Fatty
100°

Xised Fatty Acids from :— Specific Gravity.
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C—FLASHING-POINT.

All lubricating oils wheu sufficiently heated give oflF vapour. The
'Jias/iiiKj-poinf' is the temperature at which the amount of vapour
given off is sufficient to form an inflammable or mildly explosive mix-

ture with the air over the surface of the oil, so that on the application

of a flame the gaseous mixture ignites and burns with a momentary
flash. As the temperature of the oil rises, more vapour is given off,

and when the production of vapour is i-apid enough to maintain a

continuous iiame, the oil takes fire and burns ; the temperature

at which this occui-s is called the ' firing-point,' ' fire-test,' or ' burning-

point ' of the oil. The determination of these points, more especially

of the flashing-point, is of great importance in the examination of

lubricating oils, because oils of low flashing-point are unsafe to use.

An important difference exists in the behaviour of the two classes

of lubricating oils when heated. The fixed (animal and vegetable)

oils do not evaporate, and no vapours are given off (except, possibly,

ti-aces of moisture) on heating them, until the oils begin to decompose ;

the vapours then given off' are products of the destructive distillation

of the oil, which requires a fairly high temperature to bring it alx)ut,

and consequently the flashing-points of such oils are high (over 400°

Fahr.). On the other hand, all mineral or hydrocarbon oils evaporate

when heated, and the temperature at which sufficient vapwur is given

off to cause a flash depends upon what hydrocarbons are contained in

the oil. Mineral lubricating oils do not, as a rule, contain the more
volatile hydrocarbons of petroleum, which belong properly to the

naphtha and burning oil fractious, but ' natural ' oils, aud imperfectly

refined oils, may give off vapour at temperatures low enough to be

dangerous.

Owing to improved methods of manufacture, and greater care in

refining, low-flashing mineral oils are more rarely met with than
formerly ; nevertheless, in textile mills, and wherever danger from fire

has to be guarded against, the precaution of determining the flashing-

point of the lubricating oil must never be neglected. In 1883, Veitch

Wilson stated that he had met with one sjimple of oil offered for

lubrication which flashed at the ordinary temperature of the atmos-

phere, and several which flashed at 150" to 200° F. Onlway, who
examined a large number of oils in actual use in cotton mills in the

United States, found several which flashed at 180" F., and a larger

luimber which flashed below 212° F. The use of such dangerous oils

would not now be tolerated, and a flashing-point of ."^0° 350° F. is

regarded by oil mauufacturei-s, usei-s, and insurance companies, as a

standard of safety to which all oils for indoor machinery ought to

attain. For outdoor machinery, a limited quantity of oil is still sold

having a flashing-point of 200°-"210° F.

It is seldom necessjiry to determine tlie flashing-points of fixed oils,

but, as a means of detecting or confirming adulteration with light

mineral oil, the test is sometimes useful.
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It is a usual practice to determine the flashing-point of cylinder

oils, on the ground that oils of high flashing-point may be expected

to evaporate less in the cylinders than tiiose of lower flashing-point.

But there is no necessary relation between the flashing-point and the

volatility of lubricating oils, and in comparing together mineral oils

of different origin (e.g. Russian and American oils) the less volatile

oil may even have the lower flashing-point (see Table XLVII. on

p. 194). In the authors' opinion, the flashing-point of cylinder oils

is a test which might with advantage be dispensed with and replaced

by a quantitative determination of the amount lost by evaporation

under definite conditions (see Volatility, p. 191).

Determination of the Flasliing-poiiit.

' Open Test.' Flasliiiig- and Fu-iug-Points.—The method formerly

used, and still preferred by some, for determining the flashing- and
burning-points of lubricating oils, known as the 'open test,' consists

in heating some of the oil, in which the bulb of a thermometer is

immersed, in a small open metallic cup, a porcelain crucible embedded
in sand, or some equivalent contrivance, and passing a small flame

across the surface of the oil at frequent intervals. When the amount of

vapour given oft' is enough to form an inflammable mixture with the air,

a pale blue flash occurs on application of the test flame, and the tempera-

ture at which this flash is first observed is the flashing-point of the oil.

To determine the firing-point, tlie testing is continued until on apply-

ing the test flame to the surface of the oil it takes fire and burns
continuously.

' Closed Test.'—A little e.xperience is sufticient to show that the

above rough method of determining the flashing-point is incapable of

giving uniform results. The temperature at which the first flash is

obtained depends upon the presence or absence of air currents, the

rate of heating, the size and shape of the vessel used, the distance of

the test-flame from the oil surface, etc. One of the authors was
among the first to abandon the ' open ' in favour of the ' closed test,' now
almost universally employed for testing lubricating as well as burning
oils. For this purpose a brass cup furnished with a close-fitting lid

and slide (an exact copy of the Abel petroleum cup) was constructed
with brazed joints, so as to withstand heating to a high temperature,
and instead of the outer water-bath a thick cast-iron cup on feet was
made in which the test-cup fitted loosely. Heat was so applied to the

cast-iron body as to cause the temperature of the oil to rise rapidly at

firet, and when near the flashing-point the rate of heating was reduced
to about two degrees per minute, and the gas testing-flame was applied

every two degrees by opening the slide, exactly as in the Abel test.

Improved forms of apparatus have since been devised by Pensky and
Martens and by Gray, in which the important addition of a stirrer has
been introduced, which enables the heating of the oil to be conducted
much more rapidly without impairing the uniformity of the results.
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The Pensky-Martens Test Apparatus.—This apparatus, shown in fig. 59,

consists of the brass cup, A, with flange B, which drops loosely into the

cast-iron body, 0, the flange resting upon the dome-shaped brass shield, D.

The position of the cup is fixed by studs, EE, which engage in slots in the

flange. The cup has a close-fitting lid with a revolving perforated slide

actuated by the spring lever H, by turning which the openings in the

slide are brought over corresponding openings in the lid, and the little gas

testing-flame is at the same
time caused to dip through

the central opening into the

air-space above the oil in

the cup, igniting the mix-
ture of air and vapour as

soon as it becomes in-

flammable. The lid also

carries the stirrer S, with
two sets of vanes, one in

the oil and the other in

the air space ; also the

thermometer, T.

In making a test, the cup
is placed upon a level sur-

face and filled with oil to

the mark ; it is then placed

in the test-apparatus, and
the lid is put on. The
small test-flame having been
lighted and turned down
until the luminous tip has
almost disappeared, the oil

is gradually heated up by
means of the burner K, the

wire net, L, being swung
out of the way. The flame

at first used is large enough
to heat the oil rapidly, but
as soon as the t«st-ttame

when lowei-ed into the cup
shows a tendency to enlarge,

the heat is moderated and
the wire net may be swung

over the flame. The stirrer is now worked so as to keep the oil as well as

the vapour and air thoroughly mixed, and the test-flame is applied at every

two degrees' rise of temperature, until the flashing-point is reached. The
temperature of the oil towards the end of the exjieriment may rise at the

rate of 10 degrees 0. per minute (see below), so long as the oil is kept
thoroughly stirred, but the stirrer must not be worked while the test-tlarae

is being applied. The application of the flame sluaild occupy abotit two
seconds, thi-ee half-seconds being occui)ied in opening the slide and the

reuiaining half-second in closing it. Oils containing water must be dried

by filtering througli dry filter paper or a column of coarsely-crushed calcium

chloride before being tested, as the presence of much moisture causes very

irregular and incorrect results to be obtained.

This ajijiaratus has been subjected to an elaborate series of tests by Holde.

By making repeated tests with oils of ditlereut flashing-points, he has shown

Fig. 69.
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that rapid heating with contimious, \'igorous stirring, gives the same results

as slow heating without stirring, and wheu testing the same oil several times

the results agreed within 2 or 3 degrees C. (3i° to 5A° F.), even when the

thermometer rose as rapidly as 10^ C. (= 18° F.) per munite towards the end
of the experiment. According to Holde, a rise in temperature of 12° C.

(= 22° Falir.) per minute is permissible. The size of the testing-flame does

not influence the result appreciably, but it is not desirable to use too large

a flame, otherwise the flash may not be plainly seen. Filling the oil holder

above the mark, and so reducing the air space, tends to lower the flashing-

point. Thus, Holde found that with an oil flashing at about 155° C.

( = 311° F.) the mean flashing-point ditt'ered 4° C. (= 7"2° F.) according to

whether the cup was filled 1 cm. below or 1 cm. above the mark. Accord-

ingly it has been proposed by Aisinniann ' that as an oil of high flashing-

point will expand during the test more than an oil of low flashing-point, the

cup should not be filled to the same mark with all oils, but the quantity

used should be such as will by expansion have reached to the mark at the

flashing-point. Thus, taking 0-00068 (per 1° C.) as the coeflicient of

expansion of Ru.ssian lubricating oils, the total expansion per 75 c.c. of oil

(the quantity used in the Martens cup) is O'o c.c. per 10° C. Therefore, the

quantity of oil to be used in order to ascertain the correct flashing-point of

an oil flashing at, say, 200° C. should be, according to AisLnmann, not 75 c.c,

but (at an initial temperature of 20° C.)

—

. /200-20N „. „,.
) -

I
X O'O = 66 (

V 10 /

Correcting the volume in this way, Aisinmann olilained the following

results :

—

Table XLYI.

Usual Volume.
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Gray's Test Apparatus.—This (fig. 60) is an adaptation of tte Pensky-
Marten.s revolving slide and stirrer to the Abel cup. The inventor states'

that in working with the Pensky apparatus he found the results under
varied conditions to be excellent, and was struck with the idea that the

instrument might be simplified and made more suitable for every-day work
in the technical laboratory. He therefore devised a modified apparatus,

which is thus described :

—

"The stirrers, consisting of two sets of vanes, one in the nil and the

KiG. 60. —Grav's Tester.

other in the vapour space, are attached to a vertical shaft jiassing through

tlie cover mid terminating at the top in a small bevelled wheel, the bevel

of which is milled. A horizontal shaft (carric*! on two supports'* t<-riuinates

at one end with a bevelled wheel, gearing with the one on the stirrer shaft,

and at the other end with a disc carrying a small handle with which to

rotate the shaft. This shaft also carries a collar with two pins projecting

about J in. at diametrically opposite points. By sliding the shah slightly

to the right, the bevel wheels are put out of gear, ami the pins projecting

from the collar are drawn into position for actuating the testing arrange-

ment. This consists of a sliding cover on tlie top of the lid proper, so

' Jour. Soc. Ohem. Iiui., x. ^891). P- 348.
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arranged that when the former is moved it depresses the test light to the

proper point, and brings the orifices opposite those on the fixed lid. There
are three orifices, one, at which the test light is applied, the other two,

situated one at either side of il, being for the admission of air. It will thus
be readily seen that the change from stirring to testing, and vice versa, can
be instantly performed.

" The results obtained by this apparatus are identical with those obtained

by the Pensky-Martens. They are not affected by the source of heat, a

naked flame giving the same results as the sand bath. It is immaterial
what the rate of heating is, provided it is not too rapid to prevent a correct

reading of the thermometer. I prefer to reduce the rate of heating when
nearing the point at which the oil is expected to flash. The stirrers do not
require to be worked continuously, but merely at intervals. I find it

advisable to stir more frequently when the rate of heating is fast."

In the latest form of this apparatus, the oil-cup does not fit directly into

the tripod stand, as shown in the figure, but into a cast-iron vessel which is

supported on the tripod, somewhat after the same manner as in the Pensky-
Martens apparatus.

D.—VOLATILITY.

The property of being volatile or capable of evaporating without
decomposition distinguishes the hydrocarbon oils from the fixed oils,

but the temperature at which evaporation takes place depends upon
the nature of the hydrocarbons contained in the oil. In any case the

oil does not evaporate unchanged, for those hydrocarbons which are

most volatile pass off first, leaving the less volatile hydrocarbons as a

more or less viscid residue.^ If the oil be a mixed one, the fatty

component remains also, and the composition and character of the
original oil may thus become entirely changed. The best qualities of

machine oil scarcely evaporate in use, but at the higli working tem-
peratures of steam-cylinders all mineral lubricating oils evaporate.

It is obvious that an oil which evaporates to a serious extent at the
working temperature cannot be an economical lubricant, since all that

evaporates is lost and the remainder may form a viscid or even a dry
residue on the bearing. Notwithstanding its importance, this pro-

perty of lubricating oils seldom receives the attention it deserves, a
high flashing-point being generally regarded as sufficient evidence of

the durability of even cylinder oil. Veitch Wilson long ago called

attention to this anomaly, pointing out that the significance attached
to the flashing-point should be limited to what it really indicates,

viz., the relative safety of an oil, whilst the tendency to evaporate
should be ascertained by measuring the actual loss of weight under
definite conditions of time and temperature.

Determination of Volatility.—The usual method of determining
tlie volatility of mineral lubricating oil is to place a weighed quantity,
O'5-l-O grm., in a shallow dish or watch glass and expose it in a
water- or air-oven for a certain number of hours, noting the loss of

weight. Veitch Wilson states that machine oils when exposed in

' At temperatures above 200' C. the heavy hydrocarbons decompose.
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this manner for ten hours at the temperature of the ordinary water-

oven (about 212° F.) should not lose weight, whilst Hurst states that

the loss in twenty-four hours should not exceed 0"25 to 0'5 per cent.

Cylinder oils are tested similarly in an air-oven heated to the tem-
perature of the steam cylinder.

Archbutt has pointed out that the loss of weight sustained by an
oil when tested in this manner must depend upon the number of times

the air of the oven is changed during the test, and he has proposed

the following method of testing in which the receptacle containing

the oil is heated in a tube to a known temperature whilst a current of

air heated to the same temperature is passed over the oil.

Fit:. 61.

Archbutt's Vaporimeter (fig. Gl) consists of a straight copper tube, J inch

in uittriial cbaiiieler and 1 or 2 feet long, having a branch tube ^ inch in

(liameter and aliout 10 feot long, brazed into it near one end and coiled

aroiuid the straight tube as shown in the figure. This tube and coil are

fixed in a rectangular air-oven made of tinned sheet iron, the sides and top

of which are covered with asbestos millboard. The oven is heated by a
row of small gas jets, and a tbernionieter is fixed with its bulb close to the

middle of the wide copper tube. The ends of this tube which project

beyond the oven are closed by brass screw caps, one of wliioh, at the air-exit

end, is perforated and carries a narrow tube in the centre. Air or steam
admitted to the coiled tube, after Iiocoining heated in the coil t*> the

temperature of the oven, jKisses over the oil in the wide tube and eseajies

through the short tube in the cap. The oil is contained in a ]>1atinum tray,

3 in. long bv i in. wide by ^ in. deep, which for convenience of manipula-

tion is placed ni a glass tube which just slides easily within the copjier tube

and serves as a carrier.
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The current of air is maintained at the constant speed of 2 litres per

minute by means of the simple regulator showni in fig. 62. The air enters

the regulator at A, and a slight excess is kept continually escaping at the

lower end of the wide tube B, which is immersed to the depth of 3 inches

in water. The supply i.^ taken from the Ijranch C, the orifice of which is

reduced until just large enough to

pass 2 litres per miimte against at-

mospheric pressure under the 3
inches head of water.'

The quantity of oil used for a test

is O'o grm., which forms a thin layer

on the bottom of the platinum tray,

and the oil is exposed to the air-

current for exactly one hour. The
temperature of the oven is varied

to suit the requirements of the test.

For cylinders working at 160 lbs.

pressure per sq. in., the oil is tested

at 370° F., and should not lose more
than from '5 to 1 per cent, in weight
in the time specified (one hour). At
400° F. ( = 235 lbs. pressure) the loss

of weight of cylinder oils is about two
and a half times as great as at 370° F.

If it be desired to use a current

of steam instead of air, the inlet

end of the vaporimeter is connected
to a flask or boiler, and the outlet

to a condenser. The gas flame

under the boiler is regulated so as

to distil a definite quantity of water
in the hour, 100 c.c. being a con-

venient volume, though 92 c.c. is

the volume required to give a cur-

rent of steam nearly equal to the

above-mentioned air current. The
boiler is detached, all the steam is

blown out of the tube, and the

platinum tray containing the oil is Fig. 62.

inserted. After waiting a few
minutes for the tray of oil to become heated up, the steam current is turned
on. If the tray be inserted without first blowing out the steam, water con-
denses upon the tray, the oil creeps over the edge, and the test is spoiled.

The figures in the following table show the kind of results obtained

by this test. All the samples of oil tested were pure mineral oils,

the first three being described as cylinder oils, and the last two as

machine oils.

' This is done by connecting the exit-tube C, by means of a flexible tube and
cork, to the neck of a bell-jar of known capacity, full of water, sunk in a bucket
of water. As the air passes into the bell-jar, the latter is gradually I'aised so as

to maintain the same water level ^vithin and without the jar, and the orifice of

the branch C is made of such dimensions as will allow the jar to fill in the
calculated time.

13
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Table XLVII.—Flashing-points and Volatility Comp.\red.

No.
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E.—SETTING-POINT OR COLD TEST OF LUBRICATING
OELS.

The effect of cold upon lubricating oils is not the same as upon
simple fluids such as water, glycerin, etc. The latter have fixed and
accurately ascertainable freezing-points, at which a complete change
from the liquid to the solid state takes place, but lubricating oils,

which are mixtures of bodies of various melting-points, behave like

solutions, and frequently deposit some portion of their constituents

before the whole mixture solidifies. Thus, olive and lard oils deposit

a solid fat, sperm oil deposits spermaceti, and some hydrocarbon oils

deposit paraffin. The ' setting-point ' of an oil will, therefore, vary

according to whether it be regarded as the temperature at which solid

matter commences to separate, or the temperature at which the oil

completely loses its fluidity. The setting-point of Scotch mineral oils

is considered to be the temperature at which the separation of solid

paraffin is observed to commence ; but Russian oils, some pale

American oils of high viscosit}', and all dark-coloured or opaque oils,

which either deposit no paraffin or in which the separation cannot be
seen, are considered to have reached their setting- point when they

cease to flow. The low setting-points of Russian and of some
American lubricating oils, which deposit little or no paraffin, is

characteristic, and serves to distinguish them from most of the

American and from the Scotch oils ; Russian oils, when cooled, simply
become more and more viscous until the setting-point is reached.

Among vegetable lubricating oils, castor and almond oils have the

lowest solidifying-poiuts.

Very erroneous conclusions regarding the setting-point of an oil

may be formed unless sufficient time be allowed in making the test.

This is especially true of fixed oils. Thus Salkowsky ^ found that a

cod-liver oil, which remained perfectlj- clear when cooled for a short

time to — 15° C, became quite solid after several hours' exposure to
- 4° C. The subject has been more fully investigated by Holde.^

The solidification of such oils is promoted by stirring, and by adding
to the fluid oil a fragment of the same oil in a frozen state. Mineral
oils assume their permanent state for any given temperature much
more rapidly than the fixed oils, and, except when testing by the
Scotch method (see below), they should not be stirred, as the net-

work of solid hydrocarbons, which sometimes causes such oils to set

before they have wholly solidified, is broken up by the stirring, and
the setting-point is thereby lowered. Mineral lubricating oils fre-

(juently undergo a change in their solidifying points by previous

heating, and it is, therefore, important that the portion used for the

setting-point determination should not have been recently used for

any other test which has involved heating above the atmospheric
temperature.

1 Jour. Soc. Clie/n. Ind., vii. (1888), p. 3".

- JHd,, ix, (1890), p. 112 ; also xv. (1896), pp. 138 and 160.
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Determination of the Setting-Point.—The Scotch Method for ascertaining

the temperature at whicli a mineral oil commences to deposit paraffin is as

follows ' :—The oil is poured to the depth of about 2 inches into a thick-

walled test-tube about Ij inches in diameter, and the tube is immersed in a

freezing mixture and slowly stirred by a thermometer imtil it has been

cooled down considerabh' below the temperature at which solid paraffin first

appears. The tube is then removed from the freezing-mixture, wiped, and
held up between the eye and a window, and, whilst the oil is constantly

stirred with the thermometer, the temperature at which the last trace of

solid paraffin disappears is read off. This operation is repeated with the

same sample of oil until two experiments give concordant results, and
the tempi-rature so found is the setting-point of thf sample.

Archbutt s Method for determining, approximately, the temperature at

which an oil ceases to flow is carried out in a refrigerator (fig. 63), consisting

B—

of a cylindrical leaden jar A, 6 inches in diameter and 14 inches in depth,
\vith a flat bottom, contained in a wooden box B, measuring 12 inches
square inside and 20 inches deep. The space between the leaden jar and
the box is filled with dry cotton waste ; 3 inches of waste are placed lielow
the jar, and the top of the jar is covered by a loose wooden lid on which a
layer of cotton waste i> placed. The box has a hinged lid. The oils to be
tested are poured to the depth of about 2 inches into glass specimen tubes
measuring 6 inohe.* in lengtli by about j inch in internal diameter, and
the tubes are corked. A similar tube containing Russian lubric.itiug oil

of low viscosity and setting-point is used to contain the thermometer, wliich
is passed through a perforation in the cork and has its bulb immersed in
the oil.

About 3 inches in depth of crushed ice having been placed in the jar, the
tubes of oil are inuuersed in the ice and left there for at least one hour.
They are then taken out one by one and examined, and any oils which will

not flow when the tube is held in a horizontal position and lightly tapt>e<l

on the box are reported as having set in ice, or are placed aside for further

' your. Soc. Cheni. Ind. (i.), 1891, 347.
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experiment. The remainder are returned to the ice after this has been mixed,
by thorough stirring, mth sufficient powdered salt to lower the temperature
about 0° F. The quantity to add is soon learned by experience. After
twenty minutes' exposure to the lower temperature the tubes are again
examined, any oils which have now set are taken out, and the temperature
is read off on the thermometer. The addition of salt is repeated, and the

gradual lowering of temperatuie with examination of the oils every twenty
minutes is continued until the last oil has set, or until the temperature can
be reduced no further. In this way the setting-point of an oil is ascertained
within 5° F. A closer approximation can be made, if desired, by a second
experiment, in wliich the temperature, when near the setting-point, is more
gradually lowered. The setting-points of oils which solidify at temperatures
above that of melting ice may be ascertained by placing tlie tubes in water
at the temperature of the laboratory, and then gradually lowering the
temperature of this water by the addition of small quantities of ice unto
the setting-point of the oil has been reached. Animal and vegetable oils

must be stirred frequently, and the lowering of the temperature must be
more gradual than in the c;i.se of mineral oils.

Hofmeister's Method.—The special feature of this method is the use, as

freezing liquids, of saline solutions of such strength that they are saturated

at their freezing-point* ; such solutions when partially frozen remain
constant in temperature until they have become entirely liquefied or solidi-

fied, and are thus very convenient for keeping the temperature of an oil

constant for a length of time. The following solutions may be used :

—

Table XLVIII.

—

Saline Freezing Solutions.

Salt.
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so loug as the li(juid remains only parliallj- frozen, and to maintain it in

this condition and prevent complete solidification from taking place, all that

is necessary' is to lift the vessel, n, out of the freezing mixture, occasionally, for

a few minutes. After the lapse of one or two hours, the tubes of oil are lifted

out of the bath, and any oils which do not flow on inclining the tubes are

considered to have set at the temperature of the bath. The remainder are

then tested in a solution freezing at a lower temperature. The standard

liquids are preserved for use in stoppered bottles. Tliis is a scientific method
for determining accurately the effect on oils of prolonged exposure at low
temperatures.

Schultz's Method. In this nii-thod, u.-^'d in Ciermauy, ihe oil is cooled

until of such consistency that when subjected to a fixed pressure in a tul* of

.sjK'cified diameter it will How at a definite mininunn speed. The oil to Ik-

tested is intwduced into n glass U-tube, C nun. in internal diameter, which
is filled to a depth of 30 cm. in each limb. Several such tubes, supported

by a suitable stand, may be cooled together in a solution of known freezing-
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point, as in Hofmeister's method, the time of cooling being one hoiir. Each
tube in succession is then connected by its longer limb with a manometer,
and by opening a pinch-cock a pressure equal to 50 mm. of water is caused
to act upon the oil. The specification of the Prussian State Railways
stipulates that the oil when thus tested after cooling for one hour at a tem-
perature of - 15° C. in winter, or - 5° C. in summer, must flow in the tube
at a minimum rate of 10 mm. per minute.

Tagliabue's Standard Oil Freezer (fig. 65), used in the United States, is

semicircular in shape, with a flat side. It consists of an inner chamber F,
surrounded by an ice-chamber C, with a non-conducting Jacket A, filled with
asbestos. The oil is contained in a glass cup, 4 inches in depth and 3 inches
in diameter, which is fixed upon a rocking shaft by means of which the cup
can be tilted and the condition of the oil seen. A thermometer is immersed
in the oil, and two others register the temperature of the ice-chamber. Two
stopcocks connected to the inner chamber are for the introduction of warm
air, if it is desired to raise the temperature, and the tap at the side is for

draining away the liquefied ice. A glass window in the flat side enables the

oil to be observed.

Table XLIX. -Freezing-points of some Vegetable and
Animal Oils.

ou.
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Table L.—Freezing-points of Mineral Lubricating Oils.

Description. i Freezing-point.
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or of a mixture of fatty acids may be required as a means of identifying

the oil or fat from which the fatty acid or mixture has been obtained.

Preparation of the Substance.—Whatever method be employed, certain

precautious must be observed in the preparation of the substance, chief of

which are the following :^
(1) Except in the case of lubricating greases ('solidified oils') every trace

of moisture present must be removed. Having melted the substance

in the water-oven and allowed all visible water to settle out, the fat or

oil is poured oft', and the remaining traces of moisture are got rid of

either by filtering through dry filter paper or by further heating in

the water-oven until a cold glass placed over the beaker no longer

becomes dimmed by condensed water vapour. Lubricating greases,

in wliich water may be present as an essential constituent, must, of

course, be tested without any previous preparation.

(2) In melting fats or fatty acids, previous to the determination of the

melting-point, the temperature should not be raised higher, and the

heating should not be continued longer, than is absolutely necessary.

(3) Sudden chilling to hasten re-solidification must not be resorted to.

The substance must be allowed to solidify naturally. If the tempera-
ture of the room be above the solidifying-point, the substance should

be placed in a sufilciently cool cupboard or refrigerator, and after

solidification has taken place, at least an hour or two, and in most
cases from twelve to twenty-fotir hours, should be allowed to elapse

before the deteruiinatiou uf the nielting-pomt is underLaken.

Determination of Melting- and Solidifying-points.—Pohl's Method.—By this

method the temperature of incipient fusion, at which a substance begins to

melt, is determined. The bulb of a thermometer T (fig. 66) is dipped into

the melted substance and removed with a coating of the substance adhering
to it. After this has solidified, and has remained fur a suificient length of

time to acquire its normal melting-point, the thermometer is fixed, by means
of a cork, in a long boihng-tube C, the bulb of the thermometer being placed

about 5 inch above the bottom of the tube. A groove is cut in the side of the

cork for the escape of air. The tube is then supported in the clamp of a

retort stand, about 1 inch above a disc of sheet iron or asbestos, which is

heated by means of a small flame so that the temperattire rises very
gradually. The moment a drop of liquefied fat is observed to collect at

the lower part of the thermometer bulb, the temperature is read off and is

recorded as the melting-point. THs is a very good method for the examina-
tion of tallow and other fats.

Stock's Method for Greases.—The following modification of Pohl's method
has been recommended by Stock for ascertaining the melting-points of soap-

thickened oils,' A clean, narrow test-tube is fitted over the lower end of a

thermometer, by means of a band of stout indiarubber-tubing, the annular
space between the walls of the tube and the tliermometer not exceeding one-

sixteenth of an inch. The narrow test-tube is fixed, by means of a cork,

within a wider and longer tube. A small quantity of the sample to be
tested is taken upon the bulb of the thermometer, which is then carefully

inserted into the inner tube, down to within half an inch of the bottom.

The wider tube is then immersed in a bevker of either water or clear lard

oil (according to the melting-point of the grease) and is heated on a disc

of asbestos millboard supported over an Argand-Bunsen. By bringing the

tube up to the side of the beaker, the temperature at which the mass flows

' Analyst, xiv. (1889), p. 2.
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down to a clear bead at the bottom of the tube may be observed, by means
of a hand-lens if necessary. This is recorded as the melting-point of the

sample.

Capillary Tube Method.—This simple method for determining the point

of incipient fusion is frequently used for the examination of fatty acids and
other substances of tairly definite, and not too low, melting-point. There are

several ways of operating, but the following is one of the most conrenient.

The capillary tubes, whicli are made by drawing out soft glass tubing,

should be very thin-walled, about 10 cm. long and 1 mm. in internal

diameter. They are left open at both ends. One end is dipped into the

Fk;. 66. Fio. 67.

melted substance, until enough has ri.sen to fill about 1 centimetre of the

tube, which is then laid aside in a cool place for several liours, preferably

over night, for the substance to solidify anil regain its normal melting-point.

The other end of the tube is then held for a moment in a small flame

and, while hot, is pressed against a small bar of wooil \V, fig. 67, coated

with sealing-wax, by which means four or more of such tubes may be
suppoi ted in a beaker of water as shown in the sketch. The beaker is placed

upon a disc of asbestos millboivrd over a burner, and a thermometer
T, held by a clamp or suspended by a conl, is placed with its bxilb

close to the tilled ends of the capillary tubes. The water in the beaker
is then slowly wanned up and continually stirreil by the glass stirrer

S, and the leiuperatuivs at which the suKstances melt and rise up the

capillary tubes are recoixled. The mean of two experiments in separate

tubes, which slumlil closely agree, is taken as the melting-point of the
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substance. In examining mixed fatty acids, it is frequently noticed that a

portion will liquefy and run up the tube, leaving the remainder still solid

behind. Clague found that the melting-point of cacao-butter determined in

a capillary tube varied according to the diameter of the tube.

Bensemann's Method,' which is preferable to the above, determines two
points, viz.—the temperature of incipient fusion and the temperature of

complete fusion. A piece of narrow thin-walled tubing is drawn out
to a capillary point and sealed at the small end. A small portion of the
substance is then melted in the wider portion of the tube, in the position

shown at ^ a (fig. 68), and is allowed to solidifJ^ After a sufficient interval

the tube is attached, by means of two small indiarubber rings cut oft' a

piece of tubing, to a thermometer, with the fat close to the bulb, and the

thermometer is supported vertically in a beaker of water. The water is

Fio. Fig. 69.

slowly warmed up, with continual stirring, until some of the fat begins to

flow ; the temperature observed at this moment is the 'point of incipient

fusion.' When the substance has melted to a perfectly clear and transparent

liquid as shown at h (fig. 68), the temperature is again read oft' and is the
' point of complete fusion.'

Bach's Method.—Bach and Hiibl have published a number of melting- and
solidifyiug-points of fatty acids which were ascertained in the following way.
The substance was brought into a test-tube about 7 mm. in diameter, and
whilst being stirred gently with a thermometer, the temperature was noted
at which the mass became quite clear (' vullimj-point '), and that at which
a cloudiuL-ss began to form (' solidifying point ').

Cook's Method,'-'—This is a modification of T. Redwood's method.^ Two
beakf rs are supported one within the other, the minimum space between them
being 1 inch at tlie sides and 1 .j inches at the bottom. About 1 inch in depth
of mercury is ]>laced in the inner beakei-. The outer beaker contains either

water or melted paraffin (according to the temperature required), the surface

' Jour. Soc. Cliem. hid., iv. (1885), p. 535.
2 Proc. Chem. Soc, xiii. (1897), p. 74.
= Analyst, i. (1877), p. 51.
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of which must be at least 3 inches above the surface of the mercury. Minute
fragments of the substance whose melting-point it is desired to determine
are placed on a small piece of ferrotype-plate (with the varnish removed), or

on a microscope cover-glass, and floated on the surface of the mercury, in

which the bulb of a thermometer is immersed. The beaker is covered with

a card. The water or paraffin in the outer beaker is then slowly heated uji

with frequent stirring, imtil the substance is observed to melt ; it is then

allowed to cool, and the sulidifying-point may be read off. This method is

said to give closely concordant results.

Table LI.

—

Melting-points of some Fats, Waxes, etc.

1 Description.
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Table LII.—Melting- and Solidifying-points of some mixed Fatty Acids.

Class.
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taking care that the whole mass is kept uniforiiily mixed. When the

mixture becomes turbid throughout, the mercury is watched closely. At
first it will fall slowly, but at a certain point it will rise a few tenths of a

degree, sometimes 2 or 3 degrees, and will then remain stationary for a short

time before commencing to fall again. The point at which it remains

stationary is the ' titre ' or .-^olidifying-point of the fatty acids. Freundlich

states (Analyst, 1900, p. 105) that the temperature to which the thermometer
finally rises is partly dependent upon that to which it was made to fall

during the stirring of the fat, and that to ensure concordant results too

prolonged stirring must be avoided in making this test.

G.—REFRACTIVE INDEX.

In the analysis of lubricating oils, the refractometer will be found

a useful though not an indispensable instrument. The kind of instru-

ment employed may be one such as Abbe's, by which the index of

refraction of the oil is measured, or a differential refractometer, such

as that of Trannin or Amagat and Jean, in which the delation of

the ray is measured on an arbitrary scale.

The following table contains the refractive indices for the D line of

some oils as determined by Abbe, Strohmer, Holde and others with

Abbe's refractometer :

—

Table LIII.

—

Refractive Isdices.
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Table LIV.—Tests of Oils with Amagat and Jean's
Oleo-Refractometer.

Class.
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having a common axis, between whicli is fixed a hollow prism for con-

taining the oil. The hollow prism, A, is a metallic cell having opposite

glass windows, CC, fixed at an angle of 107°, and surrounded by a bath of

sheep's foot oil ('huile type') contained in the vessel BB, which is furnished

with opposite parallel windows, DD'. The temperature of the oils in the

cell B and in the prism are kept at a constant temperature of 22° C. by-

means of an outer water-bath not shown in the figure. The light rays from
an ordinary gas flame placed at the end of the collimator G traverse the

oils, and are focussed by the lens E' of the telescope upon the photographed
scale H, and viewed through the magnifier il. The collimator has, instead of

a slit, a movable shutter with a sharp vertical edge, which throws part of

the field into shadow, and the edge of this shadow is focussed sharply upon
the scale.

In using the instrument, the prism, A, is first of all filled with some of

the standard (sheep's foot) oil, similar to that contained in the outer cell
;

there is then no refraction, and the edge of the shadow if not exactly on the

zero of the scale is adjusted to it by moving the shutter. The standard oil

having been drawn off' tlirough the tap R, and the prism rinsed with ether

and dried, the oil to be tested is introduced, having been previously brought

%
1^
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the refined mineral oils are transparent ; the unrefined natural and
reduced mineral oils are mostly opaque. Some exhibit fluorescence.

As the colour and appearance of oils depend upon the conditions

under which they are viewed, this physical character, when of import-

ance, must be observed under definite conditions. Redwood uses

for the purpose Lovibond's tintometer, observing the colour of the
oil in a 2-inch cell.^ For the darker oils, a |-inch cell is convenient.

' Jour. Soc. Cheni. Ind., ix. (1890), ji. 14.

14



CHAPTER YII.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND METHODS OF EXAMINATION
OF LUBRICANTS.

A.—FREE ACID OR ACIDITY.

I. Nature and Amount of the Free Acid in Oils.— Free acid in an
oil or fat may consist of

(1) Free fattij acid, naturally existing in small quantity in most
vegetable oils, or set free in larger quantity by tlie decom-
position of a vegetable or animal oil during storage in a

crude state, or by the action of sulphuric acid in the

refining process
;

(2) Rosin aci'h, present as a natural constitxient of rosin oil, or as

added rosin ;

(3) Organic {petroleum) acids, naturally existing in crude mineral

oil;

(4) Free sulphuric or other mineral acid used in refining the oil

and not properly washed out.

Free acid of any kind is objectionable in a lubricant for metallic

surfaces, owing to its corrosive action. Free fatty acids have the

additional disadvantage that the soaps formed by their action on
metals dissolve in the oil and cause it to thicken and gum.

Mineral lubricalinj oih in the dark unrefined state contain small

quantities of weak organic acids varying, according to Holde,* from
0'2 to 2-0 per cent., calculated as oleic acid ; but the p:\le oils, when
well refined, are almost perfectly neutral. Owing to tlieir constitution,

mineral oils are not capable, like animal and vegetable oils, of

developing acidity by decomposition, though some of the contained

hydrocarbons can undergo oxidation witlj formation of resinous and
asphaltic products. Acidity of refined minersil oils is most likely to

be due to the accidental presence of sulphuric acid, which is used in

refining, but such an impurity is now rarely met with and would show
great carelessness in washing the oil.

4.U vegetable and animal oih, on the other hand, contsiin free fatty

' Dit Unlirsuchung dtr SchmiermUtel.

•ilO
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acids in proportions varying from less than 0-5 per cent, to upwards
of 50 per cent. The least acid oils are those refined with alkali, such

as ' animal oil ' and cottonseed oil ; the acidity of these oils varies,

according to the authors' experience, from 0-08 to 0'26 per cent, i.e.

it is practically negligible. More acidity is met with in those oils

which are refined with sulphuric acid, such as i-ape oil, which contains

on an average about 2 '2 per cent, of free (oleic) acid, varying from
1 per cent, to about 6 per cent., but seldom exceeding 5 per cent.

378 samples of refined rape oil tested by Archbutt during three

years ending .31st March 1905, all representing large contracts, gave
the following results :

—

Number ot Samples

122
223
30
3

378

Free (Oleic) Add, per cent.

1-1-1-9

2-0-2-9

30-3-9
40-5-7

{Average), 2'21 per cent.

Traces of free sulphuric acid are met with in rape oil which has

been refined with this acid (see p. 313).

Those oils which are stored in a crude state,'and are not afterwards

chemically refined, often contain such large amounts of free fatty

acids as to quite unfit them for use as lubricants.

Thus, in 9 samples oi palm oil, Archbutt found from 11 '9 to 78'9

per cent, of free (palmitic) acid.^ Lewkowitsch states that he has

found from 50 to 70 per cent, of free (palmitic) acid in a large number
of commercial palm oils.

In 151 samples of oliae oil from various sources, Archbutt found

the following percentages of free (oleic) acid ^ :

—

Table LV.

Number
of

Samples.
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136 samples of olive oil, supplied under contract to a specification

limiting the free (oleic) acid to a maximum of 4-0 per cent., contained

a minimum of O'G per cent., a maximum of 7-4 per cent., and an

average of 2'8-5 per cent, of free (oleic) acid.

Other observers have found from TO to 27 '2 per cent, of free (oleic)

acid in olive oils.

In 2-5 samples of tallow examined by Deering * the following per-

centages of free (oleic) acid wei-e found :

—

Table LVI.

Number
of

Samples.
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for lubricating, examined by Archbutt, contained from 1-47 to 2-70

per cent. ; and Thomson and Ballantyne found, in two samples, 1'46

and 2'16 per cent., respectively. But Xordlinger found ^ in 9

samples of expressed castor oil from 0'62 to 18'61 per cent, of free

acid, or an average of 9 "28 per cent. ; whilst in 5 samples of

extracted oil he found from 1'18 to 5*52 per cent., or an average of

2"78 per cent.

In 8 samples of sperm oil, seven examined by Deering and one by
Thomson and Ballantyne, the acidity as oleic acid ranged from
0-55 to 2'64 per cent., and averaged 1"7 per cent. ; in two samples

of Arctic sperm oil it was 1"97 and 2'11 per cent, respectively,

averaging 2-04 per cent. Fourteen samples of Southern sperm oil,

examined by Veitch Wilson, ^ contained from 0-5 to 2'0 per cent, of

acidity, averaging 1'32 per cent.; and 29 samples of Arctic sperm
oil contained from 0'5 to 3'0 per cent, of acidity, averaging r78 per

cent. Therefore, Arctic sperm oil is a little, but not much, more acid

tlian Southern sperm oil.

Acidity is not the same as rancidity. Ballantyne * has shown that

oils can become rancid without the liberation of any free acid what-

ever, and the converse is also true. The researches of Ritsert and
others have proved that the changes which produce rancidity of oils

are due to oxidation.''

The acidity of most fatty oils tends to increase by keeping, but
rejined oils can be kept for considerable periods without undergoing

any change of practical importance. Thus, Ballantyne ^ found that

olive, rape, castor, and arachis (ground nut) oils remained unchanged
in acidity for six months, whether kept in the dark in corked bottles

or exposed freely to sunlight and air ; and some neutral palm oil

prepared hy one of the authors, after being kept in a stoppered

bottle in a dark cupboard for fourteen years, was found to contain only
0'4 per cent, of acidity, calculated as palmitic acid, all of which may
have been originally present, as the acidity was not determined after

the oil had been purified.

II. Effects of Free Fatty Acids in Lubricants.—Burstyn,= who
was one of the first to pay attention to the corrosive efi'ects of fatty

oils upon axles and bearings, showed, in 1876, that the action of olive

oil on brass was greater the more acid the oil. It is, therefore, to be

regretted that Redwood " and others who have been at much pains in

investigating the relative action of various fatty oils upon metals did

not determine the amount of free acid contained in tlie oils they

experimented with. This omission makes their experiments almost

valueless, as the different effects observed may have been entirely

' Zcits. Anal. Chem., xxviii, 183.
- Carpenter and Leask, Soap, Candles, Lubricants, and Glycerin, p. 298.
'^ Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., x. (1S91), p. 29.
* For a full discussion of the subject see Lewkowitsch, Analysis of Oils, etc.,

vol. i. p. 19 ct seq.

^ Dingler's Polyt. Journal, ccxvii. p. 314.
« I. J. Redwood, Jour. Soc. Chem. hid., v. (1886), p. 362.
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due to differences in the acidity of the various oils, and not to any
difference in the properties of the oils themselves.

Not only is it probable that neutral fatt}' oils have no chemical

action on metals, but it is doubtful whether even free fatty acid can
exert much action in the absence of air and moisture. Thus Fox '

suspended thin strips of lead in the mixed fatty acids prepared from
olive and linseed oils, and found that after having been heated for

several days to 220° F. the lead had not lost weight. E. Donath -

took bright, accui-ately weighed strips of iron, copper, brass, and ziuc,

and completely immersed some in strongly acid olive oil and othere

in crude oleic acid. At the end of three weeks the strips were found

to have suffered very little loss of brightness and a scarcely perceptible

loss of weight. Even when the oils were kept heated to 70°—80° C.

(158°-176° F.) for several days, the metals were not attacked. But
if, previous to immersing the metals in the acid oils, the latter were
thoroughly emulsified with air, or especially with water, by vigorous

shaking, corrosion readily took place. Donath concluded from these

experiments that the corrosive action on metals of lubricating oils

containing free fatty acids depends to a great extent upon whether
the oiled surfaces come into contact with atmospheric oxygen, and
whether, by condensation or other means, water gets into the oil. It

is difficult to account in any other way for the very erratic manner
in which corrosion sometimes takes place, such as is illustrated by the

following experiment made by one of the authore several yeai-s ago.

Four samples of railway mKjon ifreace, each composed, in the same
proportions, of tallow, palm oil, soap, and water, but containing respec-

tively O'-i, 1'4, 1'6, and 4-0 per cent, of free fatty acid, were taken,

also a sample of very acid palm oil, free from water, containing 72'2

per cent, of free (palmitic) acid. Into each of these five specimens of

grease, etc., two strips of bright steel were inserted, and after an
interval of four months they were taken out, cleaned and examined,
w'ith the following results :

—
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of which they were merely stained, whilst the strips immersed in the

grease containing onlj' -t per cent, of free fatty acid were both deeply

corroded, doubtless because of tlie simultaneous presence of water.

It will be observed that the most acid grease proved to be the most
corrosive of the four.

Uleie acid, water, and iron tilings, if heated together in a test-tube,

react briskly, hydrogen being evolved and brown oleate of iron

formed. This compound is decomposed, by oxidation, into ferric

o.xide and free oleic acid, which again attacks more iron ; in

this way a comparatively small quantity of the free fatty acid has

been known to perforate wrought-iron plate more than ^ inch in

thickness.^

Although a metal in stationary contact with a cold solid grease

containing free fatty acid and w-ater may undergo serious local pitting,

as proved by the above experiments, the corrosive action upon a brass

or journal of the free fatty acid existing in a fluid oil, or in a grease

lubricating a journal in motion, may escape notice, because it is spread

over the whole of the rubbing surfaces. But the effect of chemical

action will be observable in the thickening of the oil and in the

formation of gummy deposits. Thus, a mixture of olive oil with

from 10 to 15 per cent, of mineral oil, which had been taken out of a

railway carriage axle-box after about three weeks' use, w^as found to

be much thickened, of a deep green colour, and contained in solution

much copper and zinc. Some of the oil was dissolved in ether and

shaken with dilute nitric acid to extract the dissolved metals ; the

ether was then evaporated, and the oil was recovered with its

original colour and almost its original fluidity restored. From this it

is evident that the thickening and gumming of fatt}^ oils on bearings,

generally attributed solely to oxidation, may be due partly to soaps

formed by the chemical action of the free fatty acids upon the metal

of the bearing, dissolving in and thickening the oil. In the oil used

by woolcombers for oiling wool, the amount of free fatty acid is of

secondary importance compared with freedom from a tendency to

oxidize and form a sticky residue on the wool fibre.

^

III. Determination of Acidity.—The acidity of lubricating oil,

which, as already stated, may be due to the presence of more than

one description of free fatty or resin acid, or (rarely) to a mineral

acid, is generally determined volumetrically and expressed either as

oleic acid or as sulphuric acid or sulphuric anhydride. In this country

it is usual to express the acidity of a fixed oil or fat in terms of oleic

acid ; on the Continent the acidity is frequently stated as sulphuric

anhydride. Another method of expression, adopted by Benedikt, is

known as the ' acid value,' which is the number of milligrammes of

potash (KOH) required to neutralize the free acid in 1 grm. of oil.

Koettstorfer has proposed to express the acidity in ' degrees,' which

' V. Wartha, Dingler's Pobjt. Journal, ccxv. p. 115 ; Stock, Chem. News,

xxxix. (1879), p. 6.

- Richardson and Jaife, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1905, 534.
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are the number of ex. of normal alkali required to neutralize the

acidity of 100 grnis. of oil. Koettstorfer's degrees have the advantage

to a chemist that they are at once converted into any required acid,

if multiplied by the saponification equivalent of that acid ^ 1000.

The relation of the different methods of expression is shown in the

following table by Benedikt :

—

Degrees; =c.c. of
normal alkali re*

quired to neutralize
ion grms. of oil.
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permanently coloured a faint pink. The number of c.c. of normal caustic

soda solution used is the percentage of free acid, expressed as oleic acid, in

the sample. If the quantity of oil available is small, 2"82 grms. may be
titrated with deeinormal soda, which will give the same result.

A solid flit, such as taUow, may be titrated in the same way as a

fluid oil, if the contents of the flask be kept sufliciently heated to maintain
the fat in a melted condition. In weighing out the fat, some of it is first

melted in a beaker and poured, while melted, into the counterpoised flask

imtil the weight is nearly made up. The flask is then removed from the

balance and allowed to become quite cold. It is then replaced, and the

exact weight is made up by adding,' a little more fat. In titrating palm oil,

which is sometimes deep red in colour, the half or quarter of 28'2 grms.
may be taken and mixed \vith 100 c.c. of alcohol instead of 50 c.c. ; the
colour change can then be sharply detected, even with very red samples.

The volume in c.c. is multiplied by 2 or 4, as the case may be, to get the
percentage of acid.

Very dark coloured oils, in which the colour change cannot be detected

by the above method, should be very well shaken with two or three

times their volume of neutralized alcohol, then poured into a separating

funnel and left for the liquids to separate. The oil is drawn off into the

original flask and shaken again with an equal volume of alcohol, whilst the

alcoholic solution in the separator is drawn off into a clean flask. The
mixture of alcohol and oil is again poured into the funnel and allowed
to separate, the oil is then drawn off and shaken a third time with
alcohol. The second and third alcoholic extracts having been mixed with
the first, phenolphthalein is added and the liquid is titrated with caustic

soda.

Free mineral acid must be tested for separately, as the above methods
make no distinction between fatly and mineral acid. To detect the presence

of mineral acid, take a knowni quantity, say 25 c.c, or about the same
number of grammes of the oil, and well shake it in a separating funnel with
200 c.c. of hot water. When the water has quite separated from the oil

draw it off through a wet filter paper into a flask, and add to the cold liquid

a few drops of methyl-orange indicator, which is unaffected by fatty acids,

but in the presence of free mineral acid will tinge the liquid red. If free

mineral acid be detected, the oil may be again shaken several times with
small quantities of hot water, until all the acid has been washed out, and
the mixed aqueous liquids may then be neutralized by adding normal caustic

soda solution xmtil the red colour just changes to yellow. 1 c.c. of normal
caustic soda is equivalent to 0'049 grm. of sulphuric acid, or 0"040 grm. of

sulphuric anhydride, in the quantity of oil taken. The neutralized solution

may be boiled down to a small volume and portions tested with appropriate

reagents in order to determine the nature of the acid present. (See also

p. 313.)

Oils containing sxdphonated fatty acids must be well boiled with water
by blowing steam through the mixtiu-e, in order to decompose the compound
acid, thus :

—

C17H34 < Ci?.Oi?^ +HP = C\,H„ <gg^jj + SO,(OH),

sulpho-stearic acid. hydroxy-stearic acid, sulphuric acid.

To determine the sidphuric acid, the aqueous liquid, after separation from
the greater part of the oil, is evaporated down to about 70 c.c, filtered

bright and titrated, cold, with standard soda solution, using methyl orange
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as indicator. Tlie liquid rua\' afterwards be acidified, precipitated with
barium chloride, and the barium sulphate weighed, if de.*ired.

Gravimetric determination of free fatty and resin acids.—The free fatty

and resin acids existing in an oil or fat may be separated and weighed in

the following manner :

—

5 grms. of the sample are dissolved in ether and rinsed into a sejjarai iiig

funnel, into which a few drops of water have been placed to seal the tap.

The ethereal solution is shaken repeatedly with small quantities (10-20 c.c.

at a time) of a dilute solution of caustic soda (containing 20 c.c. of a 10 per
cent, solution of NaOH and 10 c.c. of rectified alcohol made up with water to

100 c.c.) until all fatty acids are extracted (10 c.c. of the dilute soda solution,

which is roughly seminormal, will dissolve l"4grm. oleic acid). The mixed
aqueous extracts are first shaken with a little ether to remove traces of oil,

then decomposed with dilute sulphuric acid, and shaken with ether to

dissolve the liberated fatty and resin acids. After wa-shing the ethereal

solution, it is distilled in a tared flask, and the residue is heated on the

water-oven until constant in weight. Resin acids may then be separated

and determined by Twitchell's process (p. 238), and, if de-ircd, the neutral

oil may be recovered by distilling the original washed ethereal solution.

IV. Amount of Free Acid permissible in Lubricants.—The
amount of free acid permissible in a lubricating oil depends tipon

the nature of the oil and the purpose it is used for. A refined

(pale) mineral oil should not contain any acid whatever : but the

dark-coloured ' reduced ' oils may be expected to contain traces

of weak organic acids varying, according to Holde, from 0-2 to about
2'0 per cent., calculated as oleic acid. Free mineral acid, whiclj can

only occur through imperfect refining, should not be permitted in

any oil ; but some free fatty acid uuist be allowed in fixed oils and
fats. Experience shows that 4 per cent, of free fatty acid, calculated

as oleic acid, is a practicable working limit, and no olive oil, tallow,

or other oil containing more than this proportion of acidity should

be used for lubricating. The less there is below this amount the

better the oil.

V. Process for refining small quantities of oil.—Xoiunil oil or tallow

required in small ([uantity for delicate mechanism, insirumenls, brass tajis,

etc., can be prepared as follows :—Take a gowi commercial sample of the oil

or fat, containing not more than sav 5-7 per cent, of free (oleic) acid, and
j)lace it in a bottle with one-third of its volume of caustic soda solution,

prejjared by mixing a 5 per cent, aqueous solution of caustic soda with half

its vohune of methylated spirit. Add also some phcnolphthaleiii. Stand
the bottle in hot water, so as to raise the lemperatun.^ of the contents to

about 150' F., and thi-n shake the <iil and so<la together, thonnighly, but not
too vigorouslv. If the crimson colour of the phenol phthalcin is blcachetl,

add more smla until tlie colour remains iiermanent on continneii shaking.

Then allow the liquids to sejiarate, while not, in the bottle or in a separating

funnel, and siphon or tap off the lower liquid. Wash the oil by shaking it

a few times with a mixture of water two volumes and methylate<l spirit one
volume, allow to stand until the aqueous liquid has seiviratetl, filter the oil

through a dry filter, and heal it in the wat«r-oven to a temperature not
exceecling 212° F. until bright.
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B.—DETECTION OF SAPONIFIABLE AND UNSAPONI
FIABLE OIL.

Pure mineral oils and refined rosin oil free from rosin acids are

chemically indifferent towards alkalis, but all the fixed oils, fats, and
waxes wlien heated witli caustic soda or caustic potash are saponified,

with formation of glycerol or wax alcohols and soaps. This difference

of behaviour is the basis of the processes for the detection and deter-

mination of fixed (saponifiable) oils and hydrocarbon (unsaponifiable)

oils ill the presence of each other.

I. Detection of Fatty Oil in Mineral OU.

Lux's test, improved by Ruheinann,^ depends upon the property

possessed by quite small quantities of soap of causing the gelatiniza-

tion of mineral oil, as well as upon the frothing or foaming of soapy
liquids when heated.

3-4 c.c. of the suspected mineral oil are placed in a dry test-tube with a
small piece of caustic soda, and the tube is heated in a paraffin bath for fifteen

minutes to a temperature of 230° C. in the case of pale coloured oUs, or 250°

C. in the case of dark mineral oil? or cylinder oils. If very small quantities

(as small as 2 per cent.) of fatty oil are to be looked for, a duplicate test is

made at the same time with metallic sodium instead of caustic soda. On
removing the tubes from the bath and allowing them to cool, the presence of

a saponifiable oil is indicated by the gelatinization (complete or partial) of

the contents of one or both tubes, or by the appearance, on the surface of the

oil, of a soapy froth, the amount of which is proportional to the quautity
of saponifiable oil present. Both gelatinization and the soapy froth may
be observed. Holde .'^tates,- as the result of a large number of experiments,

that by this test as little as 0'5 per cent, of fatty oil may be detected in

pale mineral oils, 2 per cent, in dark-coloured oils, and 1 per cent, in

cvlinder oils.

11. Detection of Mineral Oil in Fatty OU.

The following test by Holde ^ depends upon the fact that an
alcoholic solution of pure soap remains clear on the addition of a

limited quantity of water ; but, in the presence of mineral oil, the

addition of water causes the formation of a turbidity, due to the

precipitation of the unsaponified mineral oil.

A piece of caustic potash about the size of a pea, is heated in a test-lube

with about 5 c.c. of absolute alcohol until dissolved ; 3 or 4 drops of the

suspected oil are then added, and the liquid is boiled for one minute. Or,

better still, 5 c.c. of a clear seminormal solution of jiotash in alcohol (see

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xii. (1893), p. 470.
^ Die UrUersuchung der Schmiermiltel.
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p. 221) are boiled for two minutes with 6 to 8 drops of oil. To the soap

solution thus prepared distilled water is gradually added, well mixing after

each addition, until from 0'5 to 15 c.c. have been added altogether. If un-
saponifiable oil be absent the solution remains clear, even when mixed with
the maximum proportion of water ; but the presence of even 1 per cent,

of mineral oil will cause the formation of a turbidity. Careful observation

is needed, since the characteristic feeble turbidity produced by a very smaU
proportion of mineral oil (0'5 to 2 per cent.) sometimes disappears again on
the addition of more water, and may, therefore, easily be overloc)ked. Rosin
oil, if present in smaller proportion than 12 per ceut., is not detected The
higher alcohols formed on saponifying tlie fluid waxes do not precipitate at

once on adding water, but remain dissolved in the soap solution for some
considerable time ; therefore, this test can be used for the detection of

mineral oil in sperm oil {Lobry de Bruyn ').

C—THE SAPONIFICATION VALUE.

I.—Meaning and Use of this Value.

The reactions between caustic alkalis and tlie esters contained in

oils and fats take place in definite proportions, and in the case of

any single ester can be represented by an equation (see p. 105).

Thus, one molecule of every glyceride requires for s;iponification

three molecules of potash, whilst one molecule of the ester of a

monoliydric alcohol requires one molecule of potash. The quantity

of potash required for tlie saponification of any single ester, such as

pure stearin or olein, can therefore be calculated, and serves to

identify it, but the quantity required to saponify the mixed estei-s

known as fixed oils, fats, and waxes can only be ascertained by
experiment, and when expressed as a percentage - is called the
' saponification value ' of the oil, fat, or wax.

Reference to the table on p. 222 will show that the majority of

sapouifiable oils require about the same percentage of potasii for

saponification, the exceptions being rape oil, mustard oil, castor oil,

and some of the fish oils, which require less than the average, and
butter fat, palm nut oil, coconut oil, and porpoise and dolphin jaw

oils, which recpiire considerably more. The waxes have character-

istically low saponification values. Hydrocarbon oils, of course, have
none. Hence, a knowledge of the saponification value enables us to

detect, and frequently to approximately determine, the proportion of

iiydrocarbon oil in a mixture, to identify in a pure state those oils

' Jour. Soe. Chem. Tnd., xiii. (1894), p. 426.
- Koettstorfer, who originated this test as a means for detecting the adultera-

tion of butter, expressed his results in inilligrannnes of potasli per gramme of fat,

i.e. in parts per 1000, and, with the exception of Allen {Comml. Org. Antil.), most
autliors have followed his example. Ihe acetyl values of oils are similarly

expressed, but tlie Hehner and iodine values have always been expressed in

percentages. For the sake of uniformity, the percentage system is adopted for all

values given iu this volume.
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and waxes which have characteristic values, and, to a limited extent,

to detect the adulteration of one fatty oil with another having a
different saponification value.

II. Determination of the Saponification Value.

For the determination of this value the following reagents are

requii'ed :

—

Approximately seminormal alcoholic potash, made by dissohang about 18

grms. of the purest obtainable potash in 500 c.c. of piu'e rectified alcohol.

As potash 'pure by alcohol ' usually contains about 20 per cent, of water,

this solution will be about semuiormal in strength ; if anhydrous potash

be used, 14 gnus, would be enough.
If made with impure spirit, the solution will rapidly assume a red or

brown colour and will then be unfit for use, but if made with pure rectified

alcohol it will slowly acquire a pale yellow tint which in no way interferes

with the test. Ivo difficulty will be experienced in dissoh"ing the potash

in the strong alcohol if the following plan be adopted :—Introduce the potash

and the alcohol into a 500 c.c. test mixer, insert the stopper, and invert

the cylinder so as to bring the potash to the upper end. Then lay the

cylinder upon the bench and raise the upper end upon a block at such an
angle that the potash will not slide to the bottom ; it will then very rapidly

dissolve. ^Vlien solution is complete, well mix the contents of the cylinder,

allow to stand over night, and filter through a dry filter paper into the

reagent bottle, which should be closed by a rubber stopper and kept in a

cool, dark cupboard.

Seminormal hydrochloric acid, acctirately standardized with pure sodium
carbonate, which has been heated to just below redness for five minutes and
cooled in a covered platinimi crucible in a desiccator immediately before

weighing. 1 c.c. of strictly seminormal acid neutralizes 0'02807 grm. KOH.

Phenolphthnlein solution. (See p. 216.)

(a) In determuilng the saponification value of a fixed oil or fat, 25 grms.

are weighed into a small wide-necked flask and 25 c.c. of the seminormal
potash solution are added from a pipelte. Exactly the same volume of potash

solution is then delivered into an empty flask of the same size and shape.

The two flasks are closed b}- corks having a groove filed in the side for the

escape of vapour. The ' blank ' quantity is placed at once inside the water-

oven. The flask containing the oil is first of all heated on a steam-bath
until the alcohol commences to boil ; it is then agitated with a rotary motion,

to and fro, so as to break up the oil into small globules and facilitate the

saponification, care being taken not to splash the liquid up on to the cork.

When (in the case of a pure fatty oil) the globules of oil have entirely

disappeared, or when (in the case of a mixed fatty and mineral oil) the oil

and alkaline solution have been thoroughly boUed and agitated together, the

flask is placed inside the water-oven. After fifteen minutes have elapsed,

the ' blank ' quantity is taken out, mixed with about 1 c.c. of phenol-

phthalein solution, and carefully titrated with the seminormal acid until the

crimson colour is just bleached ; the flask containing the saponified oil is

then similarly treated, and from the relative volumes of acid used the

saponification value is calculated as shown by the following example :

—
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Table LVIII.—Saponification Values of some Oils, Fats, and Waxes.
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Weight of oil taken ;
2'5 grms.

N
Volume of — acid used for the ' blank,' . . . 26"(i5 c.c.

„ „ „ sample, . . . 10'55 c.c.

N . .

Difference ;
= — KOH ret^uired for saponification, . 15'50 c.c.

Therefore, 100 grms. of oil required 15-5 x 0-02807 x -10= 17-40 gi-ms.

KOH for complete saponification; i.e. the saponification value is 17-40

per cent.

The quantity of potash used in this test shoidd be largely in excess of the

quantity required for saponification, and if it should be found on titrating

with acid that the potash added has been nearly all used up, the test must
be repeated, either with less of the oil or with a stronger potash solution.

In general, correct results will be obtained by adhering to the proportions

given above.

(6) In testing mixed fatty and mineral oils, especially when the propor-

tion of mineral oil is large, it is safer to attach the flask, by means of a good
ordinary cork, to a reflux condenser, and boil for an hour or more to ensure
complete saponification, the ' blank ' quantity of potash solution being boiled

in the same way and for the same length of time. In testing two or more
oils at the same time, if there are not enough condensers, the potash solution

should be measured into all the flasks, and those which have to wait kept
closed with rubber stoppers until condensers are available, each liquid being
titrated with acid as soon as it has been removed from the condenser. Wool
fat woidd not be completely saponified in this way, and must be heated in a
closed bottle under pressure with double normal alcoholic potash for about
two hours (see p. 227).

{(') The terms ^ saponifindion ralue,' ^ Koeltstor/er value,' 'alkali

value,' employed by various authoi-s, have the same meaning. The
term ' sapoiiijiratiun equivalent,' used by Allen,^ meaus the weight of

oil or fat saponified by 56-1 parts of potash, or by one equivalent of

any other alkali. Thus, the

saponification value (%) : 100 ; : 56-1 : the saponification equivalent,

.-. the saponification equivalent = —

.

the saponification value

The saponification equivalent of any glyceride is one-third of the

molecular weight ; in the case of the ester of a monohydric alcohol it

is identical with the molecular weight, and the same is true of the

free fattv acids.

D.—APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF MIXED
LUBRICATING OILS.

It is obvious that the composition of a mixture of mineral oil and
a single known fatty oil can be calculated from the saponification

' Comml. Org. Anal., vol. ii. pt. i. p. 53.
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value of the mixture. Thus, if a mixture known to consist of rape

oil and mineral oil have a saponification value, per cent., of 8"2, the

percentage of rape oil in the mixture must be nearly 8-2 x 100-=- 17"3

= 47'4, and the percentage of mineral oil 100 - 47"4 = 52-6.

When the natui-e, and therefore the saponification value, of the

fatty constituent is unknown, the possible error of the method becomes
greater, but Gripper ' has shown, by the analysis of several mixed
lubricating oils, that the results obtained are sufficiently correct for

commercial purposes when rapidity is of supreme importance. He
adopts 20'08 per cent, as the mean saponification value of the fatty

constituent, and, considering the extent to which blown rape oil is

used in the preparation of commercial lubricating oils, this figure

woidd be likely to give good results in, perhaps, the majority of cases.

Very nearly the same result would be obtained by taking the whole

number 20. Then, the saponification value, per cent, of the mixture,

X 5 is the approximate percentage of saponifiable oil, and the

percentage of mineral oil is obtained bv subtracting this number
from 100.

After determining the saponification value, Gripper again raises the

alcoholic liquid to the boiling-point and pours it on to a filter paper which
has been saturated with boiling water. The alcoholic solution of soap, etc.,

quickly runs through, leaving the greater part of the hydrocarbon oU on the

filter. After washing once with boiling water, the sj>ecifie gravity of this

oil is determined by the alcohol method (p. 178).

E.—DETEEMINATION OF TOTAL UNSAPONIFIABLE
MATTER.

If the solution obtained by saponifying a mixed fatty and mineral

oil with potash or soda be shaken with an immiscible solvent, such

as ether or petroleum ether, or if the dried soap be extracted with

petroleum ether or chloroform, all the uus;iponifiable hydrocarbon oil

is dissolved out, and may lie obtained in a separate state by evapora-

tion of the solvent, and the amount determined by weighing.

Commercial fixed oils and fats, quite free from added hydrocarbons,

contain small quantities of uusaponifiable substances which, under
similar circumstances, arc extracted by the solvent : but in most cases

the natural uusaponifiable mattoi-s (chiefiy phytosterol, cholesterol,

etc.) do not amount to more than from 1 to To percent. Tiie waxes,

however, such as sperm oil, wool fat, beeswax, and caniaubjt wax,

yield on s;iponification, instead of glycerol, monohydrie alcohols which

dissolve in the ether and may amtrunt to from 35 to 55 per cent, of

the wax saponified. Shark liver oil also frequently yields on saponi-

fication considerable quantities of solid alcohols.

In the analysis of lubricants, therefore, the determination of the un-

saponifiable matter is not only a means of separating and detorminiug

' Chem. JVi-ire, |lxv. (1892), p. 27.
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the proportion of hydrocarbon oil present, but it is also a means of

identifying sperm oil and the waxes, ascei'taining their purity, and
determining their proportion in mixtures.

I. General method for the determination of imsaponifiable matter
in an easily saponifiable oil, fat, or fluid wax, such as rape

oil, sperm oil, etc.

The following reagents are required :—

-

Caustic Soda Solution.—250 grms. of pure caustic soda from sodium are

dissolved in cold water in a deep porcelain basin, and the solution, when
cold, is made up to 500 c.c. If not clear, it may be filtered through ordi-

nary fiker paper. The solution is preserved for use in a bottle closed by a
rubber stopper. 2 c.c. contain, approximately, 1 grm. NaOH.

Alcohol.—Methylated alcohol free from naphtha may be used, but pure
rectified alcohol of 0'830 sp. gr. is preferable.

Ether.—Redistilled methylated ether of sp. gr. 0'725.

(a) The Process.—Pour about 10 c.c. of the oil into a very small lipped

beaker and take the exact weight. Then take a deep porcelain basin,

5h inches in diameter, and a glass rod, both dry, and pour oil out of the

beaker into the basin until exactly 5 grms. have been transferred. If a little

too much is poured, it can be returned to the beaker in drops on the end of

the rod. A solid fat is weighed similarly, but is taken out of the beaker on
a spatula, which is subsequently rinsed into the basin with a little boiling

alcohol or a few drops of ether.

Mix, in a stoppered cylinder, 4 c.c. of the caustic soda solution and enough
alcohol to make 50 c.c.

;
pour this into the basin, and boil gently over a small

Argand-Bunsen flame, with stirring, until most of the globules of oil have
disappeared. Then cover the basin with a clock glass and keep the liquid

gently boiling until it has Ijecome concentrated to about 12-15 c.c, which
should be made to take at least half an hour so as to ensure thorough saponi-

fication. If the liquid should concentrate too rapidly, add
25 or 50 c.c. more alcohol and boil down again. The basin

should be supported on a perforated disc of asbestos mill-

board to pietect the sides from being overheated by the
flame. Poxir the hot soap solution into a globular separating

fimnel of about 300 c.c. capacity' (fig. 71),' previously heated
by rinsing with hot water in order to prevent chilling and
solidification of the soap solution, and rinse the basin with
small quantities of very hot water until all the soap is trans-

ferred. The volume of liquid in the separator should not

exceed about 70-90 c.c. Pour, carefully, on the still hot
liquid about 100-120 c.c. of ether, insert the stopper, and
whilst holding the stopper and tap firmly fixed, shake the

separator, at first cautiously, under a running tap of cold Fig. 71.— Separ-

water, for at least one minute, not too vigorously, so as to ating FunneL

thoroughly mingle the ether and soap solution without
emulsifying them. Then place the separator in a stand. One of four

things will now happen.

' Made by cutting all but about 1^ inches of the stem off a bulb funnel, and
filing the end obliquely.
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(o) The liquids will separate into two distinct layers, about equal in

voluuip, the upper one an ethereal solution of the \insaponifiable matter and
the lower a solution of soap. This is as it should be.

(;8) The liquid will separate into three well-defined layers, or into two
layers of which the upper is of much less volume than the lower. This
shows that too much alcohol is present. Add small measured quantities

of cold water, 5 c.c. at a time, and re-shake cautiously until the liquid

separates into two layers only, of about equal volume.

(7) The liquids will not separate, but present the appearance of a nearly

transparent homogeneous fluid. Probably too much alcohol is present

;

if so, the cautious addition of small (quantities of water, as in (0), will cause

separation to occur.

(5) The liquids form an opaque visdd emulsion. In this case there is

probably not enough alcohol, and the remedy is to add more alcohol, 2 or

3 c.c. at a time, and cautiously mix until separation into two layers occurs

either at once or on standing for a few minutes.

Wlien the liquids have properly sepaiated (allow about ten minutes for

complete separation to occur) draw off the layer of soap solution into

another separator.' Shake this again with ether (using about 70 c.c. this

time), run it oft" into a third separator, and shake a third time with ether.

Then mix all three ethereal layers in one separator, wash twice, each time
with 10 c.c. of a 1 per cent, caustic soda solution containing 10 per cent, of

alcohol, then wash six times with pure water, using 10 c.c. each time.

Thoroughly drain off the water, pour the ethereal solution (in two portions)

into a light, wide-necked, 8-oz. flask, previously weighed, and distil ofl" the

greater part of the ether from a hot water-teth. Then place the flask

on the top of the water-oven, and let it stand there until the ether and
water have entirely evaporated. The evaporation of the water may be
hastened by surrounding the flask with a beaker from which the bottom has

been removed, and by frequently running the liquid round the sides of the

flask. Then let the flask cool, and weigh it. Replace it in the oven for ten

or twenty minutes, cool, and re-weigh. Repeat this until practically constant.

By subtracting the tare of the empty flask, the weight of unsaponifiable

matter in the 5 grms. of oil taken is obtained.

If the above directions are carried out, the whole operation, from weighing
out the oil to the final weighing of the unsaponifiable matter, can be com-
pleted within three hours. Ordinary ether is pi-eferable to petroleum ether

for extracting the unsaponifiable matter ; it boils at a lower and a constant

temperature, evaporates more readily, and leaves no resitiue. Petroleum
ether can be purchased which is completely \olatile at 60° C. ; but it must
always be tested, and, if found impure, must be re-fractionatetl, rejecting

all that boils above 60° C. When orilin:iry ether is useil, it may be com-
pletely evaporated at such a low temperature that light mineral oil, which
is sometimes used for adulterating rape and other oils, can be detected and
determined without appreciable loss. Lewkowitsch has pointed out that

ordinary ether usually extracts larger ijuantities of soaj) than petroleum
ether ; but, for ordinarv piuposes, the amount of sAijt extractotl when the

process is conducted as ("lescribed above is negligible. In cases where special

accuracy is required, traces of soijp and siiponifiable matter contained in

' Before removing the stoji|ier, drop a little ether upon tlie outside of the separa-

tor and l)lo\v upon it, so as to cool the class by evaporation ; this will reduce the
pressin-6 of the ether vapour inside, and will prevent droj>s of liquid from being
eijielled when the stopper is removed.
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the product of tVie first extraction may lie removed by boiling it witli

alcoholic soda and re-extracting with ether ; or, the nnsaponified matter
may be incinerated, as recommended by Lewkowitsch, and the soap present

calculated from the alkalinity of the residue. Petroleum ether is not such
a good solvent for some wax alcohols as ordinary ether. Thus, Lewkowitsch
describes an experiment in which a sample of shark liver oil gave 10 per
cent, of unsaponitialile matter, consisting of wax alcohols from spermaceti,

when ordinary ether was employed, whereas petroleum ether only extracted

from 1'38 to 3'73 per cent.

(h) Modification in presence of much Mineral Oil.—When much mineral
oil is present, saponification in a basin is not a satisfactory method, because

the oil does not enlirely dissolve, but visible drops of mineral oil remain
suspended in the liquid, and a more vigorous and longer boiling is neces.?ary

in order to ensure complete saponification. In such ca.«es, it is better to

weigh the oil into a flask and boil it with the alcoholic soda solution under
a reflux condenser for an hour or more. Then pour the contents of

the flask into a basin, boil down gently to 10-15 c.c, and proceed
exactly as directed above, rinsing the flask as well as the basin into

the separator, first with a little hot water and then with ether from
the wash bottle.

(c) Modification m presence of Wool Fat.—Wool fat and lubricants con-

taining it must be heated with alcoholic soda solution of double normal
strength in a closed bottle under pressure for about two hours to insure

complete saponification.' An ordinary 4-oz. reagent bottle of fairly thick

glass answers very well for this purpose, and after the oil or fat and the

alkaline solution have been introduced- an indiarubber stopper^ is inserted

and tied firmly down with string, leaving a loop at the top. This loop is

suspended from a glass rod or stout brass wire fixed horizontally over a can
of warm water, so that the bottle is immersed up to the neck in the water,

wdiich is then raised to the boiling-point and kept gently boiling. If the
bottle will not sink sufficiently, a strip of lead may be wrapped round it

and fastened by an indiarubber band. The bottle is removed from the

water occasionally and the contents well mixed by circular agitation,

taking care not to splash any liquid on to the rubber stopper. When
saponification is complete the bottle is allowed to cool, the stopper is then
taken out, the liquid is poured into a basin and proceeded with as directed

above.

The formation of a layer of white insoluble floclcs between the aqueous and
ethereal liquids is characteristic of wool fat, and often indicates its presence.

Lewkowitsch has shown that these flocks consist of an iTisoluble soap
formed from fatty acids of high molecidar weight ; they do not belong,

therefore, to the unsaponifiable matter, and should be separated from the

washed ethereal liquid by filtration through a small dry filter paper. The
same device is often useful for removing <lrops of water which might other-

wise find their way into the distilling flask.

(d) Modification in presence if Beesiciix.—Owing to the sparing solubility

of myricyl alcohol in most cold solvents, the above method cannot be applied

to the analysis of beeswax, carnauba wax, and substances containing large

quantities of m3'ricyl alcohol.'' When beeswax and carnauba wax are boiled

' Lewkowitsch, Jour. Soc, Chem. Ind., xi. (1892), p. 137; Herbig, ibid., xiii.

(1894), p. 1068.
^ For 5 grms. of fat use 4 c.c. of 50 per cent, caustic soda solution diluted to

25 c.c. with absolute alcohol.
' Tfiis must be pure rubber, free from substitutes.
* Allen, Comml. Org. Anal,, vol. ii. pt. i. p. 49.
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with alcoholic soda solution under a reflux condenser, saponification readily

takes place, and a clear or almost clear solution is oVitained in a short time,

but, imniediatfily the liquid begins to cool, not only the wax-alcohol but the

soap (sodiiuu cerotate) solidifies on the sides of the flask, and before the

contents have become nearly cold they form an almost solid mass. The best

way to proceed in such cases (which are unlikely to occur in connection with
the analysis of lubricants) is to extract the dry soap with chloroform as recom-
mended by Horn and Grittner.' Five grms. of the sample are boiled,

until thoroughly saponified, '.rith 4 c.c. of 50 per cent, caustic soda solution

and 100 c c. of alcohol in a flask connected to a reflux condenser. The
boiling-hot solution is poured into a basin, the flask well rinsed out

with small quantities of boiling-hot alcohol, and the liquid evaporated to

a small bulk over a steam-batli, with stirring. Some coarsely powdered
pumice stone - is then added, and the content.* of the basin are evaporated

to dryness with continual stirring, so as to reduce the re--idue to small grains,

and well dried in the steam oven. Any soap adhering to the basin is scraped

off with a spatula, and the entire residue is transferred to a Soxlilet appar-

atus and extracted with chloroform, which is subsequently evaporated and
the residue weighed. The basin is rinsed into the apparatus with hot

chloroform before the extraction is commenced. Two hours' extraction, if

the apparatus is working well, will dissolve all the alcohols from 5 grms.

of saponified beeswax ; only traces are extracted in the second hour.

SuflScient pumice must be added to enable a gramdar non- pasty residue to

be obtained. Sand, which is sometimes recommendetl, is le.*s suitable than

coarse pumice, and must, according to Grittner, be purified from calcium

carbonate by washing with hydrochloric acid, in order to prevent the forma-

tion of lime soaps which arc soluble in chloroform. Chhroform is used in

preference to petioleum ether, as it does not dissolve the soda siap. It is,

however, desiiable to make sure that the unsaponifiable matter is free from
soap by determining the ash of a portion, as recommended by Lewkowitsch.
It is also desirable l>efore evaporating the soap solution to add sufficient

sodium bicarbonate to convert the excess of caustic soda into carbonate (2'1

grms. NaHCO, for 1 grm. NaOH). If petroleiun ether be used, this

is essential.

II. Detemiiiiatioii of Small ftuantities of Sapoiiifiable Matter
ill Mineral Oils.

In the analysis of mineral oils containing small quantities of fat or resin,

it is preferable to determine the fatly or resin acids as described in section

Q (p. 235), and the hydrocarlion oil by diflerence. The jiorcentage of

fatt)' acids obtained, divided by 0'95, will give, approximately, the percent-

age of fatty oil.

F. COMPOSITION AND IDENTIFICATION OF
UNSAPONIFIABLE MATTERS.

The unsaponifiable mutter obtained in the analysis of lubricants

may be expected to contain

—

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., vii. (1S8S), p. 696, and ix. {IS90], p. 77-2.

- The fragineuts of pumice should ixiss thnaigh a sieve having 11 meshes to

the linear inch, and should contain no powder which will pass a °i4-mesU sieve.
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Hydrocarbons; including \

Mineral oil from petroleum or shale, Liquid at

Rosin oil, V the ordinary

{Neutral tar oil from coal tar), temperature

Hydrocarbons from distilled wool gi'ease,

Paraffin wax or cerasin,

Vaseline,

Wax Alcohols, from sperm oil, wool fat, etc., , , ..

,

Cholesterol, from wool fat, liver oils, and all other I ^. °!",

animal oils and fats,
semi-solid

Isocholesterol from wool fat,
at the

Phytosterol, from vegetable oils and fats,

Colourinij tiiatter {traces),

Unsapoiiijied oil or fat,

Soaj).

ordinary

temperature.

I. Hydrocarbons, whether liquid or solid, may be identified by
their sparing :solubility in alcohol. If a small drop of the unsaponi-

fiable matter on the end of a thin glass or platinum rod, or in a

platinum wire loop, be immereed in a little cold rectified alcohol in

a test-tube which is held up betweeu the eye and a window, pure

hydrocarbon oil will show no sign of solution, and the drop will

[jrobably appear fluorescent at the edges ; but, if wax alcohols from

sperm oil be present they will quickly dissolve and cause visible

stream lines in the liquid. If the unsaponifiable matter be solid the

solvent alcohol may be gently warmed, sufficiently to melt it.

(a) Fluorescence is a very characteristic property of hydrocarbon

oils, though all do not show it. Distinct fluorescence of the un-

saponifiable matter or of its ethereal solution proves the presence of

hydrocarbons ; but a non-fluorescent appearance does not prove their

absence. If the fluorescence be not readily observed, Allen recom-

mends laying a glass rod, previously dipped in the oil, on a table in

front of a window, so that the oily end of the rod projects over the

edge of the table away from the window and can be seen against the

dark background of the floor. Another plan is to make a broad

streak of the oil on a piece of black marble, or on a sheet of glass

lying on black paper or cloth. The fluorescence of hydrocarbon oil

isj as a rule, greatly intensified by solution in ether, which frequently

leads to its detection while the unsaponifiable matter is being

extracted. Mineral oils which have been ' debloomed ' by chemical

treatment (see p. 98) regain their fluorescence by treatment with an

equal measure of strong sulphuric acid {Allen).

{b) Hydrocarbon oils are imacted upon when submitted to the

acetijlatiun test (p. 243). If the unsaponifiable matter after treatment

with acetic anhydride has no saponification value, hydrocarbons alone

are present.

(c) If the unsaponifiable matter consists entirely of hydrocarbons,

the specijic (gravity should be determined by the alcohol method
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(p. 178). Miuei'al lubricating oils (including also vaseline and
paraffin wax) usually range in specific gravity from about 0'860 to

about 0-947 at 60° F., though the sp. gr. may go as high as 0'99

;

rosin oil is heavier, usually ranging from about 0-96 to I'Ol ; tar oils

always exceed 1 in specific gravitj' and will therefore sink in water.

For the examination of mixtures see section S (p. 295).

(d) Vaseline at the ordinary temperature is semi-solid, soft, and
amorphous ;

parafi&n wax is more or less hard and crystalline. Allen

has shown that althougli in the solid state these substances are

nearly of the same specific gravity, their densities in the liquid state

at the temperature of boiling water are widely different ; his results

are summarized in the following table :

—
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sperm or bottlenose oil These alcohols may be further identified by

their iodine value, 60-70 per cent. ; by their specific gravity at ^

C, about 0'827 ; and by the acetylation test described on p. 243.

When mixed with twice their volume of acetic anhydride, they
dissolve easily when gentlj- wanned, and the solution remains clear

on cooling ; the mixed acetates have a saponification value of 16'1 to

19'0 per cent., according to Lewkowitseh.

III. The Mixed Alcohols from Wool Fat are pale yellow, have
the characteristic odour of wool fat and the consistence of wax.

Melting-point, 11°--tS" C. Iodine value, about 35-40 per cent.

Specific gravitv at —-- C, about 0'957. They dissolve readily in

warm rectified alcohol ; but on cooling even a dilute solution, partial

precipitation occurs. By fractional crystallization from a hot, strong
solution in alcohol or ether-alcohol, crystals of cholesterol are obtained,

which may be identified by their melting-point, crystalline form, and
colour reactions (see p. 292). The mixed acetates formed by boiling

the alcohols with acetic anhydride require from 15"1 to 16"! per cent.

of potash for saponification. These properties easily distinguish the

wool fat alcohols (when pure) from those of sperm and bottlenose oils.

IV. Beeswax and Carnauba Wax are unlikely to occur in the

analysis of luliricants. The presence of either wax could scarcely fail

to be indicated by the insoluble character and comparatively liigh

melting-point of the myricyl alcohol formed by saponification. This

alcohol, mixed in the case of beeswax with some hydrocarbons, is the

chief constituent of the ' unsaponifiable matter ' of both waxes ; it is

white or pale yellow in colour, very hard and brittle, soluble with

difficulty in even boiling alcohol, and almost entirely crystallizes out

on cooling. Melting-point of the products from beeswax, 76° (owing

to the hydrocarbons present), and from carnauba wax, 85°. Saponi-

fication value of the mixed acetates from beeswax, 10 per cent., and
from carnauba wax, 12 per cent.

V. Cholesterol and isocholesterol form a large proportion of

the unsaponifiable matter of wool fat. Cholesterol also occui-s in

smaller quantity in liver oils (shark liver oil, cod-liver oil, etc.), and is

characteristic of animal oils generally. On the other hand, a very

similar substance, pliytosterol, the 'cholesterol of plants,' is found

in the unsaponifiable mutter of rape and other vegetable seed oils, and
olive oil. All three substances are monatomic alcohols of the

aromatic sei'ies, generally regarded as isomeric, and having the

formula Cof.H^^O. They are colourless and tasteless crystalline bodies,

of high melting-point, insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in cold

alcohol, but easily soluble in hot alcohol, ether, and chloroform.

They may be distinguished, when in a pure state, by their melting-

points and crystalline forms, which are given in the following

table :

—
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Table LIX.
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acetic anhj-dride are next poured over the dry residue, tlie dish is

covered, the liquid is heated over a small flame until it boils, and the

excess of acetic anhydride is evaporated off over a water-bath. The
acetic esters thus obtained are dissolved in hot absolute alcohol (10
to 25 c.c. for 0-1 to 0-3 grm. of esters), a few c.c. more alcohol being

added to prevent immediate crystallization, and the clear solution is

left to slowly evaporate at the ordinary temperature. When above
half of it has evaporated, the ciystals are collected on a very small

filter and recrystallized from 5 to 10 c.c. of absolute alcohol, the

process of recrystallization being continued so long as the material

lasts. The melting-point of the crystals is determined after the

third and each subsequent crystallization, and if the temperature of

Table LX.—Percentage of Unsaponifiablk Matter obtaixed
FROM SOME Fixed Oils, Fats, and Waxes.

Name of Oil, etc.
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complete fusion be 117° C. (corr.) or higher, Bonier regards the

presence of vegetable oil as certain. He states that from 1 to 2 per

cent, of vegetable oils containing considerable quantities of phytosterol,

such as cottonseed, arachis, sesame, rape, hemp, poppy and linseed

oils, can be detected in animal oils by means of this test ; and of other

vegetable oils, such as olive, palm, and palm kernel, from 3 to 5 per

cent, can be detected.

For the separation of cholesterol and phj'tosterol from mixtures of

mineral oils and fixed oils, Marcusson saponifies, and shakes the

alcoholic solution first with petroleum spirit to extract the mineral

oil. He then drives oft" the alcohol and shakes with ethyl ether

to extract the cholesterol and phytosterol.

The test is based upon Bbmer's observation that the higher

aliphatic alcohols are not completely extracted from an alcoholic soap

solution by petroleum ether.

Gill and Tufts {Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc, xxv. 551) state that maize

oil contains another alcohol, sitosterol, by which it can sometimes be

identified as an adulterant in cottonseed oil.

Cholesterol gives several characteristic colour reactions (see p. 292)
which distinguish it from isocholesterol, but not from phytosterol,

which gives the same reactions.

Table LXI.—Properties of the Mixed Alcohols, etc. ('Ussapoxi-
FIABLE MaTTKR ') OBTAINED FHOM WaXES.
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under a reflux condenser for half an hour and re-estracting with

ether after evapoi"ating oft' the alcohol and diluting with water. If

wool fat he suspected, the resaponificatiou must be conducted under
pressure with alcoholic soda of double normal strength.

G.—DETERMINATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE
SAPONIFIABLE OIL IN MIXED OILS.

In the analysis of lubricating oils consisting of a mixture of

mineral oil and fixed oil, it is usually sufficient to determine the

saponifiable oil by difference. But it is often necessary to liberate

the fatty acids from the soap solution, in order to identify the fixed

oil, and this may easily be done quantitatively, giving a number from

which the percentage of fixed oil can be calculated. The details of

manipulation are a continuation of the process for determining the

total unsaponifiable matter. (E, p. 224.)

The soap solution, which has been freed from mineral oil and otlier

unsaponifiable matter by shaking three successive limes with ether, is mixed
with the first two aqueous washings of the mixed ethereal liquids and
treated with a sufficient excess of dilute sulphuric acid to decompose the

soap and liberate the fatty acids. The acid liquid is mixed with 50-70 c.c.

of etlier, well shaken in the separator, and, after allowing sufiicient time for

the ether to rise, the aqueous portion is drawn oS into another separator,

where it is again shaken with ether. The ethereal liquids are mixed
together in one separator, thoroughly washed by shaking six times with
10 c.c. of pure water each time, then poured into a tared flask, and the

bulk of the ether distilled off. The flask is then placed on the top of the

water-oven and heated, imtil all water and ether have evaporated and the

weight remains practically constant.

In the absence from the original sample of the following

—

Sperm and bottlenoge oih,

Porpoiie and dnlphin Jaw ails,

Shark live)- oil,

Palm nut and coconut oils,

Wool fat.

Blown oils,

Soap,

Resin,

Free fattij arids,

the percentage of fatty acids obtained, h- 957, will give, approxi-

mately, the percentage of fatty oil in the sample. Fatty acids exist-

ing in the original sample, either in the free state or as soap, must
previously be separated as described in the analysis of greases (p. 328).

Rosin acids, if present, must be determined by Twitchell's process

(p. 2.38) and the amount deducted.
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If the saponifiable oil consist entirely of blown rape or cottonseed

oil the divisor becomes approximately 085 instead of 0"957, but

special washing with hot water is required to remove the soluble

fatty acids (see p. 237). In the presence of sperm oil and wool fat

the problem becomes more complicated. The unsaponifiable matter

in that case contains wax alcohols, and must be analysed by the

acetj'lation process (p. 2-45).

As there is no known means of separating, without decomposition,

a fixed oil or fat from a heavy mineral oil, the identification of the

fixed oil in such mixtures depends upon the identification of the

mixed fatty acids. For this purpose, the following determinations are

available :

—

1. The melting-point (table on p. 205).

2. The sp. gr. at^ C. (table on p. 185).

3. The iodine calue (table on p. 255).

4. The saponification or neutralization value.

The fatty acids used for the determination of the iodine value must not

have become oxidized, otherwise a low result will be obtained. After

distilling off the ether the flask should, therefore, be closed by means of a

cork carrying two tubes, in order that a current of dry carbon dioxide gas

may be passed through the flask while heating on the steam-bath.

The saponification or neutralization value is best determined in the same
manner as the saponification value of an oil or fat (p. 221), viz.—by heat-

ing 2'5 grms. with approximately seminormal alcoholic potash in excess,

and titrating back with accurate seminormal hydrochloric acid. Theo-
retically, it should be sufficient to dissolve the fatly acids in alcohol and
neutralize with standard potash solution in the cold, but if any imdecumposed
esters, or lactones, are present, a low result is obtained miless the potash be

in excess and the liquid heated.

In the absence of soluble fatty acids, tiie neutraliziuion value of the

mLxed fatty acids multiplied by the Hehner value of the oil will give

the saponification value of tiie oil, i.e. the neutralization value x 0-957

will give, approximately, the S!iponific*tiou value of the oil or fat

from which the fattv acids have been derived.

H.—INSOLUBLE FATTY ACIDS (HEHNEE VALUE).

The process for determining the total fatty acids described in the

preceding section (p. 235) is based upon the ;issuniption that they
are entirely, or almost entirely, insoluble in wat<>r and non-volatile,

and such is, as a rule, tiie case. A few oils and fats, however, contain

a considerable proportion of soluble and volatile fatty acids, notably

cow's butter, dolphin jaw oil, and porpoise jaw oil. lu such cjiscs, the

insoluble acids must be determined by a special pixicess. Hehner was
the first to show that the percentage of insoluble fatty acids contained

I
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iu genuine butter fat is fairly constant, and that by its determination

the adulteration of butter with foreign fats can be detected ; the

percentage of insoluble fatty acids contained in an oil or fat is

therefore known as the ' Hehner value.'

It has been shown ' that the changes caused by ' blowing ' oils

include a partial conversion of the insoluble acids into soluble and
volatile acids ; the presence, therefore, of ' blown ' oil in castor oil

would be indicated by a reduction of the percentage of insoluble

fatty acids, of which genuine castor oil contains upwards of 95
per cent.

To determine the Hehner value of a fixed oil or fat, the fatty acids must
be washed with boiling water until the washings are no longer acid.

The following is a convenient method of operating :- Saponify 5 grms. of

the oil with alcoholic soda, as directed in E, I. (p. 225), and after saponifica-

tion is complete, evaporate to dryness over a steam-bath, and heat to

remove alcohol. Dis.solve the soap in hot water, and rinse the solution into

a beaker-flask, the total volume being about 250 c.c. Liberate the fatty

acids with dilute sulphuric acid, allow to stand on the steam-bath until the

fatty acids have melted to a clear layer upon the surface of the liquid, then
pour the whole carefullj- into a separating funnel previously rinsed with
hot water. Support the separator over a wet lilter paper contained in a
jacketed hot-water funnel, and allow the clear liquid to run into the filter

at a sufficient speed to keep it nearly fidl. The filtrate should be bright.

Do not allow the oily layer to pass on to the filter, but return it to the

original beaker-flask, and having added about 150-200 c.c. of boiling

water, thoroughly churn the fatty acids and water together by circular

agitation. Allow to stand again tmtil the acids have risen, carefully

decant into the separator, and run the aqueous portion through the wet
filter as before. Repeat this washing five times more, but collect the last

washing in a separate vessel, add a few drops of jjhenolphthalein solution,

and find how much decinormal soda is required to produce a pink colour.

Make a similar experiment with the same quantity of the hot distilled

water used in washing the fatty acids. If practically the same number of

drops are required in both experiments (disregard a difference of one or two
drop?) the washing is complete. When this is the case, allow the insoluble

fatly acid layer to pass on to the filter paper, and let the water drain away
;

well drain, also through the fUter, the separator and the beaker-flask. So
long as the paper remains thoroughly wet the fatty acids will not run
through the paper. Transfer the « et filter paper containing the fatty acids

to a dry funnel supported over a small weighed beaker, and place it in the

water-oven until the filter has dried and the greater part of the fatty

acids have drained tlirough into the beaker. Then place the funnel contain-

ing the oily filter paper over a weighed flask, and when cold, thoroughly
wash the paper with ether, allowing the latter to run into the flask, also rinse

the separating funnel and the beaker-flask - with ether, passing the liquid

through the same filter paper. Then distil oft' the ether, and heat both the

flask and the small beaker until constant in weight. Deduct the weights of

the two vessels, and the difference is the weight of the insoluble fatty acids.

In the presence of hydrocarbons or waxes, the soap solution obtained by
saponification must first be extracted with ether, as described in E, I. (p. 225),

> See p. 122.
' TLese may be previously dried by placing tliem on the water-oven, or they

can be rinsed with ether while wet.
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then poured into a basin, gently heated over a steam-hath, with a cover on
the basin, to expel the dissolved ether, thoroughly boiled to evaporate the

alcohol, and then acidified and treated as described above.

Qualitative Preparation of Insoluble Fatty and Rosin Acids.—If it be re-

quired merely to jnepare the insohil.ile fatty and rosin acids, without making
a quantitative determination, the following method may be employed :

—

Saponify in a basin, by thorough boiling with alcoholic soda, a roughly
weighed quantity of the oil, sufficient to give rather more than the required

quantity of fatty acids, using for every 5 grms. of oil 2 grms. of caustic soda

(4 c.c. of a 50 per cent, solution). Dissolve the soap in boiling water, and
boil until alcohol is expelled. Add sufficient dilute sulphuric acid to

liberate the fatty acids, gently boil until they form a clear layer on the

surface of the liquid, then, by means of a large pipette with a flexible

mouthpiece, draw off the watery fluid. Boil the fatty acids in the basin

several times with water, drawing off the water with the pipette each time,

then pour them on to a wet filter contained, if necessary (i.e. if the fatty

acids have a high melting-point), in a hot-water funnel, and wash with boil-

ing water until the washings are practically neutral to litmus or phenol-
phthalein. Pierce the filter, collect the acids in a dry beaker, and heat in

the water-oven until quite clear and free from visible water.

Table LXII. contains -the Hehner values of most oils and fats

which are likelv to occur in lubricants.

I.—DETERMINATION OF ROSIN (COLOPHONY).

The fatty acids obtained by either of the processes described in

sections G and H include the rosin acids, if rosin be present. If a

determination of the rosin be desired, Twitchell's process • is the best

to adopt. It depends upon the fact that when a solution of fatty acids

in absolute alcohol is saturated with hydrochloric acid gas the ethyl

esters of fatty acids are formed. Rosin acids similarly treated in the

cold are practically luiacted upon, and can be separated from the

esters by treatment with weak caustic soda solution in the cold,

which dissolves the rosin acids, the esters remaining insoluble. The
details of the process are as follow :

—

From 2 to 3 grms. of the melted mixture of fatty and rosin acids are

poured into a dry tared conical flask of about 8 ozs. capacity, and, when
cold, the weight is accurately ascertained. The acids are ' dissolved in

absolute ethyl alcohol,'-' using 10 c.c. for every gramme of acids, and dry
hydrochloric acid gas, in a moderate stream, is passed through the solution

until saturated, the fliisk being kept quite cold by immersion in a basin of

cold water.'' The hydrochloric acid gas may be prepared in a dry state by
acting ujion lumps of fused siilt with concentrated sulphuric acid, and may
then be passed direct into the liquid. The gas is rapidly absorbal, and the

' Jour. Soc. Chan. In,/., x. (1891), p. 804.
- Methyl alcohol is said to give lower results than ethyl alcohol.
•"• Evans and Waok recommend the use of a tall cylinder surrwundod by iced

water. Tenqierature must not rise above 20° C, nor must the stream of hydro-
chloric acid be too rapid ; otherwise low results are obtained. Jour. Soc. Vhem.
/nrf., xiv. (1896), p. 689 ; also Analyst, xx. (1896), p. 60.
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Table LXII.—Hehner Values.

Hehuer Value.

Name of Oil or Fat.

Most vegetable and terrestrial animal oils I 95-97
and fats, except wool fat, . . . I

Average about 957
Palm nut oil, 91-1

Coconut oil, 83-8-90-5

Marine animal oils, except sperm and sbark ~j Q9-8-Q')-5
liver, but including porpoise bodv and .„ " „r„„to(.i
J , ,' . , J ., "= *^ ^ Average about 94 l

dolphin body oils, I

°

Porpoise jaw oil, . ..... 68"4 and 72'1

Dolphin jaw oil,...... 663
Blown rape oil, . . . . . .

j

84'7 )

„ colton.seed oil, . . . . . 85'5 >
*

„ linseed oil, 86-7
)

„ seal oil, . . . . . 73"4

* Fox and Baynes ; mean results.

esters separate in oily drops. When the alcoholic liquid is saturated

(from 30-45 minutes are required), the flask is allowed to stand about half

an hour longer to ensure complete esterification. It must not stand too long,

otherwise low results are obtained. The liquid is then diluted with about
five times its volume of boiling water, and heated on the steam-bath until

some of the alcohol has evaporated and the esters, with the rosin acids in

solution, form a clear layer upon the surface. The contents of the flask are

poured into a separating funnel, and the flask as well as the gas delivery

tube are rinsed with ether, which is poured into the separator. About 50
c.c. more ether are added, the contents of tlie separator are cooled, well

shaken, and allowed to stand for the ether to rise. The acid liquid is drawn
off into another separator and shaken again with a little ether, which is

added to the first, and the ethereal solution is then washed once with about
10 c.c. of cold water, which is drawn ofl'. It is then shaken in the funnel

with 50 c.c. of dilute caustic soda solution containing 10 grin, of caustic

soda and 10 c.c. of alcohol in 100 c.c, by which the rosin acids are im-
mediately saponified and dissolved. After drawing ofl" the alkaline liquid

into a second separator, the ethereal solution is again shaken with about 20
c.c. more of the weak soda solution, which is added to the first, and the whole
is then decomposed with dilute sulphuric acid and shaken with ether to

dissolve the liberated rosin acids. The ethereal solution, after washing
several times with small quantities of cold water, is run through a dry filter

paper into a weighed flask, the ether is evaporated, and the residual rosin

acids are heated m the water-oven until constant in weight. They should
be quite hard and brittle. The weight obtained, multiplied by 100 and
divided by the weight of mixed acids taken, gives the percentage of rosin

acids.

Lewkowitsch,' who has extensively investigated this process, finds

that the amount of rosin acids generally falls short of the truth.

' Jour. Soc. C/iem. Incl., xii. (1893), p. 503.
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Evans and Black conclude that the loss is mainly due to unsaponifiable

matter contained in rosin, which is not dissolved liy the caustic soda

solution. Six samples of rosin were found by them to contain from
5-0 per cent, to 9'71 per cent, of gummy matter unsaponifiable by
alcoholic potash.

J. VOLATILE FATTY ACIDS (REICHERT AND REICHERT-
MEISSL VALUES).

The Reichert Process.—As has already been stated, a few oils and
fats yield a considerable proportion of fatty acids soluble in water,

and volatile when the liquid is distilled. By distillation in a current

of steam, complete separation of the volatile and non-volatile acids

can be efFected,i but the pi-ocess is very tedious. In Reichert's

process only a portion of the volatile acids are distilled over, but by
working under strictly defined conditions iniiform results are

obtained.

In the process as originally described,- 2-5 grni.?. of the fat were
saponified with an alcoholic solution of caustic soda, the alcohol was
completely evaporated off, the soaji dissolved m 50 o.c. of water, decomposed
by adding 20 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid and distilled until exactly 50 c.c.

had come over. The distillate was then mixed with a few drops of litmus

solution and titrated with decinormal alkali, the nimiberof cubic centimetres

required being recorded. Under these conditions, the di.stillatc from cow's

butter required not less than 13 c.c. of decinormal acid for neutralization,

while the fats used in the manufacture of artificial butter required less than
0-5 C.C.

The Reichert-Meissl Process.—Reichert's process has undergone
a variety of modifications in detail,-* and as now carried out saponi-

fication is generally effected with a mixture of caustic soda solution

and glycerol (Leffmann and Beam), by which the evaporation of

alcohol is avoided : also 5 grms. of fat are used instead of 2'5 grms.

(Meisd), by which the volume of standard acid used in titrating

is nearly, but not quite, doubled. This process, which is chiefly

useful in the analysis of buttci*, is required in the analysis of such

lubricants as porpoise oil : it may also find occasional application in

the detection of blown oils. The following reagents are required :

—

1. (ilijcerol-Soda.—Made by mixing together 30 c.c. of aqueous caustic soda

solution, containing 50 grammes NaOH in 100 c.c, and 170 c.c. of pure con-

centrated glycerin. This reagent is kept in a bottle closed with a rubber
stopper.

2. Dilute Sulphuric Acid.—30 c.c of pure conofntrated sul]>huric acid

diluted with distilled water to 100 c.c.

' Goldiiiaiin, Clum. /eit., 18S8, xii. p. 1S3 ; xiv. ii. 216 : xx. ji. 317: Jour.

Soc. Chan Iiid., vii. (1S88), \>\\ 238 and 848. Boal, Jour, .^mfr. Chem. .S,v.,

xvi. (1894), i>.
673; Jour. Soc Chcm. hui., xiv. (1895), p. 197.

* Zcits.f. Anal. Chcm., xviii. p. 68.

' For a full account, sec Richmond, .Analt/st, xvii. (1S92\ p. 171.
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3. Decinormal Sulphuric Acid, accurately standardized.

4. Caxistk Soda Solution of approximately decinoriual strength. A 10. c.c.

pipettefiil of tliis solution must be tinted wdtli plienolplithalein and the

strength determined by titration with the decinormal sulphuric acid.

5. Phenolphthalein Solution. (See p. 216.)

To determine the Reicliert-Meissl value, a dry conical flask of 300 c.c.

capacity is counterpoised on the balance. As nearly as possible 5 grms. of

the oil or melted fat are dropped into the flask and the exact weight taken
(in the case of a melted fat after becoming quite cold). 20 c.c. of the

glycerol-soda are added, and the flask is heated over an Argand-Bunsen
flame turned rather low. The liquid mil foam, and to control this and
hasten the operation the flask is frequently agitated. Heating and agitation

are continued until practically all the water has been driven off, which will

take about ten minutes ; saponification will then be complete, and the fla--ik

is withdra\vn from the flame and the soap dissolved by adding 135 c.c. of

cold water. The first portions of water should lie added drop by drop, and
the flask shaken between each addition to avoid violent foaming. Wien
the soap is dissolved, 5 c.c. of the dilute sulphuric acid are added, a few
small fragments of pimiice are dropped in, and the liquid is distilled until

110 c.c. have been collected. The tube connecting the flask to the condenser

should have a large bulb to arrest the spla.shings and return them to the

flask. The condensing tube should be of glass, and the rate of distillation

such that the above amount of distillate is collected in about thirty minutes.

The whole of the distillate, if clear, is mixed with about 0'5 c.c. of

phenolphthalein solution, and as many 10 c.c. pipettefuls of the standard
caustic soda solution are added as are required to produce a strong crim.?on

coloration ; the liquid is then carefully titrated with decinormal sulphuric

acid until the crimson colour is just discharged.

The distillate, if not clear, is passed through a dry ribbed filter, and
100 c.c. of the clear filtrate are titrated ; in this case, the volume of deci-

normal soda neuti-alized is increased by one-tenth.

A blank distillation must be made to determine the amount of decinormal
soda required by the materials emploj-ed ; with a good quality of glycerin

this will not exceed 0'5 c.c.

EX.\MPI.E.

5 grms. of blown rape oil gave 110 c.c. of distillate, which was filtered.

100 c.c. of the filtrate were mixed with 10 c.c. of standard caustic soda solu-

tion, and 4'76 c.c. of decinormal H^SOj were required for neutralization.

10 c.c. of standard soda required, . . 9-78 c.c. -^ H^SO^

Deduct, .... 4'76 c.(

Difi'erence = volume of decinormal alkali
|

-.„.,

required for 100 c.c. of distillate, . . i
" '

-f-^Vth, . .
-50

.•. Volume required for 110 c.c, . . . 5'52

Deduct for blank experiment, ... 40

Reichert-Meissl value (uo/ume of decinormal \ ^.-i.t

alkali required for 5 grammes of oil), . . (

10

16
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This process is used most extensively in the analysis of butter fat,'

5 grms. of which, when genuine, usually yield a distillate requiring

from 24 to 34 c.c. of deciuormal alkali. Results obtained with other

oils are given in Table LXIII.

Table LXIII.
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It will 1)6 seen that the process is chiefly of value in the anah'sis of

(besides butter fat) porpoise and dolphin oils and crotou oil. It would

not be of much service for the detection of blown oils, unless these

were present in large quantity.

K.—ACETYLATION TEST (THE ACETYL VALUE).

The action of acetic anhydride (acetyl oxide) upon alcohols and
hydroxylated fatty acids is applied in the analysis of lubricants both

in the examination of unsaponifiable matter containing or suspected to

contain wax alcohols, and also in the analysis of castor oil.

I. Acetylation of Alcohols.—When the alcohols are heated with

acetic anhydride they are converted into acetates (estei-s), the hydrogen
of their hydroxyl group or groups being replaced by acetyl, CHjO.
Thus, in the case of cetyl alcohol (from spermaceti) the following

reaction takes place :

—

CigHjjOH + (C,H30).,0 = C'l.HjgO.CjHjO + C.H^O.
Cetyl alcohol Acetic anhydride Cetyl acetate Acetic acid

Glycerol, C3Hj(OH)3, is similarly converted into tri-acetin

C3H5(OC,,H30)3, but this reaction does not interest us here, since

gylcerol does not occur in the ' unsaponifiable matter.' Hydrocarbons

are unacted upon. In the case of the monohydric alcohols, cholesterol,

and ph}'tosterol, the esters formed are ciystalline bodies, insoluble in

water, which can be washed free from acetic acid and weighed. The
saponification values of these esters are characteristic, and afford a

means of identifying the waxes, as well as a method of determining

the proportion of a single known wax, such as sperm oil or wool fat,

in a mixture containing hydrocarbons. The process is carried out as

follows :

—

A quantity of not les.s than 2-3 grms. of the unsaponiiiable matter is

boiled with acetic anhydride in a small flask under a reflux condenser for

half an hour. If the yield of acetates is to be determined, the weight of the

substance taken must be exactly known, and the flask must also be tared.

1 c.c. of acetic anhydride per gim. of substance is sufficient, but if the

available weight of substance be small, 2 c.c. per grm. may be used in order

to give a sufficient quantity of liquid to boil. If the unsaponifiable matter

consist chiefly of alcohols, it will dissolve completely in the hot liquid ; but

if a considerable proportion of hydrocarbons are present, they will float on
the liquid, and may gire rise to explosive ebullition ; in this case, a few
small fragments of ignited pmiiice stone should be dropped into the flask.

The contents of the flask are next diluted with boiling water and heated

over the steam-bath, with frequent agitation, for a few minutes, in order to

convert the unclianged acetic anhj'dride into acetic acid, which dissolves in

the water, and to allow the esters, together with hydrocarbons if present, to

rise and float upon the surface as on oily layer. The hot liquid is next

poured upon a wet filter, and if it be desired to ascertain the weight of the
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acetylated product the flask is thorougUy rinsed on to the filter with small

quantities of boiling water, until free from acetic acid ; it is then placed

in the water-oven to dry. The oily liquid in the filter is thoroughly washed
with boiling water until the washings are perfectly neutral, and the

filter is then placed in a dry funnel over the flask in the water-oven until

the acids have run through. The oil absorbed by the filter paper is (after

cooling) rinsed into the flask with ether (or with boiling chloroform if

myricyl alcohol is present), the solvent is evaporated ofl", and the residue is

weighed constant. The saponification value is then determined in the usual

way on 2 '5 grms., or the whole quantity may be used if not exceeding 2'5

to 3 grnis. in weight.

Table LXIV. coiitaius the results obtained by treating iu this

way the uusapouifiable matter (mixed alcohols) from sperm oil,

wool fat, beeswax, and caniauba wax : also the results theoretically

yielded by some alcohols known to occur in fats and waxes.

Table LXIV.—Results of the Acettlation of Alcohols.

Formula of Acetate.

Cetyl, .

Octadecyl,

Ceryl, .

Myricyl,

Cholesterol,

Phytosterol, j

C,fiH3,0H
0„H3-0H

CmH,.,OH

Cjgti^0.CoIi30
C,sH3-O.C:,H.O
C-Hi.O.aHjO
c::h,,,o.c:,h,o

C'.>,.ti,T>OH CofiH,«O.C.>H..O

Yield of
Acetate per
100 pts. of
Alcohol
(Theory).

117-35

11.5-55

110-61

109-59

111-29

Saponification
Value of '

Acetate,
per cent. I

(Theory), i

19-76

17-99

12-81

11-69

13-56

UnsapoDiflable Matter (Mixed
Alcohols, etc.), from

Yield of l^^^^T^r

(E,^rin.en..
,E?^^™"^.X

Sperm oil,

Wool fat (crude),

„ (neutral),''

Beeswax,

„ (another sample),

Carnaulxt wax,

Cholesterol (pure),J

115-71

112-21

U2-7
108-3 (?)

1(16-46

107-62

110-17

18-55

16-06

15-63

15-32

9-84

10-25

1214
13-49

Lewkowitsch, Jour. S(k: Chem. Ind., xi. (1S9-2), jv ISS.

Ibid., XV. (1896), p. U. :; Ibui., xi. (189-2), p. 143.
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The alcohols of sperm oil are unknown ; according to Lewkowitsch
they belong for the most part, if not wholly, to the ethylene series.

The alcohols of wool fat are also partly unknown, but cholesterol and
isocholesterol occur in them to a large extent, and cervl alcohol also

is present. Myricyl alcohol is the chief part of the unsaponifiable

matters from carnauba wax and beeswax : in the latter, hydrocarbons
occur to the extent of 15-17 per cent., which accounts for the low

saponification value of the acetj'lated product. Cetyl palmitate is

the chief constituent of spermaceti, in which octadeeyl alcohol also

occurs.

Analysis of Mixtures contaiaing Sperm OU or Wool Fat and
Mineral Oil.-—(a) When a mixture containing sperm oil or wool fat

and mineral oil is saponified, the unsaponifiable matter extracted from
the soap solution by ether contains the whole of the mineral oil

together with the mixed alcohols of the wax, and in order to determine

the percentage of mineral oil directly, the alcohols must lie separated.

Xo satisfactory method of doing this has yet been proposed. Both
ordinary alcohol and acetic anhydride, even in the cold, dissolve not

only the wax alcohols but also some of the mineral oil, and therefore

the methods described by Horn ' and Lobry de Bruyn - are not
trustworthy.

(b) The percentage of sperm oil in a mixtin-e containing nothing

else except mineral oil could easih' be calculated, with approximate
accuracy, from the saponification value of the Uiixture ; but when a

second, perhaps uuknown, fatty oil is present, this method is not

available. Assuming that the third constituent of the mixture is not

another wax such as wool fat, or a liver oil, containing much cholesterol,

the problem can be solved by determiuing the percentage of total

unsaponifiable matter, acetylating it, and determining the saponifica-

tion value of the acetylated product. Taking the numbers for sperm
oil given in the table above, and 38 as the percentage of mixed
alcohols formed by the saponification, the percentages of mineral oil

and sperm oil in the mixture can be calculated as follows :

—

Let X = the percentage of total unsaponifiable matter yielded

by the sample.

„ >j = the percentage of K()H required for the saponification

of the acetylated product.

fp, xxyxlOO _the percentage of mixed alcohols (o) yielded by
' 18-55 X 115-71 ~ the sample.

X - a =the percentage of mineral nil

100 a ,, , , .,
= the percentage oi sperm oil.

38

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., vii. (1888), p. 696.
2 Ibid., xiii. (1894), p. 426.
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To'test the nietliod, two mixtures of sperm oil and ' 885
' pale mineral oil

were prepared and analysed with the following results :

—

1. Mixture containing 2 parts sperm oil and 1 part mineral oil.

Weight taken ; 5 grms. Per cent.

Unsaponifiable matter obtained, 2-9706 gi-ms. = 59'-ll

Saponification value of the 1 g.^. ^^^
acetylated product, /

^

59-41 X 905 X 100 ,. „
,= 20 04

18-55 X 115-76

Mineral oO found, 34-37

„ taken, 3333

2. Mixture containing 2 parts mineral oil and 1 part sperm oil.

Weight taken ; 5 grms. Pef <«"'•

Unsaponifiable matter obtained, 3-9892 grms. = 79-78

Saponification value of the \ „. ,- „ ,,{

acetylated product, j '
V^

79 78 X 3-47 x 100

18-55x115-76

Mineral oil found, 66-89

token, 6666

Buisine's process for determining hydrocarbons in beeswax, which consists

of heating the wax with potash-lime to 250° C, whereby the wai alcohols

are converted into fatly acids and soaps, from which the unchanged hydro-
carbons can be extracted by means of ether,' would be applicable to a

mixture of sperm oil and mineral oil, but not to a mixture containing wool
fat or cholesterol, since the latter remains practically unchanged (see

Lewkowitsch, Jour. Soc. Uhem. Ind., 1896, p. 14).

II. Acetylatiou of Hydioxylated Fatty Acids aud Glycerides.

Determiiiatiou of the Acetyl Value.—Tlie action of acetic an
hydride on hydruxyhitcd fatty acids is similar to its action upon
alcohols, the hydrogen of the alcoholic hydroxyl group or groups
being replaced by acetyl. Thus :

—

C,-H3.,(0H)C00H + (CjHjOy.O = C,-H3._.(O.C.,H30)COOH + CMfi.,
Kicinoleic acid Acetic aiiliyilritle .\cetyl-riciuoleic acid Acetic acid

Benedikt and I'lzei-, believing that those fatty acids wliich contain

no alcoholic hydroxyl, such as stearic, oleic, and all the more
commonly occurring fatty acids, are iniactcd on by acetic anhydride,

proposed the following luethod for the valuation of castor oil :

—

' .See Lewkowitscii, Chem. Technologij, etc., Srd eilitiuii, \k 3SQ.
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Benedikt's Method.—About 20 grms. of the insoluble fatty acids, prepared
as directed on p. 238, are boiled with an equal volume of acetic anhydride
for two hours in a flask connected to a reflux condenser. The contents
of the flask are poured into a Jena glass beaker of 1 litre capacity
and diluted with about 5c lO c.c. of boUiug ^\ater ; the beaker is then
placed on a thin disc of asbestos millboard, and the liquid is boiled
briskly for half an hour with a cover on the beaker. To prevent explosive

ebullition, a slow current of carbon dioxide is conducted through the liquid
by means of a piece of thermometer tube reaching nearly to the bottom of

the beaker. The oil and water are allowed to separate, the aqueous liquid
is siphoned off', and the oily layer is again boiled with water. After boiling
in this way with three successive quantities of water, the oil is poured on to

a wet filter and washed with boiling water until the washings are neutral.

The filter containing the acetylated acids is then removed to a dry funnel,

which is placed in the water-oven over a dry beaker and left until the acids

have run through.
2'5 grms. of the dry acetylated acids thus prepared are weighed into a

small flask, dissolved in about 10 c.c. of neutralized rectified alcohol, mixed
with a few drops of phenolphthalein solution, and very carefully titrated with
seminormal alcoholic potash added from a burette until the liquid is coloured
faintly pink. The exact volume of potash solution used having beeu read off

and recorded, about twice as much more is run into the flask from the

burette, and the flask is then corked and boiled under an inverted condenser
for one hour ' ; the excess of potash is then determined by titration with
seminormal hydrochloric acid, exactly as in determining the saponification

value. The potash solution is standardized \vith the same acid.

On the first neutralization with potash in the cold, the following reaction

takes place :

—

CijH,,(0.C.,H30)C00H +KOH= OuHj^CO.CoHsOCOOK + HjO
Acetyl-ricinoleic acid Potassium acetyl-ricinoleate

The percentage of potash required for this reaction was called by Benedikt
the acetyl acid value.

By adding more potash and heating, saponification occurs, thus :

—

C,.H32(O.C,H30)COOK + KOH = C,jH32(OH)COOK + KC2H3O.3
Potassium acetyl-ricinoleate Potassium ricinoleate Potassium acetate

the percentage of potash required for this reaction is called the acetyl value.

Example.

2'5 grms. of the acetylated fatty acids from a sample of castor oil required
13-22 c.c. N/2 KOH for neutralization. 13-22 x 0-02807= 0-3711 grm. KOH
required for 2-5 grms. = 1484 grms. KOH for 100 grms. ; therefore, the acetyl

acid value was 14-84.

26-22 c.c. more N/2 KOH were added, and after boiling for one hour
13-41 c.c.of N 2 HCl were required for neutralization. Therefore, the acetic

acid formed on saponification required 26-22 - 1341 = 12-81 c.c. N/2 KOH for

neutrali2ation, = 12-81x 002807= 0-3598 grm. KOH for 25 grms. = 14-39

grms. KOH for 100 grms. ; therefore, the acetyl value was 14-39.

' A large excess of potash and long heating are necessary for the complete

saponification of the acetylated acids.
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The results in the following table were obtained by Benedikt and

Ulzer :

—

Table LXV.—Acetyl Values of Oils {Benedikt).
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may, nevertheless, give considerable acetyl values when treated by
Benedikt's process. This he explains by stating that the fatty acids

when boiled with a large excess of acetic anhydride are converted

more or less completely into anhydrides, as shown by the following

equation :

—

2C15H31COOH + (C2H30)20 = (Ci5H3iCO),0 + 2CH3COOH
Palmitic acid Acetic anhydride Palmitic anhydride Acetic acid

When the acetylated product is boiled witli water, the greater part

of the anhydride is reconverted into acid,

(Ci5HjjC0).0 + H2O = •2C,5H3iCOOH,

but a variable proportion remains unchanged, and does not combine
with potash in the cold ; thus the acetyl acid value is too low. On
boiling with potash, however, the anhydride readily undergoes

hydrolysis, and, by neutralizing potash, causes a fictitious acetyl value

to be obtained. On this account, the acetyl values obtained by other

observers have not always agreed with Benedikt's numbers.

In order to avoid the error due to the formation of fatty anhydrides,

Lewkowitsch has proposed to determine the acetyl value by distilling

off and determining in the distillate the acetic acid formed by saponi-

fication of the acetylated fatty acids. He has since proposed to

acetylate the glycerides themselves.

Lewkevntsch's Method.—10-20 grms. of the oil or fat, from which free

fatty acids, if exceeding 5 per cent, in amount, should be first removed as

directed on p. 218 (III or V), are boiled for two hours with an equal
volume of acetic anhydride and then washed by boiling with three

successive half litres of water, for half an hour each time, as in washing the
acetylated fatty acids iu Benedikt's jirocess (p. 247). The acetylated

glycerides are further washed on a wet filter until every trace of acid is

removed, and finally dried in the water-uven.

.5 grms. of the acetylated oil are saponified by boiling for half an hour,

under a reflux condenser, with 70 c.c. of seminormal alcoholic potash. The
soap solution is then rinsed with neutral alcohol into a porcelain basin and
evaporated over the steam-bath until the alcohol is expelled. The soap is

dissolved in boiling water, rinsed into a 12-oz. flask, and decomposed by
adding exactly the volume (ascertained by a separate experiment) of semi-

normal hydrochloric acid or .stilphuric acid necessary to neutralize the 70
c.c. of standard potash. The flask is closed by a cork carrying a long glass

tube. The fatty acids will melt and form a clear oily layer on the stirface

of the liquid, and the acetic acid, together with any soluble fatty acid

present, wiU dissolve in the aqueous liquid. (In order to facilitate the

separation of the fatty acids, a little mineral acid may be added, which
muot be carefully measured and allowed for in the subsetjuent titration.)

When cold, the aqueous liquid is poured through a wet filter and the fatty

acids are thoroughly washed with hot well-boiled distilled water free from
COo until the soluble acid is removed. This part of the process resembles

the determination of the Hehner value (p. 237). The filtrate, which must
be perfectly bright, is then titrated with decinormal alkali, using phenol-

phthalein as indicator, and, from the result, the number of grms. of potash

required to neutralize the acetic acid formed on saponifying 100 grms. of

the acetylated oil is calculated.
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Table LXVI.—Acetyl Values of Oils (^Lexckoiritsih).

Description of Acetylated Oil.

Vegetable
Non-drying

Oils andFat^.

Vegetable
Semi-drying

Oils.

Olive oil, .

Arachis (earllinut) oil.

Castor oil, .

Japan wax,
Coconut oil.

Palm nut oil,

Palm oil, .

Vegetable

Drying Oil.

Rape oil, .

Cottonseed oil.

Maize oil, .

Linseed oU,

Animal Oils

and Fats.

Marine Animal
Oils and

Fluid Waxes.

Waxes (solid)

Blown Oils.

Neatsfoot oil.

Lard oil, .

Horsefoot oil.

Animal oil,

Tallow, .

Bone fat, .

Sperm oils (Southern and Arctic),

Seal oil,

Cod-liver oil, ....
Fish oil (containing coast cod oil,

etc.)

Skate liver oil, ....
Shark liver oil,....
Japan fish oil, ....
Wool wax,

.

Spermaceti,

Beeswax, .

Caruauba wax,

Blown East India rape oil ("962),

Blown ravison oil ('1^68), .

Blown cottonsetni oil ("979),

1-06

0-91

14-6;-1505
1-73 -2-66
009 -1-23
0-19 - 0-84

1-60

1-47

0-76- 1-1

0-58

0-40

0-22

0-26

0-94

1-85

0-24 - 0-86

113

0-41-

1-52

Oil

3-27

1-01

0-90

116

2-33

0-26

1-52

5-52

4-66

5-25

6-42
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Acetyl values determined by the foregoing method include the
potash required to neutralize the soluble fatty acids present in the
oil or fat ; the true acetyl values are obtained by deducting this.

Lewkowitsch has published a number of determinations, from which
those in Table LXVI. are selected.

Lewkowitsch, who has made a very complete investigation into the
meaning of the acetyl value {Analijst, 1899, p. 319) has shown that
it must not be looked upon as a constant, except in the case of castor

oil, since it measures, besides hydroxylated acids, the following

substances which may occur in variable proportions in oils and fats,

viz.:—free alcohols (including cholesterol and phytosterol), oxidized

and unknown fatty acids occurring in blown oils, also mono- and
diglycerides resulting from natural hydrolysis of triglycerides in oils

and fats which have been kept. Oils and fats which have become
rancid by keeping possess higher acetyl values than when in the
fresh condition. These considerations show the necessity of taking
precautions to prevent oxidation of oils or fatty acids obtained from
them, previous to the determination of the acetyl value.

L.—THE IODINE VALUE.

I. Meaning and Use of this Value.

Tlie iodine or Hiibl value of a substance is the percentage of iodine

absorbed from solution under definite conditions prescribed by Hiibl

in 188-i.' The value of the test depends upon the fact that oils, fats,

and allied bodies are mixtures, in very variable proportions, of

glycerides of saturated and unsaturated fatt}' acids, and that whilst the
latter readil}' unite with the halogens and form addition products, the
former do not. By bringing the oil and the halogen together in

solution under conditions which reduce substitution to a minimum,
it is found that the amount of halogen absorbed by each kind of fat

and oil is very characteristic, and aftbrds one of the most reliable

means we possess of distinguishing one kind of oil from another and
of determining their proportion in mixtures. The test is most
generally useful in the analysis of fixed oils and fats, but it has a
limited value in the identification of mineral lubricating oil, vaseline,

and paraffin wax. The halogen at first used was bromine. Allen

published details of a bromine process in 1881,- and an improved
process was described by Mills in 1883 and 1884 ;^ but Hiibl's iodine

process has gradually superseded these. It has been the subject of

numerous modifications, but the only one of permanent value is that

due to Wijs,^ which has greatly simplified and improved tiie Hiibl

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., iii. (1884), p. 641.
^ Analyst, vi. (1881), pp. 177 and 215.
3 Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., ii. (1883), p. 435; iii. (1884), p. 366.
* Berichlc, 1898, 750.
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process. We shall describe both processes, but the latter (Wijs's)

is the one which recommends itself for use.

II. Determinatiou of the Iodine Value.

(«) Htibl's Process.—The following solutions are required :

—

Iodine Solution.—This is a solution, in ethyl alcohol, of iodine and
mercuric chloride, in the proportion of at least one molecule of mercuric

chloride to every molecule of iodine. The presence of mercuric chloride

renders the absorption of the halogen by the fat more rapid and complete,

and is essential for the attainment of constant results.'

In preparing the solution according to Hiibl's directions, 1 litre of pure 95

per cent, alcohol is divided into two equal parts ; in one, 25 gi-ms. of iodine

are dissolved (heating hastens solution), and in the other, 30 grms. of

powdered mercuric chloride (easily soluble in the cold) ; the two solutions

are then mixed. The solution must be kept in a well-stoppered bottle in a

dark, cool cupboard. At first the strength is about one-fifth normal, but

the free iodine gradually and continually diminishes, at first rapidly and
afterwards more slowly.- The solution, when freshly prepared, should be

allowed to stand for from six to twelve hours before use. Every time it is

used it must be standardized. Owing to the continual diminution of strength,

a solution many weeks old can no longer be relied upon to give the maximum
iodine absorption with substances of high iodine value, and, as the action

of the iodine on the alcohol is much less rapid in the absence of mercuric

cldoride, it is far better to keep the solutions of iodine and mercuric chloride

in separate bottles and to mix them only a few hours before being required

for use.

Decinoniml Thiosulphate Solution.—This may be prepared by dissolving

12'4125 grms. of pure dry sodium thiosulphate cry.*tals (Xa5So03.5HjO) in

water and diluting to 500 c.c. at 60° F. The recrystallized salt, as purchased,

is almost chemically pure, but generally damp ; the crystals merely require

crushing, drying by moderate pressure between folds of blotting-paper, and
preserving in a well-stoppered bottle. If the above slated quantity of the

dried salt be made up to exactly 500 c.c, the solution will be so nearly

correct that for ordinary work it is not necessary to standardize it ; and if

kept in the dark, it alters in strength very slowly. But it is easier and
more satisfactory to prepare an approximately decinormal solution, by
dissolving 12"5 grms. of the undried crystals, and to standardize tliis by

means of pure potassium bichromate.

The pure bichromate is prepared by reerystallizing the commercial salt a

few times, and is obtained in tlie form of fine granular crvstals bv stirring

and rapidly cooling a hot saturated solution. The crystals are filtered by

' According to Wijs {Joi(r. Soc. Cliem. Jnd., 1898, 698), iodine monochloride is

first formed, as shown by Epiiraim, HgCl.,-l-4l = HgIj + 2ICl, but this reacts with

the water of the alcohol to form dypoiodous acid, which is the active agent,

thus:— IC1 + H-,0 = HC1 + HI0. Lewkowitsch prefei-s to assume that ICl is

added on directly.
'' Owing to the fact tliat the hvpoiodous acid graduallv oxidizes the alcohol to

aldehyde,' thus :—C„n„0 + 2H 10 = C„H,0 + 'JH.p + U ' In this reaction. 2HI0
(two molecules) hberate I.,, whereas one molecule of uudecoiujMJsed HIO liberates Ij

in the titration, thus :—UCl + HIO -I- KI = KCl + H,0 + U
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suction, dried in the air-oven at 150°-200° C, and kept in a stoppered
bottle.

For standardizing the thiosidphate, an accurate 1 per cent, solution of the
bichromate is prepared, and is kept in a well -stoppered bottle. 10 c.c. of

this solution are measured into an 8-oz. stoppered bottle and diluted with
about 4 oz. of cold di.stilled water. 20 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of pure
potassium iodide (free from iodate) are added, and about 10 c.c. of dilute

sulphuric acid (1 vol. of strong acid to 3 vols, of water). This acid

liberates exactly 0'2584 grm. iodine, equivalent to about 20'-l c.c. of deci-

normal thiosulphate. The thiosulphate solution is then added from a
burette, in drops,^ with continual agitation of the liquid, •until the colour of

the free iodine has nearly disappeared. Starch solution is then added, and
the titration is finished very slowly, by adding the thiosulphate at first two
drops and then one drop at a time and allowing plenty of time between
each addition, as the final destruction of the blue iodide of starch takes
place slowly and it is easy to overshoot the mark. The colour of the solution

is not bleached, but changes to the pale bluish-green of chromium chloride.

If :i: be the number of c.c. used, then 1 c.c. of thiosulphate solution is

An alternative, and in some respects preferable, method of standardizing
the decinormal thiosulphate solution is by means of decinormal perman-
ganate solution. 100 c.c. of distilled water, 10 c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid

(1 vol. of acid to 3 vols, of water), and 20 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of

pure jjotassium iodide, are well mixed in a stoppered bottle. 20 c.c. of deci-

normal permanganate solution are then added and the liberated iodine

titrated with the thiosulphate solution. 20 c.c. of decinormal permanganate
solution of correct strength lilaerate 02539 grm. of iodine.

Potassium Iodide Solution.—This is a 10 per cent, aqueous solution of the
pure salt free from iodate. It becomes slightly yellow on keeping, owing
to liberation of iodine, but may be bleached by adding a drop or two of

thiosulphate.

Starch Solution.—About 1 grm. of pure arrowroot starch is rubbed to a

smooth cream with a few drops of water and poured into an 8-oz. conical

beaker. The beaker is nearly filled with boiling water, immediately placed
over the naked flame of an Argand-Bunsen for a few moments, and allowed
to boil up. It is then covered and left to stand over night, and the clear

liquid is decanted for use. If required for use immediately, the hot liquid

may be filtered.

Methylated Chloroform.—This must be proved to absorb no iodine.

Place 10 c.c. and 20 c.c. in two stoppered bottles. Add to each, 10 c.c. of

iodine solution, and stopper the bottles tightly, after moistening each
stopper with a drop of potassiimi iodide solution. Place the bottles in a

dark cupboard for several hours, and then titrate the free iodine in each
;

if the volume of thiosulphate used is the same for both, the chloroform is

fit for use.

To determine the iodine value, as much of the substance is weighed in a
very small counterpoised beaker as will absorb about 0'3 grm. of iodine, or

a trifle more. It is dissolved in chloroform - and rinsed into a dry 8-oz.

' If the tliiosuljihate be added more rapidly, an excessive quantity is required.
- In testing a substance wliieh is insoluble in chlorofonn but soluble in alcohol,

eitlier the substance is transferred to the bottle in a dry state, or it is dissolved in

10 c.c. of absolute alcohol and exactly tlie same volume of absolute alcohol is

added to the blank quantity.
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stoppered bottle, about 10 c.c. of chloroform being used altogether. About
the same volume of chloroform is then poured into another similar bottle.

Both bottles must have very well fitted stoppers.

The approximate strength of the iodine solution having been ascertained

by titrating 10 c.c. with the standard thiosulphate, as much is measured into

each bottle as will contain at least 0'6 grm. of iodine. If, after mixing, the

contents of the bottle containing the substance be not clear, more chloroform
is added, the same extra volume being added to the blank quantity. The
bottles are then tightly stoppered, each stopper being first moistened with a

drop of strong potassium iodide solution to make a more effective seal, and
are placed in a cool, dark cupboard for not less than six, and not more than
about eighteen, hours. It is convenient to commence the experiment late

in the afternoon and titrate the first thing next morning.
Before commencing to titrate, each bottle, in warm weather, is first cooled

by running some cold water over it, so as to produce a slight reduction of

pressure inside, and a few drops of potassium iodide solution are poured
round the stopper, which, on opening the bottle, are drawn in, rinsing the

neck and stopper. 20 c.c. of potassium iodide solution are then poured into

the bottle, and cold distilled water is added until the bottle is about two-
thirds full. Part of the iodine will now be in the aqueous liquid, and part

in the chloroform solution which settles to the bottom. The standard thio-

sulphate solution is next run in, at first rapidly and afterwards more slowly,

with constant agitation, until the free iodine has nearly all disapjieared, and
then the starch solution is added and the titration is finished drop by drop,
vigorously shaking the closed bottle between each drop, until the blue colour
is destroyed. The ditt'erence between the volumes of thiosulphate solution

used for the blank quantity and for the sample is calculated to iodine, and,
when divided by the weight of substance taken and multiplied by 100,

gives the iodine value.

Example.

It was required to determine the iodine value of a sample of olive oil.

10 c.c. of iodine solution, rather old, required 17"2 c.c. of decinormal
thiosulphate solution, equivalent to Q-2\~ grm. iodine ; therefore, a 30 c.c.

pipetteiul would contain about 0'65 grm. iotline. Now olive oil, when
genuine, absorbs about 80 per cent, of iodine ; therefore, weighed out
0"4 grm. In titrating, the volumes of thiosulphate solution used were,

For the blank quantity, . . 50"80 c.c.

For the test quantity, . 24'30 c.c.

Difference, . . 26 50 c.c.

1 c.c. of the thiosulphate used was equivalent to 0-01 261 grm. ioiline ; there-

fore, 26-50 c.c. were equivalent to 0'33416 grm. Therefore, 0-4 grm. of the
oil absorbed 0'33416 "rm. iodine, and 100 gnus, would absorb 0-33416-=-

0-4 X 100= 83-54, wliieTi is the it«line value of the sample.
For the attainment of uniformly reliable and oonooixlant ivsiilts by this

process, about double as much iodine should be added as the sul)stanc'e can
absorb. The iodine solution must not be ti.>o weak, otherwise the maximum
iodine absorption is not obtained with oils of high iinline value. The
digestion with iotlino must not be continued for tcK> short a time, nor unduly
prolonged

; standing over night (about eighteen houi-s) is suflicient in all cases.

Although tlicso precautions arc more ueces-^ary when dealing with substances
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Table LXYII.—Iodine Values of Fixed Oils, Fats, and Waxes,
AND THEIR MiXED FaTTY AcIDS.

Name of Oil. etc.

Iodine Values.

Iodine absorbed by 100 Parts.

Vegetable
Non-drying

Oils and Fats.

I

Olive oil, .

!

Olive kernel oil,

!

Hazel nut oil, .

I

Ben oil, .

I

Arachis (earthimt) oil

I

Castor oil,

I Japan wax,
Coconut oil.

Palm nut oil.

Palm oil, .

Cottonseed stearin,

Vegetable
Semi-drying

Oils.

Rape oil, .

Kavisonoil,
Mustard oil (white).
Mustard oil (black),

Curcas oil,

Cultonseed oil, .

Sesame oil,

Brazil uut oil, .

Beech nut oil, .

Maize oil,

Camelioe oil,

Vegetable
Drying Oils.

Linseed oil,

Hempseed oil,

Pnppyseed oil,

Walnut oil,

Nigerseed oil,

I

Sunflower oil,

Neatsfootoil, .

Lard oil, .

' Horsefoot oil, .

Animal Tallow oil (' animal oil '),

Oils and Fats. Tallow (beef, mutton, and home
Bone fat,

Lard, ....
Horse fat.

Sperm oils (Southern and Arctic), .

Porpoise jaw oil, strained from solid fat,

Porpoise jaw oil, unstrained,
Dolphin jaw oil, strained from solid fat,

Porpoise body oil.

Dolphin body oil,

Whale oil.

Seal oil, .

Cod liver oil.

Other hsh liver oils,

Menhaden oil, .

Sardine (including Japan fish) oil, .

Wool fat, ....
Waxes Spermaceti (if free from sperm oil),

(solid). Beeswax,.....
Carnauba wax, ....

5-2-91 -7 (rarely
exceeds 85)
87-88

83-3-105
81-4- 90 6
4-2- 151
8-3- 10

94-I-105'6
109 -122
92-1-103

96 -122-3

9S-3-100-9

100 9-116-9
102-5-115
90-6-106-2

lU -120
111-2-130-S

160 -201-8
140- 5-157 -5

132-6-157-

5

132-1-151-7

126-6-133-8

120-2-135

67-88
73-7- 90-3
55-5- 60
32-7- 49-3

46-3- 55-8

49-9- 76-9

71-4- 86-3

178-5-209-8

122 -141
1165-139

110 -136
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Table LXVIII.—Iodine Values of MiscELLiiNEons Substances.

Class.
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(6) Wijs's Process.—Wijs has replaced Hiibl's reagent by a solution

of iodine monochloride in acetic acid.

The reagent is prepared by dissolving 13 grms. of iodine in 1 litre

of pure glacial acetic acid, determining the titre of the solution, and
then passing into it a current of chlorine (free from hydrochloric acid)

until the titre is nearly but not more than doubled. With a little

practice the point can be judged with fair accuracy by observing the

change in colour from vei'v dark brown to a rich orange. The acetic

acid used must be proved to have no reducing action on permanganate.

The solution thus obtained has the following advantages over the

Hiibl solution : it is comparatively stable, and will keep for six months
without serious loss of strength ; the time of contact necessary for

complete iodine absorption to take place is shortened to an hour or

less (in the case of non-drying oils, a few minutes suffice).

To determine the iodine value with this solution, as much of the

substance as will absorb about 0"325 grm. of iodine is dissolved in

10 c.c. of chloroform in a stoppered 8-oz. bottle, mixed with 25 c.c. of

the Wijs solution (containing about 0'65 grm. of iodine) and allowed

to stand fifteen minutes for non-drying oils (olive), thirty minutes
for semi-drying oils (rape), sixty minutes for drying oils (linseed). 20

c.c. of potassium iodide solution are then added, followed by about

100 c.c. of distilled water, and the titration is proceeded with in the

manner described on p. 25-t. There is no need to make a blank test,

occasional titration of the Wijs solution being sufficient. Iodine

values determined by this method agree closely enough for practical

purposes with those determined by the Hiibl method, when the latter

is properly carried out, and as the method is much simpler it will

naturally be preferred.

M.—HEHNER'S BROMINE THERMAL TEST.

Hehner and Mitchell have devised a very useful thermal method
for the examination of oils. Hehner showed ^ that when liquid

bromine is added to an oil or fat dissolved in chloroform or carbon

tetrachloride, instantaneous combination occurs, accompanied by
considerable evolution of heat, and in conjunction with Mitchell he

subsequently discovered that the heat evolved, measured by the rise

of temperature under fixed conditions, bears a nearly constant ratio

to the iodine value ; that, in fact, the iodine value, which by Hiibl's

process takes several hours to determine and involves the use of a

special reagent not always ready, can be ascertained with considerable

accuracy in a few minutes by measuring the thermometric rise with

bi'omine and multiplying the result by a constant.

Since iodine values can now be determined so rapidly by the Wijs
process, the bromine thermal test has to a large extent lost its useful-

ness ; but it may still be employed with advantage as a sorting test,

' Analyst, xx. (1895), p. 49.

17
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where a large number of samples have to be examined in a short

time.

The following apparatus and reagents are required :

—

A vacuum jacketed-tuhe,^ measuring internally 3| inches in length x

^ inch in diameter.

A Centigrade thermometer, divided in fifths of a degree from, say, 0° to 50°.

A 1 c.c. pipette, having a short soda-lime tube fixed by a cork to the upper

end, with a flexible tube for mouthpiece.

Liquid bromine, and
Methylated chloroform.

The Process.—The vacuum-jacketed tube is suspended from one arm of the

balance by means of a stiff platinum wire loop (fig. 72), a counterpoise

made from a piece of thick sheet lead being placed in the other pan. By
opening the side door of the balance case, the oil or fat can be dropped into

the tube and the exact weight easily and quickly adjusted. The tube is

then slipped out of the wire loop and fixed firmly,

by means of the short stem, in a suitable stand, and
10 c.c. of chloroform are measured into it from a

pipette. The temperature of the bromine having

Ijeen ascertained to the nearest O'l deg., by stirring

with the thermometer, the same thermometer, freed

from adhering bromine, is immersed in the chloro-

formic solution of the substance, which is brought

to exactly the same temperature as the bromine,

either by warming the outer tube by the hand or

cooling it by immersion in cold water. This adjust-

ment takes place slowly, as the heat can only be

transmitted by radiation. Immediately the tem-
FiG. 72.—Vacuum perature is correctly adjusted, 1 c.c. of the bromine
Jacketed Tube. is withdrawn from the bottle (by means of a pipette,

provided at its upper end with a short soda-lime

tube and a flexible mouthpiece) and added to the chloroform solution, which
is rapidly stirred with the thermometer until the mercury has risen to the

highest point and begun to fall again. As this takes place in about fifteen

seconds, close observation of the mercury is necessiiry. The diflference

between the initial and final temperatures is the rise of temperature.

It is desirable to vary the quantity of substance taken, according to the

amount of heat developed. Of olive and rape oils 1 grm. is a suitable

quantity ; of tallow or any other fat composed mainly of saturated glyeerid&s,

2 grms. may be used ; Vnit of linseed oil, which reacts very violently with
bromine, 05 grm. is sulficient. 10 c.c. of chloroform and 1 c.c. of bromine
are used in all cases. The rise of temperature when 2 grms. are used

is divided by 2, and when 05 grm. is used is multiplied by 2. The
result, expressed by the symbol ff, may be called the bromine thcimal value.

The numerical value of the constant or factor for converting the

bromine thermal values into iodine values depends uixm the heat

capacity of the particular tube and thermometer used. Hchner
and Mitchell found it to be about 5'5, Jenkins- uw, Archbutt *

' Obtainable from Messrs. Baird & Tatlock.
•^ Juiir. Soc Chan. Ind., ivi. (1S97), p. 193.
> Ibid., p. 309.
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Table LXIX.

Experiment.
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from 5'7 to 6'2, according to the nature of the oil. Each operator, in

a test of this kind, must of necessity work out his own factors, by
making comparative determinations of the iodine values and the

bromine thermal values of about half a dozen genuine samples of each

description of oil which he wishes to use the method for.

The results of consecutive experiments made with the same sample

of oil are remarkably concordant, the extreme difference usually

observed being 0'3° C. Duplicate experiments, made at intervals

of several days, usually agree within 0'1° C. Bromine as purchased,

the same fully satm-ated with water, and the same dehydrated by
shaking with strong sulphuric acid and distilling, gave practically the

same results, as the figures in Table LXIX., obtained with the same
sample of rape oil, show.

The results of experiments with four descriptions of oil are

given in Table LXX., and it will be seen that the agreement
between the observed and the calculated iodine values is generally

very satisfactory. Thus, with the seven samples of tallow, the

maximum difference is 1'7
; in the case of the olive oils, it is 2'5

;

eleven samples of rape oil gave a maximum difference of 1"5
; and

the agreement in the case of raw linseed oil is nearly as good. The
greatest difference observed in testing ten samples of the latter oil

was 4"2, but if we omit the firet two samples the difference does not

exceed 2 "5. These results prove that the bromine thermal test is

a valuable auxiliary method for the valuation of oils, which, iu

laboratories where a large number of oils of the same kind have to

be examined, may save a great deal of time and labour.

N.—MAUMENfiS THEEMAL TEST.

All the fixed oils react with strong sulphuric acid with evolution

of heat, which is least in the case of the non-drying and greatest iu

that of the drying oils. In Maumene's test, 50 gruis. of the oil are

stirred in a beaker with 10 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid, both at the

same initial temperature, and the rise of temperature is read off.

This varies from about 40° C. with olive oil to about 130° C. with

linseed oil ; and as the limits of variation with different pure samples

of each oil are not wide, the test, when conducted with due care, is a

valual)lo means of distinguishing one oil from another and of detecting

adulteration.

The attainment of uniform results by this test depends upon the

employment of identical conditions, especially as regaixls the strength

of the sulphuric acid used. The following results by Archbutt *

show the ett'oct of varying the strength of the acid, all other condi-

tions remaining the same.

' Jour. Soc. CIkiii. Ind., v. (1886), p. 303.
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Table LXXI.

Descrijitiou of Oil.
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If the acid be weaker than 97 per cent., it is rejected ; if stronger, it is

diluted to exactly 97 per cent, strength by adding to a weighed quantity,

say 1 kUo. , the requisite quantity of pure water, which may be measured
from a delicate burette and well stirred into the acid. The reagent thus
prepared is preserved for use in a capped ether bottle ; the stock is kept in

the 'Winchester,' the stopper of which, after wiping free from acid, is

smeared %\'ith a little vaseline and tied down.
Beakers, tall form, 4 inches high by 2^ inches in diameter. These fit into

a nest of cotton-wool contained in a 40-oz. lipped beaker.

^10 c.c. burette, with glass tap. The orifice of the jet is reduced by
holding it in the Bunsen flame until, with the tap turned full on, 10 c.c. of

the sulphuric acid take one minute, within a second or two, to flow out.

A Centigrade thermometer, graduated in single degrees from 0° to 100°.

In making a test, the temperature of the air of the room is first of all

ascertained, and the acid is then brought to the same temperature by
warming the bottle by the hand or by cooling it in water. Exactly 50 grms.
of the oil, ha'S'ing been weighed into the beaker, are stirred with the ther-

mometer and brought to the same temperature as the acid, and the beaker
is then placed in the cotton-wool nest. The burette having been filled with
the acid and covered \\i\h. a glass cap, tlie beaker is brought under it, the
tap is opened wide, and 10 c.c. of acid are allowed to run into the oil, all

the time stirring the oil and the acid most thoroughly together. After the
acid is all in, the stirring is continued until the mercury ceases to rise.

The final temperature is read off', the initial temperature is deducted, and
the difference is the rise of temperature.

AVlien a number of samples are being tested, a thermometer is kept sus-

pended near the burette to record the temperature of the air, and, if this

alters, the initial temperature of the oils nmst be altered to correspond.

Immediatelv after testing each oil the burette is refilled with acid and
capped, and the neck of the bottle is carefully wiped dry and oaj«ped. If

these directions are followed, very good results may, with practice, lx> obtained.

This test is most useful iu coQipariug one sample of oil with

another, as in controlling the quality of the deliveries of oil purchased
to sample. As the results obtained are influenced not only bv the

strength of the acid used but also by the exact modus operandi, each
observer must construct a table of results for himself, by testing

several pure samples of each oil lie requires to examine. Table
LXXII. will serve to show, approximatelj-, the results obtained
with some well-known oils.

In testing oils which evolve more heat than cottonseed oil, the chemical
reaction becomes so violent that the liquid froths out of the beaker

;

therefore, the test cannot be made unless the oil is diluted. For this purpose
olive oil is suitable ; e.g. 20 grms. of linseed oil diluted with 30 gnus, of mive
oil give a moderate thermal effect. The olive oil nuist be tested separately
to ascertain the rise of temperature obtainetl with it alone ; the thermal rise

of the linseed oil is then calculateil as shown by the following example :

—

Rise of temperature of the mixture, observed, ""•2°
o

Effect due to 30 grms. of olive oil = - x 42' = 25-2°
f>

Efiect due to 20 grms. of linseed oil, 520°

.". 50 grms. of linseed oil would rise - x 5-2 = 130°
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Table LXXII.

Name of Oil.
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Table LXXIII.

Sample.
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the fact that the multiplier in the latter case is more than three times
as large as in the former.

0.—OXIDATION AND GUMMING OF LUBRICATING OILS.

I. Fixed Oils.—Xo absolute quantitative method of determining
the oxidizing properties of lubricating oils is known. The behaviour
of the different fixed oils when exposed in thin films to the air at the
ordinary or a slightly elevated temperatiu'e, leads to their classification

in three divisions, viz. :—(1) drying oils, which by oxidation soon
solidify to a varnish and therefore include the paint oils ; (2) so-called

non-drying oih,'^ which remain fluid for long periods and comprise the
best lubricating oils ; and (3) semi-drying oils, which form an inter-

mediate class, drying but slowly, yet too oxidizable to be well

adapted for lubricating. Rape oil, however, which is the least

oxidizable of the semi-drying oils, is largely used as a lubricant by
large consumers, owing to its comparatively low cost.

In the examination of olive oil, lard oil, sperm oil, and other well-

known lubricating oils belonging to the non-drying class, also fats

such as tallow, it is as a rule sufficient to prove the absence of adid-

terants belonging to the drying and semi-drying classes by means of

the ordinary physical and chemical tests, paying special attention to

the iodine value, which is increased by the presence of the more
easily oxidizable oils. But with rape oil the case is different.

Genuine rape oils differ considerably in gumming properties, and a
special oxidation test is not only useful but practicable, as rape oil

is sufficiently oxidizable to give a decided result in a reasonable time.

The following simple comparative test is usually made :

—

(a) Watch-glass Test.— 1 grm. of the sample of oil is weighed on a watch-
glass, the same weight of a standard sample is weighed on another watch-
glass of the .?ame curvature, and the two glasses are placed side by ^ide in a
boiling-water oven, where they are left undisturbed for a certain number
of hours. A good practice is to place the glasses containing the oils in the
oven at, say, 5 p.m., and take them out at 9 a.m., i.e. after an interval of

sixteen hours. The condition of the oils is then examined when cold.

Tested in this way, and using 1 grm. of the substance, rape oil of

the very best quality does not dry, and does not appear to have
thickened much when caused to flow by inclining the glass ; inferior

samples will have crept up and formed dry spots on the sides of the

glass, and most rape oils will have thickened more or less considerably.

The result of this test, considered in conjunction with the physical

and chemical data, is of considerable assistance in judging the quality

of rape oil.

' Livache has shown (Jbu)-. Soc. Oiem. Ind., xiv. (1895), p. Sll) that all fixed

oils, whether vegetable or animal, and even fats, if exposed to the air at a
sufficiently high temperature (120°-160° C), sooner or later dry up, forming a

solid elastic product similar to that obtained from the drying oils.
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The same test is sometimes useful in the examination of olive oil.

In this case 0'5 grm. should be used for the test, the other conditions

remaining the same. Good olive oil will change very little in sixteen

hours ; inferior oil, dark green or greenish brown in colour, will thicken

considerably.

The object of using a weighed quantity of oil is merely to ensure

uniform conditions, equal weights of oil in glasses of the same
curvature exposing the same surface area : it is not worth while to

attempt to get more out of the test by weighing tlie oil after exposure,

as the changes in weight due to oxidation are small and erratic, some
of the products of oxidation being volatile at 100° C; they are also

affected by variable traces of moisture in the oils, and no satisfactory

result is thus obtained. (See Livache's test.)

(//) Film Test.—A less simple, but for some purposes a better test

than the above, is made by exposing the oil in a film on a glass plate

at a temperature of 50° C. It is not easy to obtain continuous films,

nor films of uniform thickness, and unless thej- are uniform the results

are not comparable. The least trace of moisture on the surface of

the glass, even the film of moist air condensed on all apparently dry

cold surfaces, causes some oils to draw up into irregular patches and
drops. This may be avoided by first heating the glass strongly and
painting it with the oil while still hot.

Pieces of plate glass, say 3 inches square and ^ inch thick, are carefully

cleaned, wiped dry, and weighed. Each glass is numbered, and its approxi-

mate weight is marked on a card. Tlie glasses are first heated in an air-oven

to 200° C. for about half to one hour, then taki-n out and laid upon pieces

of cork. As soon a.s they have cooled down to aliout 100', the upjKjr surface

of eacli is thinly painted over, by means of a clean camel-hair brush, with the

oil to be tested, and the glasses are then left to become quite cold, ^^'hen

cold they are jilaced again on the balance, and more oil is dropjied upon the

centre of each plate until exactly 01 grni. has been made up. The jilates

are then laid, with the oiled sides upwards, upon a levelled sheet of plate

glass, in an ovun furnished with a regulator by which the temperature

can be maintained at the temi>erature of 50° C. The oil last added will

gradually spread over the surface of the glass. At inter\-als of a few-

hours the plates are removed from the oven, allowed to cool do»Ti to the

temperature of the laboratory, and the condition of the oil tested by toucliing

with the finger.

Even with the precautions above stated, the film will be thicker in

some parts than others, and will not alwa\-s dry at a uniform rate

;

but, by making duplicate tests, very fairly compjirablc results maj- be

obtained. As a result of severjil tests made in this way it has been

foimd that refined cottonseed oil dries to a varnish in from eighteen

to twenty-four hours, refined rape oil reipiires alx>ut forty-eight hours

to dry to the s;imc extent, whilst olive oil docs not dry up in thirteen

days.

The following results by Holde ' were obtained by spreading ' 1

' Die Unt(rm</iun<j dcr Hc/imifrmitUl, ji. 98.
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drop ' of the oil on a glass plate measuring 5x10 centimetres and ex-

posing to air at 50° C. for twenty-four hours. The film thus obtained

would be thinner than that formed in the above-described test, and
might be expected to dry more quickly.

Table LXXV.—Effect of Exposing some Fixed Oils in thin
Films to Air at 50° C. (Holde).

Kind ot Oil.
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is obtained. Evidently, this test is unsuited for the systematic

examination of lubricating oils, though it may be found useful in

special cases.

Livache obtained the following results :

—

Table LXXVI.—Iscrease of Weight of Oils by Oxidation.

Kind of Oil.
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after that there was a gradual loss of weight. Hempseed, poppyseed,
walnut and cottonseed oils reached the maxima in from twenty-four

to twenty-eight hom-s at 22°-2S° C, whilst sesame oil at the same
temperature took from seventy-two to ninety-six hours. Arachis oil

increased 6 '7 per cent, in weight in ninety-six houi-s at 14°-34 5° C;
another sample gained only 4-8 per cent, in Hi hours at
17°-23° C. Colza and olive oils gain weight very slowly ; although
a change is perceptible within twenty-four hours, the maximum
is not reached for many days or even weeks. Experiments, how-
ever, showed that the adulteration of olive oil with oils of more
strongly marked drying character caused the most marked effect in

the first twenty-four hours. See Tables LXXVII. and LXXVIII.

Table LXXVII.—Change of Weight (per cent.) by Oxidation
OF Colza Oil (Bishop).

Number of
Houra Exposed.
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Table LXXVIII.—Change of Weight (per cent.) by Oxidation of
Pure and Mixed Olive Oil (_Bishop).

Number of

Hours Exposed.
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Fox ^ has described the following method : About 1 grm. of the oil

is sealed up with 0-5 grm. of precipitated lead in a glass tube having

a capacity of about 100 c.c. The whole is then heated in au oil-bath

for several hours at 105° C, when the amount of oxygen absoi-bed is

determined by noting the decrease in volume of gas in the tube. The
following results were thus obtained :

—

Kind of Oil.
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tube having been drawn out and allowed to become cold, the air is

displaced by oxygen and the tube is quickly sealed with a fine blow-

pipe flame. After heating in a water-bath for several hours, the end
of the tube is broken oft' under water, and the volume of oxygen
absorbed is measured. The most suitable temperature and time of

heating depend upon the kind of oil experimented upon. Three
hours' heating in a boiling-water bath were given in the experiments

the results of which are recorded in the following uible :

—

Table LXXXI.

Description of Oil.
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mineral lubricating oils tested by him when exposed to the air in thin

and thick layers at temperatures of 50° and 100° C.

In Table A (p. 274) the behaviour of pale refined oils is compai-ed

with that of dark 'reduced' oils, and the greater tendency of the latter

to thicken and form sticky or ' gummy ' residues will be observed.

The results in Table B (p. 278) are intended to show the behaviour

of very asphaltic Hauigsen petroleum in its crude state and also

after the extraction of part of the tarry matter by petroleum
spirit and alcohol-ether.

In Table C (p. 27G) quantitative results are given, showing the

amount of evaporation resulting from the exposure of mineral oils to

100° C. for several months in thicker layers (0'21-0'24 grm. of oil with

a surface of about 75 sq. cm.). The pale, very fluid, and non-resinous

'paraffin oil,' No. 5, from the lowest lubricating oil fractions, gradually

evaporated in the course of fifteen months, without leaving a trace of

resin behind ; the more viscous, brownish-yellow ' motor ' oil left a

small solid residue, consisting partly of resin originally contained in

the oil and partly (as the dark colour of the residue and its insolubility

in jjctroleum spirit proved) of oxidized hydrocarbons formed during
the heating. The very viscous oil No. 7, consisting of a distillate of

ver}' high boiling-point, evaporated and dried very little ; the same
oil, partly deresinified by treatment with alcohol, dried still less.

The oils which dried most were the residuum-containing oils Nos. 1 to

4, of which again those purified with alcohol-ether dried less than the

untreated oils. The Russian oil Xo. 1 contained, as the viscosity

shows, lower boiling hydrocarbons than Xo. 7, and therefore, although
it resinified more quickly than the latter oil, the residue was
essentially more fluid. All the resinous residues left by heating

mineral oils are incompletely soluble in petroleum ether, even though
the original unheated oils (as Nos. 6-8) may have been completely

soluble ; these residues are, however, easily soluble in benzene.

Holde summarizes the results of his experiments as follows :

—

When exposed to the air in thin films (1 drop of oil on a 5 x 10 cm.
glass plate) the pale and dark-coloured distilled mineral oils do not

resinify after several months' exposure, either at the ordinary

temperature or when heated to 50° or 100° C. Dark residuum-
containing oils by long exposure at ordinary temperatures resinify very
little, but at 50°-100° C. a marked thickening, and, with verj' tarry

oils, even complete resinification, occurs, whilst the greater proportion

of the fluid hydrocarbons evaporate, and the remainder oxidize,

adding to the tarry and asphaltic contents of the residue.

In thicker layers (0'20-0'25 grm., exposing a surface area of 75
sq. cm.), the pale-coloured, non-resinous distillates do not resinify

even at 100° C, but the dark-coloured distillates, containing 1-3 per

cent, of resin, leave partly resinous residues. Dark residuum-

containing oils, similarly treated, yield sticky or solid products, even

after the first few months, and after fifteen months the residues are

quite hard and pitchy.

18
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Table LXXXII. (A).

—

Changes hndergoke by Mineral

(
' 1 drop ' of Oil spread

No.
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Lubricating Oils when heated in thin Layers {Holde).

on a 5 X 10 cm. Glass Plate.)

Condition of Oil Film after heating to
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Table LXXXIV. (C).—Resinipication of Mineral

Number.
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Oils ix thick Layers at 100° C. (Holde).
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Table LXXXIII (B).—BEHiviouR of Crude HInigsen (Hanoverian)
Petroleum heated to 50° C. {Rolde).

('1
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The subject has been experimentally investigated by Gellatly,

Coleman, Young, and many others, by saturating balls of waste fibre

with various oils, placing them in a chamber heated to 212° F. or

some lower temperature, and noting the time taken by the mass to

inflame. The results obtained have shown that the drying oils, such
as linseed, and especially boiled linseed oil, cause ignition most
readily, and the non-drying oils least readily, but all drying and
semi-drying oils, and even such non-drying oils as olive and lard oil,

are capable of causing ignition sooner or later under the conditions

named. Mackey has shown by experiments with olive and cotton-

seed oils ^ tliat free fatty acids prepared from these oils are more
liable to develop heat and eventually to fire when spread on cotton

than the neutral oils themselves,- a fact which he considers of im-
portance in relation to fire risks in woollen mills, as recovered cloth-

oils and distilled oleines consist largely of free fatty acids. In the
experiments recorded in Table LXXXV. (p. 282) it will be noticed,

however, that commercial " oleine " and " 97 per cent, oleine " heated
no more than neutral olive oil.^ According to Kissling,'' the generation
of heat is influenced to a considerable extent by the nature of the
fibrous material, being most rapid with silk, and less, in order, with
animal wool, cotton wool, jute, and hemp.

In practice, the risk of fire arising from spontaneous ignition of

oily material is greater the more readily oxidizable the oil, and there-

fore, generally, the higher the iodine value of the oil and the greater
the evolution of heat in Maumene's thermal test. Mineral oils,

which are practically incapable of oxidation, do not heat at all, and
not only are they, therefore, free from the danger of spontaneous
ignition, but when mixed with fatty oils in sufficient proportion,

which varies according to the nature of the fatty oil, they prevent
the risk of fire arising from the spontaneous ignition of the mixture.
Given a sufiiciently high flasiiing-pnint, not below 340°-3.50° F.

(171°-177° C), the more mineral oil there is in a mixed lubricant the
safer the oil as regards the liability to cause a fii-e ; nevertheless, the
fire insurance companies consider the fire-risk in textile and woollen
mills greater the higher the percentage of ' unsaponifiable matter ' ^ in

the oil used. This is chiefly owing to the fact that when a fire has
once broken out, mineral oils, which, as a rule, flash at a lower tem-

' Jour. Sue. Chcm. Ind., xiii. (1894), p. 1164.
^ The differeuce has to do with the chemical action of the fatty acids on the

cotton, as it was not observed when an inorganic material like slag wool was
substituted for the cotton.

' Compare Richardson and Jaffi?, Jour. Soc. Chem. Iiul., 1905, p. 534.
* Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xiv. (1895), p. 479.
'•" Botli Mackey and Lewkowitsch liave pointed out the fallacy of assuming

the ' unsajionifiable matter ' to consist, necessarily, of mineral oil, since in

recovered wool grease, for example, it may be composed entirely of cholesterols,

and should therefore be examiued as described in Chap. VII.
, p. 228. In distilled

wool grease, however, hydrocarbons occur, which, though not 'mineral oil,' are
uudistinguishable from it, and, as regards fire-risk, may be regarded as identical.
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perature tlian the vegetable oils, are more likely to assist in spreading

the fire in proportion to the difference of flashing-point (Mackey).

Both in the United States and in this country apparatus has been

devised specially for the pui-pose of determining the relative liability

of oils to cause spontaneous combustion.

AUbright and Clark's Apparatus,' generally known as Ordway's, consists of

a double chamljer, fonned Ijy two tubes placed one inside the other. The
outer tube is of wrought iron, 6 inches in diameter, and is closed at each end
by discs of wood. The inner tube is of sheet iron, 4 inches in diameter, and

6 inches shorter than the outer tube, and is fitted with overlapping metal

covers at each end, which support it centrally \vithin the outer tube, leaving

an annular air-space of 1 inch between the two tubes and a space of 3 inches

at each end. The apparatus, suitably supported, is heated by a Bunsen
burner, and three thermometers, which are inserted into the inner tube

through the outer, allow the temperature to be read off.

50 grms. of the oil to be tested are distributed as evenly as possible over

50 grms. of cotton waste, which is then carefuUv pushed into one end of the

inner tube, and a second similar ball of un-oiled waste is inserted into the

other end. One thermometer is placed with its bullj in the ball of oUed
waste, one in the ball of un-oiled waste, and the third midway between the

two. The outer tube is then heated so that the thermometer in the im-oiled

waste indicates 100°-101° C, not higher, the maintenance of this tempera-

ture being controlled by means of the middle thermometer, which should

be kept at about 125° C. Spontaneous heating of the oiled waste is

indicated by the temperature of the mass rising above that of the un-oiled

waste, and the difference of temperature vnH be greater and the rise more
rapid the more dangerous the oil.

Richards states that this apparatus has been of the greatest use in

determining the cause of fires and in estimating the relative safety of

oils for use in textile mills. Among other results it has been found

that the proportions of neatsfoot and best lard oils which can safely

be mixed with minenil oil amounts to from 50 to 60 per cent., whilst

not more than 25 per cent, of cottonseed oil can be sjifely added.

That is to say, cotton waste oiled with a mixture of 50 per cent, lard

oil and 50 per cent, mineral oil would not be liable to ignite

spontaneously, but if the lard oil were adidtonited with cottonseed

oil, ignition might occur. In either case, a good deal woidd depend

upon the size of the heap of waste and the temperature of the

surrounding air.

Mackey's 'Cloth-Oil Tester' (fig. 73)- consists of a cylindrical cop}ier

water-bath tinned on the inside, measuring externally 8 inches high x C

inches in diameter, and internally 7 inches high x 4 inches in diameter,

provided with a lid having a short central tube D for a thermometer and

two longer tul>cs A and B for promoting the circidation of air. A cylinder

of 24-mesh wire gauze C, 6 inches longxli inches in diameter, contains

the oiled wool.

14 grms. of the oil to be testeil are weighed into a shallow dish containing

7 gi-ms. of pure cotton wool, and after thoronghly incorjxirating the oil by

' Richanls, Jour. .SV. f7„m. l,ui.. xi. (1S92), p. 547.

- Jour. Soc. Cluiii. Jml., xiv. US95), p. 9i0 : ami xv. (1S96), \>. 90.
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hand witli the well teased wool, which cannot be too carefully done, as the

success of the experiment greatly depends upon the even distribution of

the oil, the thermometer is held upright in the middle of the gauze cylinder

and the oiled wool is carefully and unifonnly packed around it. Havin"
raised the water in the outer jacket to active ebullition, the cylinder and
thermometer are placed in the inner chamber, the lid is carefully slipped

down over the thermometer stem, and the latter is fixed in position by
tightening up the screw-clanip D. The position of the thermometer should

be such that the red mark on the stem is just visible above D. The water
in the jacket is kept steadily boiling, care being taken that steam is neither

drawn down the tube B nor warms the tube A, and the temperature of the

wool is read off at intervals.

Fif;. 73.—Cloth-oil Tester.

It usually takes about one hour for the oiled wool to reach the
temperature of the bath (100° C. = 212°F.), and Safe oils, like pure
olive oil, will not rise much higher ; but dangerous oils will continue
to heat,^ and very dangerous oils, such as cottonseed, will rise to 200°
C. (392° F.) within one hour and a half. Generally, the temperature
after a certain point is reached commences to rise very rapidly, and
when this is the case the thermometer must be withdrawn after
reaching, say, 250° C, otherwise it may be damaged. Mackey states
that any oil which, when tested in this way, reaches 200° C. in two
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hours, may be regarded as too dangerous for use iu mills. The worst

class of oil, from a fire insurance point of view, will heat more rapidly

than this.

Everyone using the apparatus for the firet time should experiment

with pure olive and cottonseed oils, comparing his results with those

in the following table by Mackey, until he has found how to prepare

and pack the mixture of wool and oil so as to obtain similar results :

—
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In experiment No. 2 the temperature did not at first rise so rapidly

as in the others, but it shot up rapidly after a time, and reached 250°

in about 1| hours. In this experiment, the wool was teased out

with perhaps over-extreme care ; in the last two experiments less care

was taken.

An observation may here be mentioned which, though not strictly

bearing on lubricants, is of importance to users of this apparatus.

Some linseed oil varnish containing 58 per cent, of oil of turpentine,

which was believed to have caused a fire, was being tested, but at

first no heating efiect could be obtained. The temperature of the

mixture of 14 grms. of varnish and 7 grms. of wool rose to 100° in

twenty-eight minutes, but remained stationary at 105° for two hours.

Every attempt to obtain a different result failed. 1-4 grms. of a mixture

of cottonseed oil and turpentine in the same proportions failed to rise

higher than 142° C. in 150 minutes, and 33 grms. of the same
mixture (containing 14 grms. of cottonseed oil) did not rise beyond
103°. It became evident that the heavy turpentine vapour filling

the inner chamber prevented access of sufficient air to maintain the

oxidation. The air-inlet tube B was therefore connected up to an

air-supply tap, and a cm'rent of air (2 litres per minute) was forced

through the apparatus. Repeating the experiment under these

conditions, the 33 grms. of the cottonseed oil and turpentine mixture

rose to 182° in two hours and to 250° in 123 minutes, and the sample
of varnish (containing linseed oil and turpentine) reached 100° C in

eighteen minutes and shot up to 250° in thirty-eight minutes.

Since making these observations, we have made a pi-aetice of

forcing a current of air through the apparatus in testing all oils, and
we find the results more regular and reliable. We have also

improved the apparatus by replacing the spout shown in the figure

by a tube which can be connected to a reflux condenser. This
prevents the water in the jacket from boiling to dryness, an event

which otherwise is not unlikely to occur.

Q.~DETECTION AND DETERMINATION OF ARACHIS OIL
IN OLIVE OIL.

Arachis or earthnut oil so nearly resembles olive oil in general

characters that the ordinary physical and chemical tests fail to detect

its presence. The chief difference lies in the iodine values, which
range as under :

—

Lowest. Highest.

Arachis oil, .... 83-3 105
Olive oil, .... 76-2 91-7

Whilst a high iodine value (say over 87 per cent., which is seldom
exceeded by genuine olive oil) might, therefore, be due to the presence

of arachis oil, a normal value is compatible with the presence of this

oil in considerable proportion.
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Arachis oil, however, contains from 4"3 to 5'4 per cent, of arachidic

and lignoceric acids (C^^HjoOj and Cj^H^sUj), which, owing to their

sparing solubility in cold alcohol, can be isolated without much
difficulty. Olive oil contains not more than traces of these acids.

Upon this difference in composition, Renard has based the following

process for the detection and determination of arachis oil, which is

here described with some modifications in detail introduced by one of

the authors. 1

10 grms. of the suspected oil are saponified in a basin, as directed in E I.

(p. 225), using 8 c.c. of 50 per cent, caustic soda solution and 70 c.c. of alcohol,

boiled down gently to about 20 c.c, rinsed with hot water into a separating

funnel, decomposed with liydrocliloric acid in excess, and shaken with ether

to extract the fatty acids. After distilling off the ether in an 8-oz. wide-

necked flask, the fatty acids are dried by heating the flask on a steam-bath

and sucking out the vapour, and are then dissolved by pouring 50 c.c. of

rectified alcohol (sp. gr. 0-834) into the hot flask.

To the solution, which should not be hotter than 110° F., and must not

be allowed to cool below 100° F., lest crystals of arachidic and lignoceric

acids should separate, 5 c.c. of a 20 per cent, aijueous solution of lead acetate

are added, which will precipitate the whole of the arachidic and lignoceric

acids as lead soaps, together with some palmitate and oleate of load.- After

cooling to about 60° F. and allowing to stand for about half an hour, the

alcoholic liquid is decanted through a filter, and the lead ^oaps are extracted

with ether until the washings when shaken in a test-tube with HjS-

water give no colour, or only a slight brown ; the soluble lead oleate is thus

removed. It is best not to attempt to wash with ether more than once on the

filter, hut to rinse the soaps back into the flask and digest with ether, then

again filter and again rinse back, using the same filter each time. After

doing this about four times, all the lead oleate will have been dissolved out.

Washing on the filter takes a much longer time.

The filter paper conUiining the lead arachidate, etc., is opened in a large

plain funnel placed in the neck of a separating funnel, and, before the soaps

liave had time to dry, they are rinsed into the separator with a jet of ether

from a washing bottle. The soaps which adhere to the jtaper and flask may
be decomposed and transferred liy rinsing with warm dilute hydrocWoric

acid, followed by etlicr. About 20 c.c. more hydrochloric acid (TIO sp. gr.)

are poured into the scjiarator, shaken well to decompose the lead soa|^ then

run ott', and the ethereal solution of the fatty acids is washed with small

quantities of water until the le;jd chloride is removed. The ether is distilled

ott' in an 8-oz. flask, au^ 1 the residual fatty acids are hcateil in the water-oven

until dry. They are then dissolved by warming with 50 c.c. of 90 per cent.

ethyl alcohol (sp. gr. 0-8340), and the solution is cooled to 15° C., when
arachidic and lignoceric acids, if present, will crystallize out, either at once

or after standing a short time. The fl;isk should be closed by a cork

carrying a thermometer.

' Jour. Soc Cliem. Tml., xvii. (1S9S), p. 1124.
'•' Tliis quantity of lead is sufficient for 10 gnn.s. of oil. Il" more be addtxl, a

larger pioeipibite is pniduoeil, ct>ntj>iiiiiig more load oleato, which takes more

wasliiiifj out with ether, but no moiv aracliidic and lipiiocoric acids are obtaiiK^l

;

in fact, if excess of lead be used, as rocomnicnded by some cliomists, tlio qusutity

of these acids rccovcre»i is even less, probably owinj; to the solvent action of the

solution of load oloato in other on the otlior lead soaps.
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According to Tortelli and Eug<ieri,' a rough estimate of the amount of

earthniit oil present may be made at this stage by observing the temperature
at which the crystals commence to form. For this purpose the liquid in the
flask must be heated until the crystals have redissolved, and then allowed
to cool slowly.

Table LXXXVI.

Temperature at which the
crystals commence to form.

•c.
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one hour at the same temperature as before, again filtering and washing, first

with 90 per cent, and then with 70 per cent, alcohol, and then weighing.

The crystals from pure earthnut oil, when thus purified, melt, by Bensemann's
method, at 72'3°-73'3° C This recrystallization is not, however, necessary,

unless the melting-point of the first crop is too low, or the quantity of crystals

large.

As the mixed acids are slightly soluble in the 90 per cent, alcohol used

for recrystallization and washing, a correction must be made, which varies

according to the weight of mixed acids obtained {Tortelli and Ruggeri). This
correction is given by the following table :

—

Table LXXXVII.

Weight of Mixed Acids
obtained.
Grm.

0'9 and upwards.
0-8

0-7

0-6

0-5

0-4

0-3

0-2

O'l and less.

0071
0-070

0-0G9
0-067

0064
0-061

0-055

0-048

0-033

17-5° C.
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judging- by the solubility in alcohol and the melting-point, it is prob-

ably a mixture of arachidic and lignoceric acids. Archbutt has

isolated these acids from 33 out of 51 samples of commercial rape

oil, and has proved that the quantity present may amount to as much
as l-iS per cent. He has also found the same acid in mustard oil.^

It appears from these results that the fact of finding arachidic acid

in olive oil is not conclusive proof of the presence of earthnut oil,

unless rape and mustard oils are proved to be absent by other tests,

of which the saponification value is the most important. Unless the

saponification value of a sample of olive oil is below 19"0, neither rape

nor mustard oils are likely to be present.

Table LXXXVIII.

Composition of the
Oil per 100 parts.
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but by impurities which are more or less perfectly removed in the

processes of refining ; and many of these reactions, based upon tests

made with a limited number of specimens of oil, have been found by
more extended experience to be valueless. Although the quantitative

methods developed during recent years have made us much less

dependent than formerly upon coloiu- tests, the means of identifying

oils in mixtures are still imperfect, and such colour reactions as are

undoubtedly produced by natural constituents of particular oils, of

which there are a few, are valuable.

I. Eeactions of Cottonseed Oil.

(a) The Halphen Reaction.—Oils containing cottonseed oil, if

heated with carbon disulphide, free sulphur, and amyl alcohol,

develop a chai-acteristic rose-red coloration, the depth of which is in

proportion to the amount of cottonseed oil present. The relative

proportions of oil and reagents, and the method of heating, may be

varied without interfering with the test, as is evident from the

different directions given by different analysts. The foUowiug

method will be found quite satisfactory :

—

3 CO. of the oil, 1 c.c. of a 2 per cent, solution of sulphur in carbon disul-

phide, and 1 c.c. of amyl alcohol, are mixed in a small test-tube, which is

then heated in a bath of boiling water. With as little as 5 per cent, of

cottonseed oil present, a distinct rose-red coloration is developed in from
fifteen to thirty minutes ; the colour is more intense and more rapidly

produced the larger the proportion of cottonseed oil. Less than 5 per cent,

can be detected if the heating be continued for one hour, and if the colour

be then compared with that of a pure sample of oil tested at the same time.

This is the simplest and best reaction for the detection of cotton-

seed oil. So far as is known, the only other commercial oil which

gives the reaction is kapok oil (Milliau, Coinptes liendu^, 1904, 807),

which would be equally objectionable in a lubricant. Nevertheless,

too much reliance must not be placed on this or any other colour test.

Thus, it has been found that cottonseed oil which has been heated to

240° C, or even to 150° C, if heated long enough, no longer resjxjnds

to Halphen's test. It has also been observed that the fat of animals

which have been fed on cottonseed cake may give the colour reactions

of cottonseed oil, though none has been added (see Silfer Xitrate

Test). Thus, lard oil from the fat of pigs fed on cxittouseed cake

might be unjustly condenuied if conclusions were drawn from the

colour reaction alone. Hence, it is evident that these reactions

should only be used as adjuncts to other tests, and no conclusions

should be drawn from them, unless confirmed by the results of the

quantitative reactions.

(b) The Silver Nitrate Test.—This test, originated by Beechi,

depends upon the presence in cottonseed oil of a subsUuiee which

reduces silver nitrjite. If the oil be saponified and the fatty acids
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isolated, they give tlie same reaction. In Beechi's test, the oil is

heated with a complex reagent containing an alcoholic solution of

silver nitrate, ether, nitric acid, amyl alcohol, and rape oil ; but it

is preferable to emjjloj" for the tost a solution of the fattj' acids in

pure alcohol, as proposed by Milliau, omitting the amyl alcohol

and rape oil. The following method of procedure is recommended :—

•

Approximately 5 grms. of the oil are saponified as directed in E I. (p. 225).

The alcoholic soap solution, concentrated to about 10 or 15 c.c, is diluted

\nt\i hot water, rinsed into a separating funnel, decomposed with excess of

dilute sulphuric acid, and shaken with about 70 c.c. of ether to dissolve the

fatty acids. After drawing off the aqueous liquid, the ethereal solution is

washed four or five times with small quantities of culd water and poured into

a flask. The ether is then distilled off, and the flask containing the fatty

acids is heated on a steam-bath for a few minutes to evaporate the remaining
traces of ether and water.

The fatty acids thus obtained are immediately dissolved by pouring 20 c.c.

of absolute alcohol into the Hask, and the solution is poured into a dry tesi-

tube measuring 8 inches x 1 inch. The contents of the test-tube are raised

to boiling by cautiously heating over a small Bunsen flame, and then, whilst

holding the test-tube over a white tile, 2 c.c. of a 30 per cent, aqueous
sohition of silver nitrate are added from a pipette. In the presence of

5 per cent, of cottonseed oil, a characteristic brown turbidity is produced
almost immediately. The reaction is more rapid and intense the greater

the proportion of cottonseed oil present. If there be no immediate reduction,

the solution is kept under observation for a minute or two at boiling-point,

by moving the tube to and fro from the tile to the flame, and if only 2 per

cent, of cottonseed oil be present a distinct reaction, though more slowly

developed, wiU be obtained.

This reaction has been examined by a large number of chemists

and found to be characteristic of cottonseed oil. Milliau states,

however, that kapok oil gives the same reaction. Some genuine

rape oils appear to reduce the silver very slightly, but the reaction

takes place slowly, and the colour produced is blackish, whilst with

cottonseed oil it is brown. Possibly in these cases the precipitate is

sulphide of silver, due to sulphur in the rape oil. In testing fats

which have been exposed to the air, or have become rancid, it must
be remembered that aldehydic bodies formed by oxidation may reduce

the silver solution. Thus Bevan ' found that lard which had been

exposed to the air for some days gave Becchi's reaction, whilst some
of the same lard taken from the interior of the mass had no reducing

property. Heluier - states that genuine butter made from the milk

of cows fed largely on cottonseed cake frequently gives the reaction

of cottonseed oil.^

Since it is not known whether all samples of cottonseed oil reduce

1 Aiwtyst, .xix. (1894), p. 88. ^ Ibid., p. 89.
'' Confii-med later by experiments made on behalf of the Board of Agriculture.

See Analyst, xxiii. (189s), p. 255. Soltsien anil othei-s have also shown that

American lard from pigs fed on cottonseed meal gives a strong colour reaction

with the silver nitrate test and with Halphen's test; Analyst, 1902, 95, and
1903, 80.

19
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silver nitrate to the same extent, it is not safe to draw quantitative

conclusions from this test ; but an estimate of the proportion of

cottonseed oil based upon the result of the colour test generally agrees

fairly well with that calculated from the quantitative results.

Some chemists have obtained good results by the Milliau test,

others have formed an unfavourable opinion of it. This different

experience may be due to the fact that the fatty acids if kept heated

even to 100° C, and especially if washed with boiling water, graduallj-

lose their reducing property.

Thus, the fatty acids obtained from a mixture of rape oil with 5 per cent,

of cottonseed oil, which reduced silver nitrate immediately when first tested,

completely lost the property by heating in the water-oven for one hour. 50
grms. of pure cottonseed oil were saponified and the fatty acids were obtained.

After transferring 5 c.c. to a test-tube, the remainder of the acids were
placed in the water-oven in a wide beaker, and at intervals of one hour 5 c.c.

were taken out and tvan.*ferred to tubes. The different quantities were
then tested together and the amount of reduction compared. The fatty

acids which had not been heated reduced the silver very strongly, the
remaining quantities had a reducing power which diminished progressively

accoiding to the length of time they had been heated, and after heating for

nine hours it was estimated that about 95 per cent, of the reducing action

had been lost.

A more rapid loss of the reducing property occurred when the fatty acids

were repeatedly boiled with water. Thus, some fatty acids from pure
cottonseed oil, which reduced silver very strongly, were boiled with water
for one hour in a basin ; the reducing projierty, though still stronglv marked,
had decidedly diminished. The same fatty acids were then boded four times

successively, for only one or Iwo minutes each time, with fresh quantities

of water, when they were found to have lost from 85 to 90 per cent, of their

original reducing power.

From these results it is evident that if the fatt}' acids for the

Milliau test are prepared in the oi-dinary way, viz., by acidifying

the hot soap solution in a basin, heating until the fatty acids are

clear, washing with hot water and drying in the water-oven, erratic

results may be expected. But by separating the fatty acids with

ether in the manner described on p. 289, and by avoiding more than

ten to fifteen minutes' heating to expel the ether, the results are

more reliable.

Cottonseed oil, however, which has been heated to 240* C. no
longer responds to eitlu-r Becchi's or Milliau's tests.

(() The Nitric Acid Test.—This test is given in the form recom-

mended by Lewkowitsch.' A few c.c. of the oil are vigorously shaken

in the cold with an equal volume of nitric acid of sp. gr. r375 and
then allowed to stand. If cottonseed oil be present, a characteristic

coffee-brown coloration develops in a short time. Stronger acid

gives less definite results.

In applying this test to a sjimplc of oil, the colour obtained should

lie coinparod with that given inidor the syinic conditions by a pure

' ji null/sis of Oils, etc., vol. ii. |>. 635.
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sample of the same kind of oil. The test is most useful in the case

of oli^e oil which, when pure, is scarcely changed in colour by the

nitric acid. In consequence of an observation by Holde that refined

rape oil when shaken with nitric acid of 1"-11 sp. gr. also gives a

brown colour, Lewkowitsch mixed a large luimber of samples of olive

oil with varying proportions of cottonseed oil on the one hand and
rape oil on the other, and shook them with nitric acid of r375 sp gr.

After standing for twenty-four hours, the two sets showed striking

differences of colour ; those containing cottonseed oil were of a pale

brown colour, whilst those mixed with rape oil became more yellowish.

In a similar series of tests made by one of the authors it was found,

with one sample of rape oil, that although no brown colour was
developed within forty minutes, whilst the mixtures containing 5 per

cent, and upwards of cottonseed oil all gave a distinct brown colour

in the same time, on longer standing the mixtures containing rape oil

also became brown in colour, and, before the end of twenty-four hours,

could not he distinguished in shade from those containing cottonseed

oil. Another sample of refined (Stettin) rape oil, undoubtedly
genuine, when mixed in tlie proportion of 20 per cent, with the

same sample of olive oil as was used in the aVjove tests, gave a

brown colour in forty minutes which could not be distinguished from
the colour given by 20 per cent, of cottonseed oil. A more extended
experience has confirmed the fact that many genuine rape oils give

a brown colour when shaken with nitric acid of 1'375 sp. gr.

Some genuine lards have been found to give a brown colour with

nitric acid ; but this should not mislead an experienced analyst, as

the presence of cottonseed oil ought not to be certified unless it is

confirmed by (Quantitative tests, such as the iodine value of the sample.

Tiie reaction with nitric acid has this advantage over Halphen's
and the silver nitrate tests, that the brown colour is obtained with

cottonseed oil which has been heated to 240° C, as well as with oil

which has not been heated. Lewkowitsch states, however, that some
American cottonseed oils which he has met with gave such a faint

coloration with nitric acid that 10 per cent, could not be detected
in olive oil by this test ; but such oils are rare.

It may be noted that blown oils, both rape and cotton, even if

present to the extent of only 10 per cent., give a very intense red-

brown coloiu' when shaken with nitric acid.

II. Reaction of Sesame Oil.

The Baudoimi Reaction.—SesauK- oil contains a substance which
produces a rose-red colnration when the oil, either pure or in admix-
ture with other oils, is shaken with a solution of cane sugar in

hydrochloric acid.

Ill making the test, O'l grni. of pnre cane sugar is first dissolved in .5 c.c. of

cold, strong hydrochloric acid (riH sp. gr.) ; 10 c.c. of the oil are then added,
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the tube is corked, shaken for ten minutes, and allowed to stand. If only
2 per cent, of sesame oil be present, the acid which separates will be piuk iu

colour. If 5 per cent and upwards be present there will be no need to shake
for ten minutes, as the emulsion will be ob.served to become pink while it is

being shaken.

Several observers have foiiud that in the case of certain olive oils

of undoubted purity the acid liquid assumes ' after a short time ' a

violet coloration. Villavecchia and Fabris ^ further state that some
genuine Italian olive oils give a rose coloration similar to that pro-

duced l)y sesame oil. We have confirmed this latter observation in

testing a few genuine olive oils, but the pink colour observed by us

has always been very faint. If, after ten minutes' shaking, the acid

whicli separates is not distinctly pink or red in colour, sesame oil

should be assumed to be absent, and no notice should be taken of any
colour which develops on standing. In any case, error is not likely

to occur so long as the results of this test arc supported by the results

of the quantitative reactions. Milliau has found that if the test be

applied to the fatty acids instead of to the oil, any possible error is

obviated, and this has been contirmod by other chemists.- Tiierefore,

Milliau 's method should be adopted in any case where doubt exists

as to the cause of the coloration. Villavecchia and Fabris * find this

colour reaction to be due to I'ur/urul, produced by the action of

hydrochloric acid on sugar, and they have accordingly proposed to

employ a solution of furfurol instead of cane sugar. As fiirfurol

itself gives a violet coloration with hydrochloric acid, a very minute
quantity nuist be used.

For the test, a 2 per cent, solution of furfurol in alcohol is pivjwired. O'l

CO. of this solution is placed in a test tube ; 10 c.c. of hydrochloric acid (1'16)

and 10 c.c. of ihe oil are added ; the tuln? is then corked, shaken for half a

minute, and allowed to stand. If even 1 ]>er cent- of sesiune oil be present,

the acid which separates has a jiink coloration ; with 5 per cent, a strong

rose-red colour is obtained. Tliis lest is reconmiended, !is it i8 sini|>ler than

the test with sugai', :ind half a minute's shaking is quite sntficient.

III. Reactions of Cholesterol aud Phytosterol.

(a) With Cliloroform and Sulphui-ic Acid (/Ifi<ge, Stilhcnrgki).— If

a few eenligraiiniRs of ebolestorol bo dissolved in '2 c.c. of chloroform

and the solution be shaken witii an eipial volume of sulphuric acid of

1'7C sp. gr., the chloroformic layer at first becomes pink, deojwning

more or less rapidl}' (accoitling to the quantity of cholosteixil present)

to blood-red, then cherrj'-red or purple, the hitter colour persisting for

' Jiiur Soe. Chem. Iml, xii. (1S98), p. 67.

- Ihid., xvii. (189S). ji. 275. The olive oils of Tunis are .said to fre<|uently give

a red or i-ose coloratimi with tho ISiuidouin test, but the fatty acids do not, S*«
Chem. Traile Jiruriial. 190-J, 5-J4.

» Ihid., \\\\. (18!M),
i>.

iJ\K
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some time and changing to a mahogany tint on prolonged standing.

If some of the purple solution be poured into a porcelain basin, the

colour soon fades to a dirty green and ultimately yellow, but the

crimson or purple tint is restored on agitating again with strong

sulphuric acid. The strength of the sulphuric acid used in this test

is important, and a comparative experiment should be made with

pure cholesterol. A crimson or purple colour is developed, though
slowly, with as little as 5 milligrms. of cholesterol in 2 c.c. of

chloroform. Salkowski stales that the sulphuric acid which separates

sliows a strong green fluorescence. A\'ith pure cholesterol (probably

from gall-stones) and sulphuric acid of 1-76 sp. gr., we have been

unaV)le to obtain more than a faint fluorescence, and that only after

standiuiT for a day or two. Lewkowitsch believes that the green

fluorescence is caused by the presence of isocholcsterol.

(o) With Acetic Anhydride and Sulphuric Acid {Liehennann).—If

to a cold solution of cholesterol in acetic anhydride, concentrated sul-

phuric acid be added, drop by drop, without shaking, a violet colora-

tion, quickly changing to blue, is produced where the liquids meet.

On shaking, the whole liquid becomes deep blue, slowly changing to

j^rcen or bluish-green. This reaction is very delicate, and is given

by less than 1 milligrni. of cholesterol in 2 c.c. of acetic anhydride.

Isocholcsterol gives the same reaction (Scliabx). A violet or violet-

red coloration is given also by solutions of colojjliony and rosin oil

in acetic anhydride, but in these cases tiie colour (which is produced

by onr drop of sulphuric acid and shaking) does not change to blue,

but either fades slowly to a neutral tint or (if heated) changes to a

Ijrown or yellow colour.

(') With Nitric Acid {Schif).—A crystal of cholesterol heated

witli a drop of concentrated nitric acid and slowly evaporated leaves

a yellow spot which is turned red by ammonia. Isocholcsterol gives

the same reaction (Sc/iii/::i').

(./) With Hydrochloric Acid and Ferric Chloride {,'ichiff).—U a

little cholesterol be triturated with a drop of a mixture of 3 vols,

strong hydrochloric acid and 1 vol. of ferric chloride solution, and
slowly evaporated to dryness, the particles which have remained un-

dissolved assume a violet-red colour, changing to blue. Some other

substances, such as oil of turpentine and camphor, behave in the

same way. Isocholesterol does not give this reaction.

IV. Detection of Kosm Oil.

(a) The Liebermann-Storch Reaction.'—If a small drop of rosin

oil be dissolved in 2 or 3 c.c. of cold acetic anhydride and 07ie drojj

of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1-53 be added to the liquid and shaken,

a characteristic violet-red coloration is produced, becoming redder,

' Juar. Sor. Choii. Lul., vii. (1888), pp. 135, 136.
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then brown or greenisli-hrown. This reaction is given even by

highly-refined rosin oil.

To deled rosin oil in mineral oil, 2 c.c. of the sample are t^haken for a

minute or two in a dry test-tube with about 3 c.c. of acetic anhydride at a

fentle heat and allowed to separate. After cooling, the acetic anhydride is

rawn off with a fine pipette and transferred to another tube, <ir, preferably,

the liquid is poured on to a small filter previously moistened with acetic an-

hydride, when the oil will remain on the filter and a bright filtrate will be
ol)tained. To this filtrate one drop of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. l'.i:j is added,

and in the pre.sence of rosin oil an immediate, very fugitive coloration, vary-

ing from violet-red to cherry-red, is obtained. Pure mineral oil give.= a

yellow or brown coloiu', which is sometimes so dark as to obscure the rc-^in

oil reaction. In such cases, the test may be made more delicate by pouring

one drop of the acetic anhydride filtrate into another tube before adding
sulphuric acid ; on diluting this with 1 or 2 c.c. of acetic anhydride and
adding one drop of sulphuric acid to the diluted liquid, the violet coloration

is more plainly seen. Five per cent, of rosin oil may be thus detected.

Morawski points out that the dark coloration of mineral oil with sulphuric

acid is intensified by the application of too much heat in shaking the oil

with acetic anhydride, and that if the extraction be done in the cold a paler

colour will be obtained and the rosin oil reaction will be less obscured.

Owing to the fact that cholesterol and phytosterol also give a violet colora-

tion with sulphuric acid in acetic anhydride solution, Storch has stated that

this test cannot be relied upon for the detection of rosin oil in the presence

of fatty oils ; but Morawski has found that the test is applicable to most
vegetable oils, which, when pure, give only green, yellowish, or yellowish-

brown colorations. If, therefore, the presence of rosin oil in a fixed oil be

suspected, the coloration obtained .should be compared with that welded
under similar conditions by a pure s;iniple of the same fixed oil. In tlie

case of oils such as shark-liver and others which, owing to the presence of

cholesterol, do interfere with the lest, Lewkowitsch suggests that the oil

should be saponified, and after extraction of the unsapouifiable matter
(including cholesterol) with ether, the fatty acids liberated from the soaji

solution shotild then be tested for rosin acids, which always accomjiany
rosin oil. If the sample under test contains added rosin or rosin soap, this

device of course fails ; rosin oil must then be searched for in the uusaponifi-

able matter by other tests.

(//) Holde's Test.—According to Holdo,' if 5 c.c. of oil bo vigoroiisly

shaken in the cold with 5 c.c. of sulphuric acid (1'60 sp. gr.) the acid

layer which separates assumes a distinct red colour in the presence of

rosin oil. The vegetjible and animal oils and most mineral lubricat-

ing oils impart only a faintly yellow to yellowish-brown or gniss-grecn

colour to the acid. Various kinds of fish oil, imperfectly refined

mineral oils, also tar oil, cause a dirty brown-red colonition of the

acid ; and, in such cases, the detection of rosin oil by means of this

reaction is only nutde jiossible by extracting it with 90 per cent,

alcohol and mixing the alcoholic extract in a test-tube with a small

quantity of sulphuric acid of 1"5;? sp. gr., which is allowed to flow

down the side of the tube.

' Die Untcrsuchuny dcr ^cJtmicrniitUI, \<. 115.
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Holde states that 1 per cent, of rosin oil can be detected by this

reaction, but our experience is that the test is decidedly less delicate

than the Liebermauu-Storch reaction. Pure rosin oil certainly gives

a ver}' characteristic bright red colour, which distinguishes it at once

from pure mineral oil, but comparative experiments with pure mineral

oil and mixtures of the same with rosin oil in different proportions

showed that the mixture containing 5 per cent, of rosin oil gave only

a ver}- slightly redder colour than the mineral oil alone. The
difference was distinct with 10 per cent., and still more so with 20
per cent, of rosin oil, but the reaction could not be depended upon
for the detection of 10 per cent., except by making a blank experi-

ment simultaneously with the pure mineral oil. Shark-liver oil and
seal oil gave a red-brown colour, as stated by Holde. Refined rape

oil scarcely coloured the acid, but with blown rape the whole mixture
became nearly Vjlack in colour and the acid could not be distinguished

from the oil.'

V. Detection of Rosin Acids (Rosin).

The Liebermann-Morawski Reaction.— If a few milligrms. of col-

ophony be dissolved, by warming, in 2—3 c.c. of acetic anhydride and
the solution be made quite cold, on adding one drop of sulphuric acid

of 1'53 sp. gr. and shaking, a pure violet colour is produced, slowly

fading to a neutral tint With concentrated acid the colour is redder,

and if the liquid be heated (e.g. by adding several drops of acid

as in testing for cholesterol) the colour changes to brown or yellow.

To detect rosin in an oil, fat, or greose by means of this reaction, the sub-

stance should first be saponified and the soap solution .shaken with ether to

remove unsapoiiifiable matters, e.'^pecially rosin oil and chok-sterol. The
fatty acids are then obtained from the soap solution and a small portion is

dissolved in acetic anhydride in the cold, or at a very gentle heat. The
solution having been made quite cold, sidphuric acid of sp. gr. 1'53 is

allowed to flow down the side of the tube, and in tlie presence of rosin acids

a coloration varying from violet to violet-red is produced where the liquids

mix. Lewkowitsch recommends this test as thoroughly trustworthy in all

cases.

S.—DETECTION AND DETERMINATION OF ROSIN OIL
IN MINERAL (UNSAPONIFIABLE) OIL.

(a) The Liebermann-Storch Colour Test. (See p. 293).

(h) The Acetone Test.—According to Deniski and Morawski,'-

rosiii oils mix with acetone in nearly all proportions, whilst mineral

oils require several times their volume of acetone to effect complete

1 See also Holde, Jour. Snc. Chnn. Ind., ix. (1890), p. 419, and Grittner, ibid.,

X. (1891), p. 728.
- Ding/, jiuli/l. Jour., cclviii., jj. 82.
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solution.' If, therefore, an unsaponifiable oil gives a clear solution

with an equal volume of acetone, it is either a pure rosin oil or a

mixture of this with very little mineral oil ; if an insoluble residue

remain, it consists of minei'al oil. AViederhold,- who has proposed

the same test, states that the acetone must be dry and free from acid,

but that the presence of aldehyde is of no importance. The difference

between the solubilit}- of rosin oil in moist and in drj' acetone is very

considerable. Kosin oil will dissolve in half its volume of dry acetone

at 15° C.

(p) Finkener's Test.—Finkener^has proposed the use of a solvent

prepared by mixing at 15 '5° C, 10 volumes of alcohol of sp. gr.

0'81S2 with 1 volume of chloroform. Rosin oil dissolves in from 10

to 12 volumes of this mixture at 23° C, whilst mineral oils are not

completely soluble even in 100 volumes. Occasionally rosin oil is

met with which, when dissolved in 10 volumes of the mi.\ture and

allowed to stand for several hours at 2-3° C, deposits an oily sedi-

ment amounting to from 3 to 7 per cent, of the rosin oil taken, but

if 12^ volumes of the mixture be used instead of 10 volumes, any
insoluble residue then obtained may be assumed to be mineral oil.

AViederhold ^ considers that the necessity of working at 23° C. rendei-s

the above test impracticable, and he states that if 16 volumes of the

chloroformic alcohol be used the test may be made at a temperatin-e

of 15° C.

((/) Polarimetric Test.—According to Valeuta, most rosin oils

are strongly dextro-rotatory, the rotation varj'iug from 30° to 40°

in a 100 mm. tube. Demski and Morawski observed a rotation of

about 50°. Tlie rotation of seven stiuiples examined by Pelgry at the

Charlottenburg Vei-suchsanstalt varied from 32° to 42°.^ On the

other hand, pure mineral oils are, sis a rule, optically inactive, one

sample only having been found to give a rotation of -f 1 "2°. Dark
coloured oils must be decolorized by filtration through animal

charcoal.

(e) Determination of Rosin Oil by Valenta's Method."—Glacial

acetic acid at 50° C. dissolves rosin oil much more freely than

mineral lubricating oil. Thus, Valcnta found tliat 100 grms. of

glacial acetic acid dissolved at 50° C, from ten dillerent s;»mples of

mineral oil experimented wiiii, quantities ranging from 2'67 to 6'50

grms. ; whilst the same quantity of glacial acetic acid dissolved 16"8S

grms. of rosin oil. Walker and Hobertshaw •' similarly found the

solubility of a sample of mineral oil in 100 grms. of glacial acetic

' Borneo mineral oil of sp. gr. '97 to '99 is reiidily sohible in an equal volume
of acetone. It does not, however, give the Licbennann-Storch reaction. (Jenkins)

Analyst, 1902, 240.
' Ana'ijst, xviii. (1S93), p. 206 ; Jour. Soc. Chcin. Itut., xii. (1S93). p. 551.
' Holde, Die Untersiichuny der Sc/imiermiU(l, p. 116.

Analyst, xviii. (1S92), p. 207.
» Holde, Die Unlcrstiehumnler Schmitrmilld, p. 118.
« Jour. Soc. CVi.Hi. /nil., iSS4, 6-13.

" Anat!/st, 1902, 238.
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acid to be i'-t grins., and of two samples of rosiu oil to be, respective!}',

16"S and 16'6 grms., thus confirming Valenta's figures. Upon this

difference of solubility Valenta has based the following test :

—

2 c.c. of the suspected oil are mixed in a test-tube with 10 c.c. of glacial

acetic acid ; the tube is immersed in water at 50° C. and frequently agitated.

The acid is then filtered through a damp filter, the second third of the
filtrate beiug collected A weighed quantity of this is titrated with
standard alkali, and the amount of acetic acid calculated. The difference

between this weight and that of the quantity taken is the amount of oil

dissolved.

Valenta found that the soluliility of a mixture of r(.)sin oil and
mineral oil was not proportional to the relative quantities of each in

the mixture, and, therefore, he did not consider the above a quanti-

tative method. On the other hand, Walker and Robertshaw found

that a mixture of equal weights of mineral oil and rosin oil gave lO'S-i

per cent, of dissolved oil, theory requiring 10"59 per cent. They,

therefore, consider this the best method of analysing quantitative!}'

a mixture of mineral oil and rosin oil. Allen has pointed out that

errors would be caused by the presence of rosin acids in the rosin oil.

He proposed, therefore, to neutralize the greater part of the acetic

acid with alkali, dilute with water, and extract the rosin and mineral

oil with ether. Probably the best method of procedure in all cases

would be first of all to saponify, extract and weigh the unsaponifiable

matter (thus freed from rosin acids), and examine tliis by Valenta's

method. The rosin acids, together with fatty acids from any fixed

oil present, could be recovered from the soap solution and separately

determined.

(/') Determination of Rosin OU by Storch's Method.'—According
to Storch, rosin oil mixes with absolute alcoliol in all proportions,

liut the presence of a comparatively small proportion of water greatly

reduces the solubility. Thus, 96 per cent, alcohol dissolves from 11 '3

to 16 '2 per cent, of rosin oil, whilst 90 per cent, alcohol dissolves

only from 2"6 to 4"0 per cent. Mineral oil, on the other hand, is

much less soluble than rosin oil. Upon this difference of solubility,

Storch has based the following method for the determination of rosin

oil when mixed with mineral oil :

—

10 grms. of the unsaponifiable oil, which has been proved by the
foregoing tests to contain rosin oil, are gently warmed with 50 grms. of 96
per cent, alcohol (sp. gr. 0'8123), then well shaken and allowed to cool.

All the rosin oil, even if 50 per cent, be present, will now be dissolved in

the alcohol, together with some of the mineral oil. The alcoholic solution

having been carefrdly drawn off with a fine pipette and transferred to a
small Erlenuieyer flask about seven cm. high, the surface (only) of the

undissolved mineral oil is rinsed with a few c c. of 90 per cent, alcohol,

which is also transferred to the flask. The latter is then placed on a water-
bath, surrounded by a bottomless beaker, and the alcohol is gently boiled off.

1 Vu«r. Soc. Cheiiu hid.., vii. (1S88), \). 136 ; Anah/sl, xiii. (1888), p. 71.
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When the residual oil is free from bubbles, it is cooled and weighed. (Residne

A.) Storch has proved that by evaporating off the spirit in this way the

loss of rosin oil is imperceptible ; if a beaker be used it is greater, though
very small ; but in a basin a large loss occurs. Residue A is next warmed
and shaken, exactly as before, with ten times its weight of 96 per cent, alcohol,

i.e. with just enough to dissolve it if pure rosin oil, and the solution is

again evaporated and the residue weighed. (Residue B.) Both residue.'

contained the whole of the rosin oil plus as much mineral oil as the alcohol

used could dissolve ; liut, as in the second extraction less alcohol was used

tlian in the first, an insoluble residue remained, consisting of the mineral
oil dissolved by the difference between the two quantities of spirit employed.
Knowing the weight of this residue (= wt. of A - wt. of B) and the weight
of the alcohol in which it was dissolved, the solubility of the mineral oil

can be calculated. The weight of mineral oil in residue B is thus found,

and the difference is the weight of rosin oil in the 10 grms. of oil taken.

Storch found by experiment that this result is a little lieTow the tiiith, and
that the correct result is more nearly the mean between this figure and the

weight of residue B.

Example.

11'22 grms. of uuneral oil containing 10 per cent, of rosin oil were taken.

Grnis. Grms.

1st Extraction, . . Alcohol u.sed, 500 Residue /I, 1-5136

2nd „ . . „ 15-5 „ />, 1-1584

Differences, . . . Alcohol, 34-5 Mineral oil, -3552

Therefore, 345 grins, of alcohol dissolved 0-3552 grm. of mineral oil, and
therefore 15-5 grms. of alcohol dissolved 0-1595 grni. of mineral oil.

Deducting 0-1595 grm. from- the weight of residue B leaves 0-9989 grm.,

or 890 per cent, of rosin oil. Residue B without this correction is

eipiivalent to 10-32 |jer cent. The mean value is 9-60 per cent., which is

not far from the truth.

(;/ ) Determination by M-Ilhiney's Method.'—This method depends

ui)oii the fiict that nitric acid, when heated with rosin oil, converts it

into a brittle red resin, whilst iiiiueral oil is not much attoctcd. Tlte

red resiu is insoluble in petroleum ether, in which the niinenil oil

easily dissolves.

50 c.c. of nitric acid (.«p. gr, 1-2) are heated to boiling in a flask of 700 c.c.

capacity. The flame is removed and 5 grms. of the oil are dropped in. The
flask is then heated on the water-bath, with fretpunt shakiiii:, for fifteen t<>

twenty minutes ; about 400 c.c. of cold water are then adiled, and the liquid is

made qviite cold. The unchanged mineral oil is then dis,solve<l by shakin"
with petroleum ether, which is separated and distilled off in the usual

maniu-r, and the residual oil is weighed. As mineril oils lose about 10

per cent, when thus treated, the weight obtaine<l, divided by 09, gives the

amount of mineral oil in the quantity of oil taken. A mixture consistingof

76 jier cent, mineral oil and 24 jier cent, rosin oil g!»ve, by this method.
76-8 per cent, of mineral oil.

' Jour. Amer. Chan. Sue., xvi. (1S95), p. SS5.

i
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T.—DETERMINATION OF PARAFFIN IN MINERAL OILS.

The following method ' is due to Holde (after Engler and Bohm).
It will seldom be required, but may occasionally be found useful.

10 to 20 c.c. of oils poor in paraffin (Russian distillates, etc., setting below
-5° C), or 5 gnus, of such as are rich in that constituent (American, Scotch,

or Galician oils setting at or above 0' C), are treated, at the ordinary
temperature, with a mixture of 98'5 per cent, alcohol and anhydrous ether

(1 : 1) until a clear solution is obtained. The liquid is cooled m a freezing

mixture of ice and salt to about -20° to -21° C, when more alcohol-ether is

gradually added, with thorough agitation, until no oil drops, but only solid

paraffin flakes or crystals, remain in suspension, and then, whilst still

cooled lo at least -19° to -21° C, the liquid

is poured on to a chilled 9 cm. filter paper,

previously moistened with the alcohol-ether

mixture, which is contained in the ap-

paratus shown in fig. 74. The precipitate

is washed with cold (
-19° to -21° C.)

alcohol-ether (1:1; or for soft paraffin

2:1) at a temperature as nmch below
-15° C. as possible. In the case of soft

paraffin, the temperature should average
-18° to -19° at the highest. In washing
the precipitate it is repeatedly stirred up,

and as soon as 5-10 c.c. of the filtrate

leaves on evaporation only a trace of fatty

or paraffin-like residue, solid and not oily

at the ordinary temperature, the washing
is discontinued. If any doubt exists as

to the paraffin being thoroughly freed

from oil, or if the washing takes too long,

the filter should be removed to another
funnel, and the contents dissolved into a

small flask with the least possible quantity

of benzine. After evaporation of the
benzine, the paraffin is redissolved in 4
to 5 c.c. of warm ether, which is then
mixed with twice its volume of absolute

alcohol, vigorously stirred, and cooled to
-18° to -20° to reprecipitate the paraffin,

which is again filtered and washed, as

already described, until free from oil.

This reprecipitation is necessary for oils

containing much soft paraffin, otherwise

so much liquid is used in washing the

precipitate that an appreciable quantity of

paraffin is dissolved. The purified paraffin is finally dissolved into a tared

fla.sk with hot benzine or ether, which is distilled olf, and the residue is heated

on the steam-bath until the smell of benzine or ether has disappeared.

The flask is then heated inside the water-oven for a quarter of an hour and
weighed when cold. Prolonged heating causes loss of paraffin. The whole

1 Jour. Soc. Chcm. Lid., xvi. (1897), p. 362.

74.—Determination of

Paraffin.
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operation occupies from one to two houis. Uuplicale results with the same
sample agree within 0-23 per cent, for hard paraffin and 033 per cent, for

soft paraffin. Two samples of Ku.ssian machine oil yielded (i-3-l jjer cent, and
0-36 per cent, of paraffin, respectively. An American spindle oil, fluid but

thick at +2° C, and which set at 0° C, was found to contain 4-1 1 per

cent, of paraffin.

U.—ASPHALT AND RESIN IN MINERALS OILS.

Such slight teiideiifV to ' gum and fortu sticky or rcsiuoiis

deposits as is possessed by pure mineral liibriciiting oils is attributed

by Holde ^ to the presence of dissolved siibstiinces of a resiuoiis,

asphaltic, or pitchy nature, which gradually accuiuulate in aud

thicken the oil film, whenever the conditions of working are such

that evaporation of the fluid constituents of the oil can take place.

Tliese substances are composed, chiefly, of carbon and hydrogen, with

small quantities of oxygen and sulpliur, and are regarded by Engler

as oxidation products. They occur, chiefly, in the dark-coloured
' reduced ' oils : in the processes of distillation aud refining to which

the pale oils are subjected they are for the most part eliminated.

Holde divides them into three clas.ses :

—

1. Resins, soluble in 70 per cent. Alcohol.—These subsUmces,

which are obtained by shaking the oil with 70 per cent, alcohol and
evaporating the solution, resemble colophony iu appearance : but

instead of giving a violet colour in .Morawski's test with acetic an-

hydride and sulphuric acid (p. 295), a yellowish-brown or dirty-brown

colour is produced. Some have acid charactei-s and soap forming

properties ; otiiei-s are neutral. Accoi-ding to Holde, badly refined

mineral oils may contain as much as 3 5 per cent, of these resins

;

but, as a rule, the proportion does not exceed 0-6 per cent, in pale

oils aud 1 per cent, in dark oils. Some of these resins are soluble

in petroleum spirit, others are insoluble, but they all dissolve com-

jiletely in aleohol-ether (-1 : :> aud also :> ; 1).

J. Asphalt, insoluble in Petroleimi Spirit.— Bender- found that

dark-coIo>ired mineral oils, when dissolved in petroleum spirit aud
allowed to stand, deposit a substance which, wiien collected, washed,

aud dried, is a fine powder resembling dark brown coiil in appearance,

having a slightly bituminous smell, and burning with a smoky
flame. This substance dissolves easily iu benzene, and is of the

nature of iisphalt. Holde finds that tlic amount of ivsjihnlt thus

ol)tained from mineral oil depends upon the sp. gr. and l>oiling

point of the petroleum spirit used (being largest with spirit of low

boiliug-jx)int) ; upon the relative volume of spirit used (whicli should

be large) : and upon the time of standing (whicli should be at least

twenty-four hours). The asphalt, which usually exists dissolved aud

' Jour. Sm: '7i«wi. /n-?., xiii. (1891),
I'-

66S : and xiv. (1S95). p. 894.

- Ibui., X. (1891), p. 354.
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not suspended in tlic oil (the suspended particles seen in dark oils

being, cliiefly, paraffin coloured with asphalt), at first dissolves along

with the oil in the petroleum spirit ; onlj- on standing does it

separate out, and the less there is in the oil the longer it takes to

precipitate. Holde states that, except as a colouring agent, the

influence of this asphalt at ordinary temperatures is small ; but, when
the oil is used at temperatures and under conditions in which the

fluid hydrocarbons can evaporate, the asphalt and resins, accumulating
in the film, cause it to become thick and sticky, and ultimately dry
and resinous. The largest amount of asphalt, amounting to 5 or (5

per cent., is found in German (Alsatian and Hanoverian) oils : the

smallest quantity is met with in American and Russian oils.

3. Asphait-Pitcli insoluble in Alcohol-Ether H -. 3).—By dissolv-

ing dark mineral oiU in a niixtiue of alcoliul and ether, Holde has
obtained as an insuluble residue tiiis substance, which includes the

asphalt precipitated by petroleum spirit, but is much more fusible,

resembling soft pitch. The amount obtained from a given oil in-

creases with the proportion of alcohol in the solvent. With the 4 : 3

mixture, the amount of asphalt-pitch obtained from Russian oil

ranged from 01 6 per cent, in a distilled machinery oil to -5 7 per
cent, in a rail\va\- oil : a thick lubricating oil from Oelheim gave ll'l

per cent., and a very thick crude petroleiun from Wietze gave lo'4

per cent.

For the detection and determination of these substances, Holde
proceeds a-s follows :

—
(a) Determiimtion of Ilesins soluble in 70 per cent. Alcohol.—8-10 c.c. of the

oil are well shaken in a test-tube with an etjual volume of 70 per cent,

alcohol (sp. gr. 0'8898), the mixture being healed. It is then made quite
cold. After complete separation ha'* taken place, the alcoholic li(ptid is

drawn ott", without loss, and evaporated to dr3-ness in a tared beaker
containing a glass rod. When perfectly dry and cold, the consistency of the
residue is ascertained by feeling it with the gla.ss rod, and if sufficient in

amount to be worth weighing, it is weighed. The quantity of natural resin

thus obtained from a pale mineral oil should not, says Holde, exceed 0'."5

per cent., and from a dark oil I'O per cent. If a quantity notably in excess
of these be obtained, the treatment with 70 per cent, alcohol shoiUd be
repeated until the whole of the resin has been extracted, and after

weighing the residue it should be tested by the Liebermann-Morawski
reaction in order to ascertain whether colophony has been added to the oil.

The addition of colophony wotdd, however, raise the acidity of the oil ; 1 per
cent, of acidity as oleic acid being ecpiivalent to about 1-24 per cent, of
colophony. If, therefore, the acidity of a mineral oil (determined as

described on p. 216) be less than0"l per cent., not more than 0"12 per cent,
of colophony can be present.

(b) Detection and Determination of A.tpb alt.—About 0"5 c.c. of the oil is

shaken in a test-tube or small flask with 40-50 c.c. of petroleum spirit

boiling l>elow 35° C, and allowed to stand. In the presence of asphalt,

dark insoluble Hakes appear, either immediately or within twenty-four
hours, which, when collected on a filter, resemble asphalt in appearance and,
whilst freshly precipitated, dissolve completely in coal-tar lienzene.

To determine the amount, from I'S to 3 grm.s. of an oil rich in asphalt, or
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from 5 to 20 gnus, of an oil poor in asplialt, are dissolved in from 300 to

500 c.c. of petroleum spirit and allowed to stand for at least twenty-four

hours, when the greater part of the precipitate will have settled. The clear

liquid is then decanted through a small filter-paper, and the precipitate is

brought thereon and well washed with petroleum spirit until the filtrate leaves

no oily residue on evaporation. The asphalt is then immediately ' dis.>olved

off the filter by means of pui'e benzene, tlie .solution is evaporated in a

tared dish, and the residue is dried at 100° C. and weighed. Duplicate

experiments with the same oil are said to agree within O'l per cent.,

provided the same description of petroleum spirit is used, but not otherwise.

For example, an Alsatian oil gave with petroleum spirit boiling between
60" and 80° C. only 2-1 per cent, of asphalt, liut the .same oil with spirit

distilled below 50° C. yielded 5"5 per cent., and with spirit boiling below
41° C, 5"7 per cent, of asphalt.

(c) Detection and Determinatimi of Asphalt-Pitch.—If about 0'5 c.c. of

the oil be dissolved in 5 c. c. of ether, and 7 c.c. of absolute alcohol be added,

both the asphalt and the soft pitch separate in the form of a tenacious deposit

which clings to the sides of the glass. This deposit is entirely s luble in

benzene. Petroleum spirit dissolves the pitch and leaves the asphalt.

To determine the amount, 1-2 grins, of the oil is dissolved in 30 to 40 c.c.

of alcohol-ether (4 : 3) m a well-stoppered Hask, and, after well shaking, the

flask is allowed to stand for one or two days. The solution is then poured
through a small filter, and the flask and filter are well washed wuh tlie

alcoholic ether until the filtrate leaves no oily residue after evaporation at

the ordinary teniperatiu-e. Then the asphalt-pitch clinging to the sides of

the flask, and any that has fonnd its way on to the filter, are dissolved in

the least possible quantity of hot benzene, which is evaporated in a tare<l

dish and the residue weighed after drying at 100" C. until constant.

Small quantities of resinous and tarry matter are obtained froiu

most mineral lubricating oils ])y boiling with alcoholic soda solution,

as in the process for determining the amount of saponifiable matter

(E, II., p. 22f<). After the alkaline liquid has been freed from all

mineral oil by shaking with etlier, if it be acidified and again shaken

with ether, and the latter drawn off and evaporated, the resinous

matter is obtained as a more or less dark-coloured residue.

v.—CAOUTCHOUC IN MINERAL OIL.

Caoutchouc is sometimes dissolved in minenil lubricating oils to

produce a factitious vi.scosity. In a case investigated by Holde,-

2 per cent, of caoutchouc was found to have increased the apparent

viscosity of an oil from 21 •2 to 117 {Kifjlrr). The adulterattni oil

was of an adhesive or tacky nature, pulling up in threads wlien

touched. Tested in a .Martens' nmchine, the coefficient of friction

was found to be so high, and the rise of tempeniture of the bearing

so rapid, as to condemn the oil as a lubricrtnt. Hy dissolving the oil

in a mixture of alcohol, .'i pjvrts, and ether, 4 parts, the caoutchouc

' U'lilliiwed to stand, the precipitAtc is apt to become less soluble in benzene.
-' Die Unlfrsuchting ilcr Sclimiermillrl. p. l'J2.
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was left insoluble, and the amount present was detenuined \>y collect-

ing; the insoluble flakes, washing, drvins; and weighing them.

W.—DETECTION OF SOAP AND INORGANIC SUB-

STANCES IN MINERAL OILS AND GREASES.

For the detection of soap in lubricants, the determination of ash is

a valuable guide (see p. SO-t). As a further test, about 0"5 c.c. of

the .sample may be shaken with 5-10 c.c. of petroleum spirit (redis-

tilled below 75° C), luitil dissolved or thoroughly disintegrated.

Two cases then present themselves :

—

(a) A char solution is obtained.—Add 1 c.c. of Schweitzer and Luugwitz's
reagent (a saturated solution of metaphosphoric acid in absolute alcohol,

made by shaking excess of the powdered acid with alcohol in a stoppered
bottle).' If soap be present, even in traces, a flocculent precipitate will be
produced.

This test was specially devised for the detection of small ipiantities of

aluminium soap (' viscom,' ' gelatin') which are sometimes added to mineral
oils to produce a factitious viscosity. The reaction depends upon the fact that

whilst free metaphosphoric acid is soluble in alcohol and in ether, aluminium
metaphosphate and the melaphosphates of the alkalies and alkaline earths

are insoluble. The authors of the test have proved by experiments with
a large number of fixed oils and fats, mineral oils, rosin oil, vaseline, etc.,

that if no soap be present no precipitate is obtained in twenty-four hours.

Some waxes, however, also ozokerite, are precipitated from their solutions in

petroleum spirit by absolute alcohol ; therefore, if pure absolute alcohol (free

from phosphoric acid) be found to give a precijntate, the test must be re-

peated, using ordinary ether as the solvent and a solution of metaphosphoric
acid in ether as the reagent.

(5) -4/1 insoluble residue remains.—Dissolve, if necessary, a larger quantitv
of the substance in more petroleum spirit, filter through a small filter paper,
and wash with petroleum spirit until all soluble oily matter is removed.
Then drive off the petroleum spirit by evaporation, transfer some of the dry
residue to a small test-tube, and heat it with dilute hydrochloric acid. Soap,
if present, will be decomposed, and the fatty acids set free will be seen
floating on the liquid, either while hot or after cooling. If the result be
uncertain, shake the cold liquid with a little ether, draw oft' the ether with
a pipette, and evaporate it in a watch-glass to detect the fatty acid, which
will crystallize on solidification. Resin would be recognized by its physical
characters. The base of the soap, whether aluminium, calcium, sodium,
lead, etc., may be detected by pouring the acid solution through a wet filter

and applying the usual tests.

Another portion of the residue insoluble in petroleum spirit may be burnt
in a small platinum dish or porcelain crucible. If no ash remain, the
insoluble matter was free from soap. If soap be present, an ash consisting
of the carbonate or oxide of the metallic base will be obtained.
The residue insoluble in petroleum spirit may contain, besides soap, other

substances, such as graphite, soapstone, chalk, lime, barytes, starch, etc.

Graphite would be recognized by its blackness and lustre. It would be
dilficult to burn, requiring a high temperature or a stream of oxygen. Soap-

' Jour. Sac. Chem. Ind., xiii. (1894), p. 1178.
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atone and hiinjtcs would not ilisscilvL' in dilute Iiydrockloric acid, and cnuld

be filtered off and identified by the usual qnalitixtive tests. Free lime would
give a red colour with plienolphthalein ; chalk woiihl not, but would
effervesce on adding acid. Stfiich would be detected by the blue cnhjur

with iodine.

X.- DETERMINATION OF ASH.

The ash of any oil or fat free from water may be determined by
weighing 10 grms. in a tared platiinim dish, placing the dish at the

month of a gas muffle heated to dull redness, and, as soon as the

oil begins to smoke, igniting it with a match. The dish is then

placed in such a position that the oil will bimi quietly away,

most of the smoke being drawn into the muffle (which is perforated

at the back). When nothing but a chai'red mass remains, the dish

is placed inside the muffle until the carbon is completely burnt off",

then carefully removed to a desiccator to cool, and weighed. The
particles of ash arc often very light, and may easily be caiTied away
by currents of air.

In 22 samples of pure mineral oil examined by Archbutt, mostly

dark-coloured machinery oils for railwaj' work, the percenfcigcs of ash

were:

—

maa-imnm, 0-055 : minimum, 0-002; averai/i; O-Olo. In 36

samples of dark cylinder oil, the following percentages were found :

—

maximinii, 0080; mittiinuni, 0-002: acerage, 0'02."). These ashes

were generally red in colour, and probaldy consisteil largely of oxide

of iron from the still. Pale, refined, mineral oils may be expected

to leave much less ;ish than the majority- of these sjuuples. If a high

ash be found in a pale mineral oil, an aluminium soap ('visconi,'

'gelatin') maj' have been added to produce a factitious viscositj' ; in

that case the ash will consist, chiefly, of alumina.

Pure fatty oils and fats leave mere traces of ;xsh, bone fat, which

contains lime, being an exception.

Soap-thickened greases which cont;»in water should tii-sl be hoatoti

over a very small flame and stirred with a id.-itinuui hkI until all the

water has evaporated. The dish, and the nxl which should have

lieen weighed with it, are then placed in the mouth of the muftle and
treated as above directed. In the presence of soap, more or less con-

siderable ipiantities of ash will be obtiiined, consisting of calcium or

sodium carbonates, etc., etc., according to the nature of the soap.

Y.—DETECTION OF NITROBENZENE AND NITRO-
NAPHTHALENE.

These compounds are u.sod for the puriioso of disguising the

presence of mineral oils, by destroying their fluorescence or ' bltx)m.'

Nitrobenzene is easily recognizj\lile by its ptworful and ehai-acteristic

odour of oil of bitter almonds, but nitronaphthalene canmU bo
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detected by its smell. Greases are frequently scented with nitro-

benzene to disguise the nature of the fat or oil used in their prepara-

tion. For the detection of nitronaphthalene, the followhig test,

depending upon its reduction to naphthylamine, has been proposed
by Leonard ' and by Holde.-

A few cubic centimetres of the oil are warmed in an Erlennieyer flask

with zinc dust and dilute hydrochloric acid, and the mixture is frequently
agitated. During this process, the frecal odour characteristic of a-naphthyl-
amine will be perceived. After the reduction is complete, the contents of

the flask are poured into a separating funnel, and the acid liquid is drawn
ofi' through a filter paper into another separating funnel. It is there treated

with sufficient caustic soda solution to redissolve the zinc hydrate at first

precipitated, and, after cooling, is shaken with ether, which dissolves the

liberated a-naphthylamine, the presence of which is indicated by the violet

colour and fluorescence of the ethereal solution. The latter, after drawing
ofl^ the aqueous liquid and washing with water, is evaporated to dryness,
leaving a residue of the violet-coloured base. On treating tliis residue with
a few drops of hydrochloric acid, the chloride is formed, wliich remains
partly insoluble and partly soluble, but, on evaporating the excess of acid

and adding water, a clear aqueous solution is obtained, in which ferric

chloride gives an azure-blue precipitate. Wlien filtered, this precipitate

becomes purple-red, and the filtrate blue-violet. Instead of treating the

residue with hydrocldoric acid, and testing with ferric chloride, it may be
dissolved in a little alcohol. On then adding a drop of a solution of sodium
nitrite acidified with acetic acid, a yellow colour is produced, which is

changed to crimson by hydrochloric acid.

Nitrobenzene, if present, is reduced by the zinc dust and hydrochloric acid

to aniline, which is obtamed on evaporating the ethereal solution as described

above, either pure or mixed with a-naphthylamine, according to whether
nitronaphthalene were simultaneously present or not. On treatment with
hydrochloric acid, pure aniline dissolves readily, and on diluting and adding
ferric chloride a green precipitate is produced, which afterwards turns deep
blue, and does not become purple-red even on long standing ; the filtrate,

instead of being blue- violet, is yeUow. When a-naphthylamine and aniline

are present together, the precipitate is at first azure-blue, afterwards dirty

red-brown, finally purple-red, and the filtrate is violet.

Z.—DETECTION AND DETERMINATION OF WATER.

The presence of water in pale oils is indicated by the appear-

ance of turbidity, or by actual visible drops of water which sink in

the oil, instead of rising as air-bubbles do. Water in greases is

indicated by the frothing and crackling which occurs when a small

quantity of the grease is heated in a dry test-tube, and by the con-

densation of drops of water on the upper, cool part of the tube
;

whilst the grease, if free from water, will melt quieth' to a clear fluid.

A more delicate test for the presence of traces of water in oils

(especially dark oils) is recommended by Holde. A small quantity

' Chem. News, Ixviii. (ISS.'J), p. 297.
- Jour. Sec. Chem. Lid., r.ni. (1S94), p. 906.

20
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(3 or 4 c.c.) of the oil is placed in a small dry test-tube, the interior

of which is first coated all over with a film of the oil. The end of

the tube containing the oil is then heated by being immersed just

below the surface of a paraffin bath at 160°- 180° C, when, if the

sample contains water, the vapour will condense on the cool, oily,

inner surface of the tulte, above the level of the oil, forming a visible,

cloudy emulsion.

The determination of water in lubricating greases may be made by one of

the followiuf,' iiR'thods ;

—

1. Jly lieuliiu] in an air-hntli at 105°-110° ''.—About 5-10 grius. of the

well-mixed grease are placed in a small tared beaker, and the exact weight

is taken. The beaker is then heated in the air-bath at 105^-110^ C. until

frothing has ceased and the grease has melted down to a clear oil free from
visible drops of water. It is then cooled and re-weighed.

2. By stirring unth a thermometer over a iialced flame.— 100 gruis. of the

grease are heated in a weighed porcelain basin over a small flame, and con-

tinually stirred with a thermometer at a temperature not exceeding 105' C.
(221° F.), until frothing hiis oe;ised and the grea.se is in calm fusion. The
basin and contents, when cold, are reweighed. If the thermduieter bulb l>e

well drained into the Ijasin whilst hot, the small «|uantily of adhering fat

may be neglected ; or, the bidb may be wiped with a small piece of filter

paper counterpoised with the basin.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE SYSTEMATIC TESTING OF LUBRICANTS BY PHYSICAL
AND CHEMICAL METHODS.

The analytical examination of lubricants is conducted with different

objects and on different lines according to the nature of the sample
to be tested. If this be an undescribed oil, the primarj' object is to

ascertain whether the substance is a hydrocarbon oil free from fixed

oil, a fixed oil or fat free from hydrocarbon oil, or a mixture of the two.

An undescribed hydrocarbon oil may be a mineral oil from petroleum

or shale, a rosin oil, a coal-tar oil, or a mixture of these. A mineral

oil is subjected, chiefly, to physical tests to ascertain its viscosity,

flashing-point, etc., in order to determine whether it is suitiible for

use as a spindle oil, a machine or engine oil, or a cylinder oil ; and to

such chemical tests, in addition, as will show whether the oil has been
sufficiently refined, and is free from acidity and from rosin and coal-

tar oils. A fixed oil, such as rape oil, olive oil or tallow, is tested

first of all to ascertain whether it is sufficiently free from acidity

(see p. 218), and then more elaborately to prove whether the

sample is genuine or adulterated, and especially whether any oil of

dr\'ing or semi-drying character has been added which would tend

to increase the natural tendency of the oil to thicken or gum by
oxidation. A mixed lubricant (which includes most greases) con-

taining both hydrocarbon oil and fixed oil, in addition perhaps to soap,

water, etc., is firet tested qualitatively to find out the nature of the

main ingredients, and then a more or less complete quantitative

analysis is made with the object of ascertaining the composition of the

mixture. The information thus obtained may be supplemented 1)\'

viscosity and other tests, as in the case of a pure mineral oil.

A.—UNDESCREBED OILS.

The nature of an inidescribed lubricating oil, if simple and not a

mixture, is almost always indicated by the smell, taste, or appearance

(colo\u', fluorescence, consistency, etc.). How nnich can be determined

in this way in the ca,se of a mixed oil depends upon the experience

307
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of the observer. Tlie smell is best observed by pouring a little of the

oil into the palm of the hand, rubbing it with the fingers, and
smelling the warm oil. Sometimes the oil may with advantage be

heated in a capsule or small basin.

The specific gravity of the oil may next be taken, by the bottle

method (p. 173) if the oil be a thick fluid, or by the Westphal

balance (p. 175) if it be a thin fluid. Reference to the following

table will then show to which class the oil, if pure of its kind, can

belong :

—

Specific Gravities at 60° F.

Vegetable and animal oils, . . (3-879-0'968 '

Mineral oils from petroleum and shale, 0-860-0-990 -

Rosin oils 0-960-1 01

Heavy coal-tar oil (grease oil), . . r065-ri00 (Hurst)

A pure rosin or coal-tar oil will be recognized by the smell and

high specific gravity of the sample, and it will only remain to apply

confirmatory tests, such as the acetone test (p. 295) and the

Liebermann-Storch test (p. 293) to identify rosin oil. The very

characteristic smell and high specific gravity of coal-tar oil is sufficient

to identify it without further test.

The probability is, however, that the sample will turn out to he

either a mineral oil, a fixed oil, or a mixture of the two, aud to

distinguish between them in a preliminary way the tests described

in Chapter VII, section B. (p. 219) may be applied. The further

investigation will be then found in one of the following sections.

B.—MINERAL OILS.

By large consumei-s, mineral lubricating oils are usuall}- purchasc<l

to specifications describing the character of oil which has been found by
practical experience to be the most suitable for the purpose required,

and the object of tlie examination is, therefore, to ascertain whether

the sample possesses the specified characters. Such specifications

should stiite whether a natural, reduced, or refined oil is rei]uire»1,

what the viscosity, specific gravity, rttishing-point, and settiug-p<.>int

must lie, aud the degree of purity iiecess;iry.

Colour, Appearance, and Odour.— \\'hether an oil is a natunil.

reduced, or refined oil is ascertained mainly by its appearance, but

also to some e.vtent by other tests. Natun\l and reduced oils are

usually dark in colour and opivjue, brownish or greenish by

reflected liglU, and often fluorescent Hefiiuxl oils vary in colour

from pale aml)er to orange or deep red, are generally fluorescent, aud

' Vegetable fats (Japiiii wax, palm nut oil) have a liiglier sp. s!T- (see Table
XLIL.p. 184).

- The sp. gr. of mineral lubiioaliiig oils rarely exceeils 0-947.
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are either perfectly briglit aud transparent (spiudle oils and some
engine oils) or merely translucent (charcoal-filtered cj'linder oils).

For the s;vke of uniformity, the colour and appearance should be

observed under standard conditions, e.g. in a |-incli (Lovibond) glass

cell with parallel flat sides, held first between the eye and a window
(appearance by transmitted light), and then with the observer's back
to the window (appearance by reflected light). Fluorescence may be

observed by looking down into the cell held below the edge of a

table or bench fronting a window. Redwood examines pale-coloured

oils by means of Lovibond's tintometer, using a 2-inch cell and
matching the colour by means of coloui'ed glasses.*

Mineral luliricating oils should not have any empyreumatic odour.

Viscosity.—This is the most important property of a mineral oil

whieli can be measin-ed in the laboratory. The knowledge of it

determines whether an oil is suitable for use as a spindle oil, an axle

oil, a machine or engine oil, or a cylinder oil. The determination is

usually made at two temperatures, viz. at 60° or 70° F. if the oil be

fluid at those temperatures, aud, in the case of spindle and machine
oils, also at 100° or 140° F. In order to ascertain the extent to

which the viscosity is affected by rise of temperatiu-e, cylinder oils

are convenienth" tested at 100° and 212° F; there is not much to

be gained by making tests at higher temperatures, though in

Redwood's viscometer a determination can be made at as high a

teaiperature as 400° F. The determination should be made eitlier

by Redwood's viscometer (p. 1-1-t) or by Coleman's (p. 147); the

latter is most convenient for temperatures up to 212° F. All res>dt-s

should be expressed, if possible, in absolute measure (p. 155) as well

as in terms of rape or other known oil. The viscosities of a nimiber

of oils, in dynes per sq. cm., are given in the table on p. 167.

Specific Gravity.—This is determined by one of the methods
described in Chapter VI., section B (p. 172), and little need be added
to what has there Vieen said. The bottle method is most suitable for

the thicker oils, but the Westphal balance may be used for spindle

oils and the lighter machine oils. The specific gravity is of secondary
importance in regard to the lubricating value of an oil, but it serves

to identify the particular oil reijuired, and in some measure to detect

the presence of rosin and tar oils, ^\'here there is a choice between
two or more oils from a given source, all having the required

viscosity, preference should be giveii to those of lowest specific

gravity. The specific gravities of mineral lubricating oils are given

in the table on p. 1S5.

Flashing-point and Volatility.—The flashing-point, determined by
the Pensky or Gray testers (pp. 188, 190), should not be lower than
300° F. for outdoor machinery and 340° F. for mill work. Cylinder

oils should flash at temperatures well above that of the cylinder in

which they are intended to be used, say at from 450° F. to 600° F.

All cylinder oils should be tested for volatility by the method described

' Petroleum, vol ii. p. 596.
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on p. 191, and should not lose more than 1 per cent, in one hour at

the temperature of the steam from the boiler.

Machine oils may also with advantage be submitted to this test,

and the loss of weight in one hour at, say, 370° F. determined. A
great difference will be found in this respect between oils obtained

from different crude petroleums. The rcsidts given in tlie following

table illustrate this ; the four oils, numbered 1 to 4, being all

American mineral engine oils of the red type.

Table LXXXIX.—Volatility Tests of Machine Oils.
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nature can be ascertained by the analysis of the ash (see p. 30i ; also

section E, p. 224). By well shaking some of the soap-thickened oil

with dilute hydrochloric acid in a stoppered bottle heated by immei-sion

in hot water, then pouring the contents into a separating funnel,

drawing off the acid, and well washing the oil with hot water, the

mineral oil can be obtained in its natural state and its true viscosity

determined.

(h) A-^h.—Every mineral oil leuves some ash when burnt, l)ut the

quantity is usually minute (see p. 304). In an oil the origin of

which is unknown, the amount of ash should always be determined.

An abnormally high ash indicates either the presence of soap or im-

perfect refining.

('•) Fij-ed Oil or Fat.—An oil sold as a pure mineral oil and at a

low price is not likely to contain a fixed oil ; Ijut special brands of

mineral oil, especially cylinder oil, not unfrequently do contain an

unacknowledged small quantity of animal or vegetalsle oil to which

some good or bad quality, revealed in practice, may be due. There-

fore, in testing an unknown oil alleged to be purel}' mineral, it is

always desirable, sometimes most necessary, to prove the absence of

fat by careful chemical analysis. For this purpose Kuhemann's test

may be used (p. 219), but the quantitative method described on

p. 235 is the only absolutely certain test.

{il) Aciditi/.—Any refined mineral oil containing more than 0-2 per

cent, of total acidity, calculated as oleic acid, should be tested for

free mineral acid (usually sulphuric). The method is described on

p. 217. It is seldom necessary to test natural and reduced oils.

Abnormally high acidity may, of course, be due to the presence of

rosin acids contained in rosin oil added as an adulterant : therefore,

time might be saved h\ testing for rosin oil before testing for mineral

acid. Rosin acids can, if desired, be isolated by the method described

on p. 238.

(e) Rosin Oil.—The methods of detecting and determining the pro-

portion of this adulterant are described at pp. 293-295.

(/) Guminin(j Properfi/.—This is scarcely a property of pure

mineral oils, as such oils do not gum like the fixed oils. The
remarks under this head on pp. 272-278 should be read, where the

causes which may lead to the formation of deposits by mineral oils

are discussed. If there be any reason for investigating the tendency

to form a gummy or sticky residue which a pure mineral oil may
appear to exhibit in practice, the 'film test' described on p. 266 may
be used. In some cases it may be desirable to make such a test

upon a surface of steel or other metal, or upon a painted surface.

{(/) Asphalt and Tar.—Little need be added to what has been said

ui Chapter VII., section U (p. 300), except that the special tests for

these bodies are seldom necessary in the case of Russian and

American oils, and need only be made if the practical results indicate

their presence in an objectionable degree.

(A) Caoutchouc.—According to the authors' experience, this is a
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rare admixture. If, however, stickine.ss or unnatural viscosity of

a mineral oil Le found, notwithstanding the absence of soap, then

caoutchouc should be searched for. See p. 302.

(i) Mechanical Imjmrities.—Grit and dirt in a mineral oil would

be detected by straining the oil through fine wire gauze or muslin.

Water is detected by the tests described in section Z (p. 305).

C—FIXED OILS AND FATS.

The most important and useful physical and chemical data for the

recognition of the lubricating oils belonging to this class are included

in the table on pp. 314-315, and in the following pages hints for

the examination of each oil are given.

The first test to make in examining any fixed oil intended for

lubrication is the determination of aciditij. This is especially im-

portant in the case of olive oil, tallow, palm oil, and coconut oil.

The two last, as commercially met with, are usually quite inifit for

lubrication. The more delicate and intricate the machinery, the

greater the need for selecting the least acid oil, and the smaller the

maximum amount of acidity permissible ; for no machinery should

oil be used containing more than 1 per cent, of free (oleic) ;icid. The
reason for this statement and the methods of determining acidity will

be found in Chapter VII., section A (p. 210).

Wool or cloth oils are not hei-e alluded to. They often contain

very large amounts of free fatty acids : indeed, commercial oleic acid

is used as a wool oil under the name of ' oleinc
'

; such oils are quite

unsuitable for the lubrication of machinery.

Rape Oil.

Refined rape oil for lubrication and burning should be clear, and
pale yellow in colour.

The total acidity, calculated as oleic acid, should not exceed 3 per

cent. Of 378 samples of commercial refined rape oil examined
since 1901, 91 per cent, satisfied this condition (sec p. 211). Low
acidity is of great importance if the oil be required for burning in

lamps, since free fatty acids, as well as free mmei-al acid, have a

charring action upon the wick.

In rape oil refined by sulphuric acid, traces of free sulphtiric acid

exist, as is proved by the following experiments.

100 c.c. of rape oil and 100 c.c. of distilled water were placed in

a large beaker on a steam-bath, and steam was blown through the

mixture vigorously for half an hour. The oil and water were then

poured into a separating finniel, the water was dnxwn oft" through a

wet filter-paper, and the oil was washed with a little more water.

After concentrating the ac|ucous liquid to rather less than 50 c.c, it

was again filtered, and the filtrate was titrated with docinormal
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soda, using methyl orange as indicator. The following results were

obtained :

—

Oil reHned at Sulphuric Acid (H.1SO4)

per cent.

Stettin, 0-0056

Hull, 1st sami.le, 0-0050

Hull, 2nd .-ample, 0-0026

The neutralized liquids were boiled down to 2-3 c.c. and tested

with barium chloride, and in each case a precipitate of barium
sulphate was obtained, which was estimated by the eye to about

correspond with the result obtained by titration. These samples

being commercial oils of good quality, not selected, it may be assumed
that the percentage of free mineral acid in refined rape oil should

not exceed 0-006 per cent, of H,SO^, which is equivalent to 0-035

per cent, of oleic acid.

The specific gravity of genuine refined rape oil suitable for lubrica-

tion u.sually lies between 0-914 and 0-9155 at 60° F. ; it should not ex-

ceed 0-9160, and if above 0-9165 either ravison or other oil of more
stronglj' drying character than rape is probably present. A lower

sp. gr. than 0-914 would be suspicious, for, although perfectly genuine

rape oil may be as low as 0-9132 in sp. gr., such oil is seldom met
with in this country. An abnormally low sp. gr. might be due to

adulteration with light mineral oil.

The viscosity of rape oil is exceptionally high, and is a very

valualile indication of its purity. All fixed oils, except castor oil,

likely to be added as adulterants would lower the viscosity, and
although this could be counteracted by adding castor oil or blown oil,

the presence of these oils would be indicated bj- other abnormal
characters, castor oil raising the acetyl value and both oils raising

the specific gravity. Rosin oil or heavy mineral oil, if present, would

be detected in the unsaponifiablc matter.

The saponification value of genuine rape oil ranges from 17-00

to 17"50 per cent. A value in excess of 17-50 would indicate the

presence of ravison or other more strongly drying oil. On the other

hand, a value lower than 17-0 would indicate the presence of an
unsaponifiablc oil, or, possibly, of sperm or Arctic sperm oil. The
test nuist, of coui-se, be made with every precaution to ensure

accuracy, otherwise the limits cannot be so strictly defined.

The Maumene value, or rise of temperature on mixing 50 grms.

of the oil with 10 c.c. of sulphuric acid (containing 97 per cent.

H.,SO^), ranges from about 58° C. to 64° C. ; the result depends to

some extent upon the ' personal equation ' of the operator, which is

not serious if the instructions given on p. 262 are strictly adhered to.

A high result indicates the presence of ravison or other drying or

semi-drj-ing oil, and a low result indicates mineral or sperm oil.

The unsaponifiable matter, determined by the method on p. 225,

should not exceed 2 per cent, in genuine commercial rape oil. In

the expressed oil it is usually below 1 per cent., but in the oil extracted
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Table XC.—Vegetable axd Animal

' Rape Oil.
'

rliysKiil ami Cliemical Uoiistalits. (Colza Oil.) Olive Oil. Castur Oil. ! Palm Oil.

Specific gravity at 60' F.

Viscosity (dynes per sq.

Solidifyiiig-point, ° F.

Meltiiig.point, 'F

Oieo-refractometcr value at tl' C,

Sapouitication value, .

,

Heliner value, _, .

Reichert value ; c.c. per 2'5 grms.,

Reichert-Meissl value ; c.c. per 5 grms

True acetyl value (Lewkowitsch), ,

Iodine value, 'Z

Mauniene thermal value ; SOgmis. oil,

111 c.c. of 97 sulphuric acid, 'C,

I'usaponitlablc matter.

Mixtd Fatty Acids.

Spcciflc gravity at 'il2^ C, .

Sulidifyiiigiiiiiutor titretest, 'C,

Meltiug-poiiit, ' C,

Iodine value, X,

3lixed Alcohols,

Siwcirtc Gravity at j"*, C

Melting-)H>iut, ' C

Iodine value, '., ....
SapuiiiQcationvalueuf M ixed AceUtcs, ';

JrW to +20'

170-17-5

950-051

00-0-8

00-0-3

1*7

94-1-105-6

5S-64

U-6-lo

0-911-O-917

100 at 60' F.

U to +3-;

18 5-19-«

94-96

0-3

045-1O

106

40-45

0-8- 1-5

0-959-0 968

E-73 at lOO K.

0S75-OS76 0S74-OS76

16-21 I 19-2*

96-5-105-6 Sft-90'j

+37- to +46'
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Oils used for Lubrkjatios.

Tallow
(Beef atid

Mutton).
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from the seed by petroleum spirit 1 per cent, must he allowed for

residual hydrocarboiLs. If a larger proportion tlian 2 per cent, be

obtained, it should be purified by resaponificatiou a.s directed on

p. 234, and if still materially in excess of 2 per cent., the product

should be examined as directed in Chapter VII., section F (p. 228),

to ascertain whether hydrocarbons (mineral or rosin oil), cholesterol

(from animal oils), or wax alcohols (from sperm or bottleiiose oils)

are present. In genuine rape oil the unsjvponifiable matter consists

very largely of phytosterol, which may be obtained in characteristic

tufts of needle-shaped crystals by dissolving the unsaponifiable matter

in 2-3 CO. of warm 90 per cent, alcohol and cooling the solution.

Hupe oil should always be subjected to the oxidation test de-

scribed on p. 26-") (watch-gla.ss test), a standard sample of known
p\uity being tested at the same time and under the same conditions.

Halphen's colom- reaction for cottonseed oil (p. 288) and the

furfurol test for sesame oil (p. 291) should not be omitted ; both are

very delicate, and the result must be interpreted in accordance with

the quantitative values. These reactions may be relied upon to give

iKi:ativo results with genuine rape oil. If a red colour be obtained

by Halplien's test, the presence of cottonseed oil may be confirmed

by the Milliau test (p. 289), using the fatty acids, which can easily

be obtained from the soap solution left after isolating the unsaponifi-

able matter. Some genuine rape oils have a slight, slow reducing

action on the silver solution : but an immediate, decided reduction

proves the presence of cottonseed oil, and the amount of reduction

is usually in proportion to the percentage of cottonseed oil present.

The aVjove named tests sutfice for the detection of the usual

adulterants, viz. :

—

rarison, cuttoiueed, maize, Umeed and fh<' drying

oih^fidi oils, mineral oil, and Arctic sperm oil. The latter, though
usually more expensive than rape oil, is sometimes added in oi-der to

adjust the specific gravity and stipouification values which have been

raised by adulteration with oil such as cottonseed.

As a supplementary test, the iodine value is useful for confirming

the presence of ravison oil, maize nil. iho drying oils ami some fish

oils, which have higher iodine values than genuine rape oil. It is of

no use for the detection of cottonseed oil. These oils (except cotton-

seed) lower the solidifying and melting-jx)ints of the mixed fatty acids.

Thus, the fatty acids of geiniine rape oil solidify at 10"5° to 18'5° C,
but the acids from ravison oil do not solidify at 0' C.

Olive Oil.

Pure neutral olive oil is one of the best lubricants wc possess, Imt

nnfortiuiately a great deal of it is spoiled previous to extraction, by
allowing the pulp to ferment and the oil to become decomixised (sec

p]i. 1 1 2 and 211): also by storing the oil in a crude state. Olive oil

inti'iuled for lubrication must therefore be carefully examined for

acidity (p. 21G). I per cent, of free oleic acid should be the maximum
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allowed by large consumei's : small quantities of oil intended for the

lubrication of delicate machinery should be purified from every trace

of acid by refining with soda (see p. 218).

Olive oil should be clear, and pure yellow or greeuish-yellow in

colour. Some genuine olive oils are green or brownish-green, the

colour being due to chlorophyll, which may be identified by means of

its characteristic absorption bands if the oil be submitted to spectro-

scopic examination. But there are some adulterated oils which are

artificially coloured green by copper ; this may be detected by diluting

some of the oil witii ether and shaking with dilute sulphuric acid,

which will remove the green colour. On drawing oft' the acid liquid

and adding excess of ammonia, the deep blue colour characteristic of

cuprammonium will be obtained.

Olive oil, being one of the most expensive lubricating oils, is very

liable to adulteration. The most valuable instrument for the rapid

detection of adulteration is the oleo-refractometer (see p. 208). As
will be seen by reference to the table on p. 207, the recorded deviation

caused by genuine olive oil ranges from to -F 3-5°. 106 samples

examined by Oliveri ^ ranged from 0° to onh' 1'2°. All fixed oils

likely to be added as adulterants would increase tlie refraction, except

lard, neatsfoot, and tallow oils. Arachis oil, which has a deviation

of only + 3'5° to -<- 7 0^ would not be detected, iniless present in large

proportion, but would be found by Renard's test (p. 283).

The specific gravity of fairly neutral olive oil at 60° F. usually

ranges from 0'915 (rarely 0'91t) to 0"917, but may, it is said, rise to

0-919 in the case of dark-coloured samples containing the oil from the

kernel and cndocarp.- Such oils should not be used for lubricating

without a very careful examination as to their tendency to oxidize and
gum, 0'5 grm. of the oil being exposed to the air at 212° F. on a watch-

glass for sixteen hours side by .side with tlie same weight of a sample
of known good quality. All olive oils over 0"917 in specific gravity

should be subjected to this test and to a very complete examination

for adulterants, such as cottonseed, sesame, ciu'cas, and poppyseed
oils. Adulteration with rape or earthnut oil would not be indicated

by the specific gravity.

The
(
Wijs) iodine value of genuine olive oil usually ranges from

82-0 to 87'0
; averaging about Si'o. Some oils are met with having

a lower value, even as low as 762. This was the (HUN) iodine value

of an olive oil examined by one of the authors, which was found to

possess a quite normal specific gravity (0'9157 at 60° F.), siiponifica-

tion value (1903 per cent.), and viscosity; the unsaponifiable matter
amounted to only 0'88 per cent., arachis oil was absent, and tiie

colour reactions for cottonseed and sesame oils were quite negative.

The acidity was 3 '5 per cent. The low iodine value appeared to be

' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., xiii. (1894), p. 45.
- Genuine Tunisian olive oil, it is said, may have a specific gravity of 0'919 at

15° C. and an iodine value as high as 89 '4. See Cliemical Trade Journal, vol.

xxviii. (1901), pp. 3S8, 504, and 524.
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due to an excess of palmitin, the oil beiiifr unusually sensitive to cold

and depositing a large proportion of solid fat at a temperature of 46'

to 17° F. A few olive oils of this kind have been met with, all of

wliicli had an iodine value below 80'0 per cent.' Thomson and
Dunlop in a recent paper record Wijs' values of 82'2 to 89"1, obtained

with olive oils prepared by themselves from the fruit and, therefore,

undoubtedly genuine.'- Higher numbers still have been recorded for

Dalmatian and Tunisian oils.^ It is said that, in California, olive oil

is adulterated extensively with mustard oil from the white mustard
{Briissica (sinapis) Alba) which grows there in great profusion.''

This oil would raise the iodine value, and would at the s;ime time

lower the saponification value. Mustard oil contains arachidic acid,

which would })e a further means of detection.

The saponification value of genuine olive oil, according to De
Negri and Fabris, who examined 203 sjimples, may range from 18'5

to 196 per cent., and is usually 19"0. Of 400 samples of commercial

olive oil examined by one of the authors, the values range<l from
18-80 to 19 '29 per cent. A low saponification value might be due
to the presence of olive-kernel oil (which can scarcely be regarded as

an adulterant), or to adulteration with rape, imustiird, spenn, or

mineral oil. No adulterant likely to be added would materially

)-aJse the saponification value of olive oil.

The Maumeue value of genuine olive oil, determined as directed

on p. 262, is Iowlt than that of any other vegetiible oil, ranging,

according to o\ir experience, from 40° to 4.5° C. ; this test is, therefore,

of great vahie tor tlie detection of adulteration.

The imsapouifiable matter in genuine olive oil does not exceed

I'Sper cent. : a higher result than this would probably be due to the

presence of hydrocarbon (mineral or rosin) oil, or of wax alcohols

from Arctic sperm oil.

With reference lo specific adulleraiits, the fallowing remarks may l>e

made :

—

Cottonseed oil, unless it has been heated, would l)e detecte<l with certaintv

by Hali)lien's test (]>. i288) or by the Milliaii tosf (p. 289), both of which
tjive negative re.'sults with pure olive oil aiut are suffioii-iilly delicate to

detect ai! little as 2 iier cent, of cottonseed oil, if jire-^iMit. Olive oil adulter-

ated witli ((ittonsiH'd oil woidd, of course, contain mure than this percentage,

and the i)re,sciue of the furcigii oil woidd bo confirnuil by the inoreaseil

refractive jkiwcv, iodine value, and Maumenc value of the jsample, als»i by the

iv>iult of llic oxidation test ; without this contirmatiouof the colour reactions,

the presence of cottonseed oil as an adulterant could not l)e certilied.

Sisame oil would lie detected, with certainty, by the very delicate

Biudouin reaction (p. 291). Some genuine olive oils give a j>alc rose-re<l

coloration, but it is unlikely for error to occur if the sample be submitted to

confirmatory (luantitative test.s. Ses;mie oil, if pi-esent as an adulterant in

' Ijard oil was not looked for in tliese samples.
- AiKilysl, 190ti,

i>.
-JSl.

' bi'wkowitscli, Analysis of Oils, cli-., p. 627. See also note 2 on ]i. 317.
" Brannt, Tieutise on Oils, vol. i. (>. 487.
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olive oil, would raise the refractive jiower, iodine value, and Mauiuene value

of the oil, and would increase its drying and gumming property.

Earthnui (Arachis) oil can only be detected in olive oil by Renard's

process, although the presence of the oil might possibly be indicated by an
abnormally high iodine value. Earthuut oil of the best quality is a non-

drying oil, and if a sample of olive oil containing this oil be found to pos.sess

no undue tendency to oxidize, there is only the substitution of a cheap
oil for one of greater value to be objected to. Some earthnut oils are not
' non-drying,' and olive oil containing such is spoiled for lubrication. It

must not be forgotten that rape, mustard, and perhaps other oils from
cruciferous plants contain arachidic acid. These oils would betray their

presence by lowering the saponification value, and by raising the iodine and
Maumene values, of olive oil.

Castor oil would raise the specific gravity, viscosity, and acetyl value of

the sample, besides increasing the solubility of the oil in alcohol.

('ureas oil would raise the specific gravity and the Maumene and iodine

values, and would mcrease the tendency to oxidize.

Arctic sperm oil, also mineral and rosin oils, would betray their presence

by increasing the percentage of imsaponifiable matter, and coidd be identi-

fied with certainty and the amount determined by examining the latter.

Lard and tallov: oils would be the most diflicult to detect. They would
probably raise the freezing-point ; but, being non-dr\"ing oils and good lubri-

cants, their presence would not necessarily be objectionalile, except for the

fraud. The best method of detecting the presence of either of these oils in

olive oil would be to isolate the stearin, which is absent from pure olive

oil (Hehner and Slitchell, Aiwlyst, xxi. (1896), ]>. 31C), or to apply the

phytosterol acetate test (see p. 232). The phytosterol isolated from pure
olive oil melts at 13o°-136-5°C. ; its acetate melts at 120-3°-120-7° C. (Gill

and Tufts).

Castor Oil.

Castor oil for lubricating should be clear, pale in colour, and as

free as possible from acidity.

For the detection of adulterants, advantage may be taken of the

easy solubility of genuine castor oil in alcohol. Absolute alcohol

dissolves castor oil in every proportion ; 90 per cent, alcohol (sp. gr.

0'834) dissolves less, 1 volume of castor oil requiring from 2'1: to 294
volumes of 90 per cent, alcohol at 20° C. according to experiments

by Itallie.' A sample of genuine castor oil tested by Ai-chbiitt was
perfectly soluble iu 2 volumes of 90 per cent, alcohol at 15° C.

Twenty-three samples of Indian castor oil, examined by Deering and
lledwood, were completely soluble iu 3 volumes of alcohol of sp. gr.

0-830 at 60° F. (15-5° C). It ai^pears, therefore, that ca.stor oil, if

genuine, should dissolve completely iu 3 volumes of 90 per cent,

alcohol at 20° C. It is usual, however, to emploj' 5 volumes of alcohol,

as recommended in the Briti.-'h I'harmacopceia (1898), and we have
found by experiment, with the sample of easily soluble castor oil

referred to above, that when only 5 per cent, of eitlier rape, blown
rape, cottonseed, poppy, maize, or curcas oils were mixed with it,

5 volumes of 90 per cent, alcohol gave a strongly turbid mixture
at 15° C, which deposited a small quantity of oil on standing. Tlie

' Lewkowitseh, Analysis of Oils, etc., p. 42L
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following test, originally recommended by Finkener' (who usetl a

slightly stronger alcohol), may therefore be employed with confidence

as a rapid method of assay :—Measure exactly 10 c.c. of castor oil in

a graduated, stoppered test cylinder, add 50 c.c. of alcohol (sp. gr.

0'834) and well mix. If genuine, a clear and bright solution will be

obtained at 15° C. If as little as 5 per cent, of foreign oU be present,

the liquid will remain strongly turbid even on warming to 20° C.

The specific gravity of castor oil should lie between 0-959 and
0-968, and is usualh" about 0-963-0-964. Adulteration with anj-

other natural fixed oil or mixture of oils would lower the sp. gr.,

and although this might be adjusted by the addition of rosin oil

(sp. gr. 0-96-1-01), the presence of the latter would be easily detected

bj- determining the amount and examining the properties of the

unsaponifiable matter, which, in genuine castor oil, does not exceed
1-0 per cent. Blown rape or blown cottonseed oil might be added
without altering the density, and without causing any appreciable

increase of the unsaponifiable matter.

Tiie viscosity of castor oil greatly exceeds that of any other

natural fixed oil, but it is exceeded by that of blown oil. Twenty-
three samples of Indian castor oil, tested by Deering and Redwood
in the Redwood viscometer, required from 1160 to 1190 seconds for

the outflow of 50 c.c. at 100° F.

The acetyl value of castor oil (li-6 to 151 per cent.) exceeds that

of any other known oil except grape seed oil (pp. 248, 250), and is one

of the most valuable indications of its purity. Although blown oils

also have a high acetyl value, they do not nearly approach castor oil

in this respect (see p. 248), and the detection of 10 per cent, of

blown oil in castor oil is possible. Grape seed oil, if present in

castiir (lil, wnuld lower the specific gravity.

Tiio Hehner value (95-3 to 95-5 per cent.) would be lowered by

adulteration with blown oil, as would also the i(xlinc value (81-4 to 90-6

per cent.) : on the otlier hand, the Reichert-Meissl value (1-1 to 4-0),

tiir Maimiene thennal value (56' to 66°), and the saponification

value (17(i to lS-7por cent), would be raised.

.Vmong otlior possible adulterants mentioned by Allen, poppi/see'l

oil would lower the specific gravity, acetyl value, and viscosity, aiid

would raise the iodine value : lanl oil would lower the specific

gravity, viscosity, acetyl and icxliue v.\lnes ; conmut oil would lower

the specific gravity and the Hehner and iotline values, and would

raise the s;iponification value ; and .<eiil oil would lower the specific

gravity, acetyl value, and viscosity, and would raise the iixline value.

Cotfoii^eeil and tfnanu' oils would be detectc<l by the characteristic

colour tests for these oils.

Pahn Oil.

Palm oil is not, as a rule, adulterated with other fats, the chief

impurities being free jxihnitio acid, dirt, and water. For grease-

' Juur. Svc. Chnn. Irul., vi. (1SS7). p 148.
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making, low acidity is of chief importance, as the dirt is strained off

and the water settles out in melting. The acidity is determined by the

method described on p. 216, and should be neuti'alized by adding
the necessary additional amount of soda in making the grease. The
proportion of dirt and water can be determined, roughly, by melting

the sample in a 100 c.c. cylinder standing in a beaker of hot water,

and reading off the volume of sediment wliich is deposited. Anj'thing

under 2 per cent, may be neglected. If over 2 per cent., an allowance

is usually made by the seller. In that case, a more accurate deter-

mination may be made by dissolving a weighed quantity of the well-

mixed sample in ether, filtering, washing, evaporating the ether,

drying the fat and weighing it ; the difference between the weight of

dry fat and the weight of the sample taken is water and dirt.

Palmnut and Coconut Oils.

The high saponification and Reichert values, and the low iodine

values, of these two oils are characteristic, and afford ready means of

distinguishing them from other oils and fats.

Coconut oil is said not to be adulterated. If required for lubrica-

tion, the most important test would be the determination of acidity.

Tallow.

Tallow intended for lubrication, when melted in a test-tube, should

be clear, and free from more tlian traces of suspended matter. Water,

if present, can be determined as directed on p. 306. Suspended im-

purities (membrane, etc.) can be determined by dissolving a fair

sample (10 to 20 grms.) of the tallow in ether or petroleum spirit,

filtering through a weighed filter paper, washing out all fat with the

hot solvent, and re-woighing the paper and contents. Tlie latter, if

sufficient in amount, may then be examined for possible adulterants

such as starch, lime-soap, etc. In genuine tallow, the percentage of

insoluble matter rarely exceeds 0'2, and of water 1 to I'o. (Allen.)

The acidity should, of coui-se, be as low as possible, and should not

in any case exceed 4 per cent, of oleic acid. This would exclude such

adulterants as distilled grease stearin and rosin.

The saponification value may range from 19-0 to 19-8 per cent.,

and averages about 19'44. Paraffin wax (saponification value, nil)

would lower the value
;
palmnut and coconut oils (sap. value 24'6 to

26-8) would raise it ; bone-fat, cottonseed stearin, and cottonseed oil

are without effect upon this constant.

The {Hiihl) iodine value of genuine tallow has been found to range

from 34'8 [Thoerne.r, 32-7) to 47-5, according to published figures.

We have met with apparently genuine tallow absorbing as much as

49'3 per cent, of iodine
;
possibly, but improbably, bone-fat or horse-

fat might have been present, but not cottonseed stearin or oil. The
21
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average iodine value is about 40, according to Alder Wright, 43
according to Arclibutt ; Rowland Williams puts it at 40 to 41,

Lewkowitsch at 36 to 40. The range is about the same both for

beef and mutton tallow, but the average is probably lower for the

latter. Any tallow having an iodine value above 47 "0 would be
suspicious, and might contain cottonseed stearin (88'5 to 104), cotton-

seed oil (100-9 to 116-9), horse fat (71-4 to 86-3), or bone fat (463 to

55-8). On the other hand, an abnormally low value, say below 38,

might be due to the presence of paraffin wax (4-0), palmnut oil (10 to

17-5), or coconut oil (8-3 to 10-0). It is obvious that a mixture of

the above fats and oils in suitable proportions might be made which
would have the same iodine value as genuine tallow.

Cottonseed stearin and cottonseed oil, which are the most frequent
adulterants of tallow, can, if present, be detected by the Halphen and
Milliau colour reactious (unless they have been previously treated so as not
to give these reactions). Pure fresh tallow gives entirely negative results.

(Note, however, Sevan's and others' observations with lard, \>. 289.) The
nitric acid colour te.st (p. 290) would still be available, but the results must
be interpreted with caution. Allen states that tallow which has not been
washed and purifieci, and which, therefore, contains particles of blood, acquires
a light brown colour when agitated in a melted state with nitric acid of

1 -38 sp. gr.

To prove the presence of cottonseed oil or stearin, L. Mayer recommends an
examination of the 'oleine' obtained by allowing the melted tallovr to

crystallize for eighteen hours at 35° C. and then squeezing the liquid portion
through filter cloth. The iodine value of this should not exceed 55 if the
tallow be genuine, but in presence of cottonseed oil or cottonseed stearin a
much higher result will be obtained. The solidifying-point (litre test) of

the fatty acids should also be determined ; in the presence of the above-
named adulterants it will be lower than 39° C. The phytosterol acetate test

should also be applied (see p. 232).

Bone-fat leaves a variable but considerable proportion of ash on ignition.

In 5 samples examined by Valenta the amount of ash ranged from 0-11 to

201 per cent. ; average 1-32. This ash contains much calcium carbonate
and oxide. As pure tallow and most, if not all, other vegetable and animal
fats leave a scarcely weighable trace of ash, the detection of lK>ne-fat should
not be difficidt. Commercial bone-fat, according to Valenta's analyses,

always containsa large percentage of free fatty acids (14-S to 2(j-5) ; adultera-

tion with any quantity of such bone-fat would be excluded by the 4 per
cent, limit for acidity. Neutral l>one-fat has the characters of a good
lubricant. Bone oil (bone-fat oleine) is said to be used for lubricating
clocks and watches.

Horse fat would probably communicate a yellow colour to tallow, would
tend to make it soft, and would lower the melting-point of the fatly acids.

This fat (as well as the above-mentioned) would lower the sj>ecific gnivity
of tallow at 60° F., which, however, is very rarely detcrininctl.

Paraffin tcax, which is sometimes added to soft tallow, and usually reveals

its presence by reducing the saponification value, can be determined by
determining the unsaponifiahle matter, which, in genuine tallow, does not
exceed 0-4 to 0-G per cent. The same process would enable rosin oil, if

present^ to be delecteil, and also icoolfat.

I'almiiul and coconut oils, besides nising the s:ipuniliCiitiou vabie (which
no other likely adulterant would do), would incn-ase the Uciohert value
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and reduce the Heliner value. The commercial uils, which are usually very
acid, would be excluded by the acidity test.

Valuation of Tallow.—By the soap and candle maker tallow is valued by
the results of Dalican's titre-test (see p. 204). The ' titre ' (i.e. the

solidifying-point of the mixed fatty acids) of tallow intended for candle

making should not be below ii" C. ; tallow of lower titre is used for soap-

making (Lewkowitsch). The titre of tallow used for making railway axle

grease is not of great importance, so long as it does not fall below 41° G.

Tallow Oil.

Few analytical data have been published for this oil. Allen gives

the specific gravity at 60° F. as 0'916, and the solidifying-point as
0° to + 6° C. (32° to 43° F.). Gill and Rowe state the sp. gr. at 100°

C. to be 0-794. The oil should contain very little free fatty acid,

and, if genuine, should have an iodine value of, probably, .5.5 to 60.

' Ox oil ' should be tallow oil expressed from beef tallow. ' Animal
oil ' might contain the fat of other animals. Two samples of animal

oil examined by one of the authors had a sp. gr. of 0'9187 at 60° F.,

iodine values of 59'7 and 60'4, and saponification values of 19'35 and
19'96 per cent. On cooling to 50° F., no crystals formed in three

hours ; but on lowering the temperature to 46° F., crystallization

commenced, and slowly continued until the oil ceased to flow on

inclining the tube. The low percentage of acidity (0-2.5 per cent.)

and the high viscosity (nearly equal to that of rape oil) of the

samples were noteworthy features.

Lard Oil.

The specific gi'avity of genuine American lard oil at 60° F. ranges

from 0'913 to 0'919, according to Schweitzer and Lungwitz.^ Ten
samples examined by Archbutt ranged from 0'9162 to 0-9181 ; of

these, two described as American lard oil had the highest sp. gr.

(0-9180 and 0-9181), the remainder (probably of home manufacture)

did not exceed 0-9170. Allen states that the sp. gr. should not

exceed 0-9160. xVdulterants such as cottonseed and maize oils would

raise the specific gravity.

The Maumene thermal value (determined as described on p. 260)

of the ten samples tested by Archbutt ranged from 41° to 46°, practi-

cally the same as in the case of olive oil. This is, therefore, a very

valuable test, since most oils likely to be added as adulterants, except

mineral oil, would increase the temperature reaction.

The iodine value of genuine lard oil varies considerably, owing
to the variable proportion of olein. The interpretation to be placed

upon the result of this test must, therefore, depend upon the congeal-

ing-point of the oil. Schweitzer and Lungwitz, who have investigated

this relation, determine the congealing-point as follows :— The oil is

' Jour. Soc. Chem. hut., xiv. (1895), p. 129.
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poured into a widc-inouthcd bottle, imiuersed in a freezintr-mixture of

ice and salt, and stirred vigoroiisl}' with a thermometer : the tempera-

ture is noted at wliieh the oil shows the first sign of becoming cloudy.

An\- lard oil with higher iodine value than 70 should not show signs

of cloudiness aliove 40° F. The lard oils having iodine values of from

60 t.i n-t are -.'ouerally pasty at 40° F.

Tlie saponification value of genuine lard oil is atout 19'1 to 19'6.

Adulteration with rosin oil, mineral oil, or rape oil would lower the

value.

Rosin oil or mineral oil, if present, would be detected and deter-

mined by isolating the unsaponifiable matter, which in genuine laiti

oil is less than 1 per cent.

Cottonseed oil would probably be detected by Halphen's or Milliau's

colour tests ; sesiuue oil by the furfurol test. Vegetjible oils, as a

class, would be detected by the phytosterol acetate test (p. 232).

Genuine lai'd oil contains no arachidic or lignoceric acids : therefore,

if these acids be found by Renard's process (p. 283), either eiirthnut

oil, rape oil, or mustard seed oil must be present.

Neatsfoot Oil.

Commercial neatsfoot oil may include oil from the feet of sheep,

pigs, horses and other animals, and is liable to extensive adulteration

with vegetable oils, fish oils, mineral oils, and, doubtless, rosiu oil.

When properly prepared from fresli feet, this oil eontiiins less than
0-5 per cent, of free fatty acid ; but the commercial oil, owing either

to adulteration or to carelessness in manufacture, sometimes contains

a very large percentage of acidity. According to E. Grant Hooper,'

as much as 34 per cent, of free oleic acid has been found.

There is not sufficient data for defining the natural limits of varia-

tion of this oil ; the numbei-s in the tiible on p. 315, bjised upon
results obtained chiefly by Lewkowitsch, and by Costc and Parry,

must be regarded a.s approximate.

Seed oils, such as cottonseed and maize, also fish oils, would raise

the specific gravity, iodine value, and Maumene value. Cottonseed

oil would probably be detected by Halphen's and Milliaus colour

tests ; sesame oil by the furfurol test ; and vegetable oils, generally,

by the phytosterol acetjvte test (p. 232).

;\Iinoral and rosin oil would be found in the imsaponifiable

matter, which, in gemiinc neatsfoot oil, pix>lwbly does not exceeil

1 per cent.

Sperm Oil.

No means of distinguishing Southern and .\rctio sperm oils, except

by the smell and appearance, much less of detecting one when mixed
with the other, can be Siiid to be known. The most imjKirtijnt difl'er-

' Jour. Soc. Chem. lnd., xvii. (189S), p. 5.
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ence between the oils appears to consist in the respective melting-

points of the mixed fatty acids, but a sufficient number of authentic

samples of eacli oil lias not been examined to ascertain wliat tliis

difference really amounts to. No difference exists in the refractometer

values, Pearmain's figure + 50, for Arctic sperm oil being obviously

wrong. Samples of the two oils kindly examined for us by the late

W. Chattaway in Jean's oleo-refractometer gave an identical reading of

— 13. For the two samples referred to we are indebted to Mr. J. F.

Ingleby of Hull, and it may be of interest to give here the complete
results of the exauiination of these samples.

Table XCI.

Finest Southern
Sperm Oil.

Deodorized Arctic
Sperm Oil.

Colour,

odour.

Dark golden
yellow

Slight fishy.

Golden yellow

paler than
No. 1.

Fisliy ; more
jamgent than

No. 1.

Specific gravity at 60° F. (15-5° C), .

Viscosity (absolute) at 60° F. (15-5° C),
Freezing-point,

Refractometer value at 22° C,
Free acid, as oleic acid, %, .

Saponification value, %, . . .

Iodine value, %,
Maumenc thermal value ; 50 grms. oil,

10 c.c. of 97% sulphuric acid ;
° C.) .

Unsaponifiable matter(mixed alcohols),%

0-8809
i

0-8787

0-3915
I

0-4148

Both practically ' set ' in ice at

32° F. (0° C.)

-13
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methods, the two oils will be considered as identical iu the following

remarks.

The specific gravity of genuine sperm oil ranges from 0'878 to

0'88-i, and would be raised by the addition of any fixed oil or fat
;

this could be corrected by the addition of light mineral oil, but not

without lowering tlie flashing-point, which, according to Allen, is as

high as 480' F. in the ease of genuine sperm oil. Out of 93 samples

of sperm oil tested by Veitch AVilson the flashing-points (closed test)

of only three samples were below 410° F., viz. :—one sample 400° and
two 390°. The others ranged from 410° to 48.5' F., and the averages

were 457'5° F. for Southern sperm and 446'2° F. for Arctic sperm.

There are pure mineral lubricating oils having the same specific

gravity and viscositv as sperm oil, but their flashing-points arc lower

than 400° F.

The low saponification value of sperm oil is characteristic, but is

not to be relied upon as a test of purity, since a mixture of a cheaper

fixed oil with mineral oil could be made to have the same value.

Lobry De Bruyn has found, however, that in sperm oil adultemted

with such a mixture the presence of mineral oil can be detected by
Holde's tent (p. 219), since the higher alcohols formed by saponifyuig

sperm oil do not separate at once on adding water, but remain for a

considerable time dissolved iu the soap solution.

The most reliable means of detecting the adidteration of sperm oil

is to isolate and examine the unsaponifiable matter. Cieniiine spenn
oil yields from 36'3 to 41 "5 per cent, of luisaponitiable matter, con-

sisting entirely of wax alcohols easily soluble in cold rectified alcohol

;

if the unsaponifiable matter obtained from 5 grins, of a sample of

sperm oil be normal in amount and completely soluble in 50 ' c.e.

of cold alcohol of sp. gr. 0"834, the sample is most prolmbly genuine.

For further information as to the properties of the wax alcohols from

sperm oil, see Table LXI. (p. 234) : also page 230. For the analysis

of mixtures containing sperm oil and mineral oil, sec p. 245.

Porpoise and Dolphin Jaw Oils.

The remarkably liigli Eeichert value is sufficient of itself to

identify those oils. Tlie hii,'li saponification value and low iodine

value are also characteristic. Tlie results obtained by the exa-

mination of a s;uiiplo of Kellcy's watch oil arc given on p. 121.

D. -BLOWN OR THICKENED OILS.

lllown npc oil and blown cottonseed oil (' lariline ') are us\mlly

pjilc-colourcd and extremely viscous oils having a nauseous mlour.

The only natural oil which they at all resemble is cjistor, and from it

' Not less ; stv footiioto on p. 230.
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they are easily distiuguished by their sparing sohibility in alcohol.

1-2 c.c. of castor oil, if shaken in a test-tube with 10 c.c. of 90 per
cent, alcohol, will dissolve easily, but the same quantity of blown oil

remains apparently insoluble.

For the detection of blown oils in castor oil, see Ccistor Oil (p. 319).

For their identification when mixed with mineral oil, the following

characteristics are available, viz. :—the dark colour produced on
saponifying them with alcoholic potash solution ; the high specific

gravity at --^ C. of their insoluble fatty acids (p. 185) ; the consider-

able proportion of soluble non-volatile acids formed by their saponifi-

cation (p. 1 23) ; the comparatively low iodine value and high acetyl

value of the insoluble fatty acids (see pp. 256 and 250). The solulile

non-volatile acids were determined by Thomson and Ballantj'ne by
collecting the filtrate and washings from the insoluble acids, distilling

to dryness and extracting the dry residue with ether. After expelling

the ether by evaporation, the acids were weighed and then titrated

with standard alcoholic potash solution. For the Reichert-Meissl

value of blown oil, see p. 242.

Blown oils have not been sufficiently investigated to enable data to

be given for distinguishing them with certainty one from another.

Blown cottonseed oil may be i-ecognized by the high melting-point of

the fatty acids (41° C), and may also be distinguished from blown
rape oil by its higher saponification value, provided the oils compared
have reached the same or nearly the same degree of oxidation, i.e.

have been raised in specific gravity about the same number of units

above the average gravities of the natui-al oils. Thomson and
Ballantyne have foimd, by experiments with such widely different oils

as rape and sperm, that the specific gravity and iodine value simul-

taneously rise and fall in almost exactly the same ratio during oxida-

tion. Thus, a rise in the specific gravity of 1 unit in the third decimal
place was accompanied by an average fall of Ow87 per cent, in the

iodine value of rape oil, and 0-789 per cent, in that of sperm oil.

The fall in the iodine value of the rape oil was, however, more rapid

in the early stages of the blowing process, averaging 0'903 per unit

rise of sp. gr. during the first five hours. Similarly, the increase in the

saponification value was more rapid at first, for, by the time the rape

oil had risen in sp. gr. from '9141 to '9275, the saponification value

had risen from 17'39 to 18-30, i.e. 0-067 per unit ; but after the oil

was fully blown and had increased in sp. gr. to -9615, the saponifica-

tion value had only risen to 19-49, or an average, during the whole
period, of 0-044 per unit.

Blown oils should be examined for acidity in the same manner as

the oils they are made from. As stated on p. 122, the tendency of

the blowing process is to increase the percentage of free acid.
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E.—MIXED LUBRICANTS.

Mixed lubricants may be eitlier oils or greases, and may or may not

contain soap. For the detection of soap, see section W, p. 303.

I. Mixed oils and greases free from soap may contain mineral oil,

rosin oil, or coal-tar oil, tnuethfr with a fixod oil, fat, or wax ; the fixed

oil may he a lilown oil. An approxinuite analysis may frequently \x

made by Gripper's method (section D, p. 223).

A more exact analysis may be made by isolating and weighing the

unsaponifiable matter (section E, p. 224), and then determining its

properties and nature (section F, p. 228). By recovering the mixed

fatty acids from the soap solution, and submitting them to examination

(section G, p. 235), the fatty ingredient of the mixture may frequently

be identified. Obviously, the problem becomes simplified when the

mixed oil is purchased to a specification stating what the nature and
proportion of the component oils must be. For the analyses of

mixtures containing sperm oil or wool fat and mineral oil, see p. 245.

II. The analysis of oils and greases containing soap is conducted
in the following manner :

—

10 grms. of the sample are stiiTed with ether in a small beaker
until dissolved or thoroughly disintegrated. The liquid is tlien

rinsed with ether into a separating funnel and shaken sevenil times,

with 10 c.c. each time of hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. TIO) to decompose
all soaps and extract the bases. Tiie ethereal liquid is then washed
with water until free from acid.

Acid extract.—This contains the metals existing as soaps. It is

first washed with a little ether to remove mechanically mixed oil, the

ether being added to the main ethereal solution. The liquid is then

placed in a beaker, covered with a clock-glass, and heated on a warm
water-bath until the dissolved ether has boiled away. It is then

poured into a basin, evaporated to dryness on a steiim bath, redissolvcd

in hydrochloric acid and water, filtered, and the metal or metals which
were qualitatively detected in the ash maj- be determined in the clear

solution.

Ethereal solution.—This contains the neutral oil (fatty and
mineral), together witli all fatty and resin acids which existed in

combination with the metal as s«ip. In order to extract tlie fatty

and resin acids, the solution is shaken with 50 c.c. of a 2 per cent,

solution of caustic soda (10 per cent, caustic soda solution, 20 c.c. :

rectified spirit, 10 c.c. ; water, to 100 c.c). The shaking should bectni-

tinued for half to one minute and be not too vigorous, lest an emulsion

be formed. After separation has taken place, the sotla solution is

drawn off into anotiier sepjuator, and the ethereal solution is further

shaken with 10 c.c. quantities of the dilute soda solution until all

fatty acids are extracted : it is then washed sevenil times with water.

The mixed alkaline extract is first siiaken with a little ether, which

is added to tlie neutral ethereal solution : it is then acidified, and the
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liberated fatty (and resin) acids are extracted with ether and weighed.

The neutral ethereal solution is also evaporated and the residue

weighed. We thus obtain :

—

(a) Metallic oxides, existing as soaji.

(h) Fattij (and resin) acids existing in the free state and as soap.—
Determine the free/alt!/ acid in a portion of the orignal sample

as directed in section A, p. 216 ; if worth while, deduct this

amount from tlie total, and multiply the remainder by 0'7 to

reduce to anhydrides ; add the metallic oxides ; the sum is

the amount of dry soap. Rosin, if detected by Liebermann's

test, may be determined by Twitchell's method. Phenols,

from coal-tar oil, if present (very rarely), would have to be

separated from the fatty and resin acids by distillation with

steam.

(c) Besidual (neutral) oil.—This may contain any or all of the

following :

—

mineral oil, rosin oil (coal-tar oil), fixed oil, loax,

and, possibly, free wax alcohols. It must be analysed as

directed above, p. 328, E, I.

In addition, the grease may contain—
(d) Water.—This is determined as directed in section Z, p. 30.5.

(e) Non-fatty ingredients; such as plumbago, talc, sul//liur, etc.

—

These will, for the most part, remain insoluble and be drawn
off witli the aqueous extract. They must be filtered ofT and
examined separately.

(/) Excess of base.—This is detected and estimated by determining

the combining weight of the fatty acids and ascertaining

whether the amount of base found is more than sufficient to

saturate them.



CHAPTER IX.

THE MECHANICAL TESTING OF LUBRICANTS.

Introductoi-y.—Although a great deal of information CJin be obtained

by the chemical analysis of lubricants and by determinations of

viscosity, specific gravity, flashing-point, etc., it is not always possible

even for an expert to select with certainty from these t«st.s alone the

most suitable oil for a particular class of machine. There is no labora-

tory method of measuring the degree of 'oiliness' or 'greasiness'

which a lubricant possesses, and upon which its value as a means of

reducing friction at low speeds and under high pressures so greatly

depends. It also very frequently happens that engineers in chai-gc

of machinery have no means of obtaining expert advice regarding

the oils they use, and are compelled to rely upon such tests as they

can themselves make. For this purpose, oil-testing machines have

been invented with bearings so arranged that any desired load may
be put upon them, the speed and method of applying the lubricant

varied at will, and the frictional resistance, heating, etc., accurately

measured.

Objects and Conditions of Mechanical Testing.—Mechanical tests

of lubricants anil friction surfaces may bo made with two distinct

objects in view, one being to measure the amount of frictional resistance

to free motion oflered by bearings lubricated in different ways or made
of different metjils or alloys, and the other to determine the relative

oiliness or greasiness of the lubriaviits.

Useful hints concerning the endurance of oils may also be obtained

by observing the changes which the friction midergoes after the oil

has remained exposed for some hours to the air.

Specialh' designed machines have furnished data which have enabled

Osborne Reynolds to place the mathematical theory of ' jK^rfect

'

lubrication upon a firm bjisis, with the result that the pirt played

by viscosity in the reduction of the frictional resistance between

cylindrical journals and their bearings is clearly understtiod. Indeed,

it may safely be said that mechanical testing machines have yielded

to skilful opcratoi-s information which is slowly but surely leading

330
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engineers to substitute for old methods of lubrication new ones whicli

give greatly increased efficiency.

A mechanical testing machine is thus, from a practical point of

view, far from being a useless contrivance, and should be regarded

as an indispensable part of the equipment of a modern oil-testing

laboratory.

The more closely the conditions under which the oil is to work in

practice are approached, the more satisfactory will be the results

obtained ; for, from the point of view of frictional loss, every change
which occurs in the load, in the speed of the journal, in the method
of supplying the lubricant, or in the rubbing surfaces, has an important

effect upon the frictional resistance. In order, on the other hand, to

determine the oiliness or greasiness of a lubricant, it is necessary to

eliminate, as far as possible, results due to viscosity. ' Imperfect

'

methods of lubrication admit of this being done most satisfactorily,

experiment having shown that whereas at low speeds greasiness is

an all-important factor, in perfect lubrication at high speeds viscosity

plays the more important part.

Tliin films and low speeds are also the most suitable conditions

under which to ascertain the effects resulting from changes in the

nature of the metals in contact, as at high speeds a brass is generally

lifted quite off its journal by the formation of the pressure film.

Design of Oil-testing Machines.—Numerous forms of machine have
been built and used for testing purposes, varying in design according

to the effects which it has been desired to measure, and which may
be summarized as follows :

—

(1) Comparative oiliness or greasiness of lubricants.

(2) Frictional effects due to viscosity.

(3) Effects resulting from different methods of applying the

lubricant.

(4) Effects produced by different metals working in contact.

(.5) Effects of temperature on friction.

(6) Effects produced by different loads.

(7) Effects produced by varying speeds.

A description of a few only of the different types of machine designed

for ordinary testing work, or which have been used for experimental

purposes, will here be attempted ; the nature of the tests which may
be made with them being, in some cases, given. This can, however,

only be done in an incomplete manner ; for the subject is an extremely

complex one, each kind of machine requiring different treatment, and
being capable of affording valuable information if placed in the hands
of an operator who has a knowledge of the theory of lubrication and
has had some experience in the management of machinery.

It must be remembered that every change of speed, load, method
of lubrication, temperature, form of bearing, and condition of rubbing

surface has some, frequently a considerable, effect upon the frictional

resistance obtained with each lubricant, and, therefore, that the

problems arising in the course of such experimental work are often
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very intricate aud difficult of solution. If, for instance, a number of

oils tested under small loads fall in a particular order of merit as

regards friction-reducing power, on testing them with heavier loads

the order may be found to have entirely altered. Changes of speed

produce even more marked differences, sometimes increasing and

sometimes decreasing the friction. These points have been dealt

with in some detail in Chapter IV., on ' The Theory of Lubrication.'

Much, howevei', still remains to be learned concerning the frictional

resistances of bearings when running at low speeds with difterent loads.

This point will be briefly discussed in Chapter X., on ' The Design

and Lubrication of Bearings.'

ilechanical testing machines vary greatly, not only in the shape of

the contact surfaces, but also as regards the indications which they

give concerning the degree of frictional resistiince encountered. In

some machines the rotiiting surface assumes the form of a wheel or

drum upon which a bearing block is pressed. In others it is a disc,

the flat side of which is pressed against a similar disc. But in the

machines most commonlj' vised the contact surface tiikes the form of

a cylindrical journal a few inches in diameter, upon wliieh rests a

weighted bearing-block or brass.

It has been shown (p. 64) that the conditions vnider which lubri-

cation can be effected with cylindrical rotating surfaces are quite

difterent from those wliich obtain with discs or other plain surfaces.

It will, therefore, be convenient to deal fii-st with the rotating cylin-

drical or drum form of machine, and, subsequently, with machines that

give the frictional rcsistance.s, etc., between discs and plain surfaces.

Cylinder or Drum Machines.

—

Tliiii:<to7i's Oil-fe*tin>} Marhine.—
This machine, which is made by Messrs. W. H. B;iiley i Co. of

Manchester, is frequently used in Kngland and America. It is

convenient, and easily kept in oi-der : for scientific work, however,

it is hardly suitable. Two sizes are made : one, a small machine,

occupying but little space and requiring very little power to drive it :

and another, of much larger form, suitable for niihvay work.

Of these, the larger machine only will be described. It has a

cylindrical jom-nal against which work two brasses, one above and
tlie other below. Slung from the upper bi-ass is a hollow penduhnii

containing a strong spring, tlie upper end of which lifts the Iwttom

brass against the journal, whilst tlie lower end depresses the pendulum
and helps to weight the upper bniss.

Fig. 7.3 is a side elevation, with bnisses and pendulum in section,

and tig. 77 is a photo-print of this machine as used by the authoix

Fig. 76 is a front view of part of the maclune dnuvn to a larger

scale. The hollow shaft \, driven by a cone pulley \\ is mountoil

on a strong cast-iron stand, the forked ends of which form the

bearings upon which it runs. (.)ne end of the shaft projects K-yond

tlie l)eariiig and is fitted with a bush C, on the outside surface of

which the oil tests are made. This enables various metals to In? used

as bearing surfaces, for the bush can be removed and another put in
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its place. The box EE, forming the head of the pendulum, holds

the two bearing brasses DD, on wliich the pendulum is slung from

the journal, hi order to enable the operator to vary tlie pressure

of the brasses against the journal at will, the pendulum is constructed

as follows:—A brass tube, H (figs. 7-5 and 76), is screwed into the
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axle-box E, wliich passes round the journal and holds the bearings D
in position. In the upper part of this tube is loosely fitted a distance

piece 0, which, by the action of a strong spring below it, forces the

under brass against the journal. The end of the spring does not

press directly against the distance piece, but upon a screwed washer,

K, threaded upon a rod M, which has a square end, by means of

which it can be rotated. At its lower end the spring rests upon a

cap, I, screwed to the tube H, by which the stress on the spring is

brought to bear upon the upper bearing D, as well as on the lower

one. To compress the spring and increase the load on the bearings,

the square end of the rod M is rotated, which lowers the washer K,

to which is fixed the index finger Y. A graduated scale, Z, screwed

to the tube H, shows the weight per square inch and the total weight

on the brasses for every position of K. A ready means of taking

the pressure off the brasses is furnished by the nut P, which can be

screwed down until the key R, against which it presses, separates the

distance piece O from the bearing.

It is evident that any friction between the brasses DD and the

journal C will cause the pendulum to move in the direction of

revolution of the shaft, and the greater the friction the further will

the pendulum swing, the angular movement being indicated by the

pointer V moving over the arc W (see fig. 76). As the moment of

I'esistance of the pendulum varies with its weight and the position of

its centre of gravity, it is possible to vary very considembly the

scale of total frictional resistances marked on the arc W. When an
open scale is required, the castings I and J are suitably reduced iu

weight, as shown in the figure ; a counterbalance can also be placed

on a pillar screwed into the top of the axle-box E. Of course, each

alteration of the position of the centre of gravity of the pendvilum

necessitates a corresponding change iu the graduation of the scales

W and Z, and for this reason it seems preferable to gn\duate the arc

in degrees instead of in total frictional resistances (see p. 339).

The lubricant can be supplied to the journal by means of pads,

fixed in the sides of the axle-l)ox, the method of supplying the oil to

the pads being varied according to the conditions of lubrication

under which it is desired to experiment. Another method, used bj-

the authors, is shown in fig. 76. a a are glass tubes passing through

corks fixed in holes in the sides of the axle-box. ¥j\f\\ tube is drawn
down to a fine orifice, tiu'ough whicii a double strand of cotton wick,

h, is passed, held by means of a looped platiiuim wire, ir. The tube

is filled with tlie oil to be tested, which is conveyed through the wick

on to the journal. By varying the size of the orifice, the rate of

feed of the oil can be altered at will. The oil fed in this way on to

the journal does not spread itself evenly along the upper brass, but

tends to collect at the middle : and at high speeds, if the feixl of

oil be rapid, it tends to collect in drops, and to fall away from the

journal without wetting it. It was found that this could be pre-

vented by placing a knitting needle, c, in the angle between the brass
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and the journal. The knitting needle, which is held in position by
the tension of the oil-film, rotates rapidly, and spreads the oil from

end to end of the brass. Two small hooks, k (the front one only

shown), fixed to the ends of the brass prevent the needle from falling

away when the machine stops, or if the tension of the oil film should

become momentarily weakened. To spread the oil along the lower

brass, a narrow strip of sheet brass, p, is soldered near one edge, so

as to form with the journal a channel which collects the oil. This

lower brass, in the machine used by the authors, is crescent shape in

section, and is supported in a well lubricated steel cradle, r, which
allows a little sideplay in the axle-box, and enables the friction surfaces

to place themselves in that position which gives the greatest carrying
power. Suitable grooves cut in the steel cradle collect the surplus
oil which falls from the journal and brasses, and conduct it into the
trough d (fig. 76).

To assist in distributing the lubricant evenly over the journal, and
to prevent both it and the brasses from wearing in ridges, the
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latest form of Tlnirstou's machine is fitted with an eccentric X, fig.

75, actuating the rod L, which slowly moves the brasses hackwards

and forwards along tlic jounial. With this device attached, the

readings obtained by making a series of tests of the same lubricant

show fewer and smaller discrepancies than can be obtained when the

brass has no lateral (ilay.

In the machine as usually supplied, a thermometer, the bulb of

which is let into the metal of the upper bearing, measures the

temperature to which the latter is raised by the friction. In the

machine used by the authors, the hollow brass pillar, S (fig. 75) is

screwed into the top of the axle-box, and through this a thin steel

tube, X, closed at the lower end, is passed into a conical hole iu the

upper bi'ass into which the end of the steel tube fits closely. In this

tube an ordinary glass chemical thermometer, T, is placed, the bulb

of which is immereed in mercury which fills the lower end of the

steel tube. When it is desired to remove the pendidum from the

testing journal, the steel tube X is taken out, and a Imiss cap with

a ring at the top is screwed on to the brass pillar S. By means of

an attachment from a small overhead ti-avelling crane, the pendulum
may thus be easily moved off and on the journal.

To the pendulum and stand is sometimes attached a cord or cham,

of such length that the pendulum cannot swing beyond the desired

limit.

The machine should be driven at a very regular speed, preferably

by an electric motor, and such gearing should be used as will enable

it to be run at a variety of speeds ; for, with good lubrication we

may, roughly, consider that at high speeds and moderate loiids it is

the viscosity which controls the frictional eftccts, whilst with low

speeds and heavy loads the efficiency of the lubricjxnt depends upon

its oiliuess or gre:isiness, as well as upon its viscosity.

To the latest form of this machine there is attached an automatic

recording apparatus, which registers on a sheet of ruled j«per the

nmuber of revolutions made by the journal and also the frictional

resistance at each moment. The paper upon which the record is

drawn is placed upon a drum, tj (fig. 7.")), rovoh ing once for every

100,000 revolutions of the journal. Ag!\inst the paper rests a pen,

actviated by the pendulum ius it swings froni the vertical. In the

machine used by the authoi-s a second speed gear has l>een added

for slow speed tests, capable of revolving the drum once for every

120 revolutions of the journal, so tiiat the diagram pjpcr is moved

a quarter inch for one revolution of the journal. A count<.>r is fixed

on the machine in a convenient position, to indicate the number of

revolutions made by the journal.

The grej^ter portion of the loiid placed upon the test Inwrings

results from the compression of the ccntnil spring, and is e^jually

distributed between the upper and lower bnisses In addition, how-

ever, to tl\e pressure resulting from the stress of the spring, the

upper brass (', when the swing of the pend\iluin is small, luis to carry
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the weight of the penduhim as well. When this is light, and the

pressure on the spring considerable, no serious error results from
taking the load on the bearings as being distributed evenly between
the two brasses. Although, by grasping the journal between two

brasses, and putting on the load by compressing a spring, some errors

are introduced, the arrangement has the advantage of reducing the

pressure on the suppoi'ts of the journal, and all risk of overheating

the fixed bearings is avoided.

22
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Several methods of calculating the area of contact of a brass have

been adopted. The plan corumonly followed has been to multiply

the length of the brass (h) by the diameter of the journal {2r^) ; Irjj

is then the projected area of the bearing on a diametral plane, or, as

it is coramouly called, the nominal area. But it is impossible, except

with light loads, to make a bearing run satisfactorily when the brass

embraces as much as one-half of the journal. In practice, the sides

have to be put away until the actual arc of contact is only oue-fourth

or one-fifth of the circumference ; and as at all ordinary speeds, with

good lubrication, the friction is nearly proportional to the actual

contact area, it is better to substitute actual for nominal areas hy
multiplying the length of the arc of contact a by that of the brass h.

Thurston graduates the scales on his machine on a nnniinal area basis
;

however, from the following fornmlre the scales can be gi-aduated to agree

with actual areas of contact, and fiom them the true coefficient of friction,

etc., can be obtained.

Let r= radius from centre of journal to centre of gravity of penduliuu.

r„ = radius of jotu-nal.

W = weight of pendulum.
(( = width of brass {i.e. length of arc of contact).

6 = length of brass.

P = total pressure of brasses on journal.

p = pressure per sq. in.

T= load on spring.

e = angle between pendulum and [lerpendioular through axis.

^ = coefficient of friction.

F= total frictional resistance.

When fl is equal to i)0°, Wr= Fr„ . . (1)

Wlien it is equal to any other angle, Wr sin 9 = Fr„ . . (2)

^ Wr sin e
Therefore, F= (3)

"o

From equation (3) the graduations on the arc W are usually marked
olf so as to give the t<.>tiil frictional resistance F for any angle, but as, when
the spring is compressed, the centre of gravity of the jiendulum moves
downwards, and the lengtli of r therefore increases, these graduations can
(iidy lie strictly correct for one position of the spring.

When the pendulum is a heavy one, and the compression on the spring is

sMch that the load on the bra-ss is small, the load on the upper brass is, at

all small inclinations, P, = T-^W (4)

and on the lower brass, P.,=T (6)

When T is lai-ge and W is small, it is sufficiently accurate to make
P=2T+W . . ." . . (C.)

and from this the left hand side of the scale N is graduated.

Under similar circumstances, the pressure per sq. in. isji— — =Z—1_— (7)

From this etpiation, the graduations on the right hand side of the index
plate are deduced.
The readings given liy the index plate N and the arc W enable the

cixirticient of friction to he calonlatod directly, for

F Readini; i;ivon by arc \V .^,,

P Reading given by index N
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Wlien experimenting with small loads on this machine, it must be borne in

mind that the load on the upper brass is always greater than on the lower
one. Under such circumstances, the maximum load is given by equation (4)

P T-i-W
and the pressure per sq. in. is »= J = ——=

—

(9)

It is impossible always to measure accurately the friction due to

tlie upper and lower brasses respectively. When the lubrication is

good, and the speed of rubbing over 3 feet per minute, the friction

is proportional to tlie area of the brass in contact with the journal

and independent of the load, but when the speed is small this is

not the case, and it is impossible to obtain accurately the coefficient

of friction of either the upper or lower brass.

As stated on page 334, the graduations on the arc W, when marked
so as to give the total frictional resistance F, are subject to a small

error, due to the fact that the length of /• is increased by compres-

sing the spring. Also, any alteration of the weight of the castings

J and I would render these graduations useless. Tlie authore there-

fore prefer to graduate the arc in degrees, and the index N in lbs. of

spring pressure, and to construct a table from which the coefficient

of friction can be read off corresponding to any angle of pressure.

As an example, the following particulars of the machine used by the

authore are given, but of coui-se they will not apply to auj' other

machine, unless of exactly the same dimensions, weight, etc.

Value of W,
Table XCI.\.

. 159-5 lbs.

.
1'875 inches.

{At lbs. pressure of spring= 14'64 inches.

At X (1000) lbs. „ =14-64 -|-j(0-026) inches.

i Upper brass = 13-30 sq. inches.

\ Lower „ =1313 „

. At 1000 lbs. on index N, the load due to pressure of

spring= 500 lbs. on each brass. Therefore,

Scale Reading
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Wr sin fl 159-5 r sin fl

1-875
= 85-07 r sin fl. Hence,

Scale Reading
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made to point accurately to zero when the peuduUiin comes to rest

after swinging freely, which free swinging of the pendulum is brought
about iu the following manner. The journal is well lubricated with
the oil to be tested, and is run for a few seconds at the speed of about
100 revolutions per minute, the pendulum being allowed to hang by
its own weight, and all pressure on the journal due to the spring

being removed. An oil-film between the upper brass and the journal

having been thus established, the machine is stopped : the pendulum,
being now supported on the oil-film, will swing freely for several

seconds before the oil is squeezed out, and, if correctly adjusted, the

pointer will make approximately equal and gradually diminishing

excursions on either side of the zero before coming to rest on the zero

point.

Method of Worhinfj.—As already stated, in the machine used by
the authors the arc W is graduated in degrees, and the scale X in

pounds of spring pressure. Plain paper is used on the recording

drum, and, before making each test, a base line is drawn upon the

paper by rotating the drum against the pen with the machine at

rest and the pointer at zero. At the end of the test, the area enclosed

between the curve and this base line is measured by means of a

planimeter if the curve is irregular, and thus the average deflection

of the pendulum is easily determmed and the friction coefficient read

off from the talile. The follow'ing simple rules are followed in

making each test :

—

1. See that the pointer is accurately adjusted to zero on the arc

when the pendulum is hanging freely.

2. With the machine at rest, and the pointer at zero on the ai-c,

lower the pen on to the paper, and draw a base line by rotat-

ing the drimi. Then raise the pen off the paper.

3. Screw up the spring, with the brass nut, P, slack, until the

desired pressure is attained, then screw the nut down until

the pressure is taken oft' the journal. Start the machine, and
adjust the lubricators so as to give the required oil-feed. Then
slack the nut sufficiently to bring the pressure of the spring on
to the journal, and run the machine at a fair speed until the

brasses are well oiled and are nearly at the extreme front

end of the journal. Then adjust the speed to that required

for the test, and, as soon as the brasses reach the extreme
front end of the journal,' drop the pen and commence the

test.

4. Startinij.—Before starting the machine, see that the pressure

of the spring is oft" the journal, and that the pen is raised off

the paper.

5. Stopping.—Before stopping the machine, raise the pen oft' the

' The friction is sometimes different at the fi'out and back ends of the journal.

Tlierefore it is desirable, especially when making slow speed tests, to commence
always at the same point.
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paper. Before releasing the pressure of the spring, also raise

the pen off the paper.

6. Removing pendulum from jounuil.— Before removing the

pendulum from or replacing it upon the journal, take care to

release the pressure of the spring, cither by screwing down
the nut P or by unscrewing the rod M.

Before testing a fresh sample of oil, the pendulum must be removed
from the journal, and the brasses and journal must be wiped

thoroughly clean, using first of all a sponge cloth and afterwards a

soft duster, and taking care to leave no lint upon the surfaces. The
lubricators, a a, fig. 77, are cleaned by rinsing with ether or benzine,

then warmed, and aspirated with air until every trace of the solvent

has been expelled. They are then fdled with the oil to be tested, a

few drops of the oil are also placed upon the journal and brasses and
spread over the surfaces with the clean finger, and the pendulinn

is replaced upon the journal. Then the machine is run for a few

minutes with a free oil-feed to flush away the remaining traces of the

oil last tested, and the test of the new oil is commenced.
Great care must be taken not to allow the bra.sses and journal to

run dry and seize locally. Should this happen during any test, the

friction of the surfaces wull be so much increased in succeeding tests,

even with the same oil, that the results will not bo compjirable with

the previous tests. In fact, the effect upon the frictional resistance

of the surfaces caused by very small changes in their shape or con-

dition is so great, especially at slow speeds and at high pressures,

and with bath and pad lubrication, that each sample of oil tested in

the machine must be compared with results obtained by testing some
standard oil immediately Viefore, and, [ireferably, again inunediat«;ly

after, the sample has been tested. If the two tests obtained with

the standard oil do not agree, one cannot be certain that differences

observed between the s<imple and the standard may not be due to

the frictional resistance of the surfaces having altered during or

between the tests.

Wlicn commencing to use a new machine or new brasses, tlic proj>er

bedding of the brasses to the journal is very important, and witli new
brasses is very tedious. As tlie most nipid wear takes place at low-

speeds and under liigh pressures, we have found it best, wlien bedding

new brasses, to run the machine under these conditions with a

mineral lubricating oil of mo*lerately low viscosity (<•._</. 900 7 oil),

removing each brass at intervals of alwut two lioui's and very cari>-

fully scraping the high places, finally rubbing them down with the

finest emery paper until the brass is seen to be bearing all over.

Another imjiortant point is to liave a very haiil surface on the testing

journal. If the journal be made of soft stool, jwrtiolcs of bnuss torn

off the bearings are apt to become enibeildixl in the steel : llieso

gradually gather more brass as the journal revolves, and eventually

suftieient is collected to cause local seizing to take place, and the

surface of the brass becomes ruined.
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To secure low frictional resistances, and to obtain results almost
wholly dependent upon the viscous properties of the lubricant, the

brasses should each cover about one-fourth of the circumference of the

journal ; no oil-waj's should be cut in tlieir surfaces, but the lubricant

should be supplied by means of pads or other lubricators placed at the

sides of the journal. The speed of rubbing should not be less than
100 feet per minute. When these conditions obtain and the load is

not too great, it has been demonstrated that the friction is practically

proportional to the viscosity of the oil, and is entirely independent of

tlie nature of tlie contact surfaces or the oiliness of the lubricant. It

is only with fairly viscous oils, light loads, and good lubrication, that

the oil pressure-film forms properly at speeds lower than 100 feet per
minute. It will, of course, be understood that different oils will heat
differently, and tliat the viscosity of the heated oil film must be taken
for comparison with the frictional effect, for the test to bo a fair one.

On this account, when trials are made in such a manner that the

friction results entirely from the viscosity of tlie liquid, the oil which
at ordinary temperatures is most viscous docs not always give the

greatest friction, for the lubricating film is heated several degrees

above the temperature of the surrounding metals by the work done,

and its viscosity is thereby reduced. Mineral oils tested against

animal or vegetable oils of the same viscosity will thus sometimes
give the lower friction, for the former lubricants, when heated, lose

their viscosity somewhat more rapidly than do the latter (see pp.
168, 169). Tests of this kind by no means show which is the best

lubricant, and need seldom be made, for the actual viscosity of an
oil and the effect produced by increased temperature can be more
satisfactorily ascertained with the viscometer.

The legitimate practical result obtained by mechanical oil-testing

machines is, as has already been pointed out, the determination of

the comparative oiliness or greasiness of liquids and soft solids
;
pro-

perties upon which the power of lubricants to prevent tlie abrasion

and wear of contact surfaces largely depend. The metliod wliich has

been most generally adopted to determine such projjerties has been
to imperfectly lubricate the Ijcarings, and thus allow tlic surfaces to

approach each other so closely that the oil pressure-film cannot form
properly. It is essential that the bearing surfaces shoidd come into

close juxtaposition, if we are to obtain a correct estimate of tiie

value of different brasses, bronzes, and white metals, for these metals

ai-e only used to enable the bearing to carry its load without suffering

abrasion when the conditions of running are such that the oil

pressure-film, maintained by the viscosity of the lubricant, cannot

form, and the surfaces approacli each other closely. For tests of this

kind, tlie brasses should be allowed to extend over only about one-

fifth or one-sixth of the circumference of the journal, and the lubrica-

tion may be supplied by means of lubricators or well-moistened pads
at the sides.

Supposing two oils are to be compared with one auotlier, testing
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should be commenced at a speed of about nine inches to one foot

per minute, and at the higliest pressure whicli the oil and bearing

will safely carry without seizing. It will be found, as a rxile, that

this pressure will be greater the higher the viscosity of the oil.

Repeated tests should be made with the same oil, at the same
pressure and speed, until successive curves, each corresponding to

one complete to-and-fro movement of the brasses along the journal,

become practically uniform. Three curves shoidd then be measured
with the [ilanimeter and the average friction calculated. Cun-es
obtained at this slow speed and at high pressures will probably be

very irregular in shape, owing to variations in the frictional resist-

ance, due to slight irregularities of the surface : but, if a smooth
curve be obtained it will not, of course, be necessary to use the plani-

meter, and the average deflection of the pendulum can be read off

directly from the scale on the arc. If the friction show a tendency
to diminish continuously, the brasses are probably not properly

bedded to the journal, and the process of wearing them down must
be continued.

Having obtained satisfactory curves from one oil, the journal,

bearings and lubricators should be cleaned, and the other oil tested

in a similar maimer. Further tests should then be made with both
oils, first at from 5 to 7 feet per minute, and then at 100 feet

per minute. It will be found that, as the speed is increased, greater

loads can be put upon the bearings. At these higher speeds, also,

the friction will be less variable, the curves traced on the diagram
will be more regular in form, and an average deflection of the
pendulum can usually be read oft" directly ou the arc.

In the slow-speed tests, the temperature of the bearings and
journal will scarcely be aft'ected by the friction during the test, but
in the tests made at a speed of 100 feet per minute, the rise of

temperature of the brasses will be comparotively rajjid and may
be made the basis of a test. For this purpose, the niachine should

be allowed to run until a definite temperature of, say, 80° F. is

reached. The pen should then be dropped on the paper, the time
noted, the co\uiter index read ott', and the average deflection of the

pendulum observed and recorded. AVhen the thermometer indicates

8.5° F., the time and tiie average deflection of the pendulum siionld

again be recorded. These observations should be repeated at intervals

corresponding to every five degrees rise in temperature, until either

the temperature has risen to, say, 140° F., or the jounial has jier-

formed 30,000 revolutions. Some tests made in this way are reconled

in Table .XClc.

The results recoixled in Table XCln. weiv obtained by testing

difterent oils at a nearlj' uniform speed of 7'2 feet per minute, and
under a constant average load of 271 lbs. per square inch of Iwaring

surface (measured along the are of contact). The tests were made
consecvitively, in tlie onler stated.
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Table XCIc.

Tests made at a Speed of 9S feet per minute.
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mixtures gave lower coetficieuts than either of the pure oils. It is

also remarkable that the mixture of Russiau oil with 25 per cent, of

rape oil gave a much lower friction than the mixture with 75 per

cent, of rape oil, and the same result was obtained on repeating the

test; see Xo. 114. The almost identical results obtained in tests

Nos. 109 and 114 prove the comparative accuracy of the series.

The results recorded in Table XCIe. show, in an interesting

manner, how the friction changes with the load at low speeds, how
much more rapidly it changes at a speed of less than one foot j>er

minute than at nine times that speed, how greatly an increase of

speed may .iffect the friction when the load is constant, and also

what an important influence the viscosity of the oil has upon tliis as

well as, general!}', in reducing the friction at low speeds. The
marked ditl'erences in friction-reducing power at these low speeds
between the three fixed oils, and between rape oil and a minenil

lubricating oil of verj* nearly the same viscosity, will also be
noted.

Table XCIe.

Speci6c Gravityat 60° R,' 0-916

Viscosity at 60° F., 0-98
0-917
0-98

Russian
i

Mineral
Lubricating

0-914 0-906 0-917 0936
116 1-14 -2 06 3-0

0-907
3-5

Lbs. per square
inch of Bearing

Surface.

1-20

139

139
157
176

195
214

Cofjicifnts of Friction.

0055
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valuable are those made under conditions which are very liable to

damage the friction surfaces, and which, therefore, make accurate

comparisons between different oils extremely difficult to obtain.

For instance, it would be useful to know, in comparing oils one with

another, which oil will carry the greatest load without seizing ; but

if, in making such tests, the bearing surfaces should accidentally

seize, even momentarily, damage may be done to them which would

take a long time to repair, and which would necessitate the repeti-

tion of the tests which had been made previously to the damage.

Thui-ston states that his machine may be used for the purpose of

ascertaining the gumming properties of lubricants, and also their

durability. No doubt with care some idea on these points may be

obtained by the use of mechanical testers, but such tests are usually

better made by physical and chemical methods.

Many lubricants when exposed to the air take up oxygen and

become thick, i.e. they gum. This change in the viscosity may be

scarcely apjireoiable when the liquid is kept in bulk, but when it is

spread over a bearing as a thin film and exposed to the air, it may
rapidly become a sticky mass and cease to lubricate. Although the

extent to which this change takes place can be more satisfactorily

measured by methods which have already been fully described (p. 265

et seq.), useful information may sometimes be gained by measuring

the effect produced upon the friction coefficient. The bearings should

be lubricated with just sufficient oil to wet them well and yet not run

off. The journal is then run at a speed of about 100 feet per minute

with a vei-y light load, and the friction and temperature noted when
they have ceased to vary appreciably. Both brasses are then removed,

and the contact surfaces, protected from dust and dirt, are allowed to

remain exposed to the air for a day or two. The brasses are then

i-eplaced in the machine and a test made as before. If the oil has

thickened, the friction and heating will be greater than before.

Tests of tiiis kind are, however, very likely to injure the friction

surfaces, and it is, therefore, very questionable whether it is worth

while to make them.

Many lubricants which are liable to gum may also become acid

and attack the bearing surfaces. Metallic soaps are thus formed,

which, dissolving in the lubricant, cause it to thicken. Mineral oils,

which do not gum by oxidation, may contain light constituents which

evaporate and leave thicker residues behind. For these and other

reasons, an increase in the friction and temperature of a bearing after

standing for a time does not prove that the oil has really gummed by

oxidation.

For tests of durability, the lubricant may either be supplied con-

tinuously in such small quantities that it shall not run off the bearing,

but shall yet wet it well, or pads soaked with a definite quantity of

oil may be lightly pressed against the sides of the journal. The

machine is then allowed to run until the friction and temperature

begin to rise undulv. For some time after starting, the lubricant
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remains in good condition, tlie temperature becomes steady, and the

friction reaches a minimum. As soon, however, as the hibricant

thickens, or becomes charged with material worn off the bearings, or

with soaps resulting from its acidity, the friction and temperature

begin to rise. The particular oil the smallest quantity of which will

keep the bearing in good condition, is considered the best to use for

the particular load and speed of rubbing.

When the lubricants are good and are little affected by the atmo-

sphere or the metallic surfaces upon which they rest, they continue to

keep the bearings cool much longer than when they arc acid, oxidiz-

able, or contain light and volatile constituents.

Smith's Fridion-Testimj Machine. — This maciiine (fig. 78), de-

signed by Prof. Robt. H. Suiith, is used in the engineering laboratories

of the University of Birmingham. It somewhat resembles a Thurston
machine, the pendulum of which is suspended in a horizontal position

from above its centre of gravity, thus removing from the journal all the

pressure due to the weight of the pendulum and its contained parts.

The testing journal, B, which can be made of any desired diameter,

is screwed into the end of the shaft A, driven by the coned pulleys,

P P P. The bearings, C C, are pressed upon the journal by means
of a powerful sjaring, enclosed in the barrel D, the spring being

compressed and released by means of the screw E, the worm-wheel F,

and the worm and hand wheel gearing V. The weight of the ban-el,

spring, bearings, etc., is supported by means of the suspension rod (.i,

lever H, and weight W, the position of the latter being adjusted so

as to keep the lever floating between the stops 1 1.

The journal friction and torque is balanced by the two equal and
opposite forces exerted by the two ends of a fine whip-cord or fishing

line passed over the three small pulleys K K K, the two ends of

the cord being attached at equal distances on either side of the centre

of the journal B. This cord is tightened up by the nut N, through
the spring balance M, until the lever H floats freely. The tension

on the cord, registered by M, mcfisures the friclional moment.
Thcrmometei-s, T T, register the temperature of the bearings.

Prof. Smith informs us that this machine measures the friction

with extreme delicacy and accuracy, and the lever H keeps floiting

so long as tlie conditions (pressure, tempei-ature, and lubrication)

remain iniciianged. The smallest variation in any one condition

tiirows tiie lever on to one of its stops. The machine gives higher

coefticients of friction than other methods of test liave done, due to

the form and arrangement of tlie brasses.

Let T = loail on spring balance in pounds.

r = distance between perpendiculars through centre of

journal and point of attaclunent of cord.

j>= total press\ire of brasses on journal,

r,, = radius of journal.

/= coerticient of friction.

Tlun J = l!L (10)
1 '•„
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Martens' Oil-testing-Madiine.—This machine, figs. 79 and 80,

designed l)y Prof. A. Martens, has a general resemblance to Thurston's,

but is modified in numerous particulars.

The hollow shaft and testing journal are provided with a water

spray cooling and a steam heating arrangement, for regulating the

temperature of the oil-film. The speed of the shaft is kept consUint

by means of a regulator. Three bronze bearings are fixed iu the

head of the pendulum, one on the top of the journal and the other

two at distances of 120° from centre to centre on either side. The
journal has an outside diameter of 100 mm. and a length of 70 mm.
The bearings have a width of about 20 mm. and are pressed on to

the journal by means of a Xapoli hydraulic compressor screwed into

the head of the pendulum, the pressure being indicated by means of

a manometer. Lubrication is affected by means of an oil-bath into

which the undei-side of the journal dips. The oil can be cooled or

heated by circulating water or steam through the double walls of the

bath.

A detailed description of this machine and the method of working
it will be found in a report by Martens in the Mitteilunijen aiis

den KiJnigliclien technischen Versurhsangtalten, 1889, Ergiinzungsheft

V. pp. 12-20, and 1890, Heft i. pp. 1-8.

Tlie machine was also fully described and illustrated in Engineering,

13th July 1894, to the proprietore of which journal we are indebted

for the blocks from which figs. 79 and 80 are printed.

Ingham and Stapfer's OU-tegting Machine.—This tester is furnished

with two brasses, one above and one below the journal. Eiich brass

covers nearly half the circumference, and is held :\gaiust the journal

by a weight and lever. It is nui at a speed of from 1500 to 2000
revolutions per minute. Sufficient oil having been put on to prevent

the journal from becoming dry, it is run until the temperature reaches
200° F as indicated by a thermometer. The machine is then stopped

and the total number of revolutions since the commencement of the

test is read off from the counter. It will be seen that the conditions

luidcr which the lubricant is tested are such as to merely give the

effects resulting from its viscosity. The machine is shown in fig. 81.

Ashcro/t'g Oil-te.iting Machine.—This machine is a modified form
of the Ingham and Stnpfer design, but has a different arrangement of

levers for varying the pressure on the journal, is fitted with a dial

arranged to show the frictional resistance, a counter to record the

revolutions made by the journal, and a thermometer to measure the

rise of temperature resulting from the heat liberated.

The journal is of rather largo diameter comjwred with its length,

and against it two brasses, each covering nearly half the circuniferenoe,

are ])ressed by a system of levers and weight.^. It is mani))ulatoil in

nmch the sanu> way i\s the Ingham and Stapfor machine, and furnishes

similar information. Tests for oiliness can only be projx-rly made by

cutting away the brasses, increasing the lojuis, and running at slow

speeds.
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Fig. 79.—Martens' Oil-testing ihnhine.
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m^.

Fio. 80.—Martens' Oil-Tostinp Machine.
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Strotodley's Oil-Testing Machine.—This machine was built so as to

make the conditions of running closely resemble those of a carriage

or locomotive axle. It has only one bearing, which rests upon tlie

revolving axle A, fig. 82. The bearing carries the beam C, which has

knife edges at the ends, upon which rest the suspending links and
weights for applying the load. G is a small beam and pan.

When the journal is in motion the link D is depressed, but by
placing weights in the pan of the small balancing lever it is raised

until the pointer P indicates that the beam is in its normal position.

The weights in the pan are then a measure of the frictional resist-

ance. H is a small eccentric and wheel driven by a worm on the

main shaft. It keeps the brass continually moving to and fro, side

play being necessary to cause the surfaces to remain free from

grooves. M is an oil-pad, which keeps the journal constantly

lubricated, N is a siphon lubricator, R is a revolution counter, and
T a thermometer to show the temperature of the journal.

This machine, Goodman says, when accurately adjusted, runs
rather more steadily than Tower's machine, consequently there is

less liability to error in taking readings. The lubricating arrange-

ments are easily accessible, and the bottom of the shaft is quite open.

Then again the load is conveniently situated, being quite free from the

framing, a very important point, considering that the weights often

amount to as much as 2 cwts. each. But the disadvantage in the

machine is that the most scrupulous accuracy is required in making
the weights exactly equal, whilst the beam and links must also be

exactly balanced. The balancing of the weights and beam is effected

as follows :

—

After the beam has been machined very accurately, so that the

23
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jaws into wliich the brasses fit arc central witli the knife edges on

which the weiglits hang, a temporary knife edge is fitted in the

centre of the jaws, and the beam itself balanced upon it. The links?

to carry the weights having been hung on and balanced, the knife

edge is removed, and the brass having been fitted iu is placed on

a short mandril which it exactly fits. The whole is now placed on a

smooth level jjlane, and the beam again balanced l)y adjusting the

brass in the jaws until tlic centre of the mandril is central with the
knife edges ; by this means, a pmctically frictionless vibr:\tin<»

balance is obtained. The weights themselves are placed on the links,

and each pair balanced and marked.
After the machine lias been running for some time its l>alance

is disturbed, unless the direction of motion has been poriixlicallv

revei-sed. This results from the wear being chiefly confined to the
'oft"' side of the brass, a point to which attention ii;ui alreailv lioen
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called. The inequality of wear is occasionally very rapid under
heavy loads, a few days' hard running causing the brass to wear O'Ol

inch out of centre. Suppose the load to be 1 ton, or 2240 lbs., which,

with an equivalent length of arm of 72 inches, gives an error of

0-01 >^ ^2^=0-31 lib (11)
72

in the scale pan ; this, with a 7-inch shaft, becomes an error of 0'0028

in the coefficient of friction, or an error in some instances of as much
as 100 per cent. Thus, a very small error in construction, or any
displacement due to uneven wear, has a serious effect upon the

readings, a possibility which should never be lost sight of.

The coefficient of friction is calculated as follows :

—

Let Tg= radius of journaL
P= weight on brass.

F = total frictional resistance.

r= length of main beam.

-= leverage of scale beam.
X

W= weight in scale pan.

Then :^^=rr„(12) .•.F='^ (13)
a; xr^

A F Wry ,. ,,

Beauchamp Towe)''s Experimental Testmg Machine.—With this

machine, a series of experiments was made on the friction of journals

by a Committee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.' By
using pad and bath lubrication, and running the journals at moder-

ately-quick speeds, results were obtained which were closely in

agreement with each other, and which demonstrated that under

some conditions of running the friction of a journal is extremely

small, and is independent of the nature of the contact surfaces. A
theoretical examination by Osborne Reynolds - of the results obtained

showed that the friction was wholly due to the viscous properties

of the lubricant, and independent of the nature of the surfaces and
of the oiliness or greasiness of the lubricant.

As the viscosity of a lubricant can be more satisfactorily determined

by the use of a properly-constructed viscometer, and the conditions

obtaining at high speeds do not give any information concerning the

oiliness of the liquid used, nothing in the nature of a test of the

quality of oiliness can be made with Tower's machine, unless the

conditions of speed and load be such that the oil pressure-film does

not form. However, as the residts obtained with this machine
enabled the true theory of ' perfect ' lulirication to Ijc worked out, a

description of it will not be out of place.

1 rroc. Inst. Jlcch. Eng., 1883, p. 632.
= mi. Tran.-!., 1886, p. 165.
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Upon the rotatini: journal A, fig. S3, rests a brass bearing B, held

in a frame C. A knife edge, secured to this frame exactly beneath

its centre, supports the weights W by means of which the load is

applied. The turning moment, resulting from the friction of the

journal and brass, is balanced by means of weights placed in the

scale pan slung from the light iron frame D. A pointer, E, and

graduated scale, indicate when the frame is iu its normal position.

Fig. 83.

The bottom of the journal is kept well lubricated by the oil-bath H
into which it dips.

WTieu working with a weight ic in the scale pan, the coefficient of friction

is obtained as follows :

—

Fr„

and

(15)

(16)
_F_«T

When working with a pointer E and no scale pan, and measuring the

angle 6, the centre of gravity of the weight being displaced a distance r' on

either side of the centre of the journal, W = P,

Fr,= Wr' .-.?=— .... (17)

and (18)

Goodman's Friction-Temfitnj Machine.—The earlier form of this

machine (figs. 84 and 85) is a modification of that used by Tower,

the correctness of whose experimental work has lH.>en amply confirmed

by its use. A number of tlio e.vperimental results obtained with it

have already been given. It is thus descrilnxl by Goodman :

—

A is the journal on which the frictional resistance of the brass B is

measured. The latter is tightly fitte<l into the cast-iron stirrup C,

from which the weights are suspendetl by the link 1\ which rests on

the knife edge E. The oil-l«th, V, is filknl with oil, into which the

bottom of tiic journal dips. A lubricator, tJ, is providetl for siphon

experiments. The tenipenxlui-o of the journal can lie kept fairly

coMst^mt by using the circulating water-pipo H, the waste from
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which is carried away by the pipe J. The shaft is driven by the

hithe chuck K, the revolutions of whicii are registered by the counter
L. The temperature of the brass is registered by the thermometer
M. The arm carries the scale pau Q, which is suspended from
the knife edge S, the whole of which is counterbalanced by the
weight N. The pointer P, tlie long arm of which is balanced by the
small weight R, indicates when the arm is horizontal.

An improved form of this machine, described by Goodman in Eng.
Patent No. 22295 of 189-5, is illustrated in longitudinal section

in tig. 86. The weight is suspended from the stirrup by means of

a parallel motion device, which permits the stirrup and the bearing

fixed in it to tilt or rotate through a small angle without altering the

central direction or pull of the load. The weight is applied by
means of levers, and the friction is measured by means of a floating

steelyard attached to the stirrup.

Referring to the figure, A is the test-bearing and B the axle upon
wliich it rests. C is the stirrup and D the floating steelyard. E
and F are a pair of connecting links of equal length, suspended from
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the stirrup C by means of tlie knife edges (_! and H respectively,

which are fitted in the sides of the stirrup C. The lower ends of

the links E and F carry suspended from them 1)y means of knife-

edges I and J, the cross-bar K. Midway lietween the knife edges I

and J, the cross-bar K is provided with a knife edge fulcrum L, from

which is suspended the central connecting link M. The lower end

of the link M is comicctcd by a knife edge N with the lever O of a

compound or other lever arrangement.

It will be evident that owing to the parallel motion device formed

by the stirrup V, crossheud or cross-lmr K, and links K am) F, tin-

l)ull of the link M is Uansmilted ihi-ougli the cenliv of the a.\le !!

parallel to tlie links \\ F, and M, whether the tkKtting steelyard I)

be in a horizontjil position or be tilted through a small nngle by the

friction between the bearing and axle.

The knife edge II is prolonged at one side, so as to be fitted with

a lever P. The outer end of the lever I' is piwideil witii a hole,

through which pa.sses the screwed \\k\ (), the ixkI lj> being hinged

at H to the stirrup ('. Two nuts, one on each side of the lever 1',
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titted on tlie rod Q, hold the lever P firmly in position. If the

bearing edge of the knife edge H is not at exactly the same distance

from the centre of the axle B or bearing A as the knife edge G, then
by slackening one of the s;iid nuts and tightening up the other, the

knife edge H is tilted in one direction or the other, so as to move
the bearing edge of the same nearer to or farther away from the

centre of the axle B or bearing A, as may be required to make the

said distances exactly equal.

With this machine, Goodman has carried out an extended series

of tests of antifriction metals, ball bearings, and roller bearings.

Fig. 86.

The Riehlr U.S. ' Standard ' Machine for Testinij Oil< and Bear-

inrj Metals. — This machine, fig. 87, is a modification of Good-

man's, and is made by his courtesy. It can be used to test

either the wearing qualities of different bearing metals, or the

lubricating properties of various oils. The load on the bearing is

applied by means of a turnbuckle connection between the beam and
lower lever, and is weighed on the beam by a large poise. The
friction in pounds on the periphery of the journal is indicated by a

poise on the upper or friction Ijeam, reading by increments of one

pound. The journal of tlie machine is mounted on four large

rollers, which reduce the friction and prevent heating, which would

affect the results of temperature tests. Ball thrust collar bearings

prevent side motion of the journal, and take any thrust in this

direction which would cause friction.

The bearing to be tested fits in a cap to which the yoke frame is
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attached ; this yoke frame is fitted with two knife edges equidistant

from the centre of the shaft ; two clevises join these knife edges with

similar knife edges in the equidistant lever below, from whicli

connection is made to the intermediate lever and the load beam.

The yoke frame is thus perfectly free to rotate about the journal,

and any tendency to do so will show on the friction beam. The
machine is arranged to allow the pulley to drive it in either direction.

The U.S. standard 'test bearing' of nine square inches projected

area is used. The oil may be supplied from a sight-feed oil cup,

which can be regulated ; in which case it is dropped on the journal

in front of the test bearing, distributes itself along the edge of it,

and is carried luidei-neath the journal ; or a pad may be used, which

is saturated witli oil and placed in a drawer beneath the jounial.

This machine is made by the Riehle Bros. Testing ilachine Co.,

of Philadelpliia, Pa., from whose pamphlet the above description and
illustration are taken.

Kingsbury's Oil. -testing Machine. — Prof. A. Kingsbury has

described i a machine and methods of testing oils designed with

special reference to the conditions under which the effects due to

oiliness or ' body,' on the one hand, and viscositj- on the other

hand, may be investigated independently. The apparatus used is

also serviceable for tests under any intermediate condition. The
following description is taken, by permission, from Kingsbury's paper.

. Fig. 88 shows the general appearance of the testing machine, for

the frame and driving parts of which a 1 -1-inch drilling machine was

utilized. The test journal has its axis vertical ; it is suspended from

the spindle by means of a flexible coupling and runs between two

opposed bearings in a cj'lindrical cup or case, which may be filled

with the oil to be tested if a ' bath ' is desired. The load on the

bearings is provided by means of a helical spring of 900 pounds
capacity, with screw adjustment and with a device for quick

application or removal of the load without disturbing the adjustment.

This spring is enclosed in a horizontal tube attached to the side of

the oil case. The cup has a cover with a small hole for the insertion

of a thermometer.
The cup and attached parts are borne on a hollow vertical spindle,

1§ inches in diameter, turning freely in a sleeve supported from the

frame of the machine ; the spindle extends about two feet below the

sleeve, and is suspended from a fixed bracket by a tempered steel wire

passing through the spindle to its lower end. In testing, these

suspended parts turn freely to a position where the torsion of the

suspension wire balances the friction at the test journal, and the

angle of torsion, which may be as great as 270°, is read from a

graduated disc. The suspended parts being counterbalanced, there

is no appreciable pressure of the spindle against its sleeve ; and
when the oil in this bearing becomes evenly distributed, there is no
error from friction, as has been amply proven by tests with an

' Trails. Amer. Soc. ilech. Eng., vol. xxiv. (1903), 143.
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'optical lever,' as well as b}- the uniformity of the results in use.

At tlie same time, the visccsity of the oil serves the purpose of

damping the oscillations which arise from variations in speed or

friction at the tost journal. Tliis mode of suspension gives large
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by a Buuseii flame. The revolutions of tlie journal are indicated by

a counting device, not shown in the figure.

For tests involving perfect lubrication (friction due to viscositj-

only), the test journal used is 1| inches diameter, of tool steel,

hardened, ground, and polished. The brasses are sectors cut from

a ring finished in tlio lathe, each having an arc of about 120°

and a lengtli of 2 inches. These brasses are fitted with some care,

so that when perfectly clean they maj' be made to adhere to the

journal after the manner of well-fitted ' surface plates.' In making
tests, care is taken to prevent wear of these parts, whicli are used

only under such loads that the oil film effects complete separation

of the surfaces and entirely prevents wear ; the load is always relieved

before starting or stopping the journal ; and, finally, a friction device

in the driving coupling safeguards the journal from motion against

excessive friction. These precautions against wear are necessary to

ensure the constancy of results.

For tests for comparing oils with respect to ' body ' or oiliness, the

best results have been obtained by the use of a hardened and
polished steel journal | inch in diameter, running between two brass

bearings about 1 inch long ; on this small journal pressures up to

8000 lbs. per square inch may be applied, if necessary. Tlie samples

of oil to be compared are contained in small brass cups placed inside

the case and surrounding the test journal, each cup having a wire

for transferring oil to the journal ; the case, samples, and journal

are heated together to any desired temperature.

In testing for ' body ' the oils are compared in pairs, being applied

alternately at the upper end of the bearing, one being applied until

the friction becomes constant or nearly so ; the other is tlien applied

until it displaces the first and the friction again becomes constant

at the new value ; this process is repeated several times. The oil

giving the less friction is a.ssumed to have the greater body. In

this way, the order of the body values of six samples of oils of the same
class may generally be determined for any given temperature in

an hour or less ; the friction indications rapidly follow the changes
of the oils and are generally quite consistent. AVhen the oils to be

compared are of different classes (as mineral oils with fixed oils),

the first friction indications on changing oils are frequently mislead-

ing, and a longer time is required to ensure certainty of results.

The speeds for the ' body ' tests are made rather low and pressures

not inmecessarily high, in order to avoid heating and wear of the

journal, since it is essential for comparative purposes that the

surfaces should be in the same condition for both samples compared
—a requisite whicl), above all others, led to the development of this

method of testing. Again, the actual temperature of the oil at the

test surfaces is shown more nearly by the thermometer if but little

heating by friction be permitted. The order of ' body ' values, as

determined by this method, has been found not to vary with the

speed or the pressure within a considerable range. A speed of 50
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to 100 revolutions (3 to fi feet) per minute, with sufficient pressure

to make the coefficient of friction only as great as O'Ol to 0"03, have

been found most satisfactory ; the pressures being from 500 to 5000
lbs. per square inch, according to the chai-acter of tlie oils.

In the tests made with this machine under conditions of 'perfect'

lubrication it was fovnid that the surfaces were so perfectly sejjarated

bj- the oil-film that the coefficients of friction were extremely small,

the minimum coefficient for all oils being found to be, approximately,
0-0006. The results obtained by ditfereut experimenters agreed

remarkably well, and were found to approximately verify Reynolds'

deduction from Beauchamp Tower's experiments, that the frictiou

under conditions of perfect lubrication is proportional to the viscosity

of the oil and varies, approximately, as the square root of the speed.

The ' body ' or oiliness tests made with this machine are the most
useful from a practical point of view, aild they support the est^iblished

fact that the mineral oils as a class have much less body than the

animal and vegetable oils of similar or nearly the same viscosit}-.

When, however, the difference in viscosity was great, as for instance

between mineral cylinder oil and lard oil, the mineral oil was found

to possess the greater body. As showing the relation between viscosity

and ' body,' it is interesting to note that four cylinder oils were
found to possess body in the same order as viscosity. Samples of

castor, lard, olive and sperm oils also ranged themselves by tlje

body test in the same order as that of their viscosities.

The Lalimeyer Oil-fastimj Machine.—This machine, shown in fig.

89, consists of a short length of shaft running in a ring-lubricatetl

bearing, and carrying a heavy fly-wheel at each end. The shaft is

provided with a pin-coupling, so that the motive power (either

electrical, mechanical, or hand) can be uncoui)led at any moment
while running. The apparatus is supplied in four types, viz.—(a)

electrically driven ; (/)) mechanically driven ; (<•) for hand power : and
('/) for laboratory pin-poses. The last is provided with fly-wheels for

different bearing pressures, and an exact arrangement for measuring
speed.

The method of testing is as follows :

—

The bearing is supplied with the oil to be tested, the motor is

started, and the fly-wheel shaft is run at full speed for a certain time.

The motor is then luicovipled, and the time noted which the apparatus

t-akes in coming to rest.

This machine chiefly measures effects due to viscosity, and it is

only during the last few revolutions, when the speed is very low, that

effects due to 'oiliness' will sliow themselves.

Disc and Collar Macliines

—

SuHal'ilit;/ of, for Oil Tffiin<i.—Tlie

wedging action of the hibricant, resulting from the dift'erent radii of

the surfaces of cylindrical journals and tlic brasses which rest upon
tiieni, does not affect the lulirication of collar or diso-sha]HHl surfaces

to any very great extent, thi this account, the liKids which such flat

bearings will carry arc about one-eighth {)art of those which may
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be put upon journals. Collar and disc lubrication mainly depends for

its efficiency upon the oiliness or greasiness of the lubricant used.

Such bearings would, therefore, seem to be well calculated to give good
results in oil-testing machines. Of course, they will always give com-
paratively high frictional resistances, and, therefore, must not be

regarded as suitable for comparison with those obtained with the

cylindrical bearings of actual working machines or machine tools.

However, as the conditions which obtain in lubricated bearings become
better understood, it seems likely that disc or collar machines, highly

loaded and running at moderate speeds, will be more and more ex-

tensively used for oil-testing purposes.

Fig. 89.

MacNaughfs Testing Machine.—This, which is one of the earliest

forms of disc oil-testers, is shown in fig. 90. A vertical spindle A,
driven by a pulley D, carries on its upper end a circular plate E.

Upon this plate rests a disc F, a projecting stud, a, on which, when
the disc is rotated by the friction between it and the rotating plate

below, presses against a pin fixed on an arm attached at right angles

to the weighted lever G H. (This arui is not shown in the figure.)

A few drops of oil having been placed between the plate and disc,

and the apparatus set in motion, the adjustable weight J is moved
until a condition of equilibrium is established.

Woodbury's Oil-testing Machine.—This machine is an improvement
on that of MacXaught. The lower disc is fixed to the upper end
of a vertical shaft to which the driving pulley is secured. The upper
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liearini; surface is an aimular ring placed somewhat eccentrically with

the disc below, to secure uniform wear. The ring is hollow, is divided

lj\' a vertical partition into two passages through which water can

be passed to control the temperature, and the sides and top are

surrounded by a hood of hard indiarubber packed with eider-down.

The load is applied by weights placed beneath the table and slung

from a cross-bar resting upon a vertical spindle, the thrust of which is

transmitted to four points on the upper ring by a cro.ss-shaped lever

and central ball-and-socket joint. The bearings which carry the

upper shaft can be rotated in different directions by means of pullej-s,

so as to reduce the frictional resistances. This arrangement allows

the annular ring to rotate freely through several degrees and actiiato

a spring dynamometer whicii shows the frictional resistances, the

cross-lieani, weights, etc., being free to move with it. The lubricant

under trial is conducted, by a sight-feed arrangement, through the

centnvl opening in the upper ring to a recess in the centre of the

lower disc. A counter indicates the n\unber of revolutions made in

an}- given time, and a thermometer shows the rise of tompentturc.

Deprez ami NapoWa Tiatiiu] Macliiiie.—This machine, wliich is

shown in fig. 01, reseml)les Woodbury's machine in .some respivU.

The load, which is applied by a lever and weight, forces three inclined

bronze blocks, each having a surface of 10 square centimetres, into

contact with a ivtaling disc below. The turning moment is me;isured
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by means of a pendulum, actuated by a steel band connected to the

disc carrying the friction blocks S S S. An automatic record is drawn
upon a sheet of paper stretched upon a small trolly set in motion by
a pendulum, the pencil being fixed to a travelling arm.

Tower's Disc and Collar Oil -testing Machines. — Besides the

machine for measuring the friction of journals, two other machines
were designed and experimented with by Beauchamp Tower. One
was for measuring disc- and the other collar-friction.

Fie. 91.

The apparatus used for measuring the friction of lubricated discs

is shown in figs. 92 and 116 (jj. 424). The vertical shaft carrying the
footstep gears into a horizontal shaft, the driving pulley on which
can be changed to give the required speeds. A hard steel centre,

secured to the bottom of the bearing B, rests upon a plunger fitting

the cylinder P, whilst the vertical driving shaft is fitted at its upper
end with a piston T of the same diameter as that of the cylinder P.

By varying the pressure of the oil, which is supplied by a hand-pvmip
with air vessel, the pressure upon the ram can be varied so as to
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give any desired load upon tlie contact surfaces. Two i-adial grooves

in the bearing, shown on a larger scale in fig. 116, pas.s from the

centre of the bearing face to within a short distance of its circum-

ference, and the motion causes the lubricant to flow out at its

periphery into the annular space surrounding B, from which it

passes through the spout, drops into the pipe, and again enters the

bearing. A pulley L, actuating a spring, shows the frictioual

resistance of tlie surfaces.

Fig. 98.

The machine shown in tig. 93 was designed tti mcjisuro the friction

of a collar. The weight Wiu> applied by a delicately adjusted spring

S, one end of which abutted agj\inst the front disc O, whilst the other

end pressed against a nut N on a centnil boll H connectod with tlie
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disc C. The two discs rotating together, and pressing on the steel

ring R, tended by friction to carry it with them, but were prevented

from doing so by a horizontal lever atached to the ring, the friction

between the ring and discs being measured by a spring-balance

attached to the end of the lever. The methods of lubrication used,

and the conditions under which
the experiments with this machine
were made, were not such as met
with general approval, it being

considered that the information

gained by its use was not so

complete as the machine was
calculated to furnish.

Blake's Oil-testing Machine.^—
This apparatus consists of a

vertical shaft driven by suitable

mechanism, having a conical or

hemispherical cup on its upper
end. Into this cup is accurately

fitted a conical or hemispherical

plug which will easily revolve in

the cup, carrying a vertical spindle

or shaft to which are fitted one
or more horizontal arms to which
vanes are attached. Pressure can

be applied to the plug by means
of a weighted lever. Separate

counters give the number of

revolutions of the cup and plug

respectively. The lubricant to

be tested is placed in the cup,

and after the plug has been in-

serted, the former is caused to

rotate rapidly for a definite length

of time. The number of revolu-

tions made by the cup and plug
having been read off and recorded,

the former is cleaned and another

or standard lubricant is similarly

tested. The lubricant which best

reduces the friction between the cup and the plug will cause the

latter to make the smallest number of revolutions.

Biiilei/s Pendulum Oil-tfsfing Machine.—This apparatus was
designed for testing such oils as are used for watches, clocks, and
other small machines. The small brass disc linked to the pendulum
(fig. 94) rests upon a horizontal plate. ^Yhen the pendulum is set in

motion, the friction of the disc slowly brings it to rest, the friction of

1 Eng. Pat. 25492 of 1902.

24

Fig. 94.
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tbe rubbing surfaces being estimated from the time required to do
this.

Friction of Screws.—The friction of screws has been experi-

mentall}' investigated by Kingsbury ' under the conditions of very

slow motion, free lubrication, and pressures varying from zero to

14,000 pounds per square inch of bearing surface. The machine
used was specially designed for the purpose. The tests were made
upon a set of square-threaded screws and nuts of the following

dimensions :

—

Outside diameter of screw,

Inside diameter of nut,
' Mean diameter ' of thread,

Pitch of thread.

Depth of nut, .

1-426 inch
1-276 „
1-352 „

. . i ,.

li^, „ (effective)

The nuts fitted the screws very loosely, so that all friction was
excluded, except that on the faces of the threads directly supporting

the load. The screws and nuts were flooded with the oil when placed

in the machine, which was operated by hand gearing, the screw being

driven at a very slow rate (not more than one revolution in two
minutes) until the pressure was raised to the desired amount, the

friction being measured by the swinging out of a penduliun which
carried the nut and automaticallj' recorded on a revolving drum.
The results obtained are set out iu Tables XCIf to XCIj, taken from
the author's paper.

Table XCIf.—Mean Coefficients for Heavy (Mineral)
Machinery Oil (Sp. gr. 0-912).

(Actually read at 10,0CK1 lbs. pressure per square inch. Each figure is the

average for eight cards.)

Screws.
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XCIg.—Mean Coefficiexts for Lard Oil.

(Actually read at 10,000 lbs. pressiire per square inch. Each figure i.s the

averse for four cards.)

Screws.
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Table XCIi.—Mean Coefficiests for Heavy Machinery Oil.

(Actually read at 3000 lbs. pressure per square inch. Each figure

is the average for four cards.)

Screws.



CHxiPTER X.

THE DESIGN AND LUBRICATION OF BEARINGS AND OTHER FRICTION

SURFACES.

Forms and Functions of Friction Surfaces.—Bearings are the

surfaces of contact between tlie moving parts and the frame of a

machine, or of one moving part and another. They guide the motions

of the jaieces they carry, and their shapes depend on the nature of

the motions required. When, for instance, the piece is required to

move in a straight hne, the bearing must be either plane or cylin-

drical, with the axis in the line of motion. On the other hand,

rotating pieces must have surfaces accurately turned to figures of

revolution.

The parts of moving pieces which are in contact with the bearings

may be classified as slides, gudgeons, journals, bushes, pivots, and

screws. We also have to deal with ' line ' contact surfaces which, if

they do not act as guides, 3'et have tangential motion.

Owing to the weight of the moving parts, or the stresses the

machine has to transmit, the bearing surfaces are pressed together

with considerable force. Consequently, not only must the moving
parts and the frame of the machine be strong enough to bear the

stresses to which they may be subjected, but the contact areas must
be sufficiently large to prevent overheating and undue wear. To
secure the required area of bearing, the rubbing surfaces are fre-

quently made very long and narrow, whilst in other instances they

are scjuare, or approximately circular.

Materials used for Bearings and Friction Surfaces.

—

Importance

of using Suitable Materials.—Although it is true that, in the

majority of instances, the selection of a suitable lubricant, and its

proper method of application to the surfaces, are of paramoinit

importance, it very frequently happens that the conditions of working

are such that particular attention must be paid to the nature of the

surfaces which are to work in contact, otherwise rapid wear will

take place. Such wear may result from the fact either that the

rubbing surfaces are exposed to the atmosphere and become dirty

and gritty, or that the bearing surface is merely a line, or that the

motion is too slow or too fast and the load heavy.

373
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The possibility of muiutaining a oiachine in jrood condition witiioiit

the frequent renewal of parts, depends largely upon the care which

has been exercised in designing it so as to secure the conditions

under which perfect lubrication is obtained. When the conditions

are such that perfect lubrication is impossible, care must be taken

to make the rubbing surfaces of as durable a material as possible.

To eft'ect these objects under the diverse conditions of everyday

practice, a large number of devices have been introduced, a few of

the principal of which we purpose describing.

Before the introduction of mineral oils for lubricating purposes,

the necessity of paying considerable attention to the nature of the

contact surfaces was not so great as now, for, as both animal and
vegetable lubricants remain fairly viscous when heated, and possess

the property of oiliness or greasiness very markedh-, metallic surfaces,

separated by fattj' oils, unless subjected to excessive loads, seldom
injure each other seriously. On the other hand, since the introduc-

tion of the less ' oily ' mineral oils, it has been found more and more
necessary to use the so-called ' antifriction metals ' as bearing surfaces.

Indeed, a study of the effects produced by varying the nature of the

metallic or other surfaces in contact has, of late years, been forced

upon the engineer by the conditions of running and the nature of

the lubricants available, with the result that greater attention is

now paid to this point in machine design. Of coui-se, the advantages

gained by making the bearing surfaces of difterent materials were

recognized at a very early date ; but brasses and bronzes of various

kinds, working against ii'on or steel, proved quite sufficient, as a rule,

to prevent seizing and heating.

As, when two clean surfaces work against each other, the softer of

the two (providing they do not seize) wears much more rapidly than

the harder one, it is well to make that surface which is most easily

and cheaply replaced of the softest material. The rubbing surfaces

of a bearing are, on this account, removable pieces (steps or bushes),

which are easily replaced bj' new ones.

Indeed it is not too nuich to say that the introduction of mineral

oils, and the recognition of the true part played by viscosity in lubri-

cation, have necessitivted great alterations in the principles of design

so far as the contact surfaces of machines are concerned ; for mineral

oils, although stable even when heated, and giving excellent results

on properly designed bearings, are generally deficient in tlie j)()wer

of maintaining lubriciiting films between bearing surfaces when the

speeds are low, i>r when the faces are pressed together by heavy
loads.

In manj- instances, the conditions of work aiv such that etlioient

lubrication is imiiossible. For instance, parts of sowing machines
and of watch and clock mechanism, knitting machines, and many
other contrivances, such as machine gun mechanism, liave to dei»ond

very largely for tlieir durability ujHin the hardness of the bearing

surfaces and their suitabilitv for workim: in contact witii eacli other.
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Mail}' rubbing surfaces upon which the load is small are never really

lubricated, for even the contamination film is rubbed off. In such

instances, it is absolutely necessary that the materials used should

be exceedingly hard and such as will not adhere firmly together,

even when the surfaces are chemicall}' clean.

It is now becoming more clearly recognized that solids possess

properties which have been generally regarded as peculiar to liquids.

Thus lead, when quite clean, is sticky, two pieces welding together

upon being brought into contact. But not oiih" do some solids easily

weld together in the cold, they even diffuse into each other.

It will be seen from this how important it is to pay the most

particular attention to the physical properties of the metals used for

bearing surfaces.

Hardness and its Determination.—Although we speak of bodies as

being hard and soft, these are scarcely scientific terms, for the hard-

ness of different substances measured in different ways is by no

means always the same. For our purpose, hardness may be defined

as the resistance offered to permanent plastic deformation. We
must clearly distinguish between mere skin hardness and the hardness

of the mass of the metal, for exposure to air, etc., or mechanical and

chemical treatment, will often harden the surfaces of even soft bodies

considerabl}'.

A series of experiments by Bottone, who measured the load neces-

sary to produce a cut of definite depth, show great differences in the

hardness of different metals. In his scale of hardness the diamond

is taken at 3010. His determinations of the relative hardness of

twenty metals are as follow :

—

Table XCII.—Rel.\tive Hardness of Metals.

Manganese,
Cobalt,

Nickel, .

Iron,

Copper,
Palladium,

Platinum,
Zinc,

Silver,

Iridium, .

Unwin has devised a method of measuring hardness by using a

straight knife edge as the indenting tool. Several series of observa-

tions of the indentations produced in |-inch bars of different metals

with various loads were made, and for each metal a constant was

deduced which is a measure of its hardness. It was found that the

equation C i = p^"- may be taken as the relation between the load

and indentation, C being a constant giving the relative hardness of

the metal tested, i the depth of the indentation in inches, and p the

1456
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pressure in tons per inch width of knife edge iu contact with the

bar.

Using this formula, Uuwin obtained the following numbers ex-

pressing the relative hardness of certain metals and alloys :

—

Cast steel, normal, 554-0
Bras.s No. 2, 246
Bra^sXo. 1, 221-0

Mild steel, • 143-5

Copper, unanuealed, 105-2

Aliuuiuium alloy, cast, 1035
Copper, annealed, 62-0

Aluminium, squirted, . . .
41-8

Zinc, cast, 40-8

Lead, cast, 42

The relative scales of hardness obtained by both the scratch method
and the indentation method are said to be practically the same, but
the scale obtained with the indentation method is a more open scale

than with the scratch method, which remains to be described.

Unwiu's method is not suitable for very hard or brittle bodies, or

for determining surface hardness. The latter maj' be best ascertained

hy the use of Turner's sclerometer (hardness measurer), a modified form
of which, described by Blount and Bloxam,' is shown in fig. 95.

Flu. 95.—Turner's Sclorometer.

A steelyard beam A swings on a pivot in a horizontal plane and
oscillates on knife edges in a vertical plane. At tlie end remote fwm
the knife edge is a style B, shod witli a diamond [X)int. To prevent

the style from chattering it is placed at an angle with the plane of the

beam. A scale ])an C slides along the beam, which is graduattnl, and
)n- its means a load varying from 1 to 100 grannnes can bo placixl

upon the diamond jwint. The piece to be tested is pix'jKired with a

polished surface free from scratches, and is clami>e<i on the rising

table D. The diamond jwint is loaded with a known pressure and

' Enginceriiiij Chcmislry, vol. i. pp. 2S-31.
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drawn across the polished clean surface. By means of the screw E the

table is moved bodily a short distance

—

e.g. Jjy inch—and another trial

made with a different load. The load which just suffices to abrade the

specimen is a measure of its surface hardness. The instrument is

preferably used in conjunction with a low-power microscope (1 inch

objective) to view the scratches and decide which corresponds with

the abrading load. The following table (Turner) shows the hardness

of various materials, the numbers being the load in grammes required

to just scratch the specimen when tested by the sclerometer :

—

Steatite, 1

Lead, commercial, ...... 1

Tin, 2-5

Zinc, annealed, 6

Copper, ........ 8

Softest iron, . . . . . . . 15

Mild steel, 21
Tyre steel, 20-24
Hard cast iron, 36
Hardest chilled iron, ..... V2

Hard Sti.el.—In the case of line contact, such as occurs in the

various forms of trip gear for Corliss engine valves, the best results

are obtained with tempered steel faces, screwed, or otherwise secured,

to softer metal supports. Such faces last well if reasonable care be

taken to keep them free from grit, and to lubricate them efficiently

with a fairly viscous oil.

Hard steel surfaces having considerable contact areas, and carrying

heavy loads, are, as a rule, made to work against softer materials.

When two such hard surfaces have to work against each other,

they must be very accurately fitted, and such provision made in the

design as will admit of an equal distribution of the load, even if the

parts should not run quite accurately together.

Low carbon steel, if used for shafting, cranks, journals, and the like,

is very apt to give trouble, the metal being too soft to make good
bearings. On this account, engine makers now order steel containing

as much as O'-i per cent, of carbon. With such material, every care

must be taken to ensure thorough annealing at the proper tem-
perature, otherwise large masses will prove difficult to work and be
liable to fracture.

Soft steel is also very liable, when running on hard bronze bearings,

especially if the lubrication becomes defective, to seize locally and jiick

up particles of copper, which become alloyed with the iron, and
increase at every revolution by attracting fresh particles, like a rolling

snowball, until at length serious heating and damage are the result.

When it is necessary to make the surfaces as hard as can be
obtained by the use of very high carbon tempered steel, the speed
of rubl)ing is generally low. There is consequently a very small

liberation of heat.

Case-hardened Iron and Steel.—Hard steel is too brittle for pins,
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links, and for such parts as the axles, cups, and cones of cycles. These
are, therefore, made of case-hardened iron or mild steel, i.e. iron or

steel of which the surface only has been hardened, leaving the core

soft. This is effected by heating the articles to a suitable tempei-a-

ture (about 1000° C.) in a closed box filled with finelj- powdered
carbonaceous material such as changed leather, honi cuttings, ett-.,

for a length of time depending upon the depth to which the ttirbon

is required to penetrate. After cooling, the articles are reheated to

about 800° C. and hardened by quenching in water. Case-hardening,

unless carefully carried out, is apt to cause cracks and also to distort

the mass of metal. Wrought-irou and mild steel journals of large

diameter are, consequently, seldom case-hardened.

Whenever very hard surfaces are made use of for bearings, it is

necessary to accurately grind the case-hardened surfaces to ensure

contact over the whole area.

Chilled Ca.-'f. Iron.— For slide-blocks and slides, chilled cast-iron

surfaces, ground true, are even more suitable than those of steel or

case-hardened iron. Here the hardening eflFect is produced by
casting the fluid iron into massive metal moulds or 'chills,' the sides

of which are previously coated with a clay w;ish to prevent the

casting adhering to them. In this way the ciist nictjil is rapidly

cooled, the graphite is prevented from separating from the iron, and
the chilled portion of the casting becomes extremely haitl, and, if

broken, shows a silvery fracture. In the cooling process, however,
the casting is much distorted. To remedy this, the pattern must be
made of such a shape that the cooling effects shall draw the aisting

into the required form. To reduce the risk of fracture, it is custom-
arj- to make chilled surfaces in loose pieces, which can be bolted to

the frame of the machine or to its moving parts.

Cast Iron.—Excellent bearing surfaces are made of luichilled grey
cast iron. The only objection that can be urged against this meUd
is that it is rather brittle, especially when heat«d by friction. It

not only works well in contact with steel or wrought iron, but also

against itself. Kven when heatetl it does not seize readily, the

surfaces grinding to powder and remaining free to slide over cacli

other so long as any solid material remains. On this account it

answers well for steam cylindci'S, in which the lubrication is apt, at

times, to V)e very imperfect. Loose pieces are not reiiuircd, for the

barrel and valve faces are merely machino^l portions of the easting.

The suitability of cast iron for bearing surfaces arises, no doubt,

in a great measure from the presence in the iron of jvirticlcs of

graphite, and to its porous surface, into which the lubricant insinuates

itself. Sometimes powdered solids, such as plunil>i»gi>, are uswl jvs

lubricants for ca.st-iron surfaces, the jwwder being dust«.>d upon the

exposed portions of the rubbing surfaces.

Bronze.—In the majority of instances, the material of which a

bearing is made must not only differ in melting-point and hanlni>ss

from that of the surface ai;aiust which it rubs, but it must alsi> be
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sufficiently strong and tough to withstand heavy blows and great

stresses without fracture. Copper, although it possesses a high

malleability, softness, ductility, toughness and tenacity, is not a suit-

able metal of which to make bearings, for it can only with difficulty

be made to produce sound castings, and is too tougli and close-

grained to be easily shaped in a lathe. Copper is, therefore, alloyed

with other metals, forming bronzes and brasses of various kinds.

The metals generally added are tin, lead, and zinc, but other

elements, such as phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth, manganese,

and iron, may occur as essential or accidental constituents of the

alloy.

The term ' bronze ' should bo restricted to alloys composed chiefly

of copper and tin. ' Gim-metal ' is a bronze containing 90 parts of

copper to 10 parts of tin. One or two per cent, of zinc, or a small

amount of phosphorus, is usually added to the metal before casting,

to remove oxide and promote soundness. When phosphorus is used,

the alloy is known as 'phosphor bronze.' Bronzes used for bearings

and friction surfaces sometimes contain as much as 18 to 20 per cent,

of tin. The tin confers hardness and strength upon the alloy in

proportion to the amount present ; it reduces the coefficient of

friction and enables a heavier load to be carried.

Lead bronzes are produced by the addition of lead to copper-tin

alloys. The lead does not alloy with the copper and tin, and luiless

proper care be taken in casting it will separate out, but by well

stirring the molten metal and by pouring it at not too high a

temjserature, so that it will solidify ([uickly in the mould, the lead

remains diffused throughout the alloy and confers upon it valuable

properties. Although it weakens the bronze, it greatly increases its

plasticity and reduces the amount of wear. The behaviour of lead

l)ronzes for bearings was carefully studied several years ago by
Dudley,' who obtained the results tfiven in Table XCIII.

Table XCIII.

—

Relative Wear of Bronze Bearings {Dudley).
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The method of e.xj)erinient was to take a certain number of bear-

higs made of the standard alloy, and an equal number made of the

experimental alloy, and to place these on locomotive-tender or car

axles in pairs, a standard and an experimental bearing being placed

on opposite ends of the same axle. The relative rates of wear were

ascertained bv weighing the bearings at intervals. The 'ordinary

bronze ' not only wore half as fast again as the standard lead bronze,

but a much larger percentage of the bearings made of it heated.

Arsenic gave the same results as phosphorus. These elements merely

promote sound castings ; they were found to have no marked influence

upon the rate of wear. Increasing the percentage of lead still further

reduced the rate of wear, as shown by the alloys ' K ' and ' B.'

Bronze 'B' had a tensile strength of 10'6 tons per square mch,
with 11 per cent, elongation, whilst the standard lead (phosphor)

bronze had a tensile strength of 13 tons, with 6 per cent, elongation.

Dudley concluded from his experiments that "the alloy which cau
endure the greatest amount of distortion without rupture will give the

best results in wear." In other words, plasticity combined with the

necessary strength is the quality to be sought after. Another desirable

feature in a bearing metal is a finely granular structure, which tends

to reduce the size of the particles which are torn off by the friction.

More recently, Clamer ' has confirmed and extended the work of

Dudley. He used a specially designed friction-testing machine, with

test-bearing.s, measuring 3i inches x J inch, which could be readily

weighed. In each experiment, the journal ( 3^ inches in diameter) made
100,000 revolutions at a speed of 525 revolutions jier minute, the same
pressure (1000 lbs. per square inch), oil, and method of lubrication be-

ing used throughout. It was fomid that the rate of wear diminished,

though the friction and temperature increased, as the percentage of

tin in the bronze was decreased and the perccntaL'c of lead increiised

(see Table XCIV.).

Table XCIV.- -Relative Friction and \Ve.\r of Lead Bronze
Bearings (Clanter).

' Jour. FraHKlin lust., 1!>03, pj>. 49-77.

Copper.
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In order to prevent segregation of lead in the mould when casting

the alloys containing more than 15 per cent, of lead, it was found

necessary to keep the tin below 6 or 6 J per cent. ; and, even then, some

segregation took place unless great care was taken to pour the metal

at the proper temperature. The addition of i to 1 per cent, of

nickel, liowever, was found to cause more rapid solidification of the

alloy, and enabled good* castings to be more easily obtained.

According to recent information kindly supplied by Dudley, the

alio}' known as 'Ex. B metal,' which contains 15 per cent, of lead,

is still used on the Pennsylvania Railway, and has proved to be a

very satisfactory bearing metal. It withstands hammering nearly

as well as the standard ' S ' bearing metal of the Phosphor Bronze

Co. The pla.stic bronze of the Ajax Metal Company, containing

much more lead, is largely used in the United States, and has been

found to give excellent results for locomotive driving-box shells,

where it is well supported, and also for ordinary car bearings. It

has, however, been found that the journals wear a little faster the

higher the percentage of lead in the bearing metal.

JIauganese bronzes, both with and without zinc, are made by
introducing a proportion of ferromanganese into bronze or brass. A
variety free from zinc, which has great strength and toughness, has

been used for very large bearings. Great strength and toughness has

also been secured by adding aluminium in small proportion.

Bronzes of various qualities are very extensively used for bearings,

working lioth with and without lubricants. In many cases, such as

where the alio}' works against the bearings of cast-iron rolls, the

heat resulting from excessive friction is prevented from raising the

temperature unduly by a stream of water. Bronzes are also used

for bearing surfaces working against steel and iron, when the load is

not excessive and fluid lubricants are used, also for steam engine

slide-valves working against cast-iron surfaces, especially when the

load resulting from the steam pressure is great. Bronze and cast-iron

surfaces are very hard and luiyielding, and, unless the sui'faces are

very true and run accurately upon each other, they are apt to bind

heavily in places and cause overheating, moi'e especially if non-oily

or non-gi'easy lubricants are used.

When zinc is substituted for tin, the alloy is a brass. For bearing

surfaces brass is by no means so good as bronze. Nevertheless, as

zinc is much cheaper than tin, and brasses are less expensive than

bronzes, they are much used in cases where, owing to the load being

light, strength and ductility are of secondary importance. Zinc

must not be added to bronzes containing lead, as it increases the

friction and also the rate of wear of the bearing.

In Table XCV. the percentage composition is given of a number of

bronzes used for bearings.

The strength and efhciency of a liearing depends upon the

structure of the metal it is made of quite as much as, if not

more than, upon its chemical composition, and a good structure
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Table XCV.—Composition of Bronzes used for Bearinob.

Description.
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' copper spots.' Pouring the metal too rapidly, at too high a tempera-

ture, is a vei-y frequent cause of segregation and coarse crystallization,

since the metal then remains molten too long in the mould, giving time

for alloys of different composition to crystallize out separately, tending

to produce surfaces of unequal hardness and heat-capacity, which
localizes friction and ultimately results in excessive heating. A fine-

grained and practically uniform structure may be obtained, even with

a mixture of metals which do not truly alloy, by comparatively slow

pouring, so that the metal solidifies as soon as possible after it has

entered the mould, but not pouring too slowly, as this leads to the

formation of ' shot ' in the bearing, through the freezing of the

metal before it has flowed completely into the mould. The proper

rate of pouring must be determined by experiment.

The coai-se crystalline structure often seen in defective bearings was,

in some cases, found to be due to the composition of the alloy,

antimon}' especially tending to produce it. In many cases, it resulted

from rapidly pouring the metal at too high a temperature, and often

it was traced to an excess of phosphorus, silicon, or other deoxidising

agent. A coarse structure is detrimental in two ways. It tends to

localize friction, and secondly, by decreasing the ductility and
tensile sti'ength of the metal, it causes an excessive rate of wear, for

it has been proven by different experimenters that, with a given

tensile strength, rapidity of wear increases with brittleness.

Another very common defect in the bearings was the presence of

dross or oxidized metal, and of large amounts of occluded gas. The
former, by abrading the journal, causes increased friction and heating

;

the latter, by reducing the area of the beai-ing surface, increases the

pressure nnd the wear and tear. Dross causes the metal, unless

raised too highly in temperature, to pour shiggishly in casting, and
it also prevents clean and shai-p castings from being obtained. This
sluggishness can be entirely cured by the chemical action of any good
deoxidizing material. Thus, a small amount of phosphorus (prefer-

ably added as phosphor-copper) causes a marked increase of fluidity,

and imparts to the metal a much denser microscopical striicture, as

well as greater strength and ductility. Phosphor bronze is noted for

its fluidity, closeness of structure, strength and wearing qualities, pro-

vided it does not contain excess of phosphorus. Excess leads to the

formation of a network of crystalline metallic salts, which increases

with repeated remelting, until finally the metal is more defective

than if no deoxidation has been attempted. Excess of silicon leads

to similar results.

The action of zinc in producing somid castings has long been
known, but, as Dudley pointed out in 1892, the amount of zinc added
should not be more than 1 or 2 per cent. Any excess left in the

alloy tends to cause weakness, and to decrease both tensile strength

and ductility. In large railway foundries, 'yellow brass' is apt to

accumulate in the scrap heap, and if much of such metal be added to

the pot a considerable proportion of zinc may be introduced into the
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mixture, and coiuparatively rapid wear result. Such yellow metal
should lie kept separate, and only added in just sufficient amount to

each pot to introduce the requisite proportion of zinc. Zinc alone

does not, however, effect complete deo.xidation, and .Job cousidere it

desirable to add also a very little silicon (in the form of silicon copper)

after adding the spelter or yellow metal. In this way a very close-

grained and ductile metal is obtained at a moderate cost. The amount
of silicon needs to l)e very carefully regulated, in oixler to avoid the

partial crystallization caused by excess.

Very carefully conducted experiments made by placing bearings of

practically the same composition, but differing widely l)oth in tensile

strength and ductility, upon opposite ends of the same axles, have
invariably shown that increase of strength and ductility result in

increased life of the bearings, confirming the observations of Dudley.
An instance is given in which eight bearing brasses, each composed
of copper-tin-lead mixtures, were placed under tenders of fast

passenger locomotives, one bearing of each set being placed upon one
end of each axle. All the bearings were practically of the same
chemical composition, but one set had a tensile strength of about
16,500 lbs. per square inch, with an elongation of about 6 per cent.,

whilst the other set had a tensile strength of about 24,000 lbs., with
an elongation of about 13 per cent., the difference l)eing due to the

fact that in the one case the metal was porous, whilst in the other it was
thoroughly deoxidized, close-grained, and homogeneous. The defective

set of brasses wore 3.5 per cent, more rapidly than the others.

In the foregoing remarks, bronzes and brasses have been considered

as friction surfaces, but it is now frequently the practice to coat the

surfaces of bearings with white, so-called, 'antifriction alloys,' which
form the friction surface. The bronze or brass part of the bearing
then becomes merely a support for the white-metal, and its composi-
tion has no inUuence upon the friction. Such bearing l>rasses can
frequently be made from scrap metal, a suitable composition being :

—

Coi)iii'r, $4
Tin, 10
Lead, 2
Zinc, 4

1(K>

but the exact composition is of secondary importance, so long as the

reipiisite strength is obtiiined.

\Miitf Metals.—Anti-friction, or white metals, arc white alloys of

tin, antimony, lead, copper, zinc, etc. It is seldom that more than

three of these metals are used in any one mixture. White mctitls, some-
times known as white bnisses. are now largely usc<l, owing to the

comparative ease with which they can bo scraped down to form snuKtth

and itolished surfaces, and the s;Uisfactorv way in which by their vise

the friction is kept low under coiulitious which do iu>t admit of perfect
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lubrication. This is partly owing to tlieir plastic natrn-e, which
enables these alloys under pressure to mould themselves to the form of

the journal and thus, by increasing to the maximum the area of the

surfaces in contact, to distribute the load more equally over tlie bear-

ing. Such bearing surfaces are also more economical than those

made of bronze, for the metal removed by wear can be replaced at

very small cost, and without destroying the bronze, brass, or cast-iron

step of which it forms the rubbing surface.

The use of white-metal also, in many cases, enables mineral lubri-

cants deficient in oiliness to be used in place of the more costly fixed

oils. The mineral oil of Pechelbronn, for instance, was fomid very

satisfactory when used in connection with wliite-metal on the Eastern

Railwa}'' of France,' where it was tried for high-speed railway vehicles.

Not only was a great pecuniary saving effected by using this oil as a
lubricant in conjunction with white-metal, but the number of heated
axles was reduced in the proportion of about 7 to 1. At a later

period- it was found by the same railwaj' company that with a

certain type of boxes those provided with white-metal bearings

became heated thirty-seven times less frequently than those having
bronze bearings. The decrease in the number of hot boxes, for the

same type of boxes, resulting from the substitution of white-metal for

bronze, varied from 3'ear to 3'ear, but the statistics always indicated

a decided advantage in favour of white-metal. On the Paris-

Lyons and Mediterranean Railway, it was found that the substitution

of white-metal for bronze in the case of coal trucks, fully loaded

and forming trains of 300 tons moving at a speed varying

between 27 and 42 kilometres per hour, gave a diminution of friction

of 20 per cent. The white-metal bearings became heated less

frequently than those of bronze, and wore less rapidly.'

The general practice is to cast recesses in the surfaces of bearings

of the ordinary form, fill them with the white alloy, and then tool and
scrape the surfaces so as to fit the shafts or journals they are to work
upon. Generally speaking, the bearing block or ' brass ' is made of a
tough bronze ; for marine work, however, cast iron is now largelj' used.

Tiie white-metal is let into the surface, in longitudinal or diagonal

strips which stand a little ' proud ' of the cast iron. This gives the

shaft a chance of quickly producing a true smooth-bearing surface,

which, as it wears, allows the shaft to slowly put a good face on the

cast iron as well. The initial process of producing a good face should

be effected under easy conditions of running, so as to avoid over-heat-

ing. Being porous, the cast-iron surface is easily contaminated by
small flakes of white-metal, which, to some extent, act as lubricants.

If, from any cause, a bearing of this description should become over-

heated and the white-metal melted away, then the surfaces of the

cast-iron ribs carry the load ; and, if the bearing be kept cool by

' Revue Gi7ie'rale des Chemins de Fa; April 1885, p. 216.
" Bull. Internal. Commsn. Ry. Congress, 1896.
' Revue QiiUrale des Chemins de Per, 1894.
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directing a stream of cold water upon it, the engine need not be

stopped initil a favourable opportunity occurs.

To ensure the adhesion of the white-metal to the bearing, the

brass, bronze or cast-iron surface must first be thoroughly cleaned

and tinned. Brass and bronze bearings can be most readily cleaned

by dipping or pickling for a short time in nitric acid (aqua fortis),

or in a mixture of this with sulphuric acid (oil of vitrol) and water,

afterwards well swilling with water to remove the acid ; or the

articles may be scraped and filed clean. Old bearings which need

remetalling must first be boiled with caustic soda solution, or cleaned

with petroleum, to remove oil and dirt. The clean and bright

metallic surface must then he heated and well tinned with pure tin

or white-metal, using zinc chloride ('killed spirit of salt') or

sal-ammoniac as a flux, and wiping off with tow. Cast iron is best

cleaned with emery cloth, after all grease has been removed, and
tinned with sal-ammoniac. With a lump of sal-ammoniac and
plenty of tin or white-metal, there is little difficulty in getting a

well-tinned surface on cast iron, provided it is clean and free from

grease.

As white metals liquefy at about 440° to 480° F., they may be

melted in ordinary ladles and run directly into the recesses prepared

for them, the journal or shaft side of the mould being outlined by a

suitable loose iron block. As some of these alloys do not adhere

very well to the walls of the recesses prepared for them, the support-

ing edges of the latter should be bevelled in such a way that the

soft alloy is mechanically held in position.

In melting white metals they must not be overheated, as they

readily oxidize on the surface, and, if hard particles of the oxide or

dross thus formed become enclosed in the cast metal, the friction is

increased and the bearing is verj' likely to run hot. Some oxidation

is unavoidable, and, therefore, care must always be taken, when
pouring the metal, not to allow the dross or any other foreign

substance to enter the mould. AVhen white-metal becomes dirty or

pasty through being kept melted and used for some time, a small

piece of rosin or tallow stirred into it will assist the dross to rise to

the surface, when it may be skimmed oft'.

In casting antifriction alloys on to a bearing, the latter should be

heated to about 200° F., and the metal should be poured at a

temperatvn-e sufficiently high to keep it fluid (say .")00° to 600° F.)

and not higher. If poured too hot, or on to too liot a surface, the

solidification of the alloy takes place slowly, and a coarse crystalliza-

tion results, which is detrimental to cool nnining. Neither should

the bearing on to which the metal is cast be too cold. Thus Behrens '

cast the same white-metal around (1) a red-hot core, (2) a hollow

core cooled by running water, and (3) a core heated to 100° C.

(212° F.). When tested on a mandrel of polished steel revolving at

high speed, the white-metal blocks ei\st roiuid the red-hot and cold

' MeUiIlographisI, 1900, y>. 4.
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cores heated much more rapidily than the block cast round tlie

moderately heated core. It was observed that the surface of the
latter block developed, as a result of the friction, a relief pattern,

due to the structure of the metal, which helped to retain the lubri-

cant. It was also noticed that the oil became charged with minute
spheroids of white-metal rubbed oft' the surface of the block, which
were considered by Behrens to play a not unimportant part in

reducing the friction.

In Table XCVI. the composition is given of a large number of

white antifriction alloys which have been introduced.

As might be expected from the great variations in their com-
position, white metals vary greatly in the extent to which they
reduce the coefficient of friction, and also in their toughness and
hardness. The soft varieties when clean and working against iron

or steel at exceedingly low speeds, give high coefficients of friction,

but the heat produced is so small and the adhesion of the rubbing
surfaces so slight that no injury is done to them. Should the
pressure be locally heavy, the metal is merely flaked oft", or flattened,

the load relieved, and the surface burnished. On this account,

white-metal bearings are indispensable for certain purposes ; as, for

instance, when the shaft resting on the bearing cannot be made to

run quite accurately.

As an illustration of the extent to which these soft metals reduce
the friction when working on hard steel at ordinary speeds without
unguents, we may instance the case of Magnolia metal. R. H. Smith
states that when running with pure water instead of a true

unguent the coefficient is as low as 0-03, the load being about 400 lbs.

per square inch. Witli brass, under similar conditions, the friction

is five times as great.

When the pressures per square inch are great, or the bearings are

subjected to severe shocks, very hard mixtures are required. Soft

metals under such circumstances suffer severely, their surfaces being
rubbed off in flakes.

According to Dewrance, very little lead or zinc should be contained
in white metals which have to be lubricated with oils containing free

fatty acids, as these acids form soaps very readily with the two
metals named, and, therefore, corrode badly. Tin is not attacked so

readily, and the safer plan is to use an alloy composed principally of

this metal.

It will be noticed that most of the white metals given in Table
XCVI., p. .388, contain antimony. This metal has the important
property of preventing the mass from shrinking much upon solidi-

fication, or of actually causing it to expand and, therefore, fill the
cavity in which it is run. When present in the alloy in large pro-

portion, it makes the mixture very hard and brittle. The hardening
effect is, however, generally obtained by the use of tin and zinc,

toughness by copper, and softness by lead. Zinc does not alloy with
lead in all proportions, and it will be found that these metals are
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Table XCVI.—White Antifriction Allots.

Description. Tin.
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Table XCVI.—continued.

Description.
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When lead is used in place of tin the alloy is too soft, and the

metal is forced out of the gland in flakes.

Sometimes such alloys are placed in the stuffing-boxes, either in

the form of rings or solid segments, or they are fixed as segments in

special frames which are free to move laterally so that no undue
pressure shall be put upon the rubbing faces if the piston rod should

not run quite true. Such packings require regular and good lubri-

cation, and the piston rods must be kept truly cylindrical, or the

metal will shell out of the gland and steam will escape.

The most extensive investigations of white antifriction alloys have

been made by Behrens,' Charpy,- and Baucke,' from whose papers

the following notes are taken.

Charpy considers that bearing surfaces should be hard if a low

coefficient of friction is desired, and the harder the surface the

greater the load which can be carried before abrasion begins. But
in practice, owing to the irregularities in bearing surfaces, contact

takes place at only a small number of points, where the pressure is

concentrated, and the wear and friction then become excessive.

Hence a plastic metal which, under pressure, can mould itself to the

form of the journal and increase the area of the surface in contact is

desirable.

The results of microscopic examination show that all the anti-

friction alloys are composed of hard grains, embedded in a plastic

alloy. The load is carried by the hard grains, which have a com-

pai'ativcly low coefficient of friction and do not easily cut. The
plasticity of the alloy makes it possible for the bearing to adjust

itself closely' to the shaft, thus avoiding excessive local pressure.

Such constitution may be produced in binary alloys, the hard

grains being composed of a single meUil such as antimony, or of a

definite compound such as zinc antimonide, etc., but it is prefemble

to use ternary mixtures because, owing to the complex composition

of the 'cement,' a constitution possessing the required qualities may
be more readily obtained. Tlie constitution of bronzes is the reverse

of that of white metals. Instead of haixl grains embedded iu a

plastic eutoetic, they contain plastic crystallites of copper en>bedded

in a hard eutcctie. Bronze, therefore, has a greater tcntlency to cut

than the antifriction alloys. When, from any cause, the film of oil

becomes squeezed out from between the journal and the bearing, and
the metivl becomes heated, white-metal wears rapidly and may fuse,

but the shaft is but little atlected. In the case of bronze the

portions rich in coi>pcr adiiere to the shaft, as already mentioned,

forming a rough surface which greatly increjvses the friction.

Lead and antimony do not combine. The eut«ctic alloy contains

13 percent. Sb and 87 per cent. Pb, and is seen to be composed,

when examined luider tlie microscope, of very fine alternate lamelltc

" Das mH-ritsktipiSi-hf Offiiiie drr AfclalU uml I^rfimiHgt-M.
-' Bull. Sm: it'i:iicounii/<„i<iil, Juno 1S98, and .V(talU>gra}>)iisl, iL (1S99), y. 9

» M,lalh!)iapliisl, iii. (1900), [>. 4
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of lead and antimony. Other alloys contain either free lead or free

antimony embedded in the eutectic alloy. The only alloj's of lead

and antimony which can be used in practice as antifriction metals

arc those containing from 15 to 25 per cent, of antimony ; alloys

richer in lead are too soft, and have a tendency to cut, whilst those

richer in antimony become brittle and are liable to break under

a heavy load.

Lead and tin do not combine. Their alloys are always composed

of crystalline needles, either of lead or tin, embedded in a eutectic

alloy containing about 38 per cent. Pb and 62 per cent. Sn. The
maximum compressive strength is found in the eutectic alloy itself,

which is the one in which the constituent metals are the most

finely divided.

Antimony greatly increases the compressive strength of alloys of

lead and tin. In order to avoid brittleuess, the proportion of anti-

mony in the alloy should not exceed 15 to IS per cent., and to obtain

in these conditions as high a compressive strength as possible, the

alloy should contain between 15 and 90 per cent, of tin. All the

ternary alloys containing at least 10 per cent, of antimony consist of

hard grains, composed of a compound of antimony and tin, embedded

in a eutectic alloy. These alloys, therefore, have a similar structure

to the binary lead-antimony alloj's, but the presence of tin as a

constituent of the hard grains diminishes their hardness and also

their brittleness, and, as a constituent of the eutectic alloy, increases

its compressive strength. The ternary alloys are, therefore, Charpy

considers, superior to the binary lead-antimony alloys as antifriction

metals. The proportion of tin must exceed 10 per cent., but need

not exceed 20 per cent. The antimony may vary between 10 and

18 per cent.

According to Behrens and Baucke, white antifriction alloys of tin,

antimony, and copper (which always contain a large proportion of

tin) are composed, moi-phologically, of minute malleable cuboids of

SbSn.i, and brittle needles of CuSn embedded in a matrix or ground

mass composed of tin containing a percentage of copper and anti-

mony which is greater the more rapidly the metal has been cooled.

Of all the alloys examined by Charpy, the one possessing the greatest

compressive strength without being brittle was composed of Sn

83'33, Sb 11 '11, Cu 5'55, and Chai-py considers that the best alloys

should probably have such a composition within 3 or 4 per cent.

The rate of cooling has a great effect on the size of the cuboids,

and the compressive strength is greater the quicker the cooling.

On adding copper to lead-antimony alloys the copper is taken up

by the antimony, forming the compound SbCuo, which crystallizes

in violet-coloured needles. The same compound also forms a part

of the eutectic alloy, and the compressive strength of the metal

increases. If too much copper be added, segregation takes place ;

the alio}' then contains some drops rich in copper, having the

ordinary constitution of copper-antimony alloys, in the midst of an
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alloy rich in lead which solidifies later and exhibits some grains of

Sb and SbCu.,. From the fact that the addition of copper to alloys

containing less than 13 per cent, of Sb decreases instead of in-

creases the compressive strength, it follows that the composition of

these ternary alloys should vary only within relatively narrow limibj.

By adding to alloys of lead and antimony containing from 1-5 to 2-5

per cent. Sb an amount of copper not exceeding 10 per cent., it is

possible to raise materially the compressive strength and to produce

some alloys of similar constitution to those of tin, copper and
antimony. The Chemins de fer de I'Est uses as metallic packing for

locomotive and tender bearings an alloy containing :

—

Lead, ....... 65
Antimony, ...... 25

Copper 10

100

A few of the antifriction metals given in Table XCVI. contain zinc

as a main constituent. Some of these alloys possess a very high

compressive strength, and the tin largely neutralizes the very great

brittleness of the zinc-antimony alloys. They are relatively cheap,

but difficult to prepare, owing to the oxidizability of the zinc, which
is said to be exaggerated in the presence of antimony.

Goodman, who has been engaged for seveml yeare in the inves-

tigation of antifriction alloj's, discovered some time ago that the

presence of very small quantities of certain metallic 'impurities' has

a remarkable effect upon the friction. ^ The alloys in question were
composed of lead, antimony, and tin. It was found that the addition

of 0-1 per cent, of aluminium increased the friction 20 to 30 per

cent. ; on the otlier hand, if a similar amount of bismuth were added,

instead of aluminium, the friction was reduced. The curious observa-

tion was made that whilst 0"1 per cent, of bismuth reduced the friction

somewhat, and 0"2 per cent, reduced it still more, if 0'3 per cent,

were added the friction went up again under heavy hxvds ; and by a

series of experiments it was found, as shown previously by American
experimenters, that aliout 0"25 per cent, of bismuth gave the Iwst

result ; from tliis proportion up to about 1 per cent, of bismuth the

friction iuuuediately became mucli higher than it w;xs with the best

percentiige. tioodman states that he lias found that if the ' impurity
'

added to the alloy be a metal of smaller atomic volume than the
alloy itself, the friction goes up, and if it be a metal of larger atomic
volume, tiie friction goes down. As tiie result of long experience

and investigation, tioodman informs us that pure lead is one of

the best antifriction metals for bearings working under fairly constiint

loads up to about 500 lbs. per sipiare inch. In tiie friction-testing

machine illustrnted on p. 359 the test journal rinis in cast-iron bear-

ings liifPil with load.

' Third Hei>ort to Ihi Alh^ys AVsi.ir.* OnnmitUc (lSi'5), (i 289.
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Wood and Hide.—In spur and bevelled gear we have to deal with

line friction. Here, one set of teeth in a pair of wheels v.orking

together is often made of some hard and dense wood, such as crab-

tree, hornbeam, locust or beech, fitted into an iron frame, or centre,

in such a way that the teeth can be taken out and replaced with new
ones when much worn. Box, beech, hollv, elm, maple, oak, hickory,

canewood, snakewood and lignum vitse are also much in request for

shaft bearings, etc. Of these, lignum vitse, which will sustain very

great pressures without abrasion, is, perhaps, the most valuable, more
especially as it works well under water. Such bearings as those of

stern frame blocks and the gland in a ship's side to keep the water

from entering, have this wood let into grooves cut into bushes of

bronze. The strips thus let in stand somewhat above the metallic

surface, so as to allow of a free circulation of water, and the gi-ain is

placed at right angles to the rubbing surface of the shaft. Lignum
vitic, also, is sometimes used for hydraulic valve faces, pivots, etc.

The circumstance that it woi'ks well under water is no doubt due to

the fact that throughout the cells forming the woody structure are

distributed resinous substances which act as lubricants, and, however
much it may be abraded, the surface of the wood has alwa^'sa smaller

superficial tension than has water, and, therefore, is always separated

from the metal by a lubricant.

Rhinoceros hide is also largely used for gear wheels, as it wears well

with small loads and runs silently.

Other Noit-metallic Materials.—In the case of watches and very

light, continuously numing machinery, which cannot be regularly

lubricated, hard steel pins running upon agate or jewelled bearings

give the best results.

Even for large shafts, stone bearings are occasionally adopted. The
natural stones suitable for this purpose are those which are wholly

free from grittiness, and somewhat inferior in hardness to iron.

Gypsum, pure clay slate, pure compact limestone, marble, and silicate

of magnesia or soapstone (the last being the best) are those in most
general use. Many soft rocks, such as sandstone, sandy limestones,

and slates, are not suitable, as they contain crystals of quartz—a hard
mineral which scratches and grinds down even the hardest steel. A
non-metallic material for bearings, called ' adamas,' consists of silicate

of magnesia, ground, calcined, moulded by hydraulic pressure into

blocks of suitable figures, and baked. The advantages to be gained
from a lubrication point of view from the use of silicate of magnesia
result from its combining a certain greasiness of surface with a degree
of hardness sufficient to secure the requisite durability.

Several other mi.\tures of solids have been introduced which, it is

claimed, run well on iron or steel without the use of any liquid

lubricant whatever. They almost all contain graphite, mixed with

some binding material.

At present it is only where, for some reason, oil or other lubricant

is objectionable, that such antifriction materials are used, well
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designed and properly lubricated surfaces having proved more reliable

and economical.

A solid bearing for shafts, etc., called ' carboid,' has been introduced

by Killingworth Hedges. It is said to consist of powdered carbon
mixed with a certain pi-oportiou of steatite, with the twofold object

of consolidating the friable cai'bon and decreasing the friction. The
' carboid,' which may be fixed to the rough surface of a cjisting by a
special cement, has been used for machinery for fine fabrics which
oil would injure, for the bearings of steam-heated cylinders, and also

for such Itearings as cannot easily be lubricated. Uuwin, who
determined its friction coefficient, found that it followed somewhat
closely the laws of solid friction.

Asbestos is also largely used as an antifriction packing for taps and
valves. It may be compressed until it becomes dense and hard and
capable of carrying a very considerable load, yet, owing to its fibrous

nature, it holds together and forms a good smooth-bearing surface.

The Lubrication of Bearings.—Before proceeding to describe the

design and methods of lubrication of bearings it may be useful to

give a brief summary of the main conclusions arrived at in the

chapter on the 'Theory of Lubrication.'

Friction and Speed.—It was shown in Chapter IV. that both in

the case of cylindrical and flat surfaces, when the speed exceeds

about 10 feet per minute and the lubrication is good, the resistance

offered to the relative motion of opposing surfaces, owing to the

viscosity of the intervening lubricant, is approximately projwrtional

to the square root of the speed. At lower velocities, however, the

frictional resistance follows quite different laws.

Although the conditions obtaining when the load is small (10 lbs.

per square inch in the case of plane surfaces and 50 lbs. when the

bearing is cylindrical) are interesting from a theoretical point of view,

such loads are seldom used in practice, except with very high speeds.

We may, therefore, omit consideration of them here, and merely deal

with such loads as have to be placed \ipon ordinary bearings, i.e. those

which exceed 40 lbs. per square inch in the case of plane surfaces

and 100 lbs. fur journals.

When we have to deal with well lubricated surfaces and ordinary

loads, the coefficient of friction of rest is slightly less, to judge by

such experiments as are availaV)le, than that of very slow motion,

but with increasing speed a maximinu is soon reached, beyond which
the coelficient of friction rapidly decreases as the speed rises, until

between 10 and 100 feet per minute is rcacheil. At alnnit 10 feet

per minute, if the lubrication be good, it should be at a minimum.
Diagram fig. 24, page 60, has been dnvwn to show the variation of

the coerticient of friction with change of speed.

iSlotc-speed LiihriciUion.—The oil-films remaining iH-twcen surfaces

which have been pressed together, without tangential motion, for

some time, are merely superficial tension films. Tiiey nrv in all

cases exceedingly thin. Indeed, so thin are they that the minute
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irregularities of even polished surfaces are enabled to engage in each

other to some extent. The greater the thickness of the surface film

separating the solids, the greater the oiliuess of the lubricant is said

to be. A soap film, for instance, which has considerable oiliness,

probably has a thickness somewhat exceeding ten millionths of a

millimetre, and is .stable in a humid atmosphere.

Our knowledge of the thickness of lubricating films, when they

separate solid bodies, is really very incomplete ; but that they are

extremely thin, especially in the case of mineral oils, is proved by
the fact that there is always considerable friction between even well-

polished surfaces at extremely low speeds.

As, at very low speeds, the oil film is not sufficiently thick to keep

the surfaces apart, they abrade each other somewhat, and when this

is the normal condition of working, they must be made of metals

which do not easily seize or weld together. In such cases the lowest

coefficient is olitained by the use of fatty oils, which are generally

mixed with mineral oils.

High-speed Lubrication.—It has been shown that when the speed

of rubbing is considerable, and the load not too heavy, the manner in

which the friction varies witli changes of load, speed, and viscosity is

such as to prove tliat it is then wholly due to the viscous resistance

offered by the lubricant itself to motion, and is unaffected bj* the

nature of the metals forming the rubbing surfaces.

The fact that the friction is decreased by a thickening of the

lubricating film has already been fully explained. As the effect,

however, is by no means self-evident, we will illustrate the case bj*

reference to a simple experiment. A face plate is flooded with a

reasonably thick oil, and upon the oil-film is placed another face

plate of smaller size. At the moment the oil is inclosed, the film is

a thick one, and the smaller plate may be moved about with the

greatest ease. As, however, the oil is slowly pressed out from between

the surfaces the resistance to motion increases rapidly, and, if the

upper plate be a heavy one, the surfaces will, in a short time, close

together and cause a still greater increase in the friction. From
this it is clear that the thinner the oil-film the greater is the frictional

resistance, and vice versa.

When the rubbing surfaces, whether plain or cylindrical, are

maintained in constant and rapid relative motion, oil is forcibly in-

truded, and a film is maintained between them which reduces friction

enormously. The object of the engineer should, therefore, be so to

design his bearings that this film shall be as thick and have as small

a viscosity as ])ossible. When these results are obtained, the frictional

resistance is very small, and the wear nil or nearly so.

Imperfect lubrication, we notice, results either from the fact that

the speed of rubbing is very slow, that the supply of oil is restricted,

or that the weight upon tlie bearing is too great.

When it arises from the first of these reasons, good results can

only be obtained by making the s>irfaces that come into contact of such
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materials as will not readily seize or gall each other, aud by using

very oily lubricants. It is, however, to an imperfect supply of

the lubricant that the greatest losses by friction can generally be

traced.

For man}' years it was the custom to put just as little oil upon a

bearing as would prevent it from running hot, economy of oil being

secured in the great majority of instances at the expense of the

machinery and fuel. Economy in the use of lubricants is also

obtained by the use uf grease, but, as in the case al)ove, witii loss of

power, for although greases tend to remain between the rubbing

surfaces and form thick films, they are very viscous or even plastic.

However, more perfect methods of lubrication are now being intro-

duced, and the advantages secured by their adoption are becoming
more widelj' appreciated every day, for power users freijuently keep
a record of the energy exerted by their prime muvere, and compare
it with the energy actually consumed in doing useful work. The
difference is, of course, lost in friction during transmission, and so

great is this loss verj- often, that users of power and practical

engineers are beginning to look clo»eIy into the design of bearings,

etc., with a view to securing conditions favourable to a low coetKcieut

of friction.

The sooner the fact is appreciated that not only have simple

means been devised for supplying the lubricant in such a manner
that the friction is reduced to a minimum, and that at the same
time lubricants can be used over and over again and not wasted, the

.sooner the old unsatisfactory methods will disappear.

It should be clearly understood that the possibility of making
practical use of such devices as will give results comparable with

those obtained by Ueauchamp Tower dates from the introduction

of mineral oils and of non-acid fatty oils blended with them.

The original objection to re^noir bearings was that they required,

in the first instance, a large supply of oil, which soon liecame viscid

and useless by oxidation, etc., and that the reservoirs had to be

freijuently recharged.

This objection can no longer be considered valid, for good oils

may now be obtained, a single charge of which can be allowed to

work coutinnousl}' for ten or twelve months without becoming
objectionably viscid or acid.

The pressiH'e films produced by the trapping of the lubricant when
the supply is good are very considerably thicker than sujierficial

tension fihns. In a particular instance, ly an electrical ciuitact

method, (.'toodman found that a lubricating film had a thickness of

one live-thousandth part ("0002) of an inch. Oslmrne Keynoldi!, from

the friction of a particular bearing, estimated it to vary, in different

parts, from 00077 to 000375 inch in thickness (-0195 to 0095 mm.).

Kingsbury ' experimented with a journal 382 inches in diameter and
10 inches long, bearings and journal having exactly the sanu' radius.

' Trans. Atner. Sm. .V<\Ii. Emj., vol. xxiv. (U'03), 143.
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The chords of the bearing surfaces were 3 inches each, the speed

80 and 190 revolutions per minute, and the journal was flooded

with oil. By measuring the displacement of the bearings, the oil

film was found to have a mean thickness of from "00021 to "00023

inch under loads varying from 27 to 270 pounds per square inch.

Kingsbury has reported ' later experiments made by the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Co. at East Pittsburg, in which
the thickness of the oil-film was measured at different speeds up to

1200 revolutions (4710 feet) per minute. In this case the shaft was
15 inches in diameter, the bearing 40 inches in length, flooded

with oil, and the total load on the bearing was 94,000 pounds. The
thickness of the oil-film on the ' on ' side of the bearing ranged from
about 0"0019 inch at 470 revolutions per minute to about 0"00314

inch at 1070 revolutions per minute. On the 'off' side of the

bearing the film was foimd at all speeds to be thinner than on the
' on ' side, as was theoretically proved by Osborne Keynolds must
be the case with ' perfect ' lubrication. Kingsbury states that the

film thickness was probably greater than the above measurements
indicated, owing to the flexure of the shaft.

In the chapter on ' The Theory of Lubrication,' the manner in

which this film forms and thickens as the speed increases has

been as fully considered as is possible without the introduction of

advanced mathematical methods.

As previously pointed out, the importance of securing perfect

lubrication has become more and more recognized since the classical

experiments of Beauchamp Tower on the friction of lubricated sur-

faces were made. He showed that the methods of applying the

lubricant to the bearing in common use are often verj' imperfect, and
not only lead to great waste of oil, but fail to allow the bearings to

make the best of w"hat they do get.

As is almost always the case with improvements designed to give

increased economy, the introduction of better designed bearings and
lubricating arrangements has been comparatively slow, for, as we
shall find, there are mechanical difficulties to be overcome before, in

all cases, the best results can be obtained, and the improved bearings

are not always the cheapest or the simplest.

Then, at;aiu, the designs of bearing in common use, and the
methods of lubrication adopted, have been the result of experimental
practice which did not take much note of the actual frictional

resistances met with, except when they were so great that serious

heating was caused. Unscientific methods have consequently been
largely followed, a cheap rather than an economical bearing being
aimed at.

But it is certain that in future the engineer will not be content
with a bearing simply because it does not run liot and give

trouble. His object, as we have said, will be to reduce the friction

and wear to a minimum, and to enable the power of his motor to be
' Trans. Amcr. Soc. Mech, Eng., vol. xxvii. (1905), p. 425.
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expended upon tlic work in hand ratlier than in overcoming avoid-

able resistances.

Even at the risk of appearing to emphasise too strongly the value

of the many new designs which have been introduced for securing

perfect lubrication, we shall illustrate some of the best and most

largely used of them for the purpose of showing the direction in

which design is now moving. In the immediate future there is

every reason to expect that many improvements in detail will be

introduced, and instead of the design of the rubbing surfaces of

a machine and the method of application of the lubricant being

regarded as of comparatively little moment, they will receive their

proper share of attention by the draughtsman. Steam and other

motors, etc., will then be less likely to give trouble, owing to over-

heated or damaged bearings, than is now the ca.se.

In the discussion of his report on friction experiments, Beauchamp
Tower said 1 it seemed to him that the important practical inference

is, that it is actually possible to so lubricate a bearing that not only

would metallic friction be altogether done away with, and thereby

the amount of power lost by friction be reduced, but metallic wear

and tear would also be abolished. He would not say that such a

result was actually possible in practice now, but it was a reasonable

one to aim at in mechanism. By giving a profuse lubrication, and

by having the brasses so arranged that there should be a uniform

pressure all over their surface, it was possible to have wear and tear

between metal and oil, instead of between metal and metal.

To a reduction in the frictional resistance of the machine we must,

therefore, also add the incre;\sed life of its parts secured by the

adoption of more perfect systems of lubrication, and both of these

advantages may, if we use proper blends of oil, be secured without

increased cost or waste.

PoMions for Oil-waijs.—At high speeds, given a good supply of

lubricant of proper quality applied at the proper place, a layer of oil

becomes trapped between the rubbing surfaces and completely

separates them. Upon this film rests the load. The oil, therefore,

is under very considerable jiressure towards the centre of the bearing

surface, but as we approach the edges, the pressure falls off, and

reaches zero at the margin. This is no theoretical assumption, but

a fact which Beauchamp Tower discovered by perforating the brass of

a journal, and connecting to the hole a pressure gauge.

As the load is completely oil-borne, the distribution of pressure in

the film depends upon the direction in which the load acts. The
formation of the film or pad of oil results entirely from the viscous

properties of the lubricant, as also does the friction. When the

speed of rubbing is slow, tlie lubricant is not tr!\pped between the

surfaces to any great extent, and does not form a thick sustaining

film. In such cases, a lubricant possessing the property of oilincss

' Second Rcjiort on Friction KxiKTinients. Prvc. Inst. Mrfh. Eng., 18S5,

1>. (54.
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or greasiness, ratlier than viscosity, is necessai-y, fatty oils giving the

best results.

The lubricant i.s then kipt between the surfaces because the oil or

grease films powerfully resist rupture. Oil-ways, therefore, may be

cut along those parts of the faces which are being forcibly pressed

tiigether, and can Vie made of such lengths, and extend in such direc-

tions, that owing to the close fit of the parts they will retain the oil

fed to them. This cannot, however, be done w-ith advantage when
the speed of running is high and the lubrication ' perfect,' for oil-ways

cut aldng faces to the edges, or from holes drilled where the pressure

film should be, allow the oil to escape, and the surfaces then close

together.

When the lubrication is ' imperfect,' the speed of running being

only moderate and the journal of large diameter, it is often very

difficult to keep the bearing cool, even if fixed oils of considerable

viscosity are used. In such cases, grooves, and sometimes mere flat

surfaces of small width, are cut on the cylindrical surface of the

journal. At other times, spiral grooves are cut round the surface

of the journal, or, perhaps, several short grooves are cut at different

points of the circumference. These grooves carry the lubricant

between the rubbing surfaces, and the latter, therefore, are pre-

vented from becoming dry.

C. E. Hefford,^ R.N., has found that such a flat surface filed about
22° on the ' idle side ' of the crank pin of an engine which always

rotates in the same direction gives good results.

Such devices, however, except when the speeds are low, only serve

to remedy the evils which result from imperfect lubrication, and should

not be used in cases where the conditions are suitable for securing
' perfect ' lubrication.

In the case of fixed machinery, the moving parts, in the majority

of instances, rest upon the bearings, and run at speeds which admit
of perfect lubrication. The lubricants in these cases can be supplied

through holes and grooves cut in the cap of the bearing, for the

pressure film or pad is on the lower brass. On the other hand, the

axle bearings of railway vehicles rest upon the journal, and the

lubricant should be supplied at the bottom or sides. Grooves in the

top brasses allow the lubricant to escape, undue wear takes place,

and the bearings are liable to run hot. Vertical engine main bear-

ings are often subject to forces which tend to lift the shaft from its

seat and force it against the bottom and top brasses alternately.

In this case we require a pressure film on the top as well as on the
bottom brass, and no grooves should be cut in either of them. The
lubricant, imder such circumstances, must be applied at both sides of

the bearing.

In all bearings, the oil is intruded along the ' on ' side of the brass,

and is expelled along the other three sides and ends. Fig. 96 shows
a plan of such a surface, and the arrows indicate, roughly, the paths

• The Practical Engineer, 1st October 1897, p. 331.
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of the oil across it. A portion of the oil escapes at the euds, the

quantity being large when the film is thick and the lubrication

good, and if some means be not advised for causing the oil thus

expelled to return to the source of supply, it will be thrown about
and wasted. In tlie majority of modern bearings guards are cast

at the ends of the pedestal, and the oil, as it is thrown into them
from the collars on the shaft, flows into a reservoir below the axle.

Another plan (fig. 97) for preventing the expulsion of the oil

is to cut oil-ways near the ends of the bearing, and, by bevelling

\ \ 1 1 / /

-TTfT

Fig. 96.

the brass, to provide channels along the edge to distribute the

lubricant along the journal face. If possible, all grooves in the

brasses should be avoided, for dirt is apt to collect in and fill them
up.

Beauchamp Tower's experiments on the frictional resistance and

loads carried by bearings with different methods of lubrication may
be recounted liere with advantage, as they show in a very striking

manner how important it is to cut the oil-ways of bearings in proper

positions. Several methods of oiling were tested by him.

When the lubricant was supplied through a hole drilled in the

crown of a brass (fig. 9S) which rested upon a journal, and was

distributed by means of a groove parallel to the axis of the brass and
extending nearly to the ends of the bearing, it was found that the

journal would not run cool when the load exceeded 100 lbs. per

square inch. It appeared tiiat the hole and groove lieing in the

centre of pressure of the brass, allowed the supporting oil-film to

escape. This view was confirmeil by filling up the hole with the

lubricant and then easing the weight off the journal for an instant.

This allowed the oil to sink down the hole and lubrieato the journal ;

but immediately the load was ag;iiu allowed to press upon the jounial,

the oil rose in the hole to its fonner level and the journal became

dry ; thus showing that this arrangement of hole and groove, instead
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(if being a means of lubricating the journal, was a most eftectual

means for collecting and removing all oil from it.

In practice, greater loads are carried with this faulty system of

lubrication than these experiments would seem to indicate the possi-

bility of. This, no doubt, results from the vibrations and side-play of

the axle-box on tlie journal, and also to the imperfect fit of the brass,

which allows the oil to get out of the groove and wet the journal.

When the brass is a very good fit and the oil cainiot thus escape, the
bearings heat and give trouble. Small grooves, however, cut from
the end of the oil-way to the end of the brass will often put matters
right, for the lubricant can then escape at the ends and reach the

journal by a circuitous path.

As tlie centre of the brass was obviously the wrong place to

introduce the oil. Tower resolved to apply it at the sides, where two
grooves were accordingly made. They were cut parallel to the axis

of the journal, as shown in fig. 99, and extended nearly to the ends
of the brass. With this arrangement the bearing did not seize until

the load reached 380 lbs. per square inch.

The arrangement sometimes used for locomotive axles was also
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had no oil-ways cut in them, the lubricant being supplied by pads

pressed against the undersides of the journals. Although the oil

was only supplied to the pads by capillary action, and the journals

were only just oily to the touch, the}- carried loads of from 550 to

580 lbs. per square inch. The frictional resistance was also exceed

ingly small.

Bath or 'Perfect' Lubrication.—When the lower side of the

journal dips into a bath of the lubricant, the surface is covered by a

thick film of oil which is carried against the 'on' side of the brass.

Under such conditions the lubrication is said to be ' perfect.' With
this form of lubrication a journal has carried, without difficulty, as

much as 620 lbs. per square inch.

The extent to which friction depends upon the completeness with

which tiie exposed portion of the journal is kept wetted with the

lubricant is shown in Table XY., page 83.

It is clear from these figures that improved methods of lubricjxtiou

not onlj- enable us to increase the loads on our bearings, but also to

greatly decrease their frictional resistances.

The oil-bath, it appears, represents the most perfect method of self-

lubrication possible, and carries us to the limit beyond which friction

cannot be reduced, except by mechanical methods of oil supply. The
experiments show that with speeds of from 100 to 200 feet per

minute, by properly proportioning the bearing surface to "the load,

it is possible to reduce the frictional resistance so much that the

coefficient is as low as 0001. A coefficient of friction of 0'002 is

easily olitained, and probably is often attained in engine bearings in

which the direction of the force is rapidly alternating.

In the design of bearings of all kinds, the object aimed at is to

secure the conditions of bath lubrication ; when even these con-

ditions will not suffice, owing to the heavy load on the brass, other

means have to be adopted.

Force-Piimp Luhrication.—When, owing to the loads being exceed-

ingly great, or the speeds low, a pressure film cannot he retained

automatically in the ordinary way, the best plan is to force the
oil between the faces by moans of a pump actuated cither by the

motion of the shaft itself, or by hand. (H late years this method has

been adopted in quite a number of instances. Daniel Adamson states

tiiat, in one instance, a heavy shaft which g-ave a pressure of 2200 llw.

per scpiare inch was kept running for years in this way without any
difficulty whatever, the oil being pumped in by hand occasionally.

This method of lubrication has also been found ctroctive for pivot

bearings. Without such aid, this form of bearing surface cannot be

depended upon to carry loads exceeding 100 ll>s. jier squjire incli, and
to carry even these loads it is necessixry to make the surfaces of

snitiible material and to use fatty oils of considerable viscosity.

Thrust-block collar bearings might also l>e hibricated in this way
with advantage.

Forced lubrication siiould also be used for liighsjieed motor
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bearings, when the heat produced by friction Ciinnot be carried away
rapidly enough by the metallic parts aud by radiation or water
cooling. It should also be used where the bearing is a very close fit

to the journal and practically encloses it.

Lasche's experiments show that the heat carried away by the oil

supplied to a bearing is not in direct proportion to the quantity of

oil, but that a small quantity of oil properly conducted between the

friction surfaces and caused to circulate between them for a sufficient

time to acquire a temperature approaching that of the bushes is

more efficient than a larger quantity wastefully applied. In forced

lubrication the oil should be applied to that part of a bearing where
the frictional work or the surface pressure is greatest.

Heating of Lubricating Films.— In the chapter on solid friction

it was pointed out that the work done in keeping surfaces in relative

motion is transformed into heat, and that the heat produced is

exactly proportional to the work done. When the surfaces are

separated by an oil-film, the frictional resistance is wholly viscous,

aud the heat produced raises the temperature of the lubricant. This
increase of temperature may be very considerable, for the film is

very thin, a bad conductor of heat, and the motion of the lubri-

cating fluid is direct. The heat produced goes, therefore, to increase

the temperature of a very small volume of oil, from which, as the
flow is not sinuous, the heat escapes but slowly by conduction.

Osborne Reynolds calculated that even when the heating of the

journal is very small indeed, and the coefficient of friction low, the
temperature of the oil-film may be as much as 15" F. above that of

the surrounding solid parts. In this way the fact that the friction

of a journal is not proportional to the speed is explained, for the
heat produced in the lubricating film decreases its viscosity.

The increase of friction with increasing speed is least marked
when the lubricant is a mineral oil whose viscosity decreases rapidly

with increase of temperature. "\V. D. Scott-Moncrieft" states that in

some experiments made by Napier and himself, it was found that

the friction increased with an increase of velocity in the case of

vegetable oils, but decreased with increasing speed with mineral oil.

When the lubrication is 'imperfect,' the loss of viscosity resulting

from the heat lilierated is not sufficiently great to compensate for the
resulting thinner film and increased solid friction, and the frictional

resistance is, therefore, greater.

The thermal units generated in a bearing per minute

779
'

P being the load on the bearing, /Xj the coefficient of friction, and _v

the surface velocitj'.

The heat thus developed in the film has to be conducted thi'ough

the shaft aud bearing. Hut the (juantity of heat liberated may be so

great, and the lubricant, consequently, become so fluid, that it is
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incapable of sustaining the load, and the ruhbiug surfaces, therefore,

close together and may seize.

Tower's experiments clearly bring out the fact, as also do those

of Goodman, that the greater the viscosity of the lubricant, the

greater the load a bearing will carry, provided the speed be not too

high. The seizing, when the loads are considerable, owing to the

reduced viscosity brought about by increase of temperature, is some-

what more pronounced when mineral oils are used than it is with

vegetable and animal lubricants, for, as previously stated, the viscosity

of the latter oils does not fall oft' so rapidly with rise of temperature

as is the case with the former. On this account mineral oils which

have, at ordinary temperatures, much greater viscosity than fatty

oils, can often be used without entailing increased friction.

Admissible Loads on Bearings.—The conditions which determine
the area for a bearing necessary to secure cool running are very

complex, and render it ditticult, if not impossible, to give even an
empirical rule whereby it may be calculated. Eoughly, we may
take it that friction always results either from actual abrasion or

Fig. 102.

from the viscous or plastic resistance of the lubricant. When the

speeds are low and the loads heavy, the more oily or greasy the

lubricant, and tiie smaller the tendency of the surfaces in contact

to gall and seize each other, the smaller the necessary contact area

becomes. The lubrication of a bearing is generally so imperfect

with siphon lubrication, that even up to speeds of 100 feet per

minute the frictional resistance is often many times greater than

that obtained with bath luliricjition. At moderate or high speeds

it is the viscosity of the oil which keejw the surfaces apart, for wear

makes the radius of the brass somewhat larger than that of the

shaft or journal, and the lubricant is trapped between tliem. The
thickness of the film of oil is then dependent upon the form of

bearing surface produced by wear, and this varies aceonling to the

conditions of running and the direction in which the load acts.

With each change of load or viscositj- the relative positions of

the brass and journal are also altered. With light loiids, or viscous

lubricants, tig. 101 shows the conditions obtaining, whilst with heavy

loads, or thin oils, the relative positions of brass and journal are more
nearly as in fig. 102. Increasing the load has the effect of bringing

J
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the surfaces nearer together on the 'off' side, and causing tliem to

part on tlie 'on' side. On tliis account, although experiment has

shown that within wide limits the friction of a journal, and therefore

the heating eflect, is independent of the load, the local heating with

great pressures is gi-eater than with small ones, although the total

heat produced is, in both cases, the same. For where the film is thin,

excessive heating takes place, the rate of shear being great, and, more
especially when mineral oils are used, the lubricant becomes less

viscous, and, when the loads are too great, allows the surfaces to

actually touch and abrade each other. It will be seen that increasing

the viscosity of the lubricant beyond a certain point, althotigh it may
prevent actual abrasion, does not result in deci-eased friction, because

although the tendency is to make the film more even in thickness

and prevent the surfaces from touching, more heat is liberated by
the increased fluid friction of the thicker oil.

The conditions, therefore, which determine the area necessary to be

given to a bearing surface are, in some measure, those which arise

from the heating of the film and the nature of the metals in contact.

When working under normal conditions the thickness of the lubri-

cating film should be so great that the friction and heating cannot

injure either the lubricant or the metallic surfaces ; but, as it is im-

possible with man\' forms of oil supply to guarantee a proper and
perfectly regular rate of feed, and also wholly to prevent the access

of grit, etc., the bearing must be made large enough to carry the

load, should the supply of oil be slightly insufficient.

However small the frictional resistance may be, the heat liberated

must be allowed to escape from the journal and brass as quickly

as possible, otherwise it will accumulate and so increase the

temperature of the parts as to destroy the bearing. But, in practice,

so many large masses of iron are necessarily in contact with the

lubricating film, and they expose such a large surface to the air, that

in the majoritj' of cases the brasses and surfaces in contact with

them, including the lubricating film, are not excessively heated, and
the latter does not lose its load-carrying power to a serious extent.

In the case of connecting rods and railway axle-boxes, the rapid

movement through the air quickly dissipates the heat and enables

comparatively heavy loads to be put upon them, even when the

speeds are high.

Experimenting with a bearing the loads upon wdiich could be varied

easily, H. F. Moore' found that the maximum load per square inch

that could be carried before the oil-film began to break down
(indicated by a voltmeter in circuit between the bearing and the

journal) was very closely indicated by the following formula :

p= 7-47\/c,

in which
2)= pounds per square inch, and
v= feet per minute.

1 American Machinist, Sept. 2itli, 1903, p. 1-351.
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This was with bath lubriciitiou and ordiuarj' machine oil. "With

such a beai'ing Beaiicliamp Tower found that the frictional resistance

was independent of the load and proportional to the square root of

the speed. It, therefore, appears that although the additional

wedging action of the lubricating film, due to the increa.scd speed, is

incapable of further separating the journal and bearing, and thereby

decreasing the friction, the wedging action is capable of sustaining an
additional load proportional to the increased frictional resistance

produced.

Although most writers on lubrication are of opinion that the area

it is necessary to give the opposing surfaces of a bearing depends, in

great measure, upon the heating effect resulting from the friction of

the rubbing surfaces, it is admitted that a satisfactory- theory cannot
be based upon this consideration alone, for the sustaining power of a

bearing is often increased by using a more viscous lubricant, notwith-

standing the increased friction and heating the change gives rise to.

If we assume that severe heating occurs only when, owing to a
deficiency in the supply of lubricant, -the coefficient of frictiou

becomes independent of the load, the results obtained by some
formuhe are in agreement, to some extent, with practice ; but it is

certain that many bearings woidd heat and seize long before the

lubrication became anything like so imperfect as to bring this about.

However, equations based on the assinuption that the area of the

rubbing surfjxces through which the heat is dissipated should be
proportional to the heat developed by frictiou give some results

which deserve attention.

With load W, revolutions N, radius of journal r^, and coefficient of friction

^1, the heat liberated by frictiou

_ 2irroWN^,
.J,

WIkmi tlie luariug completely surrounds the journal nr shaft, the area of

the surface through which the heat can escape from iho film =4rrJ) (2);
one-half being the area of the brass and one-half that of the journal.

The brassc.-i of modern journals and shaft.": arc, however, .seKlom made to

touch the surface which woiks against thoni over more than one-fifth or
even one-tenth of the circumference. Making a the length of the brass in

the direction of motion, and /) its width, the area of the stirface through
which the heat can escape = ai -H 2irr„6.

If H be the number of units of heat it is allowable to dissipate jvr unit

of area in unit of time, then

n(ah + :

and ft=Jl^'";'^'. .... (4)

Writing i>= -j we get
ao

HJ(« + 2wr.,) .... ^,,
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This imjilies that the limiting intensity of pressure varies inversely as N^i,
and may be greater the greater the length b is made as compared with a,

other conditions being the same. It is partly on this account that the

bearing brasses of railway vehicles are made long and narrow. The small

load-sustaining capacity of pivot and collar bearings is also partly to be

ascribed to the smallness of their heat-dissipating, as compared with their

heat-producing, surfaces. Slipper blocks and worm wheels are better off in

this respect, and will run satisfactorily at much higher speeds.

As no. really satisfactory method of calculating the area that should be

given to bearings of different kinds has been devised, we give, in the first

part of Table XCVII. the loads per square inch which are generally

considered safe to use. This table will serve to show how greatly the

admissible load varies in different cases, and may be used with confidence

if due allowance be made for cases in which speed is excessive. The
figures for ordinary bearings for shafting in the second part of the table

are given on the authority of G. F. Charnock '

Table XCVII.

—

Admissible Loads on Bearings.

Description of Bearing.
Load in lbs.

per square incli.

Hard steel bearings on which the load is intermittent, such

as the crank pins of shearing machines, and wTist pins,

.

Crank pins of heavy locomotives, at starting,

Crank pins of heavy locomotives, at 60 miles per hour.

Bronze cross-head neck journals,

Crank pins of large slow engines,

Crank pins of marine engines,

Main crank-shaft bearings, slow marine, ....
Main crank-shaft bearings, fast marine, ....
Railway coach journals, .....•
Fly-wheel shaft journals,

Small engine crank pins, .....-
Small slide blocks, marine engines,

Stationary engine slide block, . . . . . .

Stationary engine slide block, usually, ....
Propeller thrust bearings,

Shafts in cast-iron steps, liigh speed,.....
Ordinary bearings for shafting ;

—

Wrought iron on cast iron, ......
Wrought iron on gun-metal, .....
Mild steel on cast iron,

Mild steel on gun-metal, .......
Mild steel on white-metal,.....•
Cast steel on gun-metal,

3000-4000
2560
1700
1200
800-900
400-500
600
400
300-400
150-200
150-200
100

. 25-125
30-60
50-70
15

250
300
300
370
500
600

In the case of plane surfaces, the conditions which determine the

frictioual resistances are by no means so uniform as those which

' LeeUircs given before the Bradford Engineering Society, 1905.

the Society.

Published by
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determine tlie friction of cylindrical bearings. Indeed, the relative

positions of the moving surfaces, even in the case of pivots and collars,

vary with the direction in which the load acts, and the sustaining

power of the lilm is tliereby greatly affected. But, even when the

conditions are most favourable, the load they will carry, except at low

speeds, is only 60 or 70 lbs. per square inch, and even with such

loads the rate of wear depends largely upon the nature of the

rubbing surfaces and the quality of the lubricant.

Fit of Bearings.

—

BediliiKj of Braxses.—Wherever possible, some
end play should be given to the bearing by making it rather shorter

than the neck of the journal or spindle. The faces are then free to

move over each other in a direction at right angles to the circum-

ference, and grooving and uneven wear are therebj' prevented. lu

nearly all cases where an attempt has been made to prevent this

lateral motion of the brass by making the journal smaller in the

centre than at the ends, the device has had to be abandoned, cir-

cumferential grooves having been produced, and the proper formation

of the oil pressure-film prevented.

When the brass is semicircular, the whole of its surface should not

be allowed to come in contact with the journal. The metal should

be cut away somewhat at the sides, so that the bearing area sub-

tends an arc of 45°, or less, on each side of the line along which

the load acts. This enables the lubricant to get with greater ease

to that portion of the surface which has to carry the load.

Light brasses are particularly to be avoided. Xot only do they

leave little margin for wear, but they are apt to become distorted or

fractured through the crown, just where the maximum load is carried,

and where the oil pressnre-iihn forms. When such a fracture exists,

the oil escapes through it, and the carrying power of the bearing

is greatly reduced. The load also pinches in the sides somewhat
and destroys, for a time at least, that difference between the

radius of the brass and the journal upon which etiicient lubrication

depends.

The harder the surfaces in contact, the more accuratelj- should

they lit one another, for it is not until the faces are everywhere
brought by wear to witliin a few thousandths of an inch of each

other that good lubrication can be secured. White metal.<, on the

other hand, are easily worked to a reasonable fit by hand, and soon

wear to a perfect face.

In the c;ise of shafts and spindles the fit should never be a tight

one ; enougii clearance must be left for an oil-film of suthcient

thickness. Some engine makers leave a cleaninco of 0"0"1 inch for

each 1 inch diameter of shaft, when the diameter is not less than

i inch or greater than 6 inches. AVith this clean\nce, the bearings

will not run hot when new, and soon wear to that condition which

gives the best results.

To obviate the evil effects of strains resulting from the stresses

machines have to bear. Ions; hearings should be so made as to have
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freedom to move with the shaft as it deflects, otherwise the pressures

are apt to become excessive at the ends.

Even when the workmanship is good, it is well to run the machine
in the first instance at a moderate speed and load. This enables the

bearing snrfaces to bed themselves together properly and assume
those curves which are the natural working ones.

Workmanship.—Owing to a want of accuracy in the fit of lathe

spindles, and the spring of the centres when heavy and badly-balanced

work is being turned up, it frequently happens that crank-shafts, etc.,

are made, the bearing surfaces of wliieh are not truly circular.

Except in rare cases, this want of truene.ss is sure to cause hot bear-

ings and give endless trouble. Indeed, however well a machine may
be designed, if the parts be not accurately machined and properly

put together, so that the contact surfaces shall slide or rotate

accurately in their bearings, not only will there be tmdue friction

and wear, but excessive strains will be thrown on porlit'us of the

machinery, and numerous failures from overheating will be the residt.

To obtain anything like the eiSciency and output which a machine,

such as a steam engine, may be expected to give, good workman-
ship is absolutely essential, for want of accuracy of fit, and defective

lining up, throw upon certain portions of the engine loads which

the draughtsman never calculated they would have to bear, and the

effects of which the engineman finds it impossible to counteract.

This does not give the machine a chance of getting into that condition

in which the friction is almost wholly due to the viscosity of the

lubricant, and only slightly due to the actual contact of the metallic

rubbing surfaces.

Burnishing the Surfaces.—Lubricating films are so very thin that

to allow of their proper formation the rubbing surfaces must be

exceedingly true and smooth. To bring them into this condition

before they are put to work burnishers are frequently used. The
burnishing rolls are pressed firmly against the surface of the journal

or other part, and produce a very excellent rubbing surface. When
the material used is wrought iron, steel, or even brass or bronze, the

compression of the metal causes it to flow under the burnisher and
become very much harder. Indeed, the surface hardness produced
may be comparable to that resulting from drawing wire through
dies. Such a hard bright surface will wear much better than an
annealed one, and be less liable to tear or seize.

Enclosed Bearings.—It is now becoming the practice, wherever
possible, to carefully protect all rubbing surfaces by enclosing them
in dust-proof cases, which shield them from grit and dirt. Too much
attention cannot be paid to this point in the design of all kinds of

machinery, but it is essential that the chamber in which the moving
parts are placed should be fitted with openings which admit of free

access to all the bearings.

Chain and spur gear, especially, should be well protected. Cycles,

for example, have all such parts made as dirt- and dust-proof as
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possible ; the bearing surfaces are thereby enabled to work freely

on each other, and their dimibility is much increased.

Individual bearings, such as axle-boxes for railway vehicles, are

also made dust-proof ; for now that oils which will not seriously gum
or become acid can be obtained, lubricants may be used over and over
again, provided they are kept free from dust and dirt.

There are numerous instances in which rubbing surfaces cannot
easily be protected from air, water, dust, etc., and in which the

lubrication cannot but be imperfect. As a rule when this is the case,

neither of the surfaces is made of a soft material, as grit, etc., may
become imbedded in the surfaces of the metal and act as cutting

tools. Various hard substances are brought into requisition for such
purposes ; for the load to be carried, the speed of rubbing, and the

presence or absence of jars or knocks, have all to be taken into

account when selecting a suitable material. In some cases tough-

ness, as well as hardness, is of importance, whilst in other cases a

hard but comparatively brittle material will give the best results.

Fig. 104.

Cylindiical Bearings. — Hush Bearinijs.—Light asles, spiudles,

etc., are usually sujiported by bearings which completely surround
their rubbing surfaces. Such bciirings are either plain bushes
threaded over the spindle, or are composed of two jwrtions which
form an upper and a lower brass. As the weight is on the bottom
brass, the lubricant is supplied through an oil-hole drilled in the top
cap, and is spread over the bearing by a longitudinal groove. When
the shaft is a moderately good tit, the results obtained by this simple
form of bearing are excellent, for, as will be seen from tis;. 103
(which is not drawn to scale), the annular space between the shaft

and bush will, if the gap be not too large, be maintained full of oil

by capillary forces, and tlie conditions of working will approiich those
of bath lubrication.

When the load is considenible, the oil-film becomes thin at the
point of nearest approach on the 'oft" side, the lubricant i>scapes at
the ends, does not properly till the gap between the upfKT brass and
the journal, and the lubrication becomes imperfect. The increase of
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friction thus brought about may be seen when the upper brasses of

the main spindle-beariug of a foot lathe are removed. The friction

will then be found to have increased greatly, for tlie oil fails to

properly reach the ' on ' side, and the bearing surfaces approach each

other somewhat closely.

Watch mid Clock Bearings.^—As bearings of this kind have often

to run for years without attention, they should be constructed so

as to retain, bj' the action of capillary forces, a small amoiuit of oil.

The bearing of a watch or clock pivot is shown in hg. 101. The oil

sink is deep and narrow, and holds a considerable charge of oil,

which is prevented from spreading by the sharp angle formed by the

edge of the surrounding groove. A portion of the shoulder is also

bevelled to form a narrow recess in which oil can be stored. The
back taper on the spindle below the collar, and also the boss on the

plate, are to pi"event, as much as possible, the oil from spreading.

Means for retaining a supply of oil are also provided when the

Fig. 105. Fig. 106.

pivots run in capped jewels. Such a bearing is shown in tig. 105.
Here the charge of oil is retained by capillary forces between the
two jewels, which approach each other closely. One of these is

perforated for the pivot, and the other is flattened to steady it

laterall}'.

Pedestal.'}.—The bearings or steps used for the support of shafts
of any size are, as a rule, loose pieces of metal held in position by
iron pedestals. When the load to be carried is very great, the
pedestal is placed upon a sole-plate, which serves to distribute the
load over a sutScieutly large area of masonry. It also serves as a
means of adjustment. In some cases, however, separate bearing-

pieces are dispensed with ; the step then becomes a portion of the
pedestal. When this is the case, to enable any wear to be taken
up, and also to facilitate the removal and fixing of the shaft, the
pedestal is fitted with a cap secured in position by bolts and

' Friction, Lubrication and Lubricants, in Soroluqy, by AV. T Lewis pp
43-59. "
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projections. B}- reducing the thickness of the packing pieces which
are placed between the cap and the pedestal, any slackness resulting

from vertical wear can be taken up. Such a simple design is only

suitable iu cases where the speed and load are small. At one time
the lubricant was nearly always supplied through a hole in the

centre of the cap, and distributed along the surface of the shaft by
two grooves which extended to within a short distance from the

edges of the bearing.

The difference between the diameter of the shaft and that of its

bearing being very small, the lubricant, even if a liquid one, remains
between the surfaces iu virtue of the play of surface forces. For
line shafting and the main bearings of engines, upon which the load

is often very considerable, the pedestals are always so designed that

bearings or steps can be replaced with new ones when much worn.

Even now many very primitive designs are iu use, which not only

cause needless waste of oil, but also of power, for the friction

coefficient is much larger than it should be. The shaft, iu the cases

alluded to, runs upon a bronze bearing, and to prevent the lubricant

running off at the sides, and being wasted, the latter is only supplied

in small quantities. The proper lubricating pad or film is con-

sequently iinable to form, and the faces are always, to some extent,

abrading each other. t)n this account, pure mineral oils deficient iu

greasiness give but poor results when used for such bearings.

An improved pedestal, shown in fig. 106 (p. 411), is now
being very extensively used. Only a short arc of the cap and
brass are in contact, or nearly so, with the shaft, the spaces at the

sides being occupied by felt pads kept moistened with oil from a

siphon lubricator. With this arrangement, the frictional losses are

comparatively small. Better bearings even than these are now being

brought into use. They are so contrived that the lubricant is thrown
over the shaft is a continuous stream, forms a thick lubricating film,

and is again returned to the bearing after passing into a reservoir

below. Under these conditions the lubrication is perfect, i.e.

viscosity has free play, ami mineral oils, with a sliglit admixture of

fatty oils, answer admirably, if the surfaces be of the proper

materials.

In such bearings the lubricant is in continuous circulation, the

same charge often lasting for nearly twelve months.

Fig. 107 shows such a bearing, made by tiie Brush Engineering

Co., Ltd., Loughborougii. Here the pedestal forms an oil reservoir

from which the lubricant is raised by means of an endless chain

slung upon the shaft, by which it is kept in motion. The lower

part of tlie chain dips into the oil-bjxtii and carries up with it

a thick film of oil, which is distributed over the top of the shaft

through the longitudinal oil-ways. To prevent the oil being tiirown

abo\it and thus wa.sted when it is cxpri^ssed at the ends of tlie

bearing, splashers are cast at the ends of the peilestals, to collect

and return the oil to the reservoir.
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Some care is necessary in selecting the material of which to make

the oil-lifting chains, for the lubricant is apt to become somewhat

acid with age. Iron, steel, or brass, used alone, work well, but on

no account should two varieties of brass or steel bo used together,

one for the pins and another for the links, as thej' set up electro-

chemical action, which destroys them.

In this design the bearing is a long one, suitable for a high-speed

dynamo or motor shaft. The brasses and their cast-iron supports

are held in position by a ball-anJ-socket arrangement, which allows

them perfect freedom to adjust themselves so as not, under any
conditions, to throw awkward strains upon the brasses.

A self-adjusting bearing which has some good features has been

designed by G. F. Thompson. The construction of the bearing is

shown in fig. 108, A and B. The step, as will be seen, is supported

on ring-shaped bearings or collars which are turned so that the

surfaces by which they rest on the plummer-blccks are portions of a

sphere. The lubrication is effected by an oiling collar, revolving with

the shaft and dipping into the oil-well below ; the oil adhering to

this collar is scraped off, as the latter revolves, V)y a spring scraper

at the top, and flows thence into an upper oil-well, from which it

passes by oil-ways to the journal.
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In the bearing made by Thomas Parker, Limited, Wolverhampton,
shown in fig. 109, the oil i.s lifted from the reservoir by means of a

loose ring threaded on to the shaft. In other case> a loose collar

takes the place of the chain or ring, whilst some makers of bearings

place a felt pad along the top of the upper brass, to act as a strainer

for the oil. The pedestal casting in such cases forms a splasher

projecting beyond the bearing, and serves to collect the oil thrown
out at the ends and return it to the reservoir. When the speed is

very great, the oil is liable to be thrown off the ring or collar, instead

of reaching the bearing.

Lasche points out that ring lubrication for high-speed motor
bearings should only be used when the heat produced by the friction

can be sufficiently carried away by the metallic parts and by radia-

Fio. 109.

tion or water cooling. In other cases, forced lubrication (see p. 402)

should be employed.

When the shaft is heavy, it is well to make the lower bniss rest

in a cylindrical seating concentric with the shaft, and to prevent it

from rotating by suitably shaping the bearing surfaces of the brass

in the cap. Tiiis enables the lower brass to be removed by merely

turning it round when the shaft has been lifted only a fraction of an

inch.

In sonic instances, the direction in which the load acts is not by

any means a vertical one, owing to the strain of a belt or some other

lateral force. Tiie dividing line between the brasses should then be

at right angles to the direction of the resultant jiressure on the

journal, and, therefore, not liori/.ontal.

The practice of making the brasses in three or more pieces is some-

times resorted to, as it enahlos the wear to be taken up without

removing the bearing pieces. In many cases, however, the division
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between the separate pieces allows the lubricant to escape just where

the luaximum pressure of the supporting film should be, whilst in all

such cases the sustaining power is reduced and the friction coefficient

increased. When there is only one brass the shaft can move into

that position which has been shown to give the lowest coefficient of

friction ; but when the bearing consists of two or more separate

pieces of metal, each bearing piece must be free to move somewhat
and adjust itself so as to occupy its proper position with regard to the

shaft, and each ' on ' edge must be properly lubricated. When such

adjustments cannot freelj' take place and the load is considerable,

the bearings give a high coefficient of friction and easily run hot.

For high speeds it has been found advisable to make the bearings

of large area, and cast iron is then often used, for the loads per square

inch in such cases are small. The longer the bearings, the more
necessary does it become to construct them as shown in figs. 107 and

lOS, so that no undue strain shall be thrown upon their ends if the

shafting should be bent or somewhat out of line.

Many high-speed bearings are now not only fitted with two rings

or chains slung on the axle and rotating with it so as to pick up the

oil, but they have also small oil-pumps, driven by a cam on the axle,

which deliver the oil on to the bearing in a constant stream. Such
extreme precautions against the possibility of a failure in the proper

supply of the lubricant are by no means unwarranted, for they ensure

a low coefficient of friction, and almost wholly prevent wear of the

bearing surfaces.

A.vle-hoj-es for Oil.—In the case of the bearings of railway vehicles,

the brass or step rests upon the journal, and the load acts vertically

downwards. The journal usually projects beyond the wheel, and can

be enclosed in a dust-proof box fitted with a door at the front to

enable the condition of the journal to be ascertained at any moment.
But on some locomotive engine bearings, the axle-box is placed inside

the wheels, and cannot be designed on quite the same lines as railway

coach bearings.

Locomotive driving and trailing bearings are of bronze lined with

white-metal, the lubricant being supplied by siphons fixed above them.

In some instances an oil reservoir is placed in the axle-box keep, and
a lubricating pad fixed therein, so as to press against the under-side

of the axle.

Tlie method of cutting oil-ways along the centre of the bearings and
making it a good fit at the sides, which, in the case of driving wheel
bearings, is considered to be the best practice, is not always followed

in the case of other locomotive engine bearings, for the driving axle

has to carry the thrust of the piston as well as the vertical load.

The groove, by, to some extent, preventing the pressure film from
forming, causes the crown of the bearing to wear more rapidly than
it otherwise would do, and tends to prevent the side thrust of the

connecting rod from developing side play. The trailing wheel bearing,

on the other hand, is cut away at the sides, the arc of contact being
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about 90", so as to give the oil free access from the pad to the crown
of the bearing. The single groove along the crown is also sometimes

replaced by oil-ways which enclose the area over which the pressure

film should form. Locomotive engine axle-boxes which are placed

inside the wheels, and are not fitted with a door to enable the pad
to be easily got at and cleaned, have auxiliary siphon lubrication

appliances. Provision must be made in many cases to take the thrust

due to the brake blocks by making the arc of contact of bearings and
axle of sufficient width. Locomotive bearings lined with good white-

metal, and having an oil-way across the centre of the brass, will carry

275 lbs. per square inch, the width of the step being calculated on an
arc of about 90°.

The most satisfactory tender and bogie axle-boxes are constructed

upon the lines of those used for the coaching stock, drawings of some
of which will now be given.

For railway vehicles which have brake blocks on both sides of the

1™
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Owing to tlie fact that these boxes are kept cool by being brought
into contact with the open air, and that there is a good deal of

vibration and variation in the direction and intensity of the pressure

between the surfaces, the bearings can be made to carry heavier

loads than can stationary bearings of similar design, running at

equally high speeds.

In this country it is the custom to make the steps of bronze, and
to lubricate with mixed oils. It would seem, liowever, that when the

bronze is replaced by a suitable white-metal, pure mineral oils can be

used and a great saving effected in the cost of the lubricant. The
customary load put upon bearings of high-speed vehicles is about

250 lbs. per sqnare inch. Boxes of this description, when used for

locomoti\;es and their tenders, work most satisfactorily when the

spring rests ujiou an independent plate interposed between it and
the axle-box. This plate is so guided that the axle-box may move

independently of the spring and thus prevent irregular strains being

placed upon the bearing.

Grease Boxes.—A fluid lubricant is only, as a rule, used for the

axle-boxes of quickly-moving vehicles ; for wagons, grease is often

preferred, the frictional resistance at starting being smaller with

plastic lubricants than with fluid ones.

A grease box, Ellis' patent, such as is used on mineral wagons, is

shown in fig. 111. In some respects it resembles the box used for

oil, but differs from it in the important particular that the lubricant

is supplied through large holes near the ends of the bearing, the

melting-point of the grease being such that if the bearing becomes

a little warm the grease becomes fluid, and finds its way upon the

journal.

Spindle Bearings.—Parsons has introduced a very ingenious

bearing for shafts running at such extremely high speeds as 9000
revolutions per minute. It is impossible to balance such quick-

running shafts so accurately that the centre of gyration shall

coincide with the centre line of the journal. To prevent undue

27
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pressure being put upon the bearing, and also the vibration which

would result from making the shaft a somewhat loose fit, the

inventor threads upon the shaft—one upon the other—several

bushes, the outside one of which fits the pedestal casting. Between

each bush oil-films form, which, by their viscosity, damp out all

vibrations. All the bushes need not be free to rotate. These

bearings are often used for the shaft of Parson's turbo-motor when
the speed is high, the oil being supplied continuously to the bearing

by means of a pump, which keeps up a constant circulation of oil.

Flo. 112.— Rills; Spindlo

The bearing surfaces of moderately high-speed spindles are nearly

always coned, so that any wear can be taken up by moving the

pedestal or spindle laterally, and the surfaces upon which the

spindles run are often made of white-nietAl. The best spindles are

obtained by sha|>ing them from hard rolled bars of steel, the metal,

in this state, being flexible and of very even texture.

The ring spindles used in textile mills for spinning the finer

counts of LMtton and silk run in a bath of thin mineral oil, which

enables spoods of 10,000 revolutions per minute to In? attjiiucl.

Kig. irj.X shows the construction of a ring spindle of the 'flexible'
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type manufactured by Messrs. Piatt Bros. & Co. of Oldham. The
steel spindle A, to which are firmly attached the sleeve B, the cup
C, which holds the bobbin, and the wharve D, which receives the

driving band, rotates in a perforated tube or bolster E, in the bolster-

holder H, which is fixed to the rail of the spinning frame. The
brass oil-tube K, containing sufficient oil to nearly fill it when in

position, is inserted into the bolster-holder from below and secured

by means of the cast-iron nut, L, and a leather washer. The oil

entering the tubular bolster through the perforations keeps the

spindle perfectly lubricated. The detachable oil-tube enables the

dirty oil to be emptied out and the tubes to be replenished with
clean oil whilst the spindles are running, and without risk of soiling

the yarn, bobbin, or rings. This only requires doing once every
three or four months.

Another pattern of ring spindle, manufactured by the same firm,

is shown in fig. 112B. In this type of spindle the lubricant is

supplied through a front oil spout, which also can be filled or

emptied as the spindle runs.

Loose Pulleys.—Loose pulleys, as a rule, are merely bushed with
bronze, and run upon accurately turned shafts, their lateral motion
being prevented by the fixed pulley on one side and a collar on the

other. Sometimes such pulleys are only supplied with a drop of oil

occasionally ; in other instances they have screwed into them a small

oil-cup which feeds very slowly.

Smith's self-oiling pulley is shown in fig. 113. The boss of the

pulley is made of sufficient diameter to give room for a large bush,

which is chambered externally, so that, when in position, it provides

a large annular space for oil. The chamber is interrupted by three

perforated ribs, wdiich serve to carry the oil round when the pulley

is in motion, and to stiffen the bush. From this chamber the oil, as

it is carried up, passes to the bearing through a number of radial

holes in the bush, being prevented from escaping at the ends by
two circular grooves having oil-ways connecting them with the oil-

chamber. The portion of the shaft upon which the pulley runs is

thus regularly and automatically lubricated, and when stipplied with

a non-gumming, fairly neutral lubricant, only needs occasional

attention.

Variable Load Bearings.—Crank pins, cross-head pins, and all

bearings upon which the direction of the load is quicklj' reversed and
the bearing surfaces thereby periodically parted, will carry extremely

heavy loads. In such cases the lubricant is drawn in between the

surfaces as they part, whilst the load remains on the bearing for so

short a time that the oil-film is only partially pressed out. But
these conditions do not at all times prevail, especially in locomotive

engines, which have to start awaj' with a heavy load behind them.
The bearings upon which the iron or steel crank-pin is pressed have
consequently, in such cases, to be made of very hard white-metal,

which will not squeeze out under the great pressure put upon it.
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It must not be assumed, however, that the pressure on the crank-

pin is measured by that of the steam on the piston, for, at ordinary

running speeds, the inertia of the moving parts tends to equalize the

pressures on the pin very considerably.

The load on a cross-head pin may be made much greater than that

put on a crank pin, tlie angular motion of the cross-head and, there-

fore, the work done upon it, being much smaller.

A method of lubricating the big-ends of locomotive connecting rods

is shown in fig. 114. Such big-ends seldom run for more than two
or three hours without a stop, and a large oil reservoir is not required.

The oil-hole is loosely plugged with a number of worsted strands

secured to a twisted wire support. Upon this plug, the lower end of

p'. .'.'M-i&Ms;

,y,^'v;',';'W,.EW

Fi<i. 113.

which rests upon a jiicce of sponge occupying a recess iu the brass,

so as to be in contact with the crank pin, tlie oil splashes as the crank

moves. Another method of supplying oil to the big-end, designed

by H. Jessop, is siiown in fig. ll.">. Here a locso central valve,

having a very small lift, is placed in the oil-hole. This valve, except

at very low speeds, is thrown from its seat at each revolution of the

wheel, and allows a small quantity of oil to jmiss to the bearing.

Such contrivances have been found to give very got)d results, as they

do not easily become choked with sediment or gum up.

The lubrication of the connecting-i-od big-ends of high-speed

stationary engines, whicli have to work many horn's without stopping,

is generally efVected from a fi.\ed reservoir wliieh supplies oil to the

bearings as they rot^ite. A common ajiplianoe consist.-; i>f a ring-

sliaped ciiannel rotating concentrically with tiie shaft. Oil droppeil
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inside tliis ring is thrown by centrifugal force into a pipe arranged to

deliver the oil to the bearing through a hole drilled in the crank pin.

Another plan is to fix a knife edge above the connecting-rod lubri-

cator, in such a position that it strikes an oil_y pad once during each

revolution, and wipes off the oil with which the pad is moistened.

The eccentrics of steam engines work under much the same condi-

tions as the crank pins. Owing, however, to their large diameter,

the velocity of rubbing is greater, and they will not carry such heavy
loads.

The reciprocating motion of an eccentric is generally so small, even
when running, that ordinary siphon oil-cups are easily filled by hand.

When, however, the speeds are great, the oil is led through pipes

leading from siphon lubricators to wipers. Tlie eccentric straps of

locomotives are usually made of steel or iron lined with white-metal

which work.s upon cast-iron sheaves.

Pins wilh ReciprocatiiKj Motion.— In many cases pins have to

carry a steady load, and the surfaces only move relatively to each

other through a small angle. In some instances, the load that can
witii safety Ite put upon the liearing is only small ; a greasy lubricant

must, therefore, be used and the surfaces hardened. The slow recipro-

cating motion of the surfaces, and the constant pressure upon them,
tends to expel the oil from the faces rather than to draw it between
them. Such bearings are by far the most difficult to lubricate and
keep in order, especially if every care has not been taken to make
them of such metals as will work well together. If the oil be supplied

by one groove running along the side opposite to that which carries

the pressure, there is very little chance of its being able to spread
itself over the rubbing surfaces. Two parallel grooves, one on each

side of the centre line of the load, not very far apart, and arranged
so that all parts of the surface shall be exposed to the oil resting in

them during some portion of the motion, serve their purpose most
satisfactorily.

Plane Sm-face Bearings. —The principal forms of bearings of this

description are slide-blocks, collars, and pivots.

aiide Blocks.—When it is necessary to so constra-n a moving piece.
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or any part of it, that the motion shall be one of translation only,

straight guiding surfaces termed slides and slide-blocks are generally

used. Parallel link-motions, although they give a much smaller

coefficient of friction when new, are more complicated, and the effects

of wear are not so easily allowed for.

The loads at which oil pressure-films can form on plane surfaces

being only moderate ones, slide-blocks are generally of cast iron

working upon cast iron or steel. The slide-blocks arc, however,

sometimes lined with gun-metal or white- metal when the speeds are

great. In America, chilled cast-iron surfaces have been introduced.

The chilling is effected in diagonal strips separated by equally broad

spaces of soft metal. This gives the surfaces that degree of luieven-

ness which enables the oil to be trapped and so keep the surfaces

apart. Oil-ways may be cut in long slide-blocks so as to distribute

the oil over the surfaces and enable it to reach the edges ; but as the

latter, if properly cut, do not quite reach the edges, the oil cannot

readily escape.

The loads carried by slide-blocks range from 20 to 120 lbs. per

square inch, according to the speed and the nature of the rubbing
surfaces. At the lower pressures, cast irou works well upon cast

iron, but when 100 lbs. per square inch is reached, gun-metal or

white-metal upon hard steel must be used. When the load is light

and the lubrication good, the wear is very small indeed, especially if

the slide be a horizontal one and able to retain the lubricant.

Engine slides are usually made plane, but when the crank is not

a fixture it is well to form the slides so that their surfaces are con-

centric with the centre line of the cylinder. The cross-head then

has freedom to rotate with every change of angle of the crank shaft.

The lubrication of slides is best cft'cetcd bj' siphon cups or other

drop-feed contrivances, placed towards the ends of the bars, where
the blocks pause, or only move slowly.

As a support for piston tail-rods, Messrs. Musgrave & Sons have

introduced Buckley's device, which is a sheave rotating in an oil-

bath. The rod rests upon the sheave, and the load is carried by the

pin upon which it rotates.

Collar-hearin(j<.— Collar-bearings, unlike slide-blocks, which only

serve as guides for moving parts, and only have to bejir intermittent

loads, have, as a rule, to carry the thrust resulting from the weight

of heavy shafts, or that produced by the pressure of the water ou
the blades of a screw. To enable them to carry the heavy weights

this entails, the areas of their rubbing surfaces must be large, for, if

the faces arc not to actually rub against each other, and are to be

separated V)y a viscous film, the loads per square inch must be small.

AVith thrust liearings, and in cases where it is important that the

efficiency should be high, bath lubrication is resorted to.

'Power's experiments on collar friction were made with very

imperfect lubrication, only just sufficient oil being supplievl to keep

tlie surfaces from seizing. Under such conditions it apiwars that 70
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or 80 lbs. per square inch is the utmost that can be put upon such
a bearing witli safety, and when the speed is great even smaller

loads than these must be used.

The collars which carry the loads in drilling machines, lathes, etc.,

have such heavy loads put upon them, that to prevent seizing, the

surfaces are made of the hardest steel, have numerous oil-ways cut

in them, and are lubricated with good fatty oils. Small bearings

with hardened faces, such as the spindles of drilling machines,

where the load is taken off occasionally, have steel faces which often

work under pressures as high as 300 lbs. per square inch, and, in

exceptional cases, as much as half a ton per square inch has been put
on a collar for a short time.

To ensure the proper lubrication of the faces of the thrust blocks

against which screw-shaft collars work, the thrust block faces are

cut away in such a manner that the collars are exposed in places

and dip into an oil-bath, or press against an oiled pad. In this way
fairly perfect lubrication is secured, provided the load be not greater

than 70 lbs. per square inch. However, as the efficiency of a thrust

block at the best is not high, the heat liberated is great, and the

block must, when the bearing is a large one, be kept cool by a

water jacket.

Pivot-hearings. — AVhen the thrust to be carried acts upon a

vertical shaft, instead of carrying the load on collars the end of the

shaft may rest upon a circular face or pivot-bearing. This form of

bearing permits of bath lubrication, for the footstep may be so

designed that it forms a vessel which can be kept full of oil.

Fig. 116 shows a bearing surface such as Tower used. The oil is

admitted through the centre hole and passes into two radial grooves.

From these grooves the lubricant is carried between the surfaces,

and is expelled by the pressure upon the pivot. The track of the

oil varies at different parts of the surface, a portion being expelled at

the edges. This sets up a continuous circulation of the oil from the

centre of the bearing to the margin of the footstep, and up between
the cylindrical portion of the bearing and surrounding bush.

The only reliable experiments on the friction and sustaining power
of pivot-bearings are those made by Tower with this pivot. In

these experiments are giveu the greatest loads which he found a

pivot-bearing would carry without actual abrasion of the surfaces

taking place. For the actual results, see p. 70.

Fig. 117 represents a footstep-bearing somewhat similar to one

designed by Ford Smith. Here the circulation is as shown by
Tower, but the actual bearing consists of four discs of hai'dened steel

all perfectly free to revolve with the pivot. Through the centre of

all four washers is drilled an oil hole, and radial grooves are cut in

the faces. The passages C enable the oil to circulate between the

washers and u]3 the side of the shaft. By using four washers, five

friction surfaces are formed, and the films are increased in number
to the same extent.
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This enables the temperature of the films to be kept more nearly

that of the masses of metal, and should one become a little over-

heated and tend to seize, the other faces move relatively faster

and allow it to cool again. As a means of relieving any local

pressure which might result from the springing of the shaft, it has
been suggested that one of the loose washers should be made convex
on one face, as shown, so as to fit in a concave face on the opposing
washer or pivot.

AVhen the pressures exceed 160 lbs. per square inch, the surfaces

must be made of hardened steel working upon a similar face, or upon
dense cast iron or bronze. Should the load per square inch exceed
300 or 400 lbs., a force pump must be resorted to, and a continuous
stream of the lubricant forced between the pivot and footstep. As

much as 1 ton per square inch can be supported by this means
without any dithculty.

Piitfon-rod Pac/ii)i(is.—The conditions under which the bearing

surfaces of piston rods work, althoiigh the surfaces are of cylindrical

form, are very diflerent from those of journals or shafts, for the motiou

is a longitudinal instead of a rotary one. It is seldom that they are

used as guides, the load on them being restricted to tliat resulting

from the devices used to take up the wear and keep the joints steam-

tight. It is the slide-blocks and piston head which should be made
to act as guides, and if these be not accumtely lixed in line, or

become a little loose by wear, the packing will blow, unless it is made
free to move latemlly witli the rod.

In tig. llji is shown .i form of metallic packing, known as the
' United Kingdom Metallic Packing,' which h;\s given gooil results ou

locomotives. Split rings of white-metal, of triangular section, arc

held in a briiss frame, which is free to slide laterally against a surface

upon wliicii it is pressed by the steam and a strong spring. As the
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while-metal wears away it is kept in contact with the rod by the

pressure of the spring. For such packings to work satisfactorily the

rod must be quite true, and free from shoulders at the ends. Good
lubrication is also absolutely necessary. It is generally supplied by
means ofa small siphon or drop lubri-

cator to a pad resting upon, or even
surrounding, the piston rod, which
is thus kept moistened with oil.

Kolliiig Contact Bearings.

—

Ball

Bearings. — Although under tlic

conditions of running which usually

obtain in practice well lubricated

plain bearings give good results

and low coefficients of friction, yet

under certain conditions better re-

sults can be obtained with ball or

roller bearings. The former have
a very extended use for all types

of cycles, various kinds of clock-

work, etc., whilst recently they have found a constantly e.\tending

field for use on motor cars of various descriptions.

The coefficient of friction is not affected by changes either in the

load or speed, and only to a ver}' slight extent by the viscosity of the

lubricant, which only tends to replace solid friction by viscous friction,

and thus reduce wear.

In all cases where ball bearings are used, it is absolutely imperative

that there should be freedom from shock, for a smart blow will either

break the balls or destroy the accuracy of the surfaces upon which

they run. Failure to grasp this essential fact led to considerable

trouble when, in the early days of automobile design, attempts were

made to use ball bearings for supporting the axles of cars fitted with

non-resilient tyres. Since the general introduction of pneumatic

tyres, which has coincided with a marked improvement in the manu-
facture of ball bearings themselves, little trouble has resulted from

broken balls on vehicles. Although the crushing weight of a ball a

quarter inch in diameter is as high as 5000 lbs., the load it will carry

in general use without breaking is only about 200 lbs. ; the crushing

load is proportional to the square of the diameter of the ball.

The ball bearings of cj'cles are arranged to be as dirt-proof as

possible, and frequentlj' are provided with an oil-bath, these precau-

tions allowing the bearings to be kept clean and well supplied with

the lubricant. The balls run on coned surfaces, so designed that any
wear can be taken up by lateral adjustment and an accurate fit

secured. The ball paths in bicycles are usually made concave,

their radii being somewhat larger than that of the balls, the latter

having two points of contact. When the distance between the races

is carefully adjusted, and the balls are accurately centred between

the faces, the frictional resistance is that due to rolling only, and the
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pressure ou the balls is merely that due to the load. If, however, a

bearing is badly designed or made, and tlie balls work slightly out of

positiou, they jam, aud the load upon them, and consequently the

friction, increases. Fig. 119

shows a bicj-cle bearing with

three points of contact, but as

tjjji^ a rule two only are employed,

InifJ although the type shown pre-

J-"-''^ vents any possibility of the balls

becoming displaced.

With motor car work no

means of adjustment is usually

allowed, for it is realised that

when either a ball, or its race, wears, additional friction is likely-

to be set up, and the best course is to change the bearing. The
accuracy of workmanship and hardness of the wearing surfaces is

so great that little trouble is experienced in this way. It has

been found most advantageous for this class of work to employ
separate bearings for taking up the horizontal and vertical loads

respectively. The type used for taking the load of the car is usually

similar to tig. 120, which represents the D.W.M. ball bearing made
by Messrs. Ludwig, Loewe & Co., the radius of the race being, as

with cycle work, somewhat greater than that of the ball. In some
cases the balls are allowed to touch one another, although this is

impossible in the type shown, as the balls .could not then be

inserted ; the more usual custom, and the better practice, is to

keep the balls separate, either by placing them in a cage, or

separating them by springs and pads. This was first suggested by
Conrad. ^ The number of balls is limited to as many as will fill one
half of the bearing, which is then assembled and the balls distributed

by inserting the elastic distance pieces. In this way, all openings

and joints which would be needed for the insertion of a larger

number of balls are done away with and the perfect continuity of

the races is not interfered with. In order to take the horizontal

thrust, in some cases a V-shaped race is employed, whilst in others

the usual radius shape is used. In motor-car construction it often

happens that a bearing has to resist both load and side thrust, and in

this case a single set of balls is not satisfactory and a compound
bearing has to be employed. A type of this class is shown in tig. 121,

which represents the practice adopted by the Hoffmann Manufaoluriug
Co., who have made a speciality of this work for some time.

Roller liean'mj.i.—In cases where the load is steady, but too gre!»t

to allow of the use of balls, roUei-s are now frequently and increjis-

ingly used. The great advantage which they possess over plain liear-

ings for some piir})oscs arises from the small frictional resistance to

motion which they offer at very low speeds. This is a very im|virtant

consideration whore heavy structiu-e.s, sueli as swing bridges, have
' Seo .-» paper by H. Hoss, Jour. Amcr. Soc. Mich. Eny., vol. xxvii. (1905), 441.
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to be moved, or where any heavy machine or vehicle has to be

started and stopped freijuently. ' Great Paul,' the big bell at St.

Paul's Cathedral, which with its headstock weighs nearly 25 tons,

has now been supported satisfactorily on roller bearings for over ten

yeans, and it is stated that the bearing is as good, and the bell as

easily worked, as when first put up.

lu addition to the application of this class of bearing to shafting

and similar parts of machinery, it has during the past few years

been employed on vehicles of various kinds. In order that a roller

bearing may work successfully, it is essential not only that the rollers
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should bo parallel in themselves, but that there should be no cliauce

of their axes becoming any-
'"j

IJl thing but parallel with the

axis of tlie shaft.

Fig. 122 shows a bearing

made by the Empire Roller-

Bearings Co., Ltd., iu which

the above-mentioned con-

dition is provided for by
lixing the rollers in a

floating gun-metal cage

'.vhich itself slowly revolves

round the shaft. The
particular bearing shown
in fig. 122 is for a railway

vehicle, and fig. 123 shows
a section of a similar one
used on the passenger stock

of an English railway. In

the latter illustration it

will be seen that the end
thrust is taken up by a

bearing plate, and it is

essential that the rollers and the shaft itself shall be true in order

that this thrust may not become excessive. Roller bearings of a

somewhat similar type are being successfully employed on tnimcars,

heavy motor cars, etc., and one great advantage which they have
is the fact that they require very little lubricatiou, only suflicient

I

Fig. 121.—Iloirmaiiii Ball Beaiiii"

Fig. 122.—Emirire Roller Beariiij;.

lubricant being needed to prevent the bearings from rusting. The
firet cost, and the difficulty, in the past, of preventing excessive

end-thrust, have been the only obstacles preventing this type of

bearing from being very extensively adopted.

In the Hyatt roller bearings aricj-ilil-: roller is used, which is made
of a strip of steel wound into a coil or spring of uniform diameter.

The chief ailvaiitjigos claimed for this construction are that the

llexibility of tiie roller eiiablos it to adapi itstif to any sli::ht
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irregularities in the journal or box, wliilst the hollow roller serves as

au oil reservoir.

The results of a number of friction tests with this roller bearing

were given by Prof. X. L. 'Williston, in a paper read before the

American Society of ilechauical Engineers in 1905.^ In one series

of tests, carried out for the purposes of a proposed incline travelling

roadway, the coefficient of friction of the Hyatt roller bearings, cast-

FiG. 123.—Empire Roller Bearing.

iron bearings, and bronze bearings were compared. In order to

imitate, as far as jjossible, the conditions of practice, the shaft used

in all the tests was 1'496 inches in diameter, the speeds varied from

12S to 585 revolutions per minute, the total load ranged from 1900

to 8300 pounds, and the same grade of machinery oil was continu-

ously fed to the bearings under a head of about one inch. The
following results were obtained :

—

Bearings.
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speed, the bronze bearings seized at 5900 pounds. At the lii^hest

speed used, the cast-iron bearings seized at r)900 pounds and the

bronze bearings at 3500 pounds. The roller bearings did not seize

at all in any of the tests.

In a further series of tests at speeds of 185 and 215 revolutions

per minute, the friction was measured under very much heavier

loads (up to 23,500 lbs.) than could be carried by either cast-iron or

bronze plain bearings, and proved that these flexible roller bearings

are specially advantageous when heavy loads are encountered.

APPLIANCES FOE LUBKICATION.

Needle, Siphon, and Drop-feed Lubricators.—Although the old

forms of lubricators are being dispensed with to a large extent in

favour of more perfect automatic contrivances, securing more or less

perfectly the advantages of bath lubrication, it is unlikely that they
will be displaced entirely, for there are cases in which the conditions

of working are such that the lubricant cannot be recovered, and must
be supplied continuously in small quantities. Slide bars and piston

rods are cases in point. Needle, siphon,

and drop-feed lubricators are largely

used for these and other purposes, and
for shafting.

The needle lubricator shown in fig. 124
consists of an inverted glass reservoir

with perforated wooden stopper, in

which a metallic needle fits rather

loosely. This needle rests upon the

shaft. The u{>and-down movement of

the needle, caused by the rotation of

the shaft, slowly causes the oil to be

expelled from the reservoir, and allows

its place to be taken by air wliich

works up past the needle. Changes of

temperature are apt to cause consider-

able irregularity in the working of this

lubricator.

The siphon hthricator, as used for

lubricating a piston rod, is shown in

fig. 118. It consists of a shallow

reservoir in which the oil is stored, and

Fio. 124. -Needle Lubricator. ^^ ccntnil tube, leading to the jwrt to

be oiled, and having its upper orifice

raised a little above the oil surface. Through this tube is passed

a wick of cotton or woi-sted, one end of wliicli is immersed in the

oil and the other end hangs downwards. Up the cnpillary spaces

between the fibres of the cotton or worsted the oil makes its way,
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and passing down the tnbe, converts the capillaries into a number
of small siphons, which slowl}' drain the oil out of the reservoir,

and thus lubricate the opposing surfaces below. The theory of this

action is fully described in the chapter on ' Superficial Tension,'

p. 30.

The sight drop-feed luhricaiur (tig. 125), made by Messrs.
Mather & Piatt,' consists of a small reservoir having a passage
leading from the bottom, which can be closed

by a tap in which is a small valve which can

be regulated as desired. The discharge orifice

terminates in a nozzle protected by a short

glass tube, which enables the engineman to

see the exact rate of feed. Such lubricators

are liable to be stopped by hairs, mucilage,

dirt, etc., especially if the valve and outlet

orifice be at the bottom of the oil-cup, and the

oil be not strained.

A combined, sight drop-feed and siphon

lubricator is shown in fig. 126. The lower

vessel, M, which has a small capacity, is pro-

vided with the necessary number of siphon

tubes (the one illustrated has three) for con-

taining the cotton or worsted trimmings or

wicks T. This vessel has a hinged lid iL,

which affords a ready means of access for

fitting and examining the trimmings ; the lid

is kept closed by a spring.

The tube U conducts the oil direct to the point of application, or,

as in the case of an axle-box, to another oil-well of small capacity,

from which oil is taken by further trimmings to the part to be

lubricated. The drop lubricator, which delivers its oil into M
through the sight glass G, consists of an oil vessel A fitted with a

valve V, which is used to regulate the supply of oil from A to M.
In the illustration, this valve is shown closed.

To open the valve V, the end of the spindle is raised, and, after

turning it through 90°, the knife edge at K is allowed to drop into

the groove which is cut in the top of the adjusting screw B to

receive it. The flow of oil from A to M is regulated by raising or

lowering the nut B until the desired adjustment has been attained
;

B can then be secured by tightening the nut C. The spring S is for

the purpose of closing the valve when the knife edge is released

from the groove in the top of the nut B. The seat of the valve Y is

higher than the bottom of the lubricator, thus forming a cavity

which prevents sediment from being washed on to the valve seat ; the

bell H is provided to prevent suspended matters from settling on
the valve seat. A number of air holes, O, are made in the top of

the bell.

1 A. Howat, Eng. Patent No. 20205 (189-3).

Fig. 125.—Drop
Lubricator.
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The valve is provided with a loose pin P, having a ball and socket

connection ; the body of the pin fits the small passage between the

face of the valve V and the sight tube, the motion of the machinery
or locomotive to whicii the
lubricator is fixed causing
the pin to vibrate and keep
the passage free and the

supply of oil uniform.

When filling A with oil,

the wing nut D is un-

screwed initil a hole through
it coincides with the hole E.

With the ordinary siphon

lubricator the supply of oil

to the bearings continually

diminishes as the level of

tlie oil in the reservoir falls,

but with this combined
lubricator it is kept prac-

tically constant, and by
varying the number of

strands in the trimmings
the lubricant can be dis-

tributed to the various

bearing surfaces in any
proportion dosired.

Automatic and Mecliani-

cal Drop-feed Lubricators.

—Lubricators of this type
differ from the foregoing,

inasmuch as they are

brought into action by the
movement of the machinery
to wiiich they are att;\ched,

and they automatically

cease to feed oil as soon
as the machinery stops.

Threl/aU'i' axtotnatir
liiliriraior for loromotii-e^,

made by Mos-srs. W. H.
lljiilcy it Co., of Manchester
(fig. 127) has an inner

chamber conttvining a brass ball with concave seating. Leading from
the oil reservoir to tliis inner chamber is a jviss;ige, terminating in

the centre of the ball-valve seating. Another p;issage leads from the

inner ciiamber, thrxiugh the shank of the lubricator, to the bearing.

The tube leading from the top of the valve chamber to the imder-side

of the lid is for tlu' admission of air, and servos also for tlushin-; the

-Couibiiu'd Sight r)ix>ii-food and
Siphon Lubricator.
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bearing with oil, if required. Tlie cone valve regulates the supplj- of

oil passing from the reservoir to the valve chamber.
When the locomotive is in motion, the ball rolls loosely on its

seating, thus admitting oil to the bearings. When the engine comes
to rest, the ball remains upon the centre of the concave seat, thus
closing the oil-supply pipe.

Fig. 128 shows a cylinder lubricator on the same principle. It

has a second ball valve in the shank, the object of which is to

pi'event steam from entering the lubricator. This valve has an
upper and a lower seating, the latter having fine slots cut in it in order

to allow the oil to flow past the valve during the exhaust stroke, or

Fig. 127.—Tlirolfall's Automatic
Lubricator.

Fig. 128.—Threlfall's Automatic
Lubricator (Steam Cylinder Pattern).

when steam is sliut oft". When steam is admitted to the cylinder,

the valve is forced against the upper seating and closes the passage

communicating with the upper ball-valve chamber, thus preventing
the steam from entering the lubricator.

Stephnns' 'Octopus' sight-feed lubricator, made by Messrs. B. R.

Vickers & Sons of Leeds, is illustrated in section in fig. 129. A is

the oil chamlier, into the bottom of which is ground a gun-metal
spindle B. In the spindle are openings into which are introduced

the screw plugs F, by adjusting which the oil supply to each of a

number of bearings can be regulated. The exact amount of oil

which can fill each cavity above the plug is discharged into the

corresponding bearing at each revolution of the spindle, through one

of the sight tubes H H, the air tubes E E allowing air to enter the

28
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cavities in the spindle and take the place of the oil which nins oiit.

Oil can be poured down these air pipes into the bearings, if necessary.

The spindle is rotated by means of a ratchet C and lever connected

with a moving part of the engine or machine, and the number of

revolutions of the spindle can be varied by means of a movable eye

on the ratchet lever. The ratchet or lever can be replaced by
friction clutch or worm gear, if desired. A gauze screen, G, prevents

foreign matter in the oil from entering the bearings. Lubricators of

this type effect a great saving of oil.

Fio. 129.—Stephens' ' Octopus " Sight-feed Lubricator.

Mechanical 'Pressure' Lubricators.—Lubricators of this ty|>e

supply oil to any part of an engine under pressure, and to tiic

bearings.

The ' Scrpi>llet ' i'itjht-feed mechanical Juhriratui; made bv Messrs.

Schafier & Budenberg of .Mancliester, shown in section in fig. 130,

has a piston actuated by a ratchet and lever to which a to-and-fro

motion is communicated by means of a double cain. The piston is

provided with two slots, a longitudinal slot by which the oil is

delivered successivel_v to the different outlets (only one shown iu the
figure), and an obhquo slot by which the oil is drawn into the hollow
piston from the oil reservoir during the suction period. In addition

to the working piston there is a second shorter one held down by a
spring, which serves to relieve any e.\cess pressure. The tension of

this spring cjvn be varied, by turning the spindle projecting through
the stuffing-box to suit different feed pressures. The oil from each
outlet rises through a sight ghiss, of which from two to eight are

connected to one lubricj»tor and supply oil to as ntany bejirings.
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Another lubricator of this type, also made by ^Messrs. Schiiffer &
Budenberg, is Franke's ruechanical lubricator, shown in fig. 131.

The ratchet wheel S is rotated in the usual way by connecting the

Vertical Section.

Horizontal Stctioii.

Fio. 130.— ' Scrpollet' Siglit-fecd ilcchanical Lubricator.

lever H with any suitable part of the engine. The cylinder C,

containing a phuiger K, is rotated by the ratchet wheel spindle.

During each revolution of the cylinder the two ends of the plunger
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alternately come in contact with the projecting end of the pin a, and
thus the plunger is moved to and fro, producing a pumping action

liy wliicli the oil is alternately drawn into the cylinder and forced

Ilorizontol Section. Vertical Section.

Fir.. 131.—Franke's Slechanical Lubricator.

forward to the delivery. For this purpose the cylinder C is provided

with a passage /' which altcniately communicates with the oil

reservoir through the suction passage .-, and with
the delivery pipe 1) tlirough the passage <l. By
turning the nut the pin a can be adjusted to

vary the stroke of the plunger K, so as to give the
required feed of oil.

Grease Cups.—Wlien it is considered desirable

to use grease as a lubricant, the StAufter ' tell-tale

'

lubricator can be recomniendeil. This is shown iu

fig. 132. The rate of feed is regulated by the
screw C ; the small piston D, being forced down
by the spring, indicates when it is necessary to

screw d'lwn the cylinder A.
Pad Lubrication.—For the lubrication of journals,

Fio. 132. woollen or felt pads, kept moistened witli oil and
pressed against the journal, are now largely" used.

•lournals or shafts should be kejit uniformly moist with oil, but
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should not receive such a qiiantitj' as to be tlirown out in any great

vohime at the ends of au ordinaiT pedestal or axle-box, and wasted.

r>ut nlieu proper means are adopted for preventing lateral waste,

the pads may be partially immersed in the lubricant, or may obtain

their supply of oil through wicks which dip into it.

Even when the old methods of siphon lubrication are adopted, pads

are frequently used as auxiliary lubricating contrivances, since they

remain moist for long intervals of time and keep the bearings from

becoming overheated in the event of tlie siphon wicks, or oil cups,

ceasing to supply the lubricant.

So unquestionable have been the advantages gained by the oily

pad system of lubrication, that it is now almost universally used

for quick-running railwaj' vehicles. Not only is the friction ke[it

uniformly low and the consumption of oil remai-kably small, but the

number of heated journals has become almost a vanishing quantity.

Quite a uumber of the bearings illustrated in this chapter have the

lubricants supplied by pads.

Fig. 110 (p. 416) shows the journal and axle-box of a railway

vehicle lubricated in this manner. The woollen pad is attached to a

light steel framework held up against the journal by means of light

springs, and is supplied with oil by means of cotton feeders dipping

into a bath of oil at the bottom of the box. In the ' Armstrong

'

oiler the pad is made of a mixture of wool and cotton, and is

prevented, by means of lignum vitie studs, from becoming flattened

and glazed through excessive pressure on the journal.

In place of the pad and steel framework, the lower part of the

axle-box may be filled with a mixture of horsehair, worsted, and
cotton. The elasticity of the hair keeps the mixture open and pressed

against the journal, the cotton and wool soak up the oil from the

bottom of the box and supply it to the friction surfaces.

Experiment has shown that the more fully saturated the pads, etc.,

are kept, the smaller is the friction, and that the best result is

obtained wiien the journal actually revolves in a bath of oil. From
the descriptions of bearings on pages 410 to 430 it will be seen that it

is possible to take advantage of the low frictional resistances which

perfect lubrication gives without either incurring waste of oil or

undue complication of parts. At the present time, the scientific

design of bearings can perhaps only be regarded as in its infancy.

But it is inevitable that, as the true principles of lubrication come to

be better understood, the use of solid or semi-solid lubricants will be

largely given up, and for all quick moving machinery the oil-bath or

its equivalent will be almost universally used.

Pump Circulation.—Instead of placing a reservoir beneath or above

each bearing, and allowing tliC latter to automatically lubricate itself,

the plan is often adopted of supplying tiie bearings of engines, djuiamos,

etc., in an engine-house, from one or more raised tanks into which the

oil is pumped from a common well, to which the lubricant gravitates

as it runs off the brasses. By this means the oil is used over and
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over again, and can be straiaed, clarified, and replaced as desired.

This method involves the use of a rather intricate set of supply and
return pipes, and the bearings must be designed so that the waste oil

may be collected without loss as it runs off the steps, slides, etc.

In Parsons' system the oil is supplied to the bearings under a

slight pressure, varying in different instances from a few inches to

several feet, but which is in all cases just enough to allow tiie oil to

flow freely through the bearings, from which it carries off the heat

generated by friction ; it is then cooled by a tubular cooler before

being returned to them. As the oil is nowhere exposed to the outer

air, but circulates only in a closed system, it collects no dirt and
does not require filtration, but circulates over and over again con-

tinuously, the entire sui)ply passing through the journals every few

minutes. As instances of the astonishing economy of oil thus

realised, A. M. jMattice, in a paper read before the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers,^ cited two iOO-kilowatt steam turbines of the

Parsons' type running at 3600 revolutions per minute, one of which
used only 50 gallons of oil in sis months, and the other one 55
gallons; whilst at another plant, consisting of two units rated at

750 and 400 kilowatts respectively, only three barrels of oil were

used in si.xteen months. The turbine steamer Vir<jinian, according

to Mattice, made four successive round trips between Liverpool

and Montreal without any addition of oil to her tanks, and the

supply was still not appreciably diminished from its initial figure of

115 imperial gallons. In this case the whole supply passed through
the bearings every four minutes. The figures quoted are, of course,

those for the turbine bearings only, since the line shafting had
ordinary lubrication.

In the ' Bellis' system offorced lubrication the oil is pumped into

the bearings under considerable pressure. The illustration, fig. 133,

shows a Bellis it Morcom engine lubricated in this manner. A
pump A, placed in the crank pit, supplies oil under pressure to the

main bearings, crank-pin bearing, cross-head gudgeon pin, guide shoe

faces, and eccentric sheave. Two sections of the oscillating pump
are shown. The plunger, closely fitting the pump barrel, is actuated

by being attaciiod to the engine eccentric strap. Tiie pump kirrcl

is mounted on trunnions, and the oscillating nation imjxvrted to it

by the eccentric brings the port in tiie circular face at the bottom
of the barrel alternately opposite to the suction and discharge jwrts

in the fi.\ed portion of the pump. The pump is kept continually

immersed in oil, and takes its supply of oil from the crank pit tlirough

a cylindrical strainer, roiuid which is wrapped fine gauze wire to

prevent grit and dirt from getting into the bearings. The delivery

branch of the pump is connected to a main supply pipe H, from
which branch pipes are led to nipples screwed tlirough the cap into

the brass of the main bearings. Tiie method of conveying the oil

' Trans. Amcr. Soc. Mcch. Kmj., vol. xxvii. p. 469; also Etujinetring, May lllli,

1906, p 621.
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from the luaiu beaiinys, and the direction of flow, are clearly shown
in the illustration.

A circumferential groove C is turned in the brass, from which a

radial passage D, drilled in the shaft, conducts the oil to a similar

circumferential groove E, in the crank-pin bearing ; from the groove

Fig. 133.—Bellis' System of Forced Lubrication.

in the crank-pin bearing the oil is conducted by a passage H and

pipe K to the interior of the cross-head pin, and thence by a similar

arrangement of circumferential groove to the guide shoe.

The lubrication of the eccentric rod and valve rod pin is dealt with

on similar lines. From the main oil-pipe, a pipe is led to a pressure

gauge L reading up to 50 lbs. per square inch, which shows at a
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glauoe wlicther tlie oil pressure is being maiutaiued—the usual

pressure being from 10 to 20 lbs. per square inch. If tlie pressure

in the lubricating system of pipes be too great, an oil-relief valve M,
fised on the main supply pipe, is slightly opened, aud permits a

Fin. 131.—Tilston's Automatic Forcoil Lubricator.

small quantity of oil, which has passed through the pump, to be
returned to the reservoir.

'/'//.-•/oh',-! automa/ic forrvl liiMrotor, sliown in H<r. 134, is an
ingenious application of the same principle to line shafting and other
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bearings. A is tlie cast-iron bearing, B the shaft, U an eccentric keyed

or screwed to the shaft, by the revolution of which the pump plunger

F is reciprocated. When the plunger is at the top of its stroke, the

oil in the chamber D passes through the holes G into the space

beneath the plunger, and is forced thence by the return stroke past

the non-return valve I and through the oiitlet J into the space

between the shaft and bearing, whence it escapes into D or D', to be

pumped over and over again. The leather washers j\I M prevent

the oil from travelling along the shaft and getting lost.

Splash Lubrication.—To secure the advantages of good lubrication

as well as to keep out grit and dirt, many kinds of mechanism
are completely enclosed in cases containing the lubricant, which is

thrown about by the moving parts, di'enching all the exposed

rubbing surfaces, aud freely entering the oil-ways provided. In this

way, not only is the oil used over and over again, but perfect lubrica-

tion is secured, and, as previously pointed out, particles of grit and

dirt are prevented from mixing with the oil and grinding away the

rubbing surfaces.

The central-valve vertical engines of Messrs. Willans & Eobiuson
(fig. 135) have the whole of the moving parts enclosed in this

way, and perfect lubrication is secured for all parts. The bed-plate

forms a reservoir in which is placed oil aud water. At each revolu-

tion of the crank the lubricant is thrown about the upper portion

of the chamber, lubricating the connecting rod ends, valve-gear, main
bearings, etc. These engines may, therefore, be allowed to run with

full load, and without a single stop, for more than a month at a

time, for the wear is exceedingly small, and all the parts can be kept

well supplied with oil.

Vertical gas and oil engines, including high-speed motor car engines,

are freijuently lubricated in a similar manner, oil alone being used

in the chambers.
Steam CyUnder and Valve Lubrication.

—

Grease Cup.—Grease

cups are now seldom, if ever, used for lubricating steam cylinders,

for they are not capable of feeding suitable oils with the necessary

regularity, and it is now recognized that tallow, and greases containing

vegetable or animal oils or fats, should not be used in cylinders. A
cup designed like a grease cup may, however, be used as a ready

means of introducing a charge of lubricating oil into a steam space

against the steam pressure, aud there are instances when it is

advisable for this to be done. The usual design of such a lubricator

is shown in fig. 136. By opening the upper tap whilst the lower one

is closed, the central globe may be filled with oil. On shutting

the upper tap, and more or less opening the lower one, the lubricant

is allowed to flow into the steam space below, whilst the steam flows

into the globe.

Roscne Water-displacement Lubricator.— It has been found more
convenient and more economical to replace the above-described

simple method by an automatic contrivance which will feed the
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lubricant slowly, as it is required. One of the earliest and most
satisfactory instruiueuts of this class for locomotive engines is the

Roscoe^ lubricator shown in fig. 137. The delivery pijie, which

passes some distance into the steam pipe, must be of such diameter

that both the oil from the lubricator and the water resulting from

condensation can flow away freely along the lK)ttoni, and allow live

steam to enter along tlie upper ]>art of the bore.

In many of these forms of lubricator designed for cylinder work

the oil is disjilaced from the lubricator by the weight of a column of

water produced by tiie condensation of steam from tlie boiler or steam

' .Tames Koscoc, Loict'stor, Eng. Vatcnt No. 1387 (1S62\
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pipe. Should there, in this form of lubricator, be a deficiency of

water resulting from a check in the rate of condensation, the lubri-

cator may cease to feed. When the boiler is supplied by means of

an injector, air, as well as water, is thrown into the boiler. Air thus
introduced remains in the pipes leading to the luliricator, or even in

the upper parts of the lubricator condenser, and by remaining there

and preventing steam from entering, checks condensation and stops

the feed of oil.

A pipe too small in diameter, or not having a regular slope towards
the steam pipe, will become choked with the liquid aud prevent the
lubricator working.

The Roscoe lubricator consists of a chamber which can be filled

Fig. 136. Fig. 137.

with oil from above. Near the top of this chamber is the delivery

passage, which can be opened or closed to any desired e.vteut by
means of a valve. There is also in the centre a vertical tube, the
upper end of which is closed, and the lower end perforated to admit
water or oil. Upon the vessel being filled with oil, the tube remains
full of air until the delivery valve is opened, when, the steam enter-

ing the lubricator, the air is compressed. The steam then rapidly

condenses, and the water falls to the bottom. So long as the engine
is running, the delivery valve is left slightly open, with the result

that steam or water slowly enters the lubricator, and the oil slowly

finds its way out. Should steam be shut off', the pressure in the

lubricator is relieved, the air expands in the central tube, and a

quantity of oil is driven out which serves to keep the parts lubri-

cated until steam is again turned on. The amount of opening wliich
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must be given by the driver to the delivery valve when the lubricator

is fixed on a locomotive depends upon the immber of stops which

have to be made by the train, the temperature of the air, and the

extent to which the steam is throttled by the engine regulator. An
experienced driver can judge these points very satisfactorily, aud

obtain good results without waste of oil.

Aufoiiiatic Engine Cylinder Luhricator.—A water-displacement

lubricator of somewhat different type, made by Messrs. SchiifTer &
Budenberg, is shown in fig. 138. Here the

steam entere by the central tube aud the

condensed water displaces the oil, which is

thus forced out through the same tube.

The valve shown on the right serves for

regulating the steam admission and oil dis-

charge, whilst the opposite valve clischarges

the condensed water either outside, through

a tap, not shown in the figure, or into the

cylinder. This lubricator can, therefore, be

used as a grease cup if required. It has a

glass window on either side.

For steam cylinders, during the last few

j'ears, sight-feed lubricators have been very

largely used. Of these lubricators, and there

are numerous designs upon the market, only

a few can be relied upon to feed regularly

under all conditions. A lubricator which
meets these conditions fairly well is that designed by Ottewell.'

Ottewell'g SiijM-fred Lubn'rafor.—The valve A {fig. 139) can be

opened so as to allow steam to enter from a current which passes from
the boiler to the steam pipe through a T-piece screwed to the nipple

H. The steam, condensing in G, fills the whole of the lubricator

with water, except the lower chamber R, whicli contains the lubricint.

The valve A, being left slightly open, allows the water in G to flow

slowly into the steam pipe, and steam to enter the chamber to make
good the deficienc}', in the same way as the valve does in lioscoe's

lubricator. When it is desired to feed oil, the valve C is opened.

Oil drop.s, rising througli the glass tube, enter the chamber G, and,

with the escaping water, p.iss by the plug valve A. As the oil passes

away, water descends through T and rises in 1{.

This lubricator has been found to work well on locomotive engines.

For stationary engine work, however, it hiis been found advisable to

make some slight alterations.

The lubricator may be considered as a ' Roscoe ' cut into two pirts

and furnished with a sight-feed device, which makes it more cjisy to

regulate.

Deeleij's Siijht-feeil Luhricator.—Another design- which will feed

' A. I). Ottowoll, Kng. Patent No. 21267 (1S95).
- K. M. IV-oley, Kiig. Patent No. 7281 (1S92).
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regularly is sliown in section in fig. 140. The branch S i.s coupled

up to the boiler, and the branch H to the steam-pipe a short distance

Fig. 140.

from the point where it joins the cylinder steam-chest. Through
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these pipes there is a constant flow of steam, wliich can, however, be
stopped by closing a cock on the boiler.

To fill the lubricator, the valve D is placed in the position shown,
and steam is turned on for a time. When the lubricator has cooled

somewhat, and the reservoirs E and F and the glass tube G are full

of water, D is closed by means of a handle. Before attempting to

fill with oil, the fitting must be allowed to cool (these precautions

need only be taken when the lubricator is new and quite empty).

A is then unscrewed, and all the water that will pass away allowed

to do so by opening W. Closing W, the chamber F may then be

charged with oil. Steam having been allowed to pass through 8 and
H, the centre of the plug D is filled with steam at the pressure of

,1

the boiler. Here it condenses, and when the upper port is open, the
water enters F, passes down the port near the gliiss sight-tube, and
then up the gauge glass itself. This current of hot water serves

to keep the lubricator warm—a very necessary feature when very
viscous mineral oils are used—and also to keep the glass full of clean

water. The oil can be supplied at any desired rate by opening C.

It is caused to flow mainly by the diftereuce in the head of the two
ports in the side of the plug D, and as it escapes from the nozzle

into the water, it forms drops, which rise up the centre of the gk-uss.

The rate of feed remains constant, however nuu-li the conditions of

running may vary. This makes the liilirioator very suitable for

locomotive work.
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In WakffieM's disc sight-feed lubricator, fig. 141, the glass tube

is replaced by a thick glass disc A, through which the drops of oil

can be .seen rising up the tube B. Should the glass disc l)ecome

broken, the check-valve C is automatically closed by steam aud water

pressure acting through the passage E, wliich enables the lubricator

to continue working until the glass disc can be replaced. The drops

^ of oil which rise up the tube B are

discharged through the passage D
into the pipe I 0, through which a

current of steam passes from the

boiler to the cylinders.

There are quite a number of

sight-feed lubricators in which a

head of water is the motive power,

and most of the arrangements are

so specialized tliat they are only

suitable for certain kinds of work.

Rotjles ' Oleojecior,' fig. 142,

made by ^Messrs. W. H. Bailey& Co.,

acts upon a different principle.

Oil from the cistern G drops into the cup at a rate regulated

by the screw valve L, and passing through the valve F is injected
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into the cylinder at eacli successive period of low pressure by a

current of high-pressure steam from the main steam pipe which

passes through the injector B C A, directly into the cylinder as

shown by the arrows. At the period of higli pressure in the cylinder

the valve F closes and prevents the oil from returning. This lubri-

cator must be fixed on the engine cylinder and not on the steam-pipe

or valve chest, [n horizontal cylinders it is best fixed in the middle,

and in vertical cylinders on the top.

Winn's piston siglit-feeJ luhricafor, tig. 143, made by Messrs. Winn
& Co., is a form of displacement lubricator in which the oil is

supplied by the pressure of steam on a piston. It consists of a

cylindrical vessel A fitted with a piston D, a hollow piston rod L, and
a sight-feed arrangement S. The steam
inlet is at H, and the oil outlet at F.

The piston D is packed with an

asbestos ring B, held between a junk
ring and the piston.

To fill the lubricator, the piston D is

pushed down as far as it will go ; the

plug K is removed, and oil is poured

into the cup C, whence it runs down the

hollow piston rod and through the holes

]\1 into the lubricator, air being allowed

to escape through the plug N. After

the plug K has been replaced, steam is

admitted below the piston D by opening

the plug I.

The amount of oil allowed to pass

away is regulated by the plug E, and
the number of drops passing per minute
can be seen through the glass S, which

is kept filled with water, the amount
of oil in the lubricator being indicated

by the length the piston rod projects

througli the stuffing-box on the top of

the lubricator.

The water can be drained from the

part of the cylinder under the piston D,

by closing the plug I and opening the

plug P. By closing the plug 0, the

lubricator is isolated from the part Fig. 144.

being lubricated.

There are a number of cylinder lubricators, more suitable for large

than for small engines, so designed that a piston, actuated by a

ratchet driven from the engine cross-head, delivers at each stroke of

the engine a definite quantity of oil.

The ' Rex ' (improved ' Mollerup ') hihricator made by Messrs.

Vickers & Sons, fig. 144, is one of these. It consists of a lower

29
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vessel to contain the oil, fitted with a hollow plunger which is

actuated by an arrangement of ratchet, worm, and screw gearing.

The long ratchet arm obtains its motion by being connected to a

reciprocating part of the engine ; the worm wheel rotates tiie plunger

screw when the wing nut above it is tightened, and revolves freely

on the screw when the wing nut is loosened. With the worm wheel

in the loose position, the plunger can be raised or lowered by turning

the handle at the top of the lubricator.

To fill the lubricator, the wing nut referred to is slackened, and
the plunger is drawn to the top of its stroke ; the lubricator can then

be filled, after removing the cap covering the large filling-hole shown
at the right-hand side, near the top of the oil vessel.

Friedmann'g pump luhricator, tig. 145, is another uf the same type.

This apparatus combines in itself four lubricators, which are com-
pletely independent of one another. Each pump can be adjusted to

pump various quantities of oil, and, after adjustment, the supply

becomes regular, and is entirely unaffected by the counter pressure

which exists in the oil pipes. Consequently, a single apparatus may
be employed for lubricating at the same time cylinders under pressure,

and also parts of niachinerj' where there is no pressure.

Two eccentrics E and E', which are rotated by means of the

ratchet lever L, respectively cause the self-packing pistons P and Q
to move up and down. Tlie piston P draws oil from the vessel D,

which is nearly filled with oil, through O and Y, and forces it

through Z, into the pressure space K. The piston Q acts as a valve,

closing T before putting Z into communication with K, and on the

return stroke closing Z before putting Y again into communication
with 0. Thus the pressure space is never in direct communicjitiou

with the oil vessel, and it is, therefore, impossible for the oil contained

in it to be drawn away.

The quantity of oil which is discharged at each revolution of E
depends upon the stroke of the piston P. When the regulating

screw R is completely screwed down, the piston forces out its

maximum quantity (about \ gramme). If R be screwed up, the oil

supply is reduced, and when screwed up as far as the pin A will

permit, the discharge is at the minimvnn.

Each apparatus is provided with a strainer arranged under the

cover W, and the several cylinders are fitted with cylindrical

strainers B. A removable wire X indicates the level of the oil, which

should never be allowed to fall below the level of the aperture 0. The
perforated plug I shows the height to which oil should be filled in the

vessel. It also allows air to pass into the oil reservoir to take up the

space of the oil pumped out. A drain cock ^I is used for emptying
and draining off any water which may have got into the oil vessel.

The check valve V in connection with each pump is used to pre-

vent steam or water of condensation from fiowing back, if the filling

of the oil vessel has been neglected. Steam can be piissed through the

passage U for the purpose of heating the oil during frosty weather.
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The pumps are operated by connecting the lever L with the

reciprocating part of the locomotive, and it will be seen that the

stroke can be increased or reduced by altering the position of the

sliding piece H. The part G is rigidly connected to the ratchet

wheel, to which ;i hanJlo can be fitted for the piir|>ose of working

the pump and filling the oil pipes as required.

Still another pvimp lubric;»tor, made by the Stejim Cylinder

Lubricator Co. of Manchester, and known as the Adattis <(' Gmtniison

sight-feetl lubricator, is shown in fig. 146.
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This lubricator comprises a tank, A, containing the oil, in which

are several plunger pumps, one for each feed. The supply of oil can

be regulated by the taps E, the surplus oil passing back into the

tank through the holes seen below each tap. The lever F is usually

coupled to some reciprocating part of the engine, but in the case of

high-speed engines a special gear is fitted for driving by a small band

from some revolving part of the engine. The pumps can be worked,

if required, by the hand-wheel H, for flushing purposes at starting, etc.

Chapman's patent automatic i-t/linder lulirkator, manufactured by

Messrs. Kuowles Si, Wollaston of London, has been designed for

feeding mixtures of cylinder oil and graphite, especially for high

steam pressures and superheated steam. This lubricator is provided

with internal mechanism, actuated by some part of the engine, so

constructed that the lubricant is kept continually stirred, and,

therefoi-e, imiformh' nii.\ed from the moment it is poured into the

body of the lubricator until it reaches the non-return valve through

which it enters the steam pipe, thus obviating the difficulty which

has been experienced in the past in feeding a mixture of oil and

graphite to engine cylinders, owing to the graphite settling whenever

it has a chance of so doing and choking the lubricator and its

connections.

In the case of locomotives, the steam has often to be shut ott' and

the engine allowed to run for long distances without steam. When
working in this condition, there is often too little steam passing

tiirough the lubricator to more than partially lubricate the engine

parts. To prevent any serious injury to the rubbing surfaces under

such conditions, lubricators are placed on the

cyliudei-s. The most commonly used design is

known as the Furuess ' lutjricator, a section of

which is shown in fig. 1-17. Oil is placed in

the bell-shaped chamber, from whence it feeds

through the wick and wire gauze cup into the

central passage, which it fills. So long as the

steam pressure remains in the cylinders, the

small valve shown remains closed, but im- Yia. 147.

mediately steam is shut off', a vacuum is

formed, the valve is drawn off its seat, a charge of oil enters tiio

cylinder, and so long as the steam remains off, the oil is slowly fed.

A weak feature of this lubricator is that, depending as it does

upon the lifting power of wicks, it cannot he used for thick cylinder

oUs, unless it be steam-jacketed so as to keep the oil warm.

An improved ci/linder lubrirator of this type is shown in fig. 148.

The lubricator is filled with oil through the cap W, after removing

the cork L, and no oil can pass away from the container so long as

the valve A is kept pressed against its seating by the spring B, as

shown in the figure.

To operate the lubricator, the valve A is lifted and rotated through

1 H. D. Furuess, Eug. Patent No. 2437 (1871).
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90° SO that the knife edge K at the top of the valve spindle rests iu

the cross grooves made in the nut C to receive it. The amount of

opening of the valve is regulated by raising or lowering the nut C,

until the required quantity of oil can

pass slowly into the chamber E, and,

when the desired opening has been
obtained, C is locked by means of the

nut D.

When the engine is working under
steam, the valve F is kept pressed

against its seating, and steam is tlius

prevented from passing from the cylinder

into the lubricator. During this time,

oil passes slowly from the containing

vessel through the valve A into the

chamber E, and when ste;\m is shut

oft", the action of the engine piston

moving to and fro craites a \-<icuHiu

behind the valve F, which lifts, and oil

1 out of E is forced into the cylinder by
tlic pressure of the atmosphere [Kissing

down through the tube H.
37(6 Luaril automatic Inbnratur, fig.

149, made by Messrs. Holden A- Brooke
of Manchester, also dispenses with the

trimming.

At each stroke (when steam is shut
oft") the vacuum in the cylinder causes

the valve A to close and the valve A'

to open, a small fixed quantity of oil

being drawn u|) [last the three-sided spindle 15 at tiie same time.

The screw C is provided iu case the use of a ditl'erent quality of oil
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renders regulation desirable. The screw is protected by the cap D,
and cannot be tampered with unless D is unscrewed.

To secure lubrication whilst the steam is shut off, the stream of oil

and steam coming from the sight-feed lubricator is, in Smith's design,

reinforced by a jet of steam, which, by an air-valve, is caused to flow

direct from the boiler and open the steam-valve when there is a

vacuum in the steam-chest.

Smith's automatic vacuum - destroying valve lubricator for
locomotives, fig. 150, is used in connection with locomotive steam-

KlG. 150.—Smith's Automatic Vacuum-destroying Valve Lubricator for

Locomotive Engines.

chests and cylinders, fur destroying the vacuum created by the

pumping action of the pistons when the engine is running with

steam shut off, and for lubricating the working faces of the valves

and pistons by means of a combined jet of steam, air, and oil.

The opening A communicates with the cylinder steam-chests,

and the pipe B with the steam dome of the boiler. Wlien closed,

the valve C prevents the passage of steam from the boiler, through

the pipe B, into the chamber E. The valve D is exposed on its

upper side to the pressure of the steam in the steam-chests and
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the chamber E, and ou its underside to the pressure of the atmo-

sphere. The positions of the valves C and D as illustrated are those

which obtain : (a) when the engine is running with the steam regulator

open, and (b) when the engine is at rest with the steam regulator

closed. When the engine is moving with steam shut off, the action

of the engine pistons creates a partial vacuum in the steam-chests

and in the chamber E, and the greater pressure of the atmosphere

on the under-side of the valve D causes it to rise and come in contact

with the end of the valve C, which is lifted and allows steam to pass

through the nozzle G, into tlie chamber E, thence into the steam-

chests and cylinders ; at the same time air is allowed to pass up the

passage F F, past the seating of the valve D, and to mix with the

steam.

The vessel H contains a supply of oil, and the valve K regulates

the amount which passes from H into the chamber L, the nou-return

valve X preventing the passage of steam from the steam-chest into

L and H. When the engine is running with steam shut ofl" and

a partial vacuum is thus produced on the top of the valve N,

the air at atmospheric pressure, which is free to enter II, lifts the

valve N, and the oil out of L is forced down the pass;ige P and is

carried forward to the cylinders by the steam passing through the

nozzle G.

When the engine comes to rest and the pressure in the chamber
E becomes equal to that of the atmosphere, the valves D, C, and

X automatically close.

The tube O is made of a large bore so that, in the event of the

valve N temporarily sticking, steam will be allowed to escape freely

by raising the lid R, and without blowing the oil out of H.

Design of Cylinders.—To secure good cylinder and valve lubrica-

tion, it is essential that attention be paid to the conditions which

determine whether the oil shall reach the surfaces or not. The
greatest enemy to good cylinder lubrication is water. It wets the

surfaces where there is any abrasive action, and eftectually keeps off

the oil. Water may be present in undue quantity, either because it

is brought into the steam-chest and cylinder from the steam-pipe, or

is unable to escape from the cylinders owing to the positions iu which

the steam-ports are placed. When water conies from the steam-pipe

in any quantity, a se()arator should be used anil the steam dried.

This is nearly always done in the wise of high-spee<.i engines, such as

the Willans engine. To ensure the escape of such water as condenses

iu the cylinders, the ports should be placed below them, or so low at

the side or sides that all the water may drain away with each opening

of the exhaust port Proper drain pipes must also be fixed to the

lowest points of the exhaust pipe when it rises to any height, or the

water will remain iu the pijie to a sufficient extent to keep the

cylinders in a wet condition and so prevent proper lubri&ition. To
get rid of such water as is coudenseii in the cylinders and c;innot get

away freely through the main valves. Holt's dniin valve has been
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found very efficient. A section of this valve is sliown in fig. 151.

Here the two valves, which slide freely on a spindle, so control the

movements of each other that the one

having the greatest steam jiressure upon

it remains shut and holds the other open.

This results in the closing of the drain

valve at that end of the cylinder receiving

steam, whilst the valve controlling the

drain pipes at the end of the cylinder

which is being exhausted remains open.

Provided that the drain valve is not too

large for the cylinders, the water is drained

with very little loss of steam, and the

bottom of the cylinder, whicli in horizontal

engines has to carry the weight of th

lubricated.

Fig. 151.

piston, remains well



CHAPTER XI.

THE LUBRICATION OF MACHINERY.

Genuineness of Lubricants.—The engineer iu charge of a works,

factory, or mill, the engineraau in charge of a steam, ga.s or oil engine,

or even the possessor of a cycle or motor car, although deeply

interested in the genuineness and nature of the luhricautshe uses, has,

as a rule, verj' limited means at his disposal for determining the

nature of tlie oils, greases, etc., which he purchases. It is no doubt
to this state of things that we must attribute the very extensive use

of adulterants by manufacturers of lubricants, and the placing upon
the market of improperly or imperfectly refined oils.

JIakers of sewing and other small machines generally themselves

sell the kind of oil most suitable for their lubrication. Such firms

are able to obtain a genuine article, and it would be contrary to their

interests to allow their customers to use an unsuitable oil. The
retail prices charged for such machine oils are, however, so high as to

be prohibitive where lubricants have to be used in large quantities,

and it is then necessary to purchase from a wholesale dealer, and
to take proper precautious to ensure that the lubricant is free from
adulterants and suitable for the bearings upon which it is to be used.

The most valuable and expensive oils, such as sperm, olive, and lard,

are extensively adulterated with cheaper fixed oils and with miueral oil.

Cottonseed oil is frequently mixed with olive and lard oils, and is

sometimes almost wholh' substituted for the former. Much of the

olive oil sold for lubricating, if not adulterated, contains so much free

oleic acid as to be ijuite unfit for use. Indeed, many lubricaiits are

mixtures of various liquids or soft solids, some of which are very

injurious. Adulteration, with a view to the thickening of the lubri-

cant, is mainly resorted to in the case of miueral oils : these are

also adulterated with rosin oil, and occasionally with neutral coal-tar

oil. The sopliistication is often very skilfully done, the problem
being to add such chea]>er ingredients to the more expensive oils as

will enable tiiem to pass as many of the tests of the chemist as

possible. Attempts are sometimes made to thicken the thinner

burning or interuuHliate petroleum oils, so iis to make lubricants of

46S
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them. It thus appears that unless the purchaser has some means of

ascertaining the true character of the lubricant he is using, he has

little or no guarantee of its genuineness or fitness for use.

A great improvement has been made of late years in the quality

of mineral lubricating oils. By improved methods of refining, less

destructive distillation takes place, and the lighter fractions are

more perfectly separated from the heavier ones, thus making the

various grades more homogeneous in their composition.

Simple Tests for Adulterants and Impurities.—In the majority

of instances, the engineer in charge of a small station has no means
of obtaining an accurate knowledge of the true character of the oils

supplied to him, other than by consulting an analytical chemist

versed in the methods of examining lubricants, for many of the

adulterants used require tareful aualj'sis to even detect their

presence. In Chapters VI. and VII. the most important of

the chemical and physical methods in use for the detection of

adulterants have been described in full. Most of these can only be

practised by a skilled analyst in a properly equipped laboratory.

Some of the tests, however, can be made witli very simple apparatus,

and these the engineer should make himself acquainted with, as they

will furnish some very valuable information concerning the purity

and properties of the lubricants offered to him. The very important

test for free acid is one of these (p. 215). A rough but very useful

test can be made in a stoppered 50 c.c. graduated test mixer, into

which IS'i c.c. ( = about 14'I grms.) of the oil are carefully

measured. The cylinder is tilled up to the mark with neutralised

methylated spirit, some phenolphthalein solution is added, and

normal caustic soda is dropped in from a burette, until, on shaking

well, the pink colour is permanent. The number of c.c. of caustic

soda used, multiplied by 2, expresses, approximately, the percentage

of free (oleic) acid in the oil. All the solutions, the test mixer, and
the burette and stand, can be purchased for a few shillings from any
dealer in chemical apparatus. Dipping blue litmus paper into the oil,

as frequently recommended, is a useless test. Another easily made
and very valuable test is the watch-glass test for gumming properties

(p. 2G5). The oil can be carefully measured instead of being weighed,

and if compared under exactly the same conditions with a standard

sample of oil, useful information may be gained. The watcli-glasses

can be placed side by side in any suitable hot situation protected

from dust, and thus even the hot air or water-oven can be dispensed

with. In jnany cases it is not worth the trouble and time to ascer-

tain the exact nature of the adulterant used, the tests being merely

such as will indicate whether the sample examined is tit for use.

Such tests considered in the light of the results obtained with his

machinery will enable the engineer in most cases to detect the cause

of any irregularity in working. When the quantity of oil, grease,

etc., used is large, it becomes necessary to have analyses of the

lubricants supplied regularly made by a competent analyst, in order
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to make sure that they are suitable for the pui-poses required, and are

equal iu quality to the sample offered, or that they comply with the

specitiuation. (See Chapter VII., pp. 210-306.)

Qualities and Properties of Lubricants. — Acidity. — Although

animal and vegetable lubricants ditfer from miueral lubricants iu

their ciiomical constitution and activities, iu many of their physical

properties they closely resemble each other, and it is to these common
properties that they owe their lubricating values. Of these proper-

ties, viscosity and oiliness are the most valuable. But it frequently

happens that an oil, which would otherwise be a good lubricant, fails

to be of practical use owing to its having been allowed to become

acid, or to its property of taking up oxj'gen from the air and

becoming thick, either evaporating entirely at ordinary temperatures

or leaving a gummy, sticky mass behind. These properties have been

dealt with in detail in previous chapters, and need only be refeiTed to

here in so far as they concern the use to which the lubricants may
be put.

UxiJation and Gumming. — JIauy oils when exposed to the

atmosphere as thin films on bearings rapidly thicken by oxidation,

and finally form gum or varnish-like masses, which clog the moving

parts and cease to act as lubricants. A high temperature consider-

ably hastens the rapidity with which this takes place. Gumming
oils, such as rape, should not on this account be used in warm places,

as they rapidlj- become thick, clog tiie trimmings, and considerably

reduce the speed of flow through them to the rubbing surfaces.

In places where animal or vegetable oils which are liable to gum
have to be used, great care must be taken to prevent the accumula-

tion of waste or other fibrous material saturated with them from

being placed near steam pipes, or stored in closed cupboards. Such

material should be kept in iron bins in the open air, for in the

process of oxidation or slow burning which accompanies gumming,
heat is evolved iu such quantity as often to set tire to the whole mass.

Mineral lubricating oils of high llashiug-point (not below 340° F.

)

which are de\oiJ of this property, should be used in theatres, hotels,

and other large buildings where tiic risks of fire are great, cither

alone or mixed with fatty oils which gum only slightly (see p. 278).

To clean machines which have become covered with a gummy
oxidized lubriwuit, the parts should be well moistened with p;iniBiu

oil, which dissolves the gum, allowed to run for a few minutes, and

then wiped dry and clean before being oiled again.

An old-fashioned test, now supereeded in the laboratory, is that of

Nasmyth. A plate of iron or steel 6 feet long by 4 inches wide,

has six longitudinal grooves planed in the upper side. It is placed

upon a bench or shelf, iu a warm situation as free as possible from

dust, slightly inclined, one end being supported on a block I inch

thick. An eijual luuuber of drops, nie!isure<.i from the same pipette,

of each oil to bo tested and of a staudani sample, are placed

successively iu one of the grooves, and the behaviour of the different
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oils is observed from day to day. Those of least viscosity will, at

first, tiow most rapidly down the incline, but oxidation or any other

cause tending to thicken the oil will graduallj' arrest the motion, and
the eftect after a few days will become marked, the best oil flowing

the greatest distance.

All animal and vegetable oils, fats, etc., contain acid constituents

which will attack the metallic surfaces of bearings and form soaps of

iron, copper, etc. The tendency they have to become more acid with

age is very slight in most cases, if the oils are properly refined and
not stored too long. The extent to which lubricants may be expected

to contain acid constituents, and the best methods for their detection,

will be found in Chapter VII., p. "210.

The temperature at which an oil flashes when a light is brought
near its free surface is called the Jias)iing-point. This property has

been fulh' discussed in Chapter VI., p. 186. No lubricating oil

which flashes below a temperature of 340° F. should be used for

indoor machinery without special precautions being taken to prevent

risk of fire.

Freezing.—Many oils, which at ordinary tempei'atures are clear,

transparent liquids, become, if the temperature falls sufficiently low,

white, opaque, solid masses. Sometimes, as has been shown in

previous chapters, the whole mass of the liquid solidifies at some
particular temperature, or certain constituents are thrown down as

precipitates ; whilst in other cases, as the temperature falls, the liquid

becomes more and more viscous, and finally becomes a soft solid.

This must be borne in mind whenever bearings are exposed to cold.

In such cases the reservoir in which the oil is stored, and the

trimmings or other arrangement for supph'ing the oil in a regulated

stream, must be placed close to the shaft, so that the heat resulting

from a deficiency in the supply of the lubricant may cause it to flow

again, if, by chance, an oil which easily solidifies should be used.

Oi/ines$
—"When a grease is rubbed between the fingers it will

be found that they slide freely over one another even when pressed

together with considerable force. A similar eflfect is produced when
a greasy finger is rubbed over a sheet of glass or other smootli solid.

This arises in great measure, if not wholly, from the fact that the

grease is not a liquid or viscous substance, but a plastic or very soft

solid, which cannot by pressure alone be wholly driven from between
the surfaces. On the other hand, the soft solid is easih- sheared, the

resistance oftered to the sliding of particle over particle being very

small. This property of greases causes them to form very thick

lubricating films, even when the loads are heavy and the speeds

moderate. At higher speeds, however, they do not compare favour-

ably with the oils, the frictional resistances being much greater.

Except for special bearings, greases are now giving way to blended

oils, for the high coefficient of friction and resulting loss of engine

power is by no means compensated for by the decreased cost of the

lubricant.
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Greases are generally made by thickening a mineral oil, fixed oil

or fat, with a soap of lime, soda, lead, etc, more or less water being

emulsified with the oil and soap. In some cases solids, such as black-

lead, French chalk, and mica, are also added. A number of these

lubricating greases are described in Chapter V., p. 126 et seq.

They are liable to be adulterated with excess of water, and with solids

such as china clay and gypsum, which are not lubricants.

The corresponding property in the case of liquids, which pre-

vents the lubricant from being easily pressed out, is called oiliness.

Different liquids possess this property in very ditfereut degrees.

Thus, although sperm oil is much less viscous than glycerine, it will

be found to be a much better lubricant. The glycerine feels hai-sh

between the fingers, whilst the sperm oil feels smooth and greasy.

The viscosity of an oil, therefore, by no means furnishes us with an
index of its lubricating value. With high speeds, moderate loads,

and good lubrication, it is no doubt the degree of fluidity which prin-

cipally determines the value of a lubricant for any particular purpose
;

but when the speeds are slow or very high, the loads great, or the

lubrication imperfect, oiliness as well as vi.scosity play an important

part in the reduction of frictional resistances. (See Chapter III., on
' Superficial Tension.')

The property of oiliness is generally possessed most markedly by
the animal oils, less so by those of vegetable origin, and least of all

by some mineral oils. It is on this account that fixed oils are so

frequently added to mineral oils, for they give to the latter just that

property in which the mineral oils are most deficient.

No simple laboratory test has yet been devised for ascertaining the

comparative oiline.<.% or carrying power under heavy loads and at low

speeds, of lubricants. Such information is generally obtained by

means of mechanical oil-testing machines. However, the value of the

results they give, considered from this point of view, varies with the

speed, load, and method of oiling adopted—mattci-s which areas fully

discussed in Chapter IX., on the ' Mechanical Testing of Lubricants,' as

our present knowledge seems to warrant.

Viseusi/i/.—Upon tlie viscosity or degree of fluidity of the lubri-

cant depends tiie resistance wliich it oflers to the motion of the

rubbing surfaces of quick-running machinery, and also, in some
measure, the loads which bearings will carry at ordinary speeds without

suffering abrasion. Each particular animal or vegetable oil has a

viscosity which does not vary greatly in diflerent samples, and may
be regarded as being in some measure an indication of its ]iurity or

genvdneness. The viscosity of sucli oils, therefore, need not he

specified when ordering, but should be determined for the purpose

of ascertaining probable purity. Mineral oils, however, having a

great range of viscosities may he purchased, and it is necessary

to state in all cases the degree of fluidity required.

The viscosities of all lubricants vary very considembly with changes

of temperature. Thus an oil which, as long as the journal runs cool,
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is sufficiently viscous to carry the load properly, may become so fluid,

if the temperature should rise from any cause, that the rubbing

surfaces close together and cut and tear each other. The variability

of the viscosity of a lubricant with change of temperature is often so

great that -.in oil which works well in a cool place may be altogether

too ' thin ' fur a hot engine-room or warm climate. Castor oil, whilst

too thick for locomotive bearings in England, is, on the other hand,

largely used in India, where it answers well. Jlineral oils vary more
in viscosity with change of temperature than do fixed oils. On this

account the chances of a bearing lubricated with a non-fatty oil going

from bad to worse are great, and needs more careful attention.

The nature and measurement of this property are fully dealt with

in Chapters II. and VI.

Staining of Fabrics.—The lubricants used for the bearings of textile

machinery are liable to be thrown about bj- the rapid motion of the

spindles, shafts, etc., and falling upon the cotton or woollen goods,

produce more or less objectionable stains. Everj- care is, of course,

taken to prevent this splashing of the lubricant, but as it cannot be

altogether prevented, and is apt to spoil the appearance and reduce

the market value of the cloth, care is taken to use only lubricants

which either stain very little or give stains which are easily

removed. Pure mineral oils, it would appear, all produce objection-

able stains which can with ditticulty be wholly removed, for they

sink into the fibre and carry with them the fine metallic powders

ground off the bearings. On this account, even though the oil

be clean and colourless before use, and be apparently completely re-

moved in the scouring, the chemical changes which the metallic powders

undergo sooner or later, sometimes months later, produce stains of

various colours in the finished goods. Stains produced by the oil

thrown from heated bearings are found exceptionally difficult to

remove, especially if the stained goods have lain in stock for two or

three months. When such goods are bleached, the fabric is often

found to have become rotten, and a hole makes its appearance where

the stain had been.

Animal and vegetable oils are much less liable to produce

permanent stains, for, being sapouifiable, they are almost wholly

removed in the various dressing processes the fabric has subsequently

to undergo. With them may be mixed from 25 per cent, to 30 per

cent, of mineral oil without producing any marked effect upon their

staining qualities. In greater proportions, however, the results are

not satisfactory.

The colour of these stains depends upon the metals of which the

rubbing surfaces are made. Iron produces a red stain, whilst copper

or brass stains are grey, greenish, or black.

One of the most usual, as well as one of the most effective,

methods of dealing with mineral oil stains in cotton goods is to im-

pregnate them with olive oil or oleine (crude oleic acid), allow half an

hour for the oil tcj thoroughly permeate the stained part, and then
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boil the goods in a caustic soda lye for sis or eight hours. Olive oil is

more efficacious than oleine ; and if, before boiling, the fabric is well

scoured with soap and a little carbonated alkali, the mineral oil stains

are more thoroughly and easily removed than when l)oiled in the

kier at once. In the case of dyed and finished fabrics which cannot

be wetted again, benzine or benzoliue, which dissolve the mineral oil,

can be used.i The solvent should be applied first in a ring all roimd

the spot, and gradually brought nearer to the centre, and a fibrous

substance, such as blotting-paper, used to absorb the oily solution

which is driven to the centre. If the solvent be applied to the oily

spot direct, the grease is caused to spread into the fabric.

Blended Lubricants.

—

Mixed or Blended (Xls. — Mineral oils

being much cheaper than the better class of fixed oils, and as, at the

same time, thej' possess valuable properties which they confer upon

other lubricants with which they are mixed, the use of blended oils

has now become common. Indeed, quite apart from the pecuniary

aspect of the case, the blended oils are for m:iny purposes superior

to either pure fixed oils or pure mineral oils. The percentage of

mineral oil jjermissible varies according to tlie load, speed, etc., for,

unfortunately, many, if not all, mineral liquid lubricants are deficient

in tlie property w'e have called oiHiiess, and can seldom be used quite

piu'e, except in those cases (bath, ring, or forced lubrication) where

tiie journal and bearing are kept flooded with oil. At one time

mineral oils were regarded with great distrust both by chemists

and engineers, and wlien foimd mixed with fixed oils they were

regarded as objectioiMble adulterants. The reverse now seems to be

the view often taken, fixed oils being sometimes looked upon as

adulterants when found mixed with mineral oils. This view seems

to have arisen from a conviction that the lubricating value of an oil

is wliolly due to its viscosity, and that as mineral oils can be pre-

pared of any desired viscosity, fixed oils could be wholly dispensed

with. Oils were conseqnentlj- placed upon the market which were

stated to be free from fixed oils, and were sold as pure mineral oils.

They, however, proved on analysis to contain a proportion of fixed

oil— in otiier words, tliey were really blended oils.

In the majority of instances these mixed oils answered adminibly,

a fact which served to streugtlicn the view tiiat, from a frictional

point of view, viscosity was the property which determined the

value of an oil. But chemical analysis was not slow in proving that

these so-called pure mineral oils really contained fixed oils, and that

it was largely owing to the presence of these fatty constituents that

the good results obtained in pr-actice were due. More rational views

are now coming into vogue, and users of lubricants are beginning

to recognize the fact that the best hibriciints for most pur{X)ses are

obtained by the careful blending of animal and vegetable oils, fats,

or waxes with mineral oils. Pure minenvl oils are, however, used

with quite satisfactory results for forced lubrication, and thoy nuist

' Pentecost, Jour. Soe. Chem. ImL, 1897, i>.
409.
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be used for lubricating the cylinders of coudensiug engines and for

swabbing tlie piston rods of marine engines, otherwise fixed oils would
be liable to find their way into the boilers and cause damage.

The following broad principles can, in the absence of more
accurate knowledge, be laid down.

Fixed oils, if of sufficient viscosity, and fats, act best at great

pressures, mineral oils at light pressures. On the other hand,

viscid oils give the best results at low speeds, and thin oils at high

speeds,^ though the viscosity at low speeds must not be greater than

is necessary, otherwise the friction is increased.

Pure mineral oils are suitable for pressures below 70 lbs. per

square inch with free lubrication, and when the metals in contact

are such as do not readily seize each other. With increasing loads

the proportion of fixed oil which it is desirable to add must also

increase, if satisfactory results are to be obtained as regards friction

and wear. By raising the viscosity beyond what is required to

carry the load, instead of adding a fixed oil, the friction is sure to be

iucreased, even though the rate of wear of the rubbing surfaces may
be reduced, and more power is wasted than the economy in fixed

oil warrants.

From the chemical point of view there are good reasons for

mixing as large a proportion of mineral oil with any fixed oil as will

not interfere seriously with its load-carrying properties. By such

admixture, the tendency to gum is much checked, the oil remains

fluid, and cotton waste saturated with it is much less liable to fire

spontaneously.

As bearing upon the changes which take place in blended oils when
used over and over again for long periods, the following results may
here be given. The oil in the first column, marked ' new,' was a

blended oil used to lubricate the 'blower' of the Thomson-Houston
dynamo. The same oil was used to lubricate the armature bearings.

The oil in the second column, marked ' old,' was some of the same oil

which had been used for the latter purpose, filtered, and used again,

for a period of six months.

Relative viscosity at 60° F.,

Relative viscosity at 100° F.,

Specific gravity at 60° F.,

Total fatty acids, ....
Free fatty acid, ....
Difference ; equivalent to neutral fatty oil

Mineral oil, .....
The above results show that by continued use there had been a

loss (probably by evaporation) of mineral oil, and a consequent

increase in the percentage of fatty oil. This change had resulted in

a slight increase of viscosity and of specific gravity. The fatty oil

had undergone some oxidation, resulting in a lowering of the melting-

' Any pressure below 70 lbs. per square inch may be regarded as a light load,

and any speed below 100 feet per minute as a low speed.

30

New.
308
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point of the fatty acids and a darkening of the colour, also a slight,

but only very slight, increase in the percentage of free fatty acid.

Animal and vegetable oils cannot, however, be added to all

mineral oils with impunity. Solid hydrocarbons are present in some
mineral oils, which, when they ai-e mixed with vegetable oils,

separate out as a precipitate and cause trouble by clogging trim-

mings, valves, etc.

Wc have seen that much is to be gained both in economj' and
efficiency b}' mixing in suitable proportions mineral oils with fixed

oils. Quite a number of these blended oils are placed upon the

market, many of them being sold at fancy prices. It is better, there-

fore, for the large consumer to purchase the pure lubricants he

requires, and to blend them himself to suit the conditions under
which they are to be used.

Fats and Greases.—The contrast in lubricating properties between
mineral and fixed oils exists equally in the case of a pure mineral

grease like vaseline and an animal fat such as tallow, the latter

possessing in a far greater degree the property of greasiness. In

the case of purified vaseline this is due partly to the fact that the

excessive refining tends to remove those constituents of the crude
oil upon which the lubricating property depends. Thus some of

the best mineral cylinder oils, which are excellent lubricants, are

obtained from the same crude oil as vaseline.

A large number of lubricating greases are made by incorporating

or emulsifying animal and vegetable fats with soap and water, also

by thickening mineral lubricating oils with soap. Some of these are

described in Chapter V., p. 126. Large quantities of these greases

are used, with very good results, for the lubrication of railway wagou
axles, and some of them are excellent lubricants for the bearings of

slow-moving machinery. Wiien the loads to be carried are exception-

ally heavy, solids, such as plumbago and soapstoue, are sometimes
added to the grease. These solids prevent abrasion at points where
the pressure forcing the surfaces together is very great.

Except in special cases, greases sliould not he used for quick-

running journals, shafts, or si)indles, the frictional resistiiuce which
they otter to the relative motion of the surfaces causing great loss of

power. Thus a case is mentioned by Simpson in which the owner
of a mill vising water power decided to use grease as a lubricant

instead of oil, but owing to the increased friction, the change in the

method of lubrication caused the water power to be insutfioient to

drive the machinery, and the use of oil had to lie reverted to.

Woodbury used oil for one of the two rows of looms in a cotton mill,

and a consistent fat for the other, lie found, under the s;»nie running
tonditions, that the temperature of the bearings lubricated with oil

ivas only 4° higher than the temperature of the room, whereas the

temperature of the other bearings was 22° higher. With soap-

thickened mineral oils there is the liability of separation taking place,

especially under the inHnence of steam or moisture. The mineral
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oil may run away and leave the soap in the grease-box or on the bear-

ing, whicli is apt to run hot in consequence.

In the case of fats and greases whose melting-points are not much
above the temperature of surrounding objects, it generally happens
that the lubricating films are so warmed by the friction of the

bearings that they actuallj- melt when drawn between the rubbing
surfaces and act as oils.

Although unsuitable, on the whole, for moderately quick-running
machinery, greases answer admirably in cases where the speeds are

low, or where a low coefficient of friction at starting is essential.

The cheaper greases, made with rosin oil and lime, are used for cart

and truck axles, whilst those composed of lubricants of superior

quality are used for railway wagons, pedestals, etc.

Being soft solids, special methods (see pp. 417 and 436) have to be

provided for their application to the bearings, for they do not liquefv

so long as they are kept moderately cool. For railway vehicles, only

the better classes of greases are used, and as friction is an important
consideration, the ingredients are in some countries changed to suit

the seasons, for a grease sufficiently thick for summer might be
altogether too stiff for winter temperatures (see p. 128).

It is well to bear in mind that it is only when the speed of rubbing
is low that economy results from the use of greases. At all ordinar\'

velocities a marked increase in the friction is brought about by
them. This loss of power is seldom estimated at its true value. As
a matter of fact, it may greatly exceed the gain resulting from the

use of the cheaper lubricant.

In the United States, recently, very satisfactory results have been
obtained by the use of grease for locomotive lubrication. In a

preliminary report made by a Committee of the American ilaster

Mechanics' xVssociation (see Mechanical Engineer, 28th July 1906) it is

stated that during four years' experience with 203 locomotives fully

equipped for grease lubrication during the whole or part of that time,

the lubrication of pins and driving axles with grease has proved less

costly than with oil. There has also been a decided decrease in

engine failures due to hot bearings. Journals lubricated with grease

have been found less liable to be cut, and, therefore, have required
less frequent turning up in the lathe. It is pointed out that

grease lubrication as applied to driving boxes is practically auto-

matic, and is, therefore, more independent of neglect on the part
of the driver than is oil lubrication. As regards the increased

frictional resistance due to the use of grease instead of oil, it is

stated that it has in no case been found necessary to reduce the
tonnage rating of a locomotive on account of the change from oil

to grease, but no data is given as to coal consumption.
In some locomotive tests carried out hj the Pennsylvania Railroad

System at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904 it was found
that the lubrication of locomotive axles by hard grease increased the

friction losses per axle by from 75 to over 100 per cent, as compared
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with oil lubrication. The grease used was composed about as

follows :

—

Oil, 28-66

Soap, 55'83

Water, 15-51

100-00

A cake of this hard grease was pressed against the axle by springs

located in the bottom of the driving-box cellars (underkeeps), a

perforated plate being used between the axle and the cake of grease.

Clarification of Lubricants.

—

Oil Filters.—Pedestals, worm-wheel

cases, spindle bushes, and various other descriptions of bearings are

now frequentlj' made to hold comparatively large volumes of oil

whicli bathes all the rubbing surfaces, and by placing dishes, into

whicli the surplus lubricant runs, below the ordinary forms of

WElU'nuDT WUTE OIC FILltR

bearing, a good deal of oil which was formerly lost is collected. Such
oil contains finelj- suspended matter of various kinds, and is thick

and muddy. Being, in the majority of instances, chiefly composed
of mineral oil, which does not become changed in character, it is

possible to filter out the suspended matter and use the oil over again,

for, as a rule, the only change which has occurred is a slight increase

in the viscosity, due to the evaporation of mineral oil. In this way
all loss of lubricant, other than that resulting from evaporation and
some unavoidable waste, is guarded against, and the greatest possible

economy secured.

Tiie suspended particles are mostly very fine, and, being immersed
in a fairly thick liquid, are not easily removed.

A filter (fig. 152), made by Messrs. Wells k Co., effects this
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separation of the solid matter from the oil in three stages. The
muddy oil drawn from the reservoirs and contained in the oil pans is

placed in an upper settling chamber, in which the heavier particles

slowly subside. From this chamber the oil is drawn oflf by means of

a siphon pipe, which floats on the surface and slowly removes the

clear upper liquid, passing it into a chamber containing a filter, in

the coarse mesh of which the larger suspended particles are left.

The oil finally runs into a finer filter pad, through which it is forced

by a head of oil several inches or feet in lieight, as the case may be,

and passes into a lower chamber, from which it can be drawn for use.

The filter pads are readily changed or cleaned.

A filter of different pattern, of which a and b are sections, is shown
in fig. 153. The dirty oil is placed in the chamber a, to the bottom
of which water, dirt, etc., gravitate. The oil having freed itself
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from the coarsest and heaviest impurities, forces itself slowly through

the chamber d, which has been tilled with compressed new twist

(preferably white unbleached), rises over the partition e, and then

filters through the chamber/, also filled with compressed twist, into

the chamber g, from which the clean oil can be drawn off' through a

cock. It is necessary to heat the oil to 140°-212° F., according to

its consistency. This is done in the lower part of the chamber a by
means of a coil e, through which steam can be passed from the

engine mains as desired.

The essential features of a good oil-filter are :

—

1. A capacious settling chamber, in which the oil can be warmed,

if necessary to increase its fluidity, and in which water and dirt can

settle out.

2. Double filtering chambers, through which the oil passes from

the settling chamber (a) by upward and {b) by downward filtration.

The filtering material should be the best white cotton yam or waste,

and should be capable of being compressed by means of an adjust-

able screw.

3. An arrangement for distributing the oil evenly over the surfaces

of the filtering pads.

Ecil Effects of Grit, etc.—Before rejecting any particular lubricant

because difficulty has been experienced owing to the heating of the

bearings supplied with it, care must always be taken to iiscertain

whether the fault really lies with the lubricant, or with impurities

accidentally introduced. Enginemen are apt to think that a certain

number of hot bearings are sure to occur, however careful they may
be. No doubt, even when the greatest care is taken, bearings will

occasionally run hot. But in all such cases the heating must arise

from some irregularity, and the extent to which trouble is experienced

is, in the majority of instances, a measure of the capacity of those in

charge of the machinery to keep things in good order. Thus, as an

instance, although the quality of the oil used may be excellent and
very suitable for the purpose for which it is being used, still the

engineman may be troubled with hot bearings, often, indeed, when
extra care has been taken to keep the machinery in good oi-der by
giving it an ample supply of oil. This almost always arises from the

presence in the lubricant of mechanical impurities, such as sand, saw-

dust, glass, vegetable fibre, mucilage, or precipitated jxiraffin. In

transparent oils these are easily seen, but in the thicker dark varieties

they are alnn]St entirely invisible. When oil containing such im-

purities, which it very commonly does, is poured into oil cups in the

usual way, the solids are filtered out bj- the trimmings, or settle to the

bottom of the reservoir, and do not get into the bearings. But engine-

men frequently go round their engines and pour a little oil into the

ends of the bearings, or oven remove the trimmings or oil-j^tads and

pour oil directly upon the bearing surfaces, and tlms inti-oduce grit at

points where it can easily get between the rubbing surfaces. Films

of various kinds also settle on the trimmings, or obstruct the oil
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passages, and prevent the oil from finding its way with the necessary

freedom to the working surfaces.

Importance of draining all Oil.—In most engine-houses the

different oils required are stored in iron tanks, from which they can

be drawn as required. Into these tanks the lubricants are pumped
from the barrels supplied by the oil merchants. To enable as much of

the oil to be removed as is possible, the pump pipe is passed through

the bung-hole and reaches to within a very small distance of the

barrel bottom. The oil, as it is drawn out, thus carries with it the

greater part of any solid material which may lie there. To prevent

such foreign matter from passing into the oil tank, a receptacle made
of fine wire gauze should be fitted into the manhole of the tank in

such a manner that it can without difficulty be taken out and cleaned.

To still further reduce the risk of small particles of grit entering

the oil-can, the lubricant as it is given out for use should be care-

fully strained through wire or cotton gauze as it is drawn from the

tanks ; for however good it may be, the fine solid particles it some-

times contains, if, as we have seen, they should chance to be

introduced between the rubbing surfaces, will give rise to excessive

friction, cause overheating, and make the engineer feel uncertain

whether he is using a suitable lubricant or whether his supply is

really up to sample.

When the loss which may result from the stoppage of the engines

driving a large mill or ship, or generating current in an electric

installation, is taken into consideration, this double precaution,

adopted to prevent the introduction of solid matter, does not seem

uncalled for.

Grit may also be found in solids, such as natural graphite. As
such solids mixed with fats are sometimes used to put upon bearings

which have suffered abrasion and become overheated, its presence

may quite defeat the piu'pose for which the solid was applied.

Lubrication of Bearing Surfaces.

—

Lubricants for Low Speeds.—
When the relative speeds of the rubbing surfaces are less than 10

feet per minute with abundant lubrication, or eveu greater speeds

than this with siphon lubrication, the lubricant, instead of being

forced between the journal and brass and parting them, is rather

swept on one side, especially under high pressures ; the lubricant

then depends for its efficiency upon its oiliness as well as upon its

viscosity. As the actual loads which bearings will carry under such

conditions without seizing depend largely upon the nature of the

surfaces in contact, as well as on the oil used, it is not possible to

give more than very general figures. The relative carrying powers

of oils, greases, and solid lubricants can, however, be approximately

stated, and the engineer must in each case by actual trial select that

which gives the least amount of heating and friction.

Dealing in the first instance with those lubricants which have the

greatest carrying power we have

—

(a) Graphite, soapstoue, and other solid lubricants used dry.
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Their efficacy depends largely upon the nature of the rubbing

surfaces. Graphite, for instance, gives the best results when used on
cast-iron surfaces, which are naturally somewhat porous. When
these lubricants will not keep the bearing cool, the liberated heat

must be carried away by a continuous stream of cold water passed

over it or through perforations in the metal. The wear and loss of

power under such conditions are very great.

(b) Solid lubricants mixed with animal fats, greases, vaseline, etc.,

or rosin grease. These mixtures are very suitable for heavy work,

especially when metal works against wood. Rosin greases are

largely used for all kinds of rough work, s\ich as cart-axles, tip

wagons, hauling machinery, etc. ; they give a small coefficient of

friction at low speeds, do not waste awaj' very rapidly by evaporation,

and do not run off the bearings, leaving them dry.

(f) Axle greases composed entirely of animal and vegetable fats

or mineral oils emulsified with water, soap, and sufficient alkali to

neutralize acidity. These greases are e.xcellcnt lubricants for all

slowly moving shafts and joui-nals which have to carry considerable

loads. Even for railway wagons they are largely lused ; for the

frictional resistance is small at low speeds, and trains lubricated with

them are easily started. Care must, however, be taken that these

greases do not contain excess of water and are not adulterated with

such useless substances as china clay ; also that they melt as a whole,

and that the oil does not run down and leave the soip. This is liable

to occur with badlj' made greases, and hot bearings are the result.

(<l) Fixed oils, mineral oils, and mixtures of the two. In selecting

oils for very low speeds and high pressures, viscosity must be the

first consideration, and next to that oiliness. This is plainly shown
by the experimental results in Table XCId. on p. 345. If an oil of

sufficiently high viscosity be used, a mineral oil may give as good
a result as, or even a better result than, a fixed oil ; a mixture may
give a better result than either. If an oil of sufficient viscosity be not

available, then a fixed oil may be expected to give the best results.

Good antifriction metals assist greatly in reducing the friction.

Goodman found cast-iron bearings lined with pure lead among the

best under constant loads up to 500 lbs. per stjuare inch and even
higher. Magnolia metal has also been found to give excellent results

under very high loads and inider conditions of defective lubrication.

Lubricants/w Moderate Speedg.—At speeds exceeding 10 foot per

minute with abundant lubrication and 100 foet per minute with more or

less imperfect lubrication, a lubricant, in the ctise of a journal or shaft,

forms a fairly thick film which wholly or almost wholly sei^nites the

rubbing surfaces. The conditions under which this film forms have been
fully dealt with in the chapter on the 'Theory of Lubria\tion' (p. 48).

It may be mentioned, however, that when the loads are moderate

(200 lbs. per square inch, or even more when the lubrication is per-

fect) the friction and also the formation of the film are wholly due
to the viscosity of the liquid. But with heavy loads the bearing
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surfaces are brought into coutact at a point ou the 'oil" side of the

brass, and when this is the case a liquid possessing oihness to a

marked degree is required to prevent seizing.

In the case of plane surfaces, such as slide-blocks, viscosity is not

quite so important a property from a lubrication point of view as

oiliuess, and unless the loads be small (70 lbs. per square inch or

thereabouts), a good fixed oil or a mixed lubricant must be used.

In selecting a lubricant for journals running under ordinary condi-

tions of speed, greater attention shoidil be paid to viscosity tlian to

any other property, provided always that the loads do not exceed 200
or 250 lbs. per square inch ; for, bj' making the bearing surfaces of

suitable materials, little harm will be done by the contact of the

rubbing surfaces during the short slow-speed intervals of running.

The lubrication must, however, be as perfect as possible. Indeed, it

is owing to the imperfect lubricating devices so largely in use that

expensive fixed oils have to be used in place of the cheaper mineral

ones. Tliese fixed oils are apt to become acid and to gum ; but in

reservoir bearings carrying heavy loads, and properly designed to

give perfect lubrication, the objectionable qualities of the fixed oils

which it may be necessarj' to use are masked by a liberal admixture

of mineral oil. Indeed, this form of bearing reduces the friction to

the smallest possible figure, enables a cheap oil to bo used, and

economizes the lubricant.

For bearings carrying small loads pure mineral oils answer admir-

ably, the viscosity selected being the sjnallest that will enable the

oil-film to form properl3\ On the whole, the lower the speed the

greater should be the viscosity, and the higher the speed the smaller

the viscosity. This applies with special force to mineral oils. With
increasing loads, especially if the lubrication be imperfect, it will be

found that considerable wear and overheating will result unless fixed

oils be added ; but it is only in exceptional cases, such as when the

lubrication devices are poor, that pure fixed oils need be used alone.

For locomotive engine work, about 25 per cent, rape oil and 75 per

cent, mineral oil will generally work well.

Except in special cases, greases should not be used unless mixed
with a good mineral oil, the oiliness of which they increase.

The bearings of railway vehicles are somewhat exceptional. They
have to carry loads of as much as 380 lbs. per square inch, and often

run at journal speeds of 9700 feet per minute, as well as very slowly.

On this account, great care has to be taken in their lubrication and
design. The bearings are made of white-metal or bronze, are long

and narrow, are well lubricated by a pad placed beneath the journal,

and are kept cool to some extent by the rapidity with wliich they

pass through the air. With phosphor-bronze bearings, a mixture of

33 per cent, of mineral oil with 67 per cent, of olive oil is used by

one large railway company noted for its freedom from hot axles.

Liibricnnts for Hir/]t Speeds.—Quick-running spindles, dynamo
shafts, and, indeed, all kinds of high-speed bearings, require ample
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beariug ureas and tliin oils for their lubrication. The loads carried

per square inch are consequently low, and pure mineral oils may be

used with advantage. There are instances, however, where good

lubrication is impossible, and to minimize the wear a good fixed oil

must be used. The bearings for such speeds should always be so

constructed as to keep the surfaces well supplied with oil without

wasting it. When this is done, mineral oil containing about 10 per

cent, of fixed oil answers ailmirably, for there is then little wear, and
the frictional resistance is small.

Lubrication of Miscellaneous Machines.—The spindles of small

machines, sucli as clocJcs, icatcJifS, and (Alter delicate mechanisms,

are generally made of hard steel. They work either in agate

or other polished mineral bushes, or upon hard brass or bronze.

The speeds are generally very slow, and the lubrication 'imperfect.'

Tlie pressures are also small, generally oul}- a few pounds
or ounces per square inch. The smaller spindles are carefully

moistened with a fatty lubricant and put into position. The spiudles

then have the capillary spaces between them and their beariug

surfaces filled with oil, which must often last for many months with-

out renewal. The essential properties of a lubricant for such purposes

are that it nuist be as free as possible from tendency either to gum
or thicken by oxidation, or to corrode metal, and it must withstand

exposure to temperatures as low as possible without becoming frozen

or unduly thickened. The lubricants mostly used arc porpoise and
dolphin jaw oils, ben oil, hazel-nut oil, neatsfoot oil, sperm oil, and
olive oil. The oil should be exposed for some time to a teuij)erature

rather lower than that to which the mechanism is likely to be sub-

jected in use, and that portion of the oil which remains liquid should

be separated by filtration and preserved for use. Any free acid

should be removed bj' the process described on p. "218. A little good
mineral lubricating oil may with advantage be mixed with the fatty

oil. Whatever oil be used, it should be proved by analysis to be
genuine and free from excess of acid. The lubrication of clocks,

watches, and such small machines requires great skill and experience,

and, unless there be no alternative, it should not be attempted bj-

any but an expert. Oil should be applied sparingly. If too much
be used, it is drawn over the plate and the pivot is left di-y.

For the ring spindles of textHe machineri/, which r\ni in a bath of

oil and at speeds as high as 10,000 or more revolutions per minute,

miueral lubricating oils of low viscosit}', not exceeding that of sperm
oil at 60° F., are usetl, generally pure. JfiUe aiul llirtistle sjnndles

require an oil of higher viscosity, say from two to three times that

of sperm oil at 60° F. Pure mineriil oil is frequently used, but a
mixture containing from Id to 20 per cent, of refined neutral fixed oil

is preferable, and is used in many cases. For lixtius a mineral oil of

still higher viscosity, about lo times that of olive oil, is used. In

cotton spinning, some manufacturci-s still use sperm oil, either alone,

or mixed with a limited proportion of mineral oil in order to reduce
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the tcudency to gum. In xvooUeu spinning, minertal oil of about the

same viscosity as olive oil at G0° F. is used, also olive oil itself,

according to the class of work. As all pure mineral oils cause

objectionable stains on cotton or woollen goods, which can with

difficulty be wholly removed, it is customary to use either pure

fixed oil.<, or mineral oils containing a large percentage of fixed oil, in

all cases where the lubricant is liable to be splashed upon the fabric

(see p. 463). For this reason, neatsfoot or lard oil is used for the

lubrication of Jace-makimj machines, but for some of the light

bearings of lace-making and silk-weaving machines where oil is

objectionable, graphite is used.

For li'jht sewing machine.'', and other kinds of delicate inachiiierij

running at high sjpeedn, mineral lubricating oil is used having about

the same viscosity as, or even less than, that of sperm oil, preferably

mixed with from 10 to -0 per cent, or more of sperm oil.

For heanj sewing machines, printing machines, machine tools ami
otlier general machinery, shafting, etc., a mixt\ire of mineral oil with

from 10 to 20 per cent, of neutral animal or vegetable oil is suitable,

the viscosity of the mineral oil emploj'ed depending upon the class

of machine. The heavier the machine and the slower the speed, the

greater the viscosity needed. Animal oils as a class ai'e preferable to

vegetable oils in such mixtures, because they are less liable to gum
;

and for the same reason the larger the proportion of mineral oil which

can be used the better, provided the bearings are efticiently lubricated

and run cool. Among the vegetable oils, neutral coco-nut olcine is

one of the least oxidizable. Sometimes other considerations, such

as fluidity at low temperatures, or cheapness, are of paramount
importance, and lead to the employment of vegetable oils like rape,

which are somewhat readily oxidizable.

Dynamos and motors with bath or ring lubrication are lubricated

with mineral oil having from two-thirds to about three times the

viscosity of rape oil at 60° F., according to the power, weight, and

speed of the machine. The mineral oil is preferably used pure.

For turbine bearings {forced or circulating pump l-ubrication) pure

mineral oil is used having a viscosity ranging from one to five times

that of refined rape oil at 60° F., according to the weight and speed

of the turbine and the temperature at which it has to work.

For the forced lubrication of high-speed engines, pure mineral oil

of about twice the viscosity of rape oil at 60° F. is suitable. It is

important that the oil used should separate readily from water, and
be easily filtered whilst in circulation.

For the splash lubrication of high-speed steam engines (Willajis type)

charcoal filtered mineral cylinder oil of medium viscosity mixed with

a very little (2 to 5 per cent.) of lard oil answers well. The same
oil should be used for the cylinders of the engines. The proportion

of oil to water in the bath should be about one to ten. Soft water

should be used.

For locomotive and tender axles and machinery mineral oil having
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from two to foiii- times the viscosity of rape oil at 60° F., mixed with

reliued rape oil in the proportions of three of mineral to one of rape,

answers well. For very heavy locomotives, especially in warm
weather, it is desirable to increase the viscosity of the mixture by

the addition of some good mineral cylinder oil, but dark natural

or reduced oils must not be used for this purpose, as they interfere

with the free siphoning of the oil through the worsted trimming.

In hot climates castor oil is used.

For marine ewjine mation, and machinery icorkimj in hot places,

mineral oil is used in admixture with blown or thickened veget;ible

(usually rape) oil, tiie latter oil forming from 20 to 33 per cent, of

the mixture.

For the luhrirafion of steam engine cylinders heavy mineral

cylinder oils should be used, mixed with from f) to 25 per cent,

of rape or other fixed oil, according to circumstances, always

endeavouring to reduce the proportion of fixed oil to the lowest

proportion necessary to ensure efficient lubrication. In some cases,

pure mineral oil must be used, or no oil at all, as in the cylinders

of marine and other engines working with surface condensers the

water from which is returned to the boilers. In such ciises it

would be dangerous to use fixed oil, unless the condensed water

were completely puriKed from oil before being returned to the boiler.

Lubrication is improved by mixing a small quantity of gi-aphite with

the cylinder oil, but unless the mixture be kept continually stirred

the graphite settles out and causes trouble. Chapman's automatic

cylinder lubricator, described on p. -153, has been specially designed

to feed such mixtures. Chapman & Knowles have also patented a

mixture of graphite and glyceriu for the lubrication of steam engine

cylinders. The graphite is impregnated, before mixing it with the

glycerin, with a sufficient quantity of petroleum or other hydro-

carbon insoluble in glycerin to reduce the specific gravity of the

mixture to that of the glycerin, thus causing it to remain in susi>en-

sion. Special advantages are claimed for this 'oil-less' lubricant in

cases where the condensed water of steam engines is used for feeding

boilers. For further remarks on steam cylinder and valve lubrica-

tion see p. 182.

For (jas engine ci/Iinders an oil very largely used is a mixture

containing, approximately, 90 per cent, of mineral oil and 10 per

cent, of neutral fixed oil, the viscosity of the mixture being about

the same as that of rape oil at GO' F. In the working of these engines

carbonaceous deposits are liable to be formed by pirtial combustion

of the lubricant, especially when used in excess, which not only foul

the cylinders and piissages, but, with high compres.sions, frequently

cause troublesome pre-ignition of the explosive gjtscs. For this

reason, the mineral oils selected for lubrication should be such as

have undergone very careful rectification and show the least tendency

to decompose and deposit carbon when heated. They should also be

oils of low volatility, i.e. not losing appreciably by evaporation at
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working temperatures ; and it would certainly appear desirable to

exclude as far as possible any admixture of fixed oils, seeing that

these are not capable, as are the mineral oils, of being volatilized

without decomposition. The use of pure mineral oils of suitable

viscosity and low volatility has been found to give excellent results

in the author's experience with gas engines, as well as being cleaner

in use and cheaper than mixed oils. Veitch "Wilson, however,

informs us, as the result of extensive practical experience, that manj-

oil engines can only be run with either pure fixed oils such as olive,

lard, or neatsfoot, or with mixtures largely composed of such oils.

The deposits which are found in gas and oil engine cylinders are

not always wholly formed from the lubricant. A deposit of carbon

may sometimes be due to incomplete combustion of the gas or oil

vapour, if the air supply is deficient ; sulphur and compounds of

sulphur not infrequently met with are derived from the fuel. We
give analyses of three deposits, two taken from the pistons of gas

engines, and one from a gas-valve chamber, which have come under
our notice. The first was from an engine lubricated with a dark
Russian mineral oil, and is a typical gas-engine cylinder deposit.

Non-oily organic matter (chiefly carbon). . . 59'8

Oily and resinous matter, 26'3

Sulphur (free), ....... '1

Ferric and ferrous sulphates (soluble in water), . l"!

Ash (chiefly ferric oxide), 11-1

The second was from an engine lubricated with a pale American
mineral oil. The ammonium sulphate was due to imperfect washing
of the gas.

Non-oily organic matter, ....
Oily and resinous matter, ....
Sulphur (free), ......
Ammonium sulphate, etc., soluble in water, .

Ash (chiefly iron oxide), ....
Water,

100-0

The third, found in the gas-valve chamber of a gas engine, was
remarkable in containing 50 per cent, of free sulphur, clearly derived
from the fuel. It contained :

—

Free sulphur, .'jO'O

Oil soluble in ether, 1 T'O

Combined fatty acids, dirt, etc., .... 13'0

Ash (chiefly iron and copper oxides), . . . 15'0

Water, . .5-0
100-0
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The lubrication of motor ca7-s is a special case of tin; lubrication of

high-speed gas and oil engines and machinery. For the chamber
lubrication of the engines, mineral oils of high viscosity must be

used, on account of the high working temperatures, and they must
be selected for petrol engines on the same principles as for gas and

oil eni;ines, i.e. carefully rectified oils from good crude petroleum

must be used, not readily decomposed by heat, and not losing

appreciably by exaporation at working temperatures. Whether the

mineral oil be used alone or mixed with fixed oil, and what propor-

tion of fixed oil should be added, must depend upon the conditions

which obtain in the particular engine. For the uiachineiT of motors

lubricated on the circulating pump system, where the oil is drained

from the bearings into a reservoir, filtered and re-used, the lubricat-

ing oil should be pure mineral of no greater viscosity than is needed

to keep the bearings cool ; any viscosity in excess of this involves

increased friction and waste of driving power. Motore lubricated on

the drop sight-feed system should be supplied with a mixture of

mineral and fixed oil. For certain bearings, grease cups are used,

and for these care should be taken to select greases which melt at a

suitable temperature and do not separate, i.e. the oil in the grease

must not run down and leave the soap in the cup, but the grease

must melt as a whole.

For the cylinders of steam motors fitted with flash boilers like the
' Serpollet,' the ' Miesse,' or the 'Clarkson,' charcoal-filtered mineral

cylinder oils arc preferred. For those fitted with multi-lubular boilers,

like the ' Locomobile,' ' White,' or ' Duryea,' natural mineral oils of

high flashing-point are used.

For iteam lorries, trartion engines, etc., which work at high

pressures, exhaust direct to the atmosphere and, as one maker says,

' cough ' the cylinder oil out with every stroke, heavy dark oils are

good enough, used pure for sujierheated and mixed with rape oil for

saturated steam. For the splash lubrication of the engines of all

steam motors and lorries pure mineral oils must be used, to avoid

euiulsification with water.

Tiie ball-bearings and chain pins of ri/cles and motor reliieh's work
under heavy pressures and compjvratively slow rubbing speeds, fur

the sli() of the contact faces of the balls upon their bearing sur-

faces is very small. The conditions under which slip takes place

in such cases, and the real part a lubricant plays, can only be

explained by the theory of Osborne Reynolds (see Chapter I., page 12).

Hero we are concerned rather with wear tiian friction, and such

friction as exists is low speed. On this account a good neutral

animal oil or fat, pure or mixed with a fairlj' viscous mineral lubri-

cating oil, is the most suitable. The chain of a cycle or motor, both

as regards the friction of the pins and of the links on the teeth of the

wheel, works under conditions wliieli reipiiro a good grease or a good

fatty oil. Sperm oil mixed with a little vaseline to thicken it, and
with plumbago to keep the surfaces from grinding if they should
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become a little diy, answers well for cycle chains. Rangoon jelly

mixed with graphite (Price's ' Rangraphine ') also gives good results

and lasts well. Excellent results are also obtained by running the

chain through a bath of pure sperm oil, or a mixture of good mineral

oil with a little refined animal oil, which is held in a suitable case

secured to the machine. Pure mineral oils seem quite unsuitable,

as with them the bearing surfaces are apt to wear unduh-. Except

where an oil-bath is used, a thick oil or grease is necessary for the

chain, as a thin liquid rapidly runs off. If properly protected from

dust and dirt, and suitably lubricated, a cycle chain ought not to

require tightening up more than once or twice in a j-ear. For motor
chains, a neutral animal fat or good neutral grease (soap-thickened

oil) mixed with graphite is recommended, such as Price's ' Cirogene,'

which is a lubricant of this nature further stiffened by the addition

of wax.

For very heavy hearings, solid substances, such as soapstone,

graphite, asbestos, etc., are sometimes used as lubricants. They
cannot easily be squeezed or scraped from betw-een rubbing surfaces,

and are, consequently, suitable where very great weights have to be

carried on small areas, and where the speed of rubbing is not high.

Indeed, some solid lubricants will sustain, without injury to the

surfaces, pressures under which no liquid ones would work. As a

rule, the beai'ing surfaces are made of exceedingly hard materials.

Between cast-iron surfaces plumbago has been found to give good
results. T. Shaw found it to be superior to oil for the tables of heavy
planing machines.

For the hot-nerks of rolls, pitches of various kinds are used, alone,

or mixed with heavy mineral lubricating oils, or the latter may be

thickened with soap, etc. : see p. 131.

Hydraulic M'irhinery.—In hydraulic machinery many of the

rubbing surfaces of the spindles, valves, etc., are in a great measure
bathed in water, and such lubricants as can be used for them must be

carried by the water. When the same water is used over and over

again, mixed with as raucli fresh water as is necessary to meet the waste

due to leakage through glands, etc., it is treated in the tank from

which it is pumped and into which it is returned from the machines.

In such cases, soft soap alone appears to bo the best lubricant, but a

little mineral or fatty oil may be added. The soaps formed in or

added to the water concentrate upon all the surfaces with which the

fluid comes into contact, and form very tenacious films which prevent

the cutting and grinding of the valve faces.

When the water is obtained from street mains, and is passed after

use into the drains, the lubricant is generally added drop b_v drop bj-

means of a lubricator actuated mechanically by the hydraulic machine.

The rate of supply is thus regulated in accordance with the volume
of water passing. When the pressure is below 750 or 800 lbs. per

square inch, a mixed mineral and animal oil answers well, but for

higher pressures soft soap is a better lubricant. Hydraulic rams,
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slides, guides, etc., in cool climates may be lubricated with tallow,

provided it be free from acidity, as this lubricaut does not alter tuuch

at ordinary temperatures.

Nuts, keys, etc.—To enable nuts, boiler wash-out plugs, keys, etc.,

to be easily placed in position, and removed again after standing, it

may be for months or years, in warm places, a lubricaut is required

which keeps its nature and does not evaporate, corrode, or otherwise

injure the metallic surfaces. For such purposes, tallow, or other fat

or oil, or greases containing them, should on no account be used.

No doubt they make the nuts, etc., work freely in the first instance,

but in a very short time the fat undergoes a change which effectually

corrodes the surfaces together. Even a mineral oil, although it does
not set up corrosion, flows out of the joint in the course of a few

hours when heated, evaporates, and leaves the surfaces free to ' bind.'

To prevent this, the best plan is to make use of a lubricant consisting

of a thick mineral cylinder oil or petroleum jelly mixed with black-

lead. Here, even if the fluid or semi-solid portion of the lubricant

should be driven out of the joint by capillary forces, the black-lead

remains in the joint, keeps the nuts, etc., free, and enables them to

be easily tightened or taken off at any time without risk of breakage
or damage.

However, there are cases where no lubricant must be used, such,

e.g., as the nuts of the bolts securing fish plates to rails, which, if

lubricated, would ije apt to slacken back. The same may be said

of the bolts securing many of the parts of machines subject to

vibration.

Boiler Fittings.—The valve spindles, valves, etc., of fittings

attached to steam boilers are apt to woi-k rather stiffl}- owing to the

difficulty of lubricating theni, and the rapidit}' with which most
lubricants leave the heated surfaces. For them tlie mixture described

above for nuts, etc., answers well, the lubricant in all case< being a
mineral cylinder oil or grease containing a lubricating solid such as

black-lead or French chalk.

The glands of low-pressure boiler fittings may be packed with hemp
or jute soaked in paraffin wax containing French chalk or black-lead.

Th/' soft solii/ lu!iri'-(int r-'/ioiild on no account he a /alt;/ oil or i7;-«'a.<e.

Such lubricants attack the metallic surfaces with which they come
into contact and cause the glands to leak. For high pressures, or in

very hot positions, the hemp must be replaced by asbestos cord or

metallic packings.

Some enginenu'u have adopted the practice of putting oil, or the

waste water from their cylinder lubricato's, into steam boilei-s, either

througli the injectore or into the feed water. This practice is one
which should 7iot be adopted under any circumstances, for the acids

thus passed into the boilcre or formed there by decomjH^sition of the

fixed oil wiiich most cylinder hibricants contain, give rise to or

seriously accelerate tlie rate of corrosion which often results from
the strains set up in the metals by changes of temperature, etc.
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Lubrication effected in this way not only endangers the lives of those

who adopt the plan, but is sure to seriously shorten the life of the

boiler, especially if the water be soft. If the water be hard, greasy

deposits are formed, which are apt to cause overheating and collapse

of flues, etc.

Ciiftiiig Tools.—The cutting edge of a tool, such as that used for

a lathe, drill, slotting or other machine, is, owing to its hardness,

enabled to embed itself in the softer metal. When the metal is being

worked, especially if it be a tough one, heat is developed, not only

owing to the friction against the tool, but also owing to the distor-

tion suffered by the strip cut off. A large proportion of the heat

developed distributes itself in the mass of metal, while some of it

spreads to the tool, raising its temperature and occasionally seriously

injuring its temper. To prevent this, a stream of liquid is directed

against the tool. Water is generally used, but owing to the rapidity

with which plain water rusts clean iron surfaces, it has to be mixed

with soap of some kind, which also acts as a lubricant.

At the cuttiug point there is actual metallic contact, and the

friction is mainly that of an unlubricated surface, i.e. the friction

decreases with increasing speeds of cutting. The increase of speed

consequently decreases the load on a drill, although the heat pro-

duced may be somewhat greater. On this account it is well, should

a drill break, to first try a higher rather than a lower speed, unless

the heating effect produced be already too high to admit of such

a change.

In many shops the speeds of machines are lower than they need be,

for it is sometimes assumed that breakages can only be prevented by
running at low speeds. Mineral oils, being deficient in oiliness, are

not suitable for high-speed tools which require good lubrication.

Fatty oils such as lard oil, or a mixture of soft soap and soda, from

14 to 16 lbs. of each to 100 gallons of water, are greatly supei-ior.

The water, having a high specific heat, keeps the tools cool, whilst

the soap and soda improve its lubricating qualities as well as prevent

the surfaces from rusting (see p. 131).

The exact effects produced by a lubricant upon the working of a

cutting tool, at least so far as driving power is concerned, are not

clearly understood. That the lubricant penetrates

to the neighbourhood of the cutting edge is shown
by the increased smoothness of the finished surface,

and by the greater force required to keep the tool

against the work. The lubricant finds its way
almost, if not quite, to the cutting edge through

the gap at A (fig. 154). The edge of the tool, being

lubricated best on the side A nearest the work, is unable to dig

in and tear the metal, which is, therefore, finished smooth and

partially burnished. All bearings should be finished with a very

sharp and well-lubricated tool, no emery being used if the metal be

at all soft.

31
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Steam Cylinder and Valve Lubrication—/jn^'er/ecf Nature of.—
Although it is possible to so lubricate the cylinders and valves of

a steam engine that there shall be no excessive wear, it is impossible

to obtain anything like the results, so far as friction is concerned,

given by a well-lubric;ited journal. The pistons and valves move to

and fro in straight lines, and do not tend to automatically place

themselves in such positions as to trap the oil properly and keep the

surfaces from touching. Neither can the large extent of surface

exposed be kept flooded with oil, the passage of live steam through

the valve-chest and cylinders not admitting the presence of large

quantities of oil. We have, therefore, to be content with the presence

of a lubricating film of no great thickness, and either make the loads

on the bearing surfaces small or cause them to move somewhat

For a proper understanding of the conditions under which the

efficient lubrication of steam-valves and cylinders takes place, it is

necessary to consider at some length the physical properties both of

the lubricant and of the steam.

Ecaporation of Oil.—Even at ordinary temperatures water, when
in a dry atmosphere, evaporates, the vapour mixing with the air

and making it moist. Such evaporation goes on until tlie air is

saturated with moisture. Somewhat similar conditions occur at

the free surface of a mineral oil. Such oils slowly evaporate until

their vapours saturate the air or steam in contact with them.

With ordinary bearings at ordinary temperatures there is very little

loss by evaporation, when oil of good quality is used, but at the

high temperatures of steam cylinders serioxis loss may occur, for

not only is the tendency to evaporate increased, but the oil vapour
is rapidly carried ofT with the great volume of steam p;issing

through the exhaust. On this account, mineral cylinder oils should

be careful!}- tested as directed on p. 191, and all that are unduly
volatile rejected.

Decompoi'ition of Lubricants.—Vegetable and animal oils are unsuit-

able for cylinder lubrication, as, in contact with steam, at the high

temperatures to which they are subjected, they undergo a chemical

change resulting in the formation of free fatty acids (p. 105) which

may give rise to very serious corrosion. In many instances, the use

of such fatty lubricants has resulted in the cylinder metal being

rendered quite spongy and porous in the course of a few yciirs : bolts,

valve-spindles, studs, and other parts have been cut quite through,

and cylinder joints, etc., rendered leaky.

Tiie steam passages also become choked with metallic soaps,

oxides of iron, and free carbon, resulting from the chemical action of

the fatty acids upon tlie cylinder metal and the destructive decom-
position eftected by heat and high-pressure steam. In locomotives

the oil thrown against the hot blast-pipe, and even that adhering to

the ports undergoes destructive distillation with formation of a

carbonaceous deposit, which accumulates and gradually blocks up the
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passages. A partial analysis of such a deposit scraped from a piston

head is given below.

Fi.xed carbon, ......... 35'37

Hydrocarbons soluble in ether, ...... 7'52

Neutral fatty oil, 3-07

Fatty acids, free, and combined with metallic oxides, . . 2'52

Ash ; chiefly oxides of iron, with small quantities of cojjjier

oxide, lead oxide, etc., 44'85

Moisture, 2-21

Undetermined and loss, 446

100-00

Fatty oils, however, when mixed with mineral oils, in quantities not

exceeding 5 to 20 per cent., do not seem to produce these objection-

able results so readily ; indeed, the lubrication of parts which have to

carry very heavy loads is greatly improved by the addition of such
oils.

When surface condensers are used, and the condensed water is

again passed into the boilers, great care must be exercised to prevent

the passage of the oil used for the lubrication of the cylinders into

them. Tallow, suet, castor oil, and other animal and vegetable

lubricants must not be used in such cases, even in small quantities,

for the acids liberated by the action of heat and water vapour pass

into the boilers and cause serious corrosion. These acids cannot be
separated from the water by merely allowing it to rest for a time in

a tank ; they remain to a large extent suspended in the water, giving

it an opalescent appearance. Mineral oil also remains suspended in

condensed water in a very fine state of division, and even though a
considerable quantity may rise to the surface and be removed,
suthcient may remain in suspension to produce very serious etlects

upon the flues. Indeed, its presence may so check the passage of

heat through the boiler plates as to cause them to collapse. When
the water is passed through an efficient filter before entering the

boiler, and is thereby made bright and clear, no coiTosive action

appears to take place, the grease, etc., being for all practical purposes
eliminated.

The deleterious effects produced by the action of a lubricant on
marine boilers, when surface condensers have to be used, have led to

marine engines being run without any direct lubrication whatever
of their steam-chests or cylinders, though a certain amount of oil

finds its way in from the swabbing of piston rods, etc. This can
often be done without any very serious wear taking place, for the

load on the rubbing surfaces of many well-designed engines is very
small, but with new engines slow speeds must be adopted to begin
with, and the surfaces allowed to ' burnish ' and acquire hard skins.

For remarks on the use of graphite in cylinder oils, and of mixtures
of glycerine and graphite, see p. 476.

Application of Cylinder and Vulve Lubricants.—Even when the

lubricant used for cylinders is a good one, it is sometimes found that
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the parts are imperfectly lubricated. This may arise from several

causes, most of whicli, however, can be traced to superficial tensiou

phenomena.
It has already been explained that water will not touch the oiled

surface of a solid, although tiie relative superficial tensions of

metal, oil, and water are such that the latter has a greater affinity

for the metal than oil has. But oil cannot be i-eadily moved from a

metallic surface by water, for the oil is nearly insoluble, and evapo-

rates very slowly. On the other hand, water may be readily replaced

by oil, owing to the facility with which the water evaporates and
leaves a comparativeh' clean surface for the oil to cover. The
superior affinity of a metallic surface for water rather than oil is also

shown by the rapidity with which water will displace the oil from a
bearing where there is abrasion going on, and will cause it to run
hot. The presence of water in a steam-cylinder or steam-chest is

consequently deleterious. The friction of the faces rubs off the oil,

and if water be present in bulk, it covers the surfaces, and if the

loads be heavy, they grind and tear in the absence of a lubricant.

The condensation which takes place in a long steam-pipe will

often send so much water into the engine cylinders that lubrication

becomes impossible. To prevent this, separators are fitted so as to

dry the steam before it is used. A vertical exliaust pipe not fitted

with a drain pipe to carry away the water will also cause wear and
tear of the valves, for the water condensed in the cylinders cannot get

away freely. Difficulty is often experienced when valves are placed

on the top of the cylinders, for the water in the cylinders and steam-

chest cannot escape, but remains on the cylinder bottom and the

valve faces.

The D valves of non-compound high-pressure engines, especially

when not balanced, press very heavily upon their faces, but the
stroke being small, and the speed of rubbing low,

', Z/^ the heating eftect is not large. The pressure upon
p them, however, is so great, that where at their ends

y there is any considerable lengtli of valve seating

Fig. 155. which, owing to the short stroke, is not exposed to

the steam, the surfaces are apt to grind and tear.

To ensure the proper lubrication of this part of the valve face,

grooves may be cut in it, as shown in tig. 155.

We have in a previous chapter described one or two forms of

lubricator designed to steadily introduce a lubricant into the steam
spaces without entailing loss of either steam or oil. Such a

lubricator is generally placed above the point where the steam-pipe

enters the steam chest. It must not be placed above the main
steam-valve, for when the engine is not at work, tiie steam-pipe may
become filled with condensed water and the lubricjitor allowed to

feed into it. Rising up the water-logged steam-pipe, the oil will

flow into the boiler, and may cause serious injury there. The pipe

conveying the oil from the lubricator should be carried well into the
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steam-pipe, so that the lubricant may be delivered into the rapid

current of steam and not allowed to run down the sides of the pipe.

Indeed it is a good plan to carry the oil-supply pipe right across the

steam-pipe, and allow the oil to escape through a number of side

perforations. When this is done, the oil escapes at several points,

is well distributed over the column of steam in the steam-pipe,

covers the surface of each particle of water passing with the steam,

or is carried as spray to all parts of the steam-chest. The water

particles, being covered with a pellicle of oil, then lubricate instead

of merely wetting with water the surfaces upon which they impinge.

Management of Machinery.

—

Cleanliness.— One of the first points

to be attended to, if machinery is to be kept in good order and
work satisfactorily, is cleanliness. AVe have already pointed out the

necessity of keeping grit and dirt of various kinds out of the lubricants

used. But rapid wear and even overheating maj' result from dust

blown about tiie engine or machine-room. On this account, proper

care should be taken to pi'event the accumulation of dust in corners,

louvres, etc., for in windy weather it is liable to be suddenly

scattered over the machinery. Indeed, every precaution should be

taken to prevent the admission of grit and dirt, the floors being

moistened and swept repeatedly, and ever}- corner scraped clean.

lu many cases it is well to cover motors, dynamos, etc., when not at

work, by canvas coverings.

The extent to which proper care is taken to keep the machinery
in order, and in proper running condition, is nearly always reflected

by the general appearance of the installation. Carelessness of man-
agement go hand in hand with dirty machinery and untidj' engine-

houses and shops. In many of our modern engine-rooms, dust, dirt,

and scattered oil or waste are considered as much out of place as

they would be in a dwelling-house.

.The nature of the task imposed upon the engineer in charge of an

engine-room or mill depends largely upon the design of the machinery
he has to look after. As extreme cases we may contrast the huge,

slow-moving pumping engine of the last decade with the compara-
tively light, high-speed motors furnishing power for a moilern

electric-light station. In the one case lubrication is generally efi'ected

by the old imperfect siphon arrangements, and in the other by the

more modern automatic methods giving perfect lubrication. On the

score of satisfactory running there is little to choose between tiie two
methods, but the older machines cannot compare as regards first

cost and economy with the more modern designs. But it frequently

happens that steam, gas, and oil motors are made to run at speeds

for which their lubricating arrangements are quite unfitted, and it is

only by the exercise of the greatest care that casualties can be

avoided. Free lubrication and good fatty oils being necessary,

splashers have to be fixed in such a way as to prevent the oil from

being thrown about, and tins placed to catch that portion of the

lubricant which is ejected at the ends of the brasses.
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High speeds may be considered as ranging from 500 to 15,000

revolutions per minute, the higher speeds being generally confined to

comparatively small spindles transmitting considerable power, and
the lower speeds to shafts several iuches in diameter. To run

successfully, the lubrication must always be good, for the least failure

in the oil supplj' causes the bearings to run hot. To ensure success-

ful running, the oil-bath principle should be adopted, the lubricant

being thrown continuously over the portion of the bearing on the

opposite side to that of the brass which carries the load. This may
be effected either by the action of a disc, chain, or hoop on the shaft,

or by a small pump raising the oil from a reservoir below the

bearing.

In some high-speed bearings for shafting, which have only an

imperfect automatic supi)ly, additional cups filled with grease are

placed at the ends of the bearings. Should they run hot, tiiis grease

melts, runs out, lubricates the rubbing surfaces, and prevents for the

moment any serious injur\'. The covers of such grease cups often

rest upon the grease and fall when it runs away, thus warning the

man in charge of the need of replenishing.

At the pi-esent time the whole tendency of modem engineering is

to run every machine at its greatest possible speed, and thus get a

maximum amount of work out of a motor of minimum size and
weight. To enable this to be successfully accomplished, the new
methods of lubrication have to be adopted and the old loose methods

of engine-room management replaced by methods which entail

constant watchfulness concerning the details of lubrication.

The attendant in charge of high-speed machinery must exercise all

possible care and attention, for, as we have pointed out, machines are

frequently made to run at speeds for which the methods of lubrica-

tion adopted quite unfit them.

Siartinf/ of Neic Machinery.—To ensure the proper working of any

such complicated piece of mechanism as a steam engine, especially if

it be run at a liigli speed and with a heavy load on the bearings, or

if the work transmitted or developed be large, much depends upon

the intelligence of the erecting fitter or of the engineman wlio sets the

machine in motion. Of course the bearings may be so designed that,

owing either to the strains set up by the stresses acting on them, or

to the expansion of the parts from the heating of tlie cylinders, etc.,

the rubbing surfaces are pressed together with undue force in places,

and cannot possibly riui cool without some small alteration being

made or additional clearance given. Upon the engineer in charge,

therefore, falls the duty of making good such defects in the Iwarings,

or their method of lubrication, giving freedom to certain p;irts,

such as slide bars, to expand so that they may not buckle with

changes of temperature, putting in lubricating grooves, etc., where

they have been omitted, arranging for the proper escape of condensed

water from the cyliudei-s, and taking care that all the surfaces have

been properly bedded together. All omissions detected or alterations
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made should, of course, be carried out with the cognizance of those

responsible.

Even when all precautions have been taken, an engine will seldom

run cool if it be at once worked with the full load on or at its

maximum speed. This arises from the fact that for good lubrication,

and to obtain a low coefficient of friction, the working parts must
bed themselves together in a way which a fitter is quite unable to

imitate. Indeed, in a short time all bearings, if properly designed,

are worn to a shape which enables the lubricant to be drawn in

between the surfaces and wedge them apart. When this shape has

once been attained, further wear at running speeds almost ceases,

especially if suitable methods of lubrication and proper lubricants

be used. The machine should consequently in the tirst instance be

run with a light load at a very low speed. Under those conditions

the wear is comparatively rapid, especially if a moderately thiu

mineral oil be used and the journals and pius be allowed to bed

themselves in the brasses. The speed should then be increased, and
the blended oil used when, after some hours' running, the working

speed has been attained. During this stage it is well to supply the

lubricant liberally, to prevent overheating.

In the case of railway vehicles, even when the greatest care is

taken, a journal may run hot ; it then becomes necessary to change

the brass. A hard white-metal or bronze bearing cannot be expected

to run well at first, even if very carefully fitted, for, as stated above,

the correct form of the surface can only be brought about by wear, and
whilst such wear is going on at high speed the heat developed may be

very great. To enable a vehicle, a bearing of which has become so hot

as to damage the rubbing surfaces, to be run at once, a new brass may
be put in with a lead surface about -^\ inch thick. This rapidly

beds itself upon the journal in such a way as to form a good surface

where the journal is smooth, and does not bind heavilj- where the

journal is damaged. A lead surface of this kind, H. E. Haigh states,

will run several hundred thousand miles without being worn off.

MfithoiUcal Habits of Lubrication.—The most prolific source of

trouble experienced with machinery arises from the occasional failure

of the attendant to give each bearing its proper svipply of oil. No
doubt an unsuitable oil, the presence of grit, or some such cause may
easily result in overheated bearings, but as a rule there must be a

practically complete failure of the supply to give rise to a casualty.

That this may happen very easily will be recognized when the

number of bearings to be oiled in some machines is remembered
;

for a single oil-hole or cup missed during a round of oiling will often

lead to grave results. Each bearing and rubbing face of a

locomotive, for instance, must be lubricated before starting, each

bearing receiving a sufficient supply to last for about 150 miles. In

this case forgctfulness, or the non-adoption of a good system of oiling

by the driver, may delay an express train for hours.

To minimize the trouble arising from such causes, the engine attend-
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ant should systematically examine and occasionally feel the metal of

all bearings, so as to detect any case of overheating in its early stages,

and, when oiling a machine, should proceed in the same manner on
every occasion, always taking the bearings in the same order, so as

to reduce the risk of missing any. Even in the case of the sewing

machine or cycle, this should be carried out. With such machines
there is a descriptive pamphlet often given, showing each oil-hole

numbered. By following the instructions and giving each hole, etc.,

oil in the order stated, it will be almost impossible for any important
bearing to seize. In the case of a locomotive, the driver should

commence at the leading end, say on the right-hand side, and then
systematically oil each bearing as he moves towards the end of the

tender and back along the left side of the engine to the front again.

By adopting some such methodical plan, the risk of missing any
bearing and thereby causing a failure is reduced to the smallest

possible proportion. The same plan should be followed in putting

the trimmings into the oil-holes of siphon lubricators before starting

from a station.

Examinations of Bearings.—Assuming that all the bearings and
lubricated surfaces are in good condition after a motor, machine tool,

or mechanism for the transmission of power has been set to work,
it by no means follows that they will continue to remain so for more
than a few months without being properly cleaned and small defects

made good. Careful periodical examinations must therefore be made
of each bearing, for it frequently happens that valves wear out with

unexpected rapidity, oil-ways become choked with metal or dirt,

brasses fracture along the crown, white-metal partially runs out of

the recesses prepared for it, lubricating pads become ^'lazed, and a

hundred other defects reveal themselves. In the case of a locomotive

or a motor driving an electric-light station, any such failure will, if

not discovered and remedied in time, lead to a breakdown, and either

delay a train or temporarily extinguish tlie lights.

Although it is advisable to examine bearings at stated intervals,

yet, unless they have been getting warm or knocking, or there is

some defect or Haw which requires attention, the parts taken to

pieces should be replaced exactly as they were when removed. It is

a great mistake to always refit or rebed the brasses, for it is im-
possible to give the surfaces the form which gives the least frictional

resistance. Wear alone can do this. Examinations should, there-

fore, be confined to seeing that all the parts are sound, ' tinkering

'

with the rubbing surfaces being avoided as much as possible. Indeed,

a well-designed and properly cared-for engine should run for years

without the use of either a tile or a chisel, provided it be kept clean

and the lubricating appliances be always in good working order.

In dusty or dirty situations, where the oil has a tendency to

thicken, or in cases where the wear of the bearing or shaft is con-

siderable, deposits are apt to form in the oil-ways and prevent the
proper How of the lubricant. To prevent such deposits from collect-
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ing to a serious extent, pedestal caps, etc., should be occasionally

removed and cleaned.

When pad-lubrication is resorted to, it is necessary to remove the

pads every few weeks and clean the surface which comes in contact

with the moving surface, for the wool often becomes glazed by the

metallic surface against which it rubs. The pad must, therefore, be

scraped clean and well oiled each time it is removed, i.e. about once

a week. Unless this be done regularly- and often, the bearing will

not keep cool and wear well.

Trimmings also require frequent examination and renewal. In

warm places fatty oils gum and clog the pores, as does dirt in dusty

places. Want of proper attention to trimmings is a fruitful source

of heated bearings, for the volume of oil supplied by them varies

with the number of strands or with the fit of the woollen plug in the

oil-hole. Any change either in the fluidity of the oil or in the

cleanliness of the pores also alters the rate of supply to the bearing.

Where the lubricant is supplied by oil-cups fitted with small valves

at the bottom in such a way that the rate of feed may be judged by
the rate at which the oil falls from a small nozzle, the passages are

apt to become suddenly clogged by mucilage or dirt stirred up from
the bottom of the reservoir. They should, therefore, be regularly

examined and cleaned out. The oil should also be removed periodi-

cally from all reservoir bearings, filtered, and, if not too acid, used

over again.

Examination Bool-.—To ensure the examinations being really made
at the required intervals by those whose duty it is to attend to such
matters, an examination book should be kept in which is clearly

stated the nature of all periodical examinations, a column being

provided for the engineman or fitter to sign after having made each

inspection.

The necessity for adopting this course is the greater the larger the

station or mill, and the more numerous the machines of various kinds

it contains. Such machines, motors, or lines of shafting must be

consecutively numbered, so that they maj' be easily identified and
the entries referring to repairs or examinations properly kept up.

If such a book be not kept, the engineer in charge cannot expect

each motor, etc., to be properly and regularlj' attended to, for some
portions of the machinery will receive undue attention, whilst others

will be neglected, and all sorts of difficulties will arise which a better

organized system would prevent.

Preservation of Machineri/ not in Regular Use.— It frequently

happens that an engine plant for the supply of power is put down in

duplicate, and parts may have to stand idle for weeks or even months.
Whenever possible such engines, etc., should be worked alternately,

so that all the surfaces may be kept clean, smooth, and in good con-

dition. When such motors as marine engines have to stand idle in

dock, it is well to get up steam occasionally and run the engine for a

few hours. Should this be impossible, the engine must be ' pinched

'
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round once each day to keep the cylinder faces in good order. Discs

fitted with teeth are often keyed on to the shaft for this purpose.

Protection of Polislied Surfaces.—In cases where an engine or

machine is to lie idle for any length of time a better plan is to fake

the parts to pieces, clean atl the rubbing surfaces, and cover them
with a protective paint. The same treatment should be accorded

to accurately machined faces which are to be used for rubbing, and,

indeed, all light work which is to be kept ready for use, as soon as

it is finished. Unless this plan be adopted, the bearing surfaces

will become pitted and rusted to such an extent that the machine

will cost more to repair than it is worth.

The most commonly used mixture for this purpose is one consist-

ing of white lead and tallow. It forms a good cover when put on

warm, and it does not corrode the metals as the acid constituents of

the tallow, if there be any, are converted into lead soaps. The
white-lead in this mixture plays the part of the lime or soda in the

numerous axle or other greases. Neutral petroleum jelly is also

very effective in preserving bright steel from rust, if the surfaces to

which it is applied are perfectly dry.

When the machinery is for export purjioses, and may be exposed

to rain or moist air, the surfaces must be covered with black enamel

or japan, which effectually protects them from rust, even if they

should be immersed in water for many hours.

Overheating of Bearings.—We have already mentioned a number
of causes which may lead to overheating, which should have been

provided against either whilst the machine was being erected or

during the preliminary or trial runs. It sometimes happens, how-

ever, that a bearing may run short of oil for a few minutes, or that

grit may get between the surfaces and cause trouble. When this

occurs to a marine engine bearing and the damage likely to be done

to the engine is less serious than that wiiich would result from the

stoppage of the vessel, it is the custom to turn a stream of water,

if possible soapy water, upon the heated parts and keep going. In

many cases plumbago thrown over the heated surface, or run on to

it mixed with oil, will prevent serious injury. Much the same maj'

be said of a locomotive bearing as regards the advis;ibility of

stop])ing, but here nothing must be done which will endanger the

safety of the train. Electric-light engines, where they are in dupli-

cate, and most other motors, machine tools, etc., can be stopjied for

examination at once. Unless this be done promptly, the injury

sustained may necessitate a new step or journal.

In all cases of sudden heating it is wise to at once use a good

fatty oil, as this kind of oil does not, to the s;\me extent as mineral

oil, lose viscosity with rise of temperature, and the fixed oils arc more
'oil}'.' A can of rape or olive oil may be kept handy for such

emergencies.

To run without attention a bearing which becomes heated day

after day is a great mistake, as there must be something radically
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wrong to cause such heating. The shaft or journal may be oval, one
or other of the surfaces damaged, grooved, or flawed, the oil-ways

blocked up, the footstep distorted by overheating, the lubricator

working improperly, the shaft sprung out of line, etc. It might
not appear at first sight that a mere crack in the crown of a brass,

especially as it scarcely affects the area of contact, would cause

trouble. But it must be remembered that such a crack allows the

oil to escape, and largely reduces tlie carrying power of the oil-film.

C. W. Naylor* mentions a case where two 5-inch diameter shafts,

carried in plain babbitetl cast-iron bearing boxes split on a horizontal

plane, each shaft transmitting power by belting from a steam engine

to five electric generators, persistently ran hot when lubricated with

oil or grease. As the pull of all the six belts on each shaft was
horizontal, the oil was probabl}' forced out through the split in the

boxes. However, it was eventually found possible to lubricate these

bearings with water, a small stream being allmved to trickle through
the bearings whilst running, and oil being fed into the bearings only

during five minutes before closing down, in order to prevent rusting.

The wear on the babbit and boxes during eleven years, whilst lubri-

cated with water in this manner, was found to be only |-inch, and
on the shaft nil. The temperature of the engine-room was about
100° F., the water varying in temperature from 45° in winter to 65°

in summer. The shafting ran quite cool.

The real condition of a bearing which habitually heats can only be

ascertained by taking the parts to pieces, and when this has been

done there is no excuse for not making every defect good.

Bearings which fit too closely are very apt to run hot ; on the

other hand, those which are too loose make a great noise, and the

repeated blows not only tend to produce and develop flaws in the

moving parts, but also to damage the surfaces. What should be

aimed at is a free bearing in which there is room for the oil-film to

form.

Friction and serious heating may be produced by using a lubricant

either too low or too high in viscosity. When the viscosity is too

low, the oil pressure-iilra, which keeps the bearings of rapidly

moving machinery from touching, does not form properly, and solid

friction results. On the other hand, when the viscosity is too great,

the frictional resistance of the film may be so large that the beai'ing

becomes warm or even hot. That it is best to use an oil having as

small a viscosity as possible has been demonsti-ated over and over

again, especially when, as in the case of textile or printing machinery
and dynamos, the bearings run at high speeds and the loads per

square inch are small. The heat liberated, and therefore the friction

encountered, is proportional to the internal friction of the lubricant
;

and when it is remembered that at high speeds there is a continuous

film of oil separating the surfaces, and that the friction in journals

and spindles is proportional to the viscosity of the oil, it is clear

' Trans. Amcr. Soc. Mech. Eng., vol. xxvii. p. 432.
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that heatiug is as likely to be due to the want of fluidity of the

lubricant as to actual metallic contact action. Tlie best results are

consequently obtained by using lubricants of the lowest permissible

viscosity. Yet, frequently, the engineer in charge assumes that the

heating results from the rubbing of the surfaces against each other,

and is surprised to find that when he uses a thicker oil his bearings

become still hotter.

Main engine bearings, the steps of which are separated into several

portions, are very apt to run warm. This arises from the fact that to

obtain good lubrication each of the brasses should be able to assume

the relative positions, with regard to the journal, shown in fig. 102,

p. 404.

When there is only one bearing step, the shaft or journal can

place itself in the position necessary to give it carrying power, but,

on the other hand, when there are two or three separate brasses,

they must have freedom to move into such positions that there shall

be a wider gap on the ' on ' than on the ' off ' side. The degree of

freedom required is very small. The best way to secure it will

depend iu each case upon the adjusting arrangements.

It sometimes happens tliat a locomotive axle-box bearing, fed with oil

through a hole and groove in the top of the brass, will run hot, and

continue to do so, although every care has been taken to secure well-

fitting faces. Now it has beeu repeatedly shown, especially with

mineral oil, and, less markedly, with fatty oils, that when the oil is

supplied in this way it is unable to properly wet the journal, being

scraped off by the closely-fitting edges of the gi-oove. Indeed, the

better the fit of the brass and journal, the more the oil is confined

and prevented from getting to the proper place, viz., the 'on ' side of

the brass. As a rule, the side play of the brass enables it to mount
on the curves at the ends of the journal, and iu this manner the oil

is liberated and runs over the journal. A couple of small grooves

from the oil-way to the ends of the brass will answer the same

purpose and prevent overheating, provided the load be not too great

(see also p. 400).

A siphon may cease to feed long before the oil reservoir is empty,

and may thus mislead. The height to which the lubricant can be

drawn from a reservoir by a trimming depends upon the fineness of

the material of which it is made. Thus cotton wick will raise the

liquid much higher than worsted. The latter material only lifts

lubricating oils about \\ inches. Lubricator reservoirs are often

made much deeper than this, and if not regularly cleaned out, they

gradually become partially tilled with a sticky, dirty mass. The
better plan is to make them shallow and to clean them out often.

A bearing wliich habitually runs warm cannot be considered as

working properly, even if it never actually heats so badly as to neces-

sitate a stoppage, for the cottficient of friction must be high and the

waste of power considerablo. Such a bearing has either got too

much weight upon it, is not iu line with other bearings on the same
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shaft, or its surfaces are grooved and the oil-film cannot form. When
this is the case, the shaft or journal, and also the brass, must be filed

or machined to true faces. It occasionally happens that on taking

the pedestal cap or brass from a bearing which has begun to get hot,

the shaft or journal will be foiuid to be badly flawed.

Selection of Lubricants.—Although it is clear that for each kind
of bearing, speed, and load, only a comparatively few varieties of

lubricants out of the great number placed by manufacturers on the

market will be found to give equally good results, in practice the

disadvantages resulting from having a large number of oils, etc., in

use at the same time is so great that practical men, as a rule, prefer

to use a few lubricants only, selected so that tiiey shall answer as

nearly as possible for all purposes. This limitation may, however,

be carried to extreme lengths, and greater waste of power and damage
to wearing surfaces caused than the convenience warrants.

But the advantages to be gained by carefully selecting lubricants

according to the kind of bearing to be lubricated are clearly becoming
more and more marked as time goes by, for the speeds at which
machines run are becoming greater and greater each year, as are

also the loads placed on many of the bearings. The conditions under
which lubrication has to be eftected are, therefore, rapidly becoming
more diverse, and the time when the engineer could afford to use

almost any lubricant placed on the market has passed away.

The scientific selection of lubricants can only be accomplished by
ascertaining experimentally the extent to which different oils, etc.,

reduce wear and friction, for economy in the cost of oil is often only

effected b}' greatly increased expense in other directions. This, the

most important aspect of the problem of lubrication, will be dealt

with presently.

Cost and Efficiency of Lubricants.—Although in the selection of

lubricants the price is an important factor, there is no real economy
in using cheap but unsuitable oils. This will readily be seen when
the actual exjjense incurred in their purchase is compared with that

spent on fuel and on repairs. Indeed, it has been maintained with

some show of reason that the consumer can frequentlj- better afford

to use the highest priced and best article than a lower priced and
inferior one supplied free of charge. This is certainly the case with

small mechanisms, such as sewing-machines, clocks, and the like.

Not only may the loss by friction be largely increased by using an
\innecessarily thick lubricant, or the bearings become clogged by using

a gumming oil, but the wear and tear of the surfaces may become very

great and the life of the jiarts be much shortened by using a lubricant

deficient in olliness. It is, therefore, imperative that the chemical and
mechanical, as well as the commercial, aspect of the question should

receive careful attention, for many so-called special oih, for which a

high price is demanded, are really composed of very cheap ingredi-

ents. The experimentally ascertained quality and not the price alone

must therefore be the guiding principle in the selection of lubricants.
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By means of the physical tests enumerated and described iu detail

in previous chapters, the viscosity, gumming properties, acidity,

Hash-point, etc., of various lubricants can be ascertained in the

laboratory. If it were not for the fact that there is as j'et some un-

certainty regarding the methods of measuring the comparative oiliness

of lubricants of different viscosities, there would be little difficulty in

deciding which of a number of lubricants was the best to use for any
particular puri^ose. Although mechanical testing machines, if properly

used, give us some considerable information on this head, it is only by
a knowledge of the extent to which each lubricant keeps the various

bearings cool, and reduces friction and wear, that the engineer can

judge properly whether he is obtaining the best possible result.

An accurate estimate of the comparative value of different lubri-

cants can only be made bj' carefully ascertaining the frictional losses

each lubricant entails and comparing tliese losses with the total work
done by the prime movers. Knowing the cost of the fuel, etc., used,

the engineer can then calculate how much he is expending in unpro-

ductive work with varying conditions of lubrication. By occasionally

weighing his pedestal brasses, valves, etc., he can also measure the

rate of wear going on in his machinery. A knowledge of such points

will enable him at once to see whether he is losing or gaining by the

adoption of any particular lubricant or lubricants, and also to note

the effect produced by changes of temperature. Such knowledge is

easily gained liy fixing indicators on steam or other motors when all

or certain parts of the machinery are running light, also when each

macliine has its full load, and again under normal conditions. In all

cases when the power used is an important item, these observations

should be made periodically, the results entered up for future

reference, and a balance-sheet drawn up so as to enable the cost of

power, and also of lost work, etc., to be compared with the expense

incurred on lubricants.

Various dynamometers have been devised for measuring the power
recjuired to drive maciiinery. These instruments are introduced

between the motive power and the machine, and measure the power
transmitted, either by the compression of a spring or by means of a

weighted lever. An apparatus of this kind, known as the Emerson
Cotton Mill Power Scale, is illustrated in tig. 156, and its application

to a spinning frame is shown in tig. 157. For these blocks we are

indebted to the Florence Co., of Florence, Mass., who are the makers,

and to whose jiamphlet we nnist refer our readcre for further pjir-

ticulars. The following results, which were obtjiined by applying

one of these scales to .a corn crusher, were kindly conununioatod to

us by .1. T. I'otts :

—

Material crushed.

Oats, .

Maize,

Beans.

Revs. iH>r
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When the crusher was moderately well lubricated, it required only

O'Ol horsepower to drive it when doing no work ; when allowed to

go without oil for several days, the power was increased to 005
horse-power ; whilst on thoroughly well oilins it the power required

fell to 0-005 horse-power. It is evi i iir t1,i- ,n appliance of this

kind may prove very valuable in a large mill in determining the
relative friction-reducing powers of various lubricants.

Frictional Losses.—Magnitude of Losses.—The losses which arise

from the friction of the mechanism, as compared with the total energy
actually expended in useful work, are in many cases unduly large.

As an extreme case, a clock or watch may be instanced. Here,
practically the whole of the power is expended in overcoming the
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friction of the bearings, and the efficiencj* is zero. Should the friction

of the pinions increase or diminish from any cause, then that of the

speed-regulating appliance likewise diminishes or increases, the total

friction remaining constant.

In a cotton mill, woollen factory, or printing works, the frictional

losses are very large compared with the power actually developed.

Here we have to deal with losses in the motor, the transmission

machinery, and also in the actual machine tool, the power expended

in placing the threads in position, or propelling the paper, ink,

rollers, etc., being small. In electric-light and hydraulic stations,

the etliciency of the installation is greater, for the total power

delivered in tlie form of current, or volume of water raised, is large

in comparison with that developed by the motors.

Ordinary atmospheric changes of temperature have at times been

J
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known to alter the friction of the machinery of a large mill as much
as 15 or 20 per cent. In other instances, a reduction of 50 per cent,

in the total resistance, and, therefore, of the fuel, etc., used, has been
effected by using a more suitable oil. WTien it is remembered that

this means that the frictional loss sometimes amounts to considerably

more than half the power developed by the motor, the importance of

using a suitable lubricant will be fully appreciated.

As the viscosity decreases, sometimes rapidly, with rise of tempera-

ture, a lubricant which may be suitable for one season or country

may not suit another. The effects brought about in this way may
be seen by comparing the coal burned from week to week during the

year with the chaiiges the mean temperature has undergone during

the same intervals. In railway work this is particularly noticeable,

the coal consumption, partly on this account;, being much greater

during winter months than in the summer.
Even after a mill has stood for a day, the bearings will have cooled

down so much that considerably more power will be required to work
it during the first few hours than during the rest of the run, provid-

ing the temperature of the air does not fall much in the interval.

This must be borne in mind when, for the purpose of ascertaining

the efficiency of any particular lubricant, the indicated horse-power

required to drive a mill is measured.

TIte Efficiency of Mechanism.—In a machine shop or factory where

power is used for carrying on any process, we generally have a

prime mover which renders available the energy derived from some
natural source, and transmission machinery for conveying the power

so obtained to any point for the actuation of special machinery or

machine tools. The mechanical efficiency of the motor or of any link

in the mechanism involved in the transmission of power is obtained

by dividini: the useful work performed by the gross energy expended.

Thus, in the case of a steam engine, if the indicated horse-power be

100, and the work actually delivered on the belt be 85, the efficiency

would be 85.

In some cases the losses arising from the friction of shafting,

etc.. are so great tiiat it is more economical to transmit the power

electrically from the prime mover to the machine, which is then

fitted with a small electromotor.

Electrical Transmission of Power.—The use of electrical methods

for the transmission of energy is now engaging the serious attention

of mechanical engineers, for it enables the frictional losses of bearings

to be, to a large extent, avoided. The resistance of the electrical

conductoi-s, however, also results in considerable loss of energy, and

their capital cost being also large, electrical methods of transmission

are not always the most economical ; but where power has to be

transmitted to a number of scattered points, it is often best to have a

well-designed central generating station, and to transmit the energy

electrically to the several shops or yards.

Economical Lubrication.—Before one can establish the fact that a

32
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particular oil is more economical in use than another, a balance-sheet

must be drawn up showing the total expenses chargeable to each of

the following items :

—

1. Cost of power developed.

2. Cost of proportion of power lost in friction.

3. Expenses resulting from wear and tear.

4. Cost of lubi-icants.

When the lubricants are very imsuitable, the bearings improperly

designed, or there is careless management, other losses may be

incurred which will not fall under either of the above heads. They
include broken shafts, heated bearings, rapid wear, etc. It is such

signs that often first direct attention to the fact that the lubricants

in use are unsuitable. Even when such accidents are comparatively

rare, the loss by friction may be much greater than it ougiit to be,

and the fact that comparative!}' little ditKculty is experienced iu

keeping the bearings from actuallv getting hot should not be

regarded as showing that good results are being obtained as regards

economy of power.

Indicating ot Motors.—When once the necessary gear has been
fitted for indicating an engine, the diffic\ilty of ascertaining the

horse-power at any given moment is very small. Apart from the

question of friction, a large motor should have indicator diagrams
taken periodically for the purpose of ascertaining whether the valves

are properly set and the distribution of steam satisfactory. For the

best metliod of procedure, a work on the indicator should be con-

sulted. We may here point out, however, that HucCnations in speed
and power are produced by the action of the governors, etc., from
minute to minute, and that accurate figures can only be obtained by
making a series of observations extending over a reasonable interval

of time, the mean of the results obtained from each set of indicator

cards being made use of.

Estimation of Cost of Frictional Losses.—As in many cases almost
the whole of the losses are due to the friction of lubricated bearings,

the losses due to each portion of the mechanism should, as far as

possible, be ascertained separateh'. This maj- be done by obtaining

the indicated hoi-se-power under the following conditions:

—

(a) Motor running lii^ht.

(I)) With the transmission machinery in motion.

(c) With all the machines, or certain types of machines, running
light.

(d) With all the machines, or certain types of machines, having
their full working load on.

As the viscosity of lubricants varies with the temperature, the

tests to ascertain the comparative lubricating values of two oils, etc.,

should lie made under similar atmospheric conditions, and it is of

equal, if not of greater, iiuportanoe to give the bearings time to

assume a steady temperature by indicating the motor at the end of

a few liours' run.
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To obtain the actual cost per hour per horse-power developed in

ordinary running, the calculation should include the following items:

—

1

.

Interest on cost of land, plant, and buildings.

2. Depreciation (maintenance and renewal).

3. Taxes, insurance, etc.

4. Wages and salaries.

5. Cost of fuel, oil, waste, etc.

Here we have a number of charges which increase or decrease the

cost of power according as the mean output decreases or increases.

It may be argued that the saving eilected by improving the lubrica-

tion, inasmuch as it does not decrease some of these items, should be
calculated upon the saving in item 5 only. However, when the

saving in power is large, it may affect depreciation and wages as well.

This is a point the consideration of which must be left to the judg-

ment of the engineer in charge.

It has been shown that tlie friction of a steam-engine or gas-

engine is unaffected by the load put upon it. Thus if, when running
light, the indicated horse-power is 7, then, when the brake horse-

power is 50, the indicated horse-power will be 57. From this it is

clear that the frictional resistance, measured wlien there is no load on

the engine, gives the frictional resistance under all conditions. The
same will apply to line shafting and to many machines and machine
tools. We may, therefore, estimate very closely the friction-reducing

properties of any particular lubricant by running the machinery oiled

with it light, rather than full}' loaded ; care must, however, be taken

always to have the same number of machines at work when making
a test.

When the horse-power developed by the motor is large, and the

machines numerous, the effect of changing an oil can only be
ascertained by using it on a large number of bearings or machines, so

as to make the loss or gain of power considerable in proportion to

the total effect.

By multiplying the gain or loss of power by the cost per horse-

power, and then by the hours worked per diem, the daily saving or

loss is obtained, and by comparing this with the oil account the

real commercial value of the lubricant is ascertained. The point has

been dealt with at some length by R. H. Thurston.

^

Since the increase in friction of a bearing results in a I'ise of the

temperature of the pedestal, a rough idea of the comparative value

of two lubricants may be obtained by measuring their temperature
effects. This is most satisfactorily effected by surrounding two
bearings on a shaft by roomy boxes, to protect them from draughts,

and placing thermometers in contact with the pedestal caps. The
same oil should first be tried on both bearings, and the rise of

temperature of each noted, for witli the same oil different bearings

will almost always be found to give somewhat different heating results.

W^lien the difference of temperature which results from the accidental

' Friction and Lost Work, p. 3i3.
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difFerenee of load or condition of each bearing has been ascertained,

the oil used for one of them may be changed and a comparative test

again made. This should be done several times, for the result depends
in some measure upon the rate of feed.

It is, however, much more satisfactory to make such oil-tests in

proper oil-testing machines, for the load, speed, and the rate of and
method of feed can then be properl}- controlled.

Estimation of Losses due to Wear.—These can only be obtained

in a direct way by comparing the expense incurred in repairs,

renewals, and breakdowns which have occurred during fairly long

intervals of time. However, it is sometimes necessai-y to obtain the

effects produced during short intervals by different lubricants, in

which case the best plan is to weigh certain brasses or other rubbing

parts, such as piston rings, at stated intervals on an accurate balance.

In this way any rapid increase or decrease in the rate of wear can be

noted, and this, taken in connection with the pecuniary gain or loss

resulting from a variation in the total frictional losses, will enable

the engineer to form a fairly accurate estimate of the value, from a

practical point of view, of any particular lubricant.

In all cases where frictional losses form a large proportion of the

power developed, it will be found that the cost of the lubricant,

tseing only about 3 per cent, of the cost of fuel, is a comjxiratively

insignificant item compared with that of the power saved or lost.

Indeed, it will frequently pay to use the best lubricant irrespective

of its price. The highest-priced lubricant offered, however, is often

by no means the best, for very poor mixtures are sometimes placed

upon the market as first-class lubricants and sold at high prices.

Oil-cans, Feeders, etc Vessels for holding a supply of oil and

enabling it to be supplied to the bearings with ease and certainty are

made of various patterns. In some cases it is only necessary to supply

a few drops once every few hours. For this purjiose small conical or

lenticular cans, having a long spout screwed on, are eonveniout.

Either the bottom or sides are made elastic, and a little pressure

exerted compresses them and expels a small quantity of oil. In the

larger forms the oil is libenited by opening a small valve actuateil by
a button, or the piston of a small cylinder is pressed in and any
desired amount of oil delivered.

It sometimes happens that the reservoirs of oil-bath bearings have

to be emptied and filled again periodicalh". For this purpose a form

of syringe is used which enables a definite quantity to be withdrawn

from the bottom of tiu' reservoir and fresh oil substituted.
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Acid, free, or acidity of oils (section on),

210-218.

amount permissible in lubri-

cants, 21S, 312.

determination of, 215-218.

ell'ects of, in lubricants, 213.

effect of storage on, 213.

gravimetric determination of,

21S.

methods of expressing, 215, 216.

nature and amount of, in fixed

oils, 210-213.

nature and amount of, in

mineral oils, 210.

Acid value, meaning of, 215.

Adams (and Grandison) ; sight - feed

cylinder lubricator, 452.

.Adamson(D,iniel) ; force-pump lubrication,

402.

Adhesion ; Tait on, 3.

Agate for bearings, 393.

Air as a lubricant, 85.

Aisinmaun ; determination of flashing-

point, 189.
' Ajax ' plastic bronze, 381, 3S2.

Alcohols, wax, acetylation process ol

examining, 243-245.

acetylation process, results ob-

tained by (table), 244.

from beeswax, properties and
identification of, 231, 234, 245, 246.

from carnauba wax, 231, 234,

244, 245.

from sperm oil, 230, 234, 244
245.

from wool fat, 231, 234, 244,
245.

iodine values of, 256.

specific gravities of, at :p-^^ C.

,

luO°
185.

Alen ; arachidic acid in rape oil, 110.
' Alkali value.' meaning of, 223.

Allbright (and Clark) ; cloth-oil tester, 280.
Allen ; lard oil, properties of, 323.

' saponification equivalent ' of oils,

223.

sperm oil, flashiug-point of, 326.

tallow ; water, blood, and insoluble
matter in, 321.

tallow oil, specific gravity of 323.
Almond oil, comparative oxidizability of,

267.

Amagat (and Jean) ; differential refracto-

meter, 206.

American mineral oils (see Mineral Itibri-

caling oils).

Amontons ; fiiction researches, 6.

Analysis of greases, 328.

of mixed lubricating oils, 223, 328.

'Animal oil,' acetyl value of, 250.

acid, free, in, 211, 323.

iodine value of, 255, 323.

ilaumene thermal value of, 263.

saponification value of, 323.
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' Animal oil,' setting-point of, 323.

specific gravity of, 323.

(see also l\iVuw oil).

Animal oils, distinction of, from vegetable

oils, 232.

(see Fixed oils).

Antifriction alloys, advantages of, 3^5, 387.

application of, to bearings, 385.

effects of bismuth and alumin-

ium in, 392.

investigation of, by Behrens,

Char|.y, and Bauckc, 390-392;
Goodman, 392.

precautions in melting and
casting, 386, 387.

. used by American railways,

38S.

used by Dutch railways, 388.

used by English railways, 388
used by French railways, 3S8.

used by German railways, 388.

. used by Russian railways, 388.

used by Swiss railways, 388.

various, 3S8, 3S9 (lable).

zinc in, 387.

Arachis (Earthnut) oil, acetyl value of,

248, 250.

detection and determination of,

in olive oil, 283.

freeziiig-iKiint of, 199.

iodine value of, 25.'i.

iodine v.ilue of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

Maumeno thermal value of, 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidaticin, increase of weight

by, 268, 270.

oxidizability of, 267.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert-Meissl \alue of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

sj)ecific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, 185.

unsapouifiable matter in, 233.

Archbutt; acid, free, in oils, 211, 212,

213.

'animal oil," properties of, 323.

arachis oil, determination of, in olive

oil, 2S5, 286.

blown oils, acetyl values of, 248.

bromine thermal test, 2.'i8.

castor oil, solubility of, in alcohol,

319.

lard oil, properties of, 323.

Maumcne thermal test, 200.

miueral oils, ash of, 304.

olive oil, characters of, 211.

rape oil, arachidic acid in, 110, 2S7.

Archbutt ; rape oil, free acid in, 211.

setting-point, determination of, 196.

tallow, iodine value of, 322.

volatility of oils, 192.

vaporimeter, 192.

viscometer, 147.
' Armstrong ' lubricating pad, 437.

Asbestos as antifriction packing for taps

and valves, 394.

as lubricant for heavy loads, 479.

Ash, determination of, 304.

proportion found in mineral lubri-

cating oUs. 304.

Ashcroft's oil-testing machine {drum), 350.

Asphalt, detection and determiuatiou of,

in miueral oils, 300-302.

Automatic engine cylinder lubricator, 444.

Axle-box bearings, 415.

for grease, 417.

for oil, 415-417.

heating of locomotive, 492.

locomotive, 416.

railway vehicle, 416.

Babbit'.s antifriction metal, 389.

Bach ; method of determining melting-

point, 203.

oxygen-absorption test, 271.
' Bagasses' oil, 112, 113.

Bailey's oil-testing machine (jKmlulum),

369
Hall-bearings, 86-88, 425, 426.

liallantyne ; acid, free, in oils, 213.

acidity of oils, effect of storage on

213.

rancidity of oils, 213.

(see T/iomsoii).

Baucke ; investigations of antifriction

alloys. 390.

Baudouin ; colour reaction for sesame oil

.

291.

Baynes (see For).

'Bayonne' engine oil, viscositv of, 107.

169.

Beal ; determination of volatile fattv acids,

240.

Beam (see Lt-nmann).

Bearing metals, microstructure of, 880,

381, 383.

Bearings, adjustability of, necessary to

prevent heating, 415.

I

axle-box, 415.

ball, admissible loads on, 42."i.

design of, 88, 425, 426.

friction of, 86-88.

frictioual laws of. 87.

lubrication of, 478.

puri>oses used for, $6, 425.

brass. 381.

broute, 378-384.
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Bearings, bronze, experiments by Dudley,
Clamer, and Job, 379-384.

• objections to zinc in, 381, 383,
384.

relative wear of, 379, 3Sil.

strength and efficiency of, de-

pendent on good foundry practice,

382-384.

used by American railways,

382.

used by French railways, 382.

used by Italian railways, 382.

used by Midlind Railway, 382.

various, composition of, 382
(labk), 384.

burnished surfaces for, 409.

bush, 410.

carrying power of, dependent upon
viscosity of lubricant, 404.

case-hardened iron and steel, 377,
378.

cast-iron, 378.

characteristics of good metal for, 380,
384.

chilled cast-iron, 378.

collar, lubrication of, 422.

conditions determining area of and
load on, 405.

determining form of, 406, 407.

corrosion of, by free fatty acids, 213-
215.

cylindrical, effects of load an<l speeil

on wear of, ,-4.

forms of, 410-421.

design and lubrication of, 373-457.

enclosed. 409.

e.xposed, hard materials required for,

410.

fit of, 408.

Hexibility of, 409.

forms and functions of, 373.

grindiui; of hard, 378.

gun-metal, 379.

hardness of, surface, and its deter-

mination, 375-377.

heated, causes and treatment of, 13,

382-384, 400, 401, 415, 487, 490-

492.

high-speed, 415.

importance of using suitable mate-
rials for, 373.

jewelled, for wat;hes, 411.

lead-bronze, 379.

loads admissible on, 404-408.

on locomotive, 416.

locomotive, 415, 41(5.

loose fit of, necessary, 408.

lubrication of (general treatment),

394-403.

materials used for, 373.

Bearings, non-metallic materials for, 393.

pedestal, 411.

with side pads, 411, 412.

phosphor-bronze, 379, 383.

pivot, 423.

plane surface, 421-425.
- - positions for oilways of, 398-401.

protection of, from dust and dirt,

409, 410.

idle, from corrosiou, 490.

pump circulation for, 415, 437.

railway vehicle, 416, 417.

vehicle, treatment of heated,

487.

regular examination of, 488.

reservoir, advantages of, 396.

for ring spindles, 418.

with disc oil-lifters, 413.

-with oil-lifting chains, 412,

413.
• with oil strainers, 414.

with ring oil-lifters, 414.

roller, conditions necessary for effi-

ciency, 8S
design of, 88, 427-429.
efiect of viscosity of lubricant

on, 88.

friction of, 429.

loads carried by, 429.
• low static fi-iction of, 88.

rolling contact, 425-430.

slide-block, 421, 422.

spindle, 417.

steel, hard, 377.

soft, unsuitability of, 377.

surface hardness of, and its deter

mination, 375-377.

temperature of, dependent upon
method of lubrication, 403.

variable load, 84, 419.

watch and clock, 411.

wear of, abolished by ]perfect lubrica-

tion, 398.

white-metal, action of fatty acids on,

387.

white metals for, 384-392.

woods for, 393.

workmanship, importance of good,

409.

Becchi ; test for cottonseed oil, 283.

Beechnut oil, freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255
melting- and solidifying-point

of mixed tatty acids from, 205.

oxidation, increase of weight
by, 268.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.
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Beechnut oil, sajionification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Beechwood for bearings, 393.

Beeswax, hydrocarbons in, 245.

determination of hydrocarbons in,

246.

iodine value of, 255.

melting-point of, 204.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

sp. gr. of unsaponifiable matter from,

185.

unsaponifiable matter from, charac-

teristics of, 231, 234, 244.

determination of, 227.

percentage of, 233.

Behrens ; investigations of aniifriction

alloys, 390.

Belli.-i' system of forced lubrication, 43S,

439.

Ben oil, composition of, 116.

general characters of, 1 16.

iodine value of, 25.5.

lubricant for delicate mechan-
isms, 116, 474.

saponification value of, 222.

source of, 116.

specific gravity of, 184.

litre test of mixed fatty acids

from, 206.

Bender ; asphalt in mineral lubricating

oil, 300.

Benedikt ;
' acid value ' of oils, 215.

(and Ulzer), acetyl values of oils

{table), 248.

determination of acetyl value,

247.

Bensemanu ; method of determining melt-
ing-points of fats, 203.

Benzoline, from petroleum naphtha, 94.

Berthelot ; cohesion of water molecules,

33.

Sevan ; Be'chi's reaction given by oxi-

dized lard, 289.

melting-point of fat reduced by chill-

ing, 200.

Bishop : method of determining oxidizing
property of oils, 268.

Bitumen destructively distilled yields oil,

94.

Black (see Kvtnis and Bla-l:).

Blackfish oil (see Dolphin oil).

Black Sea rape oil (see Ruvison oil).

Blake's oil-testing ma.hine (c-h/> uiuI plmi),

369.

Blending «( lubricants, 464.

Bloede ; factitious viscosity of mineral
oils, 126.

Bloom (see Fliiorrstviiiv).

Bloomless oil, inuuufacturo of, 98.

Blown oils, acetyl values of, 122, 124, 248,
250.

as lubricants, 124, 476.

char.icteristics of, 122-124.

chemical changes caused by
blowing, 122-124.

detection and identification of,

326, 327.

determination of. in mixeil oils,

235, 236.

distinction between cottonseed
and rape, 123, 327.

Hehner values of, 239.

iodine values of, 256.

manufacture of, 121, 122.

miscibility of, with mineral
lubricating oils, 122.

Rcichert-Meissl values of, 242.

relation between sp. gr. , iodine

value and saponification value of,

327.

saponification values of, 222.

solubility of, in alcohol and
petroleum spirit, 122.

specific gravity of, 123, 124,

184.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

.icids from, 185.

Bochin ; railway train friction, 9.

' Botly ' (see Oiliit'ss) ; also note at foot of

p. 56.

Boiler fittings, lubricants for, 480.

Boilers, exclusion of lubricants from, 48i',

483.

Boiling-point of mineral lubricating oils,

101.

Bone-fat, ash in, 304. 322.

free fatty acid in, 322.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

lime in, 304.

nulting-point of, 204.

molting- and so1idifylug-)ioints of

mixed fatty acids fn>m, 205.

saponification value of. 222.

specific gravity of, 184.
lioiie oil, absorption of oxygen by, 272.

as lubricant for clocks and
watches, 322.

comparative oxidizabilitv of,

267.

Bottlenose oil (see Sperm oil).

Box-wood for l>earings, 393.
Boys (Vernon); |iroi>erties of soap films,

31.

Brazil-nut oil, iodine value of, 255.
idine value of mixoil fatty «cids

from, 255.

s.i{)onttication value of. 222.
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Biazil-uut oil, si>ecific gravity of, 184.

Bromiue thermal test, i357-2t)0.

value, relation of, lo Hubl
ioiliue value, 'iSS-iSO.

Bronzes lor bearings (see Hearings).

Buckley's jiiston roJ bearing, 12'2.

Buisine
;
jirocess for determining hydro-

carbons in beeswax, 246.

Burning-iioiut of oils, 187.

Burstyn : eltects of free acid in lubricants,

•J 13.

' Camelia' metal, 382.

Cameline oil, freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 25.').

iodine value of nii.\ed fatty

acids from, 255.

melting- and solidifying-points

of uiixed fatty acids from, 20.x

refractoiiieter value of, 2U7.

sapouilication value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Canewoud for be^irings, 393.

Caoutchouc in mineral oils, 302.

Capillarity, 42-44.

Capillarv force (see Superficial tension),

31-47.

tube, energy of flow through, 25, 26.

inlet end lesistance of, 27.

rise of liquids in, 42.
' Carboid ' for bearings, 394.
' Carbon ' bronze, 382.

Carnauba wa.\, acetyl value of, 250.

iodine value of, 255.

melting-point of, 204.

saponilication value of, 222.

specifie gravity of, 184.

specific gravity of mixed alcohols

from, 185.

unsaponifiable matter from,

characteristics of. 231, 234, 244,

245.

unsai'Onifiable matter from,

percentage of, 233.

Carpenter (Lant) ; railway wagon gre^ise,

128.

Cart-grease from Galician petroleum, 89.

Case-hardened iron and steel bearings, 377.

Cast-iron bearings, 378.

Castor oil, acetyl \alue of, 248, 250, 320.

acid, free, in, 212, 213.

i-baracteristics of, general, 114.

cold, eti'ect of, on, 114.

composition of, 114.

constants of genuine, 314.

expression of, from the seed,

methods of, 114.

freezing-point of, 199.

Hehner value of, 320.

iodine value of, 255.

Castiir oil, iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 2.">5.

lubricant for railways iu India,

106.

Mauniene value of, 263, 320.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids fiom, 205.

oxidizability of, comparative,

267.

refining, methods of, 114.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reicliert and Reicliert-SIei-ssl

values of, 242, 320.

saponification value of, 222, 320.

solubility of, in alcohol, 319.

solubility of, in mineral oil, 114.

solubility of mineral oil in,

114, 115.

source of, 113.

specific gravity of, 184, 320.

testing of, systematic, 319-320.
unsaponifiable matter, percent-

age of, in, 233.

viscosity of, 167, 169, 320.
' Cuuricedale ' antifriction metal, 389.

Cei-asin, melting-point of, 204.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Ceryl acetate, yield and saponification

value of, 244.

Cetyl acetate, yield and saponification

value of, 244.

alcohol in spermaceti, 245.

Chains of motors and cycles, lubrication of,

478, 479.

Chapman, automatic cylinder lubricator

for graphite, 453.

(and Knowles) graphite and glycerine

lubricant for steam cylinders, 476.

Charnock ; admissible loads on bearings,

407.

on losses due to fiiction, 49.

Charpy ; investigations of antifriction

alloys, 390.

Chilled cast-iron bearings, 378.

Chlorophyll in vegetable oils, 104.

Cholesterol acetate, yield and saponifica-

tion value of, 244.

characteristics of, 231.

colour reactions of, 292, 293.

distinction of, from isocholosterol

,

234.

distinction of, and separation from
phytosterol, 232.

iodine value of, 256.

occurrence of, iu wool fat, liver oils,

etc., 224, 229, 231, 245.

Clague ; melting - point of cacao butter
modified by heating, 200.
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Clamer ; experiments on alloys for bear-

ings, 380.

Clay-slate for bearings, 393.

Clayton ; friction of railway vehicles,

63.

railway wagon grease as lubricant,

1-29.

Clocks, lubrication of, 474.

Cloth-oil testers, 2S0, 2S1.

Coal-tar oil, specific gravity of, 185.

Coconut oil, acetyl value of, 250.

acid, free, proportion of, in,

116.

characters, general, of, llij.

expression and extraction,

methods of, 116.

iodine value of, 255, 321.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

lubricant for light machinery,
use as. 107.

meltins-point of, 204.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

Reichert and Reichert - Meissl
values of, 242, 321.

saponification value of, 222, 321.

source of, 116.

specific gravity of, 184.

testing of, 321.

Coconut oleine (neutral), as lubricant, 475.

Cod-liver oil, acetyl value of, 250.— freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.
• melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidizability of, comparative,

267.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert and Reichert - MeissI

values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.
— specific giavity of, 184.

unsaponiliable matter, percent-

age of, in, 233.

Cohesion and friction, 3-5.

figures, 47.

pressure and, 4.

Tait on, 3.

Cold test (see Sctliiiij-jioint).

Coleman ; spontaneous combustion of oily

waste. 279.

viscometer, 147.

Coleseed (rapeseed), 107.

Collar bearings, lubricaiion of, 422.

Colophony (rosin), destructive distillation

of, 124.

detection of, in oil, fat, or

grease, 295.

Colophony (rosin), determination of, by
Twitchell's process, 238-240.

iodine value of, 256.
specific gravity of, 184.

Colour reactions of cholesterol, 292
293.

of cottonseed oil, 288-291.
of phytosterol, 292.

• rosin acids, 295.

rosin oil, 293-295.
sesame oil, 291, 292.

Colza oil (see Mape oil).

Connecting-rod oil cups, 420, 421.

Conrad ; improvements in ball bearings
426.

Consistence of fats and greases, determina-
tion of, 170-172.

Contamination films, 5.

of liquid surfaces, 39.

of solid surfaces, 38.

surface, 5, 6.

Cook ; method of determining melting-
point, 203.

Corn oil (see Maize oil).

' Cornish' bronze, 3S2.

Corrosion of metals by free fatty acids in
oils, 213-215.

of steam cylinders by fatty acids,

105.

Coste (and Parry) ; (iroperties of com-
mercial neatsfoot oil, 324.

Cottonseed oil, acetyl value of, 248, 250.
acid, free, in, 211.

blown, acetyl value of, 248.

blown, distinction of, from
blown rape oil, 327.

blown, Hehner value of, 239.
blown, iodine value of, 256.
blown, Keicliert-Meissl value oi,

242.

colour re.ictions of, 2SS-291.
freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

Maumene value of, 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidation, increase of weight oi

by, 268. 270.

oxidizability of, coniparatire.

267.

oxygen, absorption of, bv, 271.

272.

refr.ictive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert and Reichert • Mci&>.
values of, 242.

sa{>oni&cation value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.
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Cottonseed oil, specific gravity of mixed
fatty acids from, 185.

unsaponiiiable matter in, per-

centage of, "iSS.

Cottonseed stearin, iodine value of, 255.
• iodine value of mixed fatty acids

ii'om, '255.

melting-point of, 204.

melting- aud solidlfying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

sapiinification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Coulomb ; friction researches, 6, 9.

laws of solid friction, 10.

on Mow through capillary tubes,

22.

Cracking of mineral oil (see also Destructive

distillalioit), 95.

Crank pins, lubrication of, 399.

Crossley {and Le Sueur) ;
constants of

Indian rape oil, 108.

Croton oil, acetyl value of, 24S.

Reichert-.Meissl value of, 242.

Curcas oil, freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

Reichert-Meissl value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Cycles, lubrication of. 478.

Cylinder oil from ostatki, 100.

'valvoline,' ItiT, 169.

Cylinder oils, filtered, manufacture of,

97.
. • flashing-points of, 186.

(mineral), viscosity of, 167, 169.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 271.
• reduced, manufacture of, 97.

volatility of, 191-194.

Cylinders, gas and oU engine, deposits

found in, 477.

gas and oil engine, lubrication of, 476,

477.

steam , and valves, lubrication of,

441-456, 482-485.

corrosion of, by fatty acids, 105,

482, 483.

deposits found in passages of,

482.

design of, 456.

drain valve for, 457.

imperfect nature of lubrication

of, 482.

lubricants used for, 476.

lubricators for, 441-456.

water, ell'ect of, in, -38, 484.

Cylindrical bearings, eticcts of load and
speed on pressure-film of, 74.

results produced by wear of, 72.

D,\hcan's 'titre test,' 204, 323.
' Damascus ' bronze, 382.

Deeley ; lubricator for steam-cylinders,

444.

(and Wollf), lubrication of plane
parallel surfaces, 64.

Deeriiig; free acid in tallow, castor oil,

and sperm oil, 212, 213.

(and Redwood), solubility of castor

oil in iilcohol, 319.

viscosity of castor oil, 320.

Deggut or ' goudron ' from Russian
petroleum, 100.

Delta ' metal, 382.

De Negri (and Fabris) ; determination of

arachis oil in olive oil, 286.

saponification value of olive oil,

318.

Density, determination of, 184.

of lubricating oils, ell'ect of change of

temperature on, 182, 183.

of water at 4° to 100° C, 181.

relation of, to specific gravity, 172.

(see also Sitccific c/ravity).

Deprez (and Napoli's) oil-testing machine
{disc), 366.

Destructive distillation, 94, 95.

Dewrance's antifriction metals, 389.

Diffusion of metals, 4.

Distillation, destructive, 94, 95.

in viicuOj 96, 97.

Distilled oils, manufacture of, from ostatki,

99-101.

manufacture of, from residuum,
97-99.

manufacture of, from shale,

101.

Dolphin-body oil, Hehner value of, 239.

iodine value of, 255.

Reicliert value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

siiecifio gravity of, 184.

Dolphin-jaw oil, composition of, 120.

constants of, 121, 315.

Hehner value of, 239.

identification of, 326.

iodine value of, 255.

lubricant for watches, 120, 474.

preparation of, 120.

Keichert value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

Donath ; chemical action of fatty acids on
metals, 214.

Drilling-liquids, composition of, 131.

Drop-feed and siphon (combined) lubri-

cator, 431.

lubricator, 431.

Dudley ; experiments on alloys for bear-

ings, 379, 38U, 383, 384.

Dufour ; retarded ebullition, 33.
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Dupni ; molecular adhesion, 16.

solvent power of surface films, 40.

'D.W.M.' ball-beariugs, 426, 427.

Dynamometers, 494.

Dynamos and motors, lubricutiou of, 475.

Eakthnut oil (see Atuclih).

Efficiency and cost of lubricants, 493.

Electrical transmission of ])0wer, 497.

' Electricon ' antifriction metal, 389.

Ellis; grease-box, 417.

Elm wood for bearinf;s, 393.

Emerson cotton mill power scale, 4!i4,

495.
' Empire' roller bearings, 88, 428, 429.

Emulsions, nature of, 41.

Energy, magnitude of surface, 41.

Engine oil from ostatki, 100.

oils, viscosity of, 167.

Engines, gas, lubrication of, 476, 177.

high speed, lubrication of, 175.

locomotive, lubrication of, 415, 416,

475, 487, 488.

marine, lulirication of, 476, 183.

oil, lubrication of, 477.

traition, lubrication of, 478.

Engler ; asphalt in mineral oil, 300.

expression of viscosity, 152.

Kunkler viscometer, 152.

standard viscometer, 151.

Ephraim ; determination of iodine value,

256.

Evans (and Black) ;
determination of rosin

acids by Twitchell's process, 238,

240.

Evaporation of oil in steam cylinders, 4S2.

Ewing ; continuity of static and kinetic

coefficients of friction, 8, 60.

friction and speed, 57.

Examinations, bearing, book for record of,

489.
' Ex. 15 'bearing metal [Vcnns. Elij.), 381,

382.

Fa I.-;, consistence, delermination of, 170-

172.

iodine value a{(liihl,), 255.

melting- and solidifying-points, de-

termination of, 200-206.

melting-points of (/<i/i?f), 204.

• meltins; of, phenomena observed in

the, 200.

saponilication values of (/nWe), 222.

specific gravities of, at 60° F. (table),

184.

unsaponifiablo matter in, percentage

of(/rti/c), 233.

Fatty acids, acetylation of, by IJcnedikt's

method, 247.

Fatty acids, action of acetic anhydride on,

246, 248, 249.

chemical action of, on metals,

•213-215.

free, in oils (see Acid)-

free, in oils, determination of,

215-218.

free, in oils, gravimetric deter

mination of, 218.

free, permis-sible amount of, in

lubricants, 218.

insoluble, detei-minatiou of,

237.

insoluble, determination of, in

presence of hydrocarbons and wax
alcohols, 237.

insoluble, preparation of, 238.

melting- and solidifying-iioints,

determination of, 2u0-206.

melting of, phenomena observed

in the, 200.

mixed, of oils, iodine values of

[tuhh), 255.

mixed, of oils, melting- and
solidifying-points of (tablr), 205.— mixed, of oils, specific gravities

of, at -°°'c. (table), }S5.
' 100°

mixed, of oils (see also under
individual oils).

occurring in lubricating oils,

(tahle), 106.

pre|>aration and properties of.

105, 238.

volatile, estimation of, 240.

Fatty oils (see FUal oils).

Fenton's antifriction metal, 389.

Films, contamination, 5.

liquid, stiibility of, 32.

tension of, 31.

lubricating ; characUristics of, 31.

critical velocity in, 23.

ell'ect of heat on, 38.

form of, on cvliudrical bearings,

73.

formation of, at high si>e«<is

64, 65, 73.

formation of, at low speeds, .'."

62.

formation of, between plain

parallel surfaces, 65.

heating of. 403.

oiliness of, 31.

plastic, 28, 53.

plastic (low in, 29.

strength of, 54.

thickness of, 78, 396, 397.

thickness, iulluence of, in lubri-

cation, 51

viscous flow in, 67.
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Films, pressure- (lubricating), conditions of

formation of, 64, 398, 402.

(lubricating), ett'ect of load on
thickness of, 405.

properties of, Reinold and Riicker on,
32.

soap-bubble, 31.

solvent power of, 40.

Film-test for o.xidizing and gumming
properties of oils, 266.

by Holde, with variou-; fixed

oils, 267.

Filters, oil, 468.

essential features of good, 470.
Finkener ; test for rosin oil in mineral oil,

•296.

test for purity of castor oil. 320.
Fire caused by s[inutaneous ignition of oily

rags, etc., 278.

Firing-point ('fire-test'), determinati^'ii

of, 1S7.

Fish oil, acetyl value of, 250.

comparative oxidizability of,

267.

Fish-liver oils, iodine value of, 255.

saponification value of, 222.
— (see also Cod-licer oil).

specific gravity of, 1S4.

Fixed oils, acetyl values of {tables), "248.

250.

acid, free, in, nature and
amount of, 210-213

chemical action of on metals,
213-215.

decomposition of, in steam-
cylinders, 105.

detection of, in mineral oils,

219.

detection of mineral oils in, 211.
determination and identifica-

tion of, in mixed oils, 235, 236.

differences from mineral oils,

103-105.

drying and non-drying, 104.

flashing-points of, 186.

freezing-points of, 199.

Hehner values of {tabic), 239.

iodine values of {/tildes), 255.

iMaumenu values of {table), 263.
oxidation and gumming of (see

OJcidation). 265-272.
oxygen in, percentage of, 103.

properties of, 103.

refining small quantities of, pro-

cess for, 218.

Reichert and Reichert - M eissl

values of (lahlc), 242.

saponification values of {table),

222.

sources and composition of, 103.

Fixed oils, specific gravities of, at"60° F.,

104, 172, 1S4.

unsaponifiable matter in, per-

centages of {table), 233.

Flashing-point, Abel test for determining,

187.
• 'closed test' for, 187.

determination of, 1S7-191.
Gray's tester for determining, 190.

Flashing-point, limits of safety, 186.

meaning of, 186.

of cylinder oils, 187.

of fixed oils, 186.

of mineral lubricating oils, 101,

186
'open test' for, 186, 187.

Pensky-Martens test for, 188.

volatility of oils compared with, 194,

310.

Fluorescence, or 'bloom,' 9S. 101,

229.

characteristic of hj'drocarbon oils,

229
destroyed by nitronaphthalene, etc

,

304.

Forced lubrication, 402, 403, 433-441,

475.

Fox ; chemical action offatty acids on lead,

214.

oxygen absorption test, 271.

(and Baynes), changes caused by
blowing oils, 122

(and Baynes), Hehner values of blown
oils, 239.

Fractional distillation, 94, 95.

Franke's mechanical lubricator, 4 35.

Freezing of lubricants. 461.

Freezing-point (see Seltiiiij-poiiit).

Friction, at high speeds due to viscosity

of oil pressure-film, 398.

coefficient, continuity of static and
kinetic, 8, 6ii.

coetficient, measurement and defini-

tion of, 6.

coefficient, Morin's apparatus for

measuring, 6.

coefficient of, at high speeds with

perfect lubrication, 364, 402.

coefficient of, at low speeds, 57.

coefficient ol, between the same and
ditl'erent metals, 7.

coefficient of, kinetic, 7, 8.

coefficient of ' Magnolia ' metal, S.

coellieient of, static, 7, S, 51.

coetficient of, with varying loads and
speeds, til, 346.

cohesion and, 3.

contamination films and, 5, 7.

effect of, on bearing temperature, 77,
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Friction, effect of visi'osity of lubricant on

roller bearinj;. SS.

effects on machinery at low speeds,

56.

heating by, 13. 14.

heatinj; of lubricating films, effect of.

on, 403.

high speed, 364, 395.

high Sliced due to viscosity of lubri-

cant, 395.

influence of bearing area upon, 81,

83.

influence of load and speed on, 74-

78, 405.

influence of method of lubrication

upon, 56, 83, 402.

influence of surface condition on, 6.

influence of thickness of lubricating

films on, .'.1, 405.

influence of viscosity ami oiliness of

lubricant on, 56, 80, 345, 346.

internal (viscosity) of liquids, 15-28.

losses resulting from, 49, 495-498.

of ball bearings, 86 -88.

of brakes, 9-11.

of contaminated surfaces, 5.

of cylindrical bearings, 74-84.

of lead bronze bearings, 380.

of leather belt, 8.

of pivots, variation of, with speed

and load, 69.

of i-oller bearings, 88, 429.

plastic, 28, 53.

rolling, 3, 12, 86.

seizing caused by, 5.

slow speed, 57. 394.

solid, and speed, 8-10, 57-62

introductory, 1.

laws of, 10.

nature of, 2.

Kennies experiments on, 7.

theory of, 12.

speed, ettect of, on, 60, 61, 316,

394.

static, of roller bearings, 88.

viscosity and, 51.

variation of, with speed, 60, 394.

wear caused by, 2, S4.

Friedmann's pump cylinder-lubricator,

450.

Furfurol test for sesame oil, 292.

Furness lubricator for steam cylinders,

453, 454.

' G.M.ENA ' axle oil, viscosity of, 167.

(Jalician macliine oils, viscosity of, 167.

Galton (Douglas) ; brake friction experi-

ments, 9-11.

Gas engines, lubrication of. 476. 477.

Gasoline, 94.

' Gelatin ' for thickening mineral oils, 126,

303.

Gellatly ; spontaneous ignition of oily

waste, 279.

Gill (and Tufts) ; sitosterol in maize oil,

234.
' Globe ' oil, viscosity of, 167.

Glvcerin, determination of specific gravity

of, 174.

used in lubrication of steam cylinders,

476.

GlyCL-rol and water, determination of vis-

cosities of, 136-140.
viscosities of, at 20° C. (lahlt),

140-143.
' Glyco ' antifriction metal, 389.

GoUimann : determination of volatile fatty

acids, 240.

(loodmau ; change of coefficient of friction

with increasing load and sjieed,

61.

coeflicient of friction at low speeds,

57.

effect of bismuth, etc, in antifriction

alloys, 392.

experiments with ball bearings, 86.

investigation of antifriction alloys,

392.

lead as an antifriction metal, 392.

losses resulting from bearing friction,

49.

low-speed friction, experiments on,

58.

thickness oflubricating oU-tilins, 396.

viscosity and cylindrical bearing

friction, on, 80.

Goodman's friction testing michiues
{drum), 356-359.

Gore ; solvent power of surface films, 40.

'Gondron,' characteristics of, 100.

lubricating grease m.<ide from, 100.
' Graney ' btonze, 382.

tirapcseed oil, acetyl value of. 248.
' (Jraphite' antifriction metal, 389.

Graphite, application of, to steam cylinders.

458, 476.

for heavy loads, 471, 472, 479.

lubricant for cast-iron surface-<, 472.

Gray; flashing-jwint apj>aratus, 190.

Grease, analysis of, systematic, 328.

as lubricant for motor cars, 478.

cart, from Ualician petivlcuni, 89.

consistence of, methods of meiisuriii;,'

the, 170-172.

'cup.' manufacture of. 127.

detection of soap in, 303.

detection of inorganic substances and
stardi in, 303.

'engine,' manufacture of, 127.

hot-neck, 131.
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Grease, melting of, phenomena observed in

the, 200.

melting-point, iletermination of, 200-

206.

quantity consumed in railway wagon
lubrication, 129.

railway wagon, 128, 129.

rosin, adulteration of, 131.

cause of formation of, 130.

manufacture of, analyses, and
uses of, 129, 472.

soap - ihickeneJ, manufactuie and
analyses of, 126-131.

unsuitable for ijuick-running machin-
ery, 46''.

use of, for locomotive lubrication,

467.

uses as lubricant, 466, 467.

Grease-cup lubricator, 436, 441.

Greasiness, property of lubricants, 30,

461, 462.

Gripper ; approximate analysis of mixed
lubricating oils, 224.

Gumming of oils sometimes due to free

acids, 215.

and oxidation of lubricating oils,

265-27S, 460.

(see also Oxicl(Uio)i).

Gnn-metal, 379.

Gypsum for bearings, 393.

Hagenbach : on correction for energy of

capillary flow, 26.

Hall (Proctor) ; measurement of surface

tension, 45-17.

Halphen ; colour reaction of cottonseed

oil, 2S8.

Hardness and its determination, 375-377.
relative, of metals and alloys, 375-

377.
' Harrington ' bronze, 382.

Hazel-nut oil, composition of, 116.

general characters of, 116,

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids fiom, 255.

lubricant for delicate mechan-
isms, 116.

lubricant for watches, etc.

,

474.

melting- and solidifying-points i

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

Rrichert-Meissl value of, 242,
saponification value of, 222.

source of, 116.

specilic gravity of, 184.

Heating of bearings (see Bearings).
viscosity and, 491.

Hedge-mustard oil, 108.

Hedge-radish oil, 108. I

Hefrord(C. E.) ; experiments on crank-pin
lubrication, 399.

Hehner ; observation on Becchi's cotton-

seed oil test, 289.

(and Mitchell), bromine thermal test,

257, 258.

Hehner value, determination of the, 237.

of fixed and blown oils {table),

239.

use of. in the analysis of lubri-

cants, 236, 237.

Hele-Shaw ; theory of solid friction, 12.

Hempseed oil, acetyl value of, 248.

freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

oxidation of, change of weight
by, 270.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

refractometer value of, 207.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsaponiliable matter, percent-

age of, in, 233.

Hes.se ; colour test for cholesterol, 292.

Hickory (wood) for bearings, 393.

Hide for wheel teeth, 393.

High speed engines, lubrication of, 475.

Hirn ; friction of lubricated surfaces, 9.

' Hoffmann ' ball-bearing, 428.

Holmeister ; methods for determination of

setting points, 197.

Holde ; asphalt and resin in mineral oils,

300-302.

changes undergone by mineral oils

exposed to air in thin films, 272-

278.

colour reaction of rosin oil, 294.

detection of fatty oil in mineral oil,

219, 326.

detection of mineral oil in fatty oil,

219.

detection of nitronaphthalene, 305.

detection of water in oils, 305.

determination of flashing-point, 188,

189.

Engler's viscometer, use of, 152.

organic acids in mineral oils, 210,

218.

oxidation of fixed oils, 267.

oxygen absorption test, 271.

paraffin in mineral oils, detirmin.ition

of, 299.

Holly (wood) for bearings, 393.

Holt ; drain-valve for steiim cylinders,

457.

Hooper ; acidity of commercial n&itsfoot

oil, 324.
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Horse fat, iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids

fiom, 255.

melting point of, 204.

melting- and solidfvingpoints

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

Reicbert and Reichert - Sleissl

values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Horse oil. .Mauineni- thermal value of, 263.

Horsefoot oil. acetyl value of, 250.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

specific gravity of, 184.

Hot-neck greases, 131, 479.

How (Thos. W.) ; on roller bearings, 88.

Howat (A.); drop sight-feed lubricator,

431.

Hoyle's antifiiction metal, 3S9.

Hiibl iodine process, chemical reactions of

the, 251, 252, 2.56.

value (see Iodine value).
' Huile tournante ' (' huile d'enfer'), 112.

Hurst; volatility of machine oils, 192.
' Hyatt' flexible roller bearings, 42S.

tiexible roller bearings, friction of,

429.

flexible roller bearings, loads carried

by, 429.

Hydraulic machinery, lubrication of, 54,

479.

Hydrocarbon oils (see Mineral liihrienl-

ituj oils, Sosin oil).

Hydrocarbons, iilentitication of, in un-

sapnnifiable matter, 229.

occurrence of, in beeswax, 245.

Hydrolysis of fatty esters, 105.

Hydrometers, 177-179.

' Ibis' antifriction metal, 389.

Illuminating oils from petroleum, 91, 94.

yield increa.seil by cracking, 95.

Ingham and Stapfer ; oil-testing machine
{drum), 350.

Iodine value calculated from bromine
thermal test, 258-260.

calculated from ilaument' test,

264.

determination tif, by Hiibl's pro-

cess, 252-256.

determination of, by Wys's pi-o-

ce.'is, 257.

meaning and use of, in analysis

of oils, 251.

of blown oils, alcohols, re-sins,

solid hydrocarbons, mineral lubri-

cating oils, and rosin oil {table),

256.

Iodine value of fixed oils, fats, and waxes
{table), 255.

of mixed fatty acids {table), 255.

Isocholesterol, characteristics of, 231.

distinction of, from cholesterol, 234.

occurrence of, in wool fat, 231, 232.

Jacobt's alloy for ligb.t loads, 389.

Jamba rape oil. 107.

Japan fish oil, acetyl value of, 250.

Japan wax, acetyl value of, 250.

iodine value of, 255.

melting-point of, 204.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

saiionification value of, 222.

sjiecific gravity of, 184.

Jean (Amagat and), differential refracto-

meter, 206.

Jenkin ; continuity of static and kinetic

coefficients of faction, 8, 60.

friction and speed, 57.

Jenkins ; bromine thermal test, 258.

melting-point of fatty acids from

blown oils, 123.

Jessop ; lubrication of connecting-rod

big-ends, 420.

Jewelled bearings, 4 1 f

.

Job ; investigations into the causes of hot

bearings, 382-3S4.
on torsion viscometer, 155.

Joule; mechanical equivalent of heat, 13.

Journals, corrosion of, by free fatty acids

in oils, 215.

Kapok oil, colour reaction of, 2S8.

Kelley's watch oil, results of examination

of, 121.

Kelvin ; law of molecular attractions,

34.

liquids f.T illustrating interfacial

tension, 34.

Kerosene illuminating oil from petroleum,

94.

Kimball on friction and sjieed, 8.

on low S|ie<-d friction, 57, 58.

Kingsbury ; friction of screws. 370-372.

oil-testing machine, 361-364.

on air as a lubr icant. 8.1.

thickness of lubricating oil-films.

397.

Kingston's antifriction alloy, oS9.

Kissling ; apjaratus for determining eon

sistence of fats, 170.

oxidation of linseed oil, 267.

spontaneous heating of oily fibrous

mineral, 279.

Knowlcs (see Chtipmnn).

Koettstorfer : 'degrees' (of acidity), 216.

vilue (saponification value), 220-223.
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Kunkler ; apparatus for determiuing con-

sistence of fats, 170,

viscometer, 152.

Lace-makixg machines, lubricants used

for, 475.

Lafond's alloy for heavily loaded bearings,

382.

'Lahmeyer' oil-testing machine {i/rum),

364, 365.

Laplace; stability of liquids and solids in

contact, 37.
' Lappinj; ' (process of grinding hard

metals), 3.

Lard, iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

melting-point of, 204.

melting- and solidifying points of

mixed fatty acids from, 205.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert-JIeissl value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsaponifiable matter, percentage of,

in, 233.

Lard oil, acetyl value of, 250.

characters, general, and com-
position of, 118

coefficient of friction (static)

with, 52.

congealing point of, in relation

to iodiue value, 323.

constants of fjenuine, 315.

freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255, 323.

Maumene value of, 323.

preparation of, from lard, 118,

refractometer value of, 207.

saponification value of, 222,

324.

specific gravity of, 184, 323.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, 185.

testing for adulterants in, 323.

unsaponifiable matter, percent-

age of, in, 324.

uses as lubricant, 475.

Lasche ; experiments on high speed friction

and lubrication, 76, 77, 414.— relation between bearing temperature
and friction, 77, 78, 403.

Le Sueur (see CrossUy).

Lead as an antilriction metal, 392, 472.

-bronze bearings, 379.

-bronze bearings, relative friction and
wear of, 379, 380.

in bearing metals, effect of, on wear
of journals, 381.

Leeds ; rosin acids in rosin oil, 125.

LetTmann (and Ream) : use of glycerol for
Reichert-Meissl process, 240.

Leonard ; detection of nitronaphthalene
305.

Lewis (W. T. ) ; watch and clock be;irings,

411.

Lewkowitsch ; acetyl value, determination
of the, 248, 249.

acetyl value, meaning of the, 251.
values of oils (table), 250.

acid, free, in palm oil, 211.

characters of commercial blown oils,

124.

chemical changes caused by blowing
oils, 122.

cholesteiol, action of potash lime on,

246.

colophony, determination of, by
Twitchell's process, 239.

• iodine value, determination of the
256.

neatsfoot oil, properties of, 324.

nitric acid teat for cottonseed oil,

290, 291.

rosin oil, specific gravity of, 125.

sperm oil, alcohols ol, 245.

sperm oil, composition of, 112.

tallow, iodine value of, 322.

unsaponifiable matter, relation of, to
fire risk, 279.

Liebermann ; colour reactions ofcholesterol,

rosin acids and rosin oil, 293-295.
Lignum vits for bearings, 393.
Limestone for bearings, 393.

Linseed oil, acetyl value of, 248, 250.
blown, Hehucr value of, 239.

• freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodme value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

Miiumene value of, 233.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidation of increase of weight
by, 268, 270.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 271.
refractive index of, 206.
refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert-Meissl value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, IS 5.

unsaponifiable matter, percent-
age of, in, 233.

Liquids, attractive forces between molecules
of, 33.

miscibility of, 35.

Livache ; drying of oils by oxidation, 265.

test for oxidation of oils, 267, 268.

33
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Loada admissible on bearings, 404-408.
on ball bearings, 42o.

on I'ivot bearings, 423.

on plane surface bearings, 407, 408,
4-2-2-424.

on railway bearings, 473.

on roller beirings, 429.

Lobry de 13ruyn ; detection of mineral oil

in sperm oil, 220, 32o.

Loconiotii'e engines, loads on bearings of,

416.

lubrication of bearings of, 415,

416, 475, 487, 48?.

Looms, lubricants used for, 474.

Lorries, steam, lubrication of, 478.

Lovibond's tintometer for observing the
Colour of oils, 309.

' Luard ' automatic cylinder-lubricator,

454.

Lubricants, acids in, efTicts of, 213.

adulteration of, 458.

blended, 464.

changes caused by continued
use, 465.

precipitation of solid paraffin

in, 46'i.

clariBcation of, 468.

cost and efficiency of. 493.

decomposition of, 482.

filters for, 468.

for boiler fittings, 480.

for high s]ieeds, 473.

for low speeils, 471.
• for metal against wood, 472.

for moderate s|ieeils, 472.

for nuts and bolts, 480.

freezing of, 461.

friction of solid, 14.

greasiness of, 461, 462.

grit, etc., in, 470.

gumming of, 460.

kinds of, suitable for various loads
and speeds, 465. 471-474.

measurement of efficiency of, 494.

meclianic:il testing of, 330-370.
mixed, analysis of, 328, 329.

oiliness of, 461, 462.

plunibaijo, for cast-iron, 378.

selection of, 493.

solid, ior heavy bearings, 471, 472,

479.

shear of, 14.

staining of fabrics by, 463.

straining, importince of, 471.

testing of, by physical and chemical
methods, 307-329, 459.

testing of, by mechanical methods.
330-370.

use of fats and greases as, 466.

variable oiliness of, 33.

Lubricants, viscosity of, in relation to
lubrication, 462.

Lubricating films (see Films).

Lubricating oils, composition and identifi-

cation of unsaponifiable matter in,

228-235.

containing sperm oil or wool fat

and rainernl oil, analysis of, 245.

density, alteration in, caused
by change of temper.iture, 182,
183.

e.xpansion of (alteration in den-
sity), 182. 183.

mineral (see Mineral lubricat-

ing oils).

mineral, proportion of, obtained
from crude p.ti oleum. 91.

mineral, spoiled by destructive
distillation, i'5.

mixed, apcroximale analysis of,

223.

mixed, determination and iden-

tification of the saponifiable oil in,

235, 236.

mixed, determination of un-
saponifiable matter in, 224-228.

mixed, systematic analysis of,

32S.

oxidation and gumming of,

265-278.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 269-
271.

Lubrication and friction (general remarks
on), 48.

bath- and pad-, com|^red, 57, S3.

bath, Tower's experiments on, 402.

Bellis' system of, 438, 489.

by air-film, 85.

by pump circulation, 415.

by suction at ]ioint of negative
pressure, 73 (footnote).

contamination films and, 5, 38, 48.

economicjil, 497.

etiects of film strength on, 54.

efficiency of, at different loads and
speeds, 61.

forced, 402, 403, 438-441, 475.

greases used for low speed, 63, 472.

high speed. 60, 64, 395, 473.

theory of, 64-83.

im[>ortanoe of, to prevent abrasion,

influence of the method of lubrica-

tion on, 56. 88.

influence of the nature and condition
of friction surfiices on, 55.

influence of viscosity and oiliness of

lubricants on, 66, 473.

low si«ed. 50, 5:>-63, 394, 471.

theory of, 62.
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Lubrication methodical habits, importance
of, 487.

objects of, 48.

of boiler tittings, 480.

of collar-bearings, 422.

of connecting-rod big-ends, 420.

of cutting tools, 48.

of cylindei'S, effects of water on, 54,

484.

of cylindrical surfaces, theory of, 72-

84.

of gas engines, 476, 477.

of high speed engines, 475.

of hydraulic marhinery, 54, 479.

of inclined plane surfaces, theory of,

69-72.

of locomotive engines, 415, 416, 475,

487, 488.

of marine engines, 476, 483.

of miscellaneous machines, 474-479.

of motor cars, 478, 479.

of oil engines, 477.
—^— of piston rods, 425.

of pivot bearings, 423.

of pivots mathematically considered,

68.

of jilane parallel surfaces, theory of,

64.

of plane surface bearings, 421-425.

of railway vehicles, 473.

of slide-Mocks, 421, 422, 473.

of steam motors, 478.

of traction engines, 478.

of variable load bearings (crank-pins,

etc.), 419-421.

oil-pump, 437, 438.

pad-, 84, 436.

pad-. Tower's experiments on, 401.

I'arsons' system of, 438.

'perfect.' 50, 402.
'— advantages of, 396, 397.

plastic solids, use of, for, 63.

ring, for reservoir bearings, 414.

splash (chamber), 441, 475.

static, 51.

steam cylinder and valve, 441-456,
4S2-4S5.

superficial tension and, 30, 53, 54.

surface - film solvent power and,
40.

theory of, 48-88.

treated in three divisions, 51.

viscous How and, 16.

Lubricator, Adams and Grandison's, for

steam cylinders, 452.

automatic, for steam cylinders, 444.

Chapman's automatic steam cylinder,
for graphite, 453.

Deeley's steam-cylinder, 444.
-. drop-feed, 431.

Lubricator, drop-feed and siphon (com-
bined), 431.

Franke's mechanical, 435.

Friedmann's pump, for steam
cylinders, 450.

' Furness,' for steam cylinders, 453,

454.
• grease cup, for steam cylinders, 441.

Luard,' for steam cylinders, 454.

needle, 430.

'Octopus' sight-feed, 433.

Ottewell's, for steam cylinders, 444.
' Rex,' for steam cylinders, 449.
' Roscoe,' for steam cylinders, 441.

Royle's, for steam cylinders, 447.
' Serpollet,' mechanical, 434.

siphon, 430, 431.

Smith's automatic valve, 455.

Staulh-r greise cup, 436.

Threlfall's, for locomotives, 432.

for steam cylinders, 433.

Tilston's, for sha'fting, etc., 440.

. Waketield s, for steam cylinders, 447.

'Winn's, for steam cylinders, 449.

Lubricators, 4:50-456.

automatic and mechanical drop-feed,

432-434.

mechanical ' pressure,' 434-436.

neeiile, siphon and drop-feed, 4-30-

432.

steam cylinder and valve, 441-456.

Lungwitz (see Schuvitzer).

Lux's test for fatty oil in mineral oil,

•219.

Machine tools, lubricants used for, 475.

Machinery, cleanliness, importance of, 485,

4j6.

general, lubricants used for, 475.

hydraulic, lubrication of, 54, 479.

management of, 485-493.

miscellaneous, lubrication of, 474.

oils, viscosity of, 167, 169.

light, from ostatki, 100.

oil-testnig (see Testing machines),

330-372.
preservation of standing, 4S9.

starting new, 486.

M'llhiney ; determination of rosin oil in

mineral oil, 298.

Mackey ; cloth-oil tester, 280-283.

results obtained with, 282.

spontaneous ignition ofoily materials,

279.

unsaponifiable matter, relation of, to

fire-risk, 279.

MacXaught's testing machine {disc), 365.

'Magnolia' metal, composition of, 389.

friction experiments with, 8,

387.
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Maize oil, acetyl value of, 250. i

freezing-point of, 199.
•^— iodine value of, 25,i.

• iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

I melting- and solidifying-points

of mixeii fatty acids from, 205.

Reichert value of, 242.

sa] bonification value of, 222.

sitosterol in, 234.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsaponifiable matter, per-

centage of, in, 233.

unsuitability of, for lubrication

,

107.

Manganese bronze bearings, 381.

Maple (wood) for bearings, 393.

Marangoni ; behaviour of liquids in con-

tact, 35.

—— stability of liquids and solids in con-

tact, 37
Marcusson ; separation of cholesterol and

phytosteiol from mixtures contain-

ing mineral oil, 234.

Marine engine c}'Iinders not directly

lubricated. 4SS.

Marine engines, lubricants used for, 476.

Marshall (Hailey) ; on roller bearings, 88.

Martens' oil-testing machine {drum), 350-
352.

Matties (A. M.) ; Parsons' system of lubri-

cation, 438.

Maumene thermal test for oils, 260-263.
• thermal values of oils {table). 263.

thermal value, relation of, to iodine
value, 264.

Maxwell on viscous and plastic flow, 28.

Mayer (L.) ; examin;ition of tallow for

cottonseed oil or stearin, 322.
' Maznt ' residuum from Kussian

petroleum, 97.

Mechanical drop-fi eii lubricators, 432-434.
' pressure' lubricators, 434-436.
testing of lubricants, 330-372.
testing of lubricants, objects and

conditions of, 330-331.
Mechanism, elliciency of, 497.

Meissl (see Jin\-/i-Tl-.y/(issl\

' Melon oil ' frcm head of dolphin, 120.

Melting-point, determination of, prepara-

tion of substance for, 201.

by Bach's methoti, 203.

by Bensemmn's method, 203.

by capillary tube method,202.
by Cook's method, 203.

by Tohls method. 201.

by Stock's method, 201.

of fats and greases, 200-206.

of lubricants, objects of determining,
200.

Menhaden oil, iodine value of, 255.

Maumene value of. 263.

Reichtrt value of, 242.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsaponifiable matter, per-

centage of, in, 233.

Metallic packing (see Fwton-rod pacl-ings).

Metals, conosion of, by fatty acids in oils,

213-215.

diffusion of, 4.

relative hardness of, 375, 376, 377.

Michelson ; on measurement of superficial

tension, 45.

Milliau test lor cottonseed oil, 288, 289.

test for sesame oil, 292.

Mineral acid, free, determination of, in

oils, 217.

in refined rape oil, 313.

]iermissible amount of, 218.

Mineral lubricating oils, acid, free, in,

210, 218, 311.

lubricating oils, ash in, proportion

and determination of, 304, 311.

asphalt in. detection and deter-

mination of, 300-302, 311.

boiling points of. 101.

caoutchouc, detection of, in,

302, 311.

cold-test of, 101.

colour of, 308.

composition of, 101-103.

detection of, in fatty oil, 219.

fatly oil, detection of, in, 219,
311.

fire ri.-'k of, 279.

flashing-point of, 101, 186, 309.

grit and dirt in, 312, 470.

gumming of, 272-278, 811, 460.

inorganic substances, detection

of, in. 303.

iodine value of, 103, 256.

manufacture of, 94-101.
odour of, 308.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 271.

paraffin, determination of, in,

299.

properties and composition of,

101-103,

refractive iudix of, 206.

rosin oil in, detection and deter-

mination of, 295-298, 311.

saponitiable oil, determination
of, in, 228,

saponificiition rsilue of («i7),

setting-point of, 101, 195, 200,
310.

soap, detection of, in, SOS, 810.

sources of, 89-94.

fj>ecific j;ravity of, 101, 184, 309.
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Ulnera! lubricating oils, spoutaneous com-
bustion prevented by, 279.

systematic testing of, by physi-
cal and chemical methods, 308-31 2.

• viscosity, determination of, 309.
Tiscosity of, 167-169.
viscositv of, factitious, 126.

volatility of, IS- 1-194, 309, 310,
482.

volatility and Hashing-point of,

compared, 194, 310.

Miscibility, interfacial tension and, 35.

Mitchell (see Keliner).

'Misiug-oils' prepared from solar oil, 100.

Molecular stresses, intensity of, 33.

Molecules of liquids, attractive forces

between, 33.

stresses on surface, 34.

Moore (H. F.
) ; forjuula for maximum loads

on bearings, 405.

lubrication by suction, 73 (footnote).

Moore (R. W.) ; constants oi porpoise and
dolphin-jaw oils, 121.

Morawski ; colour reaction of rosin acids,

295.

Morin ; frictional researches, 6, 9.

Motor cars, lubrication of, 478, 479.

Motors, indication of, 498.
^^— steam, lubrication of, 478.

Mustard oil, freezing-point of, 199.
• iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

melting- and solidifj'ing-points

of mixed tatty acids from, 205,

oxidizability of, comparative,

267.

refractive index of, 206.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 1S4.

Myricyl acetate, yield and saponification

value of, 244.

alcohol, occurrence of, in beeswax
and carnauba wa.\, 245.

Naphtha, crude, from petroleum, 94.

Napier ; on friction and viscosity, 403.
' Natural oils,' 96.

Naylor (C. W.); on water as a lubricant,

491.

Neatsfoot oil, acetyl value of, 250.

acid, free, in, 324.

as lubricant, 107, 119, 475.

characters, general, of, 118, 324.

cold, elfect of, on, 119.

constants of genuine, 315.

freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids
fioni, 255.

Neatsfoot oil, Jlaumene thermal value of,

263.

melting- and solidifying points
of mixed tatty acids frum, 205.

preparation of, 118, 324.

refractive index of, 206.

refraetometer value of, 207.

saponification value of, 222.

speL-ilic gravity of, 184.

testing of, for adulterants, 324.

unsaponitiable matter in, per
cent., 324.

used as lubricant for clocks, 119,

474.

used for mixing with mineral
oil, 107.

Needle lubricator, 430.
' Neutral oil,' manufacture of, 98.

Niger-seed oil, freezing-point of, 199.
— iodine value of, 255.

—

—

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

Jlaumene thermal value of, 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

refractometer value of, 207.

saponification value of, 222.

specitic gravity ot, 184.

Nitrobenzene and nitronaphthalene, detec-

tion of, 304.

Nitronaphthalene, used for destroying

fluorescence or ' bloom,' 98.

Nordlinger ; free acid in castor oil, 213.

Nuts, lubricant for, 480.

Oak (wood) for bearings, 393.

Octadecyl acetate, yield and .saponification

value of, 244.

alcohol in spermaceti, 245.

'Octopus' sight-feed lubricator, 433.

Oil-cups, cleaning and examination of,

489.

Oil engines, lubrication of, 477.

Oil-feeders, 500.
' Oil-pulp ' or ' tliickener,' 126, 303.

Oil stains in fabrics, 463.

Oil-testing machines (see Testing machines,

mechanical), 330-372.

Oil-ways in locomotive bearings, 415, 416.

positions for, 398-401.

Oiliuess, an important property of lubri-

cants, 30, 31, 33, 56, 461, 462.

measurement of, by oil - testing

michines, 330, 331, 336, 343, 363,

364.

relation of, to viscosity, 345, 346,

364.

Oils, animal and vegetable (see Fixed oils).

blown (see Hlvicn oils).

fatty (see Fixed oils). .
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Oils, fixed (see Fixed oils).

lubricating (see Lubricating oils).

mineral lubricating (see Mineral
lithricatiiiij oils).

mixed (see Lubricating oils).

undescribed, systematic testing of,

307.

Olive oil, acetyl value of, 248, 250.

acid, free, in 211, 212, 316.

arachis oil in, detection and
determination of, 2S3, 317.

as lubricant, 10(3, 474.

chemical composition of, 113.

• chlorophyll in, 3i7.

constants of genuini', 314.

co]>iier in, detection of 317.

extraction of, from olives, 112.

freezing-point of, 1!'9.

furfurol reaction given by, 292.

iodine value of, '.io.'j, 317.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

JIaunienc value of, 263, 318.
. melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidation, increase of weight of,

by, 268, 270.

oxidizabilily of, comparative,

267.— oxygen, absorption of, by, 271,

272.

refining of, 112, 317.
. refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of. 207, 317.

Reichert and ReichertMeissl
values of, 242.

sapoiiification value of, 222, 318.

source of, 112.

specific gravity of, 184, 317.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids Ironi, ISo.
. testing of. systematic, 316-319.

. unsaponifiable matter in, per

cent., 233, 318.
. varieties of ('virgin,' ' super-

fine.' etc.), 112.

viscosity of, 167, 168.

Olive-kernel oil, characters of, 113.
. iodine value of, 255.

sa^vonificulion value of, 222.—

—

.--pecific gravity of, 184.

Ordway : cloth oil tester, 280.

flashing-(>oiuts of mineral lubricating

oils, ISd.
' Ostatki,' characteristics of, 97.

dillerence from American ' residuum,'
!'7.

fractional distillates from {Inblf), 100.

maiiulacturc of lubricating oils from,

97, 99.

Ottewell ; lubricator for steam cylinders,

444.

Ox oil, oil from beef tallow, 323.

Oxidation and gumm ng of lubricating

oils, 265-278, 4o0.

accelerated by finely divided metals,

267.

Bishop's test, 268.

film-test, 266.

increase of weight of oils by, 267-
269.

Livache's test, 267.

of mineral oils, 272-278.
products of, 267.

• • wdt'h-glass test, 265.

Oxygen al sorption test for gumming pro-
perties of oils, 269. 270.

Ozokerite, iodine value of, 256.

(see also Cfnisin).

Packing, metallic, for piston rods, 424.

Pad lubrication, 436.

Pads, examination of lubricatirg, 489.
' Pale' (mineral) oils, 97, 101.

Palm oil, acetyl value of. 250.

acid, free, in, 115, 211, 321.

characters of, 1 15.

composition of, 115.

constants of genuine, 314.

extraction, method of, 115.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids
from, 255.

melting-point of, 204.

melting p'int of mixed fatty

acids from, 205.

Reicliert and Reichcrt-Meissl
values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

source of, 1 1 5.

specific gravity of, 184.

specific gravity of mixed fatty-

acid from, 185.

testing of, 320.

unsaponifiable matter in, per
cent, 233.

used for making railway wagoa
grea.se, 107.

Palm-nut oil, acetyl value of, 250.

characters and composition of,

115, 116
distinction of, from other fats,

321.

Hehner value of, 239.

iodine value of. 255, 321.

iodine value of mixed fatty aci'l*

from, 255.

meltiDgpoiut of, 204.

melting- and solidi(ying-j>oints

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.
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Palm-nut oil, Reichert and Reichert-Meissl

values of, 242, 321.—

—

saponification value of, 222,

321.

source of, 115.

specific gravity of, 184.
' Paraffin oils,' 97.

Paraffin wax, determination of, in mineral

lubricating oils, 299.

identification of, in unsaponi-

fiable matter, 230.

iodine value of, 256.

manufacture of, from petroleum

and shale oil. 94, 101.

melting-point of, 204.

saponification value of {nil),

222.

specific gravity of, 184, 230.

Parry (see Coste).

Parsons (Hon.C. A.); spindle-bearing, 417.

Peach-kernel oil, acetyl value of, 248.

Pedestal bearings, 411-415.

Pensky- Martens flashing-point apparatus,

188.

Pentecost ; on removal of oil-stains from
fabrics, 463. 464.

Petroleum, crude, characters and composi-

tion of, from various countries, 92,

93.

nature and occurrence of, 89.

relative proportions of illumin-

ating and lubricating oil obtained

from. 91.

products obtained from, 94.

-—

—

world's production of, 90, 91.

Phosphor-bronze bearings, 379, 383.

Phytosterol acetate test for vegetable oils

in animal oils, 232.

iharacteristics of, 231.

colour reactions of, 292.

distinction and separation of, from

cholesterol, 221-234.

iodine v.ilue of, 256.

occurrence of, in vegetable oils, 224,

229, 231-234.

Pins, lubrication of, 421, 478.

Pistou-rod. packings (metallic), 389, 390,

424.

non-metallic packing for, 64.

Pivot-bearings, lubrication of, 423.

Pivots, theory of lubrication of, 64-69.

Plastic friction, 28. 53.

Plastic (lead) bronze for bearings, 381.

Plumbago lis lubiicant for cast - iron

JUifaces, 378.

(see also Graphite).

Pockels (Agnes) ; contamination of liquid

surfaces, 39.

Poiseuille's formula for flow of liquid

through capillary tubes, 22, 133.

Polarimetric test for rosin oil in mineral
oil, 296.

Ponzio; arachidic acid in rape oil, 107,
286.

Poppyseed oil, acetyl value of, 248.

freezing point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

Maumene value of, 263.

melting- and solidilying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidation of, increase of weight
by, 268, 270.

oxidizability of, comparative,

267.

refractive index of, 206.

refiactometer value of, 207.

Reichert-Meissl value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222,

speL-ific gravity of, 184.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids fiom, 185.

unsaponifiable matter in, per

cent , 2-33.

Porpoise-body oil, freezing-point of, 1E9.

Hehncr value of. 239.

iodine value of, 255.

Reichert and Reichert - Meissl

values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsajionifiable matter in, 233.

Porpoise-jaw oil, chemical constants of,

121, 315.

composition of, 120.

extraction of, from head-fat of

porpoise, 120.

Heliner value of, 239.

identification of, 326.

iodine value of, 255.

R. ichert and Reichert - lleissl

values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

source of, 120.

specific gravity of, 184.

used for lubricnting watches,

etc., 107, 120, 474.

Power, cost of producing, 498.

Pressure-film (lubricating), conditions

under which formed, 64.

form of, on cylindrical beatings,

73.

measurements of thickness of,

78.

(see also Films).

Printing machines, lubricants used for,

475.

Pulleys, loose, 419.

Smith's self oiling, 419.
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Pump lulirioation, 415, 437, 438.

Pyknometer, instrument for taking specific

giavity, 172.
' Pyrene oil ' (deeomi-osed refuse olive

oil), 112, 113.

Quincke ; distance at which molecular
attractions become perceptible, 33.

Ragosixe(V. I.): commences manufacture
of luhrioatiiig nils from ostatki, 99.

Railway bearings, loads on, 473.
Rancidity of oils, not the same as acidity,

213.
•*

Rape oil, acetyl value of, 248, 250.
acid, free, in, 109, 211, 312.

acid, free sulphuric, in, 109,
313.

arachidic acid in, 110, 286, 287.
• Black Sea (see Ri vison oil).

blown, acetyl ralue of, 248,
250.

blown, distinction of, from
blown cottonseed oil, 327.

blown, Hehner value of, 239.

blown, iodine value of, 256.
' blown, Reichert-ileissl value of,

242.

characteristics of crude, 109.

characteristics of Indian, 107,
luS.

cold, effect of, on, 110, 199.

chemical composition of, 110,
280, 287.

constants of genuine, 314.
' expression and e.\traction of,

from the seed, 108.

freezing-point of, 110, 199.

iodine value of, 255, ijlS.

iodine value of mixed fatty
acids from, 255.

• Maumeiic value of. 263, 313.
• melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acids from, 205.
• oxidation of, increase of weight

by, 268. 2(J9.
• oxidizability of, comparative,

267, 316.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 269,
270.
— refining of, by alkaline pro-
cesses. 109.

refining of, by Thenard's pro-
ce.ss, effect of, l(i9.

refractive index of, 206.
refractonieter value of, 207.
Heichei t and Keichert-Meissl

values of. 2 12.

saponilicatiou value of, 222,
313.

I Rape oil, sources of, 107.

specific gravity of, 1S4, 313.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, 185.

testing of. systematic, 312-316.

unsaponifiable matter in, per
cent., 233, 313.

viscosity of, 167, 169, 313.

Rapeseed, varieties of, 107.

Ravison oil, blown, acetyl value of, 248,
250.

blown, Reicbert-Meissl value of,

242.

characteristics of, 110, 111.

iodine value of, 25.5.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids
from, 255.

Maumene value of, 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed latty acids from, 205.

Ravison oil, refractonieter value of. 207.
saponification value of, 222.

source of, 110.

sjwcific gravity of, 1S4.

specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, 1S5.

unsaponifiable matter in, per
cent., 233.

Rayleigh ; cohesive force of water mole-
cules, 33. 34.

contact of liquids with solids, 54.

contamination of liquid surfaces,

39.

law of interfacial tension. 35.

solvent power of surface films, 40.
• strength of liquid films, 54.
' Red' engine oil, viscosity of, 167. 169.
' Reduced ' oil.*, characteristics of, 96.

process of m inufaeture, 96.

Redwood (Boverton) ; expression of vis-

cosity, 146.

standard viscometer, 144.

(Deering and), free acid iu castor oil,

212.

(Deering :ind), solubility of castor oil

in alcohol, 319
(Deering and), viscosity of castor oil,

820.

Redwood (I. J.) : action of oils on metals,

213.

grease, manufacture of, 126, 127.

Refining small quantities of oil, process for,

218.

Refraction test for oils, 206-208.
Hefiactive indies of oils (fi6/c), 206.

Rofractomt'ter. dilferential, of Amagat and
Jean, 206, 208.

tests of oils (/<i*/<'}, 207.

Reichort process, 240.

values of oils ijtahlt^, 242.
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Eeichert-Meissl process, 240.

values of oils (table), 242.

Keimer (and Will) ; acid of high melting-

point in rape oil, 286.

Eeinold ; on thickness of liquid films,

47.
• properties of soap films, 32.

Rennie ; Irirtion researches, 6, 7.

Renard ; composition of ro-^in oil, 125.

determination of arachis oil in olive

oil, 284, 286.
' Residuum,' characteristics of, 97.
• ditference between American and

Russian, 97.

manufacture of distilled oils from, 97-
101.

nature and source of, 91, 92, 94.
• yield reduced by cracking, 97.

(see also Ostotki).

Resins, detection and determination of, in

mineral oils, 300-302.
• (see also Co/ojiliontj).

Reynolds (Osborne) ; conditions determin-
ing steady viscous Bow, 24, 133.

heating of lubricating films,

403.

lubrication of inclined plane
surfaces, 69.

physical and mechanical vis-

cosity, 22.
• theory of rolling friction, 12.

thickness of lubricating oil-

films, 396.

viscosity and lubrication, 30.

viscous flow between approach-
ing surfaces, 67.

viscous theory oflubrication, 50.
' Rex ' cylinder lubricator, 449.

'Rhigolene,' volatile spirit from crude
petroleum, 94.

Rhodin ; simple form of absolute visco-

meter, 143.

viscosities of oils (table), 144.

Richard's antifriction metals, 389.

Richards; on Ordway's cloth - oil tester,

280.

Richardson ; measurement of surface ten-

si'in of oils, 46, 47.

Richmond ; development of the Reichert
process, 240.

Riehle U. S. ' Standard ' testing machine
(drum), 359-361.

Ring spindles, lubrication of. 418, 419.
Ritsert ; rancidity of oils, 213.

Roberts-.\usten ; on diHusion of metals, 4.

liobertshaw (see Jl'alker).

Roller-bearings, 87, 88, 426-430.

Rolls, lubricant for, 98.

Roscoe ; lubricator for steam cylinders.

441.

Rosin (see Colophony).

grease, 129-131.

purposes used for, 472.

Rosin oil, anhydrides and esters in, 125.

characters, general, of, 125.

colour reactions of, 293-295.

composition of, 125.

detection and determination of,

in mineral oil, 295-298.

drying properties of, 125.

iodine value of, 256.
• manufacture of, from rosin, 124.

manufacture of grease from, 125,
129-131.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 271.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.

rosin acids in, 125.

rotation of, 125, 296.

solubility of, in acetone and
alcohol, 295, 296.

specific gravity of, 125, 185.

used for batching jute, 125.

Eoyle's ' Oleojector ' cylinder lubricator,

447.

Rubsen seed and oil, 107.

Kiicker ; on thickness of soap-films, 47.

propeities of soap-films, 32.

Ruhemann ; detection of fatty oil in

mineral uil, 219.

Russian machine oils, viscosity of, 167-
169.

oils (see Mineral lubricating oils).

residuum (see Ostotki).

' Salgee ' antifriction metal, 389.

Salkowski ; colour reaction of cholesterol,

292.

observation on setting-point of cod-

liver oil, 195.

Saponification, nature of, 105.

equivalent (Allen), 223.

value, determination of, 221.

meaning and use of, 220, 224.

values of oils, fats, and waxes (table),

222.

Sardine oil, iodine value of, 255.

refractometer value of, 207.

saponilication value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

unsaponifiable matter in, per

cent., 233.

Sayb'ilt's viscometer, 149.

Schilf ; colour reaction of cholesterol,

293.

Schottner ; viscosity of glycerol, 140.

Schultz ; method for determining the

setting-points of oils, 198.

Schweitzer ; factitious viscosity of mineral

oils, 126.
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Schweitzer (and Lungwilz) ; character-

istics of fjenuiiie lard oil, 323.

determinatiou of the iodine

value, 256.

test for soap in mineral oil, 303.

Sclerometer for measuring hardness of

metals, 376.

Scotch method of determining the setting-

points of shale oils, 196.

Scotch oils (see Shale oil ; Mineral luhri-

ciiHn;/ oil)

Scott-JIoncrietf ; friction and viscosity,

403.

Screwing liquids (see Drilling liquiils),

13!.

Screws, friction of, 370-37'2.

Seal oil, acetj-1 value of, 250.

blown, Hehner value of, 2S9.

freezing-point of, 199.

iodine value of, i.io.

ilaumene value of. 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatly acids from, 205.

refractometer value of, 207.

Keichert value of, 242,

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 181.

unsai onifiaUle matter in, per
cent . 233.

Seizing of had, tin, wrought iron, etc., 5.

' SerpoUet ' mechanical lubricator, iSi.

Sesame oil, acetyl value of, 24S.
• colour reaction of, 291.

freezing-iioint of, 199.

ioiline value of, 25.'i.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from. 255.

Jlaumeue value of. 263.

melting- and solidifying-points

of mixed fatty acMs from, 205.

oxiilation of, increase of weight
by, 26S, 270.

oxidizability of, comparative,

267.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.

Kcicheit and ReicUert-Meissl
values of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.
• uiisaponifiable matter in, 2o3.

Setting-point, determination of, by Arch-
butt's meihod, 196,

by Ilofineikter's method, 197.

by Schultz's method, 193.

by Scotch method, 196.
• bv Tagliabue's apj>aratU3, 199.

of fixed oils, 196, 199.

of minerid lubiicatingoils, 101, 195,

200, 310.

Setting-point, meaning of, 195.

precautious necessary in determining,
195.

(.see also Solidifying-jmint).
Sewing machines, lubricants used for, 475.
Shafting, lubricants used for, 475.
Shale, bituminous, characteristics of, 94."

I'roducts of destructive distilla-

tion of, 94.

oil, characteristics and compositioa
of, 94.

pioducts obtained from, 101.
(see Mineral luhneatimj oil).

Shark-liver oil, acetyl value of, 250.

refractometer value of. 207.
Shaw (T.); pluoibago as lubricant for

cast-iron, 479.

Sheep's- foot oil, refractometer value of,

207.

Sight-feed (.see Drop-feed).

Siphon-feed, oil-lifting power of trim-
mings, 492.

-lubricator, 430, 431.

Sitosterol, occurrence of, in maize oil, 234.
Skate-liver oil, acetyl value of, 250.
Slide-blocks, loads on, 422.

lubrication of. 421, 422, 473.

Slides, theory of lubrication of, 69-7"2.

Smith (Angus) : oxygen absorption test,

269.

(Ford); design of footstep-bearing,

423,

(R, H.
) ; magnolia metal, frii tion

tests of, 8, 3S7.

(B.H.); friction testing macliine
(drum), 34S-349.

(W. >1.) ; automatic valve lubricator
for locomotives, 455.

Snakewood for bearings, 393.

Soap, as a lubricant for hydraulic
machinery, 54.

(bubble) films, 31.

detection of, in mineral oils, and
gre;ises, 303.

prejiaratiou of, from fixed oils, 105.

soft, as a lubricant for hydraulio
machinery, 4 79,

-thickened greaseis, manufacture and
analvsisof. 126-131, 328.

oils, 126, 328.

Soapstone, lubricant for heavy loads, 471,
479.

'Soliroil,' 100.

Solid lubricants, 14, 471, 479.

Solids, friction of, 1, 14.

superficial ten^ion of, 36.

Solidifying-joints of fatty acids. 200-206.
determined by Dalican's titre-test,

204.

by Bach's method, 203.
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Solubility, interfacial tension affected by,

39.

Solvent-power of surface films, 40.

Specific gravity and density, 172-1S3.

determination of, by bottle,

173.

determination of, by hydro-

meters, 177-179.

determination of, by Sprengel,

tube, 174.

determination of, by Westphal
balance, 175-177.

of coal-tar oils, 185.

of glycerin, determination of,

174.

of mineral lubricating oils, 101,

172, Ib.o.

of mixed fatty acids at .^—^C,
1U0°

1S5.

of mixed wax alcohols at

100°

100°
C, 185.

of rosin oils. 1 S3.

of vegetable and animal (fixed)

oils, 104, 172, 1S4.

of waxes, 184.

reduction of, from one standard
to another, ISO.

reduitiou to the vacuum, 178.

relation to hydrometer degrees
(table), 179.

—^— (see also Dtnisiti/),

Specific temperature reaction, 263.

Sperm oils, acetyl value of, 250.

acid, free, in. 213, 325.

Arctic and Stuthein, compari-

son of, 324, 325.

characters, general, of, 119.

composition of, 119.

constants of genuine, 315.

determination of, in presence of

mineral oil, 245.

extraction of, from the blubber,

119.

tlashing-point of, 326.

freezingpoiiit of, 199, 325.

identification of the unsaponi-

fiable matter from, 230, 234, 326.

iodine value of, 2;i5, 325.

iodine value of mixed fatty

acids from, 255.

iodine value of unsaponifiable

matter from, 256.

lubricants for light machinery
and spindles, l(i7, 474.

lubricants, as, purposes suitable

for, 474.

Jlaumenii value of, 325.

.Sperm oils, melting- andsolidifying-pointa
of mixed fatty acids Irom, 21'5,

325.

mineral oil in, detection of,.

326.

oxidizability of, comparative,.

267.

oxygen, absorption of, by, 272.

properties of mixed alcohols-

from, 230, 234, 244, 245. 326.

refractive index of, 206.

refjactometer value of, 207,
325.

Reichert value of, 242.

saponilication value of, 222,.

326.
. separation of sjtermaceti from,.

119.

Soutliern and Arctic, compari-
son of, 325.

Southern and Arctic, sources of,.

119.

specific gravity of, 1S4, 325,

326
specific gravity of unsaponi-

fiable matter fiom, 1'5.

static coetficientof friction with^

52.

testing of, for adulterants, 324—
326.

unsaponifiable matter in, per
cent., 233, 3'J5. 326.

unsaponifiable matter in, pro-

perties of, -.iSO. 234, 244, 245, 326.

unsaponifiable matter in, yield

of acetates from, 244.

viscc-ity of and effect of tem-
perature on, 120, 167, 168, 325.

Spermaceti, acetyl value of, 250.
• com]iositian of, 245.

i'ldine value of, 255.

meltinL'-j'oint of, 204.

saponification value of, 222.

separation of, from sperm oU, 119.

s[ ecific gravity of, 184.

unsaponitiable matter in, per cent.,

233.

.Spindle bearing, Parsons', 417.

Spindle oils from ostatki, 100.

viscosity of, 167, 168.

Spindles (textde), lubricants usid for,

474.

(ring), 418. 419.

Splash (chamber) lubrication, 441, 475,.

478.

Spontaneous ignition of oily rags, etc-.,

278-283.
causes of, 278.

danger of, from free fatty acid

in oils, 279.
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ijpontaneous ignition, influence of the
nature of the fibrous material on,
279.

prevented by mineral oil, 279.

testing oils to ascertain their

liability to, 278-283.
Sprengel-tube for specific gravity deter-

minations, 174.

Spring (AValthi'^re) ; welding of metals, 4.

Staining of fabrics by lubricants, 463.

Stains, oil, cause ami removal of, 463.
'Stauffer' grease lubricator, 436.
Steam-refining process for mineral lubri-

cating oils, 96.

Steel bearings, 377.

Steinbuch ; Reichert-Meissl value of por-
poise bjdy and jaw oils, 121.

Stock ; corrosion of iron by free fatty

acids, 215.

method of determining melting-point
of grease, 201.

Storeh ; colour reaction of rosin oil, 293.

determination of rosin oil in mineral
oil, 297.

Stribeck ; friction and speed, 77.

friction of ball, roller and plain bear-

ings, 88.

Stroudleys oil-testing machine {ilrnm),

353-355.
' Sulphooarbou oil' (refuse olive oil), 112.

Sulphuric acid, free, in refined rape oil,

313.

(Maumene) thermal test for oils,

260-265.
Sunflower oil, freezing-point of, 199.

Iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed fatty acids
from, 2.i5.

melting- and solidifying points
of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidizability of, compar.itive,

267.

refractometcr, value of, 207.

ReichertMeissl value of, 242.

siponification value of, 222.
• specific gravity of, 184.

' Sunned oil,' 97.
' Sunning' process, 97.

Sujrerficial tension, and lubrication, 30-47,

53, 54.

and solubility, -39.

at interfaces of liquids and
solids, 36-33.

caused by stresses of surface

molecules, 34.

circumstances which modify, 38.

ellect of, on lubricating films,

53.—— elfocts of contamination on,

89.

Superficial tension, evaporation related to,

39.

influence of, on behaviour of
liquids in contact, 36-38.

influence of, on stability of
liquids and solids in contact, 36-
3s.

mpasurement of, 44.

measurement of, by Proctor
Hall 45-47.

measurement of, by rise in
tubes, 44.— measurement of, by film tension,

45.

measurement of, by wetted plate,

46.

of free liquid surfaces, 32.

of liquid interfaces, 34.

of solid surfaces, 36.

of water-film, 36.

theory of, 33-38.

Surface contamination, 5.

energy, proportion to surface area,

40.

films, solvent power of, 40.

Tagliabite's standard oil-freezer, 199.

Tait ;
' adhesion ' and ' cohesion,' 3.

Tallow, acetyl value of, 250.

acid, free, in, 117, 212. 321.
^^ characters, general, of, 117.

composition of, 117.
• constants of genuine, 315.

for grease-making, 107.

iodine value of, 255, 321.
iodine value of mixed fatty acids

from, 255.

lubricant, with graphite, for heavy
loids 472.

melting-point of, 204.

melting- and s >lidifying-points of

mixed fatty acids from. 205.

refractometer value of, 207.

Reichert anil lUichert-Meissl values

of. 242.

rendering of, 117.

sapmilication value of, 222, 821.

sources of. 117.

suspended (insoluble) impurities in,

321.

specific gravity of, 184.

specific gravity of mixed fatty acids
fr.im, 185.

testing of, for adulterants, etc., 821-
323.

unsaponifiable matter in, jier cent.,

283.

valuation of, by the 'titre test,'

323.

viscosity of, 167.
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Tallow, water in, 321.

Tallow oil, cliaracters, general, of, 118.

composition of, 118.

constants of genuine, 31.5,

exjiression of, from tallow, 118.

iodine yalue of, 2.t5, 323.

lubricant, used for mixing with
mineral oil, 118.

JIaumene thermal value of, 263.

refractometer %-alue of, 207.

solidifying point of, 323.

specific gravity of, 323.

testing of, 323.

(see also Animal oil).

Tallow 'stearine,' 118.

Tar oil, specific gravity of, 185.

Tension, superficial, and lubrication, 30-

47.

Testing of lubricants, by chemical and
physical methods, 307-329.

by mechanical methods, 330-

370.

of fixed oils and fats, 312-327.

of mineral oils, 308-312.

of mixed oils and greases, 328, 329.

of undescriled oils, 307.

machines, mtclianical, 330-370.
. mechanical, cylinder or drum,

332-364.

mechanical, design of, 331.

mechanical, disc and collar, 364-

369.

mechanical, disc and collar,

suitability of, for oil-testing, 364.

meclianiial, value of, 330.
• mechanical (see also under

inventor's name).

Thermal test for oils with bromine, 257-

260.

for oils wiih sulphuric acid,

260-265.

Thickened oils (see Bloini oils).

Thomson ; free acid in oils, 213.

(and Ballantyne) ; specific tempera-

ture reaction, 263.

changes produced by blowing
oils, 122, 123, 327.

Threlfall's automatic lubricator for cylin-

ders, 433.

lubricator for locomotives, 432.

Thurston (R. H.); experiments on static

friction, 52.

the selection of economical lubricants,

499.

Thurston's oil-testing machine {drum),
description of 332-341.

machine (</rM»i), graduation of

scales on, 338.

machine (drum), limited value

of, 346.

Thvirston's oil - testing machine (drum),
method of working, 341-348.

macliine [ilrum), particulars of
machine used by authors, 339-340.

machinei!i'r"/«'j,resultsobtained:

by authors with, 344-346.

Tilston's automatic forced Itibiioator, 440.

Titre-test, 204.
' Tobin ' bronze, 382.

Tools, lubrication of cutting-, 481.

Tortelli (and KuL'geri) : determination of

arachis oil in olive oil, 285, 286.

Tower (Beauchamp), abolition of friction-

and wear of bearings, 398.

experiments on pivot friction,

64, 367, 423.

friction experiments (reference),

50.

on collar friction, 422.

en positions for oil-ways of bear-
ings, 400.

testing-machine (collar), 368.

testing-machine (disc or pivot),.

367, 368, 424.

testing-machine (drum), 355,
356.

viscosity and cylindrical bearing
friction, 80.

Traction engines, lubrication of, 478.

Train oil, comparative oxidizability of,

267.

Trimmings (see TFickx).

Tufts (see Gill).

Turbine bearings, mineral oils used for, 475.
Turner's sclerometer, 376.

Twitchell
;

process for determination of
rosin acids (colophony), 23S-240.

Ulzek (see Benedilct).

' United Kingdom ' metallic packing, 389.
' United States ' metallic packing. 389.

Unsaponifiable matter, composition and'
identification of, 228-235.

determination of, 224-228.
examination of, by acetylation-

process, 243-246.

from sperm oil and solid waxes,
234.

identification of hydrocarbons
in, 229.

identification of wax alcohols in,

230, 231.

identification of cholesterols in,.

231-234.
soap in the, 234.

unsaponified oil in, 234.

use of determining the, 224.

Unwin ;
' carboid ' for bearings, 394.

on determination of hardness, 375,.

376.
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Vacuum process of (iistillution, 96.

Valenta ; cliaracteri>tics of bone fat, 322.

determination of rosin oil in mineral
oil, 296,

Taseliue, identification of, in unsaponi-
fiable matter, 230.

. iodine value of, 256.
• lubiicant, with graphite, for heavy

loads, 472.

melting point of, 204.

obtained from petroleum, 94.

siponification value of (7iil), 222.

specific gravity of, 184.

Vaiicher's antifriction alloy, 389.

Tegetable oils, distinction of, from animal
oils, 232.

used for lubrication, list of, 106.

(see Fixei! oils).

Villaverchia (and Faliris) ; furfurol test

for sesann' oil, 292.

observations on olive oil, 292.

Vince ; friction researches, 6.

Tirgin (olive) oil, 112.
•' Viscom,' for thickening mineral oils, 126,

303.

Viscometer, absolute, description of an,

133-135, 143-144.

Coleman-Archbutt, 147.

Doolittle's torsion, 154.

Engler's standard, 151.
• Engler-Kunkler, 152.

inlet end resistance of capillary tube
of, 27.

method of standardizing, 156.

proportions necessarv for accuracy,

27.

Redwood's standard, 144.

results obtained by standardizing

Redwood's and Coleman's, 157-161.
. Saybolt's, 149.

standardized commercial, rules for

determining viscosity by means of,

161.

Viscometry, absolute, l-'i2-143.

commercial, 143-169.

Rhnilin's absolute method of, 143.

Poiseuille's absolute method of, 132.

rules for, by means of standardized
commercial viscometer, 161.

Viscosity, absolute, definition of, 18.

absolute, of oils determined by the
Colemm viscometer, 162-165.

absolute, of oils determined by the
Redwood viscometer, 166.

absolute, summary ofdeterminations,

167.

cohesion and, 1 6.

critiial velocity of liquids and, 23.

determination of(seealso f'iscomclry),

direct viscous flow and, 2'2.

Viscosity, effects of, on friction of bearings,

56, 80, 345, 346, 395, 398, 462.

effects of temperature and pressure

on, 24.

energy correction in determining, 26.

factitious, 126.

heating of beatings proluced by
excessive, 491.

mechanical, 22.

nature of, 15.— of castor oil, 167, 169.

of glycerol and water, determination

of, 136-140.

of glycerol and water, table of, 140-
143.

of liquids, 15-28.

of oils, precautions in determining,

146.

of olive oil, 167, 168.

of mineral lubricating oils, 102, 167,

168, 169.

of rape oil, 167, 169.

of tallow, 167.

of water, determination of, 135, 136.

physical, 22
relation to oiliness, 345, 346, 364.

sources of error in determining, 26.

values, expression of, 155.

Viscous flow and lubrication, 16.

conditions determining steady,

24, 25.

between parallel planes having
dilferential motion, 16.

by gravity between fixed planes,

IS.
• through capillarv tubes, 21,

24-27.

Vol.itile fatty acids, determination of, 240,

Volatility and flashing-points compared,

194, 310.

Volatility, determination of, 191-194.

of mineral cylinder oils, 191, 194.

of mineral lubricating oils, 191, 310.

Wakefield's disc sight-feed cylinder

lubricator. 447.

Walker (and Robertshaw) ; determination

of rosin oil in mineral oil, 296, 297.

Waller ; determination of the iodine ytXue

of oils, 256.

Walnut oil, acetyl value of, 24S.

freezing point of, 199.

iodine value of, 255.

iodine value ofmixed fatty acids

from, 255.

melting- and solidifyingpoints

of mixed fatty acids from. 205.

oxidation of, incrrase of weight
during, 26$, 270.
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"Walnut oil, refractive index of, 206.

rel'iactometer value of, 207.

saponification value of, 222,

specific gravity of, 184.

AVard's antilriction alloy, 389.

AVartlia ; corrosive action of oleic acid upon
iron. 215.

AVatclies, lubrication of, 474.

"Watch-glass test for oxidizing property of
oils, 265.

AVatch-oil, Ivelley's, results of examination
of, 121.

"Water, as a lubricant, 491.

detection and determination of, in

oils and greases, 305, 306.
density of, at 4°-100° C. {trible), 181.

tension stress of surface film of, 36.

visco.sity of, at 20° C, 135, 136.
AVaxes, composition of, 104, 105.

determination of unsaponifiable
matter in, 225.

distinction of, from fats and oils, 104,
105.

iodine values of (labk), 255.
melting-points of (table), 204.

properties of mixed alcohols ob-
tained from (table), 234.

results obtained by acetylation of
mixed alcohols from, 244.

saponification values of, 222.

specific gravities at 60° F. of, 185.

unsaponifiable matter in, per cent.,

233.

M'ear, estimation of losses due to, 500.
of cylindrical bearings, 84.

(relative) of lead bronze bearings, 379,
380.

AVelding of metals, 4.

AVellington ; on friction of railway vehicles,

58.

AVestinghouse ; expeiiments on brake fric-

tion, 9, 10, 11.

AVestphal balance (hyiirostatic), for deter-

mining specific gravity, 175-177.
AA'etting of .solids by liquids, 31.

theory of, 41.

AVhale oil, characters of, as lubricant,
119.

distinction of, from sperm oil,

119.

iodine value of, 255.

i'ldine value of mixed fatty acids
from, 255.

melting- and solidifying points
of mixed fatty acids from, 205.

oxidizability of, comparative,
267.

refractive index of, 206.

refractometer value of, 207.
Reichert value of, 242. I

AVhale oil, saponification value of, 222.
.sources uf, 119.

specific gravity of, 1S4.
• —- specific gravity of mixed fatty

acids from, 185.
•

• unsaponifiable matter in, per
cent., 233.

use of, as lubricant, 119.

AVhite metals for bearings, 384-392.
(see Antifriction alloys).

Whitworth
; on the adhesion of metals, 4.

Wicks, e.\amination of, 489.

How of lubiicants through, 42, 43.

lifting power of, 492.

Wijs ; rt-actions occurring in Hlibl's iodine

process, 252, 256.

AA'ijs's process for determining the iodine

value, 257.

AVilberforce ; correction for kinetic energy
(visconictry), 26, 136.

AVilhelmey ; measurement of superficial

tension, 46.
' AA'illans ' high speed engines, crank

chamber lubrication of, 475.

Williams (Rowland) ; iodine value of

tallow, 322.

Williston ; on ' Hyatt' ball-bearings, 429.

AA'ilson (J. A'eitch) ; acid, free, in sperm
oils, 213.

characters of blown oils, 122.

flashing-point of sperm oil, 326.

fiashing-]ioints and volatility

of oils, 186, 191.

oiliness of lubricants, 30.

temperature and time of blowing
oils, 122.

volatility of oils, 191.

Winn's piston sight-feed cylinder lubri-

cator, 449.

Wolff, C. E (and Deeley) ; on lubrication

of plain parallel surfaces, 64.

AVood for bearings, 393.

AA'oodbury's mechanical oil - testing

machine (disc), 365.

Wool-fat, characteristics and identification

of mixed alcohols from, 231, 234,

244, 245.

determination of, in presence of

mineral oil, 245.

determination of unsaponifiable

matter in, 227.
• iodine value of, 255.

iodine value of mixed alcohols from,

255.

melting-point of, 204.

melting- and solidifying-points of

mixed fatty acids from, 205.

Reichert-Meissl value of, 242.

saponification value of, 222.

specific gravity of, 184.
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AVool- fat, specific gravity of mixed alcohols Youxo (Thos.) ; on molecular adhesion,
from, ]8o. 16.

unsaponifiable matter in, ]ier cent., (Jas. ); spontaneous ignition of oily

233. rags, etc., 279.

viscosity of, 167.

Wool-wax, acetyl value of, 250.

Wright (Alder) ; iodine value of tallow, 'Zero' metal, 389.

322. Zinc, objections lo, in bronze bearings,

reduction of specific gravity to a 381, 383, 384.

vacuum, 180.
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